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ABSTRACT 

Sovereignties Displaced: Avant-Garde Prose and Authoritarianism 

 in Spain, Chile, and Argentina (1923-1936) 

William J. Ryan  

Doctor of Philosophy  

Temple University, 2020 

Doctoral Advisory Committee Chair: Dr. José Manuel Pereiro Otero 

 

Whereas contemporary debates in Latin American studies addressing sovereignty 

often focus on dictatorships and the transitions to democratic governments in Latin 

America in the late twentieth century, Sovereignties Displaced: Avant-Garde Prose and 

Authoritarianism in Spain, Chile, and Argentina (1923-1936) adopts a transatlantic 

framework and directs critical attention to the cultural production of the interwar period. 

The historical and cultural events preceding and following 1929 are connected to World 

War I, the political crisis of democratic systems, and the global socioeconomic instability 

of the period. The three countries studied in the present work would be affected by these 

conditions, sharing an almost synchronic development of the authoritarian governments 

of Miguel Primo de Rivera in Spain (1923-1930), of Carlos Ibáñez del Campo in Chile 

(1927-1931), and José Félix Uriburu in Argentina (1930-1932). Additionally, the rise of 

authoritarianism and the decay of parliamentary institutions characterizing this epoch  

condition and inscribe the political essays and avant-garde novels composed by the 

intellectuals and writers analyzed in this study: from Spain, María Zambrano (1904-

1991), Ramón Gómez de la Serna (1888-1963), and Benjamín Jarnés (1888-1949); from 
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Chile, Alberto Edwards Vives (1874-1932), Juan Emar (1893-1964), and Vicente 

Huidobro (1893-1948); and from Argentina, Ramón Doll (1896-1970), Norah Lange 

(1905-1972), and Roberto Arlt (1900-1942). It should be noted that while considering 

national circumstances, my argumentation is divided into sections organized not by 

country, but rather by subject matter: a methodological and theoretical introduction, three 

analytical chapters, and concluding remarks.  

Established critical assessments of the avant-gardes, as offered by experts like 

Renato Poggioli (1907-1963), have underscored that democratic forms of government 

would provide the initial conditions of possibility of the historical avant-gardes. Other 

scholars, however, have recognized the interdependency of early twentieth century 

artistic discourses, revolutionary ideas, and authoritarianism. Informed by the 

theorization of sovereignty and democracy of Jacques Derrida (1930-2004), and the 

concept of community of Roberto Esposito (1950-), my research examines, in political 

essays and vanguard novels, the opposition of individual vis-à-vis collective forms of 

rule. The texts of my corpus manifest a recurrent concern relating to the tension between 

self-rule and collective-rule, a dynamic which organizes and destabilizes avant-garde 

formations themselves. Consequently, I analyze the philosophical and political 

ramifications of these authors’ defense, negation, or destabilization of the individual-

collective opposition in the context of the deterioration of parliamentarism. 

In my first chapter, I examine the following essays that represent a range of 

political positions from the interwar years: Horizonte del liberalismo (1930) by María 

Zambrano, Liberalismo en la literatura y la política (Con una segunda edición de: 
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“Democracia mal menor”) (1934, n/d) by Ramón Doll, and La fronda aristocrática en 

Chile (1928) by Alberto Edwards Vives. Framed by the sociological assessments of José 

Ortega y Gasset in La rebelión de las masas (1930), this chapter considers these 

essayists’ observations regarding mass politics and the role of political and economic 

elites. I foreground the ethical problems relating to these authors’ conceptions of the 

human subject and their concomitant formulations of governance, deriving from various 

ideological orientations. The essayists’ comparable anxieties regarding the limits of 

democratic politics reveal the complexities of the period and serve as a springboard for 

the subsequent chapters that study the politics of avant-garde novels.  

In my second chapter, shifting from essayistic discourse to vanguard fiction, I 

analyze philosophical oppositions central to the configuration of sovereignty, and to the 

theory and practice of democracy. These tensions organize various components of the 

following novels: Un año (1935) by Juan Emar (pseudonym of Álvaro Yáñez Bianchi), 

45 días y 30 marineros (1933) by Norah Lange, and El caballero del hongo gris (1928) 

by Ramón Gómez de la Serna. I demonstrate that, although these narratives do not 

contain explicit references to the emergence of authoritarianism and the erosion of 

parliamentarism of the period, these narratives are structured by problems that have 

implications for a thinking of issues relating to sovereignty and democracy. These novels 

similarly present how individuals interact with groups, such that it becomes imperative to 

consider the political consequences of these relations in order to critique, for example, 

fraternalistic and nationalistic notions of political filiation.  
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My final chapter studies the narrative presentations of radical political projects 

that aim to restructure society in Los siete locos (1929) by Roberto Arlt, La próxima 

(1934) by Vicente Huidobro, and Lo rojo y lo azul (1932) by Benjamín Jarnés. In contrast 

to the narratives included in the second chapter, these avant-garde novels establish an 

explicit dialogue with the conditions of crisis of the interwar years. From insurrections 

and utopian settlements, to revolutionary military revolts, these narrations depict small 

vanguard groups that propose various plots that seek to radically reshape the social order.   

Even though poetry is often positioned as the paradigmatic form of vanguard 

literary expression, my research theorizes the understudied phenomenon of Hispanic 

avant-garde prose. In particular, I account for the variation among avant-garde novels of 

the period, by sustaining that there are gradations of vanguard narrative depending on 

different factors that range from the transparency or opacity of linguistic expression, to 

the organization of the narrative material. In this sense, some novels considered 

vanguardist, while approaching a certain radicality in terms of language and form, may 

incorporate elements of the realist-naturalist novelistic tradition. Likewise, I assert the 

importance of attending to the varied uses of meta-reflexive procedures in Hispanic 

vanguard prose. Given their implicit and explicit interaction with contemporary historical 

conditions and political and artistic discourses of the 1920s and 1930s, I contend that the 

essays and avant-garde novels analyzed offer a fertile ground to examine the nature of 

sovereignty, while also presenting, in some crucial instances, potential images of what a 

democracy worthy of this name could look like.    
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INTRODUCTION          

I. By Way of Benjamin’s “Angel of History:” Pushed Forward, Looking Back      

 In Roberto Arlt’s novel Los siete locos (1929), set in Buenos Aires in the late 

1920s, the character el Mayor articulates the historical problematic which I seek to 

research in my dissertation, particularly the inscription of the crisis of parliamentary 

democracies and the rise of authoritarianism in the 1920s and 1930s on vanguard novels 

and political essays from Argentina, Chile, and Spain—the three countries el Mayor 

references.1 During a meeting led by the Astrólogo, who directs a group of maddened 

individuals planning to overthrow the government, el Mayor—ambiguously representing 

the Argentine military2—states that recent events and political tendencies have had 

significant repercussions in the armed forces:   

Nuestro ejército está minado de oficiales descontentos. No vale la pena 
enumerar los motivos, ni a ustedes les interesarán. Las ideas de 
“dictadura” y los acontecimientos políticos y militares de estos últimos 
tiempos, me refiero a España y a Chile, han hecho pensar a muchos de mis 
camaradas que nuestro país podría ser también terreno próspero para una 
dictadura. (Arlt 223, Siete, emphasis added)  

 
1 In order to frame the internal chronology of Arlt’s work, I turn to the narrative 

conclusion of Los siete locos, the novel Los lanzallamas (1931), in which the Astrólogo states to 
Hipólita that “Estamos en el año 1929” (Lanzallamas 294). In the “Palabras del autor” which 
precede Los lanzallamas, Arlt indicates “Con ‘Los lanzallamas’ finaliza la novela de ‘Los siete 
locos’” (Lanzallamas 285).    

2 Regarding el Mayor’s role in the conspiracy and the potential credulity of the 
conspirators, the Astrólogo states “¿Se dan cuenta ahora ustedes del poder de la mentira? […] Lo 
he disfrazado a este amigo de militar [el Mayor] y ya ustedes mismos creían, a pesar de estar casi 
en el secreto, que teníamos revolución en el ejército” (Siete 228). A “Nota del comentador” at the 
end of the last referenced sentence effectuates another inversion of expectations: “Más tarde se 
comprobó que el Mayor no era un jefe apócrifo, sino auténtico, y que mintió al decir que estaba 
representando una comedia” (Siete 228). El Mayor then mentions “En realidad no he pasado de 
sargento,” a statement immediately concluded by the Astrólogo, addressing himself to another 
member of the group (Siete 229).  
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In a disruption of the epistemological boundaries which would supposedly separate 

literature and history, we observe how these contemporary crises inscribe Arlt’s novel, 

and how, in turn, the crises presented in Arlt’s novel inscribe history. Additionally, as I 

will describe below, the way in which Arlt recognizes and meta-reflexively comments on 

the similarity between the situation of his novel and the events of his epoch, is 

reminiscent of the paradoxical movement of Walter Benjamin’s “angel of history,” 

which—while facing what he has left behind—is unable to interact with the past, and 

cannot look to the future due to the force that inexorably pushes him and maintains his 

face locked to the contemplation of the devastations of history (“Theses” 257-58). 

Indeed, el Mayor’s allusions to the dictatorship of Miguel Primo de Rivera in Spain 

(1923-1930) and the regime of Carlos Ibáñez del Campo in Chile (1927-1931) ominously 

prefigure events in Argentina, namely the 1930 military coup led by José Félix Uriburu 

that overthrew the democratically elected president, Hipólito Yrigoyen, thereby 

establishing the former’s rule (1930-1932).3        

The corpus of texts of my dissertation corresponds to the historical crisis and the 

geographical and chronological delimitations presented by el Mayor in Los siete locos. 

Engaging contemporary discussions on sovereignty and democracy, among other 

theoretical concerns, I focus on Spanish, Argentine, and Chilean writers associated with 

the avant-gardes in the 1920s and 1930s. In each chapter, my discussions of the 

 
3 Despite relating a fictional narrative, Arlt’s Los siete locos includes significant allusions 

to contemporary historical figures, such as Mussolini and Lenin (Siete 210, 336). Given the 
explicit chronological framework of the novel, el Mayor’s mention of “acontecimientos políticos 
y militares de estos últimos tiempos” in Chile and Spain may be understood as references to the 
dictatorship of Miguel Primo de Rivera in Spain and the regime of Carlos Ibáñez del Campo in 
Chile. 
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respective texts are not chronological, but have been arranged in a way that allows for the 

conceptual development of several arguments. In the first chapter, I will study political 

essays that offer interpretations of the epochal exigencies from an array of political 

perspectives. Framed by the sociological assessments of José Ortega y Gasset in La 

rebelión de las masas (1930), I propose close readings of Horizonte del liberalismo 

(1930) by María Zambrano, Liberalismo en la literatura y la política (Con una segunda 

edición de: “Democracia mal menor”) (1934, n/d) by Ramón Doll, and La fronda 

aristocrática en Chile (1928) by Alberto Edwards Vives. In my second chapter, I analyze 

philosophical oppositions central to questions of sovereignty and to democratic theory 

and practice that are staged in the following novels: Un año (1935) by Juan Emar, 45 días 

y 30 marineros (1933) by Norah Lange, and El caballero del hongo gris (1928) by 

Ramón Gómez de la Serna. The third chapter considers the narrative presentations of 

radical political projects that aim to reformulate societal structures in Los siete locos 

(1929) by Roberto Arlt, La próxima (1934) by Vicente Huidobro, and Lo rojo y lo azul 

(1932) by Benjamín Jarnés.    

While current debates on sovereignty and democracy in Latin American cultural 

and literary studies often focus on cultural production in the context of dictatorships, 

transitions to democracies, and neoliberalism in Latin America in the twentieth and 

twenty-first centuries,4 my dissertation intends to direct critical attention to essayistic and 

 
4 For example, see Posthegemony: Political Theory and Latin America (2010) by Jon Beasley-
Murray, The Mexican Exception: Sovereignty, Police, and Democracy (2011) by Gareth 
Williams, Soberanías en suspenso: Imaginación y violencia en América Latina (2013) by Sergio 
Villalobos-Ruminott, and Literature and “Interregnum:” Globalization, War, and the Crisis of 
Sovereignty in Latin America (2016) by Patrick Dove. Consider also the following studies that 
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literary texts of writers who experience the effects of the crisis of liberal parliamentarism 

and the military interventions of the 1920s and 1930s within a transatlantic framework. In 

turning to this historical period, I conceptualize how Spanish, Chilean, and Argentine 

narrative and essayistic works are inscribed by these dire political and social conditions. 

Informed primarily by Jacques Derrida’s late theoretical work, I examine reflections on 

sovereignty and democracy in their historical immediacy, given that Walter Benjamin 

and Carl Schmitt—as well as Roberto Arlt and the other writers of my corpus—witness 

the rise of authoritarian movements and the deterioration of parliamentary democratic 

forms. From a transnational perspective, my study thus marks an analytical return to the 

crisis of democratic institutions in Spain, Argentina, and Chile, endeavoring to theorize 

literary and historical developments of the period and to contribute to current discussions 

on sovereignty and democracy in Latin American and Iberian Studies.       

Leading up to the historical period which I examine in my research, national and 

global socioeconomic circumstances prior to and after World War I condition the rise of 

authoritarian governments, like those of Primo de Rivera in Spain, Ibáñez del Campo in 

Chile, and Uriburu in Argentina. In this period, military interventions in politics can be 

partially attributed to what Eduardo González Calleja qualifies as “ideologías 

antiparlamentarias” that emerge primarily in Europe before World War I (18). In regards 

to these coups, we should also consider post-World War I sociopolitical and financial 

 
engage problems of law, violence, and aesthetics, among other concerns: Witnessing beyond the 
Human: Addressing the Alterity of the Other in Post-coup Chile and Argentina (2017) by Kate 
Jenckes, Violence and Naming: On Mexico and the Promise of Literature (2019) by David E. 
Johnson, and Anarchaeologies: Reading as Misreading (2020) by Erin Graff Zivin.     
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instability, in which democracies are unable to remediate economic difficulties, such as 

increased levels of unemployment, leading to a “desprestigio” of democratic forms of 

government (Carrellán Ruiz 42). At a global level, following World War I, “liberalismo 

clásico” is frequently renounced in support of political ideas advocating state forms that 

can forcefully intercede to address socioeconomic concerns (Scott 80-81). In Spain, the 

crises that contribute to the possibility of the pronunciamiento of Primo de Rivera—

namely, the functioning of the Restoration state itself, continued military interventions, 

issues regarding “orden público” (particularly in Barcelona), and, during the Rif War, the 

Disaster of Annual (1921)—should be considered in relation to “el proceso de 

deslegitimación y derrumbe del régimen liberal” (González Calleja 17). In Chile, the 

political ideas of the leaders of the September 1924 military intervention (the 

Movimiento de Septiembre de 1924) in national politics—establishing the conditions for 

the ascension to power of Ibáñez del Campo in 1927—are influenced by such 

international tendencies (Scott 14-15, 80; Collier and Sater 215). Additionally, at a 

national level, the members of the Movimiento de Septiembre de 1924 are discontent 

with Chilean politics in this period, resulting in not only “un rechazo hacia el sistema 

liberal parlamentario,” but also a disregard for politicians, whom the members of the 

Military Movement perceive as being corrupt, power hungry, favoring particular sectors 

of society, and neglectful of national concerns (Scott 80-81). In Argentina, Uriburu’s 

1930 coup d’état is a result of factors including Argentine army “politicization” during 

the period of Yrigoyen’s governments, a polarizing and dividing of the country’s political 

formations, civil struggle involving Yrigoyen’s 1928 election to the presidency for a 
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second term, the increasing activity of groups and intellectuals with antiliberal 

tendencies, as well as the effects of the 1929 global crisis in the nation (Nállim 30-33).5 

The 1930 military coup produces discussions regarding the “validity” of liberal 

democratic forms and thought in Argentina and other countries (Nállim 35).  

 Returning to Arlt’s Los siete locos, a recognition of the decay of parliamentary 

democracy and the specter of military intervention is apparent in el Mayor’s speech. 

Privileging the position of the military in social life, the character criticizes 

parliamentarism, politicians, political parties, and neocolonial practices:  

El ejército es un estado superior dentro de una sociedad inferior, ya que 
nosotros somos la fuerza específica del país. Y sin embargo, estamos 
sometidos a las resoluciones del gobierno. […] En nuestra cámara de 
diputados y de senadores, hay sujetos acusados de usura y homicidio, 
bandidos vendidos a empresas extranjeras, individuos de una ignorancia 
tan crasa, que el parlamentarismo resulta aquí la comedia más grotesca que 
haya podido envilecer a un país. Las elecciones presidenciales se hacen 
con capitales norteamericanos, previa promesa de otorgar concesiones a 
una empresa interesada en explotar nuestras riquezas nacionales. No 
exagero cuando digo que la lucha de los partidos políticos en nuestra patria 
no es nada más que una riña entre comerciantes que quieren vender el país 
al mejor postor. (Siete 224)  

This condemnation by a member of the military towards democratic forms of government 

is significant, especially in view of the military coups that take place in Argentina, Chile, 

and Spain during the interwar period. El Mayor’s reference to “the most grotesque 

comedy,” as exemplifying parliamentary government, introduces a notion of theatricality 

 
5 Tulio Halperín Donghi indicates that, in Latin America, the destructive effects of the 

1929 international crisis are demonstrated by “the collapse, in most countries, of existing political 
arrangements” (208). Regarding army politicization in Argentina, Jorge A. Nállim specifies that, 
“The politicization of the army increased during Yrigoyen’s administrations and decreased in 
Alvear’s, but it was a significant development that ultimately led to the military coup against 
Yrigoyen in 1930” (31).  
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and fictionality which this character uses with the specific goal of delegitimizing the 

framework of political institutions that are organized around a notion of representation. 

At the same time, his very ability to speak against parliamentarism is permitted and 

protected by democratic rights sanctioned by the order he criticizes, a situation which 

reflects Derrida’s notion of the autoimmunity of democracy. Exploring such questions 

that are constitutive to the exercise of democratic rule and thought, I will argue that 

avant-garde novels stage philosophical problems essential to the exercise of democracy, 

and participate in a representative dynamic that lays bare the political stakes of their 

narratives often by exhibiting a meta-reflexivity of their own means of linguistic 

representation. Similarly, the constellation of issues mentioned by el Mayor—political 

corruption, the inefficacy of parliamentary governance, nationalism, and imperialism—

are fundamental concerns addressed by the political essays and vanguard novels of my 

corpus. Additionally, I consider problems relating to sovereignty, community, and 

authority in my readings of the these works.      

It is relevant for my analysis to indicate that, after publishing the first edition of 

Los siete locos, Arlt emends el Mayor’s speech with a “Nota del comentador.” In a 

gesture that seems similar to the complex movement of Benjamin’s “angel of history,” 6 

Arlt returns to his novel and notices the parallels of the crisis presented in his novel and 

the subsequent Argentine military coup of 1930. The “Nota del comentador” turns back 

to the text written a few years before and evaluates its post-factum clairvoyance:    

 
6 I compare Walter Benjamin’s “angel of history” to María Zambrano’s conception of 

history in the final part of my discussion of her essay Horizonte del liberalismo in Chapter 1.  
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Esta novela fue escrita en los años 28 y 29 y editada por la editorial Rosso 
en el mes de octubre de 1929. Sería irrisorio entonces creer que las 
manifestaciones del Mayor hayan sido sugeridas por el movimiento 
revolucionario del 6 de setiembre de 1930. Indudablemente, resulta 
curioso que las declaraciones de los revolucionarios del 6 de setiembre 
coincidan con tanta exactitud con aquellas que hace el Mayor y cuyo 
desarrollo confirman numerosos sucesos acaecidos después del 6 de 
setiembre. (Siete 224-25, emphasis added)  

To follow Derrida’s argument in his text “Before the Law,” the historical framing of Los 

siete locos, as well as the boundaries of the novel—established by the title and the 

author—suffer an epistemological rupture as a result of this “Nota del comentador.” 7 

With the addition of Arlt’s “Nota” in Los siete locos, we witness a collapse of two 

spheres which are often epistemologically separated in Western philosophy: (literary) text 

and (historical) context. Arlt’s novel destabilizes the premise of their absolute 

separateness, and indeed reveals the Derridean contamination of the one by the other. A 

Marxist theoretical approach to the relationship between literature and history might 

consider a literary text to be part of the ideological production resulting from and 

determined by a particular mode of production in a certain historical period. However, 

despite the frequent polemics between Derrideans and Marxists, I would suggest that 

both theoretical frameworks allow for a consideration of distinct aspects of both related 

 
7 In “Before the Law,” Derrida analyzes Franz Kafka’s brief narrative text “Before the 

Law,” which would form part of The Trial (1925) and would also be published as an independent 
text (Attridge 181). Regarding the tension between the independent edition of Kafka’s text and 
the version framed within The Trial, Derrida states in his essay: “We find there [in Kafka’s work] 
the same content differently framed, with a different system of boundaries and above all without a 
proper title, except that of a volume of several hundred pages. From the point of view of 
literature, the same content gives rise to an entirely different work. What differs from one work to 
the other is not the content, nor is it the form (the signifying expression, the phenomena of 
language or rhetoric). It is the movements of framing and referentiality” (“Before” 213, original 
emphasis). For a description of the difficulties related to dating the year of publication of 
Derrida’s essay “Before the Law,” see Attridge (182). 
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and divergent sets of concerns. In this case, a Derridean approach to the problem posed 

by this “Nota del comentador” offers a complex account that allows for us to consider the 

experience of a destabilization of epistemological separations, in a way that shows some 

filiation with the tradition of Marxist ideology critique. In this moment in Los siete locos, 

internal-textual sociopolitical anxiety and external historical conditions meet, as the 

staging of the insurrectionary project of the Astrólogo is interrupted historically and 

narratively by the 1930 military coup against the government of Yrigoyen, and by the 

disconcerting similarity of el Mayor’s words and those of the military.8 Complicating the 

narrative structure’s relationship with history, Arlt’s movement to recontextualize his 

novel after the 1930 coup with this “Nota” also reveals a meta-reflexivity, a feature 

which, with different modalities, I will underscore in my analyses of the Hispanic 

vanguard novels of my corpus.   

  

 
8 Regarding the publication history of Arlt’s novel and this “Nota del comentador,” Rose 

Corral writes the following: “Esta nota, que seguramente fue agregada por Arlt en la reedición 
que hizo Claridad en 1931 de Los siete locos, confirma la voluntad del propio escritor de 
entretejer la acción de su novela con la substancia del presente, ya que busca incluso a posteriori 
coincidencias con la situación política argentina del momento, lo cual le permite señalar, de paso, 
el poder visionario o premonitorio de su literatura” (“Ficción” 624, original emphasis). Flora 
Guzmán directs our attention to both “la anticipación de los hechos políticos que, seguramente, 
estaban ya en el ambiente,” as well as “el mérito de Arlt de captar con fidelidad el discurso de los 
militares” (225). She also notes that, in the “Nota del Comentador,” the participant in the coup are 
referred to as “revolucionarios,” “palabra que corresponde a la versión oficial” (225). 
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II. Between the “Pneumatic” and the “Architectural:” Critical Appraisals of Hispanic 

Avant-Garde Prose    

An unproductive critical commonplace of the Spanish avant-garde novelists of the 

early twentieth century entails an understanding these writers as a group which, after 

ascribing too vehemently to Ortega y Gasset’s ideas, would experiment with novelistic 

form, but would ultimately be unsuccessful and “overshadowed by” more ostensibly 

sociopolitical novels of the 1930s (Lough, Introduction 11). Francis Lough indicates that 

scholarship in the field has worked to challenge such ideas (11). Nonetheless, certain 

critical tendencies—such as the literary “generational model” of literature in Spain in the 

twentieth century—persist in some sectors of the field, despite the fact that, for instance, 

the generational critical approach “has been under attack for some time” (11). If Spanish 

literature from the 1920s and 1930s has traditionally focused on the so-called Generation 

of 1927—thereby creating a “dominant filter” to understand this literary production—, 

how should we approach the question of the Spanish novel of the same period, “when the 

label itself privileges poetry?” (12). Lough also notes that conceiving literature through a 

generational lens problematically produces “a false canon which excludes many from its 

domain” (11-12). This discussion of the Spanish avant-garde makes possible a general 

methodological critique. Concomitantly, I would question a generational approach to 

literary historiography namely because of its problematic teleological and evolutionary 

philosophical presuppositions. Elements of this literary field assessment allow for a 

conceptual springboard to place in dialogue Latin American vanguardism with 

contemporary Spanish tendencies, particularly in regard to avant-garde prose.  
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Considering that poetry is frequently positioned as a paradigmatic form of 

Hispanic vanguard expression, I seek to reorient critical attention to avant-garde prose, 

not only in Spain, but also in Chile and Argentina. The writers from these three countries 

who have been selected for my corpus are either directly associated with the historical 

avant-gardes or are influenced by vanguard cultural environments and artistic techniques. 

In order to adequately theorize the aesthetic and political characteristics of Hispanic 

avant-garde prose, I engage in a dialogue with the pioneering work of Gustavo Pérez 

Firmat and Vicky Unruh. Specifically, while valorizing Pérez Firmat’s contributions to 

the examination of vanguard novels, Unruh productively broadens the aesthetic 

delimitations of avant-garde narrative. I then consider the political and philosophical 

features which illustrate the avant-gardes’ deep relation to politics in scholarship by 

Renato Poggioli, Sascha Bru, and Matei Calinescu, among others. By concentrating on 

the contradictory tension of how the singular person relates to the group—a tension 

organizing avant-garde formations themselves—, the works of my essayistic and literary 

corpus revolve around problems relating the rule of the individual vis-à-vis the rule of the 

collective, and, thus, entail political concerns bound to sovereignty such as the 

complicated interaction between dēmos and kratos.      

Like Lough, Pérez Firmat in his text Idle Fictions responds to a series of critical 

commonplaces that do not seem to further our understanding of avant-garde prose. For 

instance, Pérez Firmat notes the critical inadequacy of conceiving Hispanic vanguard 

narrative as having—as a defining attribute—a “‘lyrical’ or ‘poematic’ quality,” while 

indicating that other “familiar criteria” used to define vanguard fiction—namely “internal 
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coherence, lack of realism, metaphoricity”—also present “insufficient specificity” (40). 

Consequently, Pérez Firmat studies “the iconography of vanguard-fiction criticism,” 

positing the importance of the “pneumatic effect” in relation to the aesthetics of Hispanic 

vanguard novels (40-42).9 In this sense, although Idle Fictions questions the primacy of 

poetic expression by sustaining the need to consider vanguard prose, this work also 

constrains our understanding of other equally relevant facets of the avant-gardes. Pérez 

Firmat states that the “pneumatic effect shows through in images which, in one way or 

another, convey a sense of dissolution or weightlessness” (42). The “pneumatic effect” 

can be understood as “an ‘informing unforming principle’” that affects various aspects 

and components of the novel, its writing, and reception (42). Opposing the “pneumatic 

effect” of vanguard fiction is another metaphorical grouping “embodying the traditional 

narration” which Pérez Firmat calls the “architectural impulse,” consisting of 

“architectural metaphors […] [which] figure a novel that is stable, even ponderous, fixed 

in space and endowed with an inflexible structure” (49). He postulates the following 

regarding these two metaphorical groupings: “The competition between the two novel-

forms [i.e., the vanguard novel and the realist-naturalist novel] thus finds a correlate in 

the clash between these two systems of imagery: the pneumatic effect against the 

architectural impulse” (49). In this manner, avant-garde narrative could be understood as 

attempting overcome the strictures imposed by literary realism and naturalism. 

 
9 Firmat indicates that pneumatics is the “branch of physics that studies the properties of 

air and other gases” (42). 
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Pérez Firmat’s idea of the “pneumatic” offers an aesthetic explanation of some 

vanguard novels’ treatment of character and plot in relation to the realist-naturalist 

tradition. Relatedly, critic José Manuel del Pino notes the frequently antagonistic attitude 

of some Spanish avant-garde writers—to varying degrees—towards nineteenth century 

novels; as such, vanguard novelists challenge two crucial elements of the realist novel: 

plot and character (482, 484). In relation to character, Pérez Firmat states that the 

traditional novelists strive to achieve a “lifelikeness” and “the illusion of mass and 

dimension” of their characters; however, regarding the vanguard novel, “The pneumatic 

effect precludes corporeality” (43-44). Rather than robust psychologization of 

characters—common in the literary tradition of realist and naturalist prose paradigmatic 

of the nineteenth century—, “pneumatic” avant-garde prose subverts such a model of 

character formation, as well as illusionist approaches. The “pneumatic effect” produces 

“incorporeality” of characters and a subsequent fusion with other entities, resulting in the 

following: “There is characterization, one might say, but there are no characters” (Pérez 

Firmat 44). In terms of narrative construction, Pérez Firmat assimilates various historical 

critical sources, indicating that “if the plot has not disappeared altogether, it remains, like 

an amiable pretext” for the vanguard novel influenced by the “pneumatic effect;” by 

contrast, plot in the “traditional novel” of the “architectonic impulse” weights the novel 

down to a grounded foundation (44). Thus understood, avant-garde prose could be seen 

to react to the poetics of novelistic realism and naturalism.  

Indeed, while the “pneumatic effect” in Hispanic vanguard narrative holds true for 

certain novels, such as the ones Pérez Firmat has analyzed, it would seem to be the case 
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that other avant-garde novels are not influenced by the “pneumatic effect.” Indeed, as 

demonstrated by my corpus, there are Hispanic vanguard novels that do not demonstrate 

a markedly “pneumatic” character, a situation which encourages a critical reevaluation of 

Hispanic avant-garde literary production. As Unruh argues in her caveat to Pérez 

Firmat’s approach, the “pneumatic” influence cannot account for the tremendous variety 

of Latin American vanguard narratives which do not obey a “pneumatic” organization 

(“Quién” 251).10 Similarly, certain Spanish avant-garde novels, like Jarnés’s Lo rojo y lo 

azul, are not as intensely “pneumatic” as other vanguard texts, such that in my study I 

will propose gradations of Pérez Firmat’s terms. While considering Idle Fictions to be “la 

más completa síntesis hasta la fecha sobre la novela vanguardista hispana,” Unruh 

nonetheless takes note of two complications regarding Firmat’s approach (“Quién” 250-

51). Firstly, Unruh states that in conceptualizing Hispanic avant-garde prose, Pérez 

Firmat chiefly uses examples of Spanish narratives, while the Latin American novels 

which he includes in his study are predominantly written by “los Contemporáneos 

mexicanos, cuyo diálogo crítico con novelistas peninsulares y con Ortega y Gasset era, en 

algunos casos, estrecho y dinámico” (251). Secondly, despite the suitability of Pérez 

Firmat’s notion of the pneumatic to understand certain avant-garde novels, Unruh claims 

that he does not take into consideration the many other types of Latin American vanguard 

prose of the period (251). Relevant in view of my corpus of avant-garde novels, Unruh 

 
10 Robert C. Spires, while praising Idle Fictions—“his explanation of what the [vanguard] 

movement proposed is in my mind the best we have, at least from the Peninsular side of the 
issue”—nonetheless notes that Pérez Firmat does not sufficiently discuss the so-called Generation 
of 1898, in such a way that Pérez Firmat “projects an image of vanguard fiction that lacks an 
essential contextual element” (149). 
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comments that there is no “‘nebulosidad’” in Los siete locos, which—besides not lacking 

a plot in the manner of other “pneumatic” narratives—bears a clear connection to 

historical conditions, given the centrality of Buenos Aires in the novel (“Quién” 251). 

Correspondingly, instead of Pérez Firmat’s “descaracterización” as representative of the 

pneumatic influence on character, Unruh asserts that “en Los siete locos, como en mucha 

prosa vanguardista, podemos hablar de una plusvalía de caracterización, es decir, de una 

obsesión con el proceso de construir, deshacer, y reconstruir personajes no tanto 

‘nebulosos’ como volátiles y proteicos” (“Quién” 254-55, original emphasis). 

Accordingly, in this instance, the problem would not be the scarcity, but rather the excess 

of substance. I account for this kind of variation in vanguard novels of interwar years by 

sustaining that there are gradations of the “pneumatic” and “architectural” tendencies, to 

use Pérez Firmat’s categories, depending on different factors that range from the 

transparency or opacity of linguistic expression, to the organization of the narrative 

material.11 Indeed, there are more radical vanguard literary gestures, such as I will 

address in Emar’s Un año, while other novels that I study, such as Lange’s 45 días y 30 

marineros and Jarnés’s Lo rojo y lo azul, while employing a vanguardist approach to 

language, rely on elements of genre, technique, and character development found in the 

realist and naturalist novel.   

 
11 For a discussion of the question of “transparencia” and other aesthetic concerns regarding the 
approaches to language in literary realism and naturalism vis-à-vis Hispanic Modernismo (which 
would have significant connections to the development of the historical avant-gardes), see La 
escritura modernista de Valle-Inclán: Orgía de colores by José Manuel Pereiro Otero (68-72). 
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If indeed both Unruh and Firmat emphasize the multigeneric and multimedial 

nature of avant-garde narrative, Unruh certainly allows us to conceptualize vanguard 

prose in a more expanded domain than Firmat.12 I extend Unruh’s aesthetic conception to 

include not only Latin American vanguard novels—in the current study, Chilean and 

Argentine texts—but also Spanish vanguard prose, as it makes possible a richer and more 

open discussion of the variety of avant-garde prose manifestations in a transatlantic 

context. As previously indicated, the vanguard works that I study have a direct relation to 

contemporary events and concerns, frequently presenting situations, allusions, and figures 

of the recent historical past. At the same time, however, I would argue against the idea 

that avant-garde prose lacks specificity or historical content, even when there is no 

representation of historical circumstances. Such a deracinated approach to literature does 

not do justice to the historical conditions which produced it, regardless of direct factual 

references. I would position my understanding of the relationship of history and literature 

as a kind of interdependency in the spirit of Theodor W. Adorno (1903-1969), who 

affirms “The unresolved antagonisms of reality return in artworks as immanent problems 

of form. This, not the insertion of objective elements, defines the relation of art to 

society” (6). As such, for example, in my readings of the vanguard novels selected for 

Chapter 2, I demonstrate that although these narratives do not contain explicit references 

 
12 Despite their differences, both Unruh and Pérez Firmat understand avant-garde 

narrative as a hybrid of several principles. Unruh, for example, notes that “los escritores 
vanguardistas construían obras que, aunque fundamentalmente narrativas, socavaban el proceso 
narrativo convencional y recurrían amplia y libremente a las estrategias retóricas de múltiples 
modos expresivos, tanto visuales y plásticos como verbales” (“Quién” 249). Relatedly, Pérez 
Firmat indicates the following: “The vanguard novel is scandalously transgressive. It blurs 
distinctions by expropriating material from other genres; it does not hesitate to foray into the 
territory of the poem or the essay, or even of film” (51).    
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to the rise of authoritarianism and the failings of parliamentarism, these works are 

structured by a variety of philosophical oppositions that have implications for a thinking 

of issues relating to sovereignty and democracy. This proposal in Chapter 2, thus, lays the 

groundwork for my approach to the avant-garde novels selected for Chapter 3 which—by 

including direct allusions to historical conditions and often imbricating historical events 

in their plots—force us to perform careful readings of the ways in which history and 

literature interact. Indeed, these last three novels included in Chapter 3 interrogate the 

contemporary conditions, present the motivations and developments of both authoritarian 

and democratic organizations, and desperately attempt to reformulate social relations by 

means of various radical political projects. 

In relation to my reading of the politics of Hispanic avant-garde novels, the 

immediate sociopolitical setting of the development of the vanguards should be 

considered. Sascha Bru asserts the importance of an evaluation of Western European 

vanguards in relation to democracy in the 1910s and 1920s (2). Renato Poggioli in his 

seminal monograph states that “the avant-garde, like any culture, can only flower in a 

climate where political liberty triumphs, even if it often assumes an [sic] hostile pose 

toward democratic and liberal society” (95). Accordingly, Bru sustains that “Poggioli 

thus upheld that there never was an avant-garde in the West outside modern 

representational, liberal democracy” (3). However, while recognizing that many avant-

garde artists would challenge authoritarian movements, even if “their vanguard aesthetic 

often harboured basic tenets of totalitarian cultural politics,” Bru underscores the 

important connections between the historical avant-gardes and liberal democratic forms 
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(2-3). Consequently, I consider the relationships of avant-garde texts with both liberal 

democratic and authoritarian political ideas in order to gauge a spectrum of possible 

variations. 

 In particular, the Chilean, Spanish, and Argentine vanguard novels studied 

underscore interactions between the individual and the group, which I approach in terms 

of Derrida’s discussion of what allows for the members of a dēmos to constitute 

themselves through the exercise of their kratos, their force or rule. This theoretical 

orientation thereby encourages an analysis, in vanguard narratives, of questions relating 

to sovereignty, which I address by recurring to Derrida’s concept of ipseity, understood 

as the force of an entity that seeks to govern and rule the various elements which 

compose it. Ipseity allows us to bridge notions of the subject and of governance, of self-

rule and collective-rule, conceived of as a bringing together of disparate elements into a 

unity, which is always incomplete and fragile due to the passage of time. Thus, I examine 

in the vanguard novels of Chapters 2 and 3 how both individuals and groups constitute 

themselves and form self-representations. This characterization, in turn, permits an 

analysis of democracy, which Derrida views as a circular movement that unites the dēmos 

with their kratos. By employing Derrida’s concept of ipseity in my interpretations, I am 

able to address a paradoxical tension between the self and the collective that organizes 

many vanguard texts; indeed, this opposition seems to be a key facet of disparate kinds of 

avant-garde production. The concept of ipseity affords me the ability to explore and 

glimpse democratic potentials in essayistic and literary texts that are discussing or 
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depicting states or conditions which may or may not be related to existent democracies or 

democratic institutions.    

A consideration of the semantic development of the term avant-garde—with its 

interrelated military, political, and artistic implications—will help to elucidate why, at its 

core, the notion of a vanguard seems to imply this paradoxical alignment of the singular 

person and the collective, which is implied by a reflection on democracy and is 

condensed in the notion of ipseity. Employed during the Middle Ages in the context of 

war, Calinescu specifies that the term avant-garde would be used metaphorically “at least 

as early as the Renaissance” (97). Not until the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 

would this term become more frequent, yet it would not shed its military connotations: 

“Although it is encountered in the language of warfare, the modern notion of ‘avant-

garde’ has a lot more to do with the language, theory, and practice of a comparatively 

recent kind of warfare, the revolutionary civil war” (100-01). As such, Calinescu 

indicates that the term avant-garde “acquired undisputed political overtones” following 

the French Revolution (100-01). Following the 1790s, the use of a notion of avant-garde 

in “radical political thought” becomes increasingly common; Calinescu writes the 

following:  

considering the analogical potentialities of the military notion, it is not 
difficult to  explain the appeal of the metaphor for various kinds of 
revolutionary, and therefore future-oriented, philosophies: their 
representatives certainly liked the idea of being, at least intellectually, 
closer to Utopia than the rest of mankind, which was to follow their paths. 
(101)   

Nonetheless, not until the nineteenth century would the term avant-garde gain more 

currency and deployment as a metaphor “expressing a self-consciously advanced position 
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in politics, literature and art, religion, etc.” (Calinescu 97). Indeed, “the romantic use of 

avant-garde in a literary-artistic context […] directly derived from the language of 

revolutionary politics” would take place in 1825 in a dialogue by Olinde Rodrigues, a 

friend and follower of Henri de Saint-Simon; in the later philosophical thought of Saint-

Simon, artists compose the “trinitarian ruling elite in the ideal state” in conjunction with 

scientists and industrialists (Calinescu 101-02). In considering the historical distance 

between the uses of the term avant-garde by Rodrigues and by Etienne Pasquier (1529-

1615), respectively, Calinescu notes the following: “The major change consists in the 

implication that the avant-garde is—or should be—conscious of being in advance of its 

own time. This consciousness not only imposes a sense of mission on the representatives 

of the avant-garde but confers upon them the privileges and responsibilities of 

leadership” (98, 104, original emphasis). Questions of temporality, messianism, and 

teleology become implicated in the development of the conception of the vanguard, while 

notions that I foreground in this dissertation, namely sovereignty, decision, and 

interpersonal dynamics, acquire increasing complexity in the historical and philosophical 

context of the avant-garde. Calinescu indicates that “to be a member of the avant-garde is 

to be part of an elite—although this elite, unlike the ruling classes or groups of the past, is 

committed to a totally antielitist program, whose final utopian aim is the equal sharing by 

all people of all the benefits of life” (104). Calinescu finds such a model of the vanguard, 

which he qualifies as the “elitist-antielitist approach,” in the “the Marxist-Leninist theory 

of the party as the revolutionary avant-garde of the proletariat” (104). Nonetheless, for 

the “artistic avant-garde” of the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries, this “elitist-
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antielitist approach” remains active, providing “the key to most of its strikingly 

contradictory pronouncements and actions” (104, original emphasis). Indeed, the notion 

of the avant-garde seems to consolidate and aggravate the tension between individual and 

group, especially regarding questions relating to rule and sovereignty.  

III. “To broach a sovereignty that is always supposed to be indivisible and 

unconditional:” A Derridean Theoretical Framework  

In my readings of political essays and vanguard novels of Spain, Chile, and 

Argentina, I primarily engage the interventions of Jacques Derrida (1930-2004) 

concerning sovereignty, democracy, and law in the wake of the writings of Walter 

Benjamin (1892-1940) and Carl Schmitt (1888-1985). During early twentieth century, 

these two German intellectuals write from opposing political stances while observing the 

crises of their own parliamentary political order, in a way comparable to the 

contemporary Spanish, Chilean, and Argentine authors of my corpus. While my 

theoretical approach is mainly oriented by Derrida’s late writing, ideas from theorists 

such as Roberto Esposito (1950-), and to a lesser degree Michel Foucault (1926-1984), 

also form part of my analytical framework. In this section of the Introduction, I will 

provide a philosophical outline of Derrida’s engagement with the proposals of Benjamin 

and Schmitt, particularly in regard to sovereignty, law, democracy, and political theology. 

Throughout the three chapters of the dissertation, I will return to and elaborate on 

Derrida’s reflections on these problems. Other theorists who deal with related questions 

will be included in my analyses of specific texts in the chapters themselves. For instance, 
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in Chapter 1, I will consider the differing conceptions of liberalism of Immanuel 

Wallerstein and Michel Foucault. Similarly, in a more extended way, in Chapters 1 and 2, 

I employ Esposito’s theorization of community by his focus on the etymology of the 

munus—gift, debt, or obligation—that structures his conceptions of community and 

immunity. 

Although the approaches of Derrida, Benjamin, and Schmitt may not initially 

appear related the Hispanic avant-garde prose that I examine, I defend the pertinence of 

these theorists’ work not only by affirming the transatlantic and comparative positioning 

of my dissertation, but also by demonstrating that issues analyzed by these writers 

become central in the essays and novels of my corpus. At the same time, while avoiding 

the pitfalls of excessive homogenization, I underscore that a Derridean approach allows 

for an invigorated encounter with critical debates on vanguardism, sovereignty, and 

democracy in the fields of Latin American and Iberian Studies. 

Derrida’s sustained critiques of Schmitt’s ideas in The Politics of Friendship 

(1994), Rogues: Two Essays on Reason (2003), and The Beast & the Sovereign: Volume I 

(2008) and Volume II (2010),13—as well as Giorgio Agamben’s texts Homo Sacer: 

Sovereign Power and Bare Life (1995) and State of Exception (2003)14—attest to a 

 
13 The “Editorial Note” of The Beast & the Sovereign, Volume I indicates the following 

regarding Derrida’s final seminar, “The Beast and the Sovereign”: “The first volume of this 
seminar corresponds to the year 2001-2 and comprises thirteen sessions, while the second (2002-
3) has ten” (Lisse et al. xiii-xiv). 

14 The year of publication indicated in parentheses for a translation refers to the 
publication year of the work in the original language. For the publication years of the translations 
into English, see the works listed in my bibliography.  
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critical dialogue with the works of Schmitt and Benjamin during the past decades.15 

Another essay by Derrida, “Force of Law: The ‘Mystical Foundation of Authority’” 

(1994), should also be mentioned, as it consists of a thorough analysis of Benjamin’s 

“Critique of Violence” (1921). These works by Derrida and Agamben, among others, 

have structured current theoretical debates on sovereignty, law, political theology, and 

biopolitics, in which Schmitt and Benjamin are frequently pivotal figures. I articulate and 

defend a transnational, comparative, and synchronic approach in my dissertation, since 

the theoretical activities of Benjamin and Schmitt chronologically coincide with the 

primary literary and essayistic texts of my corpus. Despite the many differences between 

the Weimar Republic, Spain, Argentina, and Chile during the 1920s and 1930s, these 

writers observe the crises of parliamentary systems and the consolidation of various 

authoritarian regimes. Given these historical parallels, it is understandable that we find 

similar concerns in the theoretical, essayistic, and literary texts of my corpus. 

This part of my Introduction will consider the historical relationship between 

Benjamin and Schmitt and their critiques of liberal parliamentary democracy, in addition 

to relevant arguments from Benjamin’s “Critique of Violence” (1921) and Schmitt’s 

Political Theology: Four Chapters on the Concept of Sovereignty (1922). In this process, 

I will delineate key movements in Derrida’s reading of sovereignty, particularly in view 

of Schmitt’s ideas. Lastly, I will discuss the relationship between sovereignty and 

 
15 The “Twelfth Session” of The Beast & the Sovereign, Volume I lays bare the polemical 

character of the relationship between Derrida and Agamben, particularly regarding conceptions of 
sovereignty, “biopolitics” vis-à-vis “zoopolitics,” and interpretations of Martin Heidegger and of 
Foucault (1: 305-34; see in particular 1: 320-34). Consider also the differing readings of 
Benjamin’s “Critique of Violence” in Derrida’s “Force of Law: The ‘Mystical Foundation of 
Authority’” (1994), and in Agamben’s Homo Sacer: Sovereign Power and Bare Life.   
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democracy in Derrida’s work. While Schmitt and Benjamin are in part concerned with 

interactions of state forces and political actors, in Derrida’s work we must account for the 

role of the individuated, singular moment of decision, because, as Derrida argues, 

sovereignty is a component of reason which allows reason to legitimate itself, its force, 

and its “unconditionality” (Rogues 153-54). These two areas, relating the decision of the 

individual and the decision of the group, seem to maintain a tense relationship during the 

1920s and 1930s in psychological, sociopolitical and artistic milieus, as evinced by 

pivotal texts such as Sigmund Freud’s Group Psychology and the Analysis of the Ego 

(1921) and José Ortega y Gasset’s La rebelión de las masas (1930). As such, in my 

account of these theoretical problems, I will connect the relevance of Benjamin and 

Schmitt to my project. Although in what follows I make occasional references to my 

dissertation chapters, I follow a conceptual order for the exposition of my theoretical 

framework. After this section dedicated to theoretical issues, I will address the historical 

conditions of the period of my study, in order to conclude with a description of the 

chapters of my dissertation. 

Both historical and political conditions would seemingly make interaction 

between Benjamin and Schmitt unlikely and distressing, especially in consideration of 

Benjamin’s untimely death escaping the Nazis, and the fact that Schmitt “actively 

supported” the Nazi regime (Wilde 364). However, in a 1930 letter to Schmitt, Benjamin 

would write the following: 

You will receive any day now from the publisher my book The Origin of 
the German Mourning Play. With these lines I would like not merely to 
announce its arrival, but also to express my joy at being able to send it to 
you […]. You will very quickly recognize how much my book is indebted 
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to you for its presentation of the doctrine of sovereignty in the seventeenth 
century. Perhaps I may also say, in addition, that I have also derived from 
your later works, especially the “Diktatur” [sic], a confirmation of my 
modes of research in the philosophy of art from yours in the philosophy of 
the state. (qtd. in Weber 5, original emphasis)  

Benjamin’s letter to Schmitt would be excluded from the 1966 publication of a 

significant part of the correspondence of Benjamin, edited by Gershom Scholem and 

Theodor W. Adorno (Weber 5; Wilde 364). Given the political distance that would 

ostensibly separate addresser and addressee in this epistolary communication, Jacob 

Taubes has described this letter like “a mine that can blow to pieces our conception of the 

intellectual history of the Weimar period” (qtd. in Wilde 364). In reference to Taubes’ 

statement, Marc de Wilde indicates “that the clear-cut political distinctions that were 

meant to make sense of Weimar’s intellectual history had missed their purpose and that 

contacts and influences between intellectuals on the far left and the extreme right had in 

fact been more frequent and substantial than one was prepared to admit after the war” 

(364-65).16 However, it should be noted that, despite similarities and differences between 

 
16 While Schmitt’s “reputation remained tainted” and he would no longer be allowed to 

teach following World War II, his work would continue to influence intellectuals and politicians 
in his lifetime, becoming a source of scholarly attention following his death (Bredekamp 247-48). 
Horst Bredekamp notes “the frequency with which we learn of the high regard for Schmitt held 
by persons who at first seem foreign to him in their origin and thought” (248). Bredekamp 
mentions the contact between Schmitt and Alexandre Kojève and Jacob Taubes (248). 
Additionally, Tracy B. Strong notes the following: “By virtue of the range of those to whom he 
[Schmitt] appeals and the depth of his political allegiance during the Nazi era, Schmitt comes 
close these days to being the Martin Heidegger of political theory” (xii). Derrida states that 
Schmitt’s “massively attested Nazism remains as complex and overdetermined as his relation to 
Heidegger, Benjamin, Leo Strauss, etc.” (Politics 84-85). Concerning intellectual interactions and 
political positions, Heidegger’s influence on Derrida’s project of deconstruction is evident. For 
Derrida’s response to Heidegger’s relationship to the Nazi regime, consider “‘Eating Well’ or the 
Calculation of the Subject: An Interview with Jacques Derrida” (Derrida and Nancy 96-119; see 
in particular 117-18), as well as the “Twelfth Session” of The Beast & the Sovereign (1: 305-34; 
see in particular 1: 321). A comparable dynamic is evinced in Memories de Paul de Man (1986, 
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a Benjaminian philosophy of art and history, and a Schmittian theory of the state, it 

would be inadvisable to equate these two thinkers’ ideas, especially given the historical 

complexity of their philosophical contact, which does not present a simple, causal 

relationship of influence.17 Nevertheless, rather than seeing “Benjamin’s interest in 

Schmitt’s theory of sovereignty” as “scandalous,” Agamben proposes interpreting 

“Schmitt’s theory as a response to Benjamin’s critique of violence [sic]” (State 53). 

Indeed, Benjamin’s thought would similarly affect the development of Schmitt’s work.18 

Especially relevant in consideration of my theoretical framework is the fact that 

Agamben suggests “The theory of sovereignty that Schmitt develops in his Political 

Theology can be read as a precise response to Benjamin’s essay [‘Critique of Violence’]” 

(State 54, original emphasis). As described above, regarding certain converging elements 

in the philosophies of Benjamin and Schmitt, of chief importance for my study is “the 

critique of a liberalism lacking in seriousness, extremity and depth” (Bredekamp 250).  

Benjamin’s essay “Zur Kritik der Gewalt” (translated as “Critique of Violence”) 

bears witness to the problematic interrelationship of law, violence, and parliamentary 

 
1989), a work in which Derrida tries to come to terms with some of the hitherto unknown 
antisemitic writings that had been composed during World War II. 

17 For discussions of the interactions between Benjamin and Schmitt, the critical 
reception of these authors’ work, and theoretical convergences and divergences in their writings, 
see, among others, essays by Samuel Weber, Bredekamp, and de Wilde cited in the bibliography.   

18 Agamben notes that in Schmitt’s text Hamlet or Hecuba: The Intrusion of the Time into 
the Play (1956), there are quotes of and allusions to Benjamin; also of significance is the year 
1988, which would see the publishing of Schmitt’s letters addressed in 1973 to Hansjörg Viesel 
“in which Schmitt states that his 1938 book on Hobbes had been conceived as a ‘response to 
Benjamin [that has] remained unnoticed’ (Viesel 1988, 14; see Bredekamp’s observations, 1998, 
913)” (State 52).  
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democracy in the tumultuous years after World War I.19 Of particular relevance given my 

study of military-led coups in Spain, Argentina, and Chile during the interwar years, is 

Benjamin’s consideration of “military violence:” “If, therefore, conclusions can be drawn 

from military violence, as being primordial and paradigmatic of all violence used for 

natural ends, there is a lawmaking character inherent in all such violence” (“Critique” 

240). Benjamin then considers that “in the last war the critique of military violence was 

the starting point for a passionate critique of violence in general” (241). Although 

Benjamin’s comments concern conflicts between nation states, the importance of military 

figures and structures in coups d’état allows us to consider the implications of a state at 

war with itself. Benjamin posits that militarism—whose conditions of possibility could be 

none other than “general conscription”— “is the compulsory, universal use of violence as 

a means to the ends of the state” (241). Thus, if military violence can be understood as 

having a “lawmaking function,” the other “function” of violence which Benjamin 

describes is the “law-preserving function,” of which conscription would form a part 

(241). He recognizes a conflation of these two “functions” of violence operating in 

“police violence,” which “is lawmaking, because its characteristic function is not the 

promulgation of laws but the assertion of legal claims for any decree, and law-preserving, 

because it is at the disposal of these ends” (243). This problematic conflation of the two 

types of violence is key to understanding Benjamin’s argument. He emphasizes that 

 
19 In this dissertation, following Derrida in his reading of Benjamin’s “Critique of 

Violence,” the term “Gewalt” will be translated as “violence,” bearing in mind that “Gewalt can 
also mean the dominance or the sovereignty of legal power, the authorizing or authorized 
authority” (“Force” 264-65). Derrida indicates that “Gewalt” can be understood and translated not 
only as “‘violence,’ but also [as] ‘legitimate force,’ authorized violence, legal power, as when one 
speaks of Staatsgewalt, state power” (“Force” 262, original emphasis).  
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violence “forfeits all validity” if it does not assert “either lawmaking or law-preserving” 

functions (243). This leads Benjamin to the consider the possibility of “whether there are 

no other than violent means for regulating conflicting human interests” (243). Benjamin 

perforce states that “a totally nonviolent resolution of conflicts can never lead to a legal 

contract” (243). Regardless of the peaceful nature in agreeing to a contract, there is an 

implied “right to resort to violence” if one of the parties would annul or rupture the 

contract: indeed, Benjamin indicates that “like the outcome, the origin of every contract 

also points toward violence” (243). Thus, parliamentary rule, as organized by a 

constitutional contract, can only maintain itself through the acceptance of all parties 

involved via the contract form and its implicit violence. In this context, a coup d’état may 

be understood as the reactive lawmaking force that would seek the establishment of a 

new contract, which, by its nature and form, would already be inscribed by violence. 

Benjamin’s conception of the violence inherent to the contract recalls the violence 

of social contract theories of the state. In a logic which will soon reveal itself, Benjamin 

then turns to legal and political institutions: 

When the consciousness of the latent presence of violence in a legal 
institution disappears, the institution falls into decay. In our time, 
parliaments provide an example of this. They offer the familiar, woeful 
spectacle because they have not remained conscious of the revolutionary 
forces to which they owe their existence. (“Critique” 244)      

Benjamin proposes that parliaments—in addition to the lack of “consciousness” of their 

revolutionary inauguration, which could be understood as a moment of violence that 

founds law by instituting these institutions—“lack the sense that they [parliaments] 

represent a lawmaking violence; no wonder they cannot achieve decrees worthy of this 
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violence, but cultivate in compromise a supposedly nonviolent manner of dealing with 

political affairs” (244). In his discussion of the problematic relationship of violence and 

parliamentary forms of government, Benjamin replies to those who may have had faith in 

parliaments: “the decay of parliaments has perhaps alienated as many minds from the 

ideal of a nonviolent resolution of political conflicts as were attracted to it by the war” 

(244). While “Bolsheviks and Syndicalists” have presented “an annihilating and on the 

whole apt critique of present-day parliaments,” Benjamin considers whether a 

“flourishing parliament” would be more “desirable and gratifying” (244). Benjamin’s 

response, however, seems conditioned by his conception of the contractual nature and 

implied violence of such agreements that would be forged in parliaments: “For what a 

parliament achieves in vital affairs can be only those legal decrees that in their origin and 

outcome are attended by violence” (244). Similar issues of violence in connection to 

political association, law, and sovereignty are fundamental particularly to my first and 

third chapters, and, although I am not proposing any sort of direct or indirect influence of 

the ideas of Schmitt or Benjamin on the works that I analyze, I will demonstrate the 

existence of an implicit dialogue as a result of the similar historical forces that these 

writers all confront. The political essays, in the opening chapter, and the vanguard novels, 

in the two subsequent chapters, provide essayistic and narrative responses to a political 

and economic system in crisis.  

In the course of my study, I place in dialogue Benjamin’s conceptualization of law 

and violence with Schmitt’s approach to these problems, as framed by Derrida’s 

considerations. Regarding Schmitt’s “argumentation,” Derrida indicates that, in texts 
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such as The Beast & the Sovereign, among others, “what I am seeking, […], is a prudent 

deconstruction of this logic and of the dominant, classical concept of nation-state 

sovereignty (which is Schmitt’s reference)” (Beast 1: 74-75). In this research direction, 

Derrida signals that, in this seminar, he will analyze the problematic of sovereignty in 

relation to “the living being (the biological and the zoological)” (qtd. in Krell 7). 20 

Chiefly, Derrida notes that the seminar would intend  

to explore the “logics” organizing both the submission of the beast (and the living 
being) to political sovereignty, and an irresistible and overloaded analogy between 
a beast and a sovereign supposed to share a space of some exteriority with respect 
to “law” and “right” (outside the law; above the law; origin and foundation of the 
law). (qtd. in Krell 8).  

Derrida thus places this sovereign image in relation to that of the beast, which seems to 

share with the sovereign its “being-outside-the-law” (Beast 1: 17). Referring to his 

seminars and publications in which he discusses Schmitt, Derrida mentions that in 

considering “the position of sovereignty,” there exists  

a certain power to give, to make, but also to suspend the law; it is the 
exceptional right to place oneself above right, the right to non-right, […], 
which both runs the risk of carrying the human sovereign above the 
human, toward divine omnipotence (which will moreover most often have 
grounded the principle of sovereignty in its sacred and theological origin). 
(Beast 1: 16-17, original emphasis)21    

Thus, this conception of a political theology and a theological politics describes an 

aporetic epistemic framework that allows the human sovereign—given a simultaneous 

 
20 Derrida specifies that this consideration of “the living being” concerns “more precisely 

[…] the treatment of so-called animal life in all its registers (hunting and domestication, political 
history of zoological parks and gardens, breeding, industrial and experimental exploitation of the 
living animal, figures of bestiality and bêtise, etc.)” (qtd. in Krell 7-8).  

21 Compare to Agamben’s interpretation in which “the sovereign, having the legal power 
to suspend the validity of the law, legally places himself outside the law” (Homo Sacer 15). 
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existence inside and outside the law—to become divine and the divine sovereign, in turn, 

to become human. Schmitt’s statement that “the omnipotent God became the omnipotent 

lawgiver” typifies, in the Western philosophical tradition, this imbrication of the 

theological and the political (Political 36). 

Consequently, in order to fuller contextualize the theological dimension of 

sovereignty to which Derrida alludes, it is of critical importance to consider Schmitt’s 

Political Theology. In this text, Schmitt states the following: “Sovereign is he who 

decides on the exception” (Political 5). Schmitt indicates that the question of the 

exception “makes relevant the subject of sovereignty, that is, the whole question of 

sovereignty” (Political 6). The exception, according to Schmitt, structures not only 

responses to emergency conditions, but the notion of the state itself: “the exception is to 

be understood to refer to a general concept in the theory of the state, and not merely to a 

construct applied to any emergency decree or state of siege” (Political 5). The exception 

which the sovereign decides upon “is not codified in the existing legal order,” but is 

defined by Schmitt as “a case of extreme peril, a danger to the existence of the state […]. 

But it cannot be circumscribed factually and made to conform to a preformed law” (6). 

This affirmation recalls Derrida’s description of the sovereign as acting while “being-

outside-the-law” (Beast 1: 17). This approach could also be connected to the “spectral 

mixture” of lawmaking and law-preserving violence that Benjamin sees at play in both 

the death penalty and police interventions (“Critique” 242).  

The validity and authority of the sovereign decision on the exception cannot be 

justified from within the legal order, but intervenes as though it were external to that 
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order, as if it were a “miracle” (Schmitt, Political 36). Such a portrayal of the exception 

leads us to Schmitt’s proposition that “All significant concepts of the modern theory of 

the state are secularized theological concepts”—both due to “their historical 

development” and “their systematic structure” (Political 36). As indicated above, in the 

passing from theological speculation to conceptions of statecraft, the omnipotence of God 

develops into the omnipotence of the “lawgiver,” while the structural “analogy” of “the 

miracle in theology” corresponds to “the exception in jurisprudence” (36).  

Before continuing with this theoretical précis, I would like to explain my 

recurrence to matters of political theology in the context of my analyses of the political 

essays and vanguard novels of my corpus. Political problems framed in Judeo-Christian 

theological categories, concerns, and motifs arise most explicitly in facets of my 

interpretations of Alberto Edwards’s La fronda aristocrática en Chile, Emar’s Un año, 

Huidobro’s La próxima, and Jarnés’s Lo rojo y lo azul, in ways that, at times, appear to 

buttress and, at others, refute Schmitt’s ideas. For example, with the help of Derrida’s 

essay “Justices,” I suggest that Emar’s novel Un año offers a moment which would seem 

to challenge a Schmittian political theology, organized around ontotheological power and 

sovereignty, by instead emphasizing God’s divine solitude and humankind’s own 

mirroring of this godly aloneness as experienced by the narrator. Likewise, I see a kind of 

destabilizing of Schmitt’s friend-enemy distinction in the accentuation of “generosity” 

and “cowardliness” against “hatred” in Jarnés’s narrative Lo rojo y lo azul. 

Returning to my theoretical overview, if Schmitt “defined sovereignty as the 

authority to decide between friend and foe, or between when constitutional law is in 
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effect and when it is suspended,” in such a way that there is an a priori “subject—one 

who decides—as origin of the sociopolitical order” (Dove 6), Derrida challenges 

sovereignty in the way that it presents itself as unitary and indivisible, as well as 

necessarily positing a subject. Concomitantly, an examination of different formulations of 

the human subject constitutes an important line of inquiry in my readings of the political 

essays of the first chapter and the avant-garde novels of the second chapter. If 

indivisibility is part of the authority and structure of sovereignty, Derrida emphasizes the 

partitions and divisions of sovereignty in relation to a conception of the democratic. 

Derrida’s states that “The concept of sovereignty will always imply the possibility of this 

positionality, this thesis, this self-thesis, this autoposition of him who posits or posits 

himself as ipse, the (self-)same, oneself” (Beast 1: 67, original emphasis). These words 

help us to think through an image of sovereignty as a singular, individualized moment of 

decision, of the self-positing, auto-cratic instantiation of force that requires swift and 

urgent action. In this context, the notion of ipseity problematizes autocratic and 

dictatorial logics, as well as the univocal unquestionability of the sovereign: “By ipseity I 

thus wish to suggest some ‘I can,’ or at the very least the power that gives itself its own 

law, its force of law, its self-representation, the sovereign and reappropriating gathering 

of self in the simultaneity of an assemblage or assembly” (Rogues 11, original emphasis). 

This ipseity purports to forge a unity which authorizes itself to act exceptionally and 

unconditionally: “Before any sovereignty of the state, of the nation-state, of the monarch, 

or, in democracy, of the people, ipseity names a principle of legitimate sovereignty, the 

accredited or recognized supremacy of a power or a force, a kratos or a cracy” (Rogues 
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12, original emphasis). Ipseity’s own “autopositioning” corresponds to and recalls “the 

first, ultimate, and supreme source of every ‘reason of the strongest’ as the right [droit] 

granted to force or the force granted to law [droit]” (Rogues 12, brackets and emphasis in 

original). However, even though Derrida articulates the unavoidable moment of decision, 

he would affirm the right to balance this self-positing with the open nature of democratic 

rule. In the context of my study, by recurring to the concept of ipseity among other 

theoretical resources, I question various subjective models, such as the liberal subject of 

history, the individual, in Zambrano’s Horizonte del liberalismo, included in the first 

chapter. In the second chapter, at different moments in my interpretations, I address the 

model of homo œconomicus—who seeks his or her advantage in the economic sphere—, 

as well as the conception of a subject who is a self-proprietor, a self-master, an owner of 

the self—in short, a sovereign subject. As I will further discuss in Chapters 2 and 3, 

ipseity is at the heart of Derrida’s analysis of not only autocratic and authoritarian forms 

of rule, but also his aporetic conception of democracy, in the way that a dēmos is 

constituted by including and excluding members. As I will consider particularly in my 

readings of the novels of Lange, Arlt, and Huidobro, there are exclusions based on 

gender, class, and race that are inherent to various forms of social organization and 

political association.   

As Benjamin’s “Gewalt” carries within itself the notions of legitimate force and 

violence, in a radical interpretation of the relationship between sovereignty and reason, 

Derrida will understand sovereignty as “one of the traits by which reason defines its own 

power and element, that is, a certain unconditionality. It is also the concentration into a 
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single point of indivisible singularity (God, the monarch, the people, the state or the 

nation-state), of absolute force and the absolute exception” (Rogues 153-54). As such, 

sovereignty posits itself unconditionally and indivisibly, as non-responsive and non-

responsible to anything external to itself. Sovereignty, then, is not only a juridical and 

political concept, but also a problematically constitutive feature of reason itself. This 

allows for us to interrogate various sovereignties, which embrace the problematics of 

ipseity, decision, and force, matters which I examine in the three chapters of my 

dissertation. Addressing the aporias of sovereignty, Derrida writes the following:    

In a certain sense, there is no contrary of sovereignty, even if there are 
things other than sovereignty. […] even in politics, the choice is not 
between sovereignty and nonsovereignty, but among several forms of 
partings, partitions, divisions, conditions that come along to broach a 
sovereignty that is always supposed to be indivisible and unconditional. 
(Beast 1: 76)  

This produces a character in the deconstruction of sovereignty which is, by turns, 

according to Derrida, challenging and aporetic, marked by a “slowness” and an “always 

unequal development” (76). In Chapter 3, I will consider Schmitt’s critiques of liberal 

parliamentarism, particularly regarding the question of open discussion, which Derrida 

will valorize and place at the center of his thinking of democracy. The sociopolitical and 

economic developments of the interwar period in Spain, Chile, and Argentina attest to the 

force of the sovereign decisions of military figures who would challenge parliamentary 

democratic institutions in these countries, thereby establishing different forms of 

authoritarian rule. 
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IV. States of Emergency: Historical Conditions in Spain, Chile, and Argentina during the 

Interwar Years  

 Having presented the main avenues of inquiry and the theoretical orientation of 

my dissertation, I will now address the circumstances in Spain, Chile, and Argentina that 

favor the increase of military interventions in politics in the early twentieth century. This 

discussion will be organized by references to national and international conditions, with 

an emphasis on Eric Hobsbawm’s description of the crises of liberalism and the 

arrangements of authoritarian movements. I will then proceed to offer more specific 

analyses of the three countries which form the geographical and historical focus of this 

dissertation.  

 The governments that would arise following World War I would be mainly 

“elected parliamentary regimes” (Hobsbawm 110).22 Nonetheless, despite the fact that 

constitutional and democratic liberal institutions and electoral forms would be “almost 

universal in the world of independent states […], the sixty-five or so independent states 

of the inter-war period were primarily a European and American phenomenon,” as “one 

third of the world’s population lived under colonial rule” (110-11). However, in the 

twenty years separating Mussolini’s “March on Rome” in 1922 “and the peak of the Axis 

success” during World War II, there would be “an accelerating, increasingly catastrophic, 

retreat of liberal political institutions” (111). In the European context, World War I would 

force economies to change, industry would become increasingly important, the middle 

 
22Regarding the European political systems, Hobsbawm makes the following statement: 

“Europe, west of the Soviet border, consisted entirely of such states in 1920” (110).  
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classes would have greater “aspiraciones políticas,” and the “descontento” of the 

proletariat of the cities would become acute (González Calleja 22). From the period 

extending from the First World War to the time of the depression beginning in 1929, the 

European crises would affect Latin American sociopolitical conditions, allowing for the 

U.S.— “showing itself more inclined than the British to exercise political and military 

power”— to increase its sphere of intervention past the Caribbean into different countries 

of Latin America (Halperín Donghi 168). Additionally, the critical circumstances in 

Europe would mark the conclusion of “political legitimacy” bound to projects of 

“constitutional liberalism since the time of independence” (168). Halperín Donghi 

indicates that the turn of events in Latin America would cause leftist ideas, as well as 

right-wing notions—such as “authoritarian statism loosely based on the Italian model”—

to challenge “constitutional, liberal solutions that seemed ill-adapted to Latin American 

realities” (168). Despite the significant differences of the Latin American and European 

sociopolitical and economic situations, we can broadly note opposition to liberal 

democratic forms and ideas, which appear unable to effectively react to and remedy the 

considerable problems of the period.  

 While not downplaying “fear of social revolution” which communism would 

foment in the period, Hobsbawm signals that “in the twenty years of liberal retreat not a 

single regime that could be reasonably called liberal-democratic had been overthrown 

from the left” (112). Indeed, in this period, “the values and institutions of ‘liberal 

civilization’” that would be largely successful during the nineteenth century, would face 

increasing hostility (109). Liberal ideals mentioned by Hobsbawm include opposition to 
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dictatorial or absolutist governance, support of constitutions and free elections of 

“governments and representative assemblies, which guaranteed the rule of law,” as well 

as the rights of the citizenry, namely, “freedom of speech, publication and assembly” 

(109-10). Other such values would include “reason, public debate, education, science and 

the improvability (though not necessary the perfectibility) of the human condition” (110). 

Prior to 1914, such liberal values would primarily be opposed by “traditionalist” sectors 

of society, such as the Roman Catholic Church, and by some intellectuals from both left 

and right political stances (110). However, producing anxiety among more traditional and 

conservative groups would be the opposition presented by the advent of mass politics—a 

phenomenon registered and discussed by the essayists of the first chapter of the 

dissertation (110). In this context, it should be recalled that “socialist labour movements” 

would be “as passionately committed to the values of reason, science, progress, education 

and individual freedom as anyone. […] Their challenge was to the economy, not to 

constitutional government and civility” (110). Indeed, by the 1920s, liberal tenets and 

institutions would be contested from various positions on the political spectrum in many 

nations throughout the world. 

 Despite this international tendency, it would be prudent to differentiate among 

antiliberal-antidemocratic movements that would topple parliamentary democracies in 

this era, especially because each process follows its own unique chronology and set of 

circumstances. Additionally, in the present study, it is important to emphasize the role 

played by armed forces and their relationship to the state and law. There would be coups 

in Latin America led by members of the military without “particular political colouring a 
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priori” (Hobsbawm 113, original emphasis). Broadly speaking, the movements that 

would intend to overthrow liberal democracies would oppose “social revolution,” 

manifest antiliberal tendencies, and support the force that the military and the police 

represented as “bulwarks against subversion” (113). Additionally, there would frequently 

be appeals to nationalism, “because of resentment against foreign states, lost wars, or 

insufficient empires,” but also because nationalism could foster “both legitimacy and 

popularity” (113). Right-wing political inclinations would also produce “‘organic 

statism,’” that is, state formations Hobsbawm qualifies as “conservative regimes, not so 

much defending a traditional order, but deliberately recreating its principles as a way of 

resisting individualism and the challenge of labour and socialism” (113-14). 

Significantly, informing this kind of political formation would be “an ideological 

nostalgia for an imagined Middle Ages or feudal society” in which, even if there would 

be an acknowledgment of social class and division, there would be simultaneously “the 

willing acceptance of social hierarchy, by a recognition that each social group or ‘estate’ 

had its part to play in an organic society composed of all, and should be recognized as a 

collective entity” (114). The result of such a societal conceptualization would be 

“‘corporativist’ theories which replaced liberal democracy by the representation of 

economic and occupational interest groups. This was sometimes described as ‘organic’ 

participation or democracy” (114). Democratic elections, however, would be reduced or 

altogether eradicated, and such “organic participation” would form part of authoritarian 

governments controlled “largely by bureaucrats and technocrats” (114). Most relevant, 

however, to my discussion of Spain, Chile and Argentina, would be the ways in which 
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components of military rule would distinctly shape the forms and procedures of the 

government. There would not only be martial promises of discipline and order, but also 

attempts to resolve certain socioeconomic problems that were perceived not to have been 

adequately confronted by liberal parliaments.   

 The other antiliberal movements of the period could be defined as fascist. 

Hobsbawm distinguishes between fascism and other right-wing movements: “The major 

difference between the fascist and the non-fascist Right was that fascism existed by 

mobilizing masses from below” (117). Fascism would form part of “the era democratic 

and popular politics which reactionaries deplored and which the champions of the 

‘organic state’ tried to by-pass” (117).23 Additionally, Hobsbawm notes the increase in 

“non-traditional movements of the radical Right” near the end of the nineteenth century 

in Europe, “in reaction against both liberalism (i.e. [,] the accelerating transformation of 

societies by capitalism),” as well as opposing both growing “socialist working-class 

movements,” and accumulating migrations, which not only originated from different 

nations, but also from within national boundaries, as in the displacements from the 

countryside to urban areas (119). Historical conditions in Spain, Chile, and Argentina 

reflect these general political tensions, although there would be noteworthy differences in 

regards to the chronology and the specific nature of these processes. Consequently, I will 

 
23 According to Hobsbawm, fascists would present themselves as “the revolutionaries of 

counter-revolution: in their rhetoric, in their appeal to those who considered themselves victims 
of society, in their call for a total transformation of society, even in their deliberate adaption of 
the symbols and names of the social revolutionaries” (117). 
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summarize the historical circumstances of the environments in which the texts of my 

corpus were published. 

I first turn to developments in Spain which condition the rise to power of Miguel 

Primo de Rivera. Crucial circumstances which favor the success of the pronunciamiento 

of Primo de Rivera in 1923 include “la crisis ‘estructural’ del Estado de la Restauración,” 

a recurrent pattern of military involvement in political matters, public crises—especially 

in Barcelona—, as well as the problem of who should be held accountable for the 1921 

Annual Disaster, during the ongoing colonial war in Morocco (González Calleja 17). 

However, while these specific circumstances cannot be extrapolated from their places of 

origin, Primo de Rivera’s coup can be understood within the more generalized 

“deslegitimación” of liberal political forms in this period (17).  

The conflict in the presidios of Melilla and Ceuta in Morocco following World 

War I would aggravate social and political problems in mainland Spain. Although the 

colonial conflict in the north of Africa had been raging since at least 1909, attacks in 

1919 would be led by Moroccan leader Abd-el-Krim, demanding independence from 

Spain and the creation of a republic; this armed opposition would result in increased 

Spanish military activity (Phillips and Phillips 318). Among the Spanish soldiers, there 

was much discontent because they lacked rations and proper equipment, while they were 

aware “that dishonest suppliers were getting rich at their expense” (318-19). In an attempt 

to resolve the situation in Morocco, the Spanish armed forces would engage Abd-el-Krim 

on July 21, 1921, during the Battle of Annual, a catastrophe for the Spanish military in 

which over 10,000 Spanish combatants would die and thousands of others would be taken 
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captive (Phillips and Phillips 319; Maddy-Weitzman 142-43). For the following two 

years, even though the Moroccan conflict would continue, discussion of the Disaster of 

Annual reverberated in the Spanish Cortes in the search to find those responsible for the 

defeat—from members of the military to politicians (Phillips and Phillips 319). The king 

Alfonso XIII himself was close to the tumultuous debates of responsibility, given his 

close relationship with many high-ranking individuals in the military (319). Despite 

growing Spanish public discontent with “the cost of the war, the Liberal coalition 

government announced a new Moroccan initiative and a new round of conscriptions into 

the army” (319). In 1923, Socialists, as a result, would prepare another strike for the fall, 

coinciding with the government’s “‘commission of responsibilities’” planning to 

assemble at the same time (319). Labor violence, in the meantime, would be particularly 

severe in Barcelona during the 1923 summer (319).  

 In response to these exigencies, General Primo de Rivera would call for a new 

government on September 13, 1923 in Barcelona (Phillips and Phillips 320). This 

pronunciamiento overlapped with other critical circumstances: three Liberal government 

ministers had resigned as a sign of protest against continued military efforts in Morocco, 

“the parade of left Catalanists in Barcelona [had taken place] on 11 September,” and the 

issue of the “parliamentary commission’s report concerning culpability for the military 

disaster [of Annual] of 1921” was rapidly approaching (Payne 24-25). Primo de Rivera—

presenting an image of a return to order in the midst of these crises—was already backed 

by “Catalan business elites” concerned with increasing labor struggles (Phillips and 

Phillips 320). Primo de Rivera went to Madrid, where Alfonso XIII requested that the 
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general would “form a government in the time-honored tradition of earlier nineteenth-

century military proclamations” (320). Despite this attempt to frame this decision within 

a problematic historical legacy, González Calleja signals the importance of differentiating 

Primo de Rivera’s pronunciamiento from the tendency of military interventions in the 

nineteenth century, namely due to the dissimilarities of their outcomes:  

el movimiento castrense de septiembre del 23 fue también la primera 
intervención corporativa de las Fuerzas Armadas, que a diferencia de las 
capillas militares del Ejército decimonónico no cedieron el poder a un 
partido político, sino que forjaron como institución el primer régimen 
auténticamente pretoriano de nuestra historia –el Directorio Militar–, 
trasladando los valores y las actitudes corporativas del Ejército al conjunto 
de la vida pública. (19)   

Relatedly, historian Stanley G. Payne indicates that Primo de Rivera’s pronunciamiento 

was successful “above all because the Liberal government did almost nothing to defend 

itself” (25). In a kind of sovereign decision, “Alfonso XIII, without invoking 

constitutional limits or procedures, transferred power to what would become the first 

direct military dictatorship in Spanish history” (25). Indeed, Primo de Rivera, in forming 

his military dictatorship, “suspended the Cortes and the constitution of 1876,” thus 

creating the first of the two authoritarian regimes in Spain during the twentieth century 

(Phillips and Phillips 320). However, as we shall see in other military interventions 

studied in this dissertation, Primo de Rivera would signal the briefness of this period of 

military rule (320). Payne indicates that Primo de Rivera’s move to take power would be 

originally “predicated on a ninety-day emergency military directory to deal with such 

problems as attempted subversion, the stalemate in Morocco, administrative corruption, 

and political reform” (25). However, the de facto dictatorship would last until 1930. 
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Considering the exceptional circumstances of 1923, the Spanish response to Primo de 

Rivera’s pronunciamiento was initially positive, given the context of labor conflict, 

public disorder, and the war in Morocco (Phillips and Phillips 321). We should note, 

nevertheless, discrepancies regarding the public perceptions of these new conditions. 

While Phillips and Philips qualify the reaction to the Primo de Rivera pronunciamiento as 

presenting “overwhelming support” from the majority of the Spanish public (321), Payne 

indicates that there is a general consensus that Primo de Rivera’s dictatorship would be 

“greeted with relief and broad, if shallow, support from the public. This was true even 

among the moderates and many liberals” (25, emphasis added). However, there would be 

increasing opposition from various sectors within the country to Primo de Rivera’s 

dictatorship (Phillips and Phillips 323-25). The ultimate failure of the regime in 1930 

would bring about an extraordinary sociopolitical situation, leading to the abolition of the 

monarchy and the establishment of the Spanish Second Republic in 1931.  

 While Spain was struggling politically to come to terms with the colonial legacy 

of the Moroccan War and with the economic and social turmoil inside the country, we 

find a similar military solution to related, yet unique problems, across the Atlantic in the 

Southern Cone. In Chile, we can understand this outcome as a response to grave 

sociopolitical conditions and the political notions of the leaders of the Movimiento de 

Septiembre de 1924, which should be contextualized by two historical processes (Scott 

80). First, Harry Scott notes that, following World War I, there would be an international 

upsurge of interest in state formations that could intervene decisively to resolve 

sociopolitical problems, as well as a generalized rejection of “liberalismo clásico” (80-
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81). Second, at a national level, the members of the Movimiento de Septiembre de 1924 

would oppose politicians and liberal parliamentarianism which they understood as having 

bred corruption and preferentiality of certain social groupings in such a way that national 

concerns were not sufficiently addressed (81). Scott indicates that the need to change the 

current state of affairs would become a sort of “leitmotiv” of the military’s involvement 

in Chilean politics, even until the conclusion of Ibáñez’s rule (81, original emphasis). 

 The Movimiento Militar can be understood as forming part of a continuum from 

1924 to 1927, the year in which Ibáñez became president. On September 2, 1924, 

approximately 50 officers of the army—“de baja graduación”—would be present for the 

session of the Congreso, demonstrating their disapproval of the parliamentary “dieta,” 

that is, a “salary” of 30,000 and 15,000 pesos designated for the senators and the 

deputies, respectively (Scott 52; Collier and Sater 209). Extremely unpopular among 

members of the public, the “dieta” appeared to be prioritized over President Alessandri’s 

“social legislation” (Collier and Sater 209). The discontent of the military would 

additionally be related to a series of economic problems in the country: the new law for 

the annual budget had yet to be approved, and the salary payments of public employees—

including individuals in the armed forces—had been delayed, while the “dieta” itself was 

not constitutional (Scott 52).24 The next day, perhaps more than 100 members of the 

military returned to the Congreso after the approval of the “ley de dieta parlamentaria” 

 
24 In regard to the pay for the armed forces, Scott points to the fact that “La situación del 

erario fiscal era tan grave que los suboficiales ya llevaban casi seis meses impagos” (52). At the 
same time, it was not constitutional to remunerate political representatives: “La Constitución 
estipulaba que los cargos parlamentarios eran ‘gratuitos’” (52). 
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(53). Lower ranking officials such as lieutenants and captains that had spurred on the 

movement would find backing by higher ranking officers, namely majors (significantly 

including Major Ibáñez), lieutenants coronels, and a few colonels (53). Alessandri 

conferred with Luis Altamirano, Inspector-General del Ejército, who would indicate to 

the president that the “alto mando” believed the requests of the Military Movement to be 

“justificadas” (53).  

 By September 8, General Altamirano presented to both Chambers a “programa 

legislativo” which would be speedily approved during one session (Scott 55). In this 

proposal, there were a number of socially-oriented elements focusing on labor in the 

legislation, including “la jornada de 8 horas,” “el sueldo mínimo,” “la igualdad de 

remuneraciones para el hombre y la mujer,” as well as the requirement to regulate “el 

empleo de mujeres y niños” (Scott 55). Other laws would permit labor unions, 

regulations for worker accidents, and increases in salaries in the Ejército and the Marina 

(54-55). The expectation was that, following the approval of these and other laws, the 

Military Movement would come to an end and constitutional rule would return (Scott 55). 

However, the Junta Militar did not disintegrate; rather, some of its members wanted to 

limit or remove Alessandri from the presidency (57). As such, conscious of the force of 

the Military Movement, Alessandri attempted to offer his “renuncia;” however, Congreso 

rejected this proposal, instead allowing Alessandri to leave Chile, as General Altamirano 

would become vice president (57). On September 11, members of the military—wanting 

both to enact more reformist measures in Chilean institutions and to put an end to the 

“situación constitucional anómala”— established a “Junta de Gobierno” led by General 
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Altamirano, along with Admiral Nef and General Bennett (57). The decision would be 

swift: the Junta de Gobierno “clausuró el Congreso, aceptó la renuncia del presidente 

Alessandri y, en su primera declaración pública, manifestaba que detentaría el poder de 

manera provisoria, mientras se reformaba la institucionalidad y se llamaba a nuevas 

elecciones presidenciales y parlamentarias” (Scott 57-58). Also on September 11 the 

Junta Militar would promulgate the Manifiesto del 11 de Septiembre, to which we shall 

return due to its importance relating to other military interventions in Chile.  

 On January 23, 1925, after arresting Altamirano and Nef, a new Junta would be 

established under General Pedro Pablo Dartnell; in this Junta, Ibáñez, now a colonel, 

would be minister of war (Collier and Sater 211-12). This new Junta affirmed that it 

would “restore the ‘revolution’ betrayed by the senior officers in September 1924” 

(Collier and Sater 212). Alessandri would come back to Santiago on March 20; 

recognizing that his return remained conditioned by the military’s permission, he allowed 

Colonel Ibáñez to continue as minister of war (Collier and Sater 212). Despite the 

approval of a new Constitution in 1925, Alessandri resigned prior to the conclusion of the 

year, and Emiliano Figueroa would become president, although he would step down in 

1927 (Kinsbruner 131). After this resignation, Ibáñez would be elected president in 1927 

with a large majority of the vote (Kinsbruner 131; Collier and Sater 215). The public 

appears to have largely backed Ibáñez as president, “at least while economic conditions 

favored him, as they did until 1930” (Collier and Sater 215). Collier and Sater describe 

Ibáñez’s government as “unquestionably authoritarian,” as the press would face 

restrictions and more than 200 politicians would be “banished or ‘relegated’” (215). The 
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Communist party would be declared illegal in 1927, and the labor movement would be 

targeted by the regime, even though many individuals would join the regime’s supported 

“‘legal unions’” (216). 

 In Chile, the previously mentioned Manifiesto del 11 de Septiembre would serve 

not only as a series of “ideas-guías de la revolución,” but would also be invoked by the 

second Junta “golpistas” of January 23, 1925, and would serve as a defense of Ibáñez’s 

continued position in the Ministerio de Guerra (Scott 58). Additionally, Ibáñez’s later 

government would similarly indicate that it perpetuated certain ideas contained in the 

Manifiesto del 11 de Septiembre (58), of which the following fragments have been 

extracted: 

[…] repugna a nuestra honradez el viejo y desprestigiado sistema de 
prometer sin garantizar el cumplimiento.  
LA CORRUPCIÓN DE LA VIDA POLÍTICA DE LA REPÚBLICA 
LLEVABA A NUESTRAS INSTITUCIONES A UN ABISMO HACIA 
EL CUAL LA PROPIA CARTA FUNDAMENTAL EMPEZABA A 
RESBALAR, EMPUJADA POR INTERESES MERAMENTE 
PERSONALES. 
[…] 
La miseria del pueblo, la especulación, la mala fe de los poderosos, la 
inestabilidad económica y la falta de esperanza en una regeneración dentro 
del régimen existente, habían producido un fermento que irritaba las 
entrañas de las clases cuya lucha por la vida es más difícil.  
Este movimiento ha sido fruto espontáneo de las circunstancias.  
Su fin es abolir la política gangrenada y su procedimiento, enérgico, pero 
pacífico, es obra de cirugía y no de venganza o castigo. 
[…]  
Mantendremos las libertades públicas, porque de su ejercicio nace toda 
creación, y porque bien sabemos que de ellas arranca su existencia la más 
augusta de las conquistas: el reconocimiento de la soberanía popular. (qtd. 
in Scott 58, original emphasis)  

In this Manifiesto, the social and economic problems referenced—speculation, poverty, 

improper conduct by politicians, economic instability—correspond to and have produced 
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the decay of the liberal parliamentary institutions (“el viejo y desprestigiado sistema de 

prometer sin garantizar el cumplimiento”), which no longer act in the interests of the 

nation, nor flow from “la soberanía popular.” Also significant is the portrayal of the 

surgical precision of the military’s intervention (“Su fin es abolir la política gangrenada y 

su procedimiento, enérgico, pero pacífico, es obra de cirugía y no de venganza o 

castigo”). Relatedly, it is worth noting that Primo de Rivera would be qualified as 

“Cirujano de Hierro.”25 These kinds of metaphors relating the body to politics, along with 

analogies of exacting military actions to surgically redress state affairs, present us with an 

inheritance of corporal imagery of governance. Indeed, such notions can be found in 

landmark political treatises, including, for example, Aristotle’s Politics and Thomas 

Hobbes’s Leviathan, whose frontispiece depicts a sovereign body composed by its 

subjects.  

 While the complicated sociopolitical situation in Chile unravels with the 

confrontation between armed forces and elected political representatives, a similar, yet 

differential crisis relating to the status of liberal democracy and military intervention 

takes place in Argentina. Nállim suggests that the opposition to Argentine liberalism 

would be sparked not only by its connection to “the conservative liberal order” as well as 

 
25 Regarding the relationship between Spanish dictator Primo de Rivera and the phrase 

“Cirujano de Hierro,” Alejandro Quiroga Fernández de Soto observes the following: “el propio 
marqués de Estella [Primo de Rivera] se encargó de presentarse, ya desde el Manifiesto del 13 de 
septiembre, como el líder que tenía que operar el cuerpo enfermo de la nación. […] Al adoptar un 
discurso pseudocientífico de corte regeneracionista, que recordaba en parte a la figura del 
Cirujano de Hierro de Joaquín Costa, el Directorio Militar buscaba obtener el respaldo de 
diversos sectores de la sociedad española” (152). Quiroga Fernández de Soto clarifies that “pese a 
la simpatía que Primo le tenía a Joaquín Costa, el dictador no hizo mención expresa del escritor 
oscense durante el Directorio Militar. Sólo en los últimos años del régimen comenzaron a citar 
Primo y sus propagandistas a Costa de un modo habitual” (152-53). 
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political parties including the Radical Party, but also in relation to opposition to 

generalized liberal tendencies and the Argentine government in the period from 1916 to 

1930, the year of Uriburu’s coup (28). The Sáenz Peña Law would establish the 

conditions for the success of the Radical Party and of Yrigoyen’s 1916 presidential 

election, events which would seem to represent “the entrenchment of an expanded liberal 

democratic system” (Nállim 28).26 However, while the Radical government from 1916 to 

1930 would indeed see an increased electorate, the founding of “an inclusive political 

culture,” the development of political parties, more regular and reliable elections, and “a 

general respect for individual rights and freedoms,” the election of Yrigoyen would set 

the stage for a general crisis of Argentine political institutions (28). Additionally, 

problems internal to the Radical Party would contribute to this state of affairs (28). 

Nállim states that, as the Radical Party became ever more opposed to the conservatives in 

the last decade of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth century, “it 

also distanced itself from the most general classical liberal position it had embraced at its 

origins without explicitly rejecting the orientation; in particular, it put aside its former 

defense of free trade and emphasized a greater concern for social issues” (29). The 

Radical Party at the time of Yrigoyen’s election had adopted “some of the most 

nationalistic and least liberal aspects that had characterized the conservative liberal 

regime” (29). Other problems within the Radical Party would be internal tensions and a 

 
26 The Sáenz Peña Law “established not just universal but mandatory suffrage for men, 

along with secret voting, and allowed parliamentary representation for the party that achieved 
second place in an election” (Nállim 27). The Sáenz Peña Law would be approved in 1912, 
reducing “the use of voting fraud” in such a way that “voting became the key legitimizing act for 
politicians” (Horowitz 4). In this dissertation, voting and political representation will be two key 
concerns, as they are foundational aspects of a conceptualization of democracy.   
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lack of Party unity (29). The “personalistic style of leadership” of Yrigoyen would 

constitute a powerful “image” that would be linked to labor legislation and improvements 

of conditions of lower classes (Nállim 29). At the same time, however, “The UCR [Unión 

Cívica Radical] government was, in point of fact, marked by two of the bloodiest and 

most famous acts of repression against labour: the so-called ‘Tragic Week’ in 1919 and 

‘Rebel Patagonia’ in 1922” (Hedges 38). Nonetheless, the personalistic approach of 

Yrigoyen, along with “intraparty rivalries,” would contribute to the splintering of the 

party in 1924 into the “Personalistas, or yrigoyenistas” and the “Antipersonalistas” 

(Nállim 29). After Yrigoyen’s first presidency from 1916 to 1922, Marcelo T. de Alvear, 

also of the Radical Party, would be president from 1922 to 1928 (29). This division of the 

Radical Party would be significant: Antipersonalistas and conservatives would challenge 

Yrigoyen during the years 1928 to 1930, and they “actively contributed to his 

[Yrigoyen’s] overthrow in 1930” (Nállim 29).27  However, dissension within the Radical 

Party would not be unique, for, in the years following World War I and the Russian 

Revolution—affecting international and national economies—, “all the political forces, 

not just the Radicals, suffered from division and polarization” (30). Also of great 

significance in the period is “The politicization of the army” that would develop 

primarily in Yrigoyen’s first presidency; this factor, despite scaling back during the 

presidency of Alvear, would nonetheless contribute to the 1930 coup (31).  

Similar to the situations in Chile and in Spain, the Argentine military 

demonstrated preoccupation regarding social problems and labor tensions, which 

 
27 1928 would mark Yrigoyen’s election for a second term (Nállim 30).  
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manifested in the “violent labor conflicts of 1919-1923” (Nállim 31). This period also 

sees an increase of the influence of right-wing and nationalist groups (Nállim 31). 

Following a common conservative tendency, such groups would mount “class-based 

arguments against electoral democracy,” yet they would intensify these arguments to 

such a degree that they would support “the sheer elimination of liberal democracy” (31). 

There would be conservatives who would turn to “antiliberal nationalism” after the First 

World War, the Russian Revolution, labor violence, and “mass democracy as embodied 

by Yrigoyen” (31). In the 1920s, the Catholic Church would also become another locus 

that would in some instances challenge liberal democratic forms (32).28  

 In Argentina, José Félix Uriburu, who would lead the 1930 coup against the 

Radical government of Yrigoyen, called for elections in 1931, with the caveat of 

forbidding the “Radical ticket, headed by the former president Marcelo T. de Alvear” 

from participating so that the Radical Party would not regain power (Nállim 10, emphasis 

added). This would provoke an abstention by the Radical Party and the promulgation of a 

manifesto, written by adherent of this party and intellectual Ricardo Rojas, who would 

associate the current government with “the arbitrary rule” of Juan Manuel de Rosas (10). 

As a result, as indicated by Nállim, this manifesto of the Radical Party would propose a 

different political genealogy: “the party’s contemporary struggle was rooted in the wars 

of independence, ‘the May [1810] tradition,’ the constituent assembly of 1853, and the 

 
28 Nállim explains this resurgence of Catholic influence by noting that the institution was 

itself affected by the cultural and political environment of the era: “The nation’s increasing 
political crisis and the spiritual crisis provoked by World War I, coupled with international and 
national developments within the church, fostered the emergence of a traditional version of 
Catholicism that questioned crucial aspects of the liberal tradition” (32). 
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‘civil thought’ of a liberal line that included Mariano Moreno, Esteban Echeverría, Juan 

B. Alberdi, and Roque Sáenz Peña” (Nállim 10, emphasis added). Despite this appeal to 

return to the civil tradition of liberal principles of the nineteenth century, the repression 

of the opposition exercised by Uriburu’s regime would be substantial: Rocco Carbone 

states “Los radicales fueron expulsados de las funciones públicas, se produjeron 

fusilamientos y por más que Uriburu rechazara la etiqueta de fascista (pese a su 

fascinación por Primo de Rivera y Mussolini), su manotazo tuvo evidentes facetas 

autoritarias” (66, emphasis added). The 1930 coup would lead to a “provisional 

government” from 1930 to 1932 (Nállim 36). Regarding the events set in motion by this 

military intervention in Argentine politics, Jill Hedges indicates the following:  

The coup was the first military overthrow of an elected government since the 
1853 constitution had helped to consolidate institutions, and the year 1930 was the 
first of what was to become known as “the infamous decade”—in fact a 13-year 
period of military and fraudulently elected governments which began that year 
and which held power until 1943. (46)   

It would be important to consider the nature of liberal thought and politics in Argentina 

up until this authoritarian pattern initiated by the coup d’état in 1930. The development of 

liberalism in Argentina until 1930, Nállim suggests, would have a “multifaceted 

character” and frequently “did not have a clear-cut meaning” which would allow different 

groups to appeal to and interact with liberal notions and the liberal state (33). The 

“conservative liberal order” that developed following the 1852 defeat of Rosas and that 

had “consolidated in 1880-1916” would have “a conservative, exclusionary content, 

which resulted from concerns about order and state consolidation, mistrust of the lower 

classes, and the establishment of [a] restricted democratic system” (33). However, there 
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would be components of Argentine liberalism that would be more “progressive and 

inclusive,” namely “concerning the rule of law, the granting of the equal civic and 

economic rights to the population, an emphasis on public and secular education, and the 

advancement of politically inclusive reforms and initiatives represented by the Sáenz 

Peña law and the creation of the PDP” (33). While Argentine economic liberalism would 

advocate free trade, the state in certain instances would have more prominent agency in 

economic affairs, producing in different moments “protectionist positions and policies” 

(33).  

 Without equating the singular aspects of the states of crisis in Spain, Chile, and 

Argentina, some general remarks can be made that allow for points of comparison. While 

the consolidation of the regimes in these countries would vary chronologically and in 

terms of authoritarian measures utilized, they would share a critique of liberal 

parliamentarism and a perceived or real inability to resolve socioeconomic problems. As 

I have noted, related assessments are also present in the writings of Schmitt and 

Benjamin. In the three nations whose chronologies and authors I study in this 

dissertation, military interventions were positioned as a kind of means to redress the 

inefficacy and, in some cases, the excess and decadence of parliamentary liberal 

institutions in their sluggish or nonexistent responses to social and economic issues, civil 

and labor discontent, and problems within the military. Although within a discussion of 

continental European liberalism, Angel Smith’s remarks help to explain the 

transformation of some liberal projects and ideas with regard to their historical point of 

inception: 
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the liberals’ early radicalism soon dissipated and they came to support 
constitutional monarchies that undermined the economic and social 
foundations of the Old Order, but which would to a greater or lesser 
degree align with the small propertied elite and incorporate institutions and 
personnel drawn from the continent’s absolutist past. (67)   

While liberals would be ostensibly more radical in the late eighteenth and early 

nineteenth centuries, Smith notes a transition from a more extreme political orientation to 

a more liberal-conservative stance once having established liberal states that would have 

to fend off leftist tendencies of reform and revolution (67). Although from the decade of 

1860 attempts would be undertaken “to broaden the base of liberal regimes”—or at least 

those states in which there would be notable liberal tendencies—, a chief problem would 

be the perception that “liberal authorities” in many parts of Europe were “elitists out of 

touch with the majority of the population” (67). Indeed, Smith sustains that “This was the 

key component of the crisis of liberalism from the late nineteenth century, and made 

liberal regimes vulnerable to authoritarian right-wing take-overs in the aftermath of the 

First World War” (67). This depiction seems to explain some key aspects of the situations 

that gave rise to the crises that I have outlined in Spain, Chile, and Argentina during the 

interwar period. 
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V. Reading Sovereignty towards Democracy in Political Essays and Vanguard Novels: 

An Overview of Chapters 1 to 3   

With a Derridean theoretical orientation, I analyze political essays and vanguard 

novels in relation to the rise of authoritarian movements and the crisis of parliamentary 

democracies in Spain, Chile, and Argentina. In my first chapter, by way of close readings 

of three political essays, I consider how María Zambrano (1904-1991), Ramón Doll 

(1896-1970), and Alberto Edwards Vives (1874-1932) assess the crises of the period and 

propose diverse remedies. In spite of their diverging positions on the political spectrum, 

these essayists all employ similar vocabularies and analyze problems that will reemerge 

in the context of my readings of avant-garde novels in Chapters 2 and 3. Additionally, 

because Spanish philosopher José Ortega y Gasset (1883-1955) weighted in on both 

sociological and artistic issues during the 1920s and 1930s, I include discussions and 

references to his work and ideas in all of the chapters of my dissertation. 

In my first chapter, I consider the views of Zambrano, Doll, and Edwards on mass 

politics, the role of economic and political elites, and the nature of legitimate authority. 

The comparable anxieties presented in these essays concerning the limits of democratic 

politics reveal the complexities of the period and serve as a springboard for the 

subsequent chapters that study the politics in and of vanguard novels, which engage in a 

thinking of the relation between individual “ipseity” and political association. 

Bearing in mind the problems addressed by the essayists of Chapter 1, I pursue in 

the two subsequent chapters an assessment of the politics of Hispanic avant-garde 

narratives. Additionally, I consider the avant-garde features of these novels by dialoguing 
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with the ideas of Pérez Firmat and Unruh. However, rather than a monolithic view of 

vanguard prose as being either “pneumatic” or “architectural,” I propose the need to 

recognize gradations and differing intensities of these two aesthetic tendencies. Likewise, 

I assert the importance of attending to the varied uses of meta-reflexive procedures in 

vanguard prose.   

In Chapter 2, I analyze how Juan Emar (1893-1964), Norah Lange (1905-1972), 

and Ramón Gómez de la Serna (1888-1963) stage in their novels a series of philosophical 

oppositions that are crucial to conceptualizing democracy, including the tension between 

the one and the many, singularity and totality, as well as the calculable and the 

incalculable. These novels similarly present how individuals interact with groups, as I 

address the political implications of these interactions and critique fraternalistic and 

nationalistic forms of political filiation.  

These reflections upon the nature of modes of political association set the 

groundwork for my discussion of the vanguard novels of Chapter 3, in which I analyze 

novels by Roberto Arlt (1900-1942), Vicente Huidobro (1893-1948), and Benjamín 

Jarnés (1888-1949). In these narratives small vanguard groups propose political projects 

that seek to radically reshape the current social order. The three novels by these authors 

also dialogue explicitly with the conditions of crisis of the interwar years.  

  In summary, the texts that I study in the three chapters of my dissertation provide 

not only historical diagnostics and discourses on the future, but also problematize the 

ways we understand the dynamics between individuals and collectives, which could be 

posed as underlying the tensions that, more broadly, structure democratic, aristocratic, 
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and autocratic sociopolitical formations of the period, and more narrowly, organize 

avant-garde formations themselves. I address the conceptual stakes of the Derridean term 

“ipseity” in essayistic and literary texts, which, I argue, can help us to theorize questions 

of democracy and sovereignty in the 1920s and 1930s in Spain, Chile, and Argentina. 

The contemporary pressure exerted by authoritarian forms of government, the historical 

coincidence of military coups, and the crisis of liberal parliamentary representation would 

contest in different ways the prioritization of states, social groups, and individual actors. 

Given their implicit and explicit interaction with contemporary historical conditions and 

political discourses, I contend that the essays and avant-garde novels that I analyze in my 

dissertation offer a fertile ground to examine the nature of sovereignty, while also 

offering, in some crucial instances, potential images of what a democracy worthy of this 

name could look like.         



 
 

CHAPTER 1: REFORMING LIFE, LIMITING THE STATE, OR LEGITIMATING 

AUTHORITY: DIAGNOSES OF THE EPOCHAL CRISES IN ESSAYS BY MARÍA 

ZAMBRANO, RAMÓN DOLL, AND ALBERTO EDWARDS VIVES  

I. Framing the Individual, the Masses, and Liberalism with Ortega y Gasset: An 

Introduction to Chapter 1 

María Zambrano (1904-1991), Ramón Doll (1896-1970), and Alberto Edwards 

Vives (1874-1932)—the authors studied in my first chapter—write in the midst of global 

and national exigencies in the 1920s and 1930s. If these essayists’ analyses of 

contemporary problems vary, they share a sense of urgency to respond to these crises in 

writing. Not only do Zambrano, Doll, and Edwards publish these essays within the 

proximity of only a few years—from 1928 to 1934—, but these authors also address 

comparable problems and employ similar vocabularies, despite advancing notably 

divergent remedies across the political spectrum. Likewise, these three essayists manifest 

several concerns that will reemerge to a certain extent in the literary vanguard works that 

I will examine in Chapters 2 and 3. Before considering what I view to be the core 

proposals of Zambrano, Doll, and Edwards, I will explore what these three writers, along 

with José Ortega y Gasset (1883-1955), have in common. 

These essayists would be engaged at different levels in the political struggles of 

the day which they diagnose in their writings. In some cases, they would also have 

contact with or comment on artistic developments relating to the avant-gardes. During the 

period of Primo de Rivera’s dictatorship, Spanish philosopher José Ortega y Gasset 

advocates liberalism as a political form that could safeguard “los derechos cívicos” 
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(Bundgård 29). From 1923 to 1930, Ortega increases his visibility as an intellectual with 

a political vocation, while becoming a central figure for young Spaniards of the so-called 

Generation of 1927 (Bundgård 29). Ortega y Gasset is often associated with the avant-

gardes—particularly vanguard novels—not only for historiographical reasons, but also 

for the publication of two of his central works, La deshumanización del arte (1925) and 

Ideas sobre la novela (1925) (Lough, Introduction 14). Similarly, Ortega founded in 1923 

Revista de Occidente, which, in addition to being a journal, would become a fundamental 

publishing house for contemporary authors; young writers associated with the avant-

garde, such as Benjamín Jarnés and Antonio Espina, published works with Revista de 

Occidente (Garrido 143; Argüelles-Meres 30).29 Belonging to a younger generation than 

Ortega, philosopher María Zambrano would join the writers surrounding the Revista de 

Occidente, sustaining friendships with members of the so-called Generation of 1927, 

particularly Rosa Chacel and Rafael Alberti (Pérez 150). Starting in 1926, Zambrano 

would study with leading philosophers in Spain—including Ortega y Gasset, Xavier 

Zubiri, and Manuel García Morente—, while she commences “doctoral work” in 1928, 

and contributes to El Liberal, a Madrid newspaper (149). Zambrano would help establish 

the Liga de Educación Social “under the aegis of Ortega y Gasset and Pérez de Ayala;” 

nonetheless, the effects of Primo de Rivera’s dictatorship would reach this organization, 

as the police would put an end to the group in 1929 (Pérez 149). Across the Atlantic, 

 
29 With Ortega’s patronage, the Revista de Occidente would also launch the collection 

Nova Novorum, featuring some of the earliest examples of avant-garde novels, namely Pedro 
Salinas’s Víspera del gozo (1926) and Benjamín Jarnés’s El profesor inútil (1926) (Lough, 
Introduction 14). However, Lough reminds us that it would be “misleading” to qualify as “simple 
and direct” the connections between Ortega and vanguard novelists’ writing (Introduction 15). 
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lawyer Ramón Doll would begin his activity in the public sphere during the period known 

as the Década Infame (1930-1943) in Argentina; he would also publish various essays, 

primarily between the end of Yrigoyen’s presidency and the inception of the Second 

World War (Croce 191).30 Like Ortega and Zambrano, Doll would dedicate essays not 

only to politics, but also to literature, criticizing aspects of Argentine vanguardism (Croce 

201-02). The Chilean politician and historian Alberto Edwards Vives would personally 

participate in parliamentary politics. Edwards would join the Partido Nacional and 

become a “diputado por Valparaíso” in 1909 until 1912 (Gazmuri 69).31 Yet Edwards’s 

experience in parliamentary politics would profoundly modify his views: “el 

funcionamiento del Parlamento chileno en esa época lo desengañó; nunca más sería 

parlamentario” (Guzmuri 69). Edwards would also hold other government posts. 

Crucially for the concerns of the present dissertation, in 1930, Edwards would be named 

“Ministro de Educación” during the dictatorship of Ibáñez del Campo (Gazmuri 71). In 

the final days of the regime, as Gazmuri notes, Edwards would hold other posts in the 

rapidly deteriorating dictatorship: “a tres días de la caída de Ibáñez, Edwards aceptó la 

cartera de Relaciones, Comercio y Justicia” (72). Edwards’s support for the regime of 

 
30 In relation to the Doll’s trajectory, Marcela Croce observes the following: “A partir de 

1930 Doll actuará como juez del crimen –actividad en la cual se podría indagar el arraigo de 
cierto vocabulario del que abusará en sus ensayos–, para cambiar radicalmente de rumbo en 1937 
convirtiéndose en inspector de Sociedades Anónimas, como antesala de sus dos cargos oficiales 
relevantes: el de ministro de Hacienda en la Intervención de la Provincia de Tucumán (1943) y el 
de intendente de la Universidad Nacional de Cuyo (1944)” (191).  

31 Edwards would be involved in various debates and legislative initiatives; as Gazmuri 
indicates, “Particular interés ofrece un proyecto de ley destinado modificar el sistema electoral 
existente, eliminando el caciquismo” (69). 
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Ibáñez del Campo is not only evidenced by his political endeavors, but also by his 

essayistic writing, as I will discuss in my first chapter.   

In order to assess these three authors’ approaches to argumentation and their 

conflicting views on the crises of the early twentieth century, I will now consider the 

main similarities and differences of the three essays included in Chapter 1. Horizonte del 

liberalismo (1930), while addressing sociopolitical concerns, is a philosophical essay in 

which Zambrano posits an ontology, from which she derives a politics and an ethics.32 I 

qualify Zambrano’s ontology as liberal, as it prioritizes the figure of the individual—the 

liberal subject of history—as well as the liberal value of reformism. Although Zambrano 

makes some historical and geographical references in Horizonte, she principally focuses 

on her present and the formulation of a new political project, which, while rejecting 

liberal economics, may retain liberal civic and political ideals.33  

There is an openness to reevaluation in Zambrano’s essay. In particular, her 

cautiousness and reservations regarding absolute certainty are powerful and admirable 

qualities of her thought, which differentiate Horizonte del liberalismo from the essays of 

Edwards and Doll, whose statements are often categorical and not disposed to criticism. 

 
32 Jesús Moreno Sanz describes the publication history of Zambrano’s essay, which has 

three different titles: “Hasta con tres títulos diferentes aparece en septiembre de 1930 este primer 
libro de María Zambrano: Nuevo Liberalismo, según portada; Horizonte del liberalismo, en la 
cubierta; y Horizontes de un nuevo liberalismo, conforme a la publicidad que de él se hizo, tanto 
por el editor, Javier Morata, como por algunos números de El Sol” (“Presentación” 3, original 
emphasis).   

33 Francis Lough considers that the relative lack of concrete political matters concerning 
liberal and democratic forms addressed in Zambrano’s Horizonte—such as “practical questions of 
citizenship and government”—is related in part to her “philosophical training” (“María” 190). 
Additionally, in view of Horizonte, Lough states that “Her [Zambrano’s] initial interest lay in 
more abstract considerations of the key relationship between the individual and society which 
were to be understood in the context of the crisis of rational thought” (“María” 190-91). 
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The openness and porousness of Zambrano’s thought is perhaps its greatest strength.34 At 

the same time, if Zambrano can be understood as advocating certain philosophical liberal 

ideas, she is similarly both critical of this tradition and anxious to renovate it. A desire to 

move beyond the particular constraints of liberalism, while still being entrenched in a 

liberal frame of reference, is a crucial aspect of Zambrano’s essay.    

In contrast to Zambrano’s philosophical approach, the essays by Doll and 

Edwards both contain extended analyses of the histories of Argentina and Chile, 

respectively, as a means to address contemporary crises. Despite the historiographical 

reassessments in their writing, these two authors present striking differences, both in their 

concerns and in their methodologies. Similarly, even though Doll and Edwards discuss 

contemporary authoritarian movements and military coups in their countries, the two 

writers have vastly different appraisals of these events in their respective national 

political landscapes.  

Ramón Doll’s Liberalismo en la literatura y la política (Con una segunda edición 

de: “Democracia mal menor”) (1934, n/d) is a political and historical essay which seeks, 

in part, to find a uniquely Argentine approach to socioeconomic issues and 

historiography.35 Like Zambrano, Doll values certain liberal ideals and he identifies his 

 
34 Jesús Moreno Sanz notes that, beginning with Horizonte del liberalismo, a “vaivén” 

marks Zambrano’s writing, freeing her work “del absolutismo y de las impositivas fijaciones de 
la razón” (“Estudio” 165, original emphasis). Two attributes of Zambrano’s style—“[e]lasticidad” 
along with “fluencia”—bring together expression and argument in the essayistic discourse of 
Horizonte del liberalismo (Moreno Sanz, “Estudio” 165).  

35 In regards to the publication history of Doll’s essay, Liberalismo en la literatura y la 
política first appeared in 1934; it would be reprinted with another text, Democracia, mal menor 
(Croce 192). Clarifying the differences between these versions by Doll, Marcela Croce indicates 
that “Una edición posterior [de Liberalismo en la literatura y la política] incluye como segunda 
parte del texto el folleto difundido también en 1934, Democracia, mal menor (s/f), Buenos Aires, 
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position as a “demo-liberal” (9). He seems to understand the liberal state as having 

features of liberal democracy, especially in the sense of allowing both majorities and 

minorities to have a voice and even rule in turns, in a way reminiscent of Derrida’s 

reflections on the autoimmunity of democracy. However, Doll’s approach—at this 

moment in his career, before a distressing movement to the right in his later essays—is 

more radical than Zambrano’s proposal of a revived liberal thought. We should also note 

that Doll’s interpretations of historical and sociopolitical matters seem to reveal a 

materialist orientation, even though he is opposed to communism, which he rhetorically 

equalizes with fascism in the essay. Doll prominently addresses the role of finance capital 

in producing current national and global socioeconomic crises. In addition to discussing 

imperialism and the Argentine oligarchy, he considers threats to freedom posed by both 

authoritarian states and finance capital, both of which seek to dominate political and 

economic life in his view. Stylistically different from the essays of Zambrano and 

Edwards, Doll frequently addresses his possible intellectual and political opponents with 

a polemical rhetoric, irony, and an acerbic tone.    

The third essay that I will discuss in this chapter is Alberto Edwards Vives’s La 

fronda aristocrática en Chile (1928), a work which can also be considered a political and 

 
col. ‘Crítica y Política, Claridad’” (229). The edition to which I will refer in this dissertation is 
Liberalismo en la literatura y la política (Con una segunda edición de: “Democracia mal 
menor”), which was printed by Editorial Claridad, yet has no date of publication listed. 
Additionally, it should be noted that in the “Prólogo” to Liberalismo en la literatura y la política 
(Con una segunda edición de: “Democracia mal menor”), Doll explains the “unity” of the 
writings that compose this book: “Reunimos algunos ensayos y críticas históricas y políticas que 
tienen cierta unidad y complementan el trabajo DEMOCRACIA: MAL MENOR, cuya segunda 
edición incluímos [sic]” (Liberalismo 5, original emphasis).    
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historical essay, although the author’s detailed historiographical approach differs from 

Doll’s essay.36 If there are some liberal elements in Doll’s text, along with other notions 

that oscillate between the far right and far left, the premises in Edwards’s essay make him 

a resolutely conservative writer, influenced in some ways by the influential German 

historian Oswald Spengler (1880-1936), a central figure of the period.37 In the 

historiography presented in La fronda aristocrática en Chile—which extends from the 

Spanish colonization of Chile until the events of the 1920s, including the ascendancy of 

Ibáñez del Campo—, Edwards is particularly concerned with how authority has been 

established in different historical periods and what circumstances have allowed for that 

authority to be recognized and obeyed, so that anarchy may be avoided. In practical 

terms, he is troubled by the conditions allowing for the 1920 election of Arturo 

Alessandri to the presidency, and the related emergence of the middle class, seen as a 

new force in politics and society in Chile in the 1920s. While discussing the September 

1924 military intervention as well the ascension to power of Ibáñez del Campo in 1927, 

 
36 Edwards published La fronda aristocrática en Chile in “artículos periodísticos” in 

1927, and in book form in 1928 (Gazmuri 68). In this dissertation, I refer to the 1928 book edition 
of Edwards’s essay.  

37 During this historical period, the influence of Spengler is significant, particularly in 
Latin America and Spain. In addition to the mark of Spengler on Alberto Edwards’s thought, to 
which we shall return in our analysis of La fronda aristocrática en Chile, Ortega y Gasset would 
also be influenced by Spengler. The two volumes composing Spengler’s The Decline of the West 
(1918, 1922) would be translated into Spanish in 1923 and 1927, “following the initiative of 
Spanish philosopher José Ortega y Gasset” (Birkenmaier 266-67). Spengler’s work would find a 
wide readership in Spain and Latin America. Birkenmaier writes the following about Spengler’s 
work in relation to Ortega’s goals with Revista de Occidente: “Spengler’s thought coinciding in 
no small measure with the Revista de Occidente’s own purpose of representing to Hispanic 
readers ‘el vasto germinar de la vida’ by instructing them in Western philosophy, politics and 
aesthetics” (267, original emphasis). In a similar gesture, Birkenmaier attributes the positive 
reception of Spengler’s work in Latin America to “his revision of nineteenth-century historicism 
and his focus on non-European cultures” (267).  
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Edwards ultimately considers that Ibáñez presents a radical and necessary reformulation 

of the notion of authority, and ultimately a solution to the crisis. The arrival at this kind 

of morally empty foundation for political power could be related to the tone of Edwards’s 

essay, which is frequently distant and resigned.        

These three noteworthy, yet understudied, works by Zambrano, Doll and Edwards 

are not the only publications that address similar critical concerns regarding their 

contemporary situation. For example, José Ortega y Gasset presents another example of 

an intellectual whose concerns reflect the unstable political situation of the late twenties 

and early thirties. Indeed, despite differences with the three essayists studied in my first 

chapter, Ortega y Gasset’s ideas and anxieties have similar origins and their terminology 

reverberates with comparable uneasiness. As such, the concerns and vocabulary of 

Ortega’s La rebelión de las masas (1930) are symptomatic of the crises of this historical 

period and of the development of mass politics. While I am not proposing to analyze 

Ortega’s direct or indirect influence on these three writers, I am interested by the ways in 

which Zambrano, Doll, and Edwards—like Ortega—decide to respond to the 

contemporary conditions of crises through essayistic writing, while differentially 

diagnosing similar problems with frequently analogous lexicons.   

Especially important in Ortega’s vocabulary is the opposition of the masses 

(“masas”) and political-intellectual elites, whom he qualifies as “minorías excelentes.” 

While I will consider the topic of democracy in Ortega’s thought as a starting point of 

reflection in Chapter 3, it is important to point out at this juncture that his opposition of 

masas and minorías excelentes not only organizes a series of arguments in La rebelión de 
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las masas, but also illuminates his conceptions of liberalism, democracy, and what he 

calls hiperdemocracia. In his text La rebelión de las masas, Ortega states “Como las 

masas, por definición, no deben ni pueden dirigir su propia existencia, y menos regentar 

la sociedad, quiere decirse que Europa sufre ahora la más grave crisis que a pueblos, 

naciones, culturas, cabe padecer” (45, emphasis added). Here, Ortega postulates the 

masses’ definitional incapability of and inadequacy for political decision. For the Spanish 

philosopher, this contemporary situation—the rise of mass politics—is the most 

significant crisis “pueblos, naciones, culturas” can face. In response, he establishes a 

hierarchized opposition structuring his argument: “La sociedad es siempre una unidad 

dinámica de dos factores: minorías y masas. Las minorías son individuos o grupos de 

individuos especialmente cualificados. La masa es el conjunto de personas no 

especialmente cualificadas” (Rebelión 48, emphasis added). Ortega indicates that this 

opposition between “masas” and “minorías excelentes” does not necessarily imply “una 

división en clases sociales, sino en clases de hombres,” although he will note that “dentro 

de cada clase social hay masa y minoría auténtica” (50). Such problems of equality and 

political agency relating to the masas and minorías excelentes also surface in Ortega’s 

earlier work, La deshumanización del arte (1925), in which he remarks “Durante siglo y 

medio el ‘pueblo’, la masa, ha pretendido ser toda la sociedad” (Deshumanización 48). 

However, according to Ortega, the masses are “‘sólo pueblo’, mero ingrediente entre 

otros, de la estructura social, inerte materia del proceso histórico, factor secundario del 

cosmos espiritual” (Deshumanización 48). This type of elitist assertion—implying that 

the masses are passive agents in historical change, whereas the minorías excelentes 
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actively provide social organization programmatically—returns in a discussion of 

universal rights in La rebelión de las masas. Ortega suggests that in the eighteenth 

century, “minorías excelentes” are those who “discovered” (“descubrieron”) that all 

individuals (“todo individuo humano”)—by the simple fact of having been born—have 

“derechos políticos fundamentales, los llamados derechos del hombre y del ciudadano” 

(Rebelión 55). However, this intellectual production of “las minorías mejores” will pass 

over into the realm of the masses:   

Fue esto, primero, un puro teorema e idea de unos pocos; luego, esos 
pocos comenzaron a usar prácticamente de esa idea, a imponerla y 
reclamarla: las minorías mejores. Sin embargo, durante todo el siglo XIX, 
la masa, que iba entusiasmándose con la idea de esos derechos como con 
un ideal, no los sentía en sí, no los ejercitaba ni hacía valer, sino que, de 
hecho, bajo las legislaciones democráticas, seguía viviendo, seguía 
sintiéndose a sí misma como en el antiguo régimen. […]  el “pueblo” sabía 
ya que era soberano; pero no lo creía. Hoy aquel ideal se ha convertido en 
una realidad, no ya en las legislaciones, que son esquemas externos de la 
vida pública, sino en el corazón de todo individuo, cualesquiera que sean 
sus ideas, inclusive cuando sus ideas son reaccionarias. (Rebelión 56)  

These “minorías mejores” are conceived of as the agents of change, having produced 

intellectual conditions that are then appropriated by the masses, who naturalize an 

intellectual construction—the discourse on universal rights—ideologically or, with a 

more Orteguian vocabulary, psychologically. The differentiation of minorías excelentes 

and masas established by Ortega in La rebelión de las masas corresponds with this 

statement in La deshumanización del arte: “Bajo toda la vida contemporánea late una 

injusticia profunda e irritante: el falso supuesto de la igualdad real entre los hombres” 

(Deshumanización 48). Ortega’s statement regarding “el falso supuesto de la igualdad 

real entre los hombres” is blatantly anti-egalitarian and is difficult to reconcile with more 
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democratic principles found in the liberal tradition to which Ortega adheres in some 

regards. He suggests that in “democracia liberal,” the masses would charge “personas 

especiales” to the exercise of government: “La masa presumía que, al fin y al cabo, con 

todos sus defectos y lacras, las minorías de los políticos entendían un poco más de los 

problemas públicos que ella” (Rebelión 51). Ortega emphasizes that in the present epoch, 

it is “el hombre-masa […] quien decide,” a situation which he again juxtaposes to that of 

the previous period “de la democracia, del sufragio universal:”  

En el sufragio universal no deciden las masas, sino que su papel consistió en 
adherirse a la decisión de una u otra minoría. Estas presentaban sus “programas” 
[…]. Los programas eran, en efecto, programas de vida colectiva. En ellos se 
invitaba a la masa a aceptar un proyecto de decisión. (Rebelión 77, emphasis 
added).  

Ortega conceives of politics in liberal democracy as the power of decision of the masas 

conferred upon the minorías excelentes with projects for “collective life” (“vida 

colectiva”). This depiction coincides in many respects with Ortega’s definition of 

liberalism:    

El liberalismo es el principio de derecho político según el cual el Poder 
público, no obstante ser omnipotente, se limita a sí mismo y procura, aun a 
su costa, dejar hueco en el Estado que él impera para que puedan vivir los 
que ni piensan ni sienten como él, es decir, como los más fuertes, como la 
mayoría. El liberalismo –conviene hoy recordar esto– es la suprema 
generosidad: es el derecho que la mayoría otorga a las minorías […]. 
Proclama la decisión de convivir con el enemigo; más aún, con el enemigo 
débil. (Rebelión 101, emphasis added)   

The conferral of the power of decision on the minorías excelentes by the majority seems 

to evoke a mythic moment of origin of liberal democracy, a kind of transfer of force from 

the numerical majority to the few—unless one would conceive that each election would 

consist in such a conferral. It is crucial to emphasize this limitational character of 
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liberalism in Ortega’s description, for, as we shall discuss in this chapter, Zambrano and 

Doll will valorize the limitational character of liberalism, especially when contrasted with 

authoritarian political forms. Doll will also be concerned by how, within democratic 

states, antidemocratic postures and movements can be developed and fostered, potentially 

taking power and ending democratic rule, in a way that seems to anticipate Derrida’s 

views on the autoimmune character of democracy. In contrast, Edwards will propose a 

transhistorical concept of authority that is manifested in particular institutions, ideas, and 

persons, and by which governments should be measured, in order to assess the 

appropriate establishment of a political order.   

The problems posed by mass politics encourage María Zambrano’s reevaluation 

of several categories and concerns, as well as critical rethinking of liberalism. The 

Orteguian opposition of masas and minorías excelentes is thus reformulated in 

Zambrano’s Horizonte del liberalismo, in such a way that the dichotomy becomes 

organized between the masas and the individual, that is, the liberal subject of history. 

However, the tension between the individual and the masses remains unresolved in 

Zambrano’s ontology, which consequently produces a series of contradictions at the heart 

of her project of a “new liberalism.” Indeed, I will turn to Zambrano’s ethics as a 

potential way to address this problematic. Lastly, by considering a remarkable similarity 

between aspects of her philosophy and that of Walter Benjamin, I conclude my analysis 

of Zambrano’s essay with a discussion her radical sense of openness to the future.  

Ramón Doll will share some of the concerns expressed by Ortega and Zambrano, 

especially regarding the nature of liberalism. Nevertheless, aspects of Doll’s essay are 
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organized broadly by an opposition between two semantic fields relating to freedom and 

domination. Despite differences with the “new liberalism” proposed by Zambrano, Doll’s 

thought has a certain kinship with that of Zambrano, particularly in his emphasis on the 

freedom of both individuals and of the economy when faced by forces that would seek to 

control them, namely authoritarian governments and finance capital. According to Doll, 

the authoritarian state dominates the subject, while the liberal state only takes from the 

subject’s autonomy that which is necessary; we could view this phenomenon as a liberal 

autoimmunizing movement to protect life and freedom simultaneously. In Doll’s 

portrayal, if the liberal state can be characterized by a kind precisely such an 

autoimmunitary limitation, the fascist state that he discusses will seek to become all-

encompassing and pursue totalization (Liberalismo 85). Comparable to Derrida’s 

discussion of democracy, Doll’s characterization of liberalism possesses a kind of 

autoimmunity, in the sense that—in its very openness—it permits the survival of that 

which may undermine or destroy it, both sociopolitically (such as freedom of opinion and 

the sanctioning of political movements which would annul democratic forms), and 

economically (such as monopolies).  

Another focus of Doll’s essay is finance capital, which—while creating conditions 

of chaos and rampant speculation leading to overproduction—also paradoxically seeks to 

consolidate its control of global production. Doll attributes to finance capital an uncanny 

need to continue its consolidation of power; at the same time, he is concerned with how, 

under planned state economies, for instance, “the freedom to produce and trade” (“la 

libertad de producir y comerciar”) could face controls and restrictions upon those very 
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freedoms (121). This is significant as that which would seek to control the lack of 

restraints associated with economic liberalism becomes structurally analogous to that 

which would limit the freedoms associated with philosophical liberalism. In turn, this 

conceptual move can be related to Doll’s description of the human subject as 

overwhelmed and subjugated by authoritarian regimes.    

In contrast to his Spanish and Argentine counterparts, for Alberto Edwards, 

despite referring to groups such as the masses and the aristocracy in Chile, both of these 

possible subjects of history are not privileged. Rather, the main focus of La fronda 

aristocrática en Chile revolves around the opposition between authority and anarchy. In 

particular, Edwards is concerned with any form of governance in which a representation 

of authority can legitimately produce “moral submission of the subjects” (“la sumisión 

moral de los súbditos”) (Fronda 23). For instance, regarding the Chilean Independence 

from Spain, Edwards notes that the legitimation of the newly liberated country could not 

be based on “divine right” (“derecho divino”), as the ties with Spain’s monarchy had 

been ruptured (Fronda 23). That is to say, legitimation of the independent Chile—in 

terms of “la sumisión moral de los súbditos”—would require something analogous to the 

divine right of the Spanish monarchy, but Edwards is cognizant that this paradigm of 

legitimation is no longer historically possible. He notes that national sovereignty, 

previously, was able to legitimize the Chilean state. In many ways, the key figure for 

Edwards is the Chilean statesman Diego Portales (1793-1837), who was instrumental in 

the composition of the 1833 Chilean Constitution, which would remain in force until 

1925 (Rodger and Bakewell). Due to Portales’s work—leading to the recovery of the 
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“espíritu tradicional monárquico”—, Edwards believes to be necessary not only “the 

moral subjection of the masses of the country” (“El sometimiento moral de la masa del 

país”), but also the obedience of the aristocracy to governmental authority, which was 

achieved in the Republic (Fronda 119). The obedience to authority eventually 

degenerates in Edwards’s historiographical conception, especially during the 1920s, with 

the entrance of the middle class into sociopolitical life, a matter which deeply affects his 

ideas regarding this critical moment in Chile’s history.38  In Edwards’s view, this crisis 

requires a radical solution which will be embodied by Ibáñez del Campo. As structures of 

authority such as divine right and national sovereignty can no longer provide an obeyed 

authority in Edwards’s historical moment, he postulates the need for a “reconstrucción” 

of what had been “derribado” after 1924 (Fronda 293-94). In light of the historical 

displacement of instantiations of authority, Edwards’s main concern is the establishment 

of an authority’s respected obedience in order to maintain the legitimacy of a form of rule 

and prevent anarchy. This political conception thus creates an ethical vacuum, for it 

matters not what or who occupies the central position of the representation of authority, 

as long as this authority is obeyed and recognized by all persons subjected to the same 

 
38 Edwards seems to be particularly worried about the representational dynamics inherent 

in Chile’s political system. Thus, Cristi indicates that “Edwards observa con aprensión cómo en 
1920 el potencial democrático del parlamentarismo se actualiza al permitir el acceso de la clase 
media al poder político. La entrada de los militares a la escena política en 1924 le demuestra que 
el desafío de las clases subordinadas que ahora ascienden tendrá que contrarrestarse con una 
dictadura de nuevo cuño En 1927 […] asume el poder supremo el Coronel Ibáñez […]” (Cristi 
20).  
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rule.39 This movement of the perpetual re-founding of authority in Edwards’s essay 

resembles Derrida’s analysis of the “mystical” assertion of force in any grounding of law.  

Alongside these essayists’ comparable concerns and vocabularies, especially 

significant—particularly in the texts of Doll and Edwards—is the reevaluation of the 

history of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries as a way to confront and conceptualize 

the problems of the 1920s and 1930s. Zambrano in Horizonte del liberalismo also makes 

historical remarks regarding the origins of liberalism, which allow for an interpretative 

key for understanding the contemporary development of mass politics. The problematic 

involving the individual and the masas described by Zambrano becomes intricately 

connected to the history of liberalism and the fact that such questions can be formulated 

at all.  

In contrast to Zambrano’s more philosophical and less historically detailed 

account, Doll and Edwards propose historiographical reinterpretations which structure 

various arguments in their essays. Doll recognizes the significance of the organization of 

historical events and its manipulation by the oligarchy. He discusses how Argentine 

Radicalism (el radicalismo) would fail, in part, because it did not identify sufficiently its 

own historical lineage after having received a mandate from “el pueblo” to govern and to 

put an end to the domination of the oligarchy. Doll recognizes historiography’s power as 

 
39 It is relevant to note that Cristi affirms the interdependence between Edwards’s 

conservatism and a nihilistic interpretative approach: “Esta necesidad de obedecer a alguna 
autoridad, cualquier que ella sea, determina la conclusión conservadora que Edwards obtiene de 
premisas nihilistas” (45). It would be crucial to point out the implications of this ethical absence 
in such arguments; as Cristi notes, “Sobre este nihilismo espiritual y social sólo puede alzarse una 
autoridad fuerte que se presenta fundamentalmente como un hecho, es decir, sin fundamento 
moral de ninguna especie. Por encima de este nihilismo social se alza la escueta afirmación del 
principio de autoridad” (45).   
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a source of epistemological legitimation, whereas Edwards—without clearly declaring 

such an awareness—engages in an act of deliberate reevaluation of Chilean history and a 

reinterpretation of notable personages, such as Portales. The impulse in Edwards’s essay 

to rearrange the nation’s historical narrative may be connected to his own conservatism. 

Consequently, Cristi and Ruiz mention the importance of historiography in the 

deployment of conservative thinkers’ arguments; as such, they note that Edwards—in 

launching the first explicit attack on liberalism (“la primera andanada anti-liberal”)—

does so by means of “un compendio historiográfico” (10). 

Although the three essays studied in my first chapter employ historical arguments 

to varying degrees, it is unavoidable to note that, beyond their related concerns, 

Zambrano, Doll, and Edwards—as well as Ortega, for that matter—coincide in pointing 

to the same source of modern Western political vocabulary. Thus, despite important 

differences, Zambrano, Doll, and Edwards emphasize that the roots of their contemporary 

instabilities may be traced back to the eighteenth century. Indeed, most of the words and 

concepts they use belong to the political vocabulary coined around the years of the 

French Revolution (1789-1799).   

Immanuel Wallerstein’s discussion of political tendencies following the French 

Revolution helps to contextualize the liberal values proposed by Zambrano and in certain 

cases by Doll, as well as the conservative ideas espoused by Edwards. The violent 

upheaval of the Ancien Régime would be crucial in the foundations of what Wallerstein 

qualifies as the ideologies of liberalism and conservatism: “liberalism as an ideology is 

itself a consequence of the French Revolution, and not a description of its political 
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culture” (Centrist 2).40 Nevertheless, Wallerstein indicates that “The first ideological 

reaction to the French Revolution’s transformation of the geoculture was in fact, 

however, not liberalism, but conservatism” (Centrist 2).41 Although Wallerstein notes 

that Anglo-Irish statesman Edmund Burke (1729-1797) and the Savoyard philosopher 

Joseph-Marie de Maistre (1753-1821) would write in the midst of the Revolution, the 

terms liberal and conservative would only surface in 1810 and 1818, respectively (2). He 

describes the “‘reactionary’” character of conservatism “in the simple sense that it was a 

reaction to the coming of what we think of as modernity, and set itself the objective either 

of reversing the situation entirely (the hard version) or of limiting the damage and 

holding back as long as possible the changes that were coming (the more sophisticated 

 
40 While I do not subscribe to Wallerstein’s conception of ideology, the historical 

information contained in his work is invaluable in my analysis of the political essays of the 
current chapter. However, in my discussion I reproduce the term ideology when Wallerstein 
employs it. Wallerstein’s defines ideology in the following terms: “Ideologies are not simply 
ways of viewing the world. they are more than mere prejudices and presuppositions. Ideologies 
are political metastrategies, and as such are required only in a world where political change is 
considered normal and not aberrant. It was precisely such a world that the capitalist world-
economy had become under the cultural upheaval of the revolutionary-Napoleonic period” 
(Centrist 1). As a methodological note, given the complex theoretical and historical usage of the 
term “ideology,” when this term appears in historiographical texts and seems to refer to a set of 
political ideas or tendencies in a non-Marxist theoretical sense, I shall opt not to use the term 
“ideology” in my discussion, rather preferring phrases such as “political ideas” or “political 
tendencies.” As such, if the term “ideology” is employed in the present dissertation in other 
contexts, it will be understood in the Althusserian tradition in which such “political ideas” may 
indeed correspond to a historically determined conception of ideology. As I engage aspects of 
Marxist theory and Foucaultian analysis, both of which further our understanding of historical 
situations and problems, Derridean deconstruction remains the theoretical framework of my 
study.   

41 According to Wallerstein, the final member of the political triad along with 
conservatism and liberalism is socialism (Centrist 10). Prior to 1848, socialism could not be 
considered “a distinctive ideology,” namely for the following reason: “those who began after 
1789 to think of themselves to the left of the liberals saw themselves everywhere as the heirs and 
partisans of the French Revolution, which did not really distinguish them in the first half of the 
nineteenth century from those who had begun to call themselves ‘liberals’” (Centrist 10). 
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version)” (3). As such, conservatives would view that those who would advocate reform 

or revolution would produce “social harm” (3). If liberalism can be defined in part as 

opposing conservatism, as “universalist,” and as seeking to free humankind from figures 

of tradition, proponents of liberalism would argue “that progress, even though it was 

inevitable, could not be achieved without some human effort, without a political 

program” (Centrist 5-6). The following observation about liberalism’s emphasis on the 

notion of reform is a key to interpret both Zambrano’s ontology and her politics in 

Horizonte del liberalismo: Wallerstein points out that “[l]iberal ideology was thus the 

belief that, in order for history to follow its natural course, it was necessary to engage in 

conscious, continual, intelligent reformism” (6). Indeed, Zambrano’s ontology and 

politics in Horizonte revolve around the liberal value of reform and the perpetual 

perfectibility of the political order.  

Although the historical distance between the sociopolitical conditions of the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and the convulsions of the 1920s and 1930s might 

appear significant, it should be noted that the political lexicon described by Wallerstein is 

implicitly and explicitly invoked by all three of the essayists included in Chapter 1.42 

Likewise, the figure of the individual—often paramount in liberal thought—is critical to 

my analysis of the works by Zambrano and, to an extent, Doll. Wallerstein accounts for 

the centrality of the subjective model of the individual with respect to liberalism, 

suggesting that ideologies can be understood as “political programs to deal with 

 
42 For example, see Zambrano (Horizonte 209, 211, 233-34, 261); Doll (Liberalismo 16, 

77-78, 115, 166); and Edwards (Fronda 23-24, 119, 292-93, 297-98).  
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modernity” and, consequently, “each one needs a ‘subject,’ or a principal political actor. 

In the terminology of the modern world, this has been referred to as the question of 

sovereignty” (Centrist 11). Wallerstein proposes that the events of the French Revolution 

would be crucial in framing the problem of modern sovereignty: “against the sovereignty 

of the absolute monarch, it [the French Revolution] had proclaimed the sovereignty of the 

‘people’” (Centrist 11). The political positions of conservatism, liberalism, and socialism 

would disagree regarding which persons would constitute the “‘people’” (Centrist 11). If 

for proponents of liberalism, the predominant figure is the liberal subject of the 

“individual,” endowed with political agency, Wallerstein writes the following:  

the “people” was the sum of all the “individuals” who are each the 
ultimate holder of political, economic, and cultural rights. The individual 
is the historic “subject” of modernity par excellence. One can credit the 
liberals at least with having debated extensively this question of who this 
individual is in whom sovereignty is located. (Centrist 11-12)   

Wallerstein’s remarks allow us to address the significant role of the individual in relation 

to both liberal thought and matters of sovereignty. Similarly, by considering such 

questions, another commonality among the essayists whom I study becomes evident: the 

international crises of the early twentieth century could be interpreted as producing 

fractures in forms of modern political subjectivity, which are differentially registered by 

Zambrano, Doll, and Edwards.  

If the liberal subject is the individual, Wallerstein describes the conservative 

“subject” or “subjects” by emphasizing “the importance they [varieties of conservative 

ideology] confer on social groups such as the family, guilds (corporations), the Church, 

the traditional ‘orders’—which become for the conservatives the ‘subjects’ that have the 
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right to act politically” (Centrist 12, original emphasis). This characterization of the 

conservative subject thus helps to contextualize Edwards’s conservatism and the 

difficulty of identifying a particular entity as the subject of history in La fronda 

aristocrática en Chile. Indeed, traditional groups such as the aristocracy are highlighted 

in Edwards’s essay, although there are some individual historical figures whose 

importance he underscores—namely Portales in the nineteenth century and Ibáñez del 

Campo in the twentieth century. However, Edwards seems most concerned not with 

delineating such possible models of subjectivity, but rather with fending off the specter of 

anarchy by means of privileging the concept of authority.   

Instead of following the chronological order of these essays’ publications to 

arrange the sections of Chapter 1, I will start with Zambrano, before moving on to Doll, 

and lastly to Edwards. With this organization, I seek to elucidate the positions defended 

by these essayists, who can be positioned on different areas of the political spectrum. I 

begin with the clearly liberal stance adopted by Zambrano in Horizonte, as she seeks to 

propose a reinvigorated liberalism. I then address the perspective of Doll who, while 

supporting some liberal ideas, defends reformist socialism in this essay. I conclude with 

the writer farthest on the right in this chapter, Edwards, who is radically conservative and 

advocates dictatorship. After analyzing these works by Zambrano, Doll, and Edwards, I 

close the chapter by comparing the chief concerns of these essayists and by addressing 

their solutions to the exigencies of the late 1920s and early 1930s.       
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II. Fractures in an Ontology of the Individual and an Openness to the Future in Horizonte 

del liberalismo (1930) by María Zambrano 

In this section discussing María Zambrano’s Horizonte del liberalismo (1930), I 

will analyze the liberal ontology posited by the author, the contradictions of liberalism, 

the emergence of mass politics, and the possibility of a “new liberalism” that may 

respond to the dire socioeconomic conditions of the period. As part of my reading of 

Zambrano’s essay, I will address the semantic field relating to activity, dynamism, and 

the reforming which is prioritized and opposed to the semantic field relating to passivity, 

stasis, and the conserving. I will also discuss terms connected to “freedom” (“libertad”) 

and the “directing of life” (“dirigir la vida”) which present a series of conceptual aporias 

in Horizonte del liberalismo, particularly in view of mass politics. As I shall argue, the 

terms of the active and reforming semantic field are reserved for one subject of history, 

namely the liberal subject, “the individual,” as previously discussed in the work of 

Wallerstein. In her analysis and criticism of the Russian Revolution and communism, 

another historical subject—the masas—directs and reforms life, thereby displacing the 

liberal ontology of the individual proposed in Horizonte del liberalismo. As a conclusion, 

I will analyze Zambrano’s ethics as a forceful ontological demand which destabilizes the 

very grounding of the liberal ontology she puts forth in this essay. In this section in my 

discussion of Zambrano’s thought, I will engage Roberto Esposito’s theory of 

community.   

A central structuring principle of Zambrano’s Horizonte del liberalismo is the 

liberal value of reform. Intimately associated with this notion is the figure of the 
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individual who has the capacity to reform life. Zambrano begins the essay section, 

“Política,” by qualifying a certain “actitud política” that is assumed when facing life, 

which is that of reform: “Hay una actitud política ante la vida, que es simplemente el 

intervenir en ella con un afán o voluntad de reforma. Se hace política siempre que se 

piensa en dirigir la vida” (Horizonte 203). I emphasize this idea of being positioned 

before life, of reforming it, of understanding politics as a “will to reform” (“voluntad de 

reforma”) and direct life, because the question of who organizes and structures life is 

central to the dichotomy between liberalism and communism that Zambrano establishes, 

precisely in regard to the subject of each, i.e., the individual and the masses, respectively. 

She disagrees with German philosopher Eduard Spranger (1882-1963) regarding the 

relationship between politics, will, and power: “Dice Spranger: política es voluntad de 

poder. Pero no. El poder puede ser la raíz mediante la cual se inserte en algunos 

individuos esta actividad; pero ella en sí misma, si ansía el poder, es para la reforma” 

(Horizonte 203). Zambrano views power as instrumentally making possible reform. As 

such, rather than a “voluntad de poder,” Zambrano posits a “voluntad de reforma,” in 

which the desire for power in politics should be understood as way to reform life.   

I have qualified Zambrano’s ontology in her essay as liberal because her 

definition of politics focuses on reforming life—a markedly liberal position—and due to 

the fact that she connects reform to the liberal subject of history, the individual, in her 

description of the most fundamental relationships among beings. Indeed, these two 

terms—“reforma” and “individuo”—are vital to the liberal ontology which Zambrano 

delineates in Horizonte del liberalismo. One of the goals of my analysis of this essay is to 
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de-naturalize the ontology of the individual developed in the course of the text. In his 

discussion of Horizonte, Francis Lough indicates that “The challenge for the individual 

and society is to achieve a balance between the interests of the individual’s ontological 

and social being. According to Zambrano, this was the challenge open to but not met by 

nineteenth-century liberalism” (“María” 192). Consequently, in the spirit of Derrida, the 

positing of the individual—presented as a natural given—needs to be de-naturalized and 

assessed as a historically novel construction.  

The following passage in Zambrano’s essay—a reflection on politics, religion, 

and ethics—will allow us to specify how reform and the figure of the individual are 

entwined. She mentions how politics has commonalities with religion, and that it has 

been “confounded” (“confundida”) with ethics (Horizonte 203). Zambrano suggests that, 

although there are “concepciones de la vida en que religión, ética y política se 

confunden,” these groupings share the following trait: “Tienen, sin duda, este origen 

común: el no conformismo –protesta ante lo que es– el ansia de lo que debe ser. Es pues, 

un problema entre dos términos: un individuo que actúa y una vida que se ofrece como 

materia reformable” (203). In positing her politics, Zambrano depicts a struggle between 

“individuo” and “vida,” that is, between the figure of the individual—in this case she or 

he who acts—, and life, which gives itself over to be molded and reformed by the 

individual. In the following fragment, revealing the elliptical and suggestive style of 

enunciation typical of Zambrano’s essay, the three main axes of her ontology are 

introduced: “Una materia –la vida actual–, una forma ideal, que se pretende hacer real, y 

un individuo… un hombre. (Hombre es aquella criatura que está entre dos orbes, 
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mediadora, envidada entre ellas)” (204, ellipsis in original). Zambrano posits three areas 

that ground her ontology: “life”/“matter” (“vida”/“materia”); the individual (“el 

hombre”);43 and the “ideal form” that one attempts to create in reality. The figure of the 

individual here tries to channel or reform “life”/“matter” in order to realize an idea in the 

world. The individual is placed, almost antagonistically, vis-à-vis life; indeed, the 

individual alone is not the only one that can reform: “la vida también reforma al 

individuo” (Horizonte 204). Thus, in attempting to move between these two poles of life 

and the idea, the individual is often affected by life as a mediator between life and the 

realization of the idea. We can better approach the philosopher’s definition politics by 

bearing in mind these three realms of her ontology: “Política es reforma, creación, 

revolución siempre, por tanto: Lucha –conjunción– entre el individuo y la vida” 

(Horizonte 204). Further developing this complex relationship between life and the 

individual, Zambrano describes “history” as “a dialogue” between humankind and “the 

Universe:” “La historia no es sino un diálogo, bastante dramático, por cierto, entre el 

hombre y el Universo. Gracias al hombre hay diálogo, dualidad. Él es siempre el otro en 

la naturaleza” (Horizonte 204-05, original emphasis). Consequently, the poles of life and 

the individual can be framed as analogous to the opposing of “Universo” and “hombre.” 

If previously I suggested an equitable contractual formulation for the fact that both the 

individual and life may reform one another, respectively, the individual seems to receive 

 
43 In Zambrano’s essay when the term “hombre” is used, I will equate it with 

“individuo”—that is, the figure of the individual—given that earlier in the essay, an elliptical 
equivalence is established between “individuo” and “hombre”: “Una materia –la vida actual–, una 
forma ideal, que se pretende hacer real, y un individuo… un hombre” (Horizonte 204, ellipsis in 
original). Despite the male denotation of the Spanish word, in Zambrano’s discourse, “hombre” 
can be understood as “human being” without an assigned gender 
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some priority in this relationship—especially visible in this passage—, for s/he is 

attributed with agency and an active character, while nature does not seem to have these 

qualities (for instance, “man” is positioned as that which makes possible “dialogue,” 

while being “the other in nature”). The following depiction of nature seems to reinforce 

such notions: “La naturaleza permanece fiel al impulso creador; en sus acontecimientos 

hay un carácter de necesidad y en su silencioso ser es la máxima virtud de la obediencia, 

la entrega sumisa a los latentes designios” (205). Zambrano here describes nature not as 

reforming, but as almost inert and passive. In a stance of resistance to nature is the figure 

of the individual, reforming and active; Zambrano states that “el hombre,” “Emerge de la 

naturaleza, habla, contraría el orden hallado, es el heterodoxo cósmico” (205).44 These 

elements of Zambrano’s liberal ontology should be underscored, as they organize the 

dichotomy of “dynamic politics” and “static politics,” an opposition which, in turn, 

provides a foundation for her conceptions of liberalism and communism.     

Zambrano separates politics into “política estática” (or “Política conservadora”) 

and “política dinámica” (or “Política revolucionaria”) (210). “Static politics” would be 

“la que de una vez y para siempre –quizá por su excesiva fe en sí misma y en la 

 
44 Zambrano will also recast the relationship of humankind to nature. She describes 

liberalism’s aim—“la intención, la significación profunda del liberalismo”—as the following: 
“fue sin duda la liberación del hombre; representó la máxima confianza, la fe más intensa en lo 
humano, y al mismo tiempo, la exclusión más absoluta de todas las fuerzas no humanas” (264). 
This exclusion of the non-human in liberalism produces “soledad del hombre frente al inmenso 
mundo” (264). Zambrano will also reformulate her conception of reform, life, and the individual: 
“la ‘voluntad de reforma’, que es la política, depende por entero de la vida misma, de la vida que 
está por crear, y nunca del individuo. Ella es el personaje principal, la protagonista, y el individuo 
sobresaliente es su emisario, su representante, que debe toda su alcurnia tan sólo a lo que 
representa” (226).  
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persistencia de las cosas– decreta las leyes de la sociedad que ha de regir”, while 

“dynamic politics” would be “aquella otra que, por creer más en la vida que en sí, lo 

espera todo de ella” (210). Significantly “static politics” has traits of order and passivity, 

and is also that which provides “leyes” for society. The reference to “leyes” does not 

appear in this preliminary description of “dynamic politics,” which can be associated 

more with the active and reforming figure of the individual. Moreover, “dynamic 

politics” is that which “believes more in life than in itself,” a reflection that seems again 

to emphasize that the individual may reform life, while life may also reform the 

individual. Zambrano further qualifies the relationship of static formulations of politics: 

“Es curioso que la política exista aun en los casos en que se niega a sí misma. Así sucede 

en las concepciones estáticas –racionalistas, o religiosas– en que se creen descubiertos 

para siempre los principios del mundo y de la sociedad” (211). In such a static political 

approach, Zambrano sees a kind of unfaithfulness to the being of politics: “Entonces la 

política traiciona su esencia dinámica y se dedica solamente a conservar, a defender lo 

que existe frente a lo que está por llegar” (211). Powerfully anticipating Derrida’s vision 

of the to-come, politics is posed by Zambrano as ontologically dynamic and open to what 

could come. By contrast, any static political position is a betrayal of the very nature of 

politics: “Porque lo nuevo se considera degradación. Sólo hay un orden aceptable –el 

actual– y cualquier otro sería transgresión, desorden. Es lo que constituye el fondo de 

toda política conservadora” (211). Zambrano offers a striking critique of conservatism, 
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especially in consideration of Edwards’s radically conservative position addressed in this 

chapter.45     

However, despite this keen assessment of conservativism, the primary object of 

opposition in Horizonte is communism. The dichotomy of life and the figure of the 

individual organizes Zambrano’s positioning of communism vis-à-vis liberalism. In a 

way similar to Ramón Doll’s view of communism and fascism—which are presented as 

nearly equivalent in their means—, Zambrano focuses on how the individual is 

dominated and “crushed” in her interpretation of communism. Although the absence of 

any overt discussion of fascism in Zambrano’s Horizonte del liberalism is noteworthy, in 

a section of the 1937 essay Los intelectuales en el drama de España she will recognize 

that fascism is produced economically by capitalism, and that fascism is related to a 

failure to overcome European Idealism (Intelectuales 151-52).46 Likewise, it should be 

indicated that in Horizonte del liberalismo, Zambrano appeals for a “new liberalism,” 

 
45 Zambrano notes how conservative politics can feign a revolutionary character: “Es lo 

que constituye el fondo de toda política conservadora, que se puede tornar de apariencia 
revolucionaria, cuando su orden dogmático no se halla establecido. Es el caso de algunos 
movimientos revolucionarios llamados de ‘restauración’ y, lo que es más grave, el caso también 
de algunas grandiosas revoluciones que pretenden destruir lo actual para instaurar una forma 
social nueva, sí, pero de idéntica rigidez” (Horizonte 211). 

46 The following passages appear in Los intelectuales en el drama de España. Ensayos y 
notas (1936-1939), in the section “El fascismo y el intelectual en España,” which was published 
in 1937 (Sánchez Cuervo 880). Zambrano, in relation to Spain and the development of capitalism, 
indicates “Pero en España la clase burguesa apenas había hecho nada, y, más aun, el capitalismo, 
el gran capitalismo que engendra económicamente el fascismo, tampoco había existido; ni 
tampoco otras circunstancias que muevan a desesperación, como el tratado de Versalles, para 
Alemania” (Intelectuales 151-52). Zambrano also asks rhetorically ¿Cómo creer que el fascismo, 
nacido de la impotencia del idealismo europeo para superarse, de la enemistad europea con la 
vida de su adolescencia marchita y estancada, fuese a prender entre nosotros los españoles, que 
tan distinto sino arrastrábamos?” (Intelectuales 151).  
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which is differentiated briefly from capitalism. However, in this earlier essay, her desire 

to redirect and reinvigorate a liberal project would seem to be primarily a result of a 

perception that the current form of liberalism would remain unable realize liberal ideals, 

in view of the grave economic problems produced by this political and economic order. A 

further inquiry into the interrelationship of capitalism, liberalism, and fascism in 

Zambrano’s early thought is needed to fully address this problematic.  

Before discussing Zambrano’s understanding of communism, I will first consider 

her conception of liberalism. The Spanish philosopher writes the following:   

Es [liberalismo], ante todo, una supervaloración del individuo, destacado 
en sí mismo como un fin, sin referencia ni utilización con un fin más alto. 
Pues la humanidad, única organización supraindividual que admite el 
liberal, es suma de individuos en igualdad, no en superposición: es la 
consecuencia material y no la unidad formal, anterior e independiente de 
los miembros. (Horizonte 233-34, original emphasis)  

Liberalism thus prioritizes the individual, as an end in itself. Concurrently, although the 

abstract idea of “humanity” seems to be a cornerstone of liberal thought, this notion 

paradoxically presents an exception to the role of and the emphasis on the individual. 

Yet, this grouping or amalgamation of individuals is or becomes “humanity.” Instead of a 

“superposición,” which seems to imply a vertical social structure, the image of 

“humanity” composed of individuals—as a kind of “organización supraindividual”—

appears to place individuals in horizontal relations which potentially suggest equality. 

Paradoxically, however, “humanity” also occupies a transcendent position structuring 

from above, as an organizing principle that is placed over the horizontal structure of 

equal individuals. This horizontality could be interpreted as a means of combatting the 

monolithic verticality of previous sociopolitical structures, such as the socioeconomic 
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relations and ideology of a feudal mode of production. Zambrano’s description here 

could bear relation to the ideological notion, in capitalist modes of production, of the 

horizontal contract between pairs of “sujetos libres,” discussed by Marxist scholar Juan 

Carlos Rodríguez (De qué hablamos 73). Another way to approach Zambrano’s 

understanding of liberalism is to analyze how she places liberalism against communism:  

Así es la política, cuando parte de la vida [en el comunismo ruso]. Mas cuando el 
individuo da la tónica, tenemos, hemos tenido religión y política liberales, es 
decir, circunscritas a sus propios límites –el liberalismo es, ante todo, cuidadosa 
delimitación de poderes– cauces siempre abiertos a la posibilidad de un futuro. 
(Horizonte 209)   

The opposition Zambrano has thus created between communism and liberalism, is 

determined by whether politics revolves around life and the masas (communism), or 

around the individual (liberalism). Zambrano also provides here a crucial definition of 

liberalism, in which, in instances when the individual “da la tónica,” there have been 

liberal tendencies in religion and politics. She also remarks on the limitational character 

of liberalism, a feature which Ortega y Gasset and Doll also accentuate. One other central 

aspect of liberalism for Zambrano is an openness (“cauces siempre abiertos a la 

posibilidad de un futuro”), which we could relate to Zambrano’s own thought, as open to 

the potentialities of “a future.” 

Zambrano’s essay seeks to address mass politics and the aporias of liberalism, 

while safeguarding certain liberal values. She is cognizant of liberalism’s many 

paradoxes, suggesting that “la contradicción parece ser su esencia [la del liberalismo]” 

(Horizonte 261). Indeed, this “contradiction” becomes overt for Zambrano as liberalism 

would champion “‘los derechos del hombre,’” even though, as she notes, in her 
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contemporary situation, in order for these rights to become “efectivos,” a new economic 

organization is required (261). Zambrano states the following: 

es que por una parte afirmó [el liberalismo] los “derechos del hombre” que hoy 
vemos que para hacerse efectivos necesitan de una nueva forma económica. Y en 
este sentido la doctrina liberal es el mejor fundamento de la socialización de la 
economía, puesto que la necesita para la plena realización de sus postulados. 
(Horizonte 261)  

Consequently, the need for a theorization of a reinvigorated liberalism becomes 

imperative, due to the fact that “Los postulados espirituales del liberalismo no pueden 

realizarse con la economía liberal” (Horizonte 261, original emphasis). If indeed these 

“spiritual postulates” are incompatible with liberal economics, the ontology that 

foregrounds the individual established by Zambrano produces its own set of 

contradictions and is incapable of addressing mass politics or founding a sense of 

community in society.  

In order to shed light on this apparent breakdown in Zambrano’s essay, it would 

be relevant to discuss Roberto Esposito’s ideas regarding community and immunity. The 

Italian philosopher is critical of the way that “political philosophy tends to think 

community as a ‘wider subjectivity,’” as well how various theorizations of community 

share “the ignored assumption that community is a ‘property’ belonging to the subjects 

that join them together [accomuna]: an attribute, a definition, a predicate that qualifies 

them as belonging to the same totality [insieme], or as a ‘substance’ that is produced by 

their union” (Communitas 2, brackets and emphasis in original). Esposito signals that 

there is a problematic conflation of the proper and the common, which oppose one 
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another conceptually (Communitas 2-3).47  He notices how concepts of community have 

a problematically appropriative character, as if members of particular community were in 

possession of—proprietors or “owners”—of what they share, what is common to them:  

the most paradoxical aspect of the question is that the “common” is 
defined exactly through its most obvious antonym: what is common is that 
which unites the ethnic, territorial, and spiritual property of every one of 
its members. They have in common what is most properly their own; they 
are the owners of what is common to them all. (Communitas 3)   

Consequently, Esposito establishes the foundation for a conceptualization of community 

that seeks to disrupt this problematic, beyond a notion of community imbued by the 

proper, towards the common and mutual obligation. The starting point of Esposito’s 

theoretical venture is an etymological analysis of communitas in Latin: “In all neo-Latin 

languages (though not only), ‘common’ (commun, comun, kommuri) is what is not proper 

[proprio], that begins where the proper ends” (3, brackets and emphasis in original). He 

also proposes that the common would be “what belongs to more than one, to any or to 

everyone, and therefore is that which is ‘public’ in opposition to ‘private’ or ‘general’ 

(though also ‘collective’) in contrast to ‘individual’ [particolare]” (3-4, brackets and 

emphasis in original). What Esposito emphasizes in his etymological study is the 

intricacy of meaning in the term “munus”, which—in addition to having in its origins “a 

social connotation”—is related to three terms: “onus, officium, and donum” (Communitas 

4). If the onus and officium can be placed in the semantic field of duty, donum can be 

 
47 It is important to point out that, according to Esposito, the idea of community is 

aporetically bound to the semantic field of the proper, of “proprium:” “Whether it needs to 
appropriate what is common to us (for communisms and communitarianisms) or to communicate 
what is most properly our own (for the ethics of communication), what is produced doesn’t 
change. The community remains doubly tied to the semantics of proprium” (Communitas 2, 
original emphasis).   
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associated with that of the gift, gift-giving, and of exchange, as Esposito finds in the 

works of the French linguist Émile Benveniste (1902-1976) and the French sociologist 

Marcel Mauss (1872-1950) (Communitas 4). Following his etymological analysis, 

Esposito postulates that community should be understood as a condition in which 

belonging is characterized by what is missing, by a gift that is not voluntarily given, by a 

command that empties out the ability to decide:   

this is the gift that one must give and because one cannot not give. It has a 
tone so clearly of being obliged [doverosita] as to modify or even to 
interrupt the one-to-one correspondence of the relation between the gift 
giver [donatore] and the recipient [donatorio]. Although produced by a 
benefit that was previously received, the munus indicates only the gift one 
gives, not what one receives. (5, brackets and emphasis in original) 

If we consider how Esposito is concerned with how the semantic field of the proper has 

evacuated community of what is common—how community thus conceived is composed 

of a group of subjects who together possess or own a certain property—, we can see why 

he underscores the importance of munus: “All of the munus is projected onto the 

transitive act of giving. It doesn’t by any means imply the stability of a possession and 

even less the acquisitive dynamic of something earned, but loss, subtraction, transfer. It is 

a ‘pledge’ or a ‘tribute’ that one pays in an obligatory form” (5, original emphasis). 

Rather than defining community as a possession owned by a group of subjects, 

community as described by Esposito would be marked by continual indebtedness to the 

other members of the community, as constituted by “loss, subtraction, transfer.” Esposito 

thus advances, 

it emerges that communitas is the totality of persons united not by a 
“property” but precisely by an obligation or a debt; not by an “addition” 
[piii] but by a “subtraction” \meno\ [sic]: by a lack, a limit that is 
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configured as an onus, or even as a defective modality for him who is 
“affected,” unlike for him who is instead “exempt” [esente] or 
“exempted.” (Communitas 6, brackets and emphasis in original).   

Esposito delineates the differentiation between community and immunity: “If communis 

is he who is required to carry out the functions of an office—or to the donation 

[elargizione] of a grace—on the contrary, he is called immune who has to perform no 

office [immunis dicitur qui nullo fungitur ofjicio], and for that reason he remains 

ungrateful [ingratus]” (6, brackets and emphasis in original). Accordingly, the persons of 

communitas are those members brought together by an obligation or debt to one another 

that is never emptied of need. Esposito writes the following:  

the munus that the communitas shares isn’t a property or a possession 
[appartenenza]. It isn’t having, but on the contrary, is a debt, a pledge, a 
gift that is to be given, and that therefore will establish a lack. The subjects 
of community are united by an “obligation” […]. This is what makes them 
not less than the masters of themselves, and that more precisely 
expropriates them of their initial property (in part or completely), of the 
most proper property, namely, their very subjectivity. (Communitas 6-7, 
brackets and emphasis in original)  

Of particular interest for my discussion of Zambrano is how Esposito’s formulation of 

community can be positioned in a way that challenges the liberal figure of the individual, 

which, I will argue, inhibits her formulation of liberalism from the possibility of 

communal obligation. Zambrano, in positing an ontology grounded in the figure of the 

individual, will propose three main areas: life or matter, the individual, and the idea. 

Posed as mediating between the poles of life/matter and the idea, the individual acts in 

order to reform matter, to realize and make possible the idea in the world. However, 

revealing similarities with Ortega y Gasset’s reflections in La rebelión de las masas, a 

point of repeated contention throughout Zambrano’s Horizonte del liberalismo is the way 
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that the liberal subject qua individual is displaced ontologically by the emergence of the 

masses, a new collective actor within history associated with communism in her essay.   

As such, I will consider how Zambrano approaches typically Orteguian concerns, 

namely, the response to mass politics and the role of intellectual or political elites. In 

Horizonte, the conceptualization of the masas will clarify Zambrano’s position on 

Russian communism and the possibilities of a new liberal project. Likewise, despite 

accepting some of Ortega’s premises, Zambrano will problematize his categories of 

masas and minorías excelentes, as she criticizes liberal economics and searches for a 

“new liberalism.”  Zambrano’s essay in many ways seeks to find a way to respond to 

both the situation of mass politics and to the contradictions of liberalism, while 

preserving certain liberal values. Nonetheless, a distress regarding the possibility that the 

masses would govern seems to pervade and haunt Zambrano’s thought: “Y este problema 

de las masas, de una nueva economía social, que no destruya las esencias del liberalismo, 

que son la posibilidad de nuestra razón de ser, la cultura, este problema es lo que puede 

ofrecer salida o derrota” (Horizonte 262).   

For Zambrano, the Russian Revolution represents the overwhelming both of life 

and of the individual—and thus of her liberal ontology—by the “masas,” who no longer 

follow the direction of elites. Regarding “[…] el caso del comunismo ruso actual,” 

Zambrano suggests the following: “Partiendo de una teoría de la historia crea una 

economía, una moral, un arte, es decir, una cultura. Es [el comunismo ruso actual] una 

política inspirada en la vida; en la que la vida predomina y aun aplasta al individuo” 

(Horizonte 208). The tension between life and the individual becomes displaced, as life 
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now controls or “crushes” (“aplasta”) the figure of the individual. Zambrano notes that 

Russian communism aims to establish a new kind of life which is rationalized, 

purportedly opposed to spontaneity, and seeking a “desire for dominion” (“afán de 

dominio”): “Es [el comunismo ruso actual] querer fundar una nueva vida, sí, pero una 

vida concebida por un cerebro humano, una vida racional, racionalizada. Lejos de ser 

entrega a lo espontáneo, a lo natural, es afán de dominio sobre ello” (Horizonte 208). 

Terms relating to “control” or “dominion” (“dominio”) in Zambrano’s essay, also appear 

in Doll’s essay in regard to authoritarian politics. Indeed, Zambrano states that “El 

comunismo ruso ama tanto la vida que, en ansia erótica, quiere apoderase de ella y 

detenerla” (Horizonte 208). Not only is the figure of the individual overwhelmed—and 

displaced by “las masas”—, but life itself—in being loved so much—is dominated and 

detained from its natural flows, precluding the possibility of an openness to the future. 

This is related to Zambrano’s view of communism as being a consequence of rationalism, 

“religious reform,” and the French Revolution: “el comunismo ruso es el último resultado 

del movimiento racionalista, racionalizador de la vida, que comenzó con la reforma 

religiosa y siguió en lo político con la Revolución francesa” (Horizonte 256). To relate 

this historical lineage to Zambrano’s description of its relationship to life, communism 

controls and detains life as it seeks to rationalize it to such a degree that openness to what 

is to come, spontaneity, and elasticity—terms which Zambrano values positively—are 

truncated.48    

 
48 Zambrano’s view of liberalism and communism is complex, acknowledging that both 

share certain antecedents. Nevertheless, she will be extremely critical of a materialist conception 
of history. Zambrano relates liberalism to communism, as both share “su raíz humanista”: “El 
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Crucial for Zambrano is the fact that, in her depiction of communism, a new 

subject of history—“la masa”—overwhelms the ontological centrality of the individual. 

Zambrano, in the following passage, more concretely identifies the subject of the Russian 

Revolution, the masses, and specifies their relationship with an intellectual elite:   

la estructura de la actual Revolución rusa no parece ser biológica, sino 
geológica. Fluencia de tendencias y apetitos de unas masas que quieren 
irrumpir en la historia y aun dirigirla, y fuera, una corteza teórica formal. 
Fuerte apetito de las masas con el que han sabido enchufar una doctrina 
unos cuantos intelectuales, órgano de la masa en este caso –única manera 
de que la masa les perdone su intelectualidad. (258) 

 
comunismo tiene del liberalismo su raíz humanista. Como él, pretende cimentar la vida en 
dogmas humanos, sólo humanos. Ve la historia a la manera científica, como cadena de causas y 
efectos, negando todo supuesto ultrahistórico, supratemporal” (Horizonte 256). If Zambrano 
views as a commonality of liberalism and communism a “humanist root” (“raíz humanista”), she 
then moves to differentiate the two based on what she calls “su contenido espiritual:” “El 
liberalismo solo delimita el terreno de lo humano, sin precisar con pertinente exactitud su 
contenido espiritual. El comunismo sí lo precisa, y con un afán de matemático rigor, ‘es lo 
económico’, afirma” (Horizonte 257). Zambrano criticizes the “spiritual content” of communism, 
that is, its privileging of economic relations. She concedes that in her historical present—“hoy”—
that there is “un cambio en la estructura del capital con vistas a las avanzadas del socialismo” 
(Horizonte 257). Zambrano severely opposes a materialist approach to history for its “spiritual 
content” and considers the economic emphasis of communism as non-dynamic and almost 
transhistorical: “Pero toda conciencia –fina o simplemente humana– se siente espantada ante esta 
concepción materialista de la historia. […] Ella es antidinámica, paralizadora; afirma un dogma 
para hoy y para siempre, un dogma económico que pretende fundar de nuevo la vida. Se la podría 
clasificar entre las concepciones conservadoras de la política. Pues ¿cabe algo más conservador 
que esta simplicidad, lograda a fuerza de cercenar horizontes?” (Horizonte 257). In recalling 
Zambrano’s definitions of static and dynamic forms of politics, one could understand why she 
qualifies communism’s historical materialism as conservative. Nonetheless, the ultimate goals of 
communism would seem to negate any conservative character. Additionally, it does not follow 
that an emphasis on economic relations is transhistorical, as there is an eminently historical 
character—if not a refutation of transhistorism—in the notion that different historical periods 
have different forms of socioeconomic relations and production. Indeed, despite her opposition to 
historical materialism, Zambrano recognizes that if theory may be critiqued, historical reality 
presents many more challenges: “Mas no nos entusiasmemos. Criticar la teoría es fácil, pero la 
realidad es mucho más rica y compleja. Porque no se puede identificar la esquemática doctrina 
con el complejo movimiento vivo de la Revolución rusa” (Horizonte 257).   
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I would note that the subject of history is not the figure of the individual, but rather the 

masses, who have, in Zambrano’s assessment, provided the telluric foundation of history, 

emerged or “irrupted into history,” and now seek to direct history. It would seem that part 

of Zambrano’s rejection of communism is its negation of a liberal ontology structured 

around the individual. I would recall the earlier description of politics as “directing life”: 

“Se hace política siempre que se piensa en dirigir la vida” (203). I emphasize the 

dehumanizing characteristic attributed to the masses, namely the references to “strong 

appetite” (“fuerte apetito”), as though they were not thinking and acting individuals who 

could reform life. However, in Zambrano’s description of the Russian Revolution, the 

figure of the individual seems to appear in the position of the intellectuals, “órgano de la 

masa.” These individuals they have been able to spread their “doctrine” to the masses. 

With Orteguian resonances, Zambrano then asks what the role of the intellectuals should 

be in the era of mass politics: “¿Puede el intelectual ser órgano, instrumento de la masa? 

¿Cuál es su misión en la historia que hoy se está forjando?” (258). The supplanting of the 

liberal subject of history is at the heart of the question, for the ontological priority of the 

individual has been radically displaced by mass politics, and events such as the Russian 

Revolution.   

The problems posed by mass politics seems to encourage Zambrano’s critical 

rethinking of liberalism, as well as her reevaluation of Orteguian categories and concerns. 

Particularly, as I have already noted, Zambrano posits that liberal philosophical values 

are incompatible with liberal economics. The contemporary problems which Zambrano 
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describes in Horizonte become intricately related to liberalism and the fact that such 

questions can be posed at all:  

Él [el liberalismo] hizo posible, sin duda, el planteamiento del problema. 

Él [el liberalismo] hizo posible la existencia de las reclamaciones 

presentadas hoy por la masa. Pues si es cierto que no resolvió todo lo que 

hubo de prometer un día a las revueltas masas, les abrió el camino legal 

para que el problema sea presentado. (261)   

This recalls Ortega’s discourse on universal rights in the eighteenth century, and how the 

masses ideologically assimilated or naturalized this discourse. In addition, Zambrano 

stresses that liberalism not only made possible the conditions for the conceptualization of 

this problematic, but also “el camino legal” for its appearance.  Zambrano recognizes that 

liberalism—if it indeed offered a great deal—was not able to realize all that was 

promised: “era inmensa la obra, mucho lo que había que derruir, mucho lo que había que 

edificar, para que el pobre liberalismo lo hiciera todo de un golpe” (261).  

 If Zambrano values liberal notions and considers that liberalism has a place in the 

future, she is also aware of the need for a radical reformulation of liberal economics. She 

notes that it is difficult not to identify the economic disparities in the present: “En el 

anarquismo ordenado que hoy nos disfrutamos socialmente, no hay que afinar mucho 

para advertir un desequilibrio inicial, una base en nuestra economía y en la disposición de 

las llamadas clases sociales” (258-59). Her discussion of capitalism in relation to 

liberalism is a critical omission in this text, as I have noted earlier, even though she will 

allude to “el régimen capitalista:” “Hay además un problema de valores, de cultura, a la 
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que algunos hacen consubstancial con el régimen capitalista. Y un problema moral 

humano, de humanidad que vive desterrada del bienestar” (259).49 However, she here ties 

economic inequalities to the ethical realm. As I shall discuss at the end of this section, her 

ethical reflections in Horizonte significantly challenge the liberal ontology structuring the 

essay.    

The author of Horizonte del liberalismo observes two groupings of concerns 

within the current “problema social” which she again structures around the opposition of 

liberalism and communism (259). The first problem pertains to economics: “frente al 

libre cambio y a la libre concurrencia –economía del liberalismo–, la socialización de los 

medios de producción, o sea la dictadura estatal económica” (259). Freedoms of 

commerce and trade in liberal economics are faced by control, “the socialization of the 

means of production,” glossed by Zambrano as “la dictadura estatal económica.” 

Although a comparable opposition between freedom and control appears in Doll’s essay, 

in Horizonte, the terms relating to “libertad” become semanticized negatively in this 

passage, almost approaching “esclavitud.” This is a crucial movement in her critique of 

liberalism, since she argues that the principles of economic liberalism bring about the 

following conditions: “libertad diferenciadora, injusta, engendradora de dictaduras 

individuales, de miserias colectivas, explotación de la masa por el individuo” (259). 

Liberal economics produces freedom which allows for “individual dictatorships” and 

“collective suffering.” In addition to her the concern for “miserias colectivas,” we should 

 
49 Zambrano seeks to differentiate “capitalist liberalism” from “human” liberalism, as 

part of her project towards a new conception of liberalism: “Porque hoy el liberalismo de muchos 
es el liberalismo capitalista, el liberalismo económico burgués, y no el humano” (Horizonte 268).  
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also note how the figure of the individual is divested of its ontological priority vis-à-vis 

the masses, who are exploited by the individual (“explotación de la masa por el 

individuo”). As such, if “individual dictatorships” are produced in liberalism, state 

dictatorships are produced in communism: “Esclavitud de todos que cercene el abuso, 

que anule las abismáticas diferenciaciones… Ni dueños, ni siervos; todos proletarios bajo 

el control del Estado” (259, ellipsis in original). Somewhat analogous to Doll’s analysis 

of authoritarian states, Zambrano characterizes the communist state as totalizing and all-

encompassing. She also seems to suggest the following in communism: in spite of, or 

even more curiously, because of the elimination of “abysmal differentiations” in the 

economic sphere, a new kind of “esclavitud” is forged under the state. Additionally, the 

figure of the individual vanishes in her description, which does not seem incidental given 

the fact that Zambrano implies that communism would “crush the individual” (“aplasta al 

individuo”) (Horizonte 208).   

Regarding the second component of the “problema social,” Zambrano stresses—

in addition to the dire socioeconomic situation—the profound moral issues at stake and 

the importance of maintaining liberal values. In a typically liberal bind, she seems to be 

torn between individuals who produce culture and the masses who support these 

individuals: “Por un lado, los altos valores espirituales, culturales, que hay que salvar y 

acrecentar. Por otro, el espectáculo de la esclavitud efectiva de inmensas masas 

humanas, sustentadoras de la aristocracia que crea la cultura. Cultura o democracia: 

Idealidad o humanidad” (259, emphasis added). Zambrano paradoxically seems to affirm 

the importance and continued vitality of cultural production apparently limited to an 
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elite—an “aristocracy”—, which she then problematizes: the masses materially support 

the conditions of the elite’s cultural production and intellectual endeavors, made possible 

by a kind of freedom from physical labor. Zambrano thus identifies an “esclavitud” of the 

masses who support the individuals free from the demands of material labor who are free 

to make “cultura.” As such, she underscores a tension in the pairs “Cultura o democracia” 

and “Idealidad o humanidad” (259).50  

Employing a rhetorical move in which she takes the position of the masses, 

Zambrano addresses the elite, understood as a “vanguardia” composed of intellectuals 

who should be cognizant of their privileges:  

Y los de abajo dicen: No; bastante se ha caminado ya […]. Vosotros, los 
de la vanguardia, sois los más obligados –por más capacitados– por ello. 
Bastante tiempo os hemos sustentado con nuestro esfuerzo, y con nuestra 
esclavitud para que os destaquéis en las avanzadas donde el horizonte es 
ancho. Hora es ya de que regreséis de vuestra excursión a las ideas y 
vengáis a la tarea de las realidades. Es el momento en que al aristócrata, al 
intelectual se le presenta el pagaré, realmente ya demorado en largas 
esperas. (260)   

While Zambrano still foregrounds the role of the members of the elite, qualifying them as 

“más capacitados,” she recognizes the “slavery” of the masses, who have materially made 

possible the intellectual speculations and projects of “the vanguard.” However, this 

commentary could also be seen as a continuation of Zambrano’s earlier questions 

 
50 In this context, it is difficult not to recall the “Theses on the Philosophy of History” by 

Walter Benjamin, who states that “cultural treasures”—which could be construed as the cultural 
production of minorías excelentes in an Orteguian register —, “owe their existence not only to the 
efforts of the great minds and talents who have created them, but also the anonymous toil of their 
contemporaries. There is no document of civilization which is not at the same time a document of 
barbarism” (“Theses” 256, emphasis added). As such, Benjamin allows us to disrupt a conception 
of an intellectually producing elite whose ideas structure the posited subjectivity of the masses; 
Benjamin rather focuses on the “barbarism” that makes possible “the efforts of great minds and 
talents,” calling us to attend to “the anonymous toil of their contemporaries.”     
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regarding the status of the displaced liberal subject, the individual, in the midst of mass 

political movements, and the return of this liberal subject with the remuneration that the 

intellectuals owe the masas. However, this problem also revolves around how there can 

again be “solidarity” between the masas and the politicians/intellectuals, that is, with 

whomever would “direct” or govern: “Se precisa una nueva economía, un nuevo 

liberalismo, amplio y fecundo, y un estado social y cultural en el que se sienta solidaria la 

masa con el político, con el intelectual, con todo el que dirige” (262). The last remark is 

perhaps one of the most contradictory of the essay, as the earlier criticisms of Russian 

communism were related to either its excessive control over life, or the way in which the 

Russian Revolution is marked by the fact that the masses were “directing history:” “la 

estructura de la actual Revolución rusa […]. Fluencia de tendencias y apetitos de unas 

masas que quieren irrumpir en la historia y aun dirigirla” (258, emphasis added). 

Zambrano’s own definition of politics as “directing life” (“dirigir la vida”) is 

ontologically denied the masses (203). Additionally, in anticipation of Alberto Edwards’s 

defense of authority, there are certain resonances with this notion of “solidarity” and that 

of an obeyed authority, despite the substantial political and philosophical differences 

between both authors. Ultimately, Zambrano laments the lack of direction, the isolation 

of individuals, and masses who do not “listen” to the elite: “Hoy realmente no hay 

posibilidad de dirección; toda individualidad preeminente se encuentra aislada, 

desarraigada frente a una masa indócil que no le escucha. Todo está desintegrado” (262). 

Zambrano presents the crisis of liberalism—a problematic reflected by the liberal 

ontology posited in Horizonte—, constructing an argument which concerns the 
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contemporary role of the individual and, specifically, the role of the intellectual. This is 

particularly apparent in the way that she opposes active individuals (elites), to the masses 

who are “unmanageable” or “untamed” (“indócil”), as they do not follow the elite any 

longer. While Zambrano in her essay has analyzed these problems—excessive 

individualism, the economic inequalities produced by liberalism, the “slavery” and other 

injustices suffered by the masses—, a politics directed by the masses still seems to 

continue to generate anxiety.51  

 The issue is then how to reformulate a liberal project that maintains its ideals, but 

casts aside its economics. Zambrano recapitulates a key aspect of her argument in the 

following passage: “la economía liberal es insuficiente e inadecuada para la realización 

de los postulados liberales” (268). Indeed, she presents a bifurcation that would require 

choosing between liberal values or of liberal economics: “Veamos, pues, qué nos es más 

querido; hay que elegir entre los postulados espirituales del liberalismo y su economía” 

(268). Zambrano notes that following this “crítica” undertaken in Horizonte del 

liberalismo, there are two components which could lead out of the current problematic:  

Después de la crítica a que hemos sometido en todos sus aspectos a 
nuestro liberalismo, hemos hallado dos que nos pueden conducir a una 
solución. Y son, por una parte, su inmenso amor al hombre, a todo 
hombre, y no a una clase. Esto nos conduce justamente a la democracia 
económica. Aceptémosla. Además, que, realizado este cambio económico 

 
51 Zambrano reflects on the nature of the economy, and connects it to her observations on 

freedom and the masses: “La economía, al fin, representa una dependencia del hombre, una 
necesidad en que se halla de procurar su sustento, algo ciertamente no creado por él, no humano. 
Reconozcamos esta esclavitud y no nos importe ser esclavos de la necesidad –que bajo una u otra 
forma siempre ha de pesar sobre nosotros– para ser libre en nuestro orbe propio. Libertad de que 
nos veríamos privados fatalmente, si abandonásemos este problema a la dirección de las masas. 
Caeríamos entonces en una barbarie civilizada, aun más temible que una barbarie auténtica” 
(Horizonte 267-68, emphasis added).  
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por los propios liberales, queda conjurado el gran peligro del materialismo 
histórico, que nos parece amenaza la cultura. (268)  

Zambrano rejects a prioritizing of class relations—“love of all man,” but not of a 

particular class—and of “historical materialism,” which supposedly jeopardize “la 

cultura.” She also puts forward the idea of “economic democracy” based on liberal values 

as part of her new formulation of liberalism. The other component which Zambrano will 

retain her project is a core of liberal values: “El otro aspecto esencial a que aludíamos es 

el amor a los valores suprahumanos que el hombre encarna en la cultura; la aristocracia 

espiritual, la libre intelectualidad, que es la esencia de vivir culto. Aceptémoslo también” 

(268-69). Love of humankind, love of liberal ideals, and rejection of liberal economics 

would encapsulate Zambrano’s vision of a future liberalism: “Amor al hombre. Amor a 

los valores. ¡Supremas virtudes del liberalismo! Para salvar el primero hay que renunciar 

a la economía liberal. Para salvar al segundo es precisa la libertad: libertad de pensar, de 

investigar, de enseñar” (269).  

Regarding Zambrano’s ethical conception, there are moments throughout the 

essay when she challenges the very framing of her liberal ontology. She notes that while 

liberalism would produce in human beings an exceeding “confidence” (“máxima 

confianza”) in their “strengths” (“fuerzas”), it would also leave humankind alone in the 

universe, “sin guía” (244). Zambrano states “Le dio a luz [el liberalismo al hombre], y le 

separó de la placenta en que se asentaba en el universo. Rompió su unidad, su solidaridad 

cósmica y vital, que sólo el instinto o el amor proporciona” (244-45). Zambrano in this 

passage seems to break through the liberal ontology she herself has put forward, 

recognizing that the separation of individual from universe is a product of liberalism. As 
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such, Zambrano’s search to delineate a “new liberalism” in Horizonte could be viewed as 

a result of the contradictions inherent in liberalism, and, in particular, the aporetic 

relationship embodied by the separation of individual and universe, which structures the 

dichotomy of the individual vis-à-vis the “masa.” Zambrano posits a series of elements 

which should be contained in a new project and which are ultimately related to her 

thinking of a revived liberalism:  

La reconstrucción, la integración de un mundo estructurado; la vuelta a un 
universo que conexione al hombre sin disolverle ni encadenarle; el retorno a la fe, 
a una fe timonel de la inteligencia y no su prisión; el reconocimiento de la 
legitimidad del instinto, de la pasión, de lo irracional, ¿no podrían ser la base y la 
meta de las tareas de nuestros días? (245)   

In this passage, it would be key to underscore that Zambrano is not categorically 

asserting these ideas, but rather provisionally proposing them: crucial is the use of the 

conditional in the question, “¿no podrían ser la base y la meta de las tareas de nuestros 

días? (245, emphasis added). It is not that these notions must structure “las tareas de 

nuestros días;” rather, Zambrano asks if they could structure such a project, 

encompassing social, spiritual, and psychological realms of existence.    

However, the opposition between the individual and the masas remains 

unresolved in Zambrano’s ontology. Yet in her ethical framework, we glimpse a way to 

approach this problematic. This separation of individual and masas becomes particularly 

acute when considering this possibility of “economic democracy” with liberal values. 

While “economic democracy” is not further developed in Horizonte, such a kind of new 

socioeconomic organization would require an ontology that displaces the figures of the 

individual, thereby surpassing the opposition between individual and masas.  
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In spite of these problems, I would emphasize that Zambrano presents a forceful 

definition of ethics which could present a potentially democratic opening in her thought 

that could displace the centrality of the individual. Zambrano states: “Toda moral, toda 

arquitectura ética nos propone un tipo ejemplar de vida, un hombre arquetípico. No es 

sino eso; exigencia que no se nos presenta de dejar de ser lo que somos para ser otra 

cosa” (242). Zambrano conceives ethics as an ontological demand to be that which one is 

not. This definition of ethics moves in a possibly democratic direction, for it seeks to 

break down the barriers separating individuals by indebting them amongst each other.52 

Her approach to ethics forcefully requires us to be something which we are not. The 

series of negations in her formulation are also significant, as in order “to affirm,” she 

must “negate:” she expresses this conceptual movement as follows: “para afirmar hay que 

negar; para vivir, morir un poco primero…” (243, ellipsis in original). Zambrano makes 

the following proposal regarding her ethical position: “Nos lleva [la moral] a mutilar algo 

de lo que somos para adquirir algo que no tenemos, y así llegar a lo mejor a lo que debe 

ser. Toda moral puede definirse por este tipo de vida nueva que nos presenta” (242, 

emphasis added). To place these reflections by Zambrano in Esposito’s framework, the 

previous ontological demand faces the impulse of the proper and thus property: ethics, for 

Zambrano, demands that we become something else by incorporating alterity, becoming 

other, losing something, mutilating something of ourselves, so that we can “acquire” 

 
52 As Esposito suggests, “Modern individuals truly become that, the perfectly individual, 

the ‘absolute’ individual, bordered in such a way that they are isolated and protected, but only if 
they are freed in advance from the ‘debt’ that binds them one to the other; if they are released 
from, exonerated, or relieved of that contact, which threatens their identity, exposing them to 
possible conflict with their neighbor, exposing them to the contagion of the relation with others” 
(Communitas 13). 
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(“adquirir”) or possess something which is not in our possession. In addition to drawing 

attention to the violence of the term “mutilar” grounding this definition of an ethical 

demand, it is vital to recognize the aporetic movement in this further elaboration of 

Zambrano’s ethics, which—while depicting an ontological demand to be other—would 

also seem to imply possessing or owning traits in the future. Additionally, this 

conception, while employing the first-person plural, seems to refer to isolated, single 

individuals: each one of us must mutilate part of ourselves so that each one of us, as 

individuals, may become something else. The force of the ontological demand could be 

seen to be internally destabilized by this contradiction: it is as though each individual 

would ethically grow, alone and separately, and then together, in such a way that after 

this growth, there would be an ethical community.  

Having analyzed Zambrano’s ontology, political reflections, and views on mass 

politics, I now conclude my reading of Horizonte del liberalismo by drawing attention to 

a parallel between her thought and that of Walter Benjamin: the image of one who looks 

backwards, while being pushed forward, towards the ravages of history, which also 

recalls the movement of Arlt’s “Nota del comentador,” considered in the Introduction of 

my dissertation. My comparison of Zambrano and Benjamin will allow for us to 

appreciate her openness to the future, in a way that strikingly differentiates her from the 

other essayists studied in Chapter 1, Ramón Doll and Alberto Edwards.  

In reference to the painting of Swiss-German artist Paul Klee (1879-1940), 

Angelus Novus (1920), depicting “an angel looking as though he is about to move away 
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from something he is fixedly contemplating,” Walter Benjamin suggests that “this is how 

one pictures the angel of history:”  

His face is turned toward the past. Where we perceive a chain of events, he 
sees one single catastrophe which keeps piling wreckage upon wreckage 
and hurls it in front of his feet. The angel would like to stay, awaken the 
dead, and make whole what has been smashed. But a storm is blowing 
from Paradise; it has got caught in his wings with such violence that the 
angel can no longer close them. This storm irresistibly propels him into the 
future to which his back is turned, while the pile of debris before him 
grows skyward. This storm is what we call progress. (“Theses” 257-58)   

This “angel of history”—wanting to cease its movement to “make whole what has been 

smashed”—is inexorably pushed forward not only by the force of time, but also by the 

“storm” of progress, while gazing behind at the destructions of the past. There are  

physical and temporal problems at stake in Benjamin’s intricate portrayal of this 

movement of being pushed forward while looking towards the past. Physically, what is 

behind the angel is the future at his back which he cannot see, as he has been pushed 

beyond where he once was. Concurrently, this force displacing him physically is, by 

necessity, also temporal, bringing us to the image of that which is simultaneously behind 

and in front of the angel. Paradoxically, what is behind the angel is the past that he can 

observe in front of him, which is contrasted to the future that he is unable to see, even 

though he is being thrust towards it relentlessly.  

  In spite of the opposition to historical materialism in Horizonte del liberalismo, 

Zambrano presents an image surprisingly analogous to Benjamin’s “angel of history,” in 

terms of movement and gesture. Zambrano states that “man” (“el hombre”) has existed 

with a cognizance of the past and has frequently struggled against previous epochs:     
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El hombre ha vivido ya en el curso de su historia –por eso justamente la 
tiene– en función de distintos orbes u horizontes, con la condición de no 
ignorar los otros –los que no vivía– y aun combatirlos. Y cada vez que en 
su evolución dejaba atrás un horizonte, quería destruirlo, hundirlo, por 
ansias de librarse para siempre de él; a veces, el temor le hacía marchar de 
espaldas, desatendiendo la actualidad, para convencerse de que no lo 
llevaba tras de sí. (Horizonte 206, emphasis added)   

Zambrano’s articulation of historical responsiveness positions the human subject as 

always carrying behind—(un)consciously, (un)willingly—past successes, but also, and 

perhaps most crucially, the horrors of history. For Zambrano, either the subject would 

seek to eliminate this historical onus in order to “liberate” herself or himself; or, in a 

forceful visual echo of Benjamin’s “angel of history,” the subject walks backwards 

(“marchar de espaldas”), such that the present would appear to be unattended to 

(“desatendiendo la actualidad”), in an attempt “to convince” herself/himself that s/he was 

not carrying these historical burdens.     

To approach this problematic, Zambrano puts forward the image of “workers of 

time” who labor “in two directions,” to the past and to the future: “En la hora presente, 

urgen obreros del tiempo en sus dos direcciones, hacia el pasado, para que nos lo 

descubran sin deshacerlo, y hacia el porvenir, para sacarlo a luz entre los desmontes del 

presente” (Horizonte 207). She does not make reference to the liberal subject of the 

individual as the one who completes this historical work; instead, she identifies as 

“obreros” those who labor with history, a move which contests a liberal ontology that 

would view elites as the subjects of history. Rather, on the one hand, the “obreros del 

tiempo”—laboring in the “direction” of the past—“reveal to us” this history “without 

undoing” or cancelling out what has come before. On the other hand, in a way that 
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heralds or recalls the Derridean to-come, Zambrano postulates that the “obreros del 

tiempo” also work in the “direction” of the future to “bring to light,” in the present, 

elements of the past for and in the future. With an openness in the present in looking to 

the past and to what is to come, Zambrano’s historical conception allows for historical 

successes and sufferings not only to be remembered and invoked, but to radically 

constitute a possible future.              
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III. Favoring Limitation over Totalization: State Forms and Human Subjects in                                         

Ramón Doll’s Liberalismo en la literatura y la política (Con una segunda edición de: 

“Democracia mal menor”) (1934, n/d) 

 The current section addresses Ramón Doll’s Liberalismo en la literatura y la 

política (Con una segunda edición de: “Democracia mal menor”).53 I will analyze the 

ways that this work articulates the contemporary crisis of the 1920s and early 1930s both 

nationally and internationally, with a particular emphasis on how Doll connects 

constitutionality to economic imperialism, and extreme political movements to finance 

capital. I will argue that two main semantic fields organize his essay: the first field relates 

to freedom and limitation, while the second relates to subjugation and totalization. Doll 

structurally associates authoritarian states and finance capital with the semantic field of 

subjugation/totalization, while he relates liberal states to the field of freedom/limitation. 

In the sense discussed by Derrida, I suggest that for Doll liberalism and liberal 

democracy are autoimmunitary, for these systems generate and permit the continued 

existence of political movements and economic tendencies which would seek to destroy 

liberal democratic frameworks. Also, while asserting the freedoms of the human subject, 

Doll’s arguments differ significantly from the centrality given to the figure of the 

individual in Zambrano’s essay. In particular, he ontologically splits the human subject 

into producer and consumer, classifying states based on which kind of subject “prevails” 

in the respective state form. As a kind of solution to the crises of his time, at least in 

 
53 Concerning the publication history of Ramón Doll’s essay, see footnote 35. 
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Argentina, Doll in this essay supports reformist socialism, which is conspicuous given the 

distressing move to the right in his later work. This movement to the right is already 

anticipated by some elements within this text, including antisemitic remarks. In order to 

support the analysis of Doll’s essay, two theoretical discussions are included in this 

section: Foucault’s conception of the production and problem of freedom in liberalism, as 

well as Esposito’s immunitary characterization of modern liberty.    

As mentioned in the Introduction to Chapter 1, notwithstanding their divergent 

conceptual and philosophical inheritances, the authors studied in this chapter share a 

sense of crisis which has prompted their essayistic writing, and they employ similar 

vocabularies, despite considerable differences in how their analytical terms are defined. 

For example, rather than posing the problem between minorías excelentes and masas as 

we see in Ortega y Gasset and, in a modified version, in Zambrano, in Liberalismo en la 

literatura y la política (Con una segunda edición de: “Democracia mal menor”), Doll 

articulates the contemporary problematic in Argentina and abroad as an opposition of two 

main groups situated by social class and economic relations. Doll proposes that in 

Argentina there are two opposing sides (“frente a frente”): on the one hand, “la masa 

popular,” composed primarily of “una fuerte clase media de empleados, pequeños 

burgueses, pequeños propietarios, pequeños comerciantes, arrendatarios,” other members 

of the middle classes, as well as individuals belonging to the proletariat which has “muy 

poca influencia en nuestra vida social;” this first grouping is confronted, on the other 

hand, by “una potente oligarquía financiera y política que tiene copiados todos los centros 

nerviosos de la economía y de la vida nacional toda. […] Esta gran oligarquía, agente del 
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imperialismo extranjero, además, tiene el gobierno actualmente” (Liberalismo 5). As we 

shall see, global finance capital and economic imperialism are chief concerns in Doll’s 

analysis of the crisis, both socioeconomically and politically. In his essay, Doll 

systematically links the dominating and totalizing character of finance capital with 

structurally analogous tendencies of authoritarian states. His concern for certain aspects 

of political economy is something which he shares with Zambrano’s essay, even though 

their styles of argumentation, use of examples, and proposed solutions diverge 

significantly.    

Before turning to Doll’s examination of the crisis and of different political 

tendencies, we should not fail to consider that the essayist explicitly puts forward a 

generational rationale for his writing. As such, in characterizing current problems in 

Argentina, Doll describes not only socioeconomic, but also generational conflicts, and at 

the same time, he states that youths aged eighteen to twenty-five years old are folding 

into extreme right-wing and left-wing movements (7). He is concerned that these youths 

lack experience and do not know exactly what interests are behind these movements 

(7).54 Doll thinks that the presence of youths in contemporary political affairs has 

contributed to the state of crisis: “Creemos esa intervención de la adolescencia en las 

cuestiones sociales, tolerada y auspiciada por gente adulta, es uno de los factores –no diré 

el único– permanentes de revuelta y de agitación y aumenta las dificultades que de suyo, 

 
54 For instance, Doll asks, “¿Sabe un chico de éstos [sic], lo qué [sic] es salir a la calle 

para hacer una revolución? ¿Sabe, por otro lado, un jovenzuelo fascista que intereses defiende, de 
qué clase de tiburones está siendo instrumento? No. Porque lo que al joven le interesa vitalmente 
es negar, destruir, arrancar” (Liberalismo 7).  
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ofrecen los problemas políticos” (8). At the same time, he considers this situation to be so 

problematic as to indicate that he publishes the current volume against these younger 

political actors:   

Contra esa adolescencia, publico este libro, puesto que no estoy en trance 
de una diputación nacional y entonces, no me interesa que los mayores de 
18 años, crean que este ataque es propio de un reaccionario y no de un 
demo-liberal, como soy; ni me interesa ubicarme en un presupuesto liberal 
y republicano, dando una vueltita por el cielo y los altares. (9) 

Doll’s comments reveal his position as a “demo-liberal,” as he defends certain liberal and 

democratic values. However, he also advocates a nationalist position due to the problems 

relating to finance capital, authoritarian politics, and economic imperialism.  

In this essay, Doll is particularly critical of “remedios extremos”—namely left- or 

right-wing coups—which would not give the government to the “clase media,” but rather 

to particular social groupings, thereby maintaining the current state of affairs (6). Doll 

attacks right-wing nationalism for being a vehicle that covers over the interests of the 

oligarchy. Consequently, Doll writes the following:  

El nacionalismo derechista no es más que un disfraz de esa oligarquía; algunos 
jubilados nacionales, algún viejo liberal que se retoca las arrugas y se tiñe las 
canas y algunos cheques de la Standard Oil, utilizarían un golpe de Estado fascista 
para entregar del todo la dignidad nacional a quienes ya la tienen a medias. (6)  

He finds that left-wing movements—namely communism—present more of a threat to 

“los actuales opresores” (6). Yet in order to achieve the industrialization of the country 

and bring capitalism to its last phase of development, continued borrowings of foreign 

capital would be required, and there would be no determinate time frame, such that the 

communist state would continue to exist within the boundaries of capitalism until the 
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postulated advent of socialism (6).55 While I will return to Doll’s assessments of fascism 

and communism—which, throughout his essay, he will problematically equalize—, I will 

first consider how his belief in constitutionality grounds his opposition to both left- or 

right-wing state forms, as well as global finance capital.56  

If in this work Doll defends the importance of constitutionality—especially in the 

conditions of crisis of the early 1930s—, he will also criticize the Constitution of 1853 as 

a document which has fomented what he characterizes as foreign economic colonization 

of Argentina (11). He also explains that “La llamada Carta Magna del 53, debe 

entenderse lisa y llanamente como una especie de contrato de Sociedad Comercial pro 

fomento y colonización extranjera de la región argentina” (11). According to Doll, 

economic autonomy for the country will be difficult, but not out of the realm of 

possibility, as “el actual sistema”—which is “democrático y liberal”—could disrupt the 

pattern of economic dependence and neocolonialism (146-47). Additionally, I shall return 

to address why Doll opposes dictatorships later in this section. 

Doll is suspicious of the uniformity of antagonism towards the Constitution and 

the desire to revoke it, regardless of political alignment. He indicates that in the country, 

 
55 In regard to this warped pattern of socioeconomic development, Doll foreshadows the 

following evolution: “El país pasaría a manos de un grupo de demagogos que con el pretexto de 
‘industrializar’, de ‘llevar’ el ‘capitalismo a su última etapa’, pasada la cual, ya viene el 
socialismo, se seguirá hipotecando y enajenando todo […]” (6).  

56 Marcela Croce comments on Doll’s move to establish rhetorical equivalences of 
extreme political tendencies: “Si bien [Doll] insiste en la tendencia a la igualación de los 
extremismos, esta curiosea anticipación de la malhadada ‘teoría de los dos demonios’ de Ernesto 
Sabato difiere en algo esencial: Doll persigue un ‘justo medio’, no la vergonzosa justificación de 
un régimen represivo” (236). Croce also notes the following in regard to antisemitic elements in 
Doll’s work: “Extremismos desprestigiados que se combinan con una ironía feroz hacia los 
lugares comunes del antisemitismo en los que, no obstante, Doll abrevará unos años después” 
(236).  
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“[t]odos los sectores anti-liberales”—whether left or right wing—oppose “la Constitución 

del 53” as a document which is thus conceived as “un instrumento mellado que no sirve 

para lograr cualquier propósito de restauración nacionalista o justicia social o 

reconstitución espiritual del país; que así designan su programa, según sea el estandarte 

que alzan esos distintos sectores” (77).57 The main point of opposition to the Constitution 

according to Doll, consists in the fact that left- and right-wing groups view the 

Constitution as that which “consagra un sistema económico,” namely, “individualismo 

económico que responde al principio de la libre competencia en el libre mercado de la 

oferta y la demanda reguladora” (77). As such, Doll questions why—if the Constitution 

indeed does consecrate tenets of “economic liberalism”—should it be revoked in its 

entirety, when there are relatively few parts of the Constitution which, in Doll’s view, are 

related to “economic liberalism,” such as those “disposiciones” relating to property (“uso 

y goce de la propiedad”) and “the freedom to trade” (“la libertad de comerciar”) (77). In a 

markedly liberal position, Doll values a series of constitutional articles which would 

defend freedoms of worship, of press, and of education—as well as the right of property 

(77-78). Doll asks why there is such an “urgency” (“urgencia”) to completely annul the 

 
57 Commenting on the recent crisis in his country with regard to constitutionality and 

liberalism, Doll considers that Uriburu’s “vuelta […] al liberalismo, fraudulento, pero liberalismo 
al fin” to be a calculated political move (136). Should the coup of September 6, 1930 have 
installed an overtly fascist regime, members of the Radical Party (“el radicalismo”) would have 
clamored for democracy, or there could have been “guerra civil” (136). Such a decision would 
have given the opportunity for “el radicalismo” to become “el paladín de la democracia y la 
revolución radical” whose aim would have been “to restore” (“restituir la vigencia”) both the 
Constitution of 1853 and the Sáenz Peña Law (136-37). Doll notes that despite challenges facing 
the Constitution and this law, both remain in existence (137).  
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constitution, and thus eliminate those rights, when those elements specifically relating to 

“economic liberalism” could be removed from the document:  

¿Por qué, entonces, se pide la abolición del sistema todo, de la 
Constitución íntegra? ¿Por qué la necesidad de corregir o enmendar el 
espíritu de algunos artículos, los que se refieren al régimen económico, 
implica también la urgencia de borrar aquellas otras libertades que como la 
de cultos, la de enseñanza, la de prensa, etc., podrían subsistir 
ampliamente en un régimen de economía distintoª [sic] el capitalismo de 
Estado, digamos al pasar? (77-78) 

Doll thus questions the apparent commonalities among left- and right-wing movements in 

seeking the complete revocation of constitutions, in spite of the privileges and liberties 

such constitutions afford. He notes that those individuals opposed to liberal and 

democratic values would try to “suspender el ejercicio de ‘toda’ la Constitución, so 

pretexto de que el liberalismo económico, una ‘parte’ de ella, ha hecho su tiempo” (78). 

However, Doll suspects that these “anti-demócratas” and “anti-liberales” are concerned 

with more than purely political and economic matters; indeed, he is troubled by the 

thought that, “más que arreglar el desabarajuste [sic] de la economía liberal,” there is an 

underlying intention consisting in “uniformar y sojuzgar las almas” (78). As such, Doll 

questions the suspension of the constitution based only on economic doctrines and 

difficulties, suggesting that “el fin esencial, real, es un espíritu inquisitorial de 

despotismo, de fanatismo, que trata de arrasar con aquellos caros principios de tolerancia 

del siglo pasado” (78-79). In this instance, his affirmation is reminiscent of Zambrano’s 

emphasis on the worth of liberal philosophical values, in spite of the conspicuous 

insufficiency of liberal economic practices. Also, I highlight Doll’s reference to the 

nineteenth century, given the ways in which Zambrano and Edwards also refer to that 
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period as a means to evaluate and respond to the present situation in the early twentieth 

century.58 Crucial in this last passage is the appearance of the semantic field relating to  

“dominating,” “controlling” (“sojuzgar”), and “making uniform” (“uniformar”). Doll 

associates this grouping of terms relating to control and uniformity to both authoritarian 

political tendencies, as well as to finance capital. The opposed semantic field in this essay 

is related to limitation and “freedom” (“libertad”) in a negative and frequently 

autoimmune sense.  

Doll’s description of liberalism can be described as evincing features of 

autoimmunity, which Derrida conceptualizes in relation to democracy. Doll views how 

liberal principles permit the growth of political and economic ideas and movements 

which would undermine and potentially destroy its very core:   

Del mismo modo que en el sistema liberal, un concepto ilimitado de la 
libertad de opinión, trae como lógica consecuencia, el desarrollo y aun el 
triunfo de otros sistemas políticos que niegan la libertad de opinión            
–consecuencia lógica del liberalismo, pero suicida– así también, en el 
orden económico, el liberalismo ha permitido el desarrollo de ciertas 
fuerzas económicas, que prácticamente han aniquilado la libertad de 
producir y comerciar. Los monopolios, por ejemplo, hijos gigantes de la 
libertad de comerciar, por causa de su mismo gigantismo, la suprimen. 
(115)   

The Argentine essayist’s characterization of liberalism is autoimmunitary in the sense 

that it allows the existence of that which could abolish it, both sociopolitically (such as 

 
58 Doll points out how the designation and use of the term “liberal” has changed 

significantly, from being positively valorized in the nineteenth century, to receiving negative 
connotations in the present, which, in the following passage, is clarified as 1934: “En el siglo 
XIX el título de liberal y de civilizador vestía bien y se lo discernían. Hoy, en mil novecientos 
treinta y cuatro, el título de liberal es como usar media galera y viste bien el de nacionalista: los 
liberales de antaño, son nacionalistas hogaño…” (16, ellipsis in original).   
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“freedom of opinion”) and economically (such as monopolies). We could compare Doll’s 

description of liberalism to Derrida’s discussion of the autoimmunitary logic of 

democracy as “suicidal:” in fact, both use the same term: “Democracy has always been 

suicidal, and if there is a to-come for it, it is only on the condition of thinking life 

otherwise, life and the force of life” (Rogues 33). While valuing certain aspects of 

liberalism, Doll recognizes the autoimmune dangers inherent in such tendencies: 

concerning the economic sphere, he notes that “La economía liberal no tiene defensa en 

sus principios contra los monopolios y lo que se llama capital financiero” (166). There is 

no immunitary defense possible against the freedoms which economic liberal ideas put 

forward.    

In addition to examining such autoimmune and potentially “suicidal” tendencies 

in liberal democracies, it is important to complement this discussion with some 

interpretations about the limits of liberalism. Thus, Foucault’s theorization helps to 

explain why the question of freedom is central to liberalism, thereby illuminating 

components of Doll’s essay. Foucault describes liberalism in the following way:  

the liberalism we can describe as the art of government formed in the eighteenth 
century, entails at its heart a productive/destructive relationship [with] freedom 
[…]. Liberalism must produce freedom, but this very act entails the establishment 
of limitations, controls, forms of coercion, and obligations relying on threats, 
etcetera. (Birth 64, bracketed word and bracketed ellipsis in original)59  

 
59 Foucault’s reflections in The Birth of Biopolitics offer a crucial analysis of liberalism. 

He suggests that issues relating to population that emerge in the eighteenth century should be 
understood within the realm of “biopolitics,” conceived as “the attempt […] to rationalize the 
problems posed to governmental practice by phenomena characteristic of a set of living beings 
forming a population: health, hygiene, birthrate, life expectancy, race” (Birth 317). Regarding 
developments in the nineteenth century until the present, Foucault asserts the importance of these 
“problems,” especially when considering that they “were inseparable from the framework of 
political rationality within which they appeared and took on their intensity. This means 
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It should be recalled that in Foucault’s discussion of liberalism, freedom is an essential  

and constitutive element: “I think we can employ the word liberalism inasmuch as 

freedom really is at the heart of this practice or of the problems it confronts” (62). 

Foucault indicates that freedom should not be conceived “as a universal which is 

gradually realized over time, or which undergoes quantitate variations, greater or lesser 

drastic reductions, or more or less important periods of eclipse. It is not a universal which 

is particularized in time and geography” (63). Foucault’s gesture undermines the 

universalistic inclinations and teleological organizations of certain historiographies which 

would seek to view history as a progression towards freedom. He then concretizes his 

definition of freedom: “Freedom is never anything other—but this is already a great 

deal—than an actual relation between governors and governed, a relation in which the 

measure of the ‘too little’ existing freedom is given by the ‘even more’ freedom 

demanded” (63). Foucault characterizes liberalism as producer and “consumer” of a 

series of freedoms:   

If I employ the world [sic] “liberal,” it is first of all because this 
governmental practice in the process of establishing itself is not satisfied 
with respecting this or that freedom, with guaranteeing this or that 
freedom. More profoundly, it is a consumer of freedom. It is a consumer 

 
‘liberalism,’ since it was in relation to liberalism that they assumed the form of a challenge” 
(317). Foucault indicates that liberalism “should be understood very broadly;” positioned as a 
“new type of rationality in the art of government,” liberalism can be seen as “the solution that 
consists in the maximum limitation of the forms and domains of government action” (20-21). 
Moreover, Foucault specifies that his methodology in studying liberalism is “not as a theory or an 
ideology, and even less, obviously, as a way in which ‘society’ ‘represents itself,’ but as a 
practice, that is to say, a ‘way of doing things’ directed towards objectives and regulating itself by 
continuous reflection” (318). Here, for instance, we observe notable epistemological differences 
between how Foucault studies liberalism, and how theorists of the Marxist tradition might 
approach liberalism. For Foucault, liberalism arranges “specific methods of transaction” that may 
limit “government practices,” namely by means of the following elements: “constitution, 
parliament, […] opinion, the press […], commissions, inquiries” (21).    
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of freedom inasmuch as it can only function insofar as a number of 
freedoms actually exist: freedom of the market, freedom to buy and sell, 
the free exercise of property rights, freedom of discussion, possible 
freedom of expression, and so on. The new governmental reason needs 
freedom therefore, the new art of government consumes freedom. It 
consumes freedom, which means that it must produce it. It must produce 
it, it must organize it. The new art of government therefore appears as the 
management of freedom […]. (63)  

Foucault explains that, as both producing and consuming freedom, liberalism constrains 

and organizes, while establishing a conceptual opposition: security. In consequence, he 

asks:  

What, then, will be the principle of calculation for this cost of 
manufacturing freedom? The principle of calculation is what is called 
security. […] liberalism, the liberal art of government, is forced  to 
determine the precise extent to which and up to what point individual 
interest, that is to say, individual interests insofar as they are different and 
possible opposed to each other, constitute a danger for the interest of all. 
(65) 

Some of Foucault’s proposals resonate within aspects of Esposito’s style of 

argumentation, in such a way that we could suggest that there is an immunitary 

relationship between freedom and security. Indeed, Foucault goes as far as to say the 

following: “strategies of security, which are, in a way, both liberalism’s other face and its 

very condition, must correspond to all these imperatives concerning the need to ensure 

that the mechanism of interests does not give rise to individual or collective dangers” 

(65). In recalling a prime example of this problematic of freedom in Doll’s essay, a result 

of liberalism’s contradictory propensity towards the production of freedom—in this case 

“libertad de comerciar”—is that of the formation of monopolies which undermine the 

freedom which has brought them into existence. Furthermore, we can approach Doll’s 

conceptualization of the pairing of freedom and security in liberalism by considering his 
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analysis of La crisis espiritual y el ideario argentino (1933) by Saúl Alejandro Taborda 

(1885-1944), his contemporary, who is also concerned about national consequences of 

instability and who proposes higher-education reforms for the country. 

 While criticizing certain positions of Taborda, Doll concedes that the former 

accurately diagnoses aspects of the current crisis by presenting the way in which the state 

and economic freedom have produced the current situation. Doll states:  

En los capítulos “El mensaje de Fichte” y “La estructura estadual” [sic], 
hace Taborda una breve pero aguda exposición del proceso que ha 
producido la descomposición –o subversión– del Estado, cuyo fin esencial 
era garantizar la libertad del individuo. Una libertad, la económica, 
canceró las demás, porque se desarrolló monstruosamente con el progreso 
técnico: se infartó y oprimió las vecindades del cuerpo social. (83-84, bold 
in original)  

In Doll’s paraphrase of Taborda, “freedom” (“libertad”)—particularly economic freedom 

which has grown “monstrously” with technological developments—has undermined the 

possibility of other liberties and has harmed the “social body” (“cuerpo social”) (83-84). 

Significantly, in this passage Doll employs corporal and medical imagery in relation to 

politics, alluding to cancer (“canceró”), infarcts (“infartó”), and pulmonary deficiencies 

(“oprimió”). I would also highlight the emphasis on “freedom” (“libertad”) viewed as a 

matter which must be addressed, in light of Foucault’s analysis of the production of 

freedom in liberalism. Additionally, I would make note of Doll’s use of the phrase “la 

libertad del individuo,” due to the centrality of the liberal subject of the individual in 

Zambrano’s Horizonte del liberalismo.  
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 In his discussion of Taborda’s work, Doll refers to the treatment of the human 

subject in both liberal and fascist states. Of particular interest is an “error” which Doll 

locates in Taborda’s thought:  

en los juicios de Taborda –todos serenos y sagaces– subyase [sic] el error varias 
veces repetido de que el Estado tiene forzosamente que abarcar toda la realidad 
nacional, eso que llama Taborda fluencia creadora, corriente vital o vida, a 
secas. Y como ese error puede conducir al despotismo, que el autor repudia, lo 
recogemos. (85, bold in original)  

Doll criticizes again this desire or need to encompass and control, here regarding a 

conception of the state which would “abarcar toda la realidad nacional.” Doll then 

discusses both the liberal state and the fascist state; in both instances, he will be 

concerned with the role played by these two state forms’ conceptualizations of the human 

subject. Doll advances the following regarding the “liberal state” and its relation to the 

“subject” (“súbdito”):  

El Estado liberal no le toma al súbdito sino aquel mínimum de su 
autonomía, necesario para asegurar su integridad; reconoce que todas las 
corrientes históricas de que se nutre el país son igualmente respetables y 
tienen derecho a hacers [sic] oír y aun gobernar. No es omnisciente, no 
pretende ser él, toda la Historia nacional. Es cierto que en determinados 
momentos se tiene que definir por la voluntad de las mayorías; pero el 
predominio de la mayoría, no excluye jamás las minorías, ni la 
eventualidad de que mañana éstas dejen de serlo. (85, bold in original)     

Doll notes the majoritarian character of the liberal state, but he is also careful to 

emphasize that the “minorías” are never excluded within this framework. Additionally, he 

provides a view of the liberal state that seeks to take of the subject’s “autonomy” only 

that which is necessary to maintain his or her “integridad;” this could be interpreted as a 

necessary autoimmunitary movement to protect life and freedom simultaneously. 

However, in order to further conceptualize the negative, immunitary character of the 
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subject’s liberty in Doll’s thought, it is useful to consider Esposito’s reflections on 

liberty, as they provide a relevant counterpoint 

 For the present, I will only address Esposito conception of liberty, one of the 

four “historical conceptual categories” including, “sovereignty, property, liberty, [and] 

power” (Bíos 56). For Esposito, “The third immunitary wrapping of modernity is 

constituted by the category of liberty [libertà]” (69, brackets and emphasis in original). 

However, when tracing the development of the notion of liberty in the Western 

philosophical tradition, Esposito is forced to differentiate the ancient and modern 

conceptions of liberty:    

Unlike the ancient libertates, conferred at the discretion of a series of 
particular entities—classes, cities, bodies, convents—modern liberty 
consists essentially in the right of every single subject to be defended from 
the arbiters that undermine autonomy and, even before that, life itself. In 
the most general terms, modern liberty is that which insures the individual 
against the interference of others through the voluntary subordination to a 
more powerful order that guarantees it. (72, original emphasis)  

In view of Esposito’s discussion of munus, the character of modern liberty would also 

prevent individuals—understood as autonomous and free from the intervention of 

others—from feeling a sense of communal obligation and duty. Indeed, Esposito makes 

the following observations: “Qualifying liberty—understood as the mastery of the 

individual subject over himself—is his not being disposed to, or his not being at the 

disposition of others” (71).60 Esposito’s discussion of the immunitary character of liberty 

will allow us to further analyze the problematic presented in Doll’s essay.     

 
60 Esposito demarcates an immunitary relationship in relating liberty to sovereignty: “On 

the one hand, only free subjects can be made equal by a sovereign who legitimately represents 
them. On the other hand, such subjects are themselves conceived as equally sovereign within their 
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 If Doll is concerned with the freedom of human subjects and of economic 

relations, freedom seems constrained and subjected to different limitations, such as 

atomization and an absence of a sense of community, understood as entailing mutual 

social obligation. For Doll, the freedom sought after and defended—either for the human 

subject or for economic relations—seems to be almost originarily inflected negatively by 

the possibility of totalization and of control. In his depiction of a liberal framework, the 

concomitant individual subject is free from and protected from undue intervention from 

others and from the state. Indeed, only the “minimum” of the subject’s “autonomy” is 

required, so that s/he may remain proprietor of this autonomy that guarantees her/his 

“integridad.” I would also note the various figures which refer to limitation and 

calculation in this key moment in Doll’s thought: besides the reference to limitation 

relating to questions of subjective autonomy, there is a lack of desire to encompass and 

represent the entirety of the history of the nation.    

 While the liberal state in this depiction can be characterized by a kind of 

immunitary limitation, the fascist state which Doll subsequently discusses will seek 

totalization (85). Doll proposes the following: “Otra cosa ocurre en el Estado fascista; 

éste sí tiene un sentido de totalidad, como que empieza por afirmar, sin admitir siquiera 

debate en contra, que él es toda la Nación y toda la Historia” (85, bold in original). If the 

liberal state for Doll would permit the possibility of being heard (“hacerse oír”), the 

 
own individuality—obliged to obey the sovereign because they are free to command themselves 
and vice versa” (Bíos 72). 
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fascist state would not allow for “debate against” (“debate en contra”) its pretensions to 

assert that it is both the totality of the nation and its history.61  

 Additionally, Doll understands the liberal state as having features of liberal 

democracy, in the autoimmunitary sense of allowing both majorities and minorities to 

have a voice and even rule, in turns. In this way, it is noteworthy that Doll’s depiction of 

liberal democracy seems to share elements with Derrida’s conception of the democratic, 

which would entail “free discussion or indefinite deliberation” (Rogues 9-10).62 Doll 

makes these remarks about his position on the nature of the ideal state: “agregaremos que 

el Estado no es, no debe ser totalista; tiene funciones propias, jurídicas y políticas; no 

puede abarcar una realidad abigarrada, heterogénea, como es la vida nacional. Los males 

que encierra la atomización y debilidad del Estado liberal, son preferibles a los de esa 

idea absorbente, excluyente del Estado” (Liberalismo 86, bold in original). For Doll, the 

 
61 Unlike Zambrano’s philosophical discourse, historiography becomes a crucial 

grounding for the arguments in the essays of Edwards and Doll. In the following passage, Doll 
describes the significance of historiography and its manipulation by the oligarchy: “Las 
oligarquías argentinas que gobernaron hasta 1916, dotadas de un mayor sentido político que los 
dirigentes de los partidos populares que accedieron al gobierno después de esa fecha, cuidaron 
escrupulosamente la historia que les convenía. Cuidaron que los suyos fueron siempre los 
liberales, los civilizadores y los otros, los retrógrados; cuidaron la iconografía, Rivadavia tiene 
ojos de soñador, pero a Quiroga le colocan un par de ojos de asesino” (15, bold in original). He 
then goes on to discuss how Argentine Radicalism (el radicalismo) would fail in part because it 
did not identify sufficiently its own historical lineage after having received a “mandate” to govern 
from “el pueblo” to put an end to the domination of the oligarchy: “Acaso el no haber esclarecido 
convenientemente en qué corriente histórica empalma el radicalismo, sea una de las causas de su 
fracaso, y la razón por la cual, cuando llegó al gobierno, no supo que su mandato, el mandato que 
le había dado el pueblo, no era balbucear una literatura incoherente, sino quebrar para siempre la 
casta oligárquica que dispone de la historia argentina como de una empresa de publicidad más” 
(15-16).  

62 Derrida indicates the following: “For it is said that the essence of such a politics, in its 
liberal form, is to authorize or call for free discussion or indefinite deliberation, in accordance, at 
least, with the circular figure of the Athenian assembly in the agora or the semicircular figure of 
the assemblies of modern parliamentary democracy” (Rogues 9-10).   
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problems produced by the liberal state—referring in this case to “atomization” and a 

“weakness” of the state itself—end up being “preferable” to a monolithic formulation of 

rule which would absorb and exclude. Doll’s discourse on the state and on economics can 

be conceived in terms of the structural opposition of two semantic fields: of freedom and 

limitation, and of subjugation and totalization. Totalization would thus include terms 

related to domination and control, concerning not only the status of human subjects in 

different state forms, but also with regard to economic production.   

 Having considered how Doll views the state in relation to the human subject and 

economics, I must now address another component of Doll’s discussion of the 

contemporary world crisis: finance capital, which is also implicated in the semantic fields 

of freedom/limitation and subjugation/totalization that organize this essay. Doll 

highlights the dominating essence of finance capital: “El capital financiero controla. [sic] 

es decir, no trabaja, no se mueve, no crea, no sufre esperando el resultado de la cosecha, 

no se tortura logrando una expresión artística, obteniendo una formula científica, ni 

siquiera dirigiendo un taller de operarios” (119 , bold in original).63 According to Doll, 

finance capital (“ese poderoso gigante financiero”) cares not whether a “dictatorship” (“la 

dictadura”) should be imposed by those of the far right or left, by traditional or radical 

segments of society, for it is the very notion of democracy which “must die” (“debe 

 
63 Doll characterizes finance capital in such a way that it is structurally related to the 

semantic field of domination and control in the essay. He states that “El capital financiero domina 
la economía porque controla el oro, es decir, algo que representa la producción, el ahorro, las 
ganancias y el trabajo de los demás” (156).  
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morir”), for its concomitant mode of government may offer some economic “protección” 

to the most vulnerable:  

Lo que debe morir es la idea democrática, es decir, aquella forma de Estado en la 
que aun encuentran cierta protección los grupos económicos más débiles o más 
dispersos que el pulpo financiero no ha conseguido atrapar en sus tentáculos, 
como el pequeño comercio, la pequeñañ [sic] industria, y la masa misma de la 
población, en tanto masa consumidora, que en el Estado democrático todavía se 
sustrae en parte a los grandes monopolios. (161)  

It should be stressed that, in this case, Doll is not referring only to the Argentine 

economic environment, as, in his view, the problem has international consequences: “El 

mundo está trabajado por un poderoso gulf-stream plutocrático que exige la desaparición 

del Estado liberal y democrático y su entrega a un poder dictatorial, que le ponga a sus 

órdenes la producción y el consumo, atadas de pies y manos” (161, bold in original). I 

would draw attention to the imagery depicting economic “production and consumption” 

as subjugated with its “feet and hands bound.” Also relevant is this notion of handing 

over the governance of the state to “a dictatorial power,” whether that of a state 

dictatorship, or of a metaphorical dictatorship of finance capital, as both seek domination 

and totalization. Doll refers to how books discussing the crisis fail to blame finance 

capital for the problems resultant from “super-industrialismo:” 64 

El [sic] y sólo él, tiene la culpa de haber acelerado la producción, 
estimulando el caos y el desorden en una loca vorágine de competencias; 
sólo el capital financiero de lance y especulación ha podido ser el culpable 

 
64 In this instance, Doll references various books discussing the contemporary crisis 

(121), with a rhetorical gesture he repeats on other occasions: by providing a commonplace 
situation with which the reader could identify, he puts forth his arguments. For instance, “Lee uno 
todos los libros sobre la crisis y no hay un capítulo que no atribuya al capital financiero, los males 
del super-industrialismo [sic]” (121). An analogous strategy can be observed in the section in 
which Doll discusses how an observer could witness how fascists and communists march against 
the parliament in La Plaza de la Concordia (155). I will discuss this rhetorical device below.  
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de esta producción en gran escala, atenta a la cantidad y no a la calidad, 
esta producción industrializada, que de golpe, ha descendido 
verticalmente en una crisis del consumo. Sobran artículos, faltan 
compradores. (121, bold in original)    

Significantly in Doll’s depiction, financial capital descends from above (“ha descendido 

verticalmente”), from the place of sovereignty as Derrida might remark. From this 

vertical position, finance capital produces this crisis of “production” and “consumption,” 

which is intimately related to the force of speculative activity in this phase of capitalism. 

Despite these conditions, Doll notes “cuando llegamos a la segunda parte de los libros 

[sobre la crisis], es decir, a los remedios, pensamos: ‘Aquí van a oír bancos, prestamistas, 

bolsistas, especuladores, la retahila [sic] que merecen…’” (121, ellipsis in original). 

However, rather than discussing means to combat this situation, it is “economic 

liberalism” which is considered responsible:  

Suponemos que, como el capital financiero tiene la culpa (ellos mismos lo 
han dicho) de la crisis, se pedirán medidas contra su influjo. De ningún 
modo; es al liberalismo y sólo al liberalismo económico al que se le 
endosa el niño y los mismos autores que en la primera parte del libro 
[sobre la crisis] aseguran que el capital financiero tiene controlada la 
mayor parte de la producción mundial, cargan a los principios nefastos de 
la libertad de producir y comerciar, toda la culpa de la actual anarquía 
económica que nos ha conducido a la superproducción [sic]. (121)    

Rather than finance capital being viewed as the catalyst of the current exigencies, Doll 

notes how “liberalismo económico” and “la libertad de producir y comerciar” are targeted 

as the source of the economic chaos that has caused “la superproducción.” As such, 

Doll’s view of liberalism, especially in economic terms, in some ways contains this value 

of “la libertad de producir y comerciar,” an expression he employs earlier in his 
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discussion of the nature of liberalism socially and economically (115). Doll clarifies his 

position on liberal ideas in relation to the contemporary crisis and to finance capital:  

Porque aceptando –y lo aceptamos– que los principios llevados a sus últimas 
consecuencias, provocan dentro del sistema conflictos que lo trastornan, ¿no se 
dice en cambio que la producción vive sometida al despotismo de una voluntad 
homogénea y uniforme, vale decir, el capital financiero? (122)   

If Doll recognizes what I have qualified as an autoimmunity nature of liberalism, he also 

characterizes finance capital as a kind of “despotism,” to such a degree that authoritarian 

states and finance capital both become associated with the semantic field of control and 

totalization in this essay. As I mentioned earlier, Doll refers to the control and 

subjugation of “almas” in relation to authoritarian politics (“uniformar y sojuzgar las 

almas” [78]); here, he makes an analogous association about finance capital: “Desde las 

bolsas de Londres o Nueva York, el banquero no sólo manejará los bienes, sino las almas, 

porque el Estado totalista que él apoya, no sólo se limita a despojarme, sino que me 

impone una moral, una religión, una filosofía. (Hitler, Stalin). Habrá orden, sin duda. 

Pero ¡a qué precio!” (133). Consequently, we should take into consideration the agency 

Doll attributes to finance capital in attempting to consolidate its power. As I have 

indicated above, Doll states that these books on the crisis, “aseguran que el capital 

financiero tiene controlada la mayor parte de la producción;” as such, finance capital 

aims to increase its dominion over production. The economic liberalism which Doll 

valorizes positively—as fundamentally entailing “la libertad de producir y comerciar”— 

is contested by structures which would impose more controls upon it. This is significant 

as this economic liberalism is formally analogous to the portrayal of the human subject as 

being overwhelmed and subjugated by authoritarian states and politics. Given this 
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structural analogy between “economic” liberalism and “philosophical” liberalism, I might 

suggest that these are not two separate and autonomous spheres, but rather constitutive 

aspects of the same liberalism.  

 In order to continue my analysis of Doll’s thought, it is necessary to return to the 

autoimmunity of liberal democracy vis-à-vis movements of the extreme right and left. 

This will allow us to understand further how he views different state forms’ relationships 

to finance capital and to the governance of its subjects. Employing the rhetorical gesture 

of presenting a commonplace situation, Doll depicts a scene in which someone witnesses 

“monarchist-fascists” and “communists” in La Plaza de la Concordia who are positioned 

against a parliamentary institution: “Un hombre que hubiera presenciado en estos días los 

sucesos de la Plaza de la Concordia y hubiera visto por igual, avanzar contra el 

Parlamento, a los monárquicos-fascistas y a los comunistas” (155). He notes that such an 

observer would be familiar with fascist texts denouncing parliamentary and liberal forms, 

as well as communist texts “contra esos mismos sistemas” (155), while indicating that 

this situation should not make this observer conclude that fascism—which he here 

explains as a term used to encompass “las extremas derechas”—and communism are 

“aliados,” nor that they “seek the same ends” (“persiguen los mismo fines”) (155). 

Nonetheless, Doll proposes that democracy allows for communism and fascism to exist 

and grow, while these two systems would themselves seek to foster conditions which 

would put an end to democracy:  

Pero si [ese observador] compara los tres sistemas en juego y anota: que la 
democracia es un sistema pacífico que deja vivir y desarrollarse a los otros 
dos; que, en cambio, si triunfa uno de los otros dos y destruye 
inmediatamente a los vencidos, tiene que preguntarse asombrado cómo, 
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por qué lógica suicida el comunista, por ejemplo, no hace alianza con la 
democracia para combatir al fascismo, desde que, por lo menos, aquélla no 
implica su exterminio. Y viceversa, con respecto al fascismo. (155-56)  

Again, Doll makes reference to what I have designated as democratic autoimmunitary 

following Derrida, for democracy permits the existence of movements and ideas which 

could potentially terminate this system of rule. Doll then suggests that amidst the current 

“estado de demencia,” one would need to conclude that extremist parties are being 

organized foolishly (which Doll rejects outright), or that these two extremist parties are 

being controlled—either knowingly or unknowingly—by another grouping which cares 

not whether communism or fascism should prevail, but that, does have “especial interés 

[…] en que caiga la democracia” (156). Doll then asks “¿quién puede ser un personaje 

ubicuo y proteiforme, colocado por encima de las naciones y al que no le interese el 

triunfo de los que tienen sobre los que no tienen o viceversa?” (156, bold in original). He 

answers his question: it is finance capital: “Es el que no tiene nada y sin embargo 

domina a los que tienen. Es el capital financiero, que no significa dinero ni oro, sino 

control, ocupación de los puntos estratégicos a donde afluye y de donde refluye el oro” 

(156, bold in original). Finance capital again is placed on high, at the place of sovereignty 

(“colocado por encima de las naciones”), as that which aims for absolute  “control.”    

 Doll suggests that the success of either fascism or communism, respectively, 

would put an end finance capital; nonetheless, until that hypothetical final success of 

either system, finance capital would persist (157).65 That is to say, until reaching the telos 

 
65 Doll further explains how “comunismo integral” and fascism would supposedly share 

the goal of becoming totalitarian structures which would forbid contrary political and economic 
ideas: “Cierto es que si el comunismo integral triunfara en el mundo entero, el capital financiero 
pasaría a mejor vida; y también es cierto que si el fascismo, cuya esencia es el gobierno 
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organizing either political program, finance capital would continue to remain as a 

structuring principle: “mientras tanto, el camino del comunismo no es más que un simple 

capitalismo de Esta.o [sic, Estado], y el del fascismo una subordinación despótica del 

gremio respecto a un fascio político, lo que durará según puede observarse en Rusia y en 

Italia, mucho tiempo” (157, bold in original). Doll states that both fascist and communist 

“regímenes” control the forces of production only to give the results over to finance 

capital:  

En ambos regímenes, el Estado ata la producción de pies y manos (en uno 
se considera que la producción es patronal y obrera, en otro que sólo  el 
obrero produce, pero en ambos las personas son distintas, la chose es la 
misma), y se la entrega al capital financiero; esto es, provisorio dicen los 
dos, pero en el orden de la justicia, lo injusto no es nunca medio 
provisorio de lo justo. (157, bold in original) 

Doll emphasizes the “provisional” nature of the relationship between fascist and 

communist states and finance capital; however, he is wary of how, in his assessment, 

both would employ similar means. There is here a significant rejection of the possibility 

that unjust means—even temporarily or provisionally—could ever form part of a path of 

justice or democracy. In fact, he contrasts this situation with his description of the liberal 

democratic state: “En el régimen liberal y democrático las cosas no es que pasen muy 

tétricamente para el capital financiero; pero su dominio no es tan pleno. El Estado no le 

entrega uniformada y sojuzgada la producción, como en el fascio o en el soviet” (157, 

bold in original). In liberal democratic states, Doll acknowledges that finance capital still 

 
corporativo, es decir, el gobierno de la producción, llegara a un mundial perfeccionamiento, 
igualmente cesaría el predominio del capital financiero” (157, bold in original). It should be 
stressed again that Doll rhetorically equates fascism and communism throughout his essay.  
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has great power, but its “dominio” is not complete. If earlier the threat of authoritarianism 

would involve utterly dominating the human subject, here the term “sojuzgada” is used in 

describing what could happen to the forces of production under either fascist or 

communist states (157).    

 Doll sees that the potential of dictatorship—whatever its political orientation—

would unavoidably necessitate the domination of both economic and socials spheres, 

while stating that dictatorships all share the following: “Afirmar que gobiernan [las 

dictaduras] en nombre del productor, por el productor y para el productor” (125, 

bold in original). 66 Doll then notes that, despite differences regarding dictatorial political 

tendencies, they “coinciden uniformemente, universalmente en que es el carácter de 

productor el que debe prevalecer en la constitución del Estado” (125, bold in original). 

This idea of who should “prevail” (“prevalecer”) in the state is key to understanding 

Doll’s formulation of the human subject, which he will divide ontologically (125-26). In 

this regard, he defines “the producer and the consumer” (“el productor y el consumidor”) 

as “dos calidades del súbdito” (128). This conceptual move is crucial in analyzing how 

Doll conceives the subject in authoritarian and liberal states, respectively. In addition to 

allowing the producer “to prevail,” dictatorships, according to Doll, all condemn 

 
66 Doll posits a relationship between dictatorial states and the totalization of economic 

and spiritual realms: “después de Rosas el país se ha ido enajenando y hoy está semi-enajenado al 
extranjero. Si quieren enajenarlo del todo instauren una dictadura blanca o roja o amarilla, en 
nombre de la independencia económica nacionalista o de la independencia del proletariado. En lo 
sucesivo no sólo dependerá del capital extranjero nuestras finanzas, nuestra gran industria, alta 
banca, etc., sino que la totalidad de la vida económica y además gran parte de la vida espiritual 
será gobernada desde el extranjero por medio de cualquier tiranuelo, que antes que a todos los 
liberales, demócratas y socialistas, habrá desterrado a los nacionalistas sinceros” (147, emphasis 
added).  
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liberalism, radicalism (“radicalismo”), and forms of socialism that would allow for “el 

sufragio universal” and which would support a democratically-constituted state:   

Y todos coinciden uniformemente en atacar con furia uniformemente 
sospechosa al liberalismo, al radicalismo, al radical-socialismo y al 
socialismo que acepta el sufragio universal, porque todos estos sistemas y 
corrientes políticas apoyan el Estado democrático, es decir, el Estado en 
que la calidad del hombre que prevalece en su constitución, es la de 
consumidor. (125, bold in original)   

According to Doll’s description, in the “Estado democrático,” the “consumer” 

(“consumidor”) is the human subject who prevails over the “producer” (“productor”). 

Doll later elaborates on this definition of democracy:  

la democracia es un sistema que cree que lo más sensato y lo más justo, 
mientras no llegue el día en que efectivamente el Estado sea un aparato 
técnico perfecto, lo más sensato y justo –repito– es que ese poder político 
(que fatalmente deberá delegar la producción) lo ejerza el ciudadano en su 
carácter de consumidor y contribuyente. Eso es, precisamente, lo que no le 
conviene al capital financiero, porque se encuentra con un poder                                
–atomizado, desvahido [sic], dícese en el vocabulario fascista […]– que se 
le escurre de entre las manos. (131)    

If Doll has posited the telos structuring communist and fascist programs, he postulates in 

this passage the liberal democratic state’s telos: the construction of the state as “un 

aparato técnico perfecto.” However, until the arrival of this hypothetical, ultimate 

moment, what is most “sensible and just” (“lo más sensato y justo”) would be allowing 

for the subject, understood as “consumer and contributor,” to have “political power.” 

Additionally, Doll in part explains his valorization of limitation vis-à-vis totalization in 

the semantic fields operating in his essay: he seems to imply that the atomization of the 
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liberal state’s subject—the consumer—could be that which escapes the modalities of 

totalization realized by both finance capital and authoritarian states.67 

 As a solution to the problems relating to the state forms he has described in his 

essay, and to the urgent problems spurring on his writing, Doll proposes the development 

of “socialismo reformista” (162). He views reformist socialism as protecting the human 

subject’s property, as well as opposing coups from the left (“golpe de mano estatal 

comunista”), and the continued ravages of finance capital from the right (166). Given his 

statements throughout the essay, his reproaches of communism in this section are not 

surprising.68 Therefore, Doll postulates his vision of a reformist socialism which could 

put an end to monopolies, and which would not carry out “un despojo brutal” (166).69   

 While Doll’s essay provokes many questions, the lack of a vision of a society 

structured around mutual obligation remains a pressing concern. If in Horizonte del 

liberalismo, Zambrano’s ontology of the individual could be seen as forestalling 

communitarian and democratic potentials, her ethics and historical conception could offer 

a possible exit from some of the more problematic features of liberal frameworks. In 

Doll’s essay, it is unclear as to how one would establish relationships among the different 

 
67 Doll again shows himself aware of the problems of the democratic state: “En el Estado 

democrático, todo lo imperfectamente que se quiera –y acepto aquí todo lo que se pueda decir 
sobre el electoralismo y el profesionalismo político,– lo cierto es que el consumidor, en tanto 
consumidor, accede más o menos al gobierno […]” (125).  

68 Doll states that “En el régimen comunista, también el que trabaja, produce y tiene es 
despojado por otra organización de gerentes rojos” (166).  

69 Doll emphasizes what he views as the most positive aspects of socialism: “Entre esos 
dos sistemas [la economía liberal y el régimen comunista], el socialismo en cuyos principios cabe 
la abolición de los monopolios por un lado; y niega, por otro, la necesidad de un despojo brutal, 
es el único sistema que sustrae los bienes y las riquezas a la influencia de esa casta de hombres 
que han nacido para dominar y vivir del trabajo ajeno. Nada de gerentes ni capitalistas, ni 
comunistas” (166). 
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conceptualizations of the subject (producer/consumer), and how one would address this 

ontological division in the first place. If Doll would advocate a modified version of the 

liberal democratic state following principles of reformist socialism, the question remains 

whether Doll’s ontology—which is not described explicitly in the same way that 

Zambrano develops her ontology—would be able to protect the freedoms of each 

individual subject, while also fostering conditions in which those subjects could 

understand themselves to be ethically bound to one another in a community.  
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IV.  Fending off the Specter of Anarchy: Displacing Aristocracies and Substituting 

Representations of Authority in La fronda aristocrática en Chile (1928) by Alberto 

Edwards Vives  

 In this section on La fronda aristocrática en Chile (1928), I address Alberto 

Edwards Vives’ transhistorical notion of an authority capable of being observed and 

producing submission of the populace, with the goal of preventing anarchy. This position 

entails Edwards’s support of the authoritarian government of Carlos Ibáñez del Campo 

(1927-1931). The semantic fields organizing many of Edwards’s arguments revolve 

around the opposition between authority and anarchy. His emphasis on a representation 

of authority that can achieve such effects determines Edwards’s conservative thought. I 

consider how Edwards deploys this concept of authority as a kind of political theology in 

his historiographical interpretation of Chile by considering various figures of authority, as 

well as the protagonism attributed to Diego Portales (1793-1837) and Carlos Ibáñez del 

Campo (1877-1960) in his essay. I analyze the historical significance of what Edwards 

describes as Chile’s “fronda aristocrática,” a paradoxical social grouping consisting of 

both feudal and bourgeois elements, that, in his view, differentiates his country from 

other Latin American nations. This allows for an evaluation of the reactionary 

antidemocratic and antibourgeois tendencies in his essay. I then move to address why 

Ibáñez’s factic assertion of authority is considered by Edwards to be the only means to 

resolve the contemporary Chilean crisis. In the context of this discussion, I address 

Derrida’s reflections on the positing of law, the possibility of justice, and the “mystical” 

nature of authority. I also examine how Edwards’s argumentation rhetorically negates 
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itself by affirming the “permanence” of a specific representation of authority, namely 

Ibáñez’s regime. This claim cannot be sustained given the historical displacements of 

forms of authority that Edwards describes throughout the essay.  

Key to interpreting Edwards’s conservative position is the phrase appearing in the 

title of his essay: “la fronda aristocrática.” Both preceding and following the “miracle” 

that would “immortalize” Portales, the history of Chile as an independent state would be 

oriented by the “fronda aristocrática” (7-8). Edwards defines this concept in the following 

way:  

Antes y después de ese milagro, la histórica política de Chile 
independiente, es la de una fronda aristocrática casi siempre hostil a la 
autoridad de los Gobiernos y a veces en abierta rebelión contra ellos. Esa 
fronda derribó la monarquía en 1810, a O’Higgins en 1823, puso años más 
tarde al decenio de Montt al borde de su ruina, y desde entonces, hasta 
1891, en los tiempos de paz como en los de borrasca, fué [sic] poco a poco 
demoliendo lo que había sobrevivido de la obra organizadora de 1833. 
Entonces, dueña ya absoluta del campo, se transformó en oligarquía. (7-8) 

We might expect that this “fronda aristocrática” would constitute the subject of history in 

Edwards’s work. However, the concept of authority ends up governing the semantic 

fields that organize the essayist’s arguments, despite the significance of the fronda 

aristocrática in the development of Edwards’s conception of Chilean history.70 As we 

shall see, representations of authority need to be obeyed by not only the masa, but also by 

the fronda aristocrática. That the Chilean fronda aristocrática is not the subject of 

history for Edwards can be also illuminated by the paradoxical statement following the 

 
70 Due to its sustained stability, Edwards suggests that Chile is an anomaly within Latin 

America: “Las Repúblicas españolas de América han tenido muchas Constituciones; pero 
ninguna, salvo Chile, logró formar una tradición constitucional, un régimen permanente y 
ordenado sobre bases jurídicas, o morales, un ‘estado en forma’, según la feliz expresión de 
Spengler” (Fronda 36).  
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previously cited passage. Here, Edwards considers both “liberalism” and “clericalismo 

ultramontano” as being “the two great spiritual movements of our history” which are 

deeply related to the fronda for they would oppose “Poder” (Fronda 8).71 Historian 

Cristián Gazmuri contextualizes the use of the term “fronda” in the thought of both 

Spengler and Edwards: “Para Spengler, fronda es la lucha de las clases primordiales 

contra el poder del Estado. Para Edwards, la historia de Chile republicano sigue el ritmo 

de los afanes de nuestra ‘fronda aristocrática’ en su pugna contra el ‘estado en forma’” 

(88). 72 However, Gazmuri notes various contradictions in Edwards’s use of the word 

fronda. Besides highlighting problems relating to the historical specificity of the term,73 

 
71 Edwards postulates the following interdependence between contradictory concepts: “El 

liberalismo y el clericalismo ultramontano, esos dos grandes movimientos espirituales de nuestra 
historia, fueron, si bien se considera, manifestaciones casi paralelas y contemporáneas del mismo 
espíritu de fronda. Por eso, a pesar de su aparente antagonismo, estuvieron el uno y el otro del 
mismo lado en los momentos decisivos: en 1859 como en 1891. El común enemigo de ambos era 
el Poder” (Fronda 8). 

72 Gazmuri notes that both Spengler and Edwards conceive “la historia como un proceso 
fatal” (89). Edwards also criticizes aspects of conservatism, namely the failure to realize the 
seriousness of significant historical changes. Edwards attributes as one of the most significant 
“escollo” of “colectividades de espíritu conservador:” “Se continuó, pues, viviendo al día, en el 
juego de pequeñas intrigas, como si no hubiese peligro alguno que temer. Este es el gran escollo 
de las colectividades de espíritu conservador: se encierran dentro de sí mismas, sordas a los 
rumores del exterior, y las catástrofes las cogen casi siempre de sorpresa” (Fronda 219). If 
Edwards can be understood as a conservative thinker, this remark reveals a significant negative 
assessment of conservatism by the Chilean essayist. One can also observe in these remarks an 
immunitary tendency to protect against danger, and then an attempt to hermetically seal and 
protect the self from what is external; in this case in Edwards’s rhetoric, it is to seek protection 
from the masses, those individuals who would not form part of the aristocracy. Additionally, 
Edwards will move to criticize the superficiality of parliamentary squabbling and the 
parliamentary oligarchy itself for its failure to react to the gravity of the spiritual changes 
developing in the country: “La oligarquía parlamentaria estaba destinada a morir en la misma 
actitud hierática, indiferente, inmóvil en que había vivido por treinta años. Nada quiso olvidar ni 
aprender. Fuera de las escaramuzas diarias alrededor de los Ministerios y de las combinaciones 
electorales del momento, cualquiera novedad se le antojaba locura de mal tono” (220).  

73 Gazmuri indicates that “es un error muy grueso el atribuir características de ‘fronda’ a 
la actitud de la burguesía europea en el debilitamiento de sus monarquías después de l848. 
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Gazmuri rejects how Edwards makes equivalencies between European and Chilean 

events in such a way he forces his argument on reality (“esto lo hace forzando la 

realidad”) (88). Gazmuri also discusses semantic issues of Edwards’s usage of fronda: 

“Edwards usa la palabra ‘fronda’, pero al agregarle el término aristocrática, cae 

nuevamente en una tautología, pues toda fronda, por definición, es aristocrática. Es un 

galicismo no aceptado, en la acepción que nos interesa, por el Diccionario de la Lengua 

de la Real Academia Española” (88). The redundant nature of Edwards’s expression “la 

fronda aristocrática” is in itself crucial to understanding this essay. In emphasizing the 

analogies between the histories of Chile and European countries, Edwards discusses the 

Chilean “fronda aristocrática”—an “oligarchy” that paradoxically combines both “feudal 

and bourgeois” characteristics—, and its conflictual relationship with presidential 

authority (Fronda 296-97). He presents this account of sociopolitical relations in Chile as 

historically parallel to the transitions in Europe—particularly after 1848—of monarchies 

of divine right, towards “gobiernos parlamentarios, dominados por la plutocracia 

burguesa” (296-97).74  

Edwards’s position in his essay is antidemocratic and antibourgeois. However, he 

recognizes that the Chilean “fronda aristocrática” itself is ultimately both “feudal and 

bourgeois,” even though he will lament the end of feudal military aristocracies, and their 

 
Fronda, en Europa fue la lucha de la nobleza, sacerdocio (y temprana burguesía) contra las 
monarquías absolutas (en particular en Francia) en el siglo XVII” (88). 

74 Edwards reveals the following about the term that serves as the title of his essay: “Lo 
que he llamado la Fronda Aristocrática, es decir, la lucha, casi constantemente pacífica de nuestra 
oligarquía burguesa y feudal contra el poder absoluto de los Presidentes, lucha que se inició en 
1849 y tuvo su definitivo desenlace en 1891, es un fenómeno idéntico al que, en Europa, 
transformó, sobre todo a partir de 1848, las antiguas monarquías de derecho divino, en gobiernos 
parlamentarios, dominados por la plutocracia burguesa” (Fronda 296-97).  
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displacement by a capitalist aristocracy. Edwards challenges the notion that the 

nineteenth century revolutions were democratic in character: namely, he asserts that the 

“origen,” “tendencias,” and the sociopolitical forms deriving from these revolutions 

should not be considered democratic (297). Socioeconomic developments characteristic 

of nineteenth-century capitalism result in the ascendancy of a new urban aristocracy—

which Edwards defines as “las clases capitalistas e inteligentes de las ciudades”—, 

thereby overpowering the previous rural aristocracy, both socially, politically, and 

spiritually, as this new aristocracy’s values will permeate all facets of the period:  

El desarrollo de la industria, del comercio de la economía monetaria, y los 
progresos de la intelectualidad “urbana”, fueron poco a poco fortaleciendo 
el influjo, económico y social primero, y político más tarde, de las clases 
capitalistas e inteligentes de las ciudades. Esta nueva aristocracia, acabó 
por ser más poderosa que las antiguas, cuyos retoños se habían 
“emburguesado” también, y entonces impuso a los países civilizados, su 
espíritu y las instituciones que mejor lo reflejaban. (297, bold in original)  

Edwards then states that the “origen” of these historical developments could be located in 

absolute monarchies, such as Spain, Prussia, Austria, and some Italian states (297). He 

suggests that the fact that governments in France were not capable of recognizing “el 

sentido del movimiento del mundo” could be conceived as one source of the French 

Revolution, described by Edwards as the “estallido trágico de 1789” (297). He then 

suggests that “el pueblo” was either “indiferente” or “hostil” to this development of 

events (“evolución”); even if members of “la plebe ciudadana” would participate, he 

deridingly notes that they did so “sin título de comparsas y sin comprenderlos [los 

acontecimientos]” (297-98). As a kind of buttress to his antidemocratic and antibourgeois 

thought, Edwards states that in most of Europe, including Spain and Italy, “la plebe de las 
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ciudades y los campesinos constituían, aún más que la nobleza, el principal apoyo del 

absolutismo teocrático y monárquico” (298). Turning to the independence movements of 

Hispanic America, Edwards writes “la revolución de la Independencia, y las demás 

frondas que la han seguido, fueron intelectuales y burguesas: el pueblo sólo les sirvió de 

carne de cañón, como ocurría antes con los movimientos aristocráticos o dinásticos” 

(298). Edwards then advances that the socioeconomic ideas which produced the 

nineteenth-century’s “pseudo-democracias” should be understood as “burguesas y no 

populares” (298). He indicates the following regarding “modern equality” and “the rights 

of man:” “La igualdad moderna condena todos los privilegios ‘que no tienen por origen 

la posesión del dinero’; en cambio, la propiedad, aun hereditaria, es uno de los 

derechos del hombre” (298, bold in original). Despite his vehement reproaches of the 

bourgeoisie in his essay, Edwards curiously affirms that property is a fundamental human 

right, and he emphasizes a historical shift—corresponding to the displacement of 

aristocracies—with respect to conceptions of inheritance and descendance. With a bitter 

irony, Edwards writes the following:  

Nos escandalizamos, en nombre de los principios de justicia inmanente, de 
que el hombre ennoblecido, aún en virtud de una acción heroica, pueda 
transmitir a sus descendientes el lustre de su título; pero nos parece natural 
que el hijo del más vil y sórdido usurero, sea millonario, sólo porque su 
padre lo fué [sic]. Ello depende de que la actual aristocracia se funda en el 
dinero, y la antigua en el honor militar. Pero nuestros privilegios no son 
más democráticos que los antiguos. (298-99, bold in original) 

Edwards criticizes that the contemporary world would be suspicious of the hereditary 

transmission of a title of nobility from an ancestor, but would find appropriate the 

inheritance of money or property. While discussing the origin of bourgeois revolutions 
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and this stage of capitalism, he problematically valorizes the previous feudal military 

aristocracy—with its foundation in “honor militar”—over the current capitalist 

aristocracy and its emphasis on money, rhetorically equalizing the “privileges” of both 

“aristocracies” (299). Edwards additionally sees the nation as a kind of economic 

organization, and nationalism as forming a bourgeois corollary of faithfulness to the 

nation that has replaced submission to the crown (299).75 Edwards’s criticisms of the 

bourgeoise could be understood in a Marxist theoretical framework as the ways in which 

bourgeois ideology has (re)produced a series of socioeconomic, political, and institutional 

structures in its own image, such as the “modern state,” as a kind of reflection of “el 

mecanismo directivo de las sociedades anónimas” (299).76 Albeit from a conservative 

alignment, Edwards describes the historical development of capitalism, although without 

referencing imperialism as part of capitalist expansion. He nonetheless notices a change 

of aristocracies, particularly concerning how the new “capitalist and industrial” 

 
75 According to Edwards, a series of displacements can be localized in the passing from 

feudalism to capitalism, such as the transition from dynastic to commercial conflicts, and from 
devotion to the monarchy to loyalty to the nation: “La fraternidad burguesa detesta las guerras 
dinásticas, pero no las comerciales: el nacionalismo (que es el sentimiento de la patria 
considerada ante todo bajo su aspecto de unidad económica), es la forma burguesa de la antigua 
idea más espiritual de fidelidad monárquica” (299, bold in original). The question of political 
association grounded by a notion of fraternity—often related to the nation—will be a central 
problematic that I address in the following chapters, especially in the context of my reading of 
Norah Lange’s novel 45 días y 30 marineros.  

76 Edwards writes the following: “Los cambios sufridos por las grandes instituciones 
sociales en los últimos siglos, denuncian el espíritu pecuniario y contractual de los burgueses. Así 
ha sucedido con el matrimonio, la familia, la herencia, la propiedad, etc., etc. Aun la forma 
técnica del estado moderno recuerda el mecanismo directivo de las sociedades anónimas” (299)  
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aristocracy has governed the world politically and economically, thereby displacing the 

previous aristocracy (299-300).77    

This displacement of aristocracies is fundamental to Edwards’s assessment of 

both national and global sociopolitical crises. Nevertheless, for the essayist, the critical 

situation of the parliamentary system in Chile is not a unique case, but is rather an 

experience shared by various other “países civilizados” as a result of “las mismas causas” 

(300). He explains the transition from feudal to bourgeois political forms, the specter of 

dissolution, and the arrival of a grounding of authority based on “el hecho” (“fact” or 

“deed”):  

Los regímenes políticos “en forma” reposan sobre fuerzas espirituales. La 
burguesía heredó esas fuerzas de la antigua cultura y ellas le permitieron 
dominar por algunas generaciones. La disciplina religiosa, el hábito 
tradicional de la obediencia, el sometimiento espontáneo a las jerarquías, 
son fenómenos pre-burgueses y existen con mayor o menor fuerza, en 
todas las civilizaciones y en todos los tiempos. Su decadencia y muerte, 
han señalado siempre la hora de la disolución final, o el advenimiento de 
las monarquías absolutas sin forma, fundadas sólo en el hecho. Porque la 
sociedad, para subsistir, necesita de cadenas, espirituales o materiales. La 
libertad y lo orgánico, son términos incompatibles. (300-01)  

Edwards intends to explain the ascendancy of the new capitalist aristocracy, which was 

able to both inherit certain “pre-bourgeois” feudal values (which are related to 

manifestations of authority), as well as to utilize this authority to establish a new 

hegemony. However, the semantic field relating to anarchy and dissolution asserts itself 

 
77 Edward offers the following analysis of this displacement of aristocracies and the 

substitution of one aristocracy by another: “Una aristocracia nueva, capitalista, industrial, 
intelectual, inteligente, colocada como las antiguas en la cúspide de la sociedad, rica y poderosa, 
también como ellas, ha dirigido económica y políticamente el mundo. La revolución de los 
tiempos modernos trajo consigo un cambio de aristocracias, no el dominio del número, en el 
gobierno de los pueblos civilizados” (299-300).  
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in this passage, for the spiritual forces in the period of the capitalist aristocracy are 

approaching a final decay. In order to counter the possibility of anarchy and its lethal 

effects, Edwards desperately underscores the need for whatever or whoever could impose 

order (“chains, spiritual or material”). Accordingly, in the moment of Edwards’s writing, 

political regimes can be grounded by nothing other than “el hecho.” Edwards privileges 

the figure of “el hecho” as essential in the context of the historical transition of 

aristocracies; this conceptual move can help to explain why he considers Ibáñez to be 

necessary for the reconstitution of a form authority in the present epoch. We should also 

note that Edwards categorically negates freedom (“la libertad”) as political value. He 

asserts that “freedom” on its own cannot be a source of societal structure, and that “the 

chains” which subject a nation are not necessarily those related to “terror” or “force,” but 

“without chains, there is no society” (Fronda 236).78  

Edwards’s pessimism regarding the current state of affairs in Chile influences 

both his interpretation of the sociopolitical situation which is profoundly related to the 

historiographical appraisals in his essay. Edwards puts forward the following diagnostic 

of the country: “La vieja organización de Chile está en ruinas, no sólo en las formas 

jurídicas, que esas importan poco, sino en las almas. Sólo veo una sociedad 

espiritualmente desquiciada, un caos de pasiones y ninguna fuerza salvo la del sable, que 

pueda dirigirlas o contenerlas” (Fronda 292, emphasis added).79 For Edwards, the crisis 

 
78 Regarding freedom and the arrangement of society, Edwards indicates the following: 

“La libertad, por sí misma, es incapaz de organizar nada, es lo contrario de la organización. Las 
cadenas que sujetan a los pueblos en sociedad no son siempre las del terror o la fuerza; pero sin 
cadenas no hay sociedad” (Fronda 236).  

79 Edwards’s use of the term “sable” appears to resonate with the phrase “ruido de sables” 
associated with the Military Movement of 1924 in Chile: “El coronel Carlos Ibáñez entró en la 
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of the country is not only related to juridical forms, but more gravely, to a Spenglerian-

inflected problematic related to the spiritual status of the country, of “las almas.”80 

Edwards does not place his faith in constitutional order and legal institutions to resolve 

this crisis, a view which can be contrasted with Doll’s complicated adherence to 

constitutionalism. In this historical moment, Edwards asserts that the only “fuerza” able 

to direct or contain the “pasiones” is that of the “sable.” Edwards similarly does not 

believe that “the electorate” can resolve the crisis: “No son las envidias y pasiones que 

bullen en el electorado las que han de salvarnos” (Fronda 292). Regarding the future of 

the country, Edwards prefers “a dictator of the sword” to the “Phrygian cap” (Fronda 

292).81 If Edwards advocates a military dictatorship as a response to the crisis in his 

current historical horizon, this position should be placed within his radical conservative 

framework which privileges above all else the establishment of an observed 

representation of authority.    

In order to stave off anarchy, Edwards’s position consists of a defense of any 

representation of authority that is recognized and obeyed by both the masa and the fronda 

aristocrática. Edwards’s argumentation is organized around a semantic field relating to 

authority and its imposition (“autoridad,” “obedecer,” “someter,” “respetar”), in 

 
escena política nacional el año 1924 liderando a un grupo de oficiales que, desde las galerías del 
Senado, expresaron su molestia contra el Parlamento. Este movimiento se denominó ‘ruido de 
sables’ debido al estruendo que produjeron los oficiales con sus armas” (Memoria Chilena, “Del 
ruido”).   

80 See Gazmuri’s article for an analysis of Spengler’s influence on Edwards’s 
historiographical approach and the essayist’s use of Spenglerian concepts. 

81 Addressing matters relating to the power of the one and the rule of many, Edwards  
refers to the Greek hat that symbolizes popular power: “Si lo que acaba de ocurrir no es un nuevo 
Lircay, y mucho me temo que no lo sea, antes de un año tendremos en Chile un dictador de 
espada o de gorro frigio: ¡Ojalá que sea lo primero!” (Fronda 292). 
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opposition to a semantic field relating to anarchy and its consequences (“anarquía”, 

“disolución,” “muerte,” “decadencia”). In the following passage, Edwards describes the 

societal importance of authority, and the effects of a vacuum of an obeyed representation 

of authority, which would produce “dissolution and anarchy:” 

Las sociedades se organizan como pueden y con los elementos de que 
disponen; pero, so pena de caer en la disolución y la anarquía, les es 
forzoso obedecer a alguien o a algo, que puede ser en ciertos casos una 
dinastía que se supone consagrada por Dios, o un Presidente que 
representa “la voluntad del pueblo”, o una Constitución por todos 
respetada, o un “hecho” que sabe y logra imponerse, o la simple inercia de 
la costumbre, el hábito hereditario, “el peso de la noche.” (Fronda 292-
93)82  

According to Edwards, in various historical periods, different figures of authority achieve 

the status of an observed obedience. For the Chilean essayist, such representations of 

authority would include a dynasty believed to be “consecrated by God,” a president 

embodying the people’s sovereign will, a “respected” constitution, or a mere “hecho.” 

Edwards states that “societies organize themselves” with whatever “elements” are 

available; however, should societies want to avoid “falling into dissolution and anarchy,” 

they find themselves forced “to obey someone or something” (“les es forzoso obedecer a 

alguien o a algo”). Edwards lays bare the stakes of this structural opposition between a 

 
82 The phrase “el peso de la noche” is attributed to Diego Portales, whom Edwards 

greatly admires: “Portales se ligó a los principales sectores políticos y comenzó a definir una 
opinión política que es posible reconstruir a partir de su epistolario y reflexiones, cuyo ícono es la 
carta enviada a su socio José Manuel Cea. A su juicio, según se desprende de este documento, se 
debía dejar caer ‘el peso de la noche’ para que pudieran desarrollarse los negocios particulares, 
privilegiando el orden por sobre las libertades. Más tarde, la Constitución de 1833 recogería esos 
principios, institucionalizando el denominado ‘orden portaliano’” (Memoria Chilena, 
“Arquitecto,” emphasis added). I will discuss the relevance of Portales’s political legacy in  
Edwards’s essay below. 
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representation of authority and the specter of anarchy: observed authority prevents or 

impedes the arrival of anarchic dissolution.    

In referencing the observed and obeyed qualities necessary for authority in 

Edwards’s conception, I now address how he legitimizes authority by positing the idea of 

obedience. However, obedience alone is not sufficient for Edwards, who indicates that 

what is also requisite is “la sumisión moral de los súbditos” (23). The problem posed by 

Edwards concerning “the moral submission of the subjects” to a representation of 

authority is exemplified by his discussion of the independence of Chile. In this context, 

Edwards considers the “replacement” of the Spanish monarchic viceregal organization, 

and the difficulty of finding a suitable form that would be able to substitute the 

theological-political structure of divine right:  

Los letrados de la revolución eran casi todos hombres de derecho, 
habituados al estudio y a la práctica de un orden legal, que arrancaba sus 
raíces de principios generales de filosofía social. No les era fácil concebir 
un régimen de gobierno, sin un dogma que lo legitimase y en cuyo nombre 
se pudiera exigir no sólo la obediencia sino la sumisión moral de los 
súbditos. (23)  

Legitimation of the independent Chile—in terms of “la sumisión moral de los 

súbditos”—would require an underpinning “dogma” analogous to the divine right of the 

Spanish monarchy. In this sense, it should be highlighted how Edwards 

historiographically organizes the problems facing the independence movement and the 

formation of a new government. Fundamental to the establishment of such a government 

is “a dogma” that would legitimize and demand both “obedience” and “the moral 

submission of the subjects.” However, cognizant that a structure of ideological 

legitimation like divine right is no longer viable, Edwards sustains “No era posible 
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invocar el antiguo derecho divino desde que se había roto o se intentaba romper el lazo 

que nos unía a la monarquía española: hubo de reemplazársele, pues, con lo único 

semejante que se encontró a la mano, y que no chocaba con los intereses y pasiones de la 

época” (23). In his perspective, the figure which would capable of replacing the previous 

principle of authority at this moment in Chile’s history would be “sovereignty of the 

Nation:”  

La soberanía de la Nación era una fórmula simple, aceptada ya en la Edad 
Media por los escolásticos, muy simpática para el espíritu jurista y 
admirablemente adecuada a las nuevas circunstancias. Por último, los 
pensadores del siglo XVIII habían logrado revestir el viejo dogma 
escolástico con las apariencias de un principio filosófico demostrable ante 
la razón moderna. Los abogados de 1810 no necesitaban más. (24)   

The nation’s sovereignty could then become a legitimizing force of the newly established 

country, that is to say, an instantiation of authority for this historical period and in this 

geographical location (24). At this historical juncture, in both Europe and the Americas, 

Edwards maintains the necessity of a figure of authority similar to the sovereignty of the 

nation:  

La mentalidad europea y también la hispano americana [sic] no podían 
entonces prescindir de algo semejante. El dogma de la soberanía nacional 
y el de la legitimidad monárquica, son afines en su significación 
sociológica. En virtud de ellos el mando y la obediencia se fundan en algo 
más alto que la necesidad física o el terror, en un principio de carácter 
religioso. La modernísima teoría en cuya virtud el poder es sólo un hecho, 
presagia ya los gobiernos sin forma, el ateísmo político de las edades 
postreras. (24)   

Edwards puts forward what I might describe as a sort of political theology that replaces 

“monarchic legitimacy” with “national sovereignty,” which both have dogmatic qualities. 

In the current period of crisis conditioning Edwards’s writing—which would 
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corresponded to his own description of “el ateísmo político de las edades postreras”—, 

the essayist paradoxically binds political legitimation to the most extreme and basic 

imposition of force—“un hecho”—vis-à-vis a formulation of authority that seems 

inscribed in an evacuated political theological matrix. To further develop an analysis of 

the Chilean essayist’s political theology, I emphasize that Edwards captures “the 

sociological signification” of monarchical divine right and the notion of national 

sovereignty. Likewise, he refers to the need for command and obedience via “something 

higher” (“algo más alto”)83 than a legitimation of a political order based on physical 

needs and fear. In this passage, he recognizes the importance of moving beyond such a 

schema, toward the legitimating transcendent force of “un principio de carácter 

religioso.” While Edwards attacks both the modern conceptions of power as only “un 

hecho,” as well as governments “sin forma” in the period of “ateísmo politico,” he 

nonetheless is forced to support anyone or anything capable of becoming a respected 

representation of authority. Consequently, if Edwards laments how power is posited as 

nothing more than “un hecho,” he will find himself bound to endorse this formulation of 

power. Indeed, in the 1920s when he writes, only a figure such as Ibáñez, according to 

Edwards, could potentially reestablish an observed authority in this period of “political 

atheism.”   

While representations of authority—such as the principle of divine right of a 

dynasty, or the notion of national sovereignty represented by a president—vary in 

 
83 This reference to that which is placed above is reminiscent of Derrida’s discussion on 

the place of sovereignty, which I shall address in more detail in relation to Edwards’s analysis of 
Ibáñez.  
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different epochs, Edwards privileges those figures capable of becoming respected and 

understood as a legitimate instantiation of authority. The valorizing of authority in 

Edwards thought can be contextualized as a broader response to Chilean liberalism and 

parliamentarism. In this regard, historians of political philosophy Renato Cristi and 

Carlos Ruiz indicate that Edwards, as well as the Chilean conservative Francisco Antonio 

Encina (1874-1965)—who impugn nineteenth century Chilean liberal intellectuals for “la 

adulteración del legado político chileno y la ruptura de la continuidad histórica”—would 

condemn the parliamentary regime (“régimen parlamentario”) that they conceive of as an 

atrophying of “la autoridad del poder ejecutivo.” which in turn, is a kind of “reflejo de la 

legitimidad monárquica del gobierno de la era colonial” (Introducción 9-10).84     

If Ibáñez is positioned by Edwards as necessary in reconstructing an observed 

authority in his historical moment, another figure of Chilean history is exemplary for 

Edwards: Diego Portales. Edwards underscores the importance of this nineteenth century 

statesman: “El sometimiento moral de la masa del país a la autoridad del Gobierno; la 

restauración del espíritu tradicional monárquico bajo la República, tal fué [sic] el milagro 

operado en 1830 por la genial iniciativa de Portales” (Fronda 119). Edwards values not 

only the subjection of the masses by the government’s authority—achieved by Portales’ 

recovery of the “espíritu tradicional monárquico,” understood as a legitimizing spiritual 

 
84 The “fuerzas políticas” which had been capable of ending Spanish colonialism would 

remain in the independent Chile and could reestablish order according to Edwards: “Hacia los 
tiempos de O’Higgins y de Portales, después del derrumbe de la monarquía, sólo quedaban en 
Chile como fuerzas políticas las mismas que habían puesto fin a la colonia, esto es, la sociedad 
dirigente y el Ejército. La fronda aristocrática y la ambición de los caudillos militares, era lo que 
entonces había que organizar o someter” (Fronda 36).  
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force by Edwards—, but also the obedience of the aristocracy to governmental authority: 

“La aristocracia misma, fué [sic] sometida a la común obediencia: sus orgullosas 

tendencias frondistas y dominadoras, se habían debilitado ante el espectáculo de la 

anarquía militar y de los tumultos callejeros, y vino a prevalecer en ella el instinto 

conservador, el deseo de tranquilidad, la defensa de sus intereses” (119). The opposition 

of the semantic fields of authority and of anarchy, respectively, govern the organization 

of Edwards’s argument in this passage: the aristocracy was subjected to a representation 

of authority requiring obedience, in the face of “la anarquía militar y de los tumultos 

callejeros.” However, the aristocratic fears of such anarchy, according to Edwards, would 

gradually disappear as the Republic of Chile “‘en forma’” became more stable (119). 

Additionally, the aristocracy’s economic successes and their contact with “ilustración” 

would also affect their sense of independence, as well as their attitude towards the 

authority of the government (119). It should be noted that Cristi clarifies Edwards’s 

vision of the relationship between Portales and the aristocracy as a process of gradual 

acceptance of authority: “En 1830, el grueso de la aristocracia, acepta sin mayor cuestión 

el régimen político que impone Portales. Edwards ve a esa aristocracia como portadora de 

valores morales tradicionales que va a servir de fundamento sólido de ese régimen” (45).    

Before addressing in more detail why Edwards views Ibáñez as representing a 

necessary factic assertion of authority in this period, I will consider the essayist’s 

criticism of the political organization of the “masa.” One of the most distressing 

components of Edwards’s conservatism is how his sovereign rhetoric imposes, without 

question, an ontology that negates the agency of the masses who are positioned, not as 
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agents of historical change, but rather as passive objects of governance and use which 

other historical agents (such as the “fronda aristocrática”) utilize as pawns for their ends. 

For instance, in the following remarks, the masses are presented as deprived of agency: 

“Aún en las democracias de estilo más puro, la gran masa social es inerte y se deja 

conducir por minorías activas y batalladoras” (142-43). With notably Orteguian 

resonances, the “masa” is positioned as “inerte” and passive, governed by “minorías 

activas.” 

As earlier indicated, Edwards is concerned with a kind of authority that can 

produce a “moral submission of the subjects,” including both the masa and the fronda 

aristocrática. If in 1810 sovereignty of the nation would be such a form of authority with 

a “sociological signification” producing such a submission, followed by the so-called 

“República parlamentaria en forma” which resulted in a similar subordination of the 

nation, Edwards questions how to restore an analogously functioning instantiation of 

authority in 1924: “La República parlamentaria en forma hubo de desquiciarse, porque su 

fuerza espiritual, esto es, la sumisión del país ante las antiguas jerarquías había 

desaparecido. De allí mis terrores en 1924: ¿quién iba a reconstruir lo derribado?” (293). 

The reconstruction of “lo derribado” for Edwards will not be the citizens, but rather 

something or someone who can impose an authority which would be observed and 

respected (293-94). As such, Edwards criticizes Rousseau’s reflections regarding the 

social pact when a state finds itself without a sovereign: “Rousseau suponía que un 

Estado sin soberano se reorganiza sólo por virtud de la voluntad libre de los 

ciudadanos… pero esta es una noción demasiado infantil, que toda la historia desmiente” 
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(293, ellipsis in original). After this reproach of Rousseau, Edwards disparagingly refers 

to the possibilities of such a social contract taking place in Chile: “No digo los cuatro 

millones de chilenos, pero ni siquera [sic] ciento o mil de ellos, reunidos en la Plaza de 

Armas, pensarían en subscribir el pacto social. Al contrario, mucho me temo que 

hubieran menester de más de un gendarme para que los vigilase. Suponer otra cosa es 

vivir muy lejos de las realidades” (293). Such an elitist view of the citizens, based on the 

observation of “realities,” is expected given Edwards’s other negative remarks relating to 

“la masa,” as well as to “el pueblo” and “la clase media” throughout the essay. This 

statement also demonstrates Edwards’s belief in a powerful authority that can also 

enforce and protect itself—in a kind of autoimmunitary movement—from the supposed 

dangers of the masses, in this case via what Walter Benjamin would qualify as the “law-

preserving” violence of the police.85   

For Edwards, if the reformulation of authority in the present cannot be realized by 

the citizenry by way of a Roussean social contract, it will be through a factic assertion of 

authority, embodied by Ibáñez. If the rule of Ibáñez no longer can rely on the 

aristocracy’s “fuerza social,” “[s]u dictadura, por tanto, debe afirmarse fácticamente y su 

legitimidad puede asumir sólo un carácter negativo –representa el último bastión de 

defensa frente a la dictadura proletaria” (Cristi 44-45, emphasis added). I follow the 

conceptual phrasing of Cristi in qualifying Ibáñez’s affirmation of authority as factic, 

 
85 It should be recalled that for Benjamin the violence of the police is not only “law-

preserving,” but also “lawmaking:” he recognizes a problematic conflation of these two 
“functions” of violence operating in “police violence,” which “is lawmaking, because its 
characteristic function is not the promulgation of laws but the assertion of legal claims for any 
decree, and law-preserving, because it is at the disposal of these ends” (“Critique” 241-43).  
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especially given the importance Edwards’s attributes to the notion of “el hecho” in regard 

to reconstructing a form of authority that is observed and respected. Edwards contends 

the following:  

en mi entender, el gran servicio que su actual Presidente [Ibáñez] ha tenido 
la fortuna de prestar a la República, es la reconstrucción radical del hecho 
de la autoridad. Sabemos que alguien gobierna al país y que éste le 
obedece. Ello es lo esencial. Como dice la Biblia, lo demás nos será dado 
por añadidura. (293-94, emphasis added)   

An observed authority is that which constitutes for Edwards a “necesidad primordial” 

serving as the basis for order and governance (292). As delineated by Edwards, the 

Chilean dictator thus seems to have fulfilled the definitional restoration of an obeyed 

authority. Edwards describes Ibáñez as “militar hasta la médula de los huesos,” a figure 

above the party politics, who could bring a return to order:  

el señor Ibáñez deseaba, […], la restauración de un orden civil que 
realizara sus aspiraciones, que eran también en mayor o menor grado, las 
de la masa inerte y apolítica del país. No eran ellas muy complejas: se 
deseaba, ante todo, que “el resorte principal de la máquina”, esto es, una 
autoridad fuerte, justa, universalmente obedecida, se impusiera al cabo 
sobre la anarquía de las almas y sobre las vanas e infecundas competencias 
de los partidos. (269) 

In this fragment, “la masa” is again depicted as without agency, as “inerte,” an object of 

governance awaiting authority and form. Although the authority he seeks would be 

“strong, just, and universally obeyed” (“fuerte, justa, universalmente obedecida”), notions 

of self-determination, personal freedom, and democratic consensus could not be farther 

from Edwards’s concerns. Indeed, this passage also reiterates his negative view of 

parliamentary politics, considering them to consist of little more than “vain and fruitless 

competitions of parties.” Additionally, the structural opposition between authority and 
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anarchy reemerges, as Edwards puts forward the idea that what was desired in the 

country was a univocal representation of authority that would impose itself upon “the 

anarchy of souls” (“la anarquía de las almas”). This differentiation is further developed 

when Edwards suggests the following: “He aquí el secreto del prestigio del señor Ibáñez 

en 1925. Lo que inconscientemente el país deseaba desde muchos años, era ‘un Gobierno 

fuerte’, aunque los políticos no se habían dado cuenta de ello” (269).86 Edwards 

accentuates the inefficacy of party politics and parliamentarism, in being unable to 

respond to what the country supposedly desired and needed—such as “‘un Gobierno 

fuerte:’”  

La opinión sólo estaba esperando que alguien quisiera y pudiera empuñar el timón 
para obedecerle y rendírsele. Las agitaciones de la libertad parlamentaria no 
menos que los bullicios y discursos de la calle pública, sólo inspiran hoy 
cansancio y escepticismo a la inmensa mayoría de los chilenos. (269-70)  

For Edwards, the remedy of this situation is epitomized by the “reconstruction” of 

authority by Ibáñez.  

In order to theorize the problems presented by Edwards’s solution to the Chilean 

crisis, I will discuss Derrida’s analysis of the necessarily forceful positing of law and the 

“mystical” character of authority. In his discussion of what Montaigne and Pascal term as 

“the mystical foundation of authority,” Derrida delimits the interpretative uncertainty and 

violence attendant upon the founding of law:  

Since the origin of authority, the founding or grounding [la fondation ou le 
fondement], the positing of the law [loi] cannot by definition rest on 
anything but themselves, they are themselves a violence without ground 

 
86 I would recall that Ramón Doll questions whether “anti-demócratas” and “anti-

liberales” are only concerned with socioeconomic matters; he is distressed by the possibility that, 
“más que arreglar el desabarajuste [sic] de la economía liberal,” there is a desire to “uniformar y 
sojuzgar las almas” (Liberalismo 78). 
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[sans fondement]. This is not to say that they are in themselves unjust, in 
the sense of “illegal” or “illegitimate.” They are neither legal nor illegal in 
their founding moment. They exceed the opposition between founded and 
unfounded, or between any foundationalism or anti-foundationalism. Even 
if the success of performatives that found a law (for example, and this is 
more than an example, of a state as guarantor of a law) presupposes earlier 
conditions and conventions (for example, in the national and international 
arena), the same “mystical” limit will reemerge at the supposed origin of 
said conditions, rules or conventions, and at the origin of their dominant 
interpretation. (“Force” 242, brackets and emphasis in original)  

For Derrida, if the aporetic tension binding law to justice is indispensable in light of the 

problematic he traces in his text “Force of Law,” Edwards could be viewed as bypassing 

this aporia. In La fronda aristocrática en Chile, the author recognizes, in some ways, the 

groundlessness of authority and its “mystical” frontier, specifically in relation to “el 

hecho” of authority; as such, the lack of a foundation of this authority must be posited, 

therefore, all the more forcefully in order to stave off anarchy. Legality, however, is not a 

major obstacle in the course of Edwards’s argumentation. Indeed, he disdains 

constitutional efforts and law unless they are grounded on or organized by what he would 

designate as the spiritual forces of the country. According to Edwards, Chile presents 

such a situation, as it was able to establish a constitutional tradition. He proposes that 

“Los regímenes políticos ‘en forma’ no se decretan: su posibilidad depende de la 

existencia de elementos orgánicos vivos, y por tanto, anteriores y superiores a las 

constituciones escritas” (276). Since he considers the presence of “elementos orgánicos 

vivos” as both anteceding and thereby “superior” to written constitutions, law will not be 

the “origen” of order and authority: “Ninguna autoridad o jerarquía, ningún orden de 

cosas económico o social, ha tenido su origen en la ley: la obra de los juristas, sólo es 

fecunda en cuanto sistematiza y da forma a lo que ya es. El derecho consagra el hecho, 
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pero no lo crea” (276, bold in original). If the law codified by jurists is only that which 

consecrates and systematizes a determinate “order of things,” it does not bring this order 

into being.87  

Derrida’s reflections on the interrelationships of law, justice, authority, and belief 

are particularly relevant in addressing the problems posed by Edwards’s radical 

conservatism and his defense of dictatorship. The distinction between law and justice that 

the Renaissance writer Michel Montaigne makes is particularly important in this context; 

as Derrida comments,   

Clearly Montaigne is here distinguishing laws [lois], that is to say law 
[droit], from justice. The justice of law, justice as law is not justice. Laws 
are not just in as much as they are laws. One does not obey them because 
they are just but because they have authority. The word credit carries all 
the weight of the proposition and justifies the allusion to the mystical 
character of authority. The authority of laws rests only on the credit that is 
granted them. One believes in it; that is their only foundation. (“Force” 
240, words in brackets and italics in original)     

Following Derrida, I would suggest that the observance of law is not grounded by an 

inherently just character, but rather by achieving the de facto status of having been 

credited with authority, that is, its lawfulness. This insight may aid us in a reading of 

 
87 Edwards dismisses constitutional efforts in Chile and “países hermanos:” “los 

jurisconsultos y los ideólogos perdieron entonces su tiempo redactando constituciones y 
discutiendo principios de derecho público” (37). The Chilean essayist believes that too much 
emphasis has been placed on the discussion of programmatic works of political parties, and 
actions of juridical and constitutional reformism, which he understands to be more the 
consequences rather than the actual origins of change (156). He affirms that “En estos estudios he 
prescindido deliberadamente de analizar los programas escritos de los partidos, ni las reformas de 
carácter jurídico o constitucional, propuestas o realizadas en la época de la República en forma. 
Estimo que este orden de hechos ha ocupado en nuestra historia un sitio excesivo con relación a 
su importancia real. Tales programas e ideologías no suelen ser sino el reflejo literario o legal de 
revoluciones sociales mucho más hondas. Debemos considerarlas más bien como efectos que 
como causas” (156).  
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Edwards’s emphasis on any figure of authority that can be granted credit. The notion of 

the belief in a figure of authority is significant given the theological implications of many 

of Edwards’s arguments: for instance, we recall how, in many ways, he seeks a 

representation of authority that could be believed in the early twentieth century: neither 

the divine right of monarchies nor national sovereignty could produce a “moral 

submission of the subjects,” for these two representations of authority no longer have the 

“sociological signification” which they once had in their respective historical periods of 

ascendancy. Hence, Ibáñez represents for Edwards a figure of authority which presents 

the possibility of being granted credit and being believed in the present historical period.    

In view of the centrality of the question of authority in La fronda aristocrática en 

Chile, I conclude my analysis by addressing how the transhistorical conception of 

authority advocated by Edwards turns upon itself in the case of the dictatorship of Ibáñez. 

This self-destabilization, this deconstruction already at work in the essay, is connected to 

Edwards’s emphasis on a “permanence” of Ibáñez’s factic assertion of authority. In his 

discussion of the Chilean dictator, Edwards places Ibáñez literally at the head of body of 

the state (“a la cabeza de la República”), in the place of sovereignty discussed by Derrida, 

a position above the law, on high:88      

Los acontecimientos que se han desarrollado en Chile desde Septiembre de 
1924 […] han colocado a la cabeza de la República a un hombre justo y 
fuerte, de espíritu recto, de sanas intenciones, no enfeudado a partido 
alguno, y que, además mejor que nadie garantiza lo que para el país es 

 
88 Referring to his seminars and publications in which he discusses Schmitt, Derrida 

mentions that in considering “the position of sovereignty,” there exists “a certain power to give, 
to make, but also to suspend the law; it is the exceptional right to place oneself above right, the 
right to non-right, […], which both runs the risk of carrying the human sovereign above the 
human, toward divine omnipotence (which will moreover most often have grounded the principle 
of sovereignty in its sacred and theological origin)” (Beast 1: 16-17, original emphasis). 
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ahora esencial: la permanencia de una autoridad “normalmente” 
obedecida y respetada. (308, emphasis added)   

The conditions in Chile portrayed by Edwards require a reformulation of authority that 

may be obeyed in the present age of crisis; however, the matrix for the possibility of such 

an authority has a distinctly political-theological character. Edwards’s approach to the 

notion of authority is evocative of Derrida’s interpretation of the groundless assertion of 

the force of any supposedly foundational moment of law. A factic imposition of authority 

is therefore necessary in the period of spiritual desolation that Edwards describes. I draw 

attention to the declaration of “the permanence” of the authority that Ibáñez guarantees 

and that is “obeyed and respected.” Edwards’s privileging of the concept of authority is 

paradoxically transhistorical and historically contingent: while authority, as a principle, is 

required to impede anarchy in all historical periods in Edwards’s conservative 

framework, the representations of authority in different epochs differ depending on the 

possibility of achieving observance. For instance, the divine right of monarchic 

organization could no longer be a legitimate source of authority in the 1920s in Chile. 

According to Edwards, whoever or whatever can be “obeyed and respected” as a 

representation of authority and can achieve the populace’s “moral submission,” is thereby 

considered legitimate. In this light, there is no representation of authority that can ever 

achieve “permanence,” given the fact these representations of authority are inexorably 

displaced historically based on their capability to be observed and produce “submission.” 

Consequently, at this apparently triumphant moment in which Ibáñez is celebrated by 

Edwards as restoring authority permanently, Edwards’s conservative argumentation 

encounters its own internal, rhetorical dissolution.           
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V. Governance, Community, and the Power of Limits: A Conclusion to Chapter 1 

 The essays of Zambrano, Doll, and Edwards reveal much about the crises of the 

early twentieth century, and the variety of political and socioeconomic positions taken in 

order to diagnose and remedy these dire circumstances. Despite their substantial political 

differences and the fact that they are focused on Spanish, Argentine and Chilean 

conditions, their essays engage similar sociological problems and employ related 

lexicons. 

 In Horizonte del liberalismo, Zambrano presents a powerful critique of 

conservative thought, especially if we use as point of reference Edwards’s conservativism 

as attempting to redress to the crisis in his nation. According to Zambrano, politics is 

characterized by an ontological dynamism and openness to what could come, while static 

political positions should be viewed as a betrayal of politics. In static political 

conceptions—the basis of conservatism for Zambrano—, any newness is considered 

deterioration, while the preservation or conservation of the current state of affairs is 

perhaps the paramount endeavor. Thus, when attempting to identify “el fondo de toda 

política conservadora,” she explains that, if the premise “lo nuevo se considera 

degradación” is accepted, “Sólo hay un orden aceptable –el actual– y cualquier otro sería 

transgresión, desorden” (Horizonte 211).   

Zambrano’s diagnosis of conservatism is accurate regarding Edwards, who sees 

the present age as a kind of decay of the spiritual forces in his country. Indeed, there is a 

fatalistic character in the way that he views historical change, as though there were a 

certain inevitability to particular developments. Edwards prioritizes a transhistorical 
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principle of authority, reminiscent of a theological belief in the founding origin from 

which all will derive. However, he concedes that the historical incarnation of this 

authority does not matter as long as it is obeyed and can cause the subjects of the territory 

to submit to it as a de facto authority. Consequently, Edwards supports the Ibáñez 

dictatorship.  

In a drastic juxtaposition with Edwards, Ramón Doll—at least in this phase of his 

essayistic writing—is vehemently opposed to dictatorship of any political orientation, for 

he fears the totalization and the subjugation of both economic and social realms. This is 

similar to Ortega’s formulation of the liberal state, which does not seek to become all-

powerful or totalize. Indeed, for Doll, the liberal state is typified by limitation, rather than 

totalization: he characterizes the liberal state and democracy in an autoimmune fashion, 

allowing for the continued existence of economic ideas and political movements which 

challenge the very core of the democratic. Similarly, I would recall how Zambrano 

emphasizes that liberalism is “circumscribed by its own limits” (“circunscritas a sus 

propios límites”), and that the liberal framework should be understood as a “careful 

delimitation of powers” (“cuidadosa delimitación de poderes”) (Horizonte 209).  

The three essayists’ diagnoses of sociopolitical and economic problems are 

ultimately bound to their different conceptions of the human subject and the ontologies 

that they advance implicitly or explicitly. From an epistemological viewpoint, perhaps 

the most venerable essayistic effort is Zambrano’s cautious positing of an ontology. If in 

Horizonte del liberalismo the figure of the individual is privileged and produces a schism 

between the individual and the masses, her ontology still remains open and available to 
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critique and revision. In the more hermetic discourses of Doll and especially Edwards, 

such an openness to critique is not as apparent—or even admissible. Despite the problems 

inherent in Zambrano’s vision of the individual, her ethics provides a pathway in the 

direction a community that could entail a sense of mutual social obligation. Concurrently, 

Zambrano’s openness to the future is another component of her thought worth recovering 

for a thinking of democracy. Indeed, the possibility of critique is an eminently democratic 

element of Zambrano’s essay, an element absent from other two essays studied in 

Chapter 1.    

    In a way analogous to the figure of the individual in Zambrano’s work, we might 

expect that the fronda aristocrática would constitute the subject of history in Edwards’s 

text. Nevertheless, he seems more preoccupied by whatever or whoever is capable of 

reconstructing a notion of authority that is recognized and observed by both the masses 

and the fronda aristocrática. As such, Edwards refuses to recognize the members of “el 

pueblo” or “la masa” as subjects of historical development and change.  

Doll, who, like Edwards, does not overtly develop an ontology, will posit an 

ontological splitting of the subject into producer and consumer, depending on the state 

form in which the subject lives. This is an important insight, suggesting that different 

state configurations produce different human subjects. Zambrano points toward a similar 

argument in her assessments of liberalism and communism, which necessitate two 

different subjects of history, respectively: the individual and the masses. 

While the possibilities of democracy and community would be distant from the 

concerns of Edwards and the political organizations he would defend, Doll is at least 
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open to some democratic considerations in his essay. Relatedly, as I have noted in my 

reading of Horizonte del liberalismo, the struggle to break through a liberal ontology is 

presaged by Zambrano’s ethical reflections. In particular, Zambrano understands the need 

to be what one is not as an ontological demand, in such a way that we observe in her 

thought the groundwork for a conceptual displacement of the liberal subject of history.  

By correlating the concerns of these three political essays with the theoretical 

proposals set forth by Jacques Derrida and Roberto Esposito, we can glimpse how these 

works by Zambrano, Doll, and Edwards not only reveal an uncanny historical prescience, 

but also remain relevant in approaching an energetic thinking of the political to this day. 

Many of the ideas and concerns analyzed in the texts of Zambrano, Doll, and Edwards 

will reemerge in the context of my interpretations of avant-garde novels in Chapters 2 

and 3. Of particular importance in the subsequent chapters will be the opposition between 

the individual and the masses, as well as the struggle between democratic and autocratic 

forms of rule, problems which are intersected and organized by conceptions of 

sovereignty and Derrida’s notion of ipseity.         
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CHAPTER 2: IPSEITY IN FLUX, BETWEEN SINGULARITY AND TOTALITY: 

DEMOCRATIC POTENTIALS AND NEGATIONS IN JUAN EMAR’S UN AÑO 

(1935), NORAH LANGE’S 45 DÍAS Y 30 MARINEROS (1933), AND RAMÓN 

GÓMEZ DE LA SERNA’S EL CABALLERO DEL HONGO GRIS (1928) 

I.  Novelistic Vanguard Aesthetics and the Question of Ipseity: An Introduction to 

Chapter 2 

I examine in Chapter 2 the ways in which three avant-garde authors—Juan Emar 

(pseudonym of Álvaro Yáñez Bianchi), Norah Lange, and Ramón Gómez de la Serna—

stage in their novels philosophical and political facets of the problems addressed by the 

essayists of Chapter 1: the representative crisis in liberal parliamentary regimes, the 

emergence of mass politics, and the rise of authoritarianism with regard to a crumbling 

democratic framework. The question of safeguarding the freedom of the individual vis-à-

vis the masses is particularly acute in the writings of María Zambrano and José Ortega y 

Gasset, as well as in aspects of the essays by Ramón Doll and Alberto Edwards Vives. 

The very tension between the individual and the group—as exemplified by Ortega’s 

opposition of minoría excelente and masa—is a notably liberal conceptualization of the 

socioeconomic conditions of the 1920s and 1930s. The ontology arranging this 

opposition, as I have addressed in Zambrano’s essay, prioritizes the liberal subject of the 

individual while distrusting the masses. I would argue that such a privileging represents a 

major obstacle for democratic systems worthy of the name democracy. The concept of 

the individual, or of a singular political agent, would seem to be a tenet of any democratic 
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exercise, although the definition of the dēmos has been historically unstable and remains, 

along with categories like the multitude, a term of sustained theorization in political 

philosophy. For example, a relevant manifestation of the political struggle to expand an 

understanding of the dēmos can be viewed in the international push of suffragist 

movements that denounced the limits of gender-based approaches to citizenry.89       

In Chapter 2, without reifying conceptions of subjectivity that accentuate 

autonomy and self-mastery, I consider how the tension between the individual and the 

group—particularly regarding the ipseity of each—is portrayed by vanguard novelists of 

the interwar period. This opposition, however, is expanded and reformulated in 

significant ways by Emar, Lange, and Gómez de la Serna. Despite the semantic 

differences, the aesthetic recasting of this opposition can be posed schematically in the 

vanguard novels of Chapter 2: the singular/the individual/the self vis-à-vis the plural/the 

group/the collective, an opposition which may be conceptualized as typifying democratic 

instability. As I will discuss below, there is an aporetic tension between singularity and 

totality that similarly organizes this dichotomy. Relatedly, the novelists of Chapter 2 

introduce in their works tensions relating to the calculable and the incalculable, and the 

countable and the uncountable, problems central to the exigencies facing liberal 

democracies in the 1920s and 1930s. In a Derridean register, we would ask how one can 

 
89 In Chile, women would be able to vote in municipal elections in 1934, the year before 

the publication of Un año. In 1949, Chilean women would gain suffrage in presidential elections, 
although they would be unable to cast their votes for president until 1952. Regarding the other 
countries studied in this dissertation, women would gain suffrage in Spain in 1931, and in 
Argentina in 1947.    
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singularly address the incalculable worth and singularity of each living being, while 

necessarily being forced to calculate such worth democratically.        

In the present introduction, I first consider the connections of Emar, Lange, and 

Gómez de la Serna to the cultural setting of the historical vanguards and to the practice of 

avant-gardist art. I then explore the aesthetics of these three writers by studying some of 

their remarks on literary writing. After evaluating their ideas, I present key vanguardist 

aspects of the novels selected for Chapter 2. I also make a comparison of the three novels 

of Chapter 2 in relation to the two important appraisals of Hispanic avant-garde prose 

developed by the critics Gustavo Pérez Firmat and Vicky Unruh. Given the fact that 

Ortega y Gasset’s thinking intersects chronologically with the vanguard writers of my 

dissertation, and his sociopolitical and aesthetic concerns resonate with the problems 

broached by my dissertation, I consider the Spanish philosopher’s ideas relating to avant-

garde art and its relation to his sociological appraisals of elites and masses. I lastly offer a 

theoretical account of Derrida’s notion of ipseity in relation to sovereignty, which 

grounds my analysis and allows for me to present in more detail my arguments about the 

three novels of Chapter 2.      

Juan Emar, Norah Lange and Ramón Gómez de la Serna would all be active in the 

cultural sphere of the avant-gardes during the first decades of the twentieth century. 

Chilean writer Juan or Jean Emar—the pseudonym of Álvaro Yáñez Bianchi—would 

participate in vanguard activity of the interwar years in a variety of ways. During the 

1920s in the newspaper La Nación, Emar would publish his “Notas de Arte,” offering 

reflections on vanguardism, plastic and cinematic arts, and literary writing that critic 
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Wolfgang Bongers considers to be “la introducción más relevante del arte de vanguardia 

en Chile” (12). Beyond his texts as a critic and theorist of new developments in aesthetic 

practices, Emar would make a decisive contribution to Hispanic avant-garde prose with 

his publication in 1935 of three novels: Un año, Ayer, and Miltín 1934. Similarly, Norah 

Lange is a vital member of the Argentine avant-garde. She would publish in the avant-

garde magazines Proa and Prisma, while maintaining significant relationships and 

contacts with artists of the Martín Fierro group (Unruh, Performing 74).90 While Spanish 

author Ramón Gómez de la Serna’s contributions to the avant-gardes begin at the onset of 

the twentieth century, he would be at the height of his renown during the 1920s and 

1930s throughout Europe and Latin America (Cardona 11).91     

I now examine the literary ideas of Emar, Lange, and Gómez de la Serna, 

followed by a presentation of avant-garde procedures present in the writing of each of 

their novels. Firstly, in my discussion of Emar’s article, “Ideas sueltas sobre literatura,” I 

consider how he valorizes the notion of an internal logic in literary writing that makes 

possible and justifies even the most absurd events. I analyze the structure of Un año and a 

 
90 Lange would commence a relationship in 1926 with Argentine vanguard writer 

Oliverio Girondo, whom she would marry in 1943; this relationship, according to Unruh, 
“consolidated her enduring relationship with the [avant-garde] circle” (Unruh, Performing 74, 
228). 

91 A contemporary of some of the earliest vanguard manifestations of the twentieth 
century, Gómez de la Serna’s first writing and publishing activities would take place in the 
context of the journal Prometeo, which will publish Filippo Tommaso Marinetti’s Manifiesto 
futurista in 1909, and his Proclama futurista a los españoles in 1910 (Pedraza Jiménez and 
Rodríguez Cáceres 314). In addition to Gómez de la Serna’s short, aphoristic-like texts that he 
called Greguerías, the author also cultivated longer narrative works, of which I have selected for 
my corpus El caballero del hongo gris (1928), due to its exploration of transnational capitalism, 
as well as notions of duplicability and iterability that problematize the liberal subject of the 
individual, as discussed in view of Zambrano’s essay in Chapter 1.   
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relevant instance of a mise en abyme in the novel. I then turn to an interview with Lange 

in which, among other topics, she comments on 45 días y 30 marineros. I then examine 

the depersonalizing features of her style in this novel. Lastly, I discuss Gómez de la 

Serna’s literary reflections in “Novelismo” and his emphasis—in a way similar to 

Emar—on the importance of “the unexpected” in novels, to subsequently consider the 

narrative pattern he develops in El caballero del hongo gris.         

In “Ideas sueltas sobre literatura,” published in La Nación on page 5 on 

Wednesday, June 25, 1924, Emar describes his views on what he calls “la literatura bluff” 

and “la literatura verdadera,” the second of which coincides with various features of his 

own writing in Un año (95-96, original emphasis). For Emar, “la literatura bluff” offers 

“dos perspectivas tentadoras” (95, original emphasis). In the first “perspective,” Emar 

suggests that literature—primarily in the novel—is a sort of bluffing in which authors 

have amazing events happen to extraordinary characters:    

La literatura –sobre todo en la novela– es hecha en gran parte a base de 
bluff. La literatura bluff, es casi siempre esencialmente narrativa. El autor 
relata lo que a tal o cual personaje le ha sucedido o sucede. Y allí se 
queda: en relatos. Deseando un gran alcance pone sus relatos al servicio de 
una fantasía sobreexcitada o ingeniada tras lo curioso. Colocarse en este 
terreno es levantar una compuerta hacia la vaguedad infinita; una fiebre 
por aumentar el alcance. (95, original emphasis) 

He criticizes the form of such literature which contains “relatos” that function as part of 

“una fantasía sobreexcitada o ingeniada,” ultimately leading to “la vaguedad infinita.” 

Emar then describes one of the consequences of this first approach to “la literatura bluff,” 

consisting of a kind of dead end to literary writing, in so far as in this model, one is 

forced to continue to devise increasingly exciting actions that take place to unbelievably 
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fascinating characters: “aumentar lo sucedido a los personajes, aumentar las aventuras, 

más y más, siempre más. La vida de estos personajes es excesivamente interesante y 

como todos tenemos algo de monos al leer, empezamos a remedar esas aventuras y 

agradecemos al autor por su halago” (95). He opposes the first possibility of “la literatura 

bluff” due to its improbable accumulation of remarkable events to fantastically intriguing 

characters. Emar then describes the second “perspectiva” of “la literatura bluff,” which 

entails an author’s striving for a kind of transcendence, to attain “una universalidad 

abstracta” without being grounded in reality (“Ideas” 95). Emar writes the following: 

La otra perspectiva es para los autores más serios, cuyas obras llevan 
encargo de trascender. Es tocar directa y valientemente a las ideas 
generales, sin ubicar en el espacio, sin amarrarlas a ningún corazón 
humano. Se llega así a una universalidad abstracta, de laboratorio, esa 
universalidad que conoce todo burgués que guste dedicar algunos 
momentos al cultivo del espíritu. Es gris, incolora y hace filigrana sobre 
símbolos baratos. (95-96)  

The absence of foundation presented by this kind of literary writing is one of the key 

criticisms of Emar, especially in light of what “la literatura verdadera” should seek to 

accomplish. He believes that “la literatura bluff” expects too much of its readers who 

have to evoke similarities with their own lives in order to relate to what is happening to 

the characters (96).      

Emar deems that there is a lack of literature that is grounded and elaborated from 

“materiales vivos” (“Ideas” 96). In what will lead to a discussion of “la literatura 

verdadera,” Un año’s author reflects on the work of Edgar Allan Poe (1809-1849). The 

peculiarities that take place to Poe’s characters are less important to Emar than “la 

fatalidad inexorable” governing the possibility of succession of these events: “En Edgar 
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Poe se ama, muy a menudo, las cosas extrañas que a sus personajes les suceden. Creo 

que, más que esas cosas, debiera amarse la fatalidad inexorable que las hace suceder, 

fatalidad hija siempre de un sentimiento interno, nunca de una fantasía en busca de algo 

fuera de lo corriente” (96). This “inexorable fatality” of happenings is the “child” (“hija”) 

of an internal logic, “un sentimiento interno,” which does not seek the bizarre only for the 

sake of being surprising. In this sense, Emar focuses on the internal logic of literary 

writing that conditions a “fatality” of occurrences which appear altogether reasonable, 

regardless of their fantastical nature when evaluated in relation to what I would qualify as 

a sort of external verisimilitude—the truth of a resemblance or likeness of the world. 

Emar thus seeks an internal lawfulness to the world that has been constructed by the 

author. I should note that Un año spectacularly evinces “un sentimiento interno,” also 

referred to as “el ser interno” in this article, allowing for the events and reflections of the 

novel to appear entirely possible, even needed and fateful, as though governed by this 

world’s “laws.” Such an aesthetic assemblage is exemplified by Poe’s work:   

Edgar Poe crea así una atmósfera, que no necesita explicar para que uno se 
convenza que existe o ha existido sino que hace respirar por el puro juego 
de valores esencialmente literarios, por la relación misma entre frases y 
entre hechos. Crea así una existencia, un mundo real, paralelo al nuestro, 
pero tan real como el nuestro, puesto que la rigen iguales leyes: siempre 
el ser interno, nunca la fantasía suelta. (“Ideas” 96, emphasis added)  

In literary construction conceived of as the creation of a “parallel” world, Emar valorizes 

“el ser interno” vis-à-vis “la fantasía suelta,” as such an internal logic prescribes the 

“laws” that would allow for the internal coherence of this “existence”, of this “world.”92 

 
92 Emar considers that, like Poe, Fyodor Dostoevsky (1821-1881) and Marcel Proust 

(1871-1922) have accomplished similar creations of “parallel” worlds (“Ideas” 96).   
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This also explains Emar’s hostility towards “la literatura bluff” organized by “la fantasía 

suelta,” producing unrealistic events to unlikely characters. The reason why these events 

and characters lack a kind of reality, for Emar, can be connected to the absence of a “ser 

interno” that provides the “laws” that would allow for an internal verisimilitude, an 

aspect of Emar’s own fiction which he cultivates assiduously in Un año. Emar remarks 

on an additional aspect of truthful literature concerning its power of world building as a 

manifestation of fate: “alrededor nuestro hace [la literatura verdadera] un mundo en el 

que cuanto sucede no habría podido dejar de suceder. Y esta fatalidad o lógica, este rigor 

y concentración, es lo que da la sensación de total realidad, aunque nada ni siquiera 

parecido pudiésemos hallar en nuestros recuerdos o conocimientos” (96). The inexorable 

happenings—due to the “fatalidad o lógica” of “el ser interno” of this assembled literary 

world—permit for “la sensación de total realidad.” Relating Emar’s thoughts on literature 

to his own writing, Un año presents such a “parallel” world ruled by “laws” of an internal 

coherence: despite the oddity of the events and the apparent impossibility of their 

occurrence, they appear entirely possible and logical, even destined to transpire.             

One specific manifestation of internal cohesiveness and necessity in Un año is 

evinced by the succession of absurd and often humorous happenings to the protagonist, 

an unnamed man from Santiago de Chile, who acts as the novel’s “narrador 

homodiegético” (Canseco-Jerez, “Historia” 528).93 While each chapter or section of the 

 
93 Alejandro Canseco-Jerez considers the three novels Emar publishes in 1935—Un año, 

Ayer, and Miltín 1934—to be a “‘tríptico narrativo’” (“Introducción” xxv). Canseco-Jerez 
explains the use of the concept of the “tryptic” in relation to these three novels, as well as their 
connection to Emar’s later work, Umbral: “El término ‘tríptico’ tiende a señalar que estas obras 
se concibieron simultáneamente y se pueden leer en el orden que se quiera. Ellas se incluirán más 
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novel is demarcated by a month and a day, the chronology becomes deliberately 

distorted: there are jumps and lapses in time, as well as moments in the entries 

themselves that undermine attempts to clarify the chronology of events.94 In the final 

entry on “DICIEMBRE 31,” for instance, the narrator indicates that he has carefully 

reread his diary, indicating that what he has written has to be sufficient, given that he has 

observed a particular rhetorical organization that follows “la inviolable ley” of others 

who have written diaries in the past (Un año 80). He states “Hoy he releído este diario 

con lentitud y penetración. No lo dudo: tiene que estar bien por la muy simple razón que 

sigue: Todos los días en él anotados empiezan diciendo: ‘Hoy he…’, seguido de un 

participio” (80, ellipsis in original). By revealing that the entries of the diary are arranged 

by the meta-literary pattern of the inclusion of a month and day, followed by “hoy” and a 

verb in the present perfect, the narrator discloses the ironic and self-reflexive nature of 

the novel. Consequently, in the final entry of Un año, the narrator provides an example 

which condenses all of the entries into the following: “Hoy he amanecido, hecho, estado, 

asistido, traspuesto, vivido, vagado, pasado, venido, vuelto, sido, regresado, releído” (80). 

Each of these past participles corresponds to the order of the entries of the diary of Un 

 
tarde, aunque no de la manera en que originalmente fueron escritas, en Umbral” (xxv, original 
emphasis). 

94 See, for example, the following footnote included by the narrator in the entry of 
“ABRIL 1º.:” “Causará extrañeza que los funerales del amigo inmejorable se hayan efectuado un 
mes después de acaecida su muerte, mas tal extrañeza se disipará cuando diga que ellos tuvieron 
efecto no un mes sino dos días después de su último suspiro. Causará extrañeza ahora que en vez 
de fechar marzo 3 haya fechado abril 1.o [sic], mas tal extrañeza se disipará cuando diga que así 
he fechado poque [sic] así lo requiere la organización y construcción de este mi dietario” (Un año 
13).   
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año, and also reflect both the self-consciousness of its arrangement and the absurdist tone 

of the events narrated in the work.        

A particularly salient feature of Un año is Emar’s creation of a vanguardist series 

of mise en abyme that function meta-reflexively. Gerald Prince defines mise en abyme as 

“A miniature replica of a text embedded within that text; a textual part reduplicating, 

reflecting, or mirroring (one or more than one aspect of) the textual whole” (53). One 

mise en abyme present in the novel that I will now examine takes place on “ENERO 1º.,” 

the first entry of the novel. After feeling rushed to complete his reading of Don Quijote— 

an early novelistic example of this very same technique—, the narrator begins La Divina 

Comedia (5). The narrator then leaves his house with a version of Dante Alighieri’s work 

containing Doré’s illustrations (6). After it begins to rain, the narrator describes how the 

copy of “La Divina Comedia se mojaba, se filtraba. Sus palabras se iban a derretir sobre 

las piedras del pavimento” (8). An image of “el hombre crucificado” is included in the 

1935 edition of Un año; the reader is led to assume that this is the image which, in the 

narration, ends up falling onto the ground, and, upon landing, the three nails of the 

crucifix enter the pavement (Un año 8-9). Following Prince, the “reduplicating” and 

“mirroring” of a piece of art—the Doré illustration—falling from the book which 

contains it onto the ground in another piece of art—the novel—can be viewed as a mise 

en abyme. Moreover, reminiscent of Gómez de la Serna’s Greguerías, this is an 

exemplary vanguardist episode, of juxtaposing and having interact two spheres that are 

traditionally separated or opposed in much of Western philosophy: that of consciousness 
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and that of materiality, which are here destabilized by a contamination of the one by the 

other.95    

While these events from Un año may appear to be ludic experiments found in 

many of the historical avant-gardes’ literary works, I would argue that Emar’s novel 

stages episodes and meditations with significant ontological consequences associated 

with the tension between the singularizing and the totalizing in relation to temporality 

and existence. In Un año, there is an almost neurotic return to numerological problems 

concerning the countable and the calculable, and, relatedly, what lies beyond countability 

 
95 I would note two other similar meta-reflexive instances of the mise en abyme in Un 

año. The first instance—included in the August 1st entry—involves Peruvian author César Miró 
(1907–1999), who becomes a fictional character, as letters on the pages of a newspaper fall to the 
ground (38-39). The narrator recounts to us what Miró told him that had taken place when he was 
reading the newspaper that morning. In this narration, Emar fuses two points of view: the first, of 
the narrator of Un año, and the second, that of Miró, such that another mise en abyme is 
fabricated. This conflation of viewpoints is characteristic of Emar’s novel. The narrator of Un año 
reflects on the need “to stich” back together the letters that had fallen to the floor: “Y ahora la 
penosa tarea de hilvanarlas [las letras], unas tras otras, las miles de miles, hasta que vuelvan a 
significar lo que ayer ocurría en todos los rincones del mundo” (39). The letters which were 
unified wholes in words, have become singularized and displaced: they no longer signify as the 
signifying totalities they once were. This tension between the necessity to reconstruct meaning 
from a seemingly chaotic experience and the possibility of finding a univocal reading would seem 
to characterize both the episode and the novel as a whole. Another comparably absurd and meta-
reflexive experience that can be understood as a mise en abyme occurs in the entry on 
“FEBRERO 1º.,” in which the narrator plays a “disco” of Caruso on his “fonógrafo;” after 
opening his mouth, “la voz de Caruso” emanates from the narrator’s body (10-11). The narrator 
seeks to have this other-bodily experience again, in an unsuccessful attempt to replicate the event: 
“Repetí la experiencia. No dió [sic] resultados. La repetí catorce veces consecutivas. […] No 
intenté, pues la decimoquinta experiencia. Lo que no impide que el día de hoy haya sido digno de 
ser vivido” (11). The ontological boundaries of the relation between the self and the external are 
humorously and uncannily displaced in this sequence. Even though the narrator is unable to 
repeat his experience, he does not feel that this singular day, the date which he has recorded in his 
diary—was not “worth being lived” (11). In addition to a characteristically vanguardist sense of 
humor and a numerological fascination that Emar’s shares with other writers of Chapter 2, there 
is throughout Un año a search to experience existence otherwise, as the narrator becomes 
obsessed with issues of meaning and destiny as they relate to his stance on art and life.  
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and calculation. As I shall discuss throughout the chapter, these problems belong to the 

foundational preoccupations of democracy.     

Although the literary poetics of Juan Emar might seem somewhat distant from the 

aesthetics of Norah Lange, her approach to language in 45 días y 30 marineros reveals a 

comparably avant-gardist approach, which can be described as depersonalization, or, in 

Ortega y Gasset’s terminology, as “deshumanización.” In Palabras con Norah Lange 

(1968) during an interview with Beatriz de Nóbile, Lange states the following about her 

early narrative, 45 días y 30 marineros:  

Es un libro superficial. También fue a parar al cajón de los desechos. Sólo 
me queda de él el recuerdo de una fiesta que me dieron cuando se publicó. 
Para mí fue un entrenamiento. Me divertí muchísimo mientras lo escribía, 
pero, sobre todo, me daba cuenta de que empezaba a hacer con el idioma 
lo que quería. (qtd. in Roger 269-70, emphasis added)  

While Lange considers her work to be “superficial,” I strive to demonstrate the 

philosophical and political importance of 45 días y 30 marineros in this chapter. I would 

like to emphasize, in the following remarks, the aesthetic significance of Lange’s novel, 

by foregrounding her notion of “doing with language” what she wanted. As I shall 

discuss, the author produces a series of radical operations in her use of language in the 

novel.96             

 
96 We can relate this radical approach to language to Lange’s early, more vanguardist, 

novels. Critic Marisa Martínez Pérsico proposes placing Lange’s narrative works into “dos 
categorías” (111). The first would correspond to Lange’s prose works taking place in domestic 
spaces, such as Cuadernos de infancia (1937), Antes que mueran (1944), Personas en la sala 
(1950) y Los dos retratos (1956) (111). As Martínez Pérsico notes, “las primeras [prosas] 
coinciden con obras de madurez, premiadas y elogiadas por la crítica, en las que Lange 
practicaría géneros y daría vida a motivos literarios afines a su ‘condición femenina’” (111). 
Martínez Pérsico considers the second grouping of Lange’s novels to relate voyages in “espacios 
abiertos,” such as Voz de la vida (1927) y 45 días y 30 marineros (1933) (111). Martínez Pérsico 
notes that these works manifestly evince a vanguardist character, challenge “roles de género,” and 
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Relating the voyage of the protagonist, Ingrid, with an intended itinerary from 

Buenos Aires to Oslo aboard a ship of all male sailors, 45 días y 30 marineros displays 

the stylistic operation of depersonalization. In spite of being in some sense a realist-

naturalist novel—or, as Pérez Firmat might say, an “architectonic” novel—in terms of 

character development, Lange’s work presents not only the unusual stylistic decision of 

plot narration in the present tense, but also the inclusion of metaphors and a non-

transparent use of language that can be seen as more characteristically vanguardist. In the 

following passage which commences the narrative, Ingrid, leaving Buenos Aires, boards 

a ship while the Norwegian crew watch her. If we read the language of 45 días y 30 

marineros carefully—rather than hastily paraphrasing the plot—, we see that Lange’s 

narrative voice performs a complex series of procedures that destabilize traditional 

attributions of agency to (human) subjects, by way of depersonalization:   

Al subir a bordo, una multitud de miradas celestes le corretea las piernas. 
Los noruegos no tienen ni la más leve insinuación de ojeras. ¡Ojos celestes 
y párpados color rosa!... que luego hallarían una explicación en los gestos 
apurados del capitán: el celeste, color frío o apasionado en mala forma; el 
rosado: frecuencia de acquavit [sic] o de whisky en los camarotes 
incomodados por el vigor de pipas y fotografías de mujeres desconocidas, 
madres de hijos también desconocidos. (27, ellipsis and emphasis in 
original)   

 
were pushed aside by critics of the period for not adhering to gendered propriety: “Las segundas 
son prosas de juventud, de herencia vanguardista en su técnica o retórica, donde se cuestionan 
roles de género: han sido textos relegados y tachados de ‘amorales’ o peligrosos por los críticos 
contemporáneos a su publicación. Nos referimos a Voz de la vida (1927) y 45 días y 30 marineros 
(1933), que se consideraron escandalosas o inapropiadas para la expresión de lo ‘femenino’” 
(111, original emphasis). Martínez Pérsico indicates that such attention on the first grouping of 
Lange’s work has caused this “prosa de interiores de Lange” to be turned into “un estereotipo de 
su estilo, desatendiendo la otra línea, la disonante, la ultraísta” (111-12).       
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The first sentence of the work uses as grammatical subject “una multitud de miradas 

celestes” which “corretea.” The blue color of the eyes and the rose-colored eyelids “will 

find an explanation” in the narration. That is, due to the frequent drinking of spirits in 

cabins, the rose-colored eyelids are made “uncomfortable” by the “vigor of pipes and 

photographs of unknown women.” This introductory description projects what will take 

place in the novel and shifts traditional attributions of agency, namely by questioning 

what is proper to subjects who would purport to have agency. In a sense, Lange’s style 

challenges the appropriative acts of the sailors by using what could be named 

“dehumanization” in Ortegian terms.97 In another scene that depicts the welcoming of 

Ingrid aboard in one of the officers’ cabins, the sailors continue to gaze upon her, as there 

is a related linguistic depersonalization: “Los demás [los marineros] la siguen, poblando 

la cabina en tomo a la mesa chica. Ella se trepa a la litera y sus piernas, descienden desde 

las rodillas, enjauladas en medias que le confieren sensación de desnudez, mientras 

modulan un ritmo de jazz. Seis pares de ojos le siguen el gesto hasta las rodillas” (33, 

original emphasis). Lange’s description—in addition to its alliterative musicality 

(“mientras modulan”)—places an emphasis on “las rodillas” and “los ojos,” continuing 

the depersonalizing tendency in the novel. During the visit in the cabin, they drink and  

tell “cuentos” (33-34). I might suggest that this episode was anticipated by the 

previously-cited narration that starts the novel. In particular, consider the following 

passage: “Sus carcajadas se trepan por las paredes y quedan vibrando en los rincones, por 

 
97 Ortega mentions the following regarding the connection between stylization and 

dehumanization: “Estilizar es deformar lo real, desrealizar. Estilización implica 
deshumanización” (Deshumanización 63).  
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la densidad pujante de las pipas” (33-34). Besides being a vanguardist image that 

synthesizes divergent experiences and conditions, the depersonalizing nature of the 

narrative should not be ignored: the “guffaws climb the walls” and “remain resonating in 

corners” due to the smoke of pipes. Such stylistic depersonalization can be viewed as a 

response to the sailors attempts to “possess” Ingrid, either in their gazes or, as presented 

later in the narrative, their various physical aggressions towards her.      

If Emar values an internal coherence producing a “fatality” of happenings in the 

literary world, as proposed in his remarks on prose, and Lange seems to consider her 

narration to be an important move towards the use of a freer language, Gómez de la Serna 

in “Novelismo”—appearing in Ismos (1931, 1943)—asserts that novels must “encontrar 

la armonía y la lógica de lo inesperado” (365). While tending to prefer short novels over 

long novels in most cases—“Pudieron ser cortas y hubieran sido perfectas, pero hay 

muchos lectores aun que quieren cosas interminables”—, he believes that, despite 

readers’ wishes, brief narrations are quintessential contemporary forms of expression, 

because they offer the variation and difference needed in “la vida moderna” (365). 

Gómez de la Serna states: “Por las novelas cortas se asoma el que lee –y el que escribe 

también se asomó– a ventanas distintas, a amores variados, a viajes todo lo diferentes que 

necesitan ser en la vida moderna” (365). He attributes to the short novel the possibility of 

“una nueva vida,” while believing it is important not to “kill” one’s readers by exhausting 

them: “Yo, en cada novela corta, emprendo con fe una nueva vida, pero no voy tan lejos 

que asesine de cansancio al que me siga. La vida queda vista pronto y a otra vida” (365). 

Besides favoring the speed of shorter narratives, Gómez de la Serna proclaims that the 
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form of the novel, of any length, is an “immortal genre” (“generó inmortal”), as it allows 

readers to live: “es el que [el generó inmortal] se produce viviendo y el que deja al lector 

vivir, porque el lector lee muchas veces los libros, no para aprender, sino para seguir 

viviendo, para vivir más, para animar con la lectura la inconciencia” (365). He does not 

propose that the novel offers any didacticism for its readers, but rather the chance to live, 

repeatedly and vicariously, through various iterations of reading, enlivening the 

unconscious (365). He even asserts the power of the novel in freeing the spirit: “Mientras 

no sea libre la vida, tan libre como se puede fantasear, es grato hacer triunfar el espíritu 

libre sojuzgado y hacerle locuaz en el ambiente de la novela” (366).98 According to 

Gómez de la Serna, the novel should be composed in view of contemporary readers, by 

emphasizing “lo inesperado:” “Sin la trivialidad del detectivismo, debe seguir la novela la 

ruta de lo inesperado, pues el lector de hoy, mucho más sagaz que el de antaño, 

comprende a dónde [sic] va a parar la novela y qué caminos seguirá en cuanto se esboce 

cualquier conflicto tópico” (365). Significantly, the inventor of the Greguería 

concentrates on the expectations of the reader in relation to the construction of novelistic 

writing, noting that the modern reader is more “sagaz” (“sagacious”) when considering 

the development of a plot. He also eschews “detectivismo” in a way that we could 

compare to Emar’s rejection of “la literatura bluff.” In an even more striking similarity 

between Gómez de la Serna and Emar, the former affirms “the logic of the unexpected,” 

 
98 Gómez de la Serna will go on to valorize the potential of novel in regards to “la 

libertad:” “La novela debe ser el sitio ideal en que unos cuantos sintamos la libertad. Se han de 
encontrar en la novela reafirmaciones de la vida, palabras que se esperaban, situaciones en que a 
uno le hubiera gustado estar, ingenuidades abrumadoras. Combinaciones y conflictos en que el 
Creador no ha caído en su tejer los destinos; lo que verdaderamente falta en el tapiz del mundo” 
(“Novelismo” 367).   
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such that what takes place in the novel assume a certain “naturalidad” (365). Likewise, 

unexpectedness as a trait of expression recalls the linguistic innovations sought by Lange. 

Gómez de la Serna suggests the following:   

Lo que hay que hacer es distribuir bien la magnitud de cada 
episodio inesperado y encontrar la armonía y la lógica de lo inesperado.  

Todo, hasta lo más inverosímil y arbitrario, debe portarse con 
naturalidad, teniendo en cuenta que la naturalidad cambia según las 
épocas, y la naturalidad de estos días no es de ninguna manera la de 
anteayer. (365)   

He stresses the need for a careful distribution of “unexpected episodes” so that “the 

harmony and the logic of the unexpected” can be discovered. Gómez de la Serna’s 

exemplary articulation of a vanguardist approach to “the unexpected” and to chance 

shares a kinship with Emar’s emphasis on the creation of “parallel” worlds governed by 

internal “laws.” Gómez de la Serna explicitly invokes the term “inverosímil” in relation 

to “naturalidad,” in such a way that what appears to lack verisimilitude appears to be 

verisimilitudinous, due to the discovery of “the harmony and the logic of the 

unexpected.” I would also note how Gómez de la Serna again shows a certain historical 

awareness regarding “naturalidad,” such that what would appear natural in his present, 

would not necessarily seem so in other historical periods. In another congruity with 

respect to Emar’s ideas, Gómez de la Serna exclaims “¡habrá más hermosa misión que 

hacer la novela libre, que fabricar el mundo que no podremos alcanzar por mucho que 

vivamos!” (366). The ultimate goal of creating the world anew, in search of freedom, also 

resonates with Ingrid’s particular odyssey across the ocean, as well as the tendency of her 

narrator’s originality of expression.    
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El caballero del hongo gris (1928) relates the exploits of the swindler Leonardo, 

who, after purchasing a “sombrero hongo gris” (a gray bowler hat) in Paris, will move 

from city to city deceiving wealthy elites with illicit and often fictious business ventures 

and projects. Considering now the avant-garde features of this novel by Gómez de la 

Serna, the narrative is structured by concatenations and patterns of events, epitomized by 

a meta-reflexive structure condensed in the following statement: “Leonardo vivía una 

vida de príncipe, como prólogo de un libro que no había de ser libro nunca, que acabaría 

en el prólogo siempre” (Caballero 169).99 Leonardo, upon moving from one city to 

another, encounters similar situations and individuals, whom he tricks, until the perils of 

his projects cause him to flee to another city, only to start another “prologue.” There is 

little psychological change in his character, as we might expect of an “architectonic” 

novel of the realist or naturalist literary tradition, as Pérez Firmat would remark. 

Regarding the narrative organization of Gómez de la Serna’s work, critic John A. 

McCulloch states “El caballero del hongo gris’s resemblance to the picaresque is not 

only thematic, but extends to the episodic narrative structure” (141). I would suggest that, 

in addition to an affiliation with the picaresque, Gómez de la Serna’s novel offers an 

insight into another inflection of Hispanic vanguard narrative: rather than the presentation 

of a linear plot, the novel is organized by a pattern of beginnings with similar abrupt 

endings. These structural features of Gómez de la Serna’s novel allow us to dialogue with 

Pérez Firmat’s notions regarding avant-garde narrative in terms of character and plot 

 
99 Gómez de la Serna’s narrator compares Leonardo’s life to that of a young, potential 

sovereign, “un príncipe” (Caballero 169). 
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construction, which I will pursue at the close of this introduction. El caballero del hongo 

gris ends by interrupting the pattern of “prologues” of deceit followed by relocations to 

various cities: Leonardo, at the conclusion of the novel in Rome, meets another 

individual wearing an “hongo gris,” an event which causes a duel. Leonardo dies in this 

clash with his double, who has suspended the singularity of the “hongo gris.” The ipseity 

of Leonardo—wearing the “hongo gris” which posits itself as unique and self-identical—

is forcefully interrupted, in a sort of temporal loop, by the appearance of what is 

seemingly the same, “otro caballero del hongo gris” (173). By virtue of his headwear, 

Leonardo is related to other figures of sovereignty such as Desiderio Longotoma in Un 

año—who also wears a bowler—, and the Captain in 45 días y 30 marineros. At the same 

time, since Leonardo’s ipseity is related to an object that is also a commodity, it becomes 

even more fragile, subject to, among other aspects, the rules of the marketplace and 

indeed the “logic of the unexpected,” as exemplified by the appearance of another 

“caballero del hongo gris.”     

The three novels examined in this chapter illustrate different facets of avant-garde 

approaches to narration. Emar, Lange, and Gómez de la Serna are keenly aware of the 

relationship between their writing and the expectations of modern literary expression. In 

this sense, it is important to relate these three novels with the critical assessments of 

Hispanic vanguard novels as offered by Pérez Firmat and Unruh. For instance, Emar’s 

Un año presents different facets of various problems without resolution: causality and 

chance structure the novel in a way that—despite being self-circumscribed to the twelve 

monthly entries that compose one year in the Gregorian calendar—, it would seem that 
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the novel could end at any moment. However, to refer to Emar’s discussion in his “Ideas 

sueltas sobre literatura,” the internal logic—“el ser interno” of Un año—makes the 

absurd events appear to be logical and have a certain verisimilitude with regard to the 

world constructed in the narrative. While the plot in Emar’s novel defies summarization, 

it is not entirely “pneumatic” in Pérez Firmat’s sense, which seems to imply a kind of 

ethereal, ungrounded nature. There is in Un año a certain materiality of occurrences, 

which often blur supposed epistemological and ontological categories, like matter and 

consciousness. To illustrate this point, we need only to recall a few episodes from the 

novel: Emar’s narrator falls to the ground, such that a drawing of a crucifixion slides 

from the pages of the book and lands on the pavement; the narrator’s gait through the city 

is interrupted by eleven women; the letters of the newspaper tumble to the ground. 

Additionally, I would resist calling the plot of Un año “an amiable pretext” as evidencing 

the “pneumatic” influence (Pérez Firmat 44), for the events of Un año, despite their 

absurdity, are organized around a sort of metonymic contiguity, such that each episode 

and each reflection appear to be connected and necessary due to the text’s internal logic. I 

would highlight, more than the “pneumatic,” the contiguity presented in vanguard 

narrative, especially in the case of Emar.  

In regard to character, if Pérez Firmat suggests that in the Hispanic vanguard 

novel “There is characterization, one might say, but there are no characters” (44), this 

would appear valid up to a certain point. There is an odd disjunction in the conversations 

of the characters in Un año, as I will discuss in the section of the chapter dedicated to 

Emar’s novel. Most of the other characters lack the kind of psychological development of 
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the narrator—except perhaps the inscrutable Desiderio Longotoma. Emar’s narrator has a 

rather developed set of tendencies and peculiarities, and we as readers come to expect 

certain reactions from him. Rather than “desdibujar and descaracterizar, techniques 

which rob fictional personages of their lifelikeness” as in the vanguard novel according to 

Pérez Firmat (44, original emphasis), there is an excess of reflexiveness in Emar’s 

narrator and indeed a “lifelikeness” of this character who, due in part to his 

idiosyncrasies, is particularly lifelike in the “parallel” world built by Emar. The narrator 

of Un año could potentially be viewed as an instance of what Unruh would consider “una 

plusvalía de caracterización, es decir, de una obsesión con el proceso de construir, 

deshacer, y reconstruir personajes no tanto ‘nebulosos’ como volátiles y proteicos” 

(“Quién” 254-55).       

Lacking the “pneumatic” and “nebulous” tendencies proposed by Pérez Firmat, 

the plot of Lange’s 45 días y 30 marineros is structured by contiguity, although the 

organization of narrative material is not as radical as in Un año. Lange proposes a novel 

more traditional in the sense that it ends in a particular, albeit unpredicted, moment: the 

decision of Ingrid to leave the ship before the end of her scheduled destination. However, 

this conclusion—of Ingrid’s ultimate decision to leave the ship prior to her arrival in 

Oslo—is unexpected, and the novel’s chapters themselves do not reveal that the narrative 

will end in such a fashion. Indeed, Lange’s narrative presentation of this vital event is 

masterfully constructed and resembles the “passive decision” as put forward by Derrida. 

Relatedly, Lange’s characters do not follow the weightless indeterminacy of the 

“pneumatic” character as described by Pérez Firmat, nor the kind of obsessive and 
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excessive “plusvalía de caracterización” as suggested by Unruh. Unlike the depictions of 

characterization in Hispanic vanguard prose offered by these two critics, Lange’s novel 

presents a series of protagonists with well-developed psychological features, particularly 

in the main characters Ingrid, the Captain, the passenger Stevenson, and the first mate, 

Guttorm. In this sense, I would suggest that 45 días y 30 marineros offers a more realist 

or referential approach to a character-building narration, while the novel’s form evinces 

vanguardist propensities such as depersonalization and a non-transparency of language.     

Turning to the final novel included in Chapter 2, I would indicate that the episodic 

configuration of Gómez de la Serna’s El caballero del hongo gris is closer to the 

fragmented accumulation of events in Un año than to the character-driven plot in 45 días 

y 30 marineros. However, although Gómez de la Serna emphasizes the role of “the 

unexpected” in theoretical texts such as “Novelismo,” the narrative pattern he develops in 

El caballero del hongo gris allows for a certain expectation of occurrences, even if there 

are still surprising events. As the narration progresses, the reader comes to anticipate that 

Leonardo will swindle various members of the elite, fall in love, and find himself forced 

to flee to another city where he will begin this pattern of “prologues” again. Considering 

the characterization in Gómez de la Serna’s work, El caballero del hongo gris can be 

compared to other vanguard novels which do not seek the creation of a unique and 

psychologized individual, and therefore challenge the “architectural impulse” of realist 

and naturalist narratives, in the terms posed by the author of Idle Fictions. At the same 

time, however, Leonardo does not particularly fit the mold of either Pérez Firmat’s 

“pneumatic” character, nor of Unruh’s character who displays a “plusvalía de 
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caracterización.” Leonardo has certain psychological predispositions, such as a rapacious 

desire for luxury and social ascendancy, and an indifference regarding the future, as  

embodied by his valorization of speed. However, he learns nothing from his experiences 

and makes similar decisions in each city. McCulloch mentions that “The importance 

accorded to his [Leonardo’s] physical presence outweighs that of character psychology” 

(138). Additionally, in accordance with McCulloch, who states that “the character of 

Leonardo is explored in little depth. More importance is given to his bowler hat” (139), I 

would propose that, in a sense, the protagonist is less Leonardo than his gray bowler, 

which receives characterization in a more sustained way than any human being in the 

novel. In fact, Nicolás Fernández-Medina has indicated that El caballero del hongo gris 

accentuates “El escepticismo hacia el progreso […] como el tema unificador” (31), and 

correctly considers the hat to be “el eje simbólico del texto” (32). Similarly, Nicholas A. 

Wolters has regarded the singularity of Leonardo’s bowler hat in view of the other 

persons who could just as easily wear the same hat: “Though the definite article in his 

epithet and Gómez de la Serna’s title suggest the originality of the protagonist and his 

gray bowler hat, it is undoubtedly an expression of irony, being that Leonardo is only one 

among many with a bowler hat” (237). It would be useful to note that Ortega y Gasset 

elevates this strategy as part of Gómez de la Serna’s literary approach, when he 

emphasized the latter’s ability to write entire books on topics like “el alba” or “la Puerta 

del Sol:” “El procedimiento consiste sencillamente en hacer protagonista del drama vital 

los barrios bajos de la atención, lo que de ordinario desatendemos” (Deshumanización 

71). It is hard to dispute that Gómez de la Serna hones in on “los barrios bajos de la 
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atención” of modern life in El caballero del hongo gris, given the remarkable 

prioritization of this gray bowler in the novel’s plot.             

In addition to considering the avant-garde aesthetics epitomized by these three 

novels, I am also concerned with the politics of these literary works. In opening this 

examination that will span the second chapter, I first address Ortega y Gasset’s 

reflections on avant-garde art which are connected to the opposition of minoría excelente 

and masas crucial to my analysis in Chapter 1. In La deshumanización del arte (1925), 

Ortega juxtaposes romanticism with avant-gardism, which he calls “el arte nuevo.” 

Connecting romanticism with “el pueblo,” Ortega suggests that this aesthetic was 

opposed by “una minoría selecta:”  

El romanticismo conquistó muy pronto al “pueblo”, para el cual el viejo arte 
clásico no había sido nunca cosa entrañable. El enemigo con quien el 
romanticismo tuvo que pelear fue precisamente una minoría selecta que se había 
quedado anquilosada en las formas arcaicas del “antiguo régimen” poético. (46, 
emphasis added)  

Employing an agonistic metaphor, romanticism’s “enemy” would be “una minoría 

selecta,” while its subject would be the masses, “el pueblo.” Ortega condenses the 

aesthetic and class-based opposition to romanticism in the phrase “‘antiguo régimen’ 

poético.” Decisively, he associates romanticism not with only the masses, but also with 

democracy: “El romanticismo ha sido por excelencia el estilo popular. Primogénito de la 

democracia, fue tratado con el mayor mimo por la masa” (46-47). If romanticism is 

associated with the masas, and with a democratic framework, avant-gardism, in Ortega’s 

estimation, is paradigmatically an art of and for the minoría excelente. Ortega’s 

reflections bring to the forefront the tension that vanguard artists and groups maintain 
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with regard to democratic practices and ideas. This problematic is condensed by what 

Calinescu describes as the “elitist-antielitist approach” characterizing artistic and political 

vanguards (104). Throughout my readings of the novels in this and the subsequent 

chapter, I highlight both the democratic potentials and the authoritarian strains presented 

by these avant-garde narratives. With typical elitism, Ortega sustains that artworks 

differentiate humans into “two castes:” “el arte nuevo tiene a la masa en contra suya y la 

tendrá siempre. […] Actúa, pues, la obra de arte como un poder social que crea dos 

grupos antagónicos, que separa y selecciona en el montón informe de la muchedumbre 

dos castas diferentes de hombres” (47). However, as he notes, “No se trata de que a la 

mayoría del público no le guste la obra joven y a la minoría sí. Lo que sucede es que la 

mayoría, la masa, no la entiende” (47, original emphasis). Ortega’s observation—that 

new forms of art are not understood by the masses—leads to an astonishing and 

disturbing leap in logic to a biological theorizing of difference between minoría selecta 

and masa by means of “un órgano de comprensión” (47). Ortega writes the following: “A 

mi juicio, lo característico del arte nuevo, ‘desde el punto de vista sociológico’, es que 

divide al público en estas dos clases de hombres: los que lo entienden y los que no lo 

entienden. Esto implica que los unos poseen un órgano de comprensión negado, por 

tanto, a los otros; que son dos variedades distintas de la especie humana” (47, emphasis 

added). If Ortega is not referring to a difference of social class, the aforementioned 

statement places the difference of “clases de hombres” at an even more distressing 

biological level of elitist differentiation, upon positing “un órgano de comprensión” that 

distinguishes the human species at the level of physiology rather than ideology, such that 
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a classist position becomes naturalized as a biological datum. Ortega derives from his 

argument that the so-called “new art” is for a minoría selecta that would have this “organ 

of comprehension:” “El arte nuevo, por lo visto, no es para todo el mundo, como el 

romántico, sino que va desde luego dirigido a una minoría especialmente dotada” (47). 

The very notion of a minoría excelente recalls an aristocratic lineage, seemingly based on 

Ancien Régime ideas rather than the class system confirmed after the French Revolution. 

Indeed, his anti-bourgeois attitude reveals itself in the following remarks:    

El arte joven, con sólo presentarse, obliga al buen burgués a sentirse tal y 
como es: buen burgués, ente incapaz de sacramentos artísticos, ciego y 
sordo a toda belleza pura. […] Habituada a predominar en todo, la masa se 
siente ofendida en sus ‘derechos del hombre’ por el arte nuevo, que es un 
arte de privilegio, de nobleza y de nervios, de aristocracia instintiva. (48)      

Ortega suggests that “the new art” allows for masa and minoría selecta to recognize 

themselves, respectively. As a result of such new developments in art, the masses, 

according to Ortega, see themselves as “‘sólo pueblo’, mero ingrediente entre otros, de la 

estructura social, inerte materia del proceso histórico, factor secundario del cosmos 

espiritual” (48). I have commented in Chapter 1 on the classist nature of this claim which 

negates the agency of the masas, portraying them as passive objects of historical 

development. By the same token, this idea of a “new art” allows for “los ‘mejores’” to 

recognize themselves as themselves, different from the masses: “el arte joven contribuye 

también a que los ‘mejores’ se conozcan y reconozcan entre el gris de la muchedumbre y 

aprendan su misión, que consiste en ser pocos y tener que combatir contra los muchos” 

(48). Ortega proposes an antagonism by which the few, “the best” must struggle against 

the many, the crowds. His remarks on romanticism and vanguardism, in spite and perhaps 
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because of their elitism, reveal fundamental ambiguities at the core of the notion and 

practice of avant-garde art and politics. Therefore, in my interpretations of the works by 

Emar, Lange, and Gómez de la Serna, I investigate the nature of the confrontation 

between the one and the many organizing these texts at a variety of narrative levels.   

To close this introduction, I will outline my arguments about the three vanguard 

novels of Chapter 2. Emar’s Un año (1935) is an extraordinarily rich yet brief novel that 

parodies the format of a personal diary. While the geographical location of the narrator is 

at times unclear in certain entries of the novel, the plot appears to take place primarily in 

Santiago de Chile. Other important sections take place on the coast near the ocean, and 

the final entry includes a voyage by ship departing from Valparaíso to other cities in 

Chile, Peru, and Ecuador. The narrator’s reflections and experiences are bizarre, absurd, 

and frequently display a characteristically avant-garde sense of humor. The work also 

reveals a meta-narrative self-consciousness common to the three novels of this chapter. I 

analyze crucial sections of Un año connected to the opposition of singularity and totality 

which has both philosophical and political ramifications. Thus, in order to do justice to 

Emar’s novel, I read seriously the absurd happenings to the narrator so that I may account 

for the imbrication of political sovereignty and divine sovereignty in the novel. 

Additionally, I consider questions in Un año relating to the nature of perception and 

linguistic transmission, which are both problematized throughout Emar’s writing. 

Although components of Un año seem to veer into philosophical, theological, and occult 

domains, I would argue that meditations on uncertainty and the problematization of 

narrative and epistemological perspectives are vital to Emar’s work. Concomitantly, I 
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draw attention to the overall sense of dizziness and vertigo that permeates the novel, 

which can be related to the recurrent play of horizontal and vertical displacements within 

the narrative. These topics are distinctly linked to a certain preoccupation with political 

ideas of sovereignty and democratic movements, which Derrida has described as a 

circular motion in his work Rogues: Two Essays on Reason.            

The second novel of Chapter 2, Lange’s 45 días y 30 marineros (1933), narrates 

the journey of Ingrid, who departs from Buenos Aires on a transport ship composed of an 

all-male crew with the intended destination of Oslo. While the narrative avoids a 

testimonial, first-person point of view, Lange in 1927 would make a voyage in 

comparable conditions on “un barco de carga,” from Argentina to Norway to see her 

sister (Legaz 13).100 As such, 45 días y 30 marineros could be seen as “autoficcional,” 

according to María Elena Legaz, for the fact that, while sharing certain aspects of the 

author’s lived experience during this trip, the novel also includes elements that are 

fictional (Legaz 13). By contrast, Unruh has interpreted the situation presented in the 

novel as a kind of allegory for Lange’s role as “the central female figure” of the Buenos 

Aires vanguard group Martín Fierro (Performing 79).101                    

 
100 Lange recalls her voyage to Oslo in relation to 45 días y 30 marineros: “Soy la única 

mujer que ha pernoctado en barco de mesurada tarifa e inexistentes viáticos. Mi libro anterior 
rememora esa hazaña, por más que un erizado pudor me impida destacar que el puerto de Buenos 
Aires atestigua mi partida” (qtd. in Legaz 13).  

101 Unruh notes that critics contemporary to Lange and her biographer have seen her 
novel “as a transparent source of information about Lange’s own trip” (Performing 79). Unruh 
notes the following: “When we consider that by 1933 Lange had long been the central female 
figure in the tertulias and banquets of the Martín Fierro literary fraternity, the novel’s narration of 
a lone woman’s intricate survival tactics among a large group of men stands out” (79).   
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In 45 días y 30 marineros, Ingrid’s decisions are repeatedly organized, postponed, 

and confronted by the will of others, while she must fend off the male sailors’ repeated 

flirtations, and more alarmingly, their sexual harassments and assaults. In order to adapt 

to the perils presented by the situation, Ingrid appeals to gestures of “cordialidad,” 

warmth, and friendliness, which are continually misconstrued by the sailors, who are not 

interested in camaraderie alone with the sole woman aboard. Although a seemingly 

unique situation without overt political implications, I would argue that Lange’s novel is 

relevant, because it underscores the gender dynamic at times overlooked in theoretical 

explorations of democracy and community. Written and published during a time when 

women were still fighting for their right to participate in homosocial democracies around 

the world, 45 días y 30 marineros illustrates the effort to assert the right to take part with 

equality in processes and decisions constrained by, among other factors, gender. 

Similarly, this struggle finds an artistic correlation in the configuration of historical 

avant-garde movements, where female artists, such as Norah Lange, frequently had to 

confront issues of discrimination and access.            

The transnational setting and concerns of Lange’s novel resonate in the 

international circulations of capital and individuals in the last work studied in this 

chapter, El caballero del hongo gris (1928) by Gómez de la Serna. If the novels by Emar 

and Lange in different modalities broadly portray the struggles of individuals with regard 

to groups, Gómez de la Serna’s text offers a situation in which the protagonist Leonardo 

takes advantage of others, namely by conning socioeconomic elites of many cities in 

Europe with fantastical projects. The “sombrero hongo gris” (gray bowler or derby hat)—
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which is presented in the narrative as making possible Leonardo’s good fortune—

presents a paradoxical connection to different phenomena of modern life and 

transnational capitalism, two key facets of the novel. Repeatedly, Leonardo attributes his 

economic success to his “sombrero hongo gris” which—in addition to bestowing upon 

the character the appearance, if not actuality, of “nueva capacidad social”—signals not 

only his boldness, but also his “voluntad de vencer” (Caballero 32). There is something 

uncannily revealing about the social power of this hat in the novel, as if it were a key to 

understanding the zeitgeist of this historical period.102 My analysis connects the 

protagonist’s bowler hat with his voracious desire for social ascension and luxury. I 

address the novel’s emphasis on what Leonardo wears—specifically his gray bowler and 

yellow gloves—, as well as how he carries himself, such that he produces “confianza” 

(“confidence”) in the persons whom he cheats, by presenting business schemes which 

appeal to modern desires and concerns. He becomes, as Derrida might put it, a rogue, 

someone who becomes an outlaw through the unbridled exercise of his ipseity (Rogues 

63-70).  However, Leonardo is not invulnerable: his ipseity is partially bestowed by and 

contingent upon the singularity of his hat, making his existence exceedingly fragile, as 

 
102 In addition to evoking the mysterious male figures wearing bowler hats that begin to 

appear in the 1920s paintings of René Magritte, the character of the tramp wearing a bowler hat in 
Charlie Chaplin’s films, and the characters that Samuel Beckett presents in the play Waiting for 
Godot (1953), the centrality of the “hongo gris” is reminiscent of Gómez de la Serna’s focus on 
the effects of peculiarly modern items in his Greguerías, often brief texts which juxtapose 
objects—frequently modern—by means of humor and various technical resources, such as visual 
and typographical puns. Gómez de la Serna describes the Greguería in the following terms: 
“Metáfora + Humor = Greguería” (qtd. in Cardona 20). One way to approach the Greguerías of 
Gómez de la Serna would be to understand that his approach to language would value shocking 
and uncommon “yuxtaposiciones […] [que] tienen el poder de descubrir, de resaltar en lo que 
Ramón llama ‘una liberación por la incongruencia que va a llevar a una congruencia de materias 
conseguida en un plano superior’” (Cardona 47).   
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evinced by his conflicts with the other characters who wear bowlers and, ultimately, 

bring about his demise.         

At a theoretical level, the novels selected for Chapter 2 stage the philosophical 

and political stakes of the ipseity of individuals. Derrida uses the term “ipseity” to 

describe a power or force that seeks bring together the disparate aspects of a self, with the 

goal of presenting a unity that authorizes exceptional and unconditional action.103 Derrida 

describes the notion of ipseity in the following way: “By ipseity I thus wish to suggest 

some ‘I can,’ or at the very least the power that gives itself its own law, its force of law, 

its self-representation, the sovereign and reappropriating gathering of self in the 

simultaneity of an assemblage or assembly, being together, or ‘living together’” (Rogues 

11, original emphasis). Ipseity links the rule of the self and the rule of the group, as 

analogous attempts to gather disparate components or individuals as a kind of unity. 

However, as I will discuss in the vanguard novels of my corpus, the intention of ipseity 

for self-mastery, whether of an individual or a group, can never be fully accomplished 

because of the inevitable passage of time; indeed, as Pheng Cheah and Suzanne Guerlac 

have advanced, “since the ipseity of a finite being is always compromised because it 

cannot give itself time, sovereignty is necessarily ruptured in its constitution by an 

exposure to the other from which time comes. Sovereignty is autoimmune” (16). Thus, 

Chapter 2 focuses on the ways by which we can characterize different individuals in their 

 
103 It should be noted that, in a way different from Derrida, Paul Ricoeur utilizes the term 

ipseity in his work Oneself as Another, by emphasizing differences between ipse and idem in 
Latin: “The weight of this comparative use of the term ‘same’ seems so great to me that I shall 
henceforth take sameness as synonymous with idem-identity and shall oppose to it selfhood 
(ipseity), understood as ipse-identity” (2-3, original emphasis).      
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struggles with groups while trying to assert the possibility to act. Complementarily, 

Chapter 3 analyzes the functioning of the force of rule of groups in the direction of a 

thinking of democracy.   

More specifically, Chapter 2 considers how vanguardist novels present the 

oppositions which structure ipseity: that which would totalize and subordinate vis-à-vis 

that which would seek to be entirely singular and irreducible, as well as that which is 

calculable and that which is incalculable. If I concentrate on individual protagonists with 

regard to groups in Chapter 2, I avoid the reification of the subject as self-master and 

self-proprietor. It might appear that Derrida’s ideas relating to ipseity resemble models of 

the subject that emphasize autonomy, self-possession, self-ownership, as in the liberal 

individual or Homo œconomicus.104 However, as quoted before, this ipseity is thought as 

a heterogeneous “assemblage.” In a similar vein, Cheah and Guerlac signal that “[t]he 

 
104 In his consideration of political economic theory, including Adam Smith’s ideas in 

Wealth of Nations (1776), Foucault conceives liberalism as a critique of sovereignty in the 
economic sphere. Key to this critique is the conception of homo œconomicus, an atomized 
economic subject who acts in a sphere of economic relations seeking his or her interest. Foucault 
states that “Economic rationality is not only surrounded by, but founded on the unknowability of 
the totality of the process. Homo œconomicus is the one island of rationality possible within an 
economic process whose uncontrollable nature does not challenge, but instead founds the 
rationality of the atomistic behavior of homo œconomicus” (Birth 282, original emphasis). This 
characterization of the individual as homo œconomicus—as a fragmented economic body seeking 
his or her own advantage—is placed within a domain of economic processes that cannot be 
totalized, producing a kind of epistemic opacity. These multiple economic subjects produce “a 
multiplicity of points of view” which undermine, if not completely frustrate any pretension of the 
sovereign in acting as sovereign: “economics is a discipline that begins to demonstrate not only 
the pointlessness, but also the impossibility of a sovereign point of view over the totality of the 
state that he has to govern” (282). Here, the atomization of the individual as homo œconomicus 
and the concomitantly developing centrality of economic activity in “a society’s life” allow for a 
critique of sovereignty (282). The problem of sovereignty is then posed in regard to liberalism. 
Foucault states “Liberalism acquired its modem shape precisely with the formulation of this 
essential incompatibility between the non-totalizable multiplicity of economic subjects of interest 
and the totalizing unity of the juridical sovereign” (282).      
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critique of ipseity, however, implies that freedom must now be thought beyond its 

canonical definition as autonomy and self-determination that informs almost all accounts 

of political freedom today, from liberalism to communitarianism” (18). As such, 

particularly in the section dedicated to the analysis of Lange’s novel, I employ Derrida’s 

notion of a “passive decision,” which destabilizes both Schmitt’s “sovereign decision of 

exception,” as well as “the deliberation of public reason” as in the work of Habermas 

(Cheah and Guerlac 19). I would suggest that while the individual—qua liberal subject—

is a singularity, at the same time, the individual becomes a kind of isolated “totality,” 

“whole,” or “one”—an island, a Robinson Crusoe, as Derrida might remark.105 In this 

isolation from others, the individual becomes conceived of as almost hermetically sealed 

off from possibilities of community, in which there is a negation of munus, of non-

obligation to others. At the same time, democracy establishes a complicated relationship 

between the ipseity of the dēmos and the ipseities of each singular member that composes 

that dēmos. Hence, an aporia lies at the center of the opposition between singularity and 

totality, for the very notion of totality structures both the concept of the individual and the 

singular, as well as the concept of the collective and the iterable. I would propose, in line 

with Derrida, that any theorization of democracy needs to navigate the tension incarnated 

by these mutually exclusive, yet fundamentally interdependent ideas.     

 
105 Derrida notes the following: “whoever says I is Robinson, that the autos, the ipse, 

autobiography is Robinsonian, and that each Robinson organizes the economy of his solitude in 
the company of those, the others, who, as close as can be to him, with him, or even in him 
(Mitsein, alter ego, labor of mourning, etc.), do not accompany him” (Beast 2: 199, original 
emphasis). 
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In Chapter 2, I address how vanguard novelists stage philosophical questions, as I 

read the politics of this staging, even when political concerns appear most distant. Emar’s 

protagonist in Un año, who asserts his ipseity, considers himself a “sovereign man,” 

indifferent and at times disdainful to the others around him, appearing to flout any kind of 

community—aside from the homosocial bonds with his male friends. By contrast, in 

Lange’s 45 días y 30 marineros, the possibility of belonging to a community is revealed 

to have exceptionally high stakes. For Ingrid to form part of the homosocial filiation of 

the crew understood as a fraternity, in Derrida’s sense, she would have to give herself 

over to be “possessed” by the sailors. Due to gender and sexual constraints, she abandons 

the notion of fraternity and community with the crew, although the end of the novel is 

ambiguous about the possibility to completely break free from the conditions that limit 

her ipseity. Concurrently, I endeavor to read how Ingrid disrupts the fraternity of the 

crew, as I trace a notion of friendship that she develops during the course of the voyage 

which moves beyond nationalistic foundations and gendered restrictions. Lastly, in 

Gómez de la Serna’s novel, Leonardo—exploiting others in his pursuit of luxury—aims 

to affirm his singularity by a continual exercise of becoming “el caballero del hongo 

gris.” However, the narrative undermines Leonardo’s ipseity by means of his gray 

bowler, which has the potential not only to singularize, but also to indifferentiate him 

from other individuals. Furthermore, the bowler hat also sets up the possibility of 

Leonardo’s duplication via the doppelgängers whom he encounters, ultimately causing 

his death.        
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II. Subsumed Singularities, Interrupted Ipseities, and Divine Perception in Un año (1935) 

by Juan Emar 

Parodying the form and structure of a diary, the chapters of Juan Emar’s Un año 

until the first of September take place in a city, most likely Santiago de Chile, given the 

reference to “la Plaza de Armas,” and the self-denomination of the narrator and a group 

of other individuals as “hombres santiaguinos” (Un año 38, 69). On September 1st, the 

narrator will take leave of the metropolis due to “preocupaciones grandes” (41). After 

crucial experiences related to the ocean, on December 1st, the narrator returns from “un 

largo viaje” by boat to cities in Chile, Peru, and Ecuador: Coquimbo (Chile), Antofagasta 

(Chile), Iquique (Chile), Mollendo (Peru), Huacho (Peru), Pacasmayo (Peru), Pimentel 

(Peru), Paita (Peru), Manta (Ecuador), returning to Valparaíso (Chile) (68-79). As such, 

an important component of my discussion of Un año is the contrast between happenings 

in urban spaces and experiences in nature. In particular, the narrator often reacts 

negatively to what takes place to him in the city, while he undergoes a kind of 

metaphysical liberation by the sea. Although this is a frequently playful and comic novel, 

the philosophical stakes posed by Un año are not to be overlooked. Given the episodic 

and fragmentary distribution of the text, rather than trying to impose a homogeneous 

order upon a ludic and heterogenous work, I provide close readings of particularly 

significant sections in Un año by focusing on the tension between singularity and totality 

that opens up the possibility of threading together problems relating to political and 

ontotheological sovereignty, time and perception, and the linguistic-conceptual 

communication of knowledge.  
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While my reading of Emar’s novel may appear to not relate directly the 

socioeconomic and political concerns addressed by the essayists of my first chapter, I 

propose that, even with his characteristic levity and jestful tone, Emar’s reflections in Un 

año stage ontological problems that have substantial implications for theorizing 

sovereignty and democracy. Repeatedly, the events and observations that deeply trouble 

the narrator are linked to the reduction of singularities to totalities. The specter of 

totalization, for the narrator, could be related to a conception of life in which a living 

being is posited as absolutely singular and of incalculable worth. However, the apparent 

unity of this living being is structured by a necessary relation of contamination with that 

which is other and heterogenous. As I have previously mentioned, Derrida connects these 

tensions to the concept of ipseity, which designates an identity which forces itself to 

appear to itself as self-same and identical, while being internally destabilized by the 

displacements of time. Derrida writes the following:  

For the sake of an economy of language, let me simply announce in a 
word that, from now on, each time I say ipse, metipse, or ipseity, relying at 
once on their accepted meaning in Latin, their meaning within the 
philosophical code, and their etymology, I also wish to suggest the self, 
the one-self, being properly oneself, indeed being in person (even though 
the notion of “in person” risks introducing an ambiguity with regard to the 
semblable, the “oneself” not necessarily or originally having the status of a 
person, no more than that of an I, of an intentional consciousness or a 
supposedly free subject). I thus wish to suggest the oneself [soi-même], the 
“self-same [meme]” of the “self [soi]” (that is, the same, meisme, which 
comes from metipse), as well as the power, potency, sovereignty, or 
possibility implied in every “I can,” the pse of ipse (ipsissimus) referring 
always, through a complicated set of relations, as Benveniste shows quite 
well, to possession, property, and power, to the authority of the lord or 
seignior, of the sovereign, and most often the host (hospites), the master of 
the house or the husband. (Rogues 11, original emphasis, brackets and 
parentheses in original)       
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Ipseity can be understood as that which seeks to govern the various parts of a self and 

order them under one rule, of a self-rule that subordinates, totalizes, suppresses, and 

represses, in a way reminiscent of the philosophical insights of psychoanalysis.106 

Consequently, this idea of bringing together and ruling disparate parts of the self bears a 

relation to “possession, property, and power,” which is key in light of this chapter’s aims 

of displacing subjective models that emphasize self-possession and self-ownership. 

Likewise, ipseity is bound to the male master, the lord, and thus the sovereign. This 

component of gendered and sexual difference that Derrida incorporates into his 

discussion of ipseity is fundamental, particularly in my discussions of Emar’s narrator as 

“sovereign man,” and of Ingrid’s disruptive role in relation to the homosocial fraternity of 

the crew in 45 días y 30 marineros. As I will demonstrate in my reading of Un año, both 

the human and nonhuman, the living and nonliving seek to exert a kind of ipseity, a 

joining of forces, such that there is a subordination of various singular entities to the 

structure of a totality that would attempt to govern them and gather together a multiplicity 

under one ipseity.      

I will first consider the entries of July 1st and September 1st in Un año which 

reveal concerns essential to the interpretation of Emar’s work. Both entries depict the 

narrator’s physical itineracy and instability, which can be related to his psychological and 

spiritual unease. Additionally, the first entry I will discuss, that of July 1, transpires in a 

 
106 Cheah and Guerlac indicate what Derridean deconstruction shares with 

psychoanalysis: “The critique of ipseity thus reinscribes fundamental features of the critique of 
the subject that have belonged to deconstruction all along and that are informed to an important 
extent by psychoanalytic reflection” (16).  
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city, while the subsequent entry of analysis, that of September 1, occurs in nature by the 

ocean. In addition to this contrast between the urban and the rural, the July 1st entry 

presents the narrator’s consternation and shock after witnessing an accident in the city, 

while the September 1st entry offers a way to comprehend the chaos of the world with the 

help of the mysterious Desiderio Longotoma. The final episode which I examine, on June 

1st, engages the most overtly political problems guiding my dissertation: the narrator, 

calling himself a “sovereign man,” will be obstructed by a group of women. In addition 

to the gendered nature of this encounter, I read the political implications of the subjective 

model of a “sovereign man.” This episode produces a kind of “fury” in the narrator, who 

then has two subsequent “furies” related to the doubling of individuals by their shadows, 

and the possibility of having an optical omniscience like that of God. I close my 

reflections by considering how Un año ambiguously connects moments of both stillness 

and movement to the narrator’s pursuit of calm and tranquility, which I associate with not 

only the recurrent horizontal and vertical displacements in the narrative, but also with the 

circularity of democratic decision as described by Derrida.   

The entry of “JULIO 1º.” presents the narrator’s reflections on God and various 

challenges to his ipseity, such that we can link this episode more broadly to the novel’s 

explorations of human limitation, time, and the supernatural and transcendent. 

Additionally, this episode reveals the narrator’s isolation from the world that he inhabits, 

exemplified by his reaction to an accident in the street. The narrator states that on this 

day, July 1st, he has ambled aimlessly, with “the finger of God” following him, even 

having felt Him on the nape:   
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Hoy he vagado sin rumbo. Tras de mí, paso a paso, el dedo de 
Dios. Lo he sentido a todo momento. Dos veces se me ha clavado en la 
nuca.  

Mas lo ha hecho en forma leve, en forma equívoca. Lo ha hecho 
como vislumbre de una vislumbre, enredándome en mis propias 
apreciaciones sobre su identidad. (Un año 31)       

Emar’s narrations establishes a kind of ludic tension between an individual—an “I” that 

is the conscious center of an ipseity—, with the idea of a God who guides this 

individual’s every move, pushing him along with His finger. Emar thus displaces the 

ipseity of his narrator, for if his destiny is prefigured, the possibility of decision remains 

suspended, in spite and because of the religious and philosophical problems of free will 

and predetermination. This set of concerns is emphasized by the narrator’s reference to 

God, whose very “identidad” the narrator has become tied up (“enredándome”) in 

scrutinizing or intuiting. The narrator’s actions and decisions—and thus his ipseity—are 

put into question, by the ultimate ipseity of an ontotheological, sovereign decision of 

God, whose “identidad” could be viewed as perhaps the exemplar of ipseity, of a unitary, 

self-same Oneness. The narrator’s sensing of God’s finger behind him sets the stage for 

what the narrator witnesses in the street, an accident, an instant that he believes will have 

profound implications for the future of the city and the country at large. When this does 

not happen, when the accident is all but forgotten, the narrator is bewildered:     

Iba yo por una avenida central de gran movimiento. De pronto un 
accidente: una góndola y un auto se estrellan. Tumulto, vociferaciones y 
demás. Dos hombres se abofetean. Heridos, un muerto, Asistencia Pública, 
carabineros. En un momento me pareció que aquello iba a cambiar el 
rumbo de la ciudad entera, por ende del país. Pero en un minuto, acaso en 
menos, todo se apaciguó. Como por obra de magia fué [sic] la 
desaparición general: querellantes, policías, Asistencia Pública, curiosos, 
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todo. Volvió la circulación normal de la avenida sin conservar ni una 
huella de lo ocurrido, ni una sola. (Un año 31-32)107   

Because of the vertiginous activity surrounding this accident—wounding and death, the 

interventions and observations of various individuals in the frenzy of the incident—, the 

narrator believes that there would be a change in the city, and thus in the whole nation. 

The origin of this hypothetically historic scene is an urban and thus political space—

being the site of a polis—, which is juxtaposed with other narrative episodes occurring by 

the coast, in nature. We should also note that the persons whom the narrator sees are not 

entirely treated as singular individuals, yet as indistinct masses (we will observe a similar 

tendency in the narrator’s reaction to a group of elderly women addressed later in this 

section). Yet during this episode, the narrator feels a tremendous disillusionment, for with 

the same rapidity of the accident and its consequences, “in a minute, perhaps less,” there 

is a general pacifying, and the quotidian urban functioning returns to the avenue, with no 

vestige of what had taken place (31-32). After the street’s resumption of normal activity, 

an individual passes by the location of the accident (32). He is a character whom we do 

not see again in Un año, although he does appear in Emar’s Miltín 1934: his name is 

Estanislao Buin, “con su carpeta de bonos y acciones bajo el brazo, con sus anteojillos de 

oro y su lomo encorvado” (Un año 32). It is important to point out that the specter of the 

financial speculator, so close as we are to the events of 1929, makes an appearance in this 

 
107 I would draw attention to the sudden dispersion of persons after the accident, as if it 

were the result of an “obra de magia,” given the magical and supernatural associations with the 
character Longotoma, who refers to the knowledge of “magos.” I will consider these aspects of 
Un año below in my discussion.    
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novel.108 Buin goes by the location of this accident, oblivious to the event that the 

narrator witnessed there:     

Pasó [Buin] al lado –¡qué!–, encima, pisoteando, taconeando, el sitio 
mismo, el punto exacto donde, segundos antes, se estrellan dos vehículos, 
se abofetea la gente, se hieren varios, fallece uno y acude el orden público. 
Y pasa, repito, por allí mismo, pasa, tranco y tranco, sin apercibir nada, sin 
nada husmear, borrando casi la veracidad del accidente anterior, y 
presentándose como ser inverosímil al costear así, de un milímetro, de 
medio milímetro, un hecho sensacional, sin saberlo, sin haberlo sabido, sin 
ir a saberlo jamás. (Un año 32)  

Buin’s walks by the site of the accident, without realizing what had taken place there.  In 

this instance, a traumatic event—which in the chaos of its happening appears to unify or 

bring together various individuals—is suddenly erased, as though “the veracity” of the 

event itself is called into question, as if only the narrator had seen it:  

Quedé más de veinte minutos inmóvil en mi esquina sin comprender, o 
más bien comprendiendo como absurdo, estos rodajes de destinos, estos 
hilos culebreantes que se enredan, se entretejen y no se tocan nunca, 
perdiéndose cada cual en un mundo de ignorancia, codo a codo, en un 
mundo de no saber. (Un año 32)  

The narrator is stupefied by the ways in which “rodajes de destinos”—these “snake-like 

threads”—become tangled and connected without ever coming into a sort of contact that 

would bring about a knowledge of what they shared. The narrator’s disquiet regarding 

this accident can be related to his horizontal point of view, as well as to an impossibility 

 
108 It is telling that in the year preceding the 1929 financial crash, the novel El socio by 

Chilean author Jenaro Prieto centers on the business sector, focusing on events revolving around 
the stock market. The late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries bear witness to a group of 
novels which highlight the economic sphere and its periodic crises. For example, the Argentine 
novel La bolsa (1891) by Julián Martel (José María Miró) concerns financial speculation in the 
Buenos Aires stock exchange during the era. In the periodization of the present dissertation, 
besides Prieto’s El socio and Gómez de la Serna’s El caballero del hongo gris, the novel by 
Spanish author Benjamín Jarnés, Locura y muerte de Nadie (1929/1937), is yet another example 
that addresses this subject matter.   
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of knowing, finding oneself “en un mundo de no saber.” In spite of being surrounded by 

others, the narrator feels utterly isolated and alienated by what he witnesses, forming part 

of a reality of uncertainties. In a sense, this episode and other similar incidents in Un año 

express the seeking of a nonhuman or superhuman perspective that transcends the 

limitations of the single person and could be seen as an attempt to experience a 

commonality beyond the singular.       

In the September 1st entry of Un año, the narrative further explores matters 

relating to point of view, destiny, and the limitations of the individual vis-à-vis the 

amorphous grouping of the masses. In contrast to the sense of alienation in the July 1st 

entry, the happenings of September 1st offer transcendent experiences and metaphysical 

knowledge that ultimately bring a sense of calm to the narrator. Moreover, instead of 

transpiring in an urban milieu, this episode occurs in a remote and telluric wilderness. 

Finally, besides including the most extended interaction with Desiderio Longotoma in Un 

año, this episode substitutes the horizontal axis, as experienced in the city, with a vertical 

alignment that becomes associated with a divine or possibly satanic sense of 

empowerment.  

The character of the “caballero regordete”—who will be identified as 

Longotoma—appears in the first entry of the novel on January 1st (Un año 5-6). While 

the narrator reads La Divina Comedia, “un caballero regordete” seats himself across from 

him and strikes the table knocking it over, such that the narrator must lift up the table (5-

6). This series of actions, according to the narrative voice, would take place fourteen 

times in a row (6). However, the narrator does not repeat this action a fifteenth time, 
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given his “cierta afinidad o cierta superstición con el número catorce” (6). The next 

encounter with this “caballero regordete” will take place during the entry on September 

1st, during which the narrator explicitly connects his experiences to the entry that I have 

just discussed: “Hoy he venido a la costa. Tantos dedos de Dios, tantas preocupaciones 

graves, me han inducido a abandonar la ciudad y buscar el equilibrio frente al océano” 

(41). The references to God, especially in view of my analysis of the narrator’s sensation 

of being pushed forward by a divine digit, are significant in this context, for the 

“caballero regordete” can be compared in some ways to Satan or Mephistopheles, as he 

will offer an understanding of existence beyond human constraints. Before encountering 

the “caballero regordete” on September 1st, the narrator reflects on the waves of the 

ocean, in a way that resumes the narrative’s investigation of the opposition between the 

singularizing and the totalizing:  

Entonces la ola única, como ser único en su monstruosa 
enormidad, no existía. no era. Era tan sólo un resumen de destinos 
diferentes unidos por un designio superior, designio sin cuerpo, sin 
materialidad, sin cabeza, sin cabeza hundida, sin lomo doloroso rozando el 
aire.  

La ola única no era más que una marcha común. Una marcha, una 
voluntad, una abstracción. Viviente en materia, en cuerpo, en nervios, era 
únicamente cada círculo dibujado sobre el total por los rayos de mi vista. 
(Un año 45) 

This wave, as a unique singularity, is composed of “a summary of different destines” that 

have been brought together by “un designio superior,” a kind of force of gathering, an 

ipseity lacking a head, as the narrator describes. However, the narrator in some ways 

undermines the ways by which one could conceive of the unity of these diverse 

“destinies” by qualifying such an organization as not only “a march” (“una marcha”) and 
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“a will” (“una voluntad”), but also an “abstraction” (“una abstracción”). In a way that the 

conceptual-linguistic designation of the entity “la ola” determines what is considered part 

of the whole and vice-versa—that is, how the concept of totality structures the way 

hierarchies are understood—, the narrator notes that the wave “era únicamente cada 

círculo dibujado sobre el total por los rayos de mi vista” (45, emphasis added). His 

particular point of view (“the rays of my sight”) would be that which could establish (the 

idea of) the totality of the wave, in the same manner that his observation of the accident 

presented him with a form of knowledge that was not shared by other citizens, who were 

amassed together and lacked differentiation in his depiction.    

After further contemplation in the September 1st entry, the narrator encounters the 

“mismo señor regordete del Quijote,” and decides that he will “explain” everything to 

him (“Se lo explicaré todo”) (49). I would emphasize the contrast between this episode 

and the previously discussed events relating to the accident: the narrator laments 

Estanislao Buin’s lack of awareness, but he does not communicate what has happened. 

Here, however, he will tell “everything” (“todo”) to this man. In this interaction, the 

narrator pronounces the name “Caballero,” followed by ellipses and paraphrases in 

parentheses of what was apparently said or was sought to be expressed:      

–Caballero…. [sic] (En un instante circular le conté cuánto había 
contemplado). 

Pasé por alto otro instante lleno de dudosos escollos.  
–Caballero…, (Y aquí, como si la meditación ya se hubiese 

verificado, le relaté con lujo de detalles y elocuencia sin par, los 
resultados que hubiese obtenido. El regordete me felicita calurosamente). 
(49, ellipsis in original, emphasis added)  
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I would note here the disconnectedness of interpersonal communications in Un año. In 

particular, this instance offers a novel meditation on the problem of linguistic expression 

and comprehension beyond a phenomenological understanding of oneself—if such an 

understanding is even possible. Indeed, the various ways that Emar challenges linguistic 

and conceptual forms of knowledge undermine—like Freud—clear and unproblematic 

groundings for the fortress of conscious thought. If we recall the narrator’s anguish 

regarding how he would have knowledge that others could never know—as epitomized in 

the July 1st accident—, he seems to articulate, in this interaction with the “señor 

regordete,” an ideal realization of linguistic communication without presenting it in what 

might be perceived or judged to be the most faithful mode: a transcription. Instead, the 

narrator omits the majority of the words of this dialogue, rather concentrating on 

paraphrasing how it should ideally have taken place. It is as though the narrator were 

attempting to bridge—in his writing—the distance among interlocuters in linguistic 

communication by means of a sharing of phenomenological experience. Indeed, after the 

address to the “Caballero,” the narrator indicates that it was as though his musings had 

been “verified” (49), and that they could be then conveyed perfectly—as he had 

experienced them—to this “señor regordete.” Like the narrator in alluding to the “instante 

lleno de dudosos escollos” (49), I too should tarry in my reflections, to consider the 

importance of the following remarks that have meta-reflexive implications: “Sí, más [sic] 

hay el instante de los escollos. Instante inevitable en mi relato. Pues la primera parte de él 

es de observación directa del natural; la otra, meditación sosegada. Y entre ambas, una 

unión, un conducto que las une: el momento en que la observación pide ser meditada” 
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(49). In a sense, this section of Emar’s text could be a meta-literary key to the novel, 

especially in view of how this “inevitable instant” verges on the tension between “direct 

observation” and “tranquil meditation,” an opposition which would be dialectically 

brought together precisely “in the moment” when “observation asks to be meditated 

upon” (49). Emar’s narrator continuously reflects upon this tension, mixing and fusing 

observation with meditation and vice versa. In the next statements of the narrator to the 

“señor regordete,” this conflation is radically performed in the text:   

–Caballero, entonces... (Tiene que haber un “entonces”. ¿De qué 
modo evitarlo?). Entonces..., púseme a meditar…; entonces ..., pensé… 

No. Más vale no meditar ni pensar si para ello hay que pasar por 
ahí.  

Cambiemos el “entonces”; puede ser el causante de todo.  
–Ante tal espectáculo, caballero…, no pude impedirme de decir..., 

reflexioné de este modo..., cavilé de esta suerte...     
Peor, peor. Parece que la cosa no yace ni en el “entonces” ni en el 

“ante tal”. ¿Estará en el meditar, pensar, decir, reflexionar, cavilar? (50, 
ellipsis in original)  

The narrator recounts apparently selected aspects of this dialogue, as well as his 

observations which impede the perfect linguistic conveying of his (conscious) 

knowledge. However, not only is language problematized as a transparent carrier of 

meanings, for the narrator suggests that it is not the words themselves that might be the 

problem (although they are perhaps always a problem), for he, uncertain, asks if it might 

be the very cognitive—that is, material—acts of both speaking (“decir”), as well as 

thinking (“meditar, pensar”) which are obstructions: 

El paso entre ambos momentos eriza sus escollos. Se diría que es como un 
tributo que pagar para obtener el permiso necesario de exponer nuestras 
lucubraciones. Si algo he de sacar en claro de lo observado, tengo que 
pasar por una frase-guardián al tenor de aquellas. ¡Malo, malo! ¿No habrá 
otro medio, un sendero extraviado, un rodeo que evite los escollos? 
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¿Obligación de pagar a nuestra vieja amiga “literatura” con una frasecilla a 
su entero gusto? (50) 

The various experiences in which such hindrances to both thought and language are 

overcome constitute essential scenes in the novel. In addition to relating to 

epistemological point of view, such aspects of Un año question the material vehicle of 

linguistic transmission in light of literary rules and conventions that make possible and 

condition acts of narration. Emar’s text seems to attempt to resist literary constraints, 

while acknowledging and often ludically subverting them. Indeed, the narrator’s 

experience of “an aspect of God’s role”—to be discussed in the June 1st entry below—

can be understood as a striving to move beyond such epistemological boundaries.   

In the entry of October 1st, the narrator, again at the ocean, has a supernatural 

experience. This is followed by a final encounter with “el caballero regordete,” who 

presents himself as Desiderio Longotoma (55-56). After hearing “un cántico solemne: 

trompetas, tambores, platillos, un bombo y un banjo” (52), which seem to parody the 

music of the Apocalypse, the sea disperses towards the place in the horizon that the 

narrator was observing (“se fué [sic] entero hacia el punto, en el horizonte, frente a mis 

ojos”) (52-53). If the apocalypse is etymologically related to an unveiling, a drawing 

back of the veil, here in Un año this displacement allows for a movement that, instead of 

following a horizontal direction, unveils what was under the sea: “Plantas acuosas de 

ramas como lenguas de monstruos […]. Mil bichos como arañas y grandes como perros, 

se enloquecían, corrían, se estrellaban y, al constatar que no había remedio para 

semejante mal, enterraban la cabeza entre las piedras y agonizaban dulcemente” (53). 

However, in the midst of this potential Armageddon, there is “una pausa” followed by the 
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deaths of these beings that reside in the ocean: “Ya no quedaba planta alguna sin explotar 

ni bicho que no hubiese agonizado ni pez que no fuese gelatina ni piedra frente al Sol” 

(53). This horrifying scene of innumerable deaths of living beings below the sea—who 

become gelatinous masses and objects of stone—, is followed by a kind of response from 

the ocean, which, in reaching the horizon, moves upward and blocks the sun’s light: “el 

mar se convirtió en globo, sobre el horizonte, en una cortina que cubrió el cielo y ocultó 

la luz” (53). There is then an inversion to which “el caballero regordete” will refer later, 

in which what is below is placed above: “Un mar, un océano en lugar de cielo, rizos de 

espuma en lugar de nubes, y uno que otro pez desprendido de las aguas remplazando [sic] 

a gaviotas y alcatraces” (54). Although the anchoring role of the narrator is jeopardized 

by this world turned upside down, he watches this marvelous happening “en éxtasis,” 

describing a scene that is both breathtaking and playful, as “los chorritos abrían y 

cerraban precipitadamente sus dos conchas aplaudiendo con ruido de castañolas; las 

centollas silbaban como sirenas por cada una de las púas de su caparazón” (54). Then a 

giant piece of coral falls to the earth: “Este trozo, apenas tocó tierra, consultó a todos sus 

individuos y fué [sic] opinión unánime levantar un voto de protesta contra los zoófitos del 

globo entero y entonar canto en homenaje al reino vegetal” (54-55). It should be noted 

that Emar develops a striking image of a nonhuman moment of democratic decision in 

which this grouping of coral “consulted all of its individuals” and then would make “a 

vote of protest” and sing “in homage” to this “plant kingdom.” After falling vertically 

from the sky, the coral proceeds to place roots into the earth, and the narrator with “un 

rayo visual” upon one of these roots, traverses—visually—various layers of the Earth:        
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Del suelo para abajo echó [el trozo de coral] raíces agudas y 
cortantes. Puse un rayo visual en una de ellas y con ella empecé a bajar y 
bajé. 

Atravesamos seis capas diferentes de la tierra con velocidad 
inaudita y, al llegar a la séptima, nos detuvimos. Las raíces entonces 
sentaron plaza y pidieron permiso para extraer de ella su alimento. Un 
personaje con cierto aire mefistofélico les concedió todos los permisos que 
quisieran. Luego volví a subir junto con la primera ración nutritiva. (55) 

The narrator’s descent, followed by his ascension, can be related to the sense of vertigo 

and the play of horizontal and vertical axes present in many aspects of Un año. He sees in 

the seventh layer of the Earth “Un personaje con cierto aire mefistofélico;” nevertheless, 

as Longotoma will vehemently contend, this is not a place of evil. Indeed, after the roots 

of the coral ask for permission to extract from that region of the earth “su alimento,” this 

“Mephistophelic” character—in a strangely communitarian formulation, a kind of 

nonhuman munus—gives to the coral roots “all the permits they should desire.” After the 

narrator’s Descensus ad Inferos and his return to the surface, he observes that under “the 

coral tree” (“el árbol de coral”) there is “el caballero regordete,” described as “sonriente, 

con ancho gabán, sombrero hongo y paraguas abierto” (55).109      

 The incongruous “caballero regordete,” dressed as a civilized urbanite in the 

middle of a cosmic apocalypse, greets the narrator “con suma cortesía,” and then he says 

the following to the narrator, “con voz pausada y guiñando un ojo,”   

–Buenas tardes. 
  Tosió, sonrió, escupió y agregó: 

 
109 The three characters most associated with sovereignty in the novels of Chapter 2 all 

have hats which, metonymically, are related to the head and, thus, the prototypical emblem of 
sovereignty. In addition to Longotoma’s “sombrero hongo,” I will discuss the Captain’s “gorra” 
in Lange’s 45 días y 30 marineros, and the important gray bowler worn by Leonardo in Gómez 
de la Serna’s El caballero del hongo gris.     
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–Me llamo Desiderio Longotoma. (55-56)110  

At last this “caballero regordete” has revealed his identity to the narrator. The references 

to vision, particularly to the eye itself, are significant in this section given their 

connection to metaphysical knowledge, and can also can be related to the divine vision 

experienced by the narrator as part of his “aspect of God’s role” addressed below. 

Longotoma states the following:  

–Muy señor mío: tengo el agrado de comunicar a usted que con un 
ojo seguí hasta las profundidades en su rayo visual y que, con el otro, le 
observé a usted durante todo el tiempo que duró su descenso y su 
ascensión. 

Sobre lo primero, nada tengo que decirle, pues, ha visto usted tanto 
como yo, aunque dudo que haya comprendido en toda su amplitud las 
diferentes capas de nuestro planeta, sobre todo, la séptima. (Un año 56)   

Longotoma has seen as much as the narrator: they have shared in their perceptions, as if 

Longotoma has had access to the narrator’s thoughts or to the text that, at this very 

moment, has not yet been written. He, however, goes on to rectify a mistake made by the 

narrator, in associating the seventh “capa” with “algo un tanto mefistofélico;” indeed, 

Longotoma indicates that generations of humans have associated the subterranean with 

evil and the celestial with goodness (57-58). The reason why Longotoma was “sent” 

(“enviado”) seems to elucidate, for the narrator, a series of ontological conditions related 

 
110 Desiderio Longotoma also appears in Emar’s work Diez (1937). As Pablo Berchenko 

explains, the name Longotoma—in addition to denoting a lake and town in Chile—is related 
etymologically to various terms, including the head (455). This is significant given the 
association of the head with sovereignty, as discussed by Derrida. Berchenko writes the following 
of Desiderio Longotoma: “Personaje de Un año y Diez, cuyo apellido está compuesto por Longo, 
m. voz quechua que en Ecuad. se usa para designar al indio joven y toma, f. Arg., Colom., Chile, 
Guat. Que [sic] significa presa o muro para desviar el curso de las aguas de un río o arroyo y 
también el cauce donde van las aguas tomadas. También Longo (del mapudungun lonko = cabeza 
y trome = especie de totora). Cabeza de totora. Hoy topónimo de laguna y pueblo de la Quinta 
Región Administrativa de Chile” (455, original emphasis).       
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to an inversion of hierarchies: “Pero es el caso que, enviado aquí para aclarar su mente, 

debo proceder a cambiar de entero sus ya referidas convicciones y restablecer el 

equilibrio y la verdad poniendo arriba lo que está abajo y abajo lo que está arriba” (57). 

Longotoma is “sent”—like a messenger angel, an emissary—as one who unveils to the 

narrator a hidden, almost gnostic truth about the universe. We should note the 

comparisons between Lucifer and Longotoma, such as the references to the 

“Mephistophelic.” It is as though the narrator were entering into a kind of Faustian 

bargain with Longotoma, who seeks to “change the center” of the narrator’s ideas, and 

“reestablish equilibrium and truth” by putting above what was below and the inverse. 

Indeed, the following comments about the shifting in values are crucial in this regard:  

Cientos, por no decir miles de magos, en el curso de los siglos 
pasados, se han esforzado en hacer este inaudito cambio de valores y a tal 
punto lo han logrado que ya puede decirse sin exagerar que no hay ser 
humano en la Tierra que no crea que el mal pulula en cuanto tiene cuernos, 
rabo, cejas en punta, olor a azufre y espadín agudo; y el bien, en cuanto se 
colora de azulino despide fragancia de lirios, arde como una vela titilante y 
baja los párpados suavemente. 

Señor mío, le repito: ¡error, profundo error! 
Las cosas son justamente a la inversa. 
De siglos atrás el mal tiene pétalos blancos y sedosos y el bien 

chifla de noche apestando el aire. Ruégole a usted creerme a pie juntillas. 
Y ruégole también creerme de igual modo que ni el uno ni el otro son ellos 
mismos en definitiva: son únicamente caminos, caminos largos y 
tortuosos, que al fin llegan a ellos. (58)    

With Nietzschean insinuations, Longotoma presents how certain values and associations 

relating to good and evil have developed and changed over the centuries. He also upsets 

the very distinction between the two (“ni el uno ni el otro son ellos mismos en 

definitiva”), in a way reminiscent of the Derridean logic of contamination. Longotoma 

then indicates that he believes that the narrator seeks what is good; as such, he suggests 
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that the narrator position himself in the “gran sombra encarnada” which proceeds from 

the “inquietante árbol de coral que chupa su alimento de la séptima capa de los demonios 

y sabandijas” (58-59). Once the “influence” of the coral’s shadow should permeate the 

narrator, he should reflect there, so that he might in the future “see” (“ver”) goodness:   

Colóquese usted dentro de ella [la sombra] y, ya cuando sienta que su 
influencia le inunda, entréguese de cuerpo y alma, a sus más hondas 
cavilaciones. Puede ser que de este modo llegue usted algún día a ver el 
bien en persona. Pues no ha nacido aún el mortal que pueda contemplarlo 
sin antes haber pasado largos años bajo una sombra semejante o bajo 
cualquier influencia de índole parecida. (59)  

Hoping that the narrator will follow his “sabios consejos,” Longotoma then takes his 

leave, calling himself the narrator’s “afectísimo y reverendísimo servidor y amigo,” while 

also repeating his name (59). The protagonist is then left alone; he chooses to remain 

under the tree and ruminate about “tan sabias palabras” (59).   

Although these discussions seem to veer into the realms of religion, of the occult 

and of metaphysics, I would argue that these are fundamental aspects of Emar’s work, 

evincing the tension between horizontal and vertical axes and points of view, as well as 

narrative and epistemological volatility. As such, the sensations of vertigo throughout Un 

año should not be seen as secondary, but as constitutive of the philosophical problems 

this novel stages. Similarly, the concerns presented in Emar’s work relate to sovereignty 

and indeed the circular motion of democracy, as noted by Derrida, who writes: “This 

[democratic] sovereignty is a circularity, indeed a sphericity. Sovereignty is round; it is a 

rounding off” (Rogues 13). The motion between the world and the narrator in both of 

these entries emphasizes an ipseity in flux. In a clear contrast to these seemingly abstract 

treatments, the entry of June 1st is the most manifestly political example of this 
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problematic. Here these elements that, on a superficial reading, seem to be random, 

reveal, in conjunction, the logic behind their disposition. 

Perhaps the central section of my analysis of Un año—due to its concentrated 

engagement with the philosophical and political problems grounding Chapter 2—, the 

entry of “JUNIO 1º” articulates, in addition to horizontal and vertical movements, a series 

of problems relating to the singular and the multiple, the ipseities of the individual and 

the many, as well as the relationship between political and divine forms of sovereignty. 

The narrator first encounters eleven older women (20). He then enters a “casa” where 

nine floors house the “apartments” (“departamentos”) of nine friends of the narrator (22). 

While inside an apartment of one of his friends, the narrator looks across at another 

“casa” in which he is able to see the different floors and inhabitants in a way that allows 

him to reflect on the “idea de ‘un todo’” and a “sectioning,” causing him to gloss this 

experience as “Un aspecto del rol de Dios” (26-28). These three episodes produce three 

similarly related “furias:” “Primera [furia]: ira contra mí [sic] mismo. Segunda: ira contra 

los demás. Ahora: ira contra Dios” (28). This sequence of events implies a journey that 

goes from the narrator’s ipseity, to the divine sovereign, after having collided with other 

individuals, namely the eleven women. While depicting interrelated horizontal and 

vertical displacements, the June entry of the novel presents facets of political and 

ontotheological notions of sovereignty, epistemological misgivings, and metaphysical 

musings. Additionally, this June entry, the sixth of the novel, appears to be another meta-

literary key to Un año due to its narratively central position, and its relationship with 

other problems that traverse the text.      
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Upon leaving his house, the narrator sees eleven older women—referred to in 

disparaging and classist terms as “viejas harapientas”—who stand outside of “la Escuela 

de Altos Estudios Politécnicos:” “Salí de casa. Frente a la Escuela de Altos Estudios 

Politécnicos había un grupo de viejas harapientas que hacían cola al lado de la puerta 

principal. Por cierto estaban en espera de algo, pero, ¿qué pueden esperar once viejas de 

la Escuela de Altos Estudios Politécnicos?” (20).111 This seemingly innocuous and 

incongruent situation produces in the narrator his first “fury” which will lead to his other 

“furies” in this section of the novel. Likewise, this episode is crucial as I address the 

problematic of sovereignty in relation to the narrator who, living in a “model republic” 

(“una Repúblisa [sic] modelo”), might be considered to be a subject possessing 

sovereignty, as an individual, a sovereign subject—or, alternatively, as subject subjected 

to the sovereignty of a republic: “Esta pregunta me atravesó como un proyectil. ¿Qué 

pueden esperar [las once viejas]? Y fué [sic] suficiente: la furia me dominó” (20-21). He 

expounds on his meditation: “yo iba por las calles y pasaba frente a dicha Escuela: 1º.) 

gozando de todas las prerrogativas de libertad a que es acreedor, en una Repúblisa [sic] 

modelo, todo ciudadano honesto, y 2º.) gozando ampliamente de mi propia libertad que, 

desde el momento de despertar, había decidido no formular a mi mente pregunta alguna” 

(21, emphasis added). The narrator reflects upon his “prerrogativas de libertad” which he 

and “todo ciudadano honesto” should enjoy. Of interest is the way by which Emar’s 

 
111 Canseco-Jerez, in describing the setting of Emar’s novel, notes “Un año, a excepción 

de la parte final del último relato, está ambientado en Chile […], incluyendo referencias 
implícitas a París: […] ‘Frente a la Escuela de Altos Estudios Politécnicos’ […]; y alusiones 
indirectas a la Ciudad Luz” (“Historia” 529-30).     
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narrator expresses the conditions under which one is owed (“acreedor”) such 

“prerogatives of liberty” as the result of living in “a model Republic.” There is an ironic 

tone surrounding the narrator’s characterization of the freedoms purportedly allocated to 

“honest citizens” of such “a model Republic.” However, there is similarly a conspicuous 

emphasis on “libertad” in this entry and how these “prerogatives of freedom” are 

challenged. Concretely, there is an interruption of what I might qualify as a typically 

liberal conception of freedom due to the interposition of the eleven elderly and apparently 

poor women who, according to the narrator, prevent his freedom of movement on the 

sidewalk (21). The question of who or what owes whom is somewhat ambiguous in the 

syntax of this sentence (“gozando de todas las prerrogativas de libertad a que es acreedor, 

en una Repúblisa [sic] modelo, todo ciudadano honesto”). Consequently, in the context of 

this section, I would propose two simultaneous readings: 1) the Republic is the entity that 

owes “freedom” and is indebted to the individual; and 2) the individual is not only worthy 

of enjoying his freedom, but sustains the Republic with the political credit of his honest 

citizenry. The obstructions to the narrator’s freedoms—in this instance, the eleven 

women—can, in turn, be related to a conception of the individual as a kind of proprietor 

of liberty.112 As such, the semantics of the proper imbue the thinking of liberty in this 

 
112 Derrida binds freedom to ipseity, which he, in turn, connects to sovereignty: “Freedom 

is essentially the faculty or power to do as one pleases, to decide, to choose, to determine oneself, 
to have self-determination, to be master, and first of all master of one-self (autos, ipse). A simple 
analysis of the ‘I can,’ of the ‘it is possible for me,’ of the ‘I have the force to’ (krateō), reveals 
the predicate of freedom, the ‘I am free to,’ ‘I can decide.’ There is no freedom without ipseity 
and, vice versa, no ipseity without freedom—and, thus, without a certain sovereignty” (Rogues 
22-23, original emphasis). We should note, however, that Derrida at the same time questions this 
tradition of the concept of freedom, in a way that Plato and Aristotle themselves questioned what 
is supposedly said of democracy (23). Derrida notes, “But, speaking generally and all too quickly, 
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section. Indeed, the narrator remarks that he was “wholly enjoying” his “own freedom” 

(“gozando ampliamente de mi propia libertad” [21]): it is the freedom possessed by the 

narrator, the freedom proper to him—as an “honest citizen,” and, as he later describes 

himself, as a “sovereign man” (“hombre soberano” [24])—which is called into question 

and destabilized by these impoverished women. The narrator underscores his frustration 

regarding the circumstances: “apenas llevaba cien metros andados, once viejas me clavan 

en la acera impidiéndome todo avance y desmintiendo las libertades republicanas; y una 

pregunta se me planta al frente desmintiéndome todas las afirmaciones, que durante 40 

años he hecho, de que soy un hombre libre que sólo se pregunta lo que a él, y no a otros, 

se le antoja preguntarse” (21, emphasis added). Surrounded by numbers that constrain 

him and make his encounter part of a countable experience (“cien metros,” “once viejas,” 

“40 años”), these theoretically unlimited freedoms of a republic would appear to not be 

guaranteed to these eleven women, at least in the view of the narrator. He emphasizes 

what he, a “sovereign man,” would desire to ask himself, unconcerned with the questions 

of others. Significantly, the narrator goes from the first to the third person when he needs 

to linguistically formulate this dilemma: the movement from “soy” to “él” makes him 

both and an “I” and a “he” (“soy un hombre libre que sólo se pregunta lo que a él, y no a 

otros, se le antoja preguntarse” [21, emphasis added]). I am here aiming to trace a notion 

of sovereignty and of absolute freedom—or indeed the consequences of a liberal 

 
this implication of freedom (eleutheria or exousia) will have gone more or less unquestioned 
throughout the entire history of the concept of democracy, although it will have been presented, 
by both Plato and Aristotle, and always with some reservations, as a sort of generally held or 
agreed on view, a belief, an accredited opinion, a doxa if not a ‘dogma,’ to use again 
Tocqueville's word” (23, original emphasis).   
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conception of freedom—that would appear to be confronted by the boundaries of 

separate, autonomous individuals who would assert themselves to be free from the 

intervening of equally free others.113          

Yet I should pause to ask a question which should cross me like the “proyectil” 

that had crossed the narrator: why do these eleven women interrupt the narrator, rather 

than the narrator interrupting them? Why does Emar’s narrator assume that his freedoms 

should be affirmed more forcefully than the freedoms of these eleven women? 

Correspondingly, it could be important to connect this episode with the historical fact that 

one year before the publication of the novel women had gained voting rights in Chile.114 

Although the women are apparently standing in the narrator’s path, interrupting his 

movement, a reply to this question is one that haunts not only Emar’s novel, but also the 

other novels of this second chapter, which stage one of the essential problems of 

democracy: who is conceived of as a subject of rights, who may be free and vote, who is 

conceived of as an individual, who is considered a subject counted among the dēmos of a 

democracy? Is this individual defined by age, gender, economic status, or race, although 

this last category does not appear to be present in Un año? A partial rejoinder is offered 

by Emar’s narrator: eleven elderly and possibly destitute women stop the narrator from 

advancing, while simultaneously “refuting republican freedoms” (“desmintiendo las 

libertades republicanas”) of “a free man” (“un hombre libre”) (21). The gendered and 

 
113 Concerning Derrida’s discussions of democracy in relation to isonomy and isogony, 

see Rogues (48-49, 77, 88-89) and The Politics of Friendship (93, 99-105).  
114 See footnote 89 regarding women’s suffrage in the three countries studied in this 

dissertation. 
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class-based components of the narrator’s complaint should not be underestimated, 

especially given that in this June 1st entry of the novel, the narrator describes his (male) 

sovereignty as being challenged:   

[…] la interrogación me envuelve, estrujándome y preguntándome cómo 
es posible que el hombre soberano pueda ser detenido ante la primera 
contradicción callejera que no atina a esclarecer: la ancha puerta de la 
Escuela de Altos Estudios Politécnicos alargando desde su umbral por la 
acera once viejas harapientas.  

Furia contra mí, cuarenta años soberano. (24, emphasis added)     

 In addition to underlining the nature of this first contradiction that opposes the women 

and the narrator, I would recall the ways by which Derrida associates sovereignty with 

masculinity, while emphasizing the tension between the one and the many. Here, Emar’s 

narrator would appear to view himself as a sovereign male subject of a republic, of 

apparently good financial standing. This incident demonstrates not only the gendered, but 

also classist and economic elements of the narrator’s description of the eleven women 

who are qualified as “harapientas” (“ragged” or “in rags”).     

The narrator’s encounter with the eleven women will constitute his “Primera 

furia” (“first fury”) which will be contiguously related to the subsequent furies of this 

section (21). With difficulty, he continues his excursion, only to be again interrupted by 

various “pedestrians” (“transeúntes”): “Me costó un esfuerzo inaudito despegar los pies 

del asfalto y poder proseguir mi marcha. […] Los transeúntes que cruzaba, me resbalaban 

como sobre hielo” (21). Both the incident with the eleven women (his “first fury”) and 

the onset of his “second fury” are related to groups of individuals gathered in public 

spaces, in a way reminiscent of Ortega y Gasset’s description of the masses’ physical 

presence in places that were previously not occupied (Rebelión 45-48).       
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In what could be read as an attempt to overcome this horizontal plane of the street 

in which everyone is theoretically counted the same, and in which the amorphous 

anonymity of the citizenry challenges the ipseity of the singular citizen, the narrator 

directs himself to a building where nine of his friends live and each friend occupies a 

different floor. Every ascending floor is home to a greater friend, with the greatest friend 

on the ninth floor: “La casa tiene nueve pisos. En cada piso hay un departamento. En 

cada departamento habita un amigo mío. Total: nueve amigos ascendientes: el del primer 

piso es un amigo grande y sincero; pero el del segundo, lo es más; y el del tercero, más. Y 

así, a medida que suben los pisos, sube también la amistad que nos une; hasta el noveno” 

(22). Emar visually parodies notions of friendship in the ascending organization of the 

building and the concomitant gradations that transform one uncountable experience, 

friendship, into a countable one, while also establishing a fraternal bond among his male 

friends (this is significant in view of my reading of Lange’s 45 días y 30 marineros in 

relation to Derrida’s The Politics of Friendship). Depending on the level of distress—

while narratively stressing the numerical and measurable nature of his fury—, the 

narrator visits a friend whose level of friendship corresponds to the level of his disquiet 

(22). In view of his meeting with “las once viejas” and his “furia,” the narrator sees fit to 

visit the friend on the fifth floor (22).  

As I have previously observed in the narrator’s exchange with Desiderio 

Longotoma, in much of the dialogue of Un año, there is a certain disjunction in the way 

characters interact and converse. In this instance, as a kind of summary, the narrator 

recounts his meeting with his friend on the fifth floor:  
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Calculé los hechos y furia pesada [sic], decidí dejar atrás al 
primero, al segundo, al tercero y al cuarto y toqué la campanilla del 
departamento N.º 5.  

Cordiales saludos. Luego le expliqué al gran amigo las causas que 
me habían llevado hasta su casa. Me escuchó atentamente. (22) 

His friend, after listening with care to the narrator, says “–¡Qué hermosa mañana la de 

hoy! Asómate al balcón. Nada temas. Aunque mucho hayas tranqueado a través de ella 

sin encontrar quietud, no es lo mismo, te aseguro, contemplarla desde arriba sin 

tranquear” (22-23). As the narrator has walked through the morning “without finding any 

tranquility,” this friend suggests that he instead view the morning “from above” (“desde 

arriba”)—from, as Derrida might comment, the place of sovereignty. As I previously 

described in the apocalyptic scene by the sea, vision seems to be connected to both 

transcendent understanding and the place of sovereignty, the latter of which is often, 

although not always, bound to verticality. Agreeing with his friend’s advice, the narrator, 

from the balcony, views the morning, which he finds “beautiful” (“hermosa”) on this cold 

and sunny day at the beginning of winter (23). However, despite this brief respite from 

his first fury, a second fury will overtake the narrator when he sees that each individual is 

accompanied by a shadow:   

Sí, sol, mucho sol. Por eso abajo, en las aceras, en las calzadas, por 
eso cada hombre al pasar, llevaba a su lado su sombra.   

Segunda furia:     
Irremediablemente una sombra para cada hombre.  

Irremediablemente una imitación perfecta en la sombra, de cada 
movimiento de cada hombre. (23)  

The narrator’s “segunda furia” in the section of “Junio 1º” is related to the doubling of 

each “man” (“hombre”) caused by each man’s shadow, as the narrator looks down on the 

sidewalk from the building housing his nine friends (23). Although he does not elaborate 
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with as many details as in the case of the “once viejas,” the issue of number as it relates 

to the individual remains a main concern of the narrator. If we consider that these men, 

whom the narrator views from above, could be sovereign subjects of a republic—

hombres soberanos, like the narrator himself—, the cause of this second fury could stem 

from a doubling of single, individual subjects. There is no specification as to whether 

there are women among the persons whom the narrator looks down upon from the 

apartment. Likewise, in this case, there is no reference to social class. If the narrator 

would view himself as a “sovereign man” (“hombre soberano”), as a kind of singularity, 

how then could a singular living being be doubled? The narrator seems to be preoccupied 

by the potential annulment of a singularity by means of its duplication. In a sense, the 

problematic of the singular and the totalizing pursued in Emar’s work can be read 

alongside the Derridean notion of iterability.115 What might make a singularity precisely 

that, is a singleness, a uniqueness, and a possible inability to become iterable, implying 

that there is a resistance to its own duplication and repetition. A singularity can only 

receive this name a posteriori, in the wake of its occurrence or existence. However, as 

Derrida suggests, the possibility of an “absolutely pure singularity” would be illegible, 

incapable of being deciphered: in order to be read, a singularity must be organized within 

a kind of grouping, which, in turn, would be connected to a genre, a context, or some 

form of classification (This Strange 68).116 Indeed, many of the narrator’s concerns 

 
115 See footnote 158 regarding Derrida’s conception of the iterable. 
116 Derrida writes the following about singularity and its relationship with groupings of 

different kinds: “while there is always singularization, absolute singularity is never given as a 
fact, an object or existing thing [étant] in itself, it is announced in a paradoxical experience. An 
absolute, absolutely pure singularity, if there were one, would not even show up, or at least would 
not be available for reading. To become readable, it has to be divided, to participate and belong. 
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throughout the novel are related to tensions between the singular and the plural, the 

individual and the masses, the countable and the uncountable, the one and the many, and 

the subsumption of singularities by totalities. Similarly, as we shall see in El caballero 

del hongo gris, the possibility of doubling problematizes liberal models of the subject and 

freedom, for such duplication transforms the unconditional and unlimited value of liberty 

into the conditional and numbered limits of specific liberties. Indeed, in the second fury 

of Emar’s narrator, shadows duplicate individuals such that there is “a perfect imitation” 

of each individual.      

 The narrator affirms the necessity of making “a distinction” (“un distingo”) 

between his first fury—related to the eleven women—, and his second fury—related to 

the men’s shadows—, both of which remain isolated, and have not merged into one larger 

fury: “En el primer caso las viejas fueron el pretexto que inflamó mi furia. Pero mi furia 

entera recayó sobre mí [sic] mismo, y las viejas, mal que mal, quedaron excluídas [sic] de 

ella” (23). The narrator asks how he, an “hombre soberano” could be stopped before “la 

primera contradicción callejera que no atina a esclarecer,” that of the eleven older women 

in front of la Escuela de Altos Estudios Politécnicos (24). While his first fury is a result 

of the encounter with the eleven women, his fury is directed inward, at himself, a 

“sovereign man forty years old:” “Furia contra mí, hombre cuarenta años soberano” (24). 

 
Then it is divided and takes its part in the genre, the type, the context, meaning, the conceptual 
generality of meaning, etc. It loses itself to offer itself. Singularity is never one-off [ponctuelle], 
never closed like a point or a fist [poing]. It is a mark [trait], a differential mark, and different 
from itself: different with itself. Singularity differs from itself, it is deferred [se diffère] so as to be 
what it is and to be repeated in its very singularity. There would be no reading of the work—nor 
any writing to start with—without this iterability” (This Strange 68, brackets and emphasis in 
original).    
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Nevertheless, if the first fury is directed at the narrator himself, the second fury is 

directed externally: “¿Qué furia cabe contra mí mismo, hombre suelto y aislado en la 

radiante mañana de un balcón? Pero hay cólera, odio a muerte, contra todos los demás 

hombres que pasan por el asfalto, hombres que pasan del costado sombrío de la calle al 

costado del sol esplendoroso” (24). The narrator here describes himself as “suelto y 

aislado,” a conception reminiscent of the liberal individual, autonomous and detached 

from others, alienated as an island—“aislado”—, yet governing, mastering, and 

possessing himself or herself. Thus, the references to sovereignty and liberty in this 

section can be brought together, especially in view of Esposito’s remarks: “Qualifying 

liberty—understood as the mastery of the individual subject over himself—is his not 

being disposed to, or his not being at the disposition of others” (Bíos 71). Considering 

Esposito’s discussion of munus in relation to community, the nature of modern liberty 

could thus forestall the forging of communal duties and obligations among individuals 

who are positioned as having autonomy and freedom from the intervening of other such 

analogously autonomous and free individuals. In Un año, it would seem that the 

narrator’s fury relates to a recognition that, despite his forty years of sovereignty, his 

liberty is conditioned by the liberties of others. This kind of belated self-consciousness 

and recognition of others would seem to entail a conjuncture of psychological, 

philosophical, and political concerns.   

The narrator’s second fury may be related to the duplication of each individual 

like himself, each potential sovereign subject. As the narrator watches the individuals 

below, passing from sun to shadow, he hopes in vain to see some reaction to how the sun 
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affects them. However, these people react to and seem to be conditioned by every being 

and object that they encounter, while appearing to be oblivious to the inexorability of 

their place in the universe, whether finding themselves either in shade or in sunlight:    

Miro sus rostros. Tengo una pequeña esperanza: por lo menos que 
en algunos, en dos o tres, haya un cambio de expresión al desparramarse 
en el sol, al chupar el desparramo en la sombra. ¡Nada!   

Se ocupan de todo, todo les cambia la fisonomía: otro transeúnte, 
un auto, un tranvía, una muchacha en su ventana, el periódico, el tabaco, 
un perro en la calle. Todo, menos lo que de ellos mismos se desprende 
hacia el suelo, lo que ellos mismos absorben con el cuerpo entero. Acaso 
porque, de tanta cosa, esto es lo único inexorable: sombra en el sol, nada 
de sombra en la sombra. 

Pasan. De todos lados, para todas direcciones. Cambian sus 
fisonomías hasta frente a una mosca extraviada entre coches y faroles.  

Mas no ante lo inexorable. Ni un cambio, ni un gesto, ni una 
pequeña mueca. ¡Hombres cobardes!  (25)  

Despite the ludic and jestful tone of the writing, we should not so easily dismiss these 

thoughts on the effects of the sun on shadows, given the ontological issues that lie 

beneath these reflections and that relate them to the narrator’s other anxieties. Here, 

besides the shadow’s doubling of each singular living being—and the attendant tension 

between singleness and totalization—, the individuals whom the narrator observes are 

concerned with “everything,” and by the ways in which “everything changes their 

physiognomy.” However, they fail to be troubled by that which from them “is 

shed/detached” (“se desprende”), and that which “they themselves absorb with their 

whole body” (“Todo, menos lo que de ellos mismos se desprende hacia el suelo, lo que 

ellos mismos absorben con el cuerpo entero”) (25). Another tension between singularity 

and totality would seem to shape the narrator’s contemplations: under the sun, parts of 

the individual’s shadow are “shed” onto the ground, while the individual also absorbs 
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other shadows upon entering the shade. Emar therefore compresses an articulation of 

extraction or loss, which is juxtaposed with one of absorption and totalization, in a way 

reminiscent of the ambiguity, the double-bind of Esposito’s notion of communitas.      

The narrator would be partially appeased if at least one of these men “would 

protest” in the face of the sun: “Por lo menos si uno [un hombre], uno sólo durante el día, 

de pie al centro de la calzada, protestara a voz en cuello, los puños alzados contra el cielo, 

protestara al desparramar sombra en el sol, protestara al no dibujar con brillo de ascuas su 

silueta sobre el pavimiento sombrío. ¡Nada!” (25). The image of one person protesting 

with fists raised to the heavens will be noteworthy in view of the narrator’s third fury, 

which will be directed towards God. These “cowardly men” (“[h]ombres cobardes”) are 

not disturbed by the uncanny effects of the sun, and they do not “protest;” indeed, the 

narrator underscores his distance from these individuals, who instigate his “mortal 

anger:” “Mi cólera mortal va hacia ellos [los hombres cobardes]. No hacia mí, hombre 

puro, elevado en el marco de un balcón amigo” (25-26). Emphasizing his physical 

distance from the people below, the narrator on the balcony is on high, in a relative place 

of sovereignty; he is also an “hombre puro” (“pure man”), as though he were indicating, 

by virtue of this physical distance, a lack of contamination by the others. However, 

assertions of purity are by necessity contaminated by that which is other; the narrator’s 

remarks could be seen as reaffirming a non-obligation to others via separation. 

Nonetheless, that he becomes captivated—to the point of fury—by the doubling of all 

individuals by their shadow shows a kind of concern for them (even if it could be 

construed as a kind of narcissism, for he too could be affected by this duplication). 
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Indeed, not so long ago he was one of those citizens strolling through the city, concerned 

only with those who were in his way. Thus, this fury could be aimed towards that which 

he has been, but no longer is. We shall see a similar gesture in the third fury—directed 

against God—, in which intense reflective activity turns into fury. He then summarizes 

his first two furies: “Primero, contra mí mismo; después contra los demás” (26).     

Given these increasing and numbered stages of anger, the narrator considers that 

the friend living on the fifth floor will not be able to calm him in his current state; as 

such, he goes to the ninth floor of his ninth friend (26). He is the greatest, the sovereign 

friend, if that were not a contradiction. Upon arriving at the apartment, the friend says 

nothing to the narrator, only signaling the balcony to him (26). Once again, the narrator 

goes to a balcony, approaching a liminal space that—in addition to being located high 

above ground, at the heights of friendship—is a mixture of the inside and the outside (it is 

the outsideness of the inside, and vice versa). Yet unlike the previous encounter, he does 

not look down on the street, but instead, staring straight ahead, he sees another building, 

similar to the one housing his friends: “No vuelvo a mirar las calles. Ahora miro al frente, 

otra casa, grande como ésta en que estoy. Ventanas y más ventanas. Por ellas atisbo hacia 

la vida del interior” (26). The narrator, upon viewing this building and by virtue of both 

his distance and his point of view, is absorbed by the thought “a totality” (“un todo”): “La 

casa de enfrente. Apenas la ví [sic], una idea me llenó entero, me fulminó: la idea de ‘un 

todo’. Allí no había partes y, de haberlas, eran secundarias. Pisos, ventanas, muros y 

demás…, secundario. Una casa, un total, un ser” (Un año 26-27, ellipsis in original). In 

his description, the narrator focuses on the subsumption of diverse parts—both living and 
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nonliving—to the building. The various entities in the house become subordinated to (the 

concept of) the container and its “destiny,” as opposed to their own singular fates: “Una 

casa, ella sola. Un solo destino para ella, para toda ella, hasta su propio y definitivo fin 

que es, justamente, su destino” (Un año 27). The narrator then performs a totalizing 

gesture similar to that of the house by means of the subordination of his body to his 

ipseity:  

Como el destino mío que es uno hasta mi muerte: el curso de mi 
vida. Y si mi mano derecha tiene otro destino que mi mano izquierda, tal 
diferencia es un solo y único destino: el mío.   

En la casa de allí enfrente, lo mismo.  
Para los seres de la casa de allí enfrente, lo mismo. Porque ellos 

son de la casa, ella los engloba y si cada cual pretende tener –además– el 
suyo propio, prima siempre el del total: la casa. (Un año 27)     

I would advance that both the “house” (“casa”) and the narrator’s body consist of 

seemingly precarious unions of heterogeneous components, which operate at two 

concurrent and interdependent levels, as 1) conceptual-linguistic categories that organize 

the identifiable parts within, and 2) material organizational structures which house or 

contain these singular, discrete parts. The similarity shared by the organizational logics of 

both the house and the body rests on the question of to what or to whom the parts are to 

be subordinated in the last instance, that is, at the moment when an ipseity would gather 

these disparate parts together and exert its force. By turns, this situation is connected 

more broadly to methodological questions concerning where to begin an analysis of 

structures and entities, where to begin counting, and how to designate what and how to 

count. Likewise, these are issues fundamental not only to the tension between the 

organicity of that which is singular vis-à-vis the multifaceted layers of any analysis, but 
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also to any thinking of the nature and practice of democracy. The fact that Emar’s prose 

is able to suggest these complex ideas with an expression as humorous as it is 

concentrated attests to the groundbreaking character of his avant-garde proposal. Despite 

the resemblance between the narrator’s comments and the totalizing activities of the 

house and his own ipseity, he then states “Yo, del otro lado, estoy aparte. Otra es mi 

suerte, otros mis designios. Estoy fuera de toda esa corriente de vida. Solo, lejos y miro” 

(Un año 27). Once more, the narrator separates himself from other individuals, 

accentuating his physical distance and his privileged point of view: “Solo, lejos y miro” 

(27). As we shall see in the conclusion of this section in Un año, the narrator will come to 

experience what he qualifies as “an aspect of the role of God” (“Un aspecto del rol de 

Dios”), as he will find himself in a sovereign position affording him an optical 

omniscience; his reaction to this experience will be tied to a third fury (28-30). However, 

the aloneness of the narrator is similarly emphasized, which allows us to consider Emar’s 

reflections on God in light of the Derrida’s discussion of divine solitude in his text 

“Justices.” Derrida indicates the following:   

the solitude of human singularity is in the image of that of God. But God is 
the most solitary of all his creatures. As he is unique, exceptional, as he is 
alone in being God, by essence, by definition, par excellence […]. But 
each time that we ourselves are alone, we begin to resemble him a little, he 
who is, himself, absolutely alone, isolated, insulated, or even abandoned in 
his absolute uniqueness, and in the hyperbole of his very ipseity. 
(“Justices” 702, emphasis added) 

Derrida then moves to imply that we love God not for those features that epitomize and 

form the model of ontotheological sovereignty, but rather because of God’s solitude, 

which is a kind of mirror of our own singular experiences of aloneness:  
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we understand the solitude of God; he is alone like us, which pains us very 
much, and that is why we love him. We do not love him (this is at least the 
hypothesis I am risking for the fun of it) because he is a sovereign and all-
powerful father, generous and formidable, giving and forgiving. We love 
him because he is alone, the poor fellow, the loneliest of all beings, and 
thus as vulnerable, in his divinity, as an abandoned child. (702-03)   

Derrida performs a striking reversal of a political theology—like that of Schmitt—which 

would assert a human sovereign’s omnipotence by virtue of an imitation of divine 

sovereignty. Indeed, rather than a boundless and unresponsive force, the notion of 

solitude becomes key for a deconstruction of the ontotheological elements of sovereignty, 

while also allowing one to hold out for a theology not organized, in the last instance, 

around divine omnipotence. Indeed, the overwhelming solitude of Christ on the cross—

the moment of Eli, Eli, lama sabachthani?—can be viewed as a kind of utterly divine and 

human solitude of the Son of Man.117 I would postulate that in Un año, the narrator’s 

“fury” against God is directed at the ontotheological dimensions of divine sovereignty, 

rather than the solitude of God, which could be regarded as the archetype of the 

narrator’s solitude.       

 
117 Regarding the relationship between Christian theological reflection and the 

development of Western notions of subjectivity, Slavoj Žižek, in dialogue with the ideas of 
Catherine Malabou, indicates the following: “For modern subjectivity to emerge—not as a mere 
epiphenomenon of the global substantial ontological order, but as essential to Substance itself—
the split, negativity, particularization, self-alienation, must be posited as something that takes 
place in the very heart of the divine Substance, i.e., the move from Substance to Subject must 
occur within God himself. In short, man’s alienation from God (the fact that God appears to him 
as an inaccessible In-itself, as a pure transcendent Beyond) must coincide with the alienation of 
God from himself (the most poignant expression of which is, of course, Christ’s ‘Father, father, 
why have you forsaken me?’ on the cross)” (“Only” 170, emphasis added). Consider also Étienne 
Balibar’s analysis of modern models of subjectivity in relation to notions of property in 
“‘Possessive Individualism’ Reversed: From Locke to Derrida.”  
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  Returning to Un año, we are then presented with presumably the narrator’s view 

of the building nearby, as his vision ascends. The whole of the building is separated in a 

sequential description of daily activities taking place on each floor:   

En un piso se afanan algunos vendedores extendiendo y balanceando sedas 
ante una dama que palpa y husmea. Encima, varias dactilógrafas escriben. 
Encima, justo a mi altura, se desayuna una familia: un señor, una dama 
gorda, una muchacha y un chiquilín. Y encima de éstos y ya de mí, cada 
medio minuto aparece tras el vidrio y sobre el alfeizar la pelada de un 
vejete, a veces sus anteojos, rara vez su bigote cano, pero siempre –de 
medio en medio minuto– su calva que se detiene un instante, gira y 
desaparece en la ceniza de su habitación. (27-28)   

Emar presents the ascension of his narrator’s vision as an almost telegraphic movement 

in his viewing of each floor of the house, each of which is demarcated by the use of 

“Encima.” The narrative voice carefully describes what he sees in the house, in such a 

way that we as readers might be able to conceptualize and in some ways experience the 

experience of the narrator. He then returns to the way that the house subsumes the 

different individuals and objects within it, causing the separate fates of these parts of the 

house to become one “destiny” that is unified by the house as a container (28). Despite 

the possibility that the narrator could be subject to the gaze of another “hombre soberano” 

in the other house (especially because this bald man is above him), he will again mark his 

difference with regard to those whom he is observing:   

Total: la casa, el destino de la casa con sus glóbulos. 
Yo, otra suerte, otros designios. 
Pero: 

 Tercera: 
Yo veía lo que ellos hacían. Y ellos no se veían entre sí.  
Primera: ira contra mí mismo. Segunda: ira contra los demás. 

Ahora: ira contra Dios. (28)    
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The narrator in his totalizing optical experience on this balcony is able view everything 

that these individuals are doing, while they are unable to see each other among 

themselves. It will be this sensation of having been all-seeing—an experience nearing 

optical omniscience—which will provoke the final fury of the narrator: “ira contra Dios” 

(28). The narrator defines his experience as “Un aspecto del rol de Dios,” which 

condenses the problematic between singularity and totality pursued by Emar in this entry 

and others in the novel: “Pues yo, en el balcón del noveno amigo y frente a mis vecinos, 

hacía en pequeño, en miniatura, en piojo, el rol de ver en globo –aunque más no fuese el 

costado de una casa– lo que los de ese mismo globo veían seccionado. Un aspecto del rol 

de Dios” (Un año 28, emphasis added). The narrator, employing an entomological 

comparison (“en piojo”), states that he has been able to experience “an aspect of God’s 

role” by viewing this house “en globo,” that which the individual members occupying the 

space of this “globe” would only be able to contemplate in a “sectioned” way. Rather 

than a fragmented, singular optical perspective—which would be the normal kind of 

perception of a human—, the narrator rather experiences, “in miniature,” like a “louse,” a 

nonetheless totalizing ocular and spherical omniscience, presumably like that of God.      

 The divine knowledge that the narrator assumes, or interprets, to have had is not 

limited to the visual, for he describes the temporal possibilities of such divine sight. After 

reflecting on this “aspect of the role of God,” he interrupts his own thoughts, or, perhaps, 

his thoughts are interrupted by what he sees. Relatedly, I might suggest that our 

experience of reading Emar’s narration performs an analogous interruption of the 

narrator’s reflection on “the aspect of the role of God” by way of the abrupt visual-textual 
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appearance of “el vejete,” who, let us not forget, is the only one—other than God—above 

him in this passage:   

[…] lo que los de ese mismo globo veían seccionado. Un aspecto del rol 
de Dios.  

¡El vejete de los medios minutos! La vez, por ejemplo, que, 
acercándose un poco más a su ventana, mostró sobre el alféizar su bigote: 

En ese mismo instante el señor de abajo tosió y una de las 
dactilógrafas del piso inferior volvió bruscamente su caballera dorada. ¿Y 
qué? 

Algo, mucho:  
 Evoqué el último siglo de la era humana. Multipliqué más allá de todas 
las posibilidades de mi mente cuantos sucesos estén por acaecer y los 
lancé más allá de la Tierra, a los planetas, al Cosmos entero para 
implicarlo a su vez. Enormidad de hechos en inmensidad de tiempo. (Un 
año 28-29, emphasis added)     

First, this old man could be thought as the partial opposite of the eleven poor old women 

who initiated the episode. Second, it should be noted that by casually showing his 

moustache out of the window, he participates in a chain of events continued by those 

situated below him. If ocular omniscience could be suggested to be the focus of the 

narrator’s previous remarks on the house, he turns now to a godly thinking of infinity that 

prefigures and anticipates cosmic ideas explored in the previously discussed encounter 

with Desiderio Longotoma. In this case, such a divine experience of time, however, is 

itself marked and temporally commenced by the narrator’s textual reference to 

coincidences of diverse and singular happenings, namely when “el vejete” displays his 

moustache over the windowsill, and, “in that same instant” (“En ese mismo instante”), 

the man on the floor below sneezes as one “dactilógrafa” moves her hair abruptly. The 

juncture of this instant—a coinciding of three seemingly inconsequential events, like a 

Mallarméan coup de dés—is for the narrator summarily consequential, for indeed what 
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follows after this instant, observed by the narrator, is his statement that he was able to 

evoke the end of the human epoch, as a sort of apocalypse, an unveiling of that which 

remains hidden. In the passage cited, the use of the preterite of the actions of the 

narrator—“evoqué,” “multipliqué,” “lancé”—seem to evoke a single and singular 

experience of temporal omniscience. The tensions between the one and the many, and the 

singularizing and the totalizing, are crystalized in this section: the narrator describes an 

experience of multiplying beyond the very possibility of all possible future happenings 

that could be conceived in the narrator’s “mind” (“mi mente”). He seems aware that the 

thinking of this divine experience of time is beyond human conceptualization (“más allá 

de todas las posibilidades de mi mente”), and that such a thinking of the future is not 

linguistically or conceptually expressible or even possible, in a sense comparable to the 

Derridean à venir. There is also a tension between the possible and the necessary in 

temporal-ontological terms: the narrator experiences an eschatological thinking of the 

necessary end of humankind. However, he multiplies all possible events that could be 

conceived by his “mind;” the quantity of these events, in addition to being determined by 

his own human limitation, are organized by an almost teleological formulation of 

temporal necessity: “cuantos sucesos estén por acaecer.” However, at the same time, 

there is a radicality in this depiction of events that multiply and divide, bifurcating 

rhizomatically and eternally. Under these linguistically conditioned descriptions of his 

experience, the narrator “throws” these “events” (“sucesos”) past Earth in the direction of 

“the planets” and “the entire Cosmos.” Despite the “fury” of the narrator towards God, 

this moment in Emar’s novel presents an almost theological description of a divine 
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experience of the absolute knowing of time and space, initiated by the moustache of an 

old man.    

 After the narrator’s rapture, he returns to the cause of his approach to a thinking of 

infinity and the epistemological limitations of any form of (human) knowledge: “Pues 

bien, por enormes que fuesen los hechos, por inmenso que fuese el tiempo, jamás, jamás 

un pequeñito hecho minúsculo en un instante fugaz e incoloro, jamás, jamás sería sabido 

por aquellos que fueron sus actores. Jamás por ellos. Y sí por mí” (29). He notes that the 

three people whom he observed—whose singular acts were brought together in a single 

instant—would never know of this union due to their limited perspectives (29). The 

narrator, momentarily transformed into a divine spectator, would, however, know that 

this had taken place. He then makes this observation: 

Esta línea de coincidencia que cayó instantánea como una aguja 
inmóvil, traspasando en un mismo instante de tiempo esas tres puntas de 
hechos, esta línea que los enlazó en un instante único y común para ellos 
tres, esta línea la ignorarán para siempre aunque prolonguemos el tiempo y 
los sucesos fuera de todos los cálculos posibles. 

  Y yo la sabré mientras dure mi propia eternidad. (Un año 29) 

In a way comparable to his failure to tell Buin of the accident—which is, however, unlike 

his revelations to Longotoma—, the narrator articulates his experience of epistemological 

solitude—he alone will know of this “line of coincidence” of the three individuals whom 

he has watched—, while they will never know of this “coincidence.” The solitary 

omniscience presented here is paradoxical in the sense that the narrator witnessed a 

“common” instant that these three persons experienced together and apart, for they 

themselves are never to be made aware of this moment of sharing which is “unique” and 

temporally singular. Rather than becoming common, it remains relegated to what is 
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properly the narrator’s thoughts, which reveal the paradoxical desire to bridge the limits 

of human existence with a conception of infinity: “mi propia eternidad.” The geometrical 

component of the narrator’s description similarly allows us to visualize a making space of 

time, or a making time of space: a “line of coincidence” passes through 

(“traspasando”)—at a singular temporal instance—“tres puntas de hechos” and then “this 

line” unites or binds together these “acts” (“hechos”) into “one unique and common 

instant” for these three individuals. The “line of coincidence” thus makes these three 

“puntas de hechos” into one “instant.” This not only exemplifies the tension between the 

singularizing and the totalizing, but also a sort of a sort of munus that could be 

paradoxically thought of as gift without obligation. The narrator states—as though he 

were still capable of evoking a divine thinking of infinity as in the previously discussed 

passage—that these three persons would not be aware of “the line” which brought about 

the sharing of this “unique and common instant” even if “we would prolong time and the 

events beyond [fuera] all possible calculations.” There is an implicit desire for these three 

individuals to share in the narrator’s omniscient perspective, so that they would know of 

this instant of commonality. The narrator views this as not possible, and that by necessity, 

will not happen, despite “all possible calculations.” In a sense, the narrator closes off the 

possibility of sharing with these three people their sharing, in spite of his claims that he 

will know of this event for the remainder of his “own eternity.” The narrator could 

hypothetically share linguistically with them what took place; however, it would seem 

that the closure the narrator here describes is related to the condition in which his 

knowledge, even by means of linguistic communication, cannot be made known, 
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remaining phenomenologically isolated, as an experience that he alone knows. As 

Derrida remarks, “[…] sovereignty is marked by the power to see, by being-able-to-

see without being seen” (Beast 1: 293, original emphasis). What gravely concerns the 

narrator is that in not being seen, the individuals whom the narrator has observed will 

never know that he has seen them. He is angry at the universe and, more acutely, at 

humans who have obstructed this potential experience, impeding a sense of total 

perspective.   

 After making these reflections, Emar enacts a gesture of interruption of temporal 

events in the narration of this entry, analogous to the one previously discussed (“¡El 

vejete de los medios minutos!” [Un año 28]), so that, in reading, we perform this 

interruption, inasmuch as it can be conceived of as a linguistically possible experience. 

That is to say, in our reading, we could be understood as sharing in the narrator’s 

observation of commonality, even if the characters whom he observes do not: 

Y yo la sabré mientras dure mi propia eternidad. 
En ese momento la dama que palpa y husmea estuvo inmóvil. Más 

pudo haber hablado o haber elevado una seda anaranjada por el aire de su 
cuarto o haber vacilado para caer inanimada.  

Yo lo habría sabido.  
Pero el vejete aquel, no. Nunca habría sabido que su bigote cano, 

tocando las maderas pardas de su alféizar, era la misma línea, exactamente 
la misma, de una mujer cayendo herida entre sedas.  

Yo, sí. 
La mujer habría muerto. Su alma, llevando sus méritos y pecados, 

habría volado hasta el trono del Sumo Hacedor y allí se habría deshecho 
para ser vista y juzgada. Mas cual pudiese ser o no ser su suerte, seguiría  
–alma marchando, penando– ignorante de que su desprendimiento había 
sido una sola línea de coincidencia con el volteo del oro de la muchacha, 
con el sacudimiento de hipos del hombre, con el bigote del vejete 
apuntando hacia la calle como los colmillos de un perro en furia.   

Ignorante ella. Yo, no. (Un año 29-30)   
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Engaging in a kind of divinely temporal speculation, the narrator posits the following 

event: the fainting and death of one of the women in the building. In this scenario, he 

again refers to his privileged epistemological status, knowing that this woman’s death 

would similarly be connected to the lives of three other individuals, by means of “una 

sola línea de coincidencia.” The image of movement of the woman’s soul flying towards 

“the throne of the Great Maker” seems to evoke the geometric movement of the “línea de 

coincidencia” that unites these individuals, despite their everlasting ignorance of this 

common moment. As Derrida might opine, the narrator, in knowing, is alone, like God, 

who could witness such sequences of events, their connections, and their commonalities 

ad infinitum.    

Reflecting on his experience, the narrator states “Es mucho haber tenido un poco 

–por poco que sea– de la visión de Dios sobre cuatro seres que en una casa en un instante 

son ‘uno’ y que no atinan a saberse, ni lo atinarán jamás” (Un año 30). There is a 

distressing effect produced by the ocular sovereignty experienced by the narrator: in a 

single, time-rending “instant” (“un instante”), the narrator witnesses that “four beings” 

(“cuatro seres”) are “‘one’” (“‘uno’”), a temporal and ontological condensation of four 

living beings—four singularities—into one totality. If the narrator feels “anger towards 

God,” we might suggest that it is related not only to a temporary glimpse into a facet of 

ontotheological sovereignty—omniscience—, but also to a momentary sharing of God’s 

solitude as experienced by a human. However, the narrator claims that he seeks to remain 

an infinitesimal being, apart from such a divine point of view:   

Ira contra Dios. Ira por haberme hecho presentir –aunque sólo por un 
mínimo instante y aunque conservándome mi calidad de mínimo ser– una 
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mínima parte de Su rol. Pues quiero permanecer en el mío, sin 
distracciones ni vislumbres, rol de hombre gusano que se arrastra y que, si 
es mucho su desamparo, llame y clame, ante todo, a los Infiernos. (30-31)       

The narrative voice emphasizes not only his “minimal” ontological condition, but also the 

“minimal” moment of time during which he “had a presentiment” or “intuited” 

(“presentir”) “a minimal part of His role.” This “presentiment” of “the role of God”—one 

of the quintessential referents of political sovereignty if Schmitt is to be believed—is, 

however, experienced not only for a “minimal instant,” but also while the narrator 

maintains his “quality of a minimal being.” This divine “role” is additionally contrasted 

with his default, or originary, ontological position, that of the “rol de hombre gusano”—a 

significant entomological and larval comparison given the interest in insects 

demonstrated by various early twentieth century artists, from Kafka to Dalí.118 If a few 

pages earlier he has compared himself to a louse, he now sees himself as a “worm man” 

(“hombre gusano”), a human-nonhuman hybrid that seeks not to share God’s 

omniscience. This dehumanizing and metaphorical metamorphosis could be related to the 

feelings of vertigo throughout Un año: that which is most high—a being in God’s role—

can fall, suddenly, to that which is among the closest to the ground—a worm.119 This 

rapid displacement from the highest to the lowest of spaces organizes the episode of the 

 
118 We should remark that Emar dedicates an entry in Un año to one of the “bichitos 

bibliográficos” who very carefully selects what to eat from Comte de Lautréamont’s Les Chants 
de Maldoror (16-20).  

119 Emar’s selection of the term “gusano” in this divine context in his narration could be a 
coincidence, but it would be remiss not to mention that, in Psalm 22, feelings of solitude and 
abandonment by God are followed by the speaker’s self-denomination as “gusano, y no hombre:” 
“DIOS mío, Dios mío, ¿por qué me has dejado? ¿Por qué estás lejos de mi salud, y de las 
palabras de mi clamor? […] /  Mas yo soy gusano, y no hombre; Oprobio de los hombres, y 
desecho del pueblo” (1, 6, original emphasis).      
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accident with Buin, as well as the events relating to Longotoma, especially the ocean 

rising to the sun and the subsequent plunge into the bowels of the Earth. Indeed, while the 

narrator’s experience by the sea can be viewed as akin to that of the “aspect of God’s 

role,” the aspects of spiritual disquiet and fury of the narrator towards God do not appear 

in the narrator’s descent to the subterranean regions of the Earth and his subsequent 

interaction with Longotoma. Indeed, it would appear as though the narrator’s 

communication with Longotoma offers a kind of spiritual initiation that would, in the 

latter’s words, allow for the narrator “to see the good in person” (“ver el bien en persona” 

[58-59]), in a kind of reconciliation with the world and the universe that was not possible 

in the city.       

 The June entry of Un año closes with the narrator recognizing that his “amigo 

noveno” is incapable of comforting the narrator, despite being the highest friend he has: 

“no bastas tampoco, noveno amigo, para devolver la paz a mi espíritu” (31). If in this 

entry in the novel, there are references to an assertion of the narrator’s quality as a 

“sovereign man”—as in his “first fury” relating to the eleven women—, or the when the 

narrator’s singularity is jeopardized—as in the “second fury” in which all individuals are 

doubled by their shadows—, in this “third fury,” he declines an ontotheological sovereign 

position, “sin distracciones ni vislumbres” (31). The narrator’s self-depiction as a 

“sovereign man” would seem to turn in on itself, for the qualities of ontotheological 

sovereignty that he describes as having experienced—namely “an aspect of God’s 

role”—make him anxious and angry.      
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As a kind of coda to my discussion of Un año, I should mention that when the 

narrator leaves the house of his nine friends, he returns to the street, searching for “la 

calma por otra senda” (31). This notion of “the calm” precisely contrasts with the 

continuous movement of the narrator in many episodes. Those moments when the 

narrator physically stops moving often coincide with some of the most important 

reflections in the novel. For instance, in the September 1st entry, after the cosmic event 

near the ocean, Longotoma recommends that the narrator sit and reflect under the shadow 

of the coral tree such that, at some point in the future, he could witness “the good in 

person” (“ver el bien en persona”) (58-59). The narrator then contemplates Longotoma’s 

“tan sabias palabras” under the coral tree (59). The search for tranquility appears to be 

connected to stillness, to a lack of movement in the narrative. This can be related to the 

narrator’s search to stabilize his ipseity, to find some grounding for his existence. The 

narrator’s “calm” at times overlaps with moments in which he is physically still. 

However, in a marked juxtaposition with the episode in which the narrator serenely sits 

and muses under the coral tree, when he is standing on the balcony with “an aspect of 

God’s role,” he feels anxious and furious despite his physical stillness. Thus, among other 

concerns, Emar’s narrative challenges us to question whether stillness or movement 

would be intrinsically positive or good, and whether either would entail tranquility, 

forcing us, thus, to pay attention to their particularity for any sort of judgment. 

Consequently, this component of the novel could be described as autoimmune, like 

democracy itself in Derrida’s conception. Indeed, the numerous horizontal and vertical 

displacements which the narrator both experiences and witnesses—tied to processes of 
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stabilizing and destabilizing of diverse ipseities—could be seen as corresponding to the 

philosophical and political problems addressed in my analysis of Un año which, in turn, 

point towards Derrida’s description of the dizzying circular movement of democracy.     
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III. Fraternalistic-Nationalistic Filiation, “Propriation,” and the Passive Decision: 

Towards a Politics of Friendship in 45 días y 30 marineros (1933) by Norah Lange 

In my discussion of Norah Lange’s 45 días y 30 marineros, I interpret the 

democratic implications of Ingrid’s attempts to establish friendship and fraternity with 

the male crew of the ship during her voyage. I suggest that Lange’s novel not only 

explores the foundation of ipseity in regard to a particular community, but it also poses a 

problem which could be framed within Derrida’s questioning of the role of the brother in 

Western philosophical proposals of political association: “What happens when, in taking 

up the case of the sister, the woman is made a sister? And a sister a case of the brother?” 

(Politics viii). Ingrid’s presence aboard seems to disrupt the homosocial bonds among the 

sailors of the ship, while apparently verifying the impossibility of her belonging, due to, 

among other factors, gender and sexual restrictions that make possible the 

fraternalization, and thus the ipseity, of the crew itself. Consequently, I analyze aspects of 

this homosocial community that supplement, in a Derridean sense, its ipseity: national 

origin, language, ship rank, and, gendered exclusion. Ingrid’s search for fraternity is 

negated by the sailors’ advances, assaults, and overall misinterpretations of what she and 

other characters will call her “cordialidad” (“cordiality”). The sailors’ perception of 

Ingrid is different from her perception of them: she sees the other sailors as friends in 

some moments, while at other times, however, the sailors and the Captain threaten her 

wellbeing.       

After Ingrid’s departure from Buenos Aires and her boarding of the ship, she and 

the crew will stop in various ports in Latin America and Europe, until finally arriving in 
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Rotterdam. The distances between anchoring at ports are at time prolonged, peppered by 

the drinking of alcohol, in which all of the crew and Ingrid partake. However, such 

moments of revelry are—despite their frequency—transitory, as the constant companion 

of the characters is the tedium of the undulating sea, producing a profound solitude of 

everyone aboard, from Ingrid and another passenger Stevenson, to the sailors and the 

Captain. This tedium is similarly accompanied by the unending romantic advances by 

members of the crew and Captain upon Ingrid, the protagonist of the novel and the only 

female character on the ship. In addition to having to avoid and counter verbal flirting, 

Ingrid faces physical advances while aboard. In particular, her private cabin is invaded at 

night, as she is assaulted by the Captain, the Electrician, and first officer Guttorm, as they 

seek to kiss and embrace her without her consent. Finding herself in extremely difficult 

and dangerous situations, Ingrid seeks to ameliorate her condition and maintain her 

wellbeing in part by acts of “cordialidad.” I propose that such cordial actions derive from 

Ingrid’s deep sense of empathy. However, her good-will and “cordiality,” her friendliness 

and warmth to the crew—as she remarks near the end of the novel—, will be 

continuously misinterpreted by the sailors. Upon arriving in Rotterdam, Ingrid will meet 

a distant relative, Peter, aboard another boat, and she will decide to leave the ship and 

join Peter, cutting short the duration of her trip.         

If the circumstances depicted in 45 días y 30 marineros might appear distant from 

the crises of the interwar period, I would argue that Lange’s work is a critical piece 

included in my dissertation, as it offers a consideration of gender and sexual difference in 

relation to political problems relating to democracy and community, as well as 
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philosophical concepts like ipseity. In order to examine the gender relations in the novel, 

I employ Derrida’s concept of “propriation” which seeks to articulate the way in which 

sexual difference and the acts of “(un)making proper” of the bodies of others should be 

understood as a primary ontological condition. Lange’s novel presents various attempts 

of propriation that forestall democratic and egalitarian possibilities among Ingrid and the 

sailors. At the same time, the space of the boat at sea, and the liminal spaces of the ports, 

create the conditions for atypical communication and interactions among Ingrid and the 

male sailors which are not only negative, despite the serious dangers to her welfare. In 

particular, I highlight a kind of bonding—that is not fraternalistic—through a shared 

viewing of one another’s weakness during the voyage. Additionally, Ingrid makes 

powerful statements about the social expectations of men and women, and she will at 

times have uncommonly candid conversations with the crew regarding gender. It should 

likewise be noted that she finds none of the men aboard particularly attractive.120 Her 

attempts to be accepted by the group of sailors will be thwarted by the sexual advances of 

several of them, chiefly the Captain and the first officer, Guttorm.       

Thus, after considering Derrida’s ideas in The Politics of Friendship to support 

my discussion of the political implications of the gender relations of Lange’s novel, I 

analyze how Ingrid and the passenger Stevenson experience the tension between two 

cultural and ancestral origins, as both have ties to Argentina and Norway. By considering 

 
120 If the sailors frequently gaze at Ingrid, she has returned their gaze, only to find none of 

them to be especially handsome: “Los demás no la conducen [a Ingrid] a hondas reflexiones 
indagatorias de belleza masculina y ninguno ofrece un exterior perdurable para el recuerdo” (45 
días 30-31).  
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this coincidence in the narrative, I am able to address the notion of political affiliation 

through national origin, and how the space of the ship dynamizes these elements, 

particularly in the separate celebrations for the two countries’ respective holidays of 

independence. By attending to the ways in which both characters interact with their 

heritage, I assess how the homosocial structure of the crew functions as a collective 

ipseity which appeals to national origin, rank, language, and gender to sustain itself. 

Though some positive moments in the novel offer a thinking of democratic potentials 

among the crew and Ingrid, these possibilities are ultimately stifled by the appropriative 

actions of the crew seeking to possess her, understood as a form of propriation, in 

Derrida’s sense. I connect my discussion of propriation with the narrative’s association 

between possession and Ingrid’s feelings of enclosure, as both are related to the physical 

space of ship and the embraces of the sailors. Ultimately, the price that Ingrid would have 

to pay to belong to this fraternal community is precisely that which undermines the 

possibility of inclusion: the homosocial rules which govern the crew’s functioning are 

organized around gendered exclusions. Additionally, I study the challenges to the 

Captain’s sovereignty, both by the crew and Ingrid. To conclude, I offer a reading of 

Ingrid’s reflections about leaving the ship after meeting her relative Peter. In my view, 

the protagonist’s vital challenge to leave the ship—thereby flouting the Captain’s rule— 

may be read as a Derridean “passive decision,” understood as a profoundly internal 

decision which is somehow brought about as if the subject, in making the decision, were 

being guided by an absolute otherness, which presents the paradoxical, almost theological 

structure of being both within and without of oneself. In spite of the prospect of 
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concluding the voyage with Peter, who appears to act with genuine concern for Ingrid, 

the end of the novel remains ambiguous and does not reveal whether Ingrid’s decision 

will take her to a similar or worse situation than the one she is leaving behind.           

In order to orient my analysis of the fraternity of the ship in Lange’s novel, I will 

present some key concepts from The Politics of Friendship, in which Derrida studies 

various reflections on friendship, enmity, and hostility of Aristotle, Cicero, Kant, 

Nietzsche, Schmitt, among other writers of the Western philosophical tradition. In 

particular, he focuses on this dictum of Montaigne “attributed to Aristotle: ‘O my friends, 

there is no friend’” (Politics vii). Derrida notes that “the figure of the friend, so regularly 

coming back on stage with the features of the brother—who is critically at stake in this 

analysis—seems spontaneously to belong to a familial, fraternalist and thus androcentric 

configuration of politics” (viii, original emphasis). By underscoring the recurrence of the 

friend as brother and as masculine—thus grounding a pattern of “fraternalist” political 

association in Western philosophy—, Derrida helps us to address the conditions of 

possibility that configure the idea of fraternity in Lange’s novel. Derrida is concerned by 

how fraternal notions frequently organized modes of political association: it is not that 

brothers are the problem, but rather the conditions under which “the fraternity of brothers 

dictates the law, where a political dictatorship of fraternocracy comes to be imposed” 

(Rogues 50, original emphasis). Ultimately, Derrida provides a kind of onto-political or 

meta-political statement regarding forms of association or “filiation:” “The concept of 

politics rarely announces itself without some sort of adherence of the State to the family, 

without what we will call a schematic of filiation: stock, genus or species, sex 
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(Geschlecht), blood, birth, nature, nation—autochthonal or not, tellurian or not” 

(Politics viii, original emphasis). As we shall see in Lange’s work, the modes of filiation 

which will be most present are those which appeal to birth, nation, and ultimately, sexual 

difference. Similarly, it should be noted how some of these notions are active elements in 

the construction of Emar’s Un año. As I have noted in Emar’s novel, homosocial 

relations configure some of the most important entries in the diary: besides the apartment 

building of his male friends, it would be critical to recall the gendered elements of the 

narrator’s fury that are related to his status as a “sovereign man,” as he is contested by the 

group of elderly women. Likewise, in the final novel of this chapter, Gómez de la Serna’s 

El caballero del hongo gris, the protagonist Leonardo will have a string of brief and at 

times abusive affairs with women throughout the narrative, while his most enduring 

relationship is with his male friend and secretary, Valentín. 

In the case of 45 días y 30 marineros, the homosocial fraternity of the ship—read 

in a political key—is established and maintained by practices and exclusions relating to 

national origin, language, ship rank, and gender. In fact, the title of the work omits the 

presence of Ingrid, as she is not to be counted among the thirty sailors. The protagonist’s 

time aboard both destabilizes and confirms the homosocial order of the ship, because she 

is from Argentina and identifies with many Argentine customs. She is also of Norwegian 

ancestry, which sets the stage for diverse tensions between these two national cultures. 

For instance, in a discussion with the Captain, Ingrid says, “¿Conoce el tango ‘Julián’? 

Apuesto a que no sabría bailarlo. Hay que ser argentino para esto…” (43, ellipsis in 

original). The Captain suggests that she is more Norwegian than Argentine, making a 
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significant reference to her blood, a notion which, as I have noted above, Derrida 

mentions as a means for filiation in the Western political tradition: “¿Argentino! ¡Psh! 

Usted no es argentina. Su sangre es noruega” (44). The narrator recounts Ingrid’s 

awareness of habits of Norwegians considering others as Norwegian for less than “una 

carta de ciudadanía:” “No le deja [Ingrid al capitán] proseguir en esa disertación sobre los 

glóbulos rojos. Conoce ya la escasa importancia que implica para los noruegos una carta 

de ciudadanía, el nacimiento, la educación, el cariño, y, acaso, por encima de todo, la 

predilección, por inaudita que parezca” (44). Although the narrative voice remarks that 

Ingrid does not allow the Captain to continue his “disertación sobre los glóbulos rojos,” 

in a way minimizing the importance of origin and race in relation to filiation, it would be 

remiss not to indicate that the novel presents negative references verging on racism to 

those of African descent—especially in the section of the novel taking place in Santos 

(e.g., 36, 45, 54)—, while also containing allusions to the “purity” of the Norwegians 

(e.g., 52). Such comments could be related to positivism, the naturalist novel, and more 

broadly to racist and ethnocentric discourses of the period, as evidenced in aspects of 

Huidobro’s novel La próxima studied in Chapter 3.      

In a similar, but perhaps more exaggerated way than Ingrid, Stevenson embodies a 

tension between two nations and cultures, of the Argentine and the Norwegian. On his 

way back to Norway on the same ship as Ingrid, Stevenson was born in Argentina where 

he served in the military (“su servicio de conscripción”), in “una compañía forestal del 

Chaco” (36, 39).  Although we will eventually see that he has a strong bond to Argentina, 

Stevenson is obsessed with his Norwegian lineage, finding kinships and ancestors with 
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the personages of the country: “Tiene la manía de los abolengos. Cosa que descubre 

[Ingrid] más tarde, es uno de los pasatiempos favoritos de los escandinavos. Stevenson se 

adjudica serios parentescos con los grandes poetas y políticos noruegos” (39-40). The 

narrator presents a certain ironization of this emphasis on origins. At the same time, 

although he venerates Ibsen, Stevenson recognizes, admittedly with less fervor, a certain 

affection for Argentine and Uruguayan literary culture:  

Creo en Ibsen y mi libro de cabecera es Brand. Aunque esto pueda ser 
testarudez, voy hacia todos los escritores queriendo hallar algo suyo. 
Además, es cómodo creer en Ibsen; no hay criado ni aldeano noruego que 
ignore su nombre. En la Argentina, donde estuve 5 años, proyecté al 
comienzo leer los libros recomendados por el pueblo. Supe de Martínez 
Zuviría, en un sector; de Roberto Arlt, en otro; de Soiza Reilly, más allá. 
Claro que me aparté. Leyendo a Arlt, que está muy bien, no tolero a 
Zuviría y menos, casi nada, a Soiza Reilly. Después me di cuenta de que 
muy pocos se han regocijado con Horado Quiroga, con un poema de 
Banchs, y de otros que para mí valen mucho. (46, italics in original, bold 
added)    

Stevenson in these comments reveals his views on the literary fields of Argentina and 

Uruguay, describing his own process of discovery (“Claro que me aparté”) after 

following the recommendations of different sectors of society, lamenting the lack of 

readership of some writers. If Lange would seek in the authorial function a kind of 

doubling in her novel—which would, for biographical reasons, appear to be most 

associated with Ingrid—, Stevenson can be viewed as a key character who reveals an 

association with literary activity and judgments. The protagonist Ingrid also critically 

assesses the literary panorama of Argentina, as she replies to Stevenson: “‘En mi país 

existe el prejuicio por lo nacional. Ahora comienza a sacudirse un poco, y ya el público 

sonríe ante una edición barata de Elinor Glyn, aunque la compra luego, cuando nadie lo 
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mira’. El recuerdo pone un minuto de silencio después de sus palabras un poco amargas” 

(46-47). In addition to revealing criticisms of nationalistic inclinations which run 

throughout the novel, such as the notion of the “el prejuicio por lo nacional,” these 

observations by Ingrid, followed by those of the narrator, also display the frequently 

nostalgic sentiments of Ingrid for Argentina, in relation to an anxious desire to arrive in 

Norway.    

One particular conversation between Ingrid and Stevenson exemplifies the tension 

felt by both characters concerning their two nations. Stevenson says that Ingrid must be 

one of his relatives: “Yo debo ser pariente tuyo. […]. Los dos estamos vinculados a un 

escritor de calidad” (62). Stevenson also mentions to Ingrid that she has changed, 

although the protagonist replies that she should never have gone on this journey (63). 

Stevenson comments “Estás cambiada. ¿Será el ambiente del barco? Tengo la sensación 

de que te vuelves nórdica como nosotros. Tienes los ojos como con bruma y comienzas a 

caminar con pasos largos, como las muchachas nuestras” (63, emphasis added). 

Significantly, Stevenson considers that Ingrid is becoming increasingly Nordic, “como 

nosotros.” The gendered ambiguity of “nosotros”—possibly including women, along 

with men—almost seems to disclose that filiation by nation would allow for the fraternity 

of Ingrid and the other men aboard the ship, even though this will ultimately not be the 

case. Relatedly, it is suggestive that Stevenson makes this appeal to nationalistic filiation, 

for he is like Ingrid, in a sense caught between two cultural traditions. However, 

Stevenson also suggests that Ingrid is becoming “como las muchachas nuestras,” an 

apparent allusion to Norwegian women. In her reply to Stevenson’s remarks and his 
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question as to whether she misses anything, Ingrid says “Sí. Nunca debí haberme 

embarcado” (63). When he offers to help, Ingrid asks him to talk with her whenever she 

is alone and for him to pass along something from Norway: “Adelántame algo de 

Noruega, porque ya estoy empezando a tener miedo” (64).  

The challenging sense of simultaneously belonging to two nations and cultures 

that Ingrid and Stevenson experience is placed in relief by the narrative’s presentation of 

different forms nationalistic and fraternalistic modes of association that take place on the 

ship. Particularly revealing are the two national celebrations which occur while at sea: the 

day of the Anniversary of Norwegian Independence on May 17th, and the 

commemoration of Argentine Independence on May 25th. Although the Norwegian 

Celebration is depicted first in the narrative, in this section I will begin by discussing the 

Argentine Holiday aboard the ship, as it relates more directly to the complex feelings 

Ingrid and Stevenson have for both nations. Additionally, involving all aboard, the 

festivities for the Argentine holiday represent a more positive and inclusive mode of 

association by nationality, which does not evince the more fraternalistic and toxic 

tendencies of other modes of fraternalization tied to the nationalism present in the novel. 

For the commemoration of Argentine Independence, the Captain orders the preparation of 

a meal to celebrate, while “Stevenson, erudito en cuestiones históricas de su país, 

ofrecerá la demostración” (106, emphasis added). The narrator thus shifts the emphasis 

on Stevenson’s nationality: if earlier the passenger notes how Ingrid seems Nordic “like 

our women,” here Argentina is qualified as “su país.” During the preparations for the 

celebration, Ingrid nostalgically muses about the traditions related to this holiday, while 
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simultaneously trying to bring some elements of her Argentina to the Norwegian sailors: 

“Ingrid se arregla en su camarote, nostálgica el desfile [sic] por la Avenida de Mayo, de 

las escarapelas, del Himno Nacional. Ha enseñado el himno a tres o cuatro. Stevenson ya 

lo sabía al embarcarse” (106). At the dinner, there are both Argentine and Norwegian 

flags on the table, an image of national and cultural pluralism which contrasts with the 

mono-nationalistic appeals that organize the fraternity of the crew (106). The Captain 

praises the mother of Ingrid, and then Ingrid herself (107). In an appeal to the maternal, 

rather than the paternal, this moment in the narration also destabilizes the fraternalistic 

association grounding the political around a debt to the law of the father: instead of the 

fatherland, we glimpse a bond that could be with the motherland, a matria instead of a 

patria. Then Stevenson, with true fondness, begins to speak about Argentina, as his 

speech begins to affect Ingrid:  

Stevenson se pone de pie, guiado por toda la lista de fechas y datos que ha 
ubicado en su memoria. Sus palabras, mojadas de cierto afecto real por la 
Argentina, la entristecen, alcanzándole, más que nunca, su posición irreal 
e innecesaria. ¿Para qué irse de cualquier parte? Su tristeza inadecuada 
parece justificar la intención de Stevenson, quien cree haberla conmovido 
con su erudición respecto a América. (107, emphasis added)     

In spite of Stevenson’s emphasis on his Norwegian ancestry, he displays in this episode a 

knowledge and love of Argentina. Comparably, Ingrid’s nostalgia for Argentina is 

pronounced, as she questions her very departure. As the celebration continues, the crew 

and Ingrid begin to dance, although in a marked contrast with the unrestraint and 

madness of the events on the Norwegian Independence that I will now examine.    

During the dinner on the day of the Anniversary of Norwegian Independence—

which, as I noted earlier, in the narrative precedes the celebration of Argentine 
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Independence—, nationalistic appeals reinforce the homosocial, fraternalistic bonds 

among the crewmembers, while in a sense excluding Ingrid. As the mood at this dinner 

appears tense, Ingrid puts the others at ease, with the “cordiality” which will be addressed 

below: “Ingrid lanza un caudal de palabras para diseminar ese ambiente estirado que 

reina al principio de la comida” (94). The Captain makes a toast to King Haakon, 

producing a seriousness in the sailors, as well as presenting a possible way to become 

closer to his men:    

El capitán propone un brindis para el rey Haakon. Todos los hombres se 
ponen de pie, graves de repente, como si sus rostros estuviesen en un 
mecanismo de presión. Luego el hombre, bien instalado en su rol oral, 
lanza frases vertiginosas de adjetivos, de gestos magníficos, de fechas, 
apellidos y brillo histórico. Su párrafo final, el mejor, por ese 
advenimiento tardío de su silencio, lo acerca a sus hombres en una 
anécdota sentimental que casi podría situarles lágrimas sobre las mejillas 
estiradas por los vientos de todos los puertos. Pero alguien inventó el 
aplauso como ademán apoyador, entusiasta y frío. ¡Si hubiesen erigido la 
lágrima como consagración definitiva, cuánta economía de genios, cuánta 
arenga llevada en el mantel! (94, emphasis added)    

In final sentence cited above, the phrases of the narrator—or possibly the indirect speech 

of Ingrid—, remark somewhat ironically on this display of nationalism that unites the 

crewmen. In an analogous way to the speech on the day of Argentine Independence, 

Stevenson then observes the importance of the independence, thanking the Captain for 

bringing the crew and passengers together and making them feel at home, on a day that is 

exceedingly theirs: “Stevenson, siempre eficaz, agrega unas palabras ceñidas al 

significado de la independencia, y al final agradece al capitán el gesto simpático de 

reunirlos y hacerles sentir un poco como en sus propias casas, en ese día tan de ellos” 

(95, emphasis added). Stevenson’s nationalistic gestures instill in the sailors a familiarity, 
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a sense of family and filiation key to the homosocial fraternity aboard the ship. Similarly, 

despite Ingrid’s connections to Norway, she remains at the same time inside and outside 

of this nationalistic-fraternalistic moment of bonding. Following Stevenson’s comments, 

the narrator presents the following description of the scene:  

La comida marca dos horas. Parece que nada ha de interrumpirla, ya que 
cada uno demuestra prácticamente que las palabras de Stevenson tienen 
ribetes de veracidad y se ubican cómodamente en sus asientos, como si les 
rodeasen muros familiares, mientras que el alcohol, en dosis adicional, les 
alcanza una haraganería muy de domingo o de toda la semana, que les 
facilita la conversación pero no el movimiento. (95, emphasis added)  

I would note that the narration again underscores the familiar and the familial in relation 

to Stevenson’s words, which, along with alcohol, relax the sailors as though they were 

surrounded by “muros familiares.” The appeals to the nation significantly coincide with 

references to the familiar, the familial, and the home, which would seem to act as “walls” 

(“muros”), which contain and include, as well as separate and exclude. Indeed, as Derrida 

might suggest, there is a relationship between the family and the nation, particularly in 

regards to the establishing of fictional bonds of blood and kinship that can ground 

nationalistic-fraternalistic forms of political filiation.  

At the end of the dinner, the crew respectfully pass before the Captain and Ingrid 

(95). However, the decorum of the meal rapidly degenerates, as a particularly disturbing 

sequence of events takes place after the dinner, namely between Ingrid and the 

Electricista, who assaults her. Due to the narrative contiguity presented in this section of 

the novel, it could be suggested that there is a connection between the mode of 

homosocial masculine affiliation by nationality—central to gathering together the 

ipseities of the crewmen—, which is then linked to masculinity and propriation. 
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Additionally, this scene presents interactions with homoerotic overtones, and a 

subsequent perceived need to affirm masculinity by possession. The narrative presents 

Ingrid’s increasingly frantic attempts to escape from being encircling and embraced—

walled in—by the crew. While the sailors dance, Ingrid perceives that they are all drunk 

(95). As the Captain dances alone, he unintentionally grazes the Irish cook’s head (96). 

Deeming this to be either “una provocación” or “un exceso de confianza,” he presses 

himself up against the Captain’s waist and they dance, in a scene with homoerotic 

insinuations: “El cocinero y el capitán pasan ante la vista y las carcajadas de todos, 

envueltos en un abrazo muto y férreo. La piel sucia del cocinero se incrusta en el 

uniforme impecable del patrón del barco” (96-97, emphasis added). In the midst of this 

scene, the Electricista grabs Ingrid and kisses her (97). She is able escape him and bumps 

into Guttorm (97). Then, the Captain, in a sudden act of recognition of his male dancing 

partner, seems to feel the need to assert his masculinity, looking for Ingrid: “De pronto el 

capitán, repudiado por el cocinero que no cree en los contornos masculinos, siente 

necesidad de bailar con Ingrid” (97, emphasis added). The novel thus presents a 

disturbing link between an appropriative masculinity connecting homosociality and 

homophobia which would appear to undergird the fraternal relations of the male crew. At 

the same time, it should be noted that there are other references in the narrative to 

homoerotic interactions among the crewmen.121   

 
121 In Madeira, another homoerotic scene takes place when a “grumete ebrio” looks for 

another sailor: “Lejos, en la popa, los marineros se ríen de un pobre grumete ebrio que tiene 
intenciones deshonestas, mientras persigue a un marinero afiebrado de alcohol. Alguien grita una 
frase obscena y Karl se apresura en dirección de ellos para sosegarles la infamia verbal, al 
menos...” (123, ellipsis in original). Another instance of a scene with homoerotic implications 
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To further explore the constitution of the ipseity joining the male sailors together, 

it is relevant to connect the previously described events with a brief exchange between 

the “Carpintero viejo” and Ingrid which highlights the nature of the homosocial bonds of 

friendship and fraternity among the crewmen. In this conversation between the 

Carpintero viejo and Ingrid, the two discuss the Captain, Guttorm, and the other sailors 

(58-59). Ingrid mentions that she always sees the sailors in pairs: “¿Y los marineros? Los 

veo en parejas siempre. Parejas malhumoradas y parejas alegres. ¿Por qué?” (59). He 

responds “Yo los llamo ‘mariposas de internado’. Van de a dos a todas partes, algunos. 

Hay otros, solitarios, que son los peores” (59). The word “mariposa” in Spanish is a 

pejorative euphemism for a homosexual individual. It should be noted how the sailors are 

connected homosocially in pairs according to the narrative. Concomitantly, this notion of 

pairing and a kind of doubling of the sailors can be related to Derrida’s discussion of 

friendship. In his reading of Cicero, Derrida notes how the Roman philosopher and 

statesman “uses the word exemplar, which means portrait but also, as the exemplum, the 

duplicate, the reproduction, the copy as well as the original, the type, the model” (Politics 

4, original emphasis). While these two meanings would seem to be mutually exclusive—

 
takes place when Stevenson and Ingrid switch beds, such that Stevenson will be in Ingrid’s bed if 
the Captain breaks into her cabin. The narrator, with elements of indirect discourse, offers a 
hypothetical description of the Captain entering the room and finding to his surprise the body of 
Stevenson: “Ante la argumentación eventual de otros asaltos amorosos, Stevenson la invita a 
dormir en su cabina. Él dormirá en la de Ingrid, con la puerta abierta. Ella no puede menos que 
reír ante la posible presencia del capitán, buscándola a tientas en el camarote oscuro, los ojos 
sugestionados por la promesa de la puerta abierta, la imaginación distendiéndole las manos sobre 
unos senos castos, la respiración ágil, los labios húmedos... y luego el encuentro con un cuerpo 
rígido, sin la convicción afectiva de curvas ni de calideces... ¡El cuerpo musculoso de Stevenson 
en lugar del suyo!” (126, ellipsis in original). 
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of something undeniably singular and of something multiple and reproducible—, Derrida 

considers these terms’ necessary co-implication in relation to friendship:  

The two meanings (the single original and the multipliable copy) cohabit 
here; they are—or seem to be—the same, and that is the whole story, the 
very condition of survival. Now, according to Cicero, his exemplar is 
projected or recognized in the true friend, it is his ideal double, his other 
self, the same as self but improved. (Politics 4, original emphasis)  

In Lange’s work, the discussion between the Carpintero viejo and Ingrid regarding the 

pairing of sailors, some happy and some discontent—some friends, others not—could be 

seen as a kind of foundation for the filiation of fraternity on the ship, of the joining of 

their separate ipseities together, first as pairs, and then gathered together by the ipseity of 

the ship hierarchy.        

I would suggest that this pairing of sailors represents an initial foundation for the 

ipseity of the crew, as the forms of nationalistic, fraternalistic, homosocial, and perhaps 

homosexual filiation make possible the gathering together of all of the male sailors in the 

unity of the crew. This pairing of sailors, in turn, is conditioned by another means by 

which affiliation is established, namely the hierarchical ranks of the crewman, the 

officers, and the Captain. However, the system of rank is destabilized in numerous ways 

throughout the narration, particularly by Ingrid’s actions (Stevenson, for instance says to 

her, “No pones diferencias entre el capitán y los oficiales” [46]). However, as I will 

consider below, an internal challenge to the system of rank is posed by one of the officers 

striking the Captain, which exposes a rupture in the fraternity of the ship and its chain of 

command. Moreover, if nationalistic appeals would appear to strongly reinforce the 
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ipseity of the male crew, language does not perform the same function.122 As such, while 

the homosocial fraternity of the ship is frequently organized around homosocial bonds 

often relating to rank, this is supplemented, in a Derridean sense, by appeals to 

nationality, as discussed above, as well as a paradoxical exclusion of homosexuality and 

the feminine.     

Before discussing the potential cost for Ingrid of belonging to the fraternity of the 

ship, I consider an episode in which there is a kind of sororization of the crew, or a 

fraternalization of Ingrid: the night out with the sailors in the Port of Santos in Brazil. 

This segment of the narrative demonstrates how Ingrid’s presence aboard both 

destabilizes and confirms the homosocial fraternity of the ship. As the novel progresses, 

we will see that—especially when alcohol is involved—what predominantly takes place 

on the ship can be called Dionysian, with the mixture and interaction of genders and crew 

ranks, as well as the potential subversions of hierarchies. It is also, simultaneously, a 

place of exclusion and danger, as evidenced by the harassments and assaults of Ingrid. 

 
122 For instance, after the night spent carousing together with the crew in Guttorm’s 

cabin, Ingrid and the other sailors address each other with “tú” (“se tutean” [39]). This linguistic 
indication of closeness is significant, and also reveals another important stylistic feature of 
Lange’s 45 días y 30 marineros, namely the radical discontinuity between the narrative’s 
language of transmission and the events, thoughts, and speech that are narrated. Ingrid’s language 
is Spanish and the text is presented to us in Spanish. However, we learn that Ingrid communicates 
with the sailors in English, and that the sailors frequently speak amongst themselves in 
Norwegian. Nonetheless, the dialogues offered to the reader are in Spanish. Paradigmatic of this 
kind of linguistic disjunction in the narrative is how, as mentioned earlier in this footnote, the 
narrator points out a linguistic feature of Spanish in the interactions of Ingrid and the sailors—
who addresses one another informally with “tú”—, in conversations which presumably took place 
in English. Additionally, as in various cases in the narrative, the sailors’ words are translated into 
Spanish, even though some phrases remain in English and Norwegian in the text. Furthermore, it 
would be relevant to note another important narrative device of the novel, namely the inclusion of 
indirect discourse which often conveys Ingrid’s thoughts.  
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The boat becomes a space where the law of the land is in some ways suspended, while 

the ports in the narrative represent hybrid, liminal spaces, with a more structured 

organization, especially in view of the presence of official port representatives, 

commercial operations, and the transit of passengers. For instance, Santos—despite 

having elements which afford this space a greater stability than that of the ship—

similarly conserves several Dionysian facets when the crewmembers go on land. Guttorm 

says the following to Ingrid: “No está el capitán. Cenaremos todos juntos en el salón de 

los oficiales; todos, hasta el mayordomo. Ingrid, tú dirigirás aquello. Te pondremos gorra 

de oficial, primera categoría... Con la del capitán no se puede jugar” (39, ellipsis in 

original, emphasis added). Significantly, Ingrid will not only wear a “gorra de oficial, 

primera categoría”—as though she were a member of the homosocial fraternity of 

sailors—, but she will also direct the dinner in the officers’ dining room, reminiscent of 

Lange’s discursos among the Martín Fierro group, as Unruh might suggest. This 

episode—in which Ingrid seems to form part of the fraternal relations of the sailors in the 

context of a subversion of both gender norms and authority—will be interrupted by an 

encounter with the Captain and the symbolic removal of the “gorra” from Ingrid. While 

perhaps at first glance appearing coincidental, the “gorra” is important in the narrative as 

it is not only representative of order in the rank-based hierarchy of the ship, but it also has 

the potential to be symbolic of sovereignty due to a metonymic connection with the head 

and vision. (Indeed, as evidenced in the emphasis on Leonardo’s bowler hat in El 

caballero del hongo gris, and to a lesser extent on Longotoma’s bowler in Un año, 

headwear is not something to be neglected in interpretation.) As such, Guttorm says that 
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Ingrid will don an officer’s “gorra,” for one cannot fool around with the Captain’s 

“gorra” (“Con la [gorra] del capitán no se puede jugar” [39]). When Ingrid herself wears 

a “gorra de oficial,” she and Leif guide the drunken sailors back to the ship: 

Se aglomeran en las casas con jardines, o se sientan en los bancos para 
proseguir discusiones absurdas, o de repente se muestran heroicamente 
enamorados. Las más de las veces son agresivos y mal educados. Cantan 
en voz alta y monótona. Mientras cantan Ingrid se siente aliviada, y Leif 
también. ¡Siempre que no se acuesten en alguna vereda! Con todo, son 
simpáticos. Parecen chicos, crecidos de golpe, con sus ojos azules y los 
cabellos lacios. Ingrid va adelante –parece una walkyria– y lleva a un 
hombre asido a cada brazo. Más lejos viene Leif, alerta, acarreando otros 
tres compañeros lerdos en la caminata. (41-42, original emphasis)     

Compared to a Valkyrie, Ingrid is here leading the group of male sailors, as though she 

were one of them, a momentary community of drunken comrades, a fraternity, or even a 

sorority that seems to be forbidden or unrealizable on the ship. However, their night of 

revelry ends with an encounter with the Captain, upset at how his crew have comported 

themselves on land (42-43). The Captain addresses Guttorm: “‘¡Primer oficial! ¿Acaso 

ignora usted que su puesto es abordo mientras yo esté en tierra?’ (Ella no sabe si esto es 

cierto, pues desconoce los reglamentos acuáticos.)” (42). This allusion to “reglamentos 

acuáticos” is significant in view of the gender relations and the structure of the ship’s 

hierarchy, as Ingrid disrupts both the law of the sea and the law of the land in her 

interactions which upset gender roles. Guttorm ultimately removes from Ingrid the “gorra 

de marinero:”      

“Quedaron dos oficiales de guardia, capitán”, anuncia Guttorm. Luego, 
con gesto indiferente, saluda “god-nat” y a ella un “takk for aften” –
gracias por la velada–. Después, muy grave, tan grave que la hace dudar de 
la marina, ya para siempre, se acerca a ella y con toda prolijidad 
respetuosa, como si ya hubiese concluido sus funciones cordiales y 
orgiásticas, la despoja de la gorra de marinero que lleva olvidada sobre la 
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cabeza. Se aleja, apenas vacilante... Los demás le siguen, murmurando al 
pasar junto a la muchacha: “Takk for aften”. (43, emphasis and ellipsis in 
original)      

The confiscation of the “gorra” from Ingrid could symbolically imply an end to the 

possibility of fraternity of Ingrid with the sailors. Although there will be more instances 

of amity among Ingrid and the crew, the sailors’ advances and the harassment of Ingrid 

will only worsen as the narrative continues. The Captain speaks with Ingrid, mentioning 

his concern for the possibility that his crew had been seen during the carousing with their 

“gorras” with the ship’s name (43). He also chastises Ingrid for the indecorous conduct 

(“poco decoroso”) of going out with the drunken sailors, while she will reply, with 

characteristic good humor, that they were not in any particularly “decorous” locations 

(43). However, the Captain’s expressions of worry for Ingrid’s wellbeing will soon be 

revealed to be not as disinterested as they may at first seem.     

It should be noted that the Captain is the character most frequently associated with 

sovereignty, as commander of the ship and crew, with the ability to suspend the law that 

he establishes on various occasions. As such, he is a problematic figure of authority 

whom both Ingrid and the other sailors will eventually confront.123 In fact, in an 

 
123 Fernández Greene states “In the ship's hierarchy, the captain is the most powerful 

person aboard and thus should be the one to maintain respectability and order. Although he has 
sworn to protect Ingrid, he uses his power to the opposite effect, repeatedly separating her from 
the crew to be alone with her and desperately trying to seduce her” (89). Consider also the 
following reference to the sovereignty of the Captain regarding the crew: “La mano amplia del 
capitán, en un momento de generosidad, soltará la disciplina mitológica y toda la tripulación, 
menos el timonel eventual, harán uso posible de su libertad, real, libre de disimulo” (45 días 81). 
In this “moment of generosity” the Captain “will let loose” this “mythological discipline and the 
whole crew,” such that they will be able to use their “liberty, real, free from deceit.” The 
reference to “mythological discipline” is reminiscent of the “mystical” nature of authority 
grounded by belief in Derrida’s “Force of Law: The ‘Mystical Foundation of Authority,’” as 
noted in my discussion of Edwards’s essay in the first chapter. 
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irreversible moment after enduring his harassment, Ingrid will take the Captain’s hat 

from him and throw it to the sea: “[El Capitán] Tiene la cabeza descubierta porque Ingrid, 

en un arranque, le arrojó al agua la gorra” (107). As such, most grave among his acts of 

exceptionality regarding the law of the ship are the Captain’s repeated oaths to protect 

Ingrid, only to subsequently breach this trust, continually and incrementally making 

advances with sexual undertones, and breaking into her cabin and forcing himself on her. 

In addition to the verbal advances of the sailors, Ingrid is subjected to physical 

harassments and assaults which disturbingly show the rules governing the fraternal 

organization of the crew. The Captain—professing to be the guardian of Ingrid on the 

ship—forces himself on Ingrid, when he enters Ingrid’s cabin at night, attempting to kiss 

her: “La puerta de tejido se abre y de golpe, hálito de whisky sobre su boca. Pero los 

noruegos no deben tener el sentido de la ubicación muy desarrollado, y por suerte, sus 

labios salen ilesos del pretendido contacto” (55, original emphasis). The Captain, due to 

his drunkenness, misses Ingrid’s lips, after which she stands up and turns on the light (55-

56). Ingrid observes the Captain, and via indirect discourse, she reflects on his ridiculous 

appearance:    

Al darse vuelta para eliminar la luz –alguien puede estar vigilando desde la 
proa– Ingrid advierte una liga sobre su pierna enfurecida por una casi 
cabellera. ¡Qué espectáculo indecoroso el de las ligas de los hombres que 
no son amados y que fracasan! ¡Qué escaso amor por el detalle, cuando el 
amor todo es detalle! La robe de chambre, corpulenta, apenas consigue 
identificarse con su cuerpo informe. ¡Pero la liga...! Ella no puede menos 
que reír. Las carcajadas comienzan a escurrirse por los pasillos, por los 
ojos de buey; suben a los mástiles y alcanzan el puente. El capitán se 
enfurece con poco éxito. (56, original emphasis) 
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Ingrid’s laughter here undermines Captain’s movements of propriation in seeking to 

possess her.124 Ingrid is clearly disturbed by the confrontation: “Su desconcierto [el de 

Ingrid] ante una prenda suya, íntima, la irrita. Piensa que cuando se abasteció de ropa no 

había tomado en cuenta la eventualidad de un asalto, o la contemplación de su persona en 

prenda de dormir. […] El incidente la molesta […]” (56-57). After leaving, Ingrid 

occasionally hears the Captain knocking the wall that separates her cabin from his (59).   

This unsettling episode presents another problem that recurs in the Lange’s novel, 

namely regarding how the sailors attempt to possess Ingrid. This notion of possession is 

part of what evacuates any democratic potentials aboard the ship in the narrative. Lange 

depicts this problem by connecting a semantic field of possession (“poseer,” “posesión”) 

to a semantic field of enclosure and embrace (“rodear,” “retener,” “abrazar,” “abrazo”). 

In order to analyze this component of 45 días y 30 marineros, I will consider Derrida’s 

concept of “propriation,” as presented in an analysis of Nietzsche and Heidegger in 

Spurs: Nietzsche’s Styles:  

For hasn’t it just been sighted that the question of sexual difference was not at all 
a regional question in a larger order which would subordinate it first to the domain 
of a general ontology, subsequently to that of a fundamental ontology and finally 
to the question of the truth of being itself? (Spurs 109)  

Rather than viewing sexual difference as something which would be an a posteriori 

ontological question, as something which would be subsumed within a larger ontology—

 
124 Fernández Greene comments on Ingrid’s use of humor aboard the ship: “Often humor 

serves as Ingrid’s strongest weapon against the sexual aggression threatening her, because it 
minimizes assertions of masculine power by rendering them ridiculous” (90).   
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and thereby contingent upon and subsequent to that ontology—, sexual difference 

becomes perhaps the ultimate ontological determinant.125 Derrida indicates the following:     

The conceptual significations and values which would seem to decide the 
stakes or means in Nietzsche’s analysis of the sexual difference, of the 
“eternal war between the sexes,” and the “mortal hatred of the sexes,” “of 
love,” eroticism, etc., are all based on what might be called a process of 
propriation (appropriation, expropriation, taking, taking possession, gift 
and barter, mastery, servitude, etc.). […] Should the opposition of give and 
take, of possess and possessed, be nothing more than a transcendental 
snare which is produced by the hymen’s graphic, it would then escape not 
only dialectics, but also any ontological decidability. As a result, the 
question, “what is proper-ty (propre), what is appropriation, expropriation, 
mastery, servitude, etc.,” is no longer possible. Not only is propriation a 
sexual operation, but before it there was no sexuality. And because it is 
finally undecidable, propriation is more powerful than the question ti esti, 
more powerful than the veil of truth or the meaning of being. Furthermore, 
according to a second argument, which is neither secondary nor 
supplementary, propriation is all the more powerful since it is its process 
[sic] that organized both the totality of language’s process and symbolic 
exchange in general. By implication, it also organized all ontological 
statements. The history (of) truth (is) a process of propriation. (109, 111, 
original emphasis)    

Derrida’s meta-ontological observations foreground that propriation itself could be the 

organizing tenet of “the totality of language’s process and symbolic exchange” and “all 

ontological statements.” These considerations are particularly significant as Lange’s text 

foregrounds the incessant attempts by the male crew to possess, to make proper not 

Ingrid, but— more disturbingly—her body. This forceful assimilation seems to be the 

most common way used by the sailors in the novel to try to incorporate Ingrid into their 

fraternity. Ironically, she would be part of the fraternal bond by virtue of her exclusion. In 

 
125 Derrida suggests that “Metaphysical questions and the question of metaphysics have 

only to be inscribed in the more powerful question of propriation for their space to be 
reorganized” (Spurs 119). 
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order to understand this dynamic, it is necessary to address the ways by which the crew 

aim to appropriate Ingrid by harassment and assault, and how she resists propriation.   

 By examining the interwoven semantic fields of possession and of enclosure, the 

presentation of propriation in Lange’s novel negates democratic possibilities. Ingrid’s 

feelings of enclosure are caused by not only the space of the ship, but also by the sailors 

who surround and repeatedly try to embrace her:  

Cuando está a bordo, [Ingrid] siente que los hombres se le van acercando –círculo 
encendido y caliente–, que el círculo se cierra, lento –presagio de palabras fuertes 
dichas a su oído a la menor oportunidad; sueños ateridos de sombras que se 
cruzan, figuras que pretenden retenerla, cada una en su abrazo exclusivo–. (79, 
emphasis added)   

The narration presents a disconcerting doubling of the crew physically circling around 

Ingrid along with their arms surrounding her. This type of imagery is then linked to that 

of possession, which can be associated with propriation: “Los demás hombres, 

creyéndola [a Ingrid] ya ubicada en la posesión del otro, se retiran, imperceptiblemente. 

La tensión afiebrada del deseo solo vibra en 4 o 5 de los que la rodean todos los días” (88 

emphasis added). A similar situation occurs as Ingrid remarks on feeling enclosed when 

she and the Captain take a “canasta-ascensor” to go to the heights of Pan de Azúcar (66-

67). The Captain says to her “Antes no había rejas en estos ascensores. Pero hubo un 

sinnúmero de víctimas. Algunas mujeres se tiraron, incapaces de resistir la altura. ¿Usted 

tiene miedo, Ingrid?” (67, ellipsis in original). Ingrid replies to him that what is most 

distressing is not a fear of heights, but rather “la sensación de encierro:”    

No. No me intranquiliza. Lo único que me desagrada es saber que no 
puedo escapar. Detesto la sensación de encierro. Y si se abriese una 
puerta, tampoco se podría huir. Espero que lleguemos pronto arriba... Esto 
es algo que he sentido siempre, desde chica, en el colegio, en los trenes 
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que hacían viajes largos, en las ceremonias estiradas, en las comidas 
dificultosas y solemnes. Ahora también. No tengo ganas precisas y 
urgentes de salir de aquí, pero me desespera saber que no puedo... (67, 
ellipsis in original, emphasis added)  

Ingrid reflects upon the difficulty of affirming her ipseity (“me desespera saber que no 

puedo”) because of the physical boundaries imposed by the ascensor. This seems 

paradigmatic of conditions which seem to forestall the protagonist’s ability to escape, 

which can be related to the physical and architectural forms of enclosure on the ship. It 

would be important to remark on the distressing fact that the Captain relates Ingrid’s 

discomfort to episodes of female suicide, while causing her to endure a situation that she 

obviously dislikes. Contrary to this imposition, however, Ingrid will verify the potential 

of her ipseity upon deciding to leave the ship at the end of the narrative, contesting not 

only various kinds of enclosure aboard, but also the Captain’s claims to sovereignty. 

Ingrid’s feelings of enclosure and the specter of unwanted embraces on the ship at sea 

can be juxtaposed with the description of a kind of “truce” whilst being on land: “Luego, 

el día, le trae un poco de descanso y de seguridad y la orilla de tierra le alcanza la tregua 

firme e inmóvil de su suelo y la presencia de otros hombres que la miran con 

indiferencia” (79). Reminiscent of Derrida’s discussion of propriation, the narrator 

recounts that the many sailors’ gazes imply the possession of Ingrid (“posserla”):    

La hilera de marinos que cruza por sus ojos todos los días, lleva un solo 
fin, determinado y antipático: poseerla. Se da cuenta de la presunción que, 
en tierra, puede tener esa argumentación segura y como elogiosa de sí 
misma. Pero –argumentación inevitable– esa exactitud la rodea, la 
estrecha cada vez más y procura rechazar, aminorar, todo detalle de 
atracción, toda suposición de liviandad, todo sentimiento de ternura hacia 
su femineidad bien en alto. (79, emphasis added) 
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This sensation can be contrasted with what Ingrid experiences in the ascensor, as 

mentioned above. Nevertheless, in this instance, the differences between being at sea and 

being on land radicalize this kind of propriation, and, even if on land, the “presumption” 

that these men would want to be with her would be a kind of “argumentation” that was 

“sure and even praising of her self;” however, aboard the ship, she sees that the opposite 

is the case, a sureness which, like the sailors, “surrounds her” (“esa exactitud la rodea”) 

(79). The narrator then presents Ingrid’s annoyance at having to “counter her natural 

gestures” so as “to avoid the same stupid reaction in all” of the sailors: “La irrita un poco 

el tener que contrarrestar sus gestos naturales, como para evitar una misma reacción 

estúpida en todos; estúpida porque es inevitable y contagiosa y porque su procedencia no 

surge de ella sola, sino de las circunstancias” (79). This “reaction” is described as 

“stupid” for it is caused less by her actions than by the fact that she is the only woman on 

the ship.     

One might suppose that the effects of being on board and the attendant solitude—

a form of lack or emptiness—could provide a possible munus for a community that would 

include Ingrid along with the other members of the crew. Nonetheless, the solitude that 

Emar’s narrator in Un año at times experiences—entailing an almost metaphysical 

serenity—could not diverge more from the instances of solitude in Lange’s text, which 

are frequently depicted negatively and are accompanied by an appropriative inclination. 

For instance, in 45 días y 30 marineros, the notion of “soledad compartida” (“shared 

solitude”) is presented as a kind of appropriative thought that is shared, but shared alone, 

in a kind of isolation, as the appropriation of another person: “Los ojos de los hombres, al 
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pasar, la desnudan del sol y del viento, y comienzan a llevarla, cada uno, en su sueño de 

soledad compartida” (31). This same phrase is employed by Ingrid when challenging the 

Captain about his desire to protect her, as she explains that she feels uncomfortable with 

him: “Siento que con usted, al menos, ya no puedo descuidarme. Y no es una sensación 

reconfortante, con el calor y con la distancia que aún falta. Esto pasa por estar sola con 

usted. La soledad compartida, el whisky, la siesta, todo esto” (75, original emphasis, 

bold added). This sharing of the isolation at sea provokes a sort of crisis in the 

interpersonal relations aboard. Later, when Ingrid goes to see the Captain in his cabin on 

the day of Anniversary of Norwegian Independence, he tries to force kissing her (93). 

She is able to escape, after which the two speak. However, she does not relay to the 

Captain the following reflections about his lack of masculinity, which can be related to 

the notion of propriation in this passage: “Ella no quiere argumentarle [al capitán] su 

escasez de hombría y que la masculinidad no consiste en la posesión indebida y forzada 

del prójimo. Su solo propósito en vista, ya la fatiga” (93, emphasis added). Masculinity is 

not the “undue and forced possession of one’s neighbor,” a powerful refutation of the 

logic of propriation.126   

 
126 A similar association between masculinity and propriation can be observed when the 

narrator comments on the interactions of Guttorm and Ingrid in regards to the crew, who are 
fascinated by their exchanges: “Los otros hombres están siempre como espectadores, cuando 
entre ella y Guttorm cruzan las palabras y los gestos rápidos. Parece que los dominara siempre el 
delirio de la respuesta. Ella lo provoca verbalmente, y él quiere responderle de inmediato, como 
hombre. Siente que su deber ineludible es poseerla; algo así como una obligación” (87, emphasis 
added). Guttorm concerningly underscores a gendered expectation and “duty” (“deber”) of 
possessing Ingrid.    
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On the uncontrolled night of the celebration of Norwegian Independence, the 

crews’ attempts to possess Ingrid are numerous. While she is at first seen with no other 

recourse than to dance with the Captain, she then tries to get away, with the terrifying 

thought that all the sailors seek “to have her” (“tenerla”):  

Se escapa de su abrazo y el hombre la persigue. De pronto le parece que 
todos los hombres la están persiguiendo. Hay en todos como una actitud 
de espera. Acaso la voz del hombre, instigándolos a encontrarla, produzca 
en ellos reacción sensual benéfica. Tiene un miedo que es más terror de 
contactos groseros que de hombres presurosos de tenerla. (97, emphasis 
added)  

The protagonist is able to flee, but she again finds herself confronted by the Electricista. 

In an alarming presentation of the sexual assault of Ingrid, he again takes her in his arms 

(“brazos”), threatening to bring her back to the Captain if she should not accede, as he 

then simultaneously pushes her up to him and against the railing:  

“Si no me besas te llevo a los brazos del capitán, y está peligroso”. Al decirle [a 
Ingrid] esto, la oprime [el electricista] con fuerza, mientras la empuja contra la 
borda. Imposibilitada de acción, se aquieta en sus brazos. El hombre intensifica el 
beso que ha querido darle hace mucho tiempo y le habla un momento antes de 
dejarla ir. (97)  

Ingrid is able to break away from the Electricista and return to a noisier area of festivities 

on the ship (98). She sees that the Captain has been looking for her, and that Leif is too 

far away to reach without being noticed (98). She goes to Guttorm, who encourages her 

to go to bed (98). In her cabin, Ingrid hears the Captain who tries to break into her room 

(98). She then perceives the Captain and the Electricista speaking and hears the jingling 

of keys, as she remembers that the Electricista has copies of all the ship’s keys (99). 

Neither the Captain nor the Electricista will enter Ingrid’s cabin that night. As on other 

nights, the Captain will knock repeatedly on Ingrid’s door, as the narrator reports the 
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apparent indirect speech of Ingrid: “se acuesta [Ingrid] al compás de los nudillos de la 

fiera contra su puerta. ¿Cómo será así, el sueño de pasión de un hombre?” (100). The 

narrator continues: “Silencio. Todo el barco duerme. La oscuridad, malsana para el sueño 

de muchos, es un descanso más para los hombres ebrios que esa noche llevan en los ojos 

abiertos el cuerpo de una mujer que no poseen” (100, emphasis added). Again, the 

narrator accentuates the matter of possession in relation to the reflections of Ingrid, who 

wonders about “el sueño de pasión de un hombre,” in the midst of so many men who 

think about the “body of a woman that they do not possess.” Indeed, Ingrid’s thought of 

her body being in the dream of another man forebodingly opens a subsequent chapter in 

which Guttorm sexually assaults Ingrid, holding her to his chest and then kissing her: 

“Esa noche, al retirarse, descubre [Ingrid] la ausencia de la llave de su puerta. Se acuesta, 

enseguida, incómoda porque presiente la alternativa de la obscuridad y la obsesión de su 

cuerpo en el sueño de un hombre” (112, emphasis added). Guttorm then enters the cabin, 

asking Ingrid to allow him to take her into his arms: “Déjame tomarte en mis brazos, un 

segundo no más. […] Ven a mis brazos, sin que tenga que hacer fuerzas” (112, emphasis 

added). After asking for her voluntary submission under the threat of force, Guttorm 

embraces Ingrid and continues to hold her. The narrator presents Ingrid’s reaction: in 

order to not “intensify the man’s dream,” she becomes “más callada, más transparente, 

más liviana,” remaining in his “silent, caste embrace:” 

En su afán [el de Ingrid] por no avivar el sueño del hombre –sueño que 
ella no es capaz de entregarle, viviente– se torna más callada, más 
transparente, más liviana. Él la mantiene en su abrazo silencioso, casto, 
aflicción de nervios, mientras la sangre le va subiendo y bajando, en ese 
gran deseo de poseerla. Ella no se atreve a decirle nada, ni a moverse, 
porque comienza ya a tener miedo. Siente cómo, en la obscuridad, los 
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brazos van incrustándola sobre el pecho rígido, mientras las manos pasean 
una caricia trémula y fogosa sobre su espalda cálida y lejana en 
reciprocidad. (113, emphasis added)  

 
He then releases Ingrid, leaving the cabin after this long unwanted kiss: “pone sus labios 

sobre los de ella con una intensidad que la deja largo minuto desconcertada” (113). 

Guttorm’s forceful appropriative intentions (“ese gran deseo de poseerla”) coincide with 

the utter absence of “reciprocity,” such that, by attempting to appropriate and possess the 

body of another, he negates the personhood, the essential humanity of Ingrid. At the core, 

this could be why propriation negates democratic potentials, for such forceful 

appropriative actions to possess another person evacuate any ethical sense of obligation, 

respect, or debt to the other, of any gender or sex, in any social grouping.       

In presenting these scenes of enclosure, harassment, and assault on the ship, 45 

días y 30 marineros encourages reflection on who can considered a member of a 

fraternity, of a community, and how gender and sexual difference are inseparable from 

political association. Such questions are by necessity ontological, and thus concern any 

political formation that would seek to invoke the name of democracy. Despite the 

horrible incidents suffered by Ingrid, there are still a few moments in the narrative that 

could harbor democratic potentials. For instance, in the previously discussed conversation 

between Ingrid and the Carpintero viejo, I would remark on the candidness and well-

humored nature of this exchange, which contrasts with the sometimes tense discussions 

involving the sailors and Ingrid that often include unwanted romantic advances. Rather 

than the “abrazo,” implying encirclement and containment—characteristic of the attitude 

and behavior of much of the male crew—, we notice in Ingrid’s interaction with the 
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Carpintero viejo that there is the more positive estrechar la mano, which is more open 

gesture: “‘Magnífico’, comenta ella, afectuosa, estrechándole la mano envejecida y 

cordial” (59). The action of estrechar la mano can be seen as a less aggressive gesture 

when compared with the sailors’ “embraces” (“abrazos”) that produce claustrophobia, 

enclosure, and the threat of propriation.   

Ingrid undermines the homosocial fraternity of the ship in two other exchanges 

with Guttorm and the Captain, both of whom harass and, to different degrees, assault her. 

Guttorm tries to suggest that he and Ingrid should act as though they are seeing one 

another romantically, so that the others would not bother her and so that none of the 

crewmembers would be “exceedingly affectionate” (“excesivamente afectuoso”) (61). He 

also mentions that she can yell and he or Leif would come to her if the Captain should 

bother her at night (61). This is a particularly hypocritical statement, given Guttorm’s 

narratively subsequent assault of Ingrid discussed earlier in this section. However, Ingrid, 

in this conversation, inverts such an offer of masculine protection:   

ella, ahuecando los brazos en esa enorme generosidad que ya la 
caracterizaba: “¿Por qué dices esto? ¿Acaso es necesario que se crea en 
esto o en lo otro? Si es conveniente, haré que se crea lo mismo de ti que de 
los otros. Saldré en seguida. Y además, pienso que todos emplean el 
mismo sistema de ligas...” Y riendo, le arrojó una almohada, mientras se 
escurría de sus brazos y huía hacia la cubierta y los demás. (61, ellipsis in 
original)  

Rather than the singular (romantic) friendship suggested by Guttorm, Ingrid proposes a 

doubling of the belief that she is engaging in such a singular (romantic) friendship with 

every other sailor, laughingly escaping from his embrace.  
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In Ingrid’s response to the Captain stealing a photograph of her, the narrative 

offers another such debilitating notion of friendship, entailing doublets of male friends 

organized by fictional fraternal and paternal bonds. On the night in Santos, the Captain 

tells Ingrid that he stole a photograph of her, and that the previous night, he fell asleep 

with the image, thinking of her, while she was with other sailors (84). In response, “La 

muchacha [Ingrid] levanta su copa y detiene el fastidio en los labios” (85). After the 

Captain says that he was unable to move in the morning and he called Karl, Ingrid retorts 

that all the crew will now know that he sleeps with a photograph of her (85). However, at 

this moment in the narration, the image of the enormous body of the Captain sleeping 

with a photograph of her figure causes Ingrid to laugh, “opposing scruples, and 

resentment:” “De pronto, se le aparece la visión de su enorme cuerpo acostado encima de 

su figura en cartulina, y la risa le sube a la garganta, oponiéndose al escrúpulo, al 

resentimiento” (85). Ingrid then remarks to the Captain that she could create a photograph 

corresponding to the size and resemblance of the man whom she liked, going to bed with 

him each night; there would be “photogenic children,” and whenever she tired of this 

photogenic man, she would rip him to pieces, possibly to share with friends:  

“Como paliativo amoroso, no está mal el sistema”, le manifiesta [al 
Capitán], sonriente. “Ojalá todos pudiésemos practicarlo. Yo me haría 
construir una fotografía de tamaño natural del hombre que me gustara. Me 
acostaría con ella todas las noches. Tendría hijos fotogénicos... La 
infidelidad sería un mito. El día que me cansara, solo tendría que romperla 
en pedacitos. ¿Se imagina Ud. esto? Romperle el cuerpo en pedacitos y 
tirarlo al mar, o enterrarlo, o repartirlo entre los amigos más adictos...”. 
(85, ellipsis in original)   

Although the humor and irony of these musings should not be overlooked—reminiscent 

of the avant-garde strategies of Emar’s narrative—, I would emphasize the political 
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import of Ingrid’s statements, as a novel form of giving oneself, of debt, of love among 

friends. Likewise, Ingrid destabilizes the logic of propriation that is persistently 

represented in the text, by displacing the attempts of enduring possession of the other, 

toward a possible sharing of several others among friends, who are not modeled after the 

figure of the brother. The Captain says that he cannot talk “seriamente” with Ingrid, and 

that such statements will end up raising his ire (85). However, she responds “¿Por qué no 

me rompe en pedacitos y me distribuye entre los marineros? Sería un gesto nuevo...” (85, 

ellipsis in original).    

Having considered these critical moments of Ingrid’s thoughts in the direction of 

democracy, I now turn to her reflections on “cordialidad” during the voyage and the ways 

by which her expectations of fraternity are frustrated on the ship. I would suggest that in 

light of the homosocial community presented in the novel, the cost owed for belonging 

entails the harassment and possession of the differently gendered. In order to avoid 

unwelcome advances, harassment, and assaults by the sailors, Ingrid uses what is referred 

to in the narration as her “cordialidad.” In a related train of thought, critic Vanessa 

Fernández Greene suggests that Ingrid “employs a girl-woman persona to negotiate 

gendered power dynamics with the ship's captain and crew” (88). She considers that this 

persona used by Ingrid functions “as a survival mechanism” (92). Likewise, Ingrid also 

“displays a womanly maturity that spurns their attempts at seduction” (Fernández Greene 

90). However, this “girl-woman persona” is not only used to deactivate tensions and 

threats to her wellbeing, for as Fernández Greene indicates, “Ingrid’s girl-woman persona 

serves as a source of power that allows her to manipulate the men by using ingenuous 
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sweetness to neutralize their masculine posturing without causing offense” (89).127 It 

should be noted, in this light, that Ingrid remains on good terms with almost all members 

of the crew.  

In a comparable way to Fernández Greene’s emphasis on Ingrid’s “girl-woman 

persona”, I would highlight the protagonist’s “cordialidad” which, in addition to being a 

way to protect herself from potentially dangerous crewmen, is motivated by a profound 

empathy, as she frequently tries to resolve interpersonal conflicts among the members of 

the crew, and, significantly, between the Captain and his sailors. Indeed, as we shall see 

in her difficult decision to leave the ship, Ingrid—in spite of the dangers she has endured 

aboard—has a strange kind of bond with the persons with whom she has traveled at sea, a 

feature which she will herself underscore when citing the difficulty in choosing to leave 

the ship. This bond cannot fit under the rubric of the homosocial fraternity of the crew, 

which precisely constitutes itself by excluding Ingrid due to her gender. This connection 

that Ingrid has with the other sailors would rather seem to imply a form of association 

that holds out for a democracy to come and a friendship beyond the model of the brother.     

In thinking through the democratic possibilities of Lange’s novel, I would 

emphasize that Ingrid repeatedly exerts her ipseity as separate from the agglomerating 

intentions of the crew to subsume her as part of their fraternal community. Ingrid is able 

to retain her ipseity, while still managing to form a sort of bond with many of the sailors. 

 
127 Regarding how Ingrid interacts with the crew and seeks to avoid their repeated 

advances and harassment, Fernández Greene proposes the following: “Since Ingrid cannot leave 
the ship or prevent the crew from drinking, she learns to use friendly flirtation as a basis for her 
relationships with the men. By adopting an attitude of girlish, amiable innocence, Ingrid attempts 
neutralize the sexual role the crew assigns to her without alienating them” (89). 
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Particularly relevant in this regard are Ingrid’s gestures of “cordiality,” which would 

seem to challenge this fraternity of fictional brothers subjected to the law of a father128—

a notion which we could connect to the praise of the Norwegian king during the 

independence festivities aboard the ship. Early in the novel, we are presented with an 

important instance of Ingrid’s “cordiality” and an opening of the possibility of a fraternity 

that does not exclude a brotherly sister. On the third night of the voyage, she is invited to 

the cabin of Guttorm (33). The narrator presents her reaction to this invitation: “[Ingrid] 

Lo sigue [a Guttorm] indecisa, aterrada por el prejuicio que provoca en tierra el 

dormitorio de un hombre. Irrumpe sobre ella la convicción de su rol cordial y se deja 

llevar por las voces de los hombres, que la reconocen desde ya, ubicada totalmente en su 

destino de mujer, cansada de la haragana contemplación del agua” (33, emphasis added). 

While Ingrid’s “rol cordial” is adopted during the voyage to avoid the advances of the 

sailors, her “cordiality” derives not only of the fact that the rules of the sea suspend those 

enforced “en tierra,” but also—and perhaps more crucially—from a profound sense of 

compassion and empathy. However, even during this moment of welcoming in Guttorm’s 

cabin, the sailors continue to gaze upon her (33). In the cabin, they then tell “cuentos,” 

drink—served by Karl, the majordomo of the ship—, and speak in an “eccentric English” 

(“un inglés excéntrico”) out of “courtesy” (“por cortesía”) (33-34). Although Ingrid’s 

visit to a male officer’s cabin and her time spent with sailors could be viewed as a breach 

of propriety that could damage her reputation on land (“Lo sigue indecisa, aterrada por el 

 
128 See Derrida’s critique of fraternity in the context of religious and political association in 
Rogues: Two Essays on Reason (58-59).  
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prejuicio que provoca en tierra el dormitorio de un hombre”), the narrator emphasizes the 

difference of what is expected and customary on land and at sea. In this way, we can 

view that there is a law of land and a law of the sea, and the latter can at times suspend 

the former. While delimiting the distinctions between land and sea, the narrator 

foregrounds the diplomacy and cordiality of the behavior of the sailors and Ingrid during 

her visit to Guttorm’s cabin. At the end of the carousing, when “la guardia se renueva” 

and Guttorm must go on watch, the sailors leave his cabin and “form an escort” (“forman 

escolta”) for Ingrid:   

Alguien la encuentra [a Ingrid], canturrea ‘come on, baby’ la desciende de 
su percha y la conduce en brazos, diplomáticamente, hasta la cubierta 
despejada. Acompaña [Ingrid] a Guttorm, alborozada de gestos y palabras, 
alcanzada por los demás en una cordialidad magnífica. Los demás 
forman escolta, mientras se despide del agua, de los mástiles, de los 
oficiales, de Guttorm y del mayordomo […]. (34, italics in original, bold 
added)    

The Captain awaits Ingrid at her cabin; upon realizing that she had spent time with the 

sailors, he warns her about the crewmembers who are not accustomed to having female 

passengers on the ship (34). He also indicates that he is there to watch out for Ingrid’s 

welfare: “Cuidado con los oficiales, señorita Ingrid. Son hombres que no están 

habituados a llevar mujeres a bordo. Además debo velar por Ud. y es muy difícil si se 

encierran en los camarotes...” (34, ellipsis in original). This brief scene also presents 

another tension that organizes the novel: who will monopolize the time of Ingrid, the 

sailors or the Captain.129 In the complicated interactions which often ensue, Ingrid 

 
129 For example, Guttorm speaks with Ingrid before she goes on land with the Captain. He 

gives her advice about how to interact with the Captain. She mentions that as the Captain is 
always alone, she cannot only go out with the crew: “‘Tengo que salir con él alguna vez’, explica 
Ingrid. ‘Todas las noches está solo. Ustedes están siempre juntos. Él va y viene por la cubierta 
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utilizes her “cordialidad,” along with her sense of humor to diffuse possible advances and 

threats, while questioning gender expectations in the process.   

However, nearing the end of the voyage, Ingrid reveals what has always been 

clear in her actions and speech with the Captain and crew: she could only offer her 

“cordialidad” when they expected something which could never be expected fairly of her. 

Ingrid states the following:   

¿Cómo explicarle? Lo he intentado infinidad de veces. ¿Cómo decirle que 
lo único que puedo entregarle es mi gran cordialidad? Desde el primer día, 
he procurado ser agradable hacia todos. Hacia Ud. especialmente, porque 
lo veía solo. Es mía la culpa, si lo he conseguido apenas, y si todos, todos, 
han querido hallar en mí algo más. Todos, especialmente Ud., han 
esperado algo de mí que nunca debieron pretender. Esto no es presunción 
ni petulancia. Es solamente, incapacidad en mí de llegar a Uds., 
incapacidad de Uds. en llegar a mí, tal como lo pensé desde el comienzo 
del viaje. Nunca se les ocurrió que me molestaban. Siempre, a la menor 
oportunidad, me han agobiado con insinuaciones. No he visto más que 
eso, en estos últimos días. Al principio me halagó, ahora me desespera y 
me cansa. ¿No piensan en esto nunca? Que me cansan, me cansan. (118, 
emphasis added)    

Indeed, what she believed to be possible at the onset of the journey—a kind of friendship, 

a fraternity open to a sister among the male crew and herself—shows itself to be 

unfeasible. Additionally, while she has been exceedingly cordial and empathetic with the 

sailors, they have failed to recognize that their words and deeds have been a constant 

source of consternation, concern, exhaustion, and, at times, fear for Ingrid. Indirect 

discourse further elaborates Ingrid’s thoughts: 

 
hasta las diez. Después lee un rato, bebe un poco, solo, y se acuesta. A las doce, su ronquido baila 
por el camarote. Yo lo oigo desde mi cabina… cuando no llego a las 3…’” (48-49, ellipsis in 
original). Guttorm responds that the Captain could arrange for games of bridge, an evening out 
with the officials and Stevenson, but he prefers, according to Guttorm, to spend his time alone 
with Ingrid (49). I would highlight here Ingrid’s concern for the wellbeing of the Captain and 
crew, epitomized by her cordial efforts to spend time with all the sailors.   
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Calla, descansada, pero adentro, en su meditar sombrío y desilusionado, 
las preguntas se levantan. ¡Si supiera la repugnancia que me trae la sola 
visión de su cuerpo desnudo! ¿Cómo decirle? ¿El vértigo vulgar del 
cuerpo de un hombre cualquiera, sobre el cuerpo de una mujer que ve en 
la palabra “mía” la perfección total hasta en el menor detalle? Perfección 
no premeditada porque ya no tendría razón de ser, y podría descubrirse 
ante cualquier intensidad. Y por encima de todo, la repulsión por el 
descuido del detalle, descuido imperdonable, cuando la pasión está de un 
solo lado, en uno solo de ellos, y cuando la perfección del gesto y de la 
palabra podría tener un tan alto valor de convicción corno otra artimaña 
cualquiera... “Mía”, como si ello no implicara un sinnúmero de 
coincidencias misteriosas... “Mía”, como si todo el amor no fuera más que 
dos cuerpos desnudos; el vértigo del cuerpo de un hombre, sobre el cuerpo 
de una mujer. (118-19, ellipsis in original, emphasis added) 

Ingrid strongly calls into question the logic of propriation which recurs in the narrative as 

the desire of the male sailors to possess not Ingrid, but her body, without any regard for 

her own will. In these reflections, by repeating the term “mía” (“mine”), Ingrid justly 

underscores that such corporal lust with the desire for appropriation of the other’s body is 

a negation of reciprocity in love.  

Having considered the homosocial fraternity of the sailors vis-à-vis Ingrid’s 

cordiality, it would be important to comment on the strained relationship between the 

crew and the Captain. Perhaps the most critical episode depicting the deterioration of the 

Captain’s relationship with his sailors takes place in Madeira. When the Captain and 

Ingrid go to “el Casino de Madeira,” they end up returning later than the prearranged 

hour to set sail (120-22). The port agents and many of the sailors are incensed by the 

Captain’s belated arrival, his inebriation, and his increasingly haughty remarks when they 

must depart (122-23). The Captain insolently reiterates the question of who commands 

the ship: “‘¿Quién manda aquí?’ La pregunta demasiado presuntuosa para las 

circunstancias, pone un rubor de vergüenza y de odio en algunos de los hombres” (124). 
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Erikson gives “una trompada” to the Captain: “Erikson argumenta con el capitán. Es el 

único de los oficiales que tiene derecho a otorgar esa espléndida y cordial trompada” 

(125).130 In many ways, this scene exposes the fragility of both the ship hierarchy and the 

fraternal relations between the sailors and the Captain, even though his rapport with his 

men has been tense throughout the narrative.131 This episode also poses a clear challenge 

to the sovereignty of the Captain. Near the end of the novel, upon arriving in Rotterdam, 

the Captain’s reputation among the crew appears to have been irrevocably damaged 

(135). Ingrid seeks to mend these tensions in some ways: “Ella va entre los hombres, 

interponiendo su afecto entre los más dispares, agregando su dosis de distracción para los 

ocios singulares de unos, para la disconformidad de otros” (130). Throughout the voyage, 

Ingrid tries to calm the tempers of the sailors and mediate disputes. Her actions can be 

connected to what she characterizes as her “cordialidad” and friendliness with regard to 

the sailors:     

Quería convencerte de que mi cordialidad tiene un significado distinto al 
que le han atribuido. […] En todo caso, yo sería la única culpable. Me 
gusta la vida, demasiado. Siento demasiada simpatía por la gente que me 
rodea. Para sentirme bien, necesito que todos estén alegres, que todos sean 
felices. Y esto, naturalmente, se presta a malos entendidos, a 

 
130 Karl perceives this “bofetada” to be tied to questions of masculinity, as he tells Ingrid: 

“Karl le habla despacio, de lo escandaloso de ese incidente que contemplaron recién, de la poca 
hombría de un hombre que no reacciona ante la bofetada de un submúltiplo” (125). Ingrid 
responds “‘No podría hacer nada, de todos modos’, comenta ella. ‘Una bofetada no se devuelve 
con otra. Debe de existir cierta divergencia entre la satisfacción de uno y del otro. Además 
presentiría que todo el barco estaba esperando esa reacción vulgar” (125).     

131 One of the few instances of fraternalistic bonding between the Captain and his crew— 
outside the hierarchal structure of command—is represented by the episode when he dances with 
the cook, as previously discussed. Nonetheless, throughout the majority of the narrative, the 
Captain commands the sailors. However, his desire for Ingrid interrupts the ship’s structure of 
authority: if the chain of command positions the Captain above his crew in terms of rank, his 
pursuit of Ingrid places him on the same level as all the other sailors aboard.    
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interpretaciones falsas. Es un poco triste, pero es así. (134, emphasis 
added)   

Underlying Ingrid’s cordial behavior towards the individuals that surround her is an 

empathy which has been repeatedly misinterpreted as romantic interest during the course 

of her time on the ship.   

The arrival in the port of Rotterdam sets in motion the novel’s dénouement, which 

is prompted by Ingrid’s meeting of Peter. This section of Lange’s novel offers another 

important democratic potential in the narrative that I would seek to underline. In 

particular, Ingrid refers to a shared witnessing of one another’s “weakness” (“debilidad”) 

during this long journey. This notion materializes in her conversation with the Danish 

“agente de la línea” who asks Ingrid how she was able to survive aboard, having learned 

of “rumores” about the voyage at the Oslo office (139). He mentions that after 

interviewing the sailors on the ship, they all emphasized Ingrid’s “gran cordialidad:”  

He hablado con todos abordo. Lógicamente, como hombre, me he permitido hacer 
ciertas preguntas a los muchachos, mientras bebíamos solos y mientras me ponían 
al tanto de otras cosas inadecuadas. Todos me respondían, enseguida, llenos de 
anécdotas de su buen humor, de su gran cordialidad. (139)  

The agent is still uncertain of how Ingrid stayed aboard and how she dealt with the 

Captain, about whom the crew remained silent (“Solo con el capitán han guardado 

silencio”) (139). Ingrid responds to the agent with the following remarks, which are 

crucial in my analysis of the political potentials of friendship:  

Todo ha salido bien, así sin querer. En realidad, creo que ni ellos, ni yo, nos 
propusimos nada, y además, cada uno ha sido una especie de testigo, en un 
momento dado, de alguna emoción del otro. De allí que nos queramos un poco, 
todos. En tantos días, se puede llegar a conocer la debilidad de cada uno. (140, 
emphasis added)  
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Ingrid’s words point toward a shared witnessing of the others’ emotional toil, the 

incremental knowledge of “the weakness of each one” during the voyage. Ingrid’s 

emphasis on a common experiencing of weakness takes us in the direction of a 

democratic prospect that opposes both the violence of propriation and the exclusionary 

forms of filiation that are often grounded by fraternalistic, androcentric, and nationalistic 

modes of friendship in the narrative. Additionally, while such a perspective would not 

seem to explicitly include (yet also not exclude) the protagonist’s traumatic experiences 

aboard, Ingrid mentions that the length of the journey has allowed for one another “to 

come to know the weaknesses” of the others, and that they thus all “love each other a bit” 

(“nos queramos un poco, todos”).132 I highlight this as one of the closest approaches in 

the narrative towards a non-fraternalistic form of friendship, which is not a camaraderie, 

given its military implications, as theorist Simon Critchley—in his article analyzing the 

work of Blanchot, Derrida, and Levinas—might remark, but rather, of a friendship that 

takes time (“The Other’s” 260).133 This is a considerable gesture, as it could imply that at 

particular moments during the voyage, there is a kind of spontaneous—and abbreviated—

 
132 This “affect” is later reiterated by the narrator, saying the following of Ingrid: “El 

afecto intercede en su defensa y la descansa, sabiendo que los quiere un poco a todos” (151) 
133 Critchley states the following: “The intimacy and secrecy of friendship can be 

contrasted to camaraderie which is essentially public and which stems from military vocabulary. 
Camaraderie is esprit de corps and tends towards an exclusivist collectivity. […] If camaraderie 
is an experience of the present, of the present of the coup de foudre, the sublimity of the Now of 
revolution for the exclusive elite of comrades, then friendship opens an experience of the future, 
what we might call a non-ecstatic experience of the future. This is non-ecstatic because it is a 
conception of the future irreducible to the autarky that still determines the ecstases of Dasein. The 
time of friendship is strongly linked with the experience of ageing, of senescence, of old friends 
leaning together like book ends, of being an old friend even when one is relatively young. The 
temporality of the future in friendship is an experience of slow protraction, the future tense as 
distension, as stretching out” (“Other’s” 260, original emphasis).    
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fraternalization of Ingrid, or, a sororization of the male crew. At the same time, this 

democratic potential in Ingrid’s reflection on friendship is grounded by a question of 

time—a relatively extended duration—that allows for a sharing, a common experience of 

seeing the weakness of the others, that would hypothetically allow for each to know an 

aspect of the others’ most difficult experiences, their weaknesses. However, in order to be 

faithful to Derrida’s approach to aporias like the autoimmune structure of democracy, it 

would be important to note the possible problems with this model of friendship, which 

consists of a self that would recognize the other’s weakness as alike or similar to that 

self’s own weakness. However, there remains a glimmer of hope if a model of friendship 

is based on the recognition of the potential friend as an other who is not a narcissistic 

reflection of the self, but who is viewed as entirely unlike the self. The problematic 

nature of recognition cannot be overlooked in a democratic investigation of forms of 

friendship and politics.134 One of the most concerning aspects of the crew’s homosocial 

fraternity entails, in part, the way by which the differences of the individual male sailors 

are subjected to their sameness (namely in terms of gender and national origin), such that 

each crewman becomes a kind of reflection of the other, as we see in the notion and 

practice of pairing of the sailors.  

The catalyst of the conclusion of 45 días y 30 marineros takes place when Ingrid 

visits the steamboat París with some of the other officers while at the port of Rotterdam. 

There, Stevenson notes that Peter, first officer of the París, has the same “apellido” as 

 
134 I return to the question of recognition and resemblance in relation to political 

association and ethics in Chapter 3, particularly in the final part of my discussion of Lo rojo y lo 
azul by Benjamín Jarnés.                       
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Ingrid, and that they are probably “parientes” (144). Upon learning of some of the events 

that took place on the ship, namely relating to the Captain, “Peter adopta un aire 

protector” (144), which, considering the role the Captain wanted to play in the voyage, 

might be seen as a somewhat suspect attitude. 135 Peter suggests that Ingrid leave the 

other ship and come aboard the París for the remainder of her journey (145). Ingrid is 

torn, despite presaging in some ways the need to leave the ship, particularly in order to 

retain the possibility of a future friendship with the crew, as I shall discuss below. She 

remarks feeling that by leaving there would be a kind of disloyalty to the crew in a 

“cordial sense”: “‘Pienso en el barco y creo que no haré lo que me dices. No me parece 

bien [irse del barco]. Me refiero en un sentido cordial’. […] Ella siente de golpe rebeldía 

desatada que le quiebra palabras y argumentos” (146, emphasis added). However, upon 

seeing the behavior of Guttorm, Peter says the following to Ingrid: “Esto ya es 

demasiado. Creí que solo el capitán tenía conducta vergonzosa. Ahora veo que son casi 

todos. Mañana te embarcas conmigo. Ya está decidido” (147, emphasis added). It is as 

though Peter—while apparently acting out of the safety of Ingrid—would be wresting the 

power of decision from Ingrid, especially in categorical affirmations such as “it is already 

decided,” which would rhetorically insinuate that he had no power over the decision, 

even though he performatively ends her potential moment of decision. Nevertheless, as I 

will address below in light of Derrida’s “passive decision,” Ingrid will find that the 

 
135 At the same time, it should be noted, however, that Ingrid notices that Peter does not 

look at her with the same romantic expectation as the sailors of the ship: “Al pensar en los 
hombres, tiene un alivio porque recuerda que los ojos de Peter no la seguían con esa incansable 
sumisión y espera que han tenido los otros, siempre” (151)  
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decision has already been made within herself. Conversing with Peter, Ingrid tries to have 

him revise his view of the crew of the ship (147). Ultimately, however, Peter allows 

Ingrid to choose her fate, suggesting that his proposal—inspired by a familial link—was a 

chance for Ingrid to get to know other Norwegians, and that she, if concerned about the 

feelings of the crew, could say that she was motivated out of a desire to be with family 

(148). However, he seems hurt that the “cordialidad” of Ingrid does not extend to him, in 

his view: “Ahora, puedes hacer lo que quieras. Yo no hablaré con el capitán. Vendré a 

buscarte, lo mismo, y si no estás lista en la cubierta, comprenderé cuál ha sido tu 

decisión. Me doy cuenta de que hasta mí no llega, esa cordialidad que tanto han 

ponderado en ti, los otros…” (148, ellipsis in original, emphasis added). However, in 

spite of these remarks, “Ingrid estrecha la mano que sostiene su brazo y le sonríe, 

repentina” (148, emphasis added).   

 The ending of the novel foregrounds questions relating to Ingrid’s ipseity in 

leaving the ship and joining Peter. Her reflections in the narrative present how she arrives 

at this decision, or, following Derrida’s notion of the “passive decision”—how that 

decision arrives at her. Upon notifying the Captain that she will no longer remain on his 

ship, he is outraged and tries to assert his authority by referring to the agreement he had 

when he accepted to welcome her as a passenger aboard: 

“¡Cómo! ¡Qué esperanzas! No le daré permiso. Yo tengo órdenes de 
entregarla en Oslo, a quienes la esperen. ¿Qué sé yo si ese pariente suyo es 
de confianza? En Noruega, casi todos son parientes lejanos. La 
coincidencia de un apellido no implica responsabilidad. No implica más 
que el atrevimiento de inmiscuirse en asuntos que no conciernen. ¿Irse 
mañana? ¡Pero si en 8 días llegamos a Oslo! ¿Por qué?” Su última palabra 
tiene un choque de realidad que repercute en ella fielmente. ¿Por qué? 
“Además, un barco de pasajeros sería desagradable para Ud. habituada a 
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la libertad del nuestro, a la consideración que ha despertado. Yo no puedo 
dejarla ir. ¿Por qué aceptó que se hablara de esto? ¿No la hemos tratado 
bien? ¿No la queremos todos?” (152-53, emphasis added)    

Indeed, the Captain accentuates his duty to safeguard Ingrid’s voyage, while challenging 

the law of familial nationality, namely the notion of “la coincidencia de un apellido,” to 

validate this decision. Suspicious of the kinship of Peter and Ingrid, the Captain says “Y 

la tranquilidad para mí, de que iría sola, sin la protección absurda de pseudo-parientes” 

(153, emphasis added). Interestingly, the Captain highlights his duty to protect Ingrid 

over the duty of “pseudo-relatives” to protect her, in such a way that this duty would 

seem not organized by a filiation of birth, (fictionalized) family, or nation—but rather, 

perhaps, by a bond made by time, which could be related to cordiality, at least in Ingrid’s 

sense. Despite his reproachable actions, he seems to maintain the freedom that she has 

supposedly experienced on his ship, in comparison with other vessels. However, Ingrid 

responds to the Captain by explaining her decision, revealing a desire to be with family 

and arrive as soon as possible, while also noting how she will always remember the crew 

and her voyage:   

Creo que está decidido. Es cierto que Peter despertó esta impaciencia que 
ya no puedo apaciguar, otra vez. Siento una necesidad de llegar pronto, 
que no me dejará vivir ocho días más tranquilamente, como hasta ahora. 
[…] Yo no me olvidaré nunca de los días que pasé en su barco. Ni de 
ustedes. Tampoco puedo negarme a ver a la familia de Peter, que me 
pertenece un poco. (153, ellipsis in original)   

The Captain says to her “‘La extrañaremos mucho. Trataré de verla en Oslo. Deme la 

mano. Creo que iré a acostarme. Estoy cansado’. Le entrega su mano. El capitán abate los 

ojos en una última contrariedad de lágrimas” (154, emphasis added). Significantly, the 

Captain here accepts the force of her decision and does not embrace her, but rather gives 
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her his hand. This friendly, open gesture—seen earlier in the context of the interaction 

between the Carpintero viejo and Ingrid—could be viewed as contrasting with the way in 

which Ingrid, when departing, is greeted by Peter: “Al llegar al peldaño inferior, Peter le 

extiende sus brazos y la sitúa en la lancha, ya agitada por un motor desagradable e 

inquieto” (155). Despite Ingrid’s positive impressions of Peter, and the need to leave the 

Captain’s ship due to the past and potential future threats to her wellbeing, we should 

take note of the foreboding description of the boat (“ya agitada por un motor 

desagradable e inquieto”), and the reference to Peter’s “brazos,” given the narrative 

significance of “abrazar” in relation to enclosure and propriation. As the narrative ends, 

the boundaries of the novel turn in upon themselves, for in both the opening and closing 

of the work, there is a flurry of fluttering goodbyes to Ingrid: at the beginning, we see 

“una sacudida de manos, pañuelos” (28), and at the end of the novel, “un pañuelo” 

desperately waves goodbye to Ingrid: “Se da vuelta un minuto porque algo la estorba en 

los ojos. Cuando mira de nuevo, un pañuelo, desesperado e inútil, se agita en la proa” 

(156).       

Given the theoretical emphasis on ipseity and sovereignty in my dissertation, I 

choose to conclude this analysis of 45 días y 30 marineros by considering the 

extraordinary presentation of Ingrid’s chief decision in the novel, which could be read as 

an affirmation of her ipseity against the fraternity of the crew and the sovereignty of the 

Captain. While such an interpretation is politically and ethically crucial, at the same time, 

Lange crafts Ingrid’s meditations on this decision in such a way that the very structure of 

ipseity is problematized—especially in light of Derrida’s concept of the “passive 
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decision.” Cheah and Guerlac describe the passive decision in the following terms: “For 

if the freedom of the rational subject comes in or is its response to the other, then decision 

is prompted by, and also comes from, the other. It is therefore in the original instance 

passive and unconscious, not active and conscious” (19). The passive decision thus 

destabilizes what is frequently privileged in subjective models, namely rationality and 

conscious activity. As such, the passive decision allows for the subject to be 

overwhelmed by the other.136 While Ingrid makes the decision, it is as though the 

decision were already taken, as though it were coming from the outside—not only from 

Peter, but from an impulse that overcomes her from within. The narrative portrays 

Ingrid’s acts of reflection in her cabin as arriving from within herself and as relating to 

what she has repeatedly felt:     

Queda sola, en su cabina, construyendo una decisión que le viene desde lo 
más hondo de su sensibilidad. […] Comprende que en su desasosiego no 
hay ni hostilidad, ni resentimiento. La presencia de Peter ha removido en 
ella una dormida inadaptabilidad, que solo así, pudo haberla inducido a 
vivir, con una sonrisa plena, ese viaje sacudido de impaciencias 
sentimentales, ribeteado, cotidianamente, con los mismos gestos e 
idénticas declaraciones. Siente que su decisión de partir se va edificando 
sola, sin argumentaciones lógicas, sin contratiempos. Es como si, de 
golpe, se hubiera hastiado del mar, ante la vista momentánea, alucinada y 
reconocida de la tierra. (150, emphasis added)        

In spite of the tension in her earlier conversation with Peter, Ingrid’s thoughts concerning 

her decision are presented as almost always already known, as though her unexpected, 

 
136 Hägglund explains a current in Derrida’s thought—relating to an openness to the other 

and thus to time—which can be understood to reveal an autoimmune structure informing his 
approach to a variety of problems: “Regardless of which concept he analyzes, Derrida maintains 
that it must be open to ‘the other,’ which is to say that it must be open to what contaminates and 
may undermine it. […] an absolute immunity would have to close all openness to the other, all 
openness to the unpredictable coming of time, and thereby close the opening of life itself” (43).  
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yet fateful encounter with Peter has allowed for this decision to take place. Similarly, 

Ingrid’s reflections on her decision are not represented as a kind of “madness,” as Derrida 

might remark in his citing of Kierkegaard (“Force” 255, original emphasis).137 Rather, 

Ingrid’s meditations are more akin to Derrida’s “passive decision,” which he describes in 

this way: “The passive decision, condition of the event, is always in me, structurally, 

another event, a rending decision as the decision of the other. Of the absolute other in me, 

the other as the absolute that decides on me in me” (Politics 68). What Lange expertly 

crafts in her presentation of Ingrid’s thinking is not the decision as a kind of “madness,” 

nor of the mastery of a subject in ruling over itself in deciding, but rather the tranquility 

of a decision that is so strongly known or felt as it would appear to have been coming 

from outside of oneself. This is a compelling depiction of decision which does not offer a 

subject’s wrestling with a decision with a final mastery that, in a sovereign gesture, 

actively rules and decides, as the legislation of a kind of autonomous (auto-nomic) 

subject generating a self-law, in a sense reminiscent of Kant’s Categorical Imperative. 

Instead, the “passive decision” is a sort of decision made by a subject through the 

relinquishing of decision, in the act of giving oneself over to an absolute alterity. This 

could reveal in the “passive decision” a kind of theological structure. Ingrid realizes that 

only by leaving the ship would she be able to save a future friendship with the sailors:     

En lo escondido de su sensibilidad, reconoce que, solo al irse, 
voluntariamente, podrá recuperarlos [a los marineros] para una relación 
futura y dichosa, vacía de esos arrepentimientos que surgen por la larga 
adaptación a un mismo hecho, y que no debe prolongarse nunca ni un 

 
137 Derrida indicates the following: “The instant of decision is a madness, says 

Kierkegaard. This is particularly true of the instant of the just decision that must rend time and 
defy dialectics” (“Force” 255, original emphasis).  
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minuto más, desde que la felicidad no asciende, rítmicamente. Entiende, 
desde ya, el desgarrón de su cordialidad, al decirles adiós, dentro de unas 
horas. Entiende el desgarrón, pero no puede, ni quiere, hacer nada para 
evitarlo. Todo desgarrón es un apoyo para el porvenir. (150-51, emphasis 
added) 

The aspect of Ingrid’s comportment which was consistently emphasized throughout the 

novel—her “cordialidad”—is that which suffers a necessary “desgarrón” (“tear”, 

“agony”) for the benefit of what could come to pass (“el porvenir”). Perhaps similar to 

Derrida’s to-come, this idea of an inexorable, inevitable, and seemingly violent 

“desgarrón” could paradoxically save the possibility of the possible in the future. In this 

case, it leaves open the possibility of Ingrid to regain elements of her experience with the 

sailors, “for a future and contented relation” (“para una relación futura y dichosa”) in the 

name of a friendship to come.                
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IV. Singular Bowler Hats, Iterable Individuals: Speed, Speculation, and Modern Life in 

Ramón Gómez de la Serna’s El caballero del hongo gris (1928) 

In approaching Ramón Gómez de la Serna’s novel El caballero del hongo gris, I 

begin with a presentation of the birth and youth of the protagonist Leonardo, focusing on 

his domineering personality and the characteristics of modern life which, along with the 

gray bowler, will help turn him into an avaricious transnational charlatan in search of 

luxury above all else. I then consider how Leonardo’s selection of the gray bowler will 

radically change his life, causing his transformation into the “caballero del hongo gris.” 

In order to gauge why Gómez de la Serna has chosen the headwear of his protagonist to 

be a bowler hat, I recur to ideas presented by Fred Miller Robinson in his exceptional 

cultural history of the bowler hat, which is intimately connected with developments of the 

second half of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. I seek to contextualize how 

and why Gómez de la Serna throughout his novel foregrounds this specific piece of 

headwear, particularly in view of its social and economic connotations. I also address 

Leonardo’s forms of speculation and swindling which are illicit, while analyzing some of 

his speculative projects and the objects associated with them, which instill faith and 

“confidence” in the financiers. Ultimately, by exploring the complex significance of the 

bowler in the narrative, I seek to understand not only the reasons for the centrality of this 

particular hat in the narrative, but also to elucidate its political ramifications, which range 

from democratizing capacities including social mobility, to authoritarian implications 

verging on sovereignty. I propose to examine the philosophical and political opposition 

between the singular and the iterable via the character of Leonardo and his gray bowler, 
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such that I may account for how this bowler hat—with ostensibly democratic 

possibilities—is compared in the novel to a crown, a figure of sovereignty.    

I would suggest that El caballero del hongo gris offers a kind of diagnostic of the 

psychological effects of particular objects and symbols in modern life, primarily relating 

to bureaucratization, financial speculation, and concomitant excessive wealth disparities. 

In a sense, Gómez de la Serna’s novel aims to trace how various objects, such as the gray 

bowler hat and the adding machine, produce certain psychological responses. 

Specifically, I have in mind the way in which Karl Marx (1818-1883) would remark on 

how, in order to achieve an analysis of capitalism, we should depart from the vertiginous 

busyness of the market, and go to the din of the factory and other worksites:  

The consumption of labour-power is completed, as in the case of every 
other commodity, outside the market or the sphere of circulation. Let us 
therefore, in company with the owner of money and the owner of labour-
power, leave this noisy sphere, where everything takes place on the 
surface and in full view of everyone, and follow them into the hidden 
abode of production, on whose threshold there hangs the notice “No 
admittance except on business.” (Capital 279-80, emphasis added)     

El caballero del hongo gris presents the vision of the giddy marketplace, of what “takes 

place on the surface,” even though the echoes of the exploitation of “the hidden abode of 

production” will occasionally reach Leonardo and haunt the pages of the novel. Indeed, 

the protagonist will converse with Valentín, his childhood friend and secretary, about 

modern existence and its relation to speed and luxury, while revealing a certain 

apprehension about the future, which seems to herald grave crises relating to the 

discontent of the masses. As I arrive to my concluding remarks, I will consider how the 

novel manifests a tension between the singular and the iterable via the character of 
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Leonardo and his bowler. I will indicate that Leonardo, in asserting his singularity as the 

“caballero del hongo gris,” will be confronted on two occasions by two separate 

doppelgängers who wear bowler hats. These two characters, in destabilizing Leonardo’s 

ipseity, expose what perhaps produces the most anxiety about the prospect of a single 

person being doubled: the possibility that the double will replace and even substitute the 

original, causing death.     

Regarding Leonardo’s formative years in Spain, the narrator indicates that there 

was no money at the house of his family when he was born, but that he did have a 

baptism that was “espléndido” (Caballero 17). 138 Leonardo belongs to a non-aristocratic 

family, a significant detail as the narrative presents the trajectory of his ascension in 

society. The class dimensions of Leonardo’s rise are apparent: he will deceive and 

defraud members of the both the bourgeoisie, as well as the aristocracy. In his youth, 

Leonardo is described as a dauntingly large and tall youth with a large head having the 

“weight of bronze” (“pesadez de bronce” [17]). During his schooling, Leonardo is 

presented as not being particularly bright (“tardo”), but having a “Roman common sense” 

(“sentido común romano”), while using his unusual size to his advantage (18). There is a 

mysterious power associated with Leonardo, even at a young age:  

Se le veía preparase para sacar partido de su figura, y ya era juez pesado 
en las cuestiones de sus amigos. Todos tenían idea de su inferioridad, y, 
sin embargo, le buscaban como árbitro, atraídos por su tamaño y por su 
sentido común romano al decidir las cuestiones. […] Leonardo iba hacia 
ellos con aire de accionista […]. (18)   

 
138 The narrator does note, however, that at Leonardo’s baptism, the godfather is “el 

conde Durvos, en representación del rey” (Caballero 17).  
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In addition to making others feel inferior due to his stature, Leonardo is depicted as 

possessing a ruthless opportunism: “El [sic] pretendía algo excepcional, una existencia 

cómoda con el sacrificio de todos si fuese preciso” (18). As we shall see, one of his main 

aims in life will be the pursuit of luxury, an objective which he will achieve by 

manipulating the belief of others as a way to cheat them.  

 The narration underscores that Leonardo lives in “una época de transición y 

engaño” and that his propensities are not only appropriate, but even required at this 

historical juncture (19). The narrator remarks “Ahora, en esta última y larga época de 

transición y engaño, había que ser como la época exigía” (19). Such a characterization of 

the times—as producing not only rapacity, but also velocity and instability—is evidenced 

in the narrative by Leonardo’s robbery of his parents and his subsequent leaving of their 

home. Leonardo’s parents, when speaking with one another, say that they will support 

him as long as they can, trepidatious of what their son is capable, even “parricidio” (20). 

Leonardo will end up taking the money he finds on his father’s table and his mother’s 

jewelry; his parents, however, do not report their son to the police, because they are 

touched by the fact that he has also stolen portraits of the family, even though it appears 

that Leonardo intended for such a reaction by choosing to take these portraits (20). 

Furthermore, his parents consider the event a product of the era which develops in the 

youths “una avidez incoercible:” “Los padres sólo resumieron el hecho pensando que esa 

nueva higiene que educa y sanea los hijos de esta época le prepara una avidez 

incoercible” (20). As we will see in the course of the narrative, Leonardo’s 

metamorphosis into the “caballero del hongo gris” is a combination of his rapacious 
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temperament—molded by the “hygiene” of the era—, along with his indispensable gray 

bowler hat. 

Leonardo’s robbery of his parents and the subsequent abandonment of his home 

will establish the parameters organizing the narrative. Following this series of events, he 

goes to Barcelona (22). The Barcelona episode also introduces another aspect of the 

novel’s narrative pattern, namely Leonardo’s romantic liaisons. Thus, throughout the 

novel, Leonardo will be forced to flee different cities due to either his illicit business 

dealings or due to the complications resulting from romantic involvement. In Barcelona, 

the narrator presents Aurora, a widow whose husband committed suicide “por no poder 

sostener sus perfumes y quizá los volantes de seda bordada” (23). Aurora would stroll in 

the street after her husband’s passing, for her family considered it something of a scandal 

that her husband had killed himself, “a crime that had stained their last name” (“un 

crimen que había manchado su apellido” [24]). Known as “la mujer del suicida,” Aurora 

is a source of attention of many, even Leonardo (24). However, his interest in Aurora is 

conditioned by the fact that she is sought by his friends and those on the street: 

“Leonardo la vio [a Aurora] también y la deseó, pero no se hubiera lanzado a su 

conquista si no hubiera visto la gran predilección de sus amigos y el disputársela en 

guerrilla de toda la calle” (24). Leonardo frequently seeks to appeal to public perception 

and cultivate his image; thus, by seducing someone desired by many, more than earning a 

partner, he is triumphing over all other suitors. However, after seducing Aurora, 

Leonardo will cruelly abandon her, saying to her “¡Ahora comprendo que se suicidase [el 

esposo de Aurora]” (26). In response, she calls him “un ladrón” (27). Leonardo was “a 
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thief” not only of Aurora’s sentiments, but also of his parent’s valuables. It is possible to 

see the abusive and exploitative nature of the relations that Leonardo has with successive 

women as an element of a commentary on the fragility of maintaining bonds not based on 

homosocial interests in the narrative. Indeed, the only enduring connection that Leonardo 

is able to sustain is the one with his childhood friend and future secretary, Valentín. 

 As a result of his relationship with Aurora, Leonardo will be forced to go to Paris 

(27). In addition to being happy to have an excuse to leave Spain, Leonardo becomes 

even more rapacious and yearns for “speed” (“rapidez”):  

Leonardo, de aquel enlace casual había salido más deseoso de rapidez, de 
olvido de un día en los brazos del otro. Para Leonardo el espectáculo del 
mundo no tenía compensaciones ni matices. Era el de unas gentes que 
disimulaban a las otras lo que poseían y de otras que querían, con más o 
menos voluntad de posesión, las cosas de los otros. Esperar lo que ellos 
contaban dar en los concursos de contentamiento, era completamente 
inútil. Había que abusar de su tontería y arrebatarles así su herencia o las 
ganancias de sus chiripas. (27-28)   

Noteworthy given my discussion of propriation in Lange’s 45 días y 30 marineros, the 

notion of a “will for possession” appears in relation to Leonardo. Like in the novel by 

Lange, this possession is tied to the possessing of others, although in Leonardo’s case, 

such acts of possessing are sought in rapid succession. Moreover, when compared with 

Lange’s work, Gómez de la Serna’s text presents his protagonist’s appropriative 

tendencies not only in amorous affairs, but also in relation to the economic sphere. 

Indeed, the protagonist seeks “luxury” (“lujo”) most of all, in a kind of aberrant 

radicalization of a subjective model like the homo œconomicus that would seek his/her 

own advantage in the financial landscape.    
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While in Paris, Leonardo purchases the first gray bowler that will mark the rest of 

his life. In Paris’s center, Leonardo, “al prepararse para una vida de mayor elegancia,” 

looks in “una sombrerería” for over thirty minutes for the right “sombrero hongo gris” 

(28). 139 He at last discovers the ideal hat, turning him into who he will be for the rest of 

his life: “encontró [Leonardo] el hongo gris que le iba y le convertía en una especie de 

marqués infuso, el verdadero marqués del hongo gris” (28). The narrative voice makes 

various allusions to Christian doctrine and worship which are connected to the first time 

that Leonardo dons his new gray bowler, recalling Marx’s description of the commodity 

as having “theological niceties:” “A commodity appears at first sight an extremely 

obvious, trivial thing. But its analysis brings out that it is a very strange thing, abounding 

in metaphysical subtleties and theological niceties” (Capital 163). The bowler hat might 

appear to be, initially, “extremely obvious,” but the narration will find different ways to 

expose the many “metaphysical subtleties and theological niceties” of this peculiarly 

modern commodity, that would be the democratic equivalent of a sovereign crown. In 

fact, in El caballero del hongo gris, Leonardo’s second hat is compared to a crown after 

sunlight has faded the first: the second gray bowler he purchases “era como la corona de 

su suerte” (49), a noteworthy detail given the traditional association of the crown with 

sovereignty. Not coincidentally, Leonardo is likened to a prince, a king, and the president 

of a republic with a monarchy (169, 173, 61). If, as the protagonist himself asserts, 

 
139 Leonardo has put on multiple hats that do not suit him, a serious problem according to 

the narrator, who ironically observes that “se había probado numerosos de aquellos chambergos 
que le descomponían la figura. ¡Desgraciado de aquel que se lleve sombrero que no sea el suyo 
entre todos los sombreros!” (28). 
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“Todas mis genialidades y mis actos de suerte se los debo al hongo gris” (142), these 

paradoxical associations allow for a reflection on Leonardo’s classism and disregard for 

generalized social disparities, both of which seem to parallel his increasing wealth and 

power.   

In relation to these facets of the bowler, the novel concentrates on the 

psychological effects of this particular style of hat on other individuals. Indeed, the others 

around Leonardo are amazed by how well the gray bowler suits him (28-29). The narrator 

states “En los dos restaurantes que le miraban [a Leonardo] derecha e izquierda, los que 

comían levantaron la cabeza y todos cogieron los saleros y comenzaron a hisopar de sal 

lo que comían. ¡Extraña unanimidad de la distracción y de la sorpresa que producía el 

enchisteramiento de su hongo gris” (29).140 The restaurant patrons spontaneously bless 

(“hisopar”) their food in unison (“unanimidad”) when seeing Leonardo wearing an 

“hongo gris.” Upon first debuting his gray bowler in the street, it is as though Leonardo 

were baptized anew with this hat, as a kind of modern “sacrament:”  

Como si hubiera caído sobre él el agua de un nuevo sacramento, Leonardo salió a 
la calle convertido en lo que ya habría de ser durante su vida: el caballero del 
hongo gris, buscando todos los medios para no comprometer a tan viable 
personaje, consuelo de las mujeres y confidente y amigo satisfaciente de los 
hombres. (28, emphasis added) 

Leonardo will be less a source of “consuelo de las mujeres” than a frequently chauvinistic 

and callous character who acts like a Don Juan.141 We should also note how the 

 
140 Interestingly, Gómez de la Serna’s neologism “enchisteramiento” derives from 

“chistera,” a top hat. As we will see in Robinson’s discussion of the bowler, which was broadly 
associated with the middle class and with certain democratizing impulses in the nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries, the top hat would be associated with the upper class.  

141 When speaking with an English woman, Leonardo will say, “no soy el Don Juan, sino 
el amigo bueno de los Don Juanes” (137). Leonardo resembles a Don Juan. However, as 
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protagonist is depicted as “amigo satisfaciente de los hombres,” recalling the links 

between fraternity and friendship deconstructed by Derrida that I sought to address in my 

readings of the narrator as “sovereign man” in Emar’s Un año, and the homosocial 

fraternity of crew in Lange’s 45 días y 30 marineros. Likewise, this fragment in Gómez 

de la Serna’s El caballero del hongo gris emphasizes the theatrical and fictional aspects 

of Leonardo’s ipseity, who is seen as “tan viable personaje.” He embodies the notion of 

an individual who is not who he seems to be, as he theatrically fashions a persona around 

his gray bowler. This approach to selfhood presents a significant contrast with Emar’s 

narrator and with Ingrid, characters whose ipseities are not organized by duplicity or 

fictionality in their struggles with collectives. It would be remiss not to remark on another 

significant religious connotation of this the gray bowler, which transforms Leonardo into 

a “marqués infuso, el verdadero marqués del hongo gris,” as a marquis who has been 

“divinely inspired” (“infuso”). This metamorphosis, brought about by Leonardo’s 

wearing of a gray bowler, could been seen as a symbolic acquisition of a heredity title, 

forming part of a kind of petite bourgeois search for socioeconomic ascension played out 

in Gómez de la Serna’s novel. In such a reading, the hat functions like visual symbol of a 

fictious nobility, a distinction that makes him unique or superior in front of others. 

However, at the same time, by virtue of an “infused” character manifested by his 

outerwear, it reveals the lack within him: from now, the hat will be his most important 

asset and his greatest weakness. Leonardo’s ipseity derives from an external object, 

 
Leonardo himself notes, he is a “good friend of the Don Juans,” of the iterable iterations of Don 
Juan.    
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creating a delicate balance that the narrative underscores in its references to others who 

could wear identical hats, namely the two doppelgängers who will later confront the 

protagonist.   

Fred Miller Robinson’s cultural history, The Man in the Bowler Hat (1993), offers 

crucial information that contextualizes why this kind of hat is especially appropriate for 

Leonardo. Likewise, this historical discussion lays the groundwork for an understanding 

of the ways in which Gómez de la Serna recasts and problematizes the symbolism of the 

bowler in his narrative. Robinson notes that the bowler hat—created in 1850 and most 

popular in use from approximately 1890 to 1910—“is a sign of modern times—that is to 

say, of the emerging and expanding modern middle classes” (4-5, 10).142 The following 

elements, according to Robinson, would be vital to the success of the bowler in mid-

nineteenth century England: it was “a hat as hard and functional as the industrial 

environment in which it was worn and a sportive hat for the leisure activities that were on 

the increase in this environment” (17-18). The bowler hat has a unique relation to 

modernity because it would soon come to mean “modern mobility, both actual and 

social” (12). Remarking on its widespread use in the nineteenth century and its 

connotations of upwards movement in society, Robinson indicates the following:     

The bowler had been, in the nineteenth century, the male (and sometimes 
female) headgear of motion and mobility, unfixed as to region, occupation, 
class, or gender. It was as fashionable among costermongers as among 
gentry, among cabdrivers as among bankers. This mobility is concomitant 
with the dispersion and expansion of the middle classes, the standard-
bearers of the modern. (11)     

 
142 Robinson indicates that “[t]he [bowler] hat was designed by the hatters James and 

George Lock of Mr [sic] Lock of St. James Street in 1850” (14).      
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The extensive use of this hat by such varied social groups is essential, especially in view 

of the ways in which the bowler, in El caballero del hongo gris, is positioned not only as 

that which sets the stage for Leonardo’s social ascension, but also as the kind of 

headwear that most suitably explains and responds to different tendencies of the historical 

period.143 Comparing the uses of the top hat vis-à-vis the bowler, Robinson notes that 

“The ‘topper,’ also an English invention, had been worn since the mid-eighteenth century 

as aristocratic headgear. Like the bowler it was hard, black, and shellacked […]. Like the 

bowler, it afforded good protection against the elements peculiar to industrial life” (21). 

Though both hats were similar in their sturdy construction and in the protection they 

offered, “[t]he top hat was also more expensive than the bowler, and so had to be passed 

down to rather than purchased by the lower orders” (22). The ensuing attributes of the 

bowler would make it ideal for many sectors of society: it “was cheaper, more stable and 

snug, and cool or warm as the weather required” (22). Additionally, the “relatively class-

bound” character of the topper, as incarnated by the symbolic associations of its shape—

“[i]ts height alone made it an obvious sign of the ‘upper’ classes and hence a sign of 

power”—can be contrasted with the socioeconomic and political implications of the 

bowler (22). However, Robinson is adamant in disputing some of the social and symbolic 

connotations of this “cultural mythology” surrounding both kinds of headgear:  

Just as the “height” of the upper classes was often noted in relation to the 
smallness of the masses (“little men”) without consideration of the effects 
of nutrition, so slippages in class—the effects of democracy—were 

 
143 Leonardo relates his bowler to modern times: “La época se refleja en mi sombrero… 

Tú fíjate bien en mí… Pues yo soy el tipo de la época… Por eso me dejan vivir y puedo acércame 
a las ventanillas de los Bancos como a confesionarios que me absolverán a mí de lo que no 
absolverán a nadie…” (Caballero 144, ellipsis in original).     
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identified with impotence without reference to birthrates. To say that the 
bowler’s being relatively short and hard is a sign of the virility of the 
rising (!) middle class, is to accede to this nonsense. What can be said 
without assent to a cultural mythology is that the bowler was a sign of the 
power of democracy in the latter half of the nineteenth century—an idea 
that recognizes the symbolism of dress without reifying it in human 
behavior and physique. (22)        

As we shall see in Gómez de la Serna’s novel, the bowler is employed by Leonardo, an 

individual of non-aristocratic origins, to exemplify some of the more democratic 

opportunities offered, at least ideologically, by this style of headwear. Leonardo’s life 

project will be to singularize himself by wearing a hat that theoretically could be bought 

by any other person, any other member of a dēmos with the same purchasing power. In 

addition to Gómez de la Serna’s undeniable irony and humor, I would note that his novel 

operates in a political register by enacting problems central to the theorization of 

democracy. The very object which singularizes Leonardo is replaceable and iterable. 

Indeed, his ipseity—his capacity to represent himself to himself as the identity he has 

crafted—is bound to that which is external to him. Such tensions are latent sources of 

anxiety that erupt in Leonardo’s encounters with his doppelgängers.       

Leonardo’s social mobility is related not only to his voracious personality, but 

also to his bowler, to which he will attribute all of his success. Indeed, the hat affords 

Leonardo “nueva capacidad social” (32). Even though Nicolás Fernández-Medina 

similarly considers that Gómez de la Serna in his novel focuses on the polyvalence of 

meanings of the bowler hat, as a sort of “promesa de ascendencia social” (33), I would 

suggest that El caballero del hongo gris draws attention to the bowler’s democratizing 

and paradoxically authoritarian possibilities linked to sovereignty. Everyone who views 
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Leonardo wearing his bowler are fascinated, while the narrator indicates that “Leonardo 

mantenía por las calles de la ciudad el papel de lo que casi todos quisieran ser” (31, 

emphasis added). The narrative revolves around the tension of functions and possibilities 

of the same object: if the gray bowler is the article that singularizes Leonardo as the 

“caballero del hongo gris,” such a garment is simultaneously that which allows for his 

inclusion among other individuals who could wear identical pieces of headwear. 

However, due to his economic exploits and their seemingly contingent relation to the 

bowler, Leonardo becomes the exception to which all aspire.144 This could be the key to 

the authoritarian and sovereign overtones that the bowler acquires in the novel as 

Leonardo becomes more prosperous and powerful. Indeed, in this view, the hat becomes 

decidedly antidemocratic: the market is friendly to some, but not all. The narrative will 

probe the implications of this tension, by presenting various iterations of individuals who 

wear bowler hats and thus contest the singularity and ipseity of Leonardo. The gray 

bowler is itself replaceable, and Leonardo will buy new bowlers at different occasions in 

the narrative. If he feels singularized in wearing his “sombrero hongo gris”—that which 

precisely distinguishes him from others—, he becomes, concurrently, like any other such 

individual, any other possible member of a dēmos who would be able to buy and sport a 

bowler. In this context, I would recall the reference, in Emar’s Un año, to the narrator as 

an “hombre soberano” vis-à-vis the group of elderly women, in contrast with Ingrid’s 

 
144 We should note that Leonardo will dispute that just any person could wear a gray 

bowler: “No puede llevar cualquiera hongo gris, pues obliga de tal modo al que lo lleva que, 
aunque se supiese que daba la buena suerte, no habría muchos voluntarios. […] El hongo gris no 
es más que el sombrero del éxito en la vida, pero no lo pueden usar sino hombres de mi tipo” 
(Caballero 143).   
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assertions of her ipseity in her interactions with the male crew in Lange’s 45 días y 30 

marineros. Contrasting drastically with the situations experienced by Emar’s narrator and 

by Ingrid, El caballero del hongo gris presents the fragility of an ipseity that comes from 

the outside, that literally one may buy, wear, and change. Consequently, the most serious 

confrontations Leonardo faces in the novel are with other individuals who, by wearing 

the same headwear, transform themselves into his spectral doubles: in addition to a brief 

encounter with a Chilean individual donning a “sombrero hongo café,” Leonardo will 

compete with and ultimately duel another “caballero del hongo gris” in Rome.      

Crucially, Leonardo seems to simultaneously confirm and jeopardize the 

democratizing symbolism of the bowler hat. If we consider his economic and social rise, 

along with his increasing wealth and power throughout the narrative, it would seem that 

the gray bowler is in some ways depicted as the very cause of his ascension. In the course 

of the narrative, the hat paradoxically degenerates from an object promising a 

democratizing potential, to that which makes possible the basest hunt for economic 

power, tremendous opulence, and even sovereignty. Indeed, Leonardo’s gray bowler is 

described as the “sombrero de los dueños del mundo,” and he even remarks to himself 

“‘Este es el siglo de la dominación por el hongo gris’” (30). The following description 

offers an insight into this paradoxical element of Leonardo’s decision to wear the bowler: 

the streets and the mirrors, objects personified in the narration, will miss the visage of 

this “man of his epoch” who is also an “autoritario sinvergüenza de la vida:” “las calles 

se ponían tristes al quedarse sin aquel caballero. Los espejos de las tiendas de telas, que 

entornaban sus parpados entre pañolitos de encaje y sin encajes, se enjugaban los ojos 
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con tristeza al perder aquella imagen de hombre de su época, de autoritario sinvergüenza 

de la vida” (31, emphasis added). According to the narration, the gray bowler suits not 

only the historical period itself, but also Leonardo’s avaricious and deceptive personality 

as the hat confers upon him a mark of authority, making him an “authoritarian rogue” 

(31). The gray bowler fundamentally alters the protagonist, described as having the 

sensation of being prepared for anything with this hat: “Leonardo se sentía con el 

emprendimiento del que ha acabado su carrera y se encuentra diestro para todo” (31). 

With the modern “sacrament” of the gray bowler, the “caballero del hongo gris” becomes 

“skilled” (“diestro”) for all possibilities.     

While galivanting with his gray bowler for the first time, Leonardo concocts the 

scheme of a French-Hispanic “sociedad” called “Don Quijote,” with which he will begin 

to swindle moneyed members of Parisian society (31-36).145 He is able organize 

gatherings with French individuals impassioned by Spain, as well as persons from Latin 

America and other nations. While Leonardo takes advantage of the extremely wealthy in 

his foundation, and he presents a kind of frivolous naiveté (for instance, “Sentía con 

novelería el deseo de tener dinero”) (37), there are, however, indexes of the exploitation 

making possible such scenes of luxury:  

En aquella colonia de extranjeros encontraba [Leonardo] a veces alguno 
más peligroso que él. “¿Ve usted todo lo que sucede en Nicaragua? Pues 
todo lo tramo yo desde aquí”. Leonardo miró a aquel tipo como queriendo 
no reconocer en él ninguno de sus rasgos. El [sic], por lo menos, no era 

 
145 It is difficult not to recall Don Quijote in the context of El caballero del hongo gris, 

especially in view of Cervantes’s naming of characters such as “El caballero de la triste figura,” 
“El caballero del verde gabán,” and “El caballero de la blanca luna.” 
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indiscreto y no ofendía a la vida con sus palabras ni sus majezas. (37, 
emphasis added)    

Like the mirror in which Leonardo finds himself once he puts on the gray bowler (28),146 

he experiences an uncanny identification with this individual in relation to what lies 

behind the luxurious splendor and careless speculation of his existence.   

Forced to abandon Paris, Leonardo heads for Lisbon, where, following the novel’s 

narrative pattern, he will come into contact and exploit the local elites, have a romantic 

affair, and eventually be forced to flee the city. This narrative repetition organizes 

Leonardo’s interactions in each city in the novel. A certain logic of chance structures 

these interactions. Upon arriving in Lisbon, depositing money, and opening a bank 

account, Leonardo finds himself “loco de satisfacción ante el juego infantil que son los 

Bancos” (59). The narrator then comments that “Lo bueno que tenía para él [Leonardo] la 

vida moderna, es que todo está improvisado cada día y se desconfía de un capitalista de 

ayer, pero no de uno de hoy día mismo” (59). This remark on the character of modern life 

as a sort of improvisation could be compared to the chance-oriented structure of the text. 

Indeed, there is in Gómez de la Serna’s novel a tension between chance and necessity, 

which organizes other vanguard texts studied in this dissertation, an archetypical example 

being Emar’s Un año. El caballero del hongo gris plays out this tension meta-reflexively: 

while chance structures the narrative, there is simultaneously an expectation—especially 

as readers advance in the novel—that there will be some individuals who trust in 

 
146 The narrator mentions the following in regards to Leonardo’s recognition of himself in 

a mirror while walking down the street, as though it were the first time he had really known who 
he was, or was to become: “En el fondo de espejo de una tienda que vendía té y teteras para la 
infusión, se miró [Leonardo] por primera vez en plena calle, encontrándose a sí mismo como no 
se había encontrado nunca” (Caballero 28-29).  
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Leonardo and his business ventures due to his attitude, appearance, and aura. Indeed, we 

might expect that after mentioning this notion of the improvisation of modern existence, 

there will be some individuals who trust in Leonardo, a capitalist both yesterday and 

today: “Inmediatamente conoció a políticos y banqueros. Todos deseaban tratarse con 

aquel hongo gris que hacía preguntar a las damas con curiosidad quién fuese él” (59). The 

narration comically, but, significantly, indicates that everyone looks forward to dealing 

not with Leonardo, but with his hat. While in Lisbon, Valentín, a childhood friend (“el 

amigo de la infancia”) shows up and becomes Leonardo’s secretary (66-67), initiating the 

most enduring relationship—a homosocial bond—of the novel.147 Leonardo’s forms of 

speculation and swindling in the novel are illicit, but are presented with an appearance of 

legitimacy that is tied to “confidence” (“confianza”) and “luxury” (“lujo”).148  

Gómez de la Serna’s novel addresses the increasing financialization and 

bureaucratization of modern life not by abstraction and conceptualization, but rather by 

an examination of the material objects and practices—relating to finance capitalism and 

 
147 In the long cultural and literary tradition of Don Juan, Valentín will become the criado 

of a modern Don Juan Tenorio: Leonardo. Valentín had been in Buenos Aires and New York 
engaging in different scams and illegal activities (Caballero 68-69). When Leonardo asks his old 
friend if he would like to be his secretary, Valentin replies “Desde luego… Encantado… Siempre 
he tenido fe en ti, como en un Cristóbal Colón de los tiempos nuevos” (67, ellipsis in original). 
Leonardo says “No tanto…, pero sí estoy dispuesto a hacer el nuevo descubrimiento del mundo” 
(67, ellipsis in original).   

148 If we were to begin to outline key aspects of Leonardo’s thoughts on modern life, I 
would highlight his remarks on luxury as all that exists along with the importance he attributes to 
velocity. As a result of the kind of frivolity of the extravagant realm that they inhabit, Leonardo 
comments on the means of speculation for “bienestar:” “Especular para tener bienestar. No hay 
más realidad que el bienestar… Esto lo saben sólo los ricos y los anarquistas afortunadamente” 
(70, ellipsis in original). He will make a kind of brutish ontological statement about “el lujo:” “Lo 
único que existe es el lujo, que es más que la riqueza. Existe para los que lo tienen; pero los que 
no lo tienen no hacen más que soñar con él… El escaparate que más vive en una ciudad es el más 
lujoso… Interesa a todos” (71). Here, Leonardo again draws attention to the psychological 
capacities of “el lujo.”   
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bureaucracies—that help to develop Leonardo’s aura, which exudes poise and 

trustworthiness. In particular, his appearance, attire, comportment, and the modern 

attractiveness of his business ventures all seek to generate “confianza” in potential 

investors and partners. For instance, in his interactions with bankers, businesspeople, and 

other elites in Paris, “Observó [Leonardo] que aquellos caballeros con dinero tenían tal 

desconfianza de los valores, que lo que querían es que surgiese alguno nuevo para 

comprar sus láminas, y así, si bien corrían un nuevo riesgo, entraban en una nueva 

probabilidad” (39-40). If there is a kind of “desconfianza de los valores” by the 

wealthiest of society, Leonardo, in order to take advantage of them, will focus on that 

which can provide “confianza.”        

Two important examples of Leonardo’s approach to forging confidence include 

his adding machine and the plaque of his “Don Quijote” association in Paris. The 

“máquina de sumar” offers “confianza” to the protagonist’s clients: “Compraron una 

máquina de sumar, porque los tirones a sus teclas y su rápido hacer y deshacer la 

operación daba una gran confianza a la clientela” (42). Leonardo contemplates the 

opportunities offered by “esas máquinas calculadoras” which, despite their cost, would 

produce significant profit and “would eclipse” their business “with confidence:” 

“encubriría [una máquina calculadora] todo el negocio, lo eclipsaría de confianza, lo 

colocaría del otro lado del piano, o sea de donde no permite que le vigilen miradas 

sospechosas” (42, emphasis added). As part of the “Don Quijote” foundation, Leonardo 

also sends for a plaque: “Una mañana, por fin, encargó la mejor placa de balcón que 

había en la Gran Cristalería con el nombre de la fundación en que iba a emplear su 
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ingenio y su actividad: CONSORCIO BANCARIO TECNICO [sic] Y DE 

COMISIONES” (40, capitalization in original). Leonardo reflects on the propitiousness 

of the components of this designation and how they will make prospective clients feel: 

vio que la palabra “Consorcio” había sido un hallazgo y le daría suerte. Todo el 
mundo veía detrás de aquellos balcones una gran cantidad de intereses desposados 
y en íntima camaradería, dando también la sensación la palabra de muchos y 
profundos armarios de caoba, llenos de láminas y cupones. (40)  

While it is not entirely clear if this is the indirect discourse of Leonardo, the narrator 

would seem to be channeling the protagonist’s ruminations on the wording of the plaque 

in this description. The very word “‘Consorcio’” evokes a series of images, allowing for 

“íntima camaradería” alongside the “armarios de caoba,” objects of bourgeois comfort 

which are also practical, containing “láminas y cupones.” Gómez de la Serna’s text thus 

formally duplicates this process of commodifying phrases and appearances. If these 

elements of luxury and bureaucracy were not sufficient, the narrator notes that the word 

“técnico” would appease “ignorant” individuals trusting in “technicity,” while 

“Comisiones” would offer the image of a place where a great deal of work was 

completed: “La gente ignorante que cree en la tecnicidad, también se veía complacida 

con la palabra ‘Técnico’, y, por fin, lo de ‘Comisiones’, les daba a todos la sensación de 

que aquel era un sitio en que se trabajaba mucho” (40). Leonardo then remarks on this 

historical period and the proliferation of commodities that would seem to be an additional 

sign of the times: “Es la época de la papelería […]. Hay que encargar carpetas, miles de 

sobres, papel impreso en relieve, y un buen modelo de acciones, en la imprenta que las 

tire con mayor limpieza” (40). This comment seems to refer to the expanding 

bureaucratizing of various sectors of modern existence. Indeed, in the following 
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comments, Leonardo reflects on the sociological consequences of bureaucratization. 

After trying out his “sello de caucho” all afternoon,149 Leonardo says “Lo que más fe 

infunde a esa humanidad que cree que todo lo que se ve es verdad […] es que cuelguen 

de un gancho de pared unos cuantos cheques en que se lea en letras grandes ‘Pagado’” 

(42, emphasis added). Here, with the expression “esa humanidad,” Leonardo seems to 

allude to the wealthiest individuals in society, as well as to those who would aspire to 

such prosperity. Related to the notion of “confianza” is that of “fe,” an idea which recurs 

in the narrative. In this case, the need to see—a kind of naïve empiricism—is what 

produces “faith” among members of “esa humanidad.” His secretary then replies that “el 

sello de caucho es antipático,” to which Leonardo says “antipático y miserable… es un 

beso de Judas, es una mácula infamante, pero se lo merece esta época” (42, ellipsis in 

original). Again, Leonardo refers to how humanity lets itself be led by cheques, “absurd 

papers:” “Verdadero o falso, el caso es que merece todas las falsificaciones, ya que esta 

humanidad se deja guiar por esos papeles absurdos” (43). It should be noted that, as a 

whole, the novel makes a series of descriptions of what the epoch demands and how it 

affects individuals’ actions and thinking through appearances and social faith. In a sort of 

anticipation of some aspects of Arlt’s Los siete locos in the third chapter, El caballero del 

hongo gris presents a kind of disenchantment with progressively bureaucratized and 

financialized parts of society. However, this disenchantment, rather than resulting in the  

 
149 A somewhat comic description of Leonardo’s stamping is presented in the narration: 

“Leonardo no iba sino al atardecer, y se pasaba probando los sellos de caucho. Llenaba papeles y 
papeles, como quien sella una emisión de la lotería. Innumerables ‘pagado’ y ‘pendiente de 
pago’, y ‘se carga de cuenta’ y ‘contestado’, etc.” (Caballero 42).  
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nihilistic desperation of some of the characters in Arlt’s novel, catalyzes in Leonardo—

who will remark that he only believes in his bowler hat—a kind of deranged exploitation 

of the socioeconomic terrain, in which velocity is a critical element.     

During Leonardo’s time in Genova, the narration offers a sustained conversation 

on the effects of speed on modern life. Thinking about what “estratagema” he will 

employ so as to “not stop living the sumptuous life of the city” (“para no dejar de vivir la 

vida suntuosa de la ciudad”) —never sacrificing his decadent existence—, Leonardo 

mentions to Valentín that he will become “un representante de automóviles y así podré 

estar todo el día dedicado a la velocidad” (121). This precipitates a conversation about 

velocity between these two characters. Leonardo says the following to Valentín: “La 

velocidad borra los gestos antiguos y da el cinismo de ver venir lo que los demás no ven. 

[…] La velocidad ha creado otra moral… Se ve que toda idea antigua es lenta y no 

conviene por eso a estos tiempos” (121, first ellipsis added, second ellipsis in original). In 

the conversation, they note that everyone seeks “una noticia nueva” and always want “un 

decorado nuevo de la vida,” while even “los burgueses” have a different pace in modern 

life (122). They then consider that “velocidad” has brought about “destrucción” (“La 

velocidad ha hecho las veces de una destrucción”) (122). However, they also meditate 

upon the failed potentials of speed as a kind of salvation for the world: “¡Si pensasen por 

el camino, si se sintiesen mezclados al engranaje del mundo! Entonces la velocidad 

habría salvado a los pueblos. Pero se sienten sueltos y en libertad, desligados de toda 

idea” (122). The narrative, while presenting a series of omens of future catastrophes, will 

also refer to different paths of salvation or evasion. Speed has thus produced a kind of 
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rootless “libertad,” while society can be startled by “todos los acontecimientos” (122). 

Nonetheless, velocity has been advantageous for individuals such as Leonardo and 

Valentín: “La velocidad les hace descuidar a sus asuntos bancarios, y por eso siempre 

están lejos para que les podamos suplantar” (122). Returning to the tension between the 

singular and the iterable—and the associated anxiety of being doubled and possibly 

replaced—, velocity creates conditions in which individuals like Valentín and Leonardo 

have the ability “to supplant” others, such that the very logic which produces anxiety is 

that which Leonardo employs. Throughout the novel, Leonardo expresses a reticent 

awareness of the unsustainability of the current patterns of economic exploitation: “La 

velocidad es una tregua, y cuando pase esta tregua, el mundo se verá obligado a mayores 

responsabilidades” (122). Leonardo opines the following regarding speed and modern 

life: “La velocidad lo es todo… ofrecer velocidad es alcanzar un éxito entre las gentes del 

mundo moderno… velocidad para poder triunfar, velocidad para arruinarse, velocidad 

para vender, velocidad para no pensar en nada. Así creo que la velocidad es la que 

cohesiona el mundo” (122-23, ellipsis in original). In addition to these wide-ranging 

social and economic effects of velocity, Valentín refers to the one aspect that speed, 

perhaps above all else, seeks to overcome: death (“el morir”) (123). Leonardo, furious at 

Valentín, says that he should never repeat such a notion in front of him again, for he will 

cease to be his secretary (123). Speed is thus presented as an ambiguous feature of the 

present that has permeated many facets of life, affecting individuals’ behaviors and 

reactions, as well as the nature of economics and politics. Perhaps most crucially, 

velocity is qualified as “a truce” (“una tregua”) which allows for the overlooking of what 
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is to come, of the “greater responsibilities” (“mayores responsabilidades”) that are on 

their way, as well as the inexorable approach of death (122-23). Such a conception of 

speed is ambiguous in the sense that it allows for one to both “triumph” and “be ruined,” 

“to sell” and “to not think about anything.” In suggesting that velocity is that which 

makes cohesive and unites the world, Leonardo assigns to velocity an equivocal, but 

necessary role. Speed thus becomes for Leonardo a kind of ethos, a means to take 

advantage of a society by falling in line with one of modern life’s dominant logics: 

velocity. Although I have noted how the idea of vertigo appears in both Un año and 45 

días y 30 marineros, it should be underscored how the vertical ascensions and descents in 

the former novels are replaced in El caballero del hongo gris with a horizontal movement 

that seems to imitate the geographical movement of Leonardo.     

By appealing to speed, and to the perception that it has given birth to a novel 

“morality” (“moral” [121]), Leonardo proposes business ventures that appeal to the new 

and take advantage of an evacuated structure of belief in modern life that can find outlets 

in objects and ventures which, in turn, can produce “confianza.” For instance, when 

Leonardo discusses founding a company relating to aviation, he remarks “El caso es 

encontrar dinero con temas de la época” (91). Another such project of Leonardo that 

conjures up the cult of newness is that of a “Sol Artificial,” which is attractive to 

individuals from “países sombríos… Suecos, noruegos, rusos y muchos ingleses” (45-46, 

ellipsis in original). Leonardo says the following regarding the need to “exploit great 

hungers and great thirsts in society”: “Hay que explotar las grandes hambres y las 

grandes sedes… Lo demás es tontería. El grito de Oswaldo, que se nos ha quedado a 
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todos los que le oímos como un grito interior, ese ‘¡Madre, dame el sol!’, es el grito en 

toda la humanidad queriendo salvarse. La inmortalidad que tienen más cerca” (46). 

Crucially, Leonardo’s observations on the manipulation of the “hungers” of humankind at 

a moment of looming socioeconomic crisis. When asked about this project’s “base 

científica,” Leonardo responds that it is “Un peldaño” (46).  Leonardo, regarding this 

“artificial sun,” states the following: “¡Tuberculoso mundo, que por creer en alguna cosa 

cree en el sol! Yo vengaré tus credulidades. Odio todo lo que no sea escepticismo” (47). 

He then indicates that for the “artificial sun” more must be spent on propaganda, the most 

crucial element (47).  

Speed can be viewed as a means to avoid accountability and neglect serious social 

and economic problems. However, Leonardo still acknowledges the possibilities of a 

future calamity. During the course of the narrative—amidst the protagonist’s discussion 

of speculative projects, the courting of new clients and romantic interests, and the 

profligate spending in restaurants and cabarets—, he alludes, more often with insolent 

elitism than distress, to the socioeconomic conditions that make such decadence possible 

and to the imminence of crisis. Such reflections emerge in conversations between 

Valentín and Leonardo, in which the two discuss the character of modern life and how to 

best take advantage of it, along with the luxurious lives of the few and the awareness of 

the discontent of the many.150 In the following remarks, Leonardo and Valentín refer to 

 
150 This also brings us to a proximity with some of the problems addressed by the 

essayists of my first chapter, namely Ortega y Gasset and Zambrano and their reflections on the 
masses. Consider, in El caballero del hongo gris, that, in Lisbon, the narrator describes Leonardo 
as both appearing precisely as the kind of man of the times, as well as one who would inspire 
“faith” in “the multitudes:” “Tenía [Leonardo] el tipo justo de la época, de hombre que infundía 
fe a las multitudes, de atraepájaros modernista. ‘Todo se lo debo a mi hongo’, se decía él” (77).  
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another piece of the protagonist’s wardrobe—his yellow gloves. As in the ruminations 

about the bowler hat, they reveal various aspects of modern life presented in the novel. 

Valentín says to his old friend “Tú has entendido la vida siempre con tus guantes 

amarillos, color salsa mayonesa bien batida” (67). Leonardo replies “¿Crees tú que 

mientras haya guantes tan perfectos como los que hoy se venden, importa nada, nada? El 

caso es poderlos renovar lo bastante” (67). The notion of being able “to renew” 

(“renovar”) the gloves is crucial, as it can be related to both the need for maintaining the 

appearance of newness, as well as how Leonardo will continually renew his surroundings 

once he has swindled all that he can without being caught. Returning to the importance of 

the term “confianza” in the novel, Valentín remarks that “nothing gives him so much 

confidence as new gloves:” “No hay nada que me dé tanta confianza como unos guantes 

nuevos cosidos a mano y con pespunte largo” (67, emphasis added). Directing the 

conversation more broadly to that of contemporary existence, Leonardo notes: “Tan 

trivial se ha vuelto la vida que ese es su objeto; ¿para qué engañarnos? Quien pase más 

días en el disfrute de los optimistas guantes amarillos es el que ha hecho su suerte” (67-

68). Valentin then states “Lo malo es que esto no es para muchos” (68, emphasis added). 

Their self-indulgent lifestyle cannot be possible for everyone, politically implying the 

supposedly necessary upkeep of social and economic elites to the detriment of the many. 

Leonardo subsequently comments “Esa es la quiebra de este estado de cosas… Por eso, si 

evitamos de cualquier modo que los muchos avancen y protesten estará conseguido todo” 

(68, ellipsis in original). The exclusivity and corruption of the current “estado de cosas” 

are apparent. Leonardo thus seems to refer—with resonances of Ortega’s apprehension 
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concerning the masas—the need to avoid that “the many” (“los muchos”) are able to 

advance and protest. After Valentín asks who takes care of such matters (“¿Quién se 

ocupa de eso?”), Leonardo states the following: “Automáticamente está resuelto en la 

vida moderna. Siempre hay hombres valientes o inteligentes que aprovecha la burguesía 

en los casos extremos” (68). Here, the narrative novel returns to the class dynamics 

embodied by Leonardo’s petite bourgeois aspirations, and their tension with the haute 

bourgeoisie and the aristocracy. Leonardo suggests that in “extreme cases”—which, 

while not explicitly defined, could refer to socioeconomic crises—, the bourgeoisie “take 

advantage of valiant or intelligent men,” which presents a striking resemblance to 

Ortega’s discussion of the minoría excelente as individuals who exert themselves in their 

existence.151 In the context of Gómez de la Serna’s novel, class tensions are presented in 

relation to the haute and petite bourgeoisie and the aristocracy. If the bourgeoisie will 

take “take advantage of valiant or intelligent men,” Leonardo, in turn, will try to take 

advantage of both the bourgeoisie and the aristocracy.   

Leonardo and Valentín also discuss the circulation of capital, the present state of 

affairs, the masses, and the state. Leonardo alludes to the significant amount of “hidden 

money” and to those who have given him funds for different projects: “Hay mucho 

dinero oculto… Lo tienen seres que nadie sabe que existen, paralíticos desconocidos […]. 

Cada vez me sorprende más ver las manos encostradas que me dan el dinero, manos de 

 
151 If for Ortega, minorías excelentes are “psychologically” elite, due to the “effort” they 

exerted in their existence, the masas lack such an effort in their lives. As Ortega repeatedly claims 
that the differences between masas and minorías excelentes are not related to social class, I 
emphasized in Chapter 1 the class-based character of his arguments, especially in relation to his 
valuation of aristocratic concepts. 
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pájaro con escamas negras… A veces quiero retirarme sólo por no ver más a los que 

imponen dinero” (86). This comment points to an awareness of the forms of economic 

exploitation that props up their decadent lifestyles. Such a recognition seems to go hand 

in hand with an intuition of impending doom. Valentín says to Leonardo “Yo me retiraría 

por no ver a los miserables que creen que nosotros les podemos salvar” (86). Leonardo, 

in apparent acknowledgment of the social effects of their opulence, with a consequent 

need to take advantage of  “the moment,” replies “Todos han vivido un rato bien… Por 

eso miran así las multitudes… Aprovechemos el momento” (86, ellipsis in original). 

Valentín makes a callous and cruel remark, believing it to be necessary to ignore the 

masses and to treat them as “an obstacle:” “Quizá tengas razón y lo que haya que hacer es 

no pensar en las muchedumbres sino como se piensa en un obstáculo… Tocar mucho la 

bocina y esperar con gesto airado a que se aparten” (86, ellipsis in original). Leonardo 

then says “El día en que salgamos de un Banco perseguidos, toda la multitud nos 

perseguirá. No tendrá la generosidad de comprender que hemos hecho una parte de la 

justicia que pide el dinero” (87). The fear and disdain of the masses can be related to 

Leonardo’s classism, which seems to require assertion given his socioeconomic 

ascendancy in the novel.152 While comparing cheques to paper money, Leonardo says the 

following of paper money: “Son cartas tan manoseadas por los hombres de pueblo que se 

han ensuciado atrozmente” (91). Leonardo’s reflections on modern life are linked to 

speculation and the circulation of capital—instead of its saving or hoarding—, in relation 

 
152 The socially democratizing potential of a particular hat, that would make Leonardo 

equal with others, becomes that which causes his rise in the social ladder, and a concomitant 
elitism. 
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to the state: “El dinero está refugiado en los sitios más misteriosos… Donde menos se 

piensa, allí hay refugiado un poco de dinero o un mucho… Levantar la caza de ese 

dinero, es algo que debía premiarse… El Estado no lo logra desenterrar y no hay nada 

que proteja tanto al Estado como que el dinero circule” (70-71). As such, Leonardo 

valorizes his speculative activities and the circulation of money as that which would 

protect the state itself.153 Additionally, we should note that Leonardo is principally 

interested in business ventures that are illicit, and when he completes a legitimate 

business deal, he feels depraved (130).154 In Leonardo’s philosophizing about money, he 

opines “El dinero sería lo más pernicioso el mundo si no se moviese” (87). Valentín asks 

him “¿Así que lo que el dinero se mueve es lo que salva a la organización social?” (87). 

Leonardo thus defends the need for wanton speculation, along with swindling and fraud:   

Naturalmente… Los caballos blancos, los derrochadores, los pródigos, los 
que son estafados, los que se meten en mil negocios por lo general 
descabellados, son los que sostienen el mundo. El día en que todos, 
retraídos, dejasen de proteger al estafador, al político y al artista, ese 
mismo día los más grandes hombres, que son esos disfrazados de esas 
categorías, comenzarían a preparar la ruina del mundo, y la lograrían. 
¡Qué duda cabe! Yo, siempre que pueda lanzar dinero al ruedo, lo haré sin 
el más ligero arrepentimiento. (87-88, ellipsis in original, emphasis added)  

 
153 Leonardo also considers the importance of “fluctuación” in modern life: “Este es un 

mundo que está defendido y entregado al mismo tiempo… Su negocio es del día, y sólo vive 
animado por la fluctuación… Por eso sonríe a todos la vida, aunque no sonríe a ninguno, porque 
no sabe quiénes son sus dueños, quiénes lo serán, quiénes lo seguirán siendo” (Caballero 86, 
ellipsis in original) 

154 Curiously, in the midst of his illicit business ventures and frauds, Leonardo is repelled 
by the notion of a legitimate business transaction: “Quería [Leonardo] recoger el dinero ganado 
en un negocio legal, aquel dinero que le parecía más feo que el conseguido por medio de las letras 
falsas, que después de todo sólo encarecían la vida del banquero, que es un ser muy necesitado de 
régimen” (Caballero 130).  
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Leonardo describes an unusual trinity of three groups of individuals—the “swindler” 

(“estafador”), the “politician” (“político”), and the “artist” (“artista”)—who are holding 

back an apocalyptic devastation, like the theological figure of the katechon.155 There is a 

noteworthy similarity between this triumvirate presented in El caballero del hongo gris, 

and the ideas of Saint-Simon, who “regarded artists, along with scientists and 

industrialists, as naturally destined to be part of the trinitarian ruling elite in the ideal 

state” (Calinescu 102). In Gómez de la Serna’s novel, once these three groups—the 

swindlers, politicians, and the artists—are no longer protected, the individuals disguised 

as those three groups will bring about “la ruina del mundo.” Aporetically, those persons 

who would appear to be preparing the conditions for this day of reckoning are those who, 

simultaneously, must be protected. This contradiction could stem from the fact that 

Leonardo is an exemplary swindler, and—besides being likened to a prince and a king in 

different times in the narrative—, he is compared to a politician, described by the narrator 

as possessing “algo de presidente de la república de un país monárquico” (Caballero 61). 

Even though Leonardo seems to discern an imminent disaster in relation to rampant 

financial speculation, socioeconomic inequality, and the discontent of the majority of 

society, this is perhaps one of the most calamitous forewarnings of the novel on a global 

scale. This component of Gómez de la Serna’s novel foreshadows the avant-garde novels 

included in Chapter 3 which all share an apocalyptic implicature in their depictions of 

political projects aimed at drastically rearranging sociopolitical relations.    

 
155 See footnote 212 for an explanation of the katechon and its connection to debates in 

theology and political theory.    
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A more personal revelation of the vacuity of such luxury is presented by the 

suicide of Nela, a German woman for whom Leonardo falls in Lisbon. As the novel 

progresses, the exuberant spending of Leonardo is foregrounded, while the superficiality 

of his existence is accentuated—and painfully emphasized by Nela’s death. While dining 

in a cabaret, Nela explains some of the things which sadden her, despite Leonardo’s 

attempts to shower her in luxury:  

Las flores del cabaret son las flores más tristes del mundo, son flores alcahuetas, 
que ni agradecidas ni pagadas… El que haya muchos hombres viejos en el 
salón… Es como si viese a mi padre en el lupanar… Lo que nos hace más triste a 
nosotras, es que alguna vez hemos tenido que cenar con los peores viejos… (114, 
ellipsis in original)  

In some ways reminiscent of Ingrid’s reflections in Lange’s 45 días y 30 marineros, Nela 

also refers to the excessive embraces of men, and how she feels as though she were 

without herself: “¡Tanto me han abrazado que me he quedado sin mí misma! Ahora me 

siento ligera como lo que puede volar sobre mares infinitos. […] Nos dejáis tan pulidas 

de caricias que somos bañistas de la muerte” (116). It should be noted that Leonardo 

frequently makes sexist remarks about women, and at various times in the narration, in 

addition, there are comments which verge on racist and antisemitic ideas. Nela mentions 

that when closing her eyes, she sees “fados de entierro” sung to her (117). Leonardo tries 

to maintain some good humor yet appears to be aware of some dreadful intimations in her 

words: “la cabeza de Leonardo se volvió involuntaria hacia Nela y la miró con un sentido 

que ni él mismo pudo comprender” (117). After this dinner, in the subsequent chapter, 

Valentín announces to Leonardo that Nela has committed suicide (117). While Leonardo 

becomes “pallid” (“pálido”) upon hearing this, the narrator emphasizes how even his 
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grief appears to be in some ways an appearance: “Un momento Leonardo apretó su rostro 

con una mano, como si contuviese la hemorragia de la emoción; pero después hizo un 

gesto de arrancarse el antifaz del dolor” (117-18). He then says to Valentín that they must 

abandon Lisbon, as “la imaginación popular” and newspapers might have suspicions 

about Nela’s death (118). However, his flight is not to appear suspect, as he gives 

testimony (“declarar”) and goes to the morgue (119). Although affected by Nela’s death, 

this event will not fundamentally alter Leonardo’s stance on life, his duplicitous business 

affairs, or his attempts to seduce women wherever he should go, like a modern 

incarnation of Don Juan. This approach to characterization could mark a significant 

departure from the aesthetics of a novel of the realist-naturalist tradition which would 

develop the psychology of the protagonist in more depth. Indeed, what will produce the 

most fear in Leonardo is the possibility of dying. It would be important to recall that, as 

discussed earlier, Valentín cites that speed attempts to surmount death, Leonardo is 

incensed (123). The demise of Leonardo is not reflected upon in extended conversations 

or in protracted internal meditations on the nature of death, which are largely absent from 

the novel.  

However, the anxiety of death manifests itself at a more structural narrative level, 

namely by the fear of substitution by another “caballero” wearing a bowler hat. In 

Marseille, the narrator notes the following about Leonardo’s bowler: “resultaba aquel 

sombrero demasiado llamativo, asaz importante, como desafiador de las imaginaciones” 

(141-142). Concerned that Leonardo’s bowler could jeopardize their ventures, Valentín 

suggests that Leonardo change hats (142). Leonardo responds by offering a defense of the 
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gray bowler: “Comprendo tu inquietud, pero te voy a confesar que sin mi hongo gris no 

podría ni pensar. Todas mis genialidades y mis actos de suerte se los debo al hongo 

gris… Si yo no tuviese el rato de paseo y medicación con mi hongo gris encasquetado, no 

encontraría salida a muchas cuestiones” (142). Despite the humor of the situation, the 

narrative centrality of the gray bowler challenges the notion of a moment of decision of a 

free or sovereign subject (like Emar’s “hombre soberano”), thereby revealing how 

Leonardo’s ipseity is bound his bowler, an external object.  

Due to the feedback loop established between the character and his headwear, the 

narrative of El caballero del hongo gris will clarify that, in fact, it is Leonardo who is 

worn by the hat. When Valentín is perplexed by the prioritizing of the gray bowler, his 

master retorts “¿entonces supones que se va montado en el hongo, no el hongo va 

montado en uno?” (142). This emphasis on the gray bowler destabilizes both the idea of 

an inwardly constituted individual, as well as the power of an ipseity which can assemble 

and master disparate impulses within the self by internal means alone. Later in the 

conversation, Leonardo remarks on “the faith” (“la fe”) he places in the gray bowler: 

“Además, perdida la fe en muchas cosas, hay que creer en algo, y por eso yo creo en el 

hongo gris… Entre los seres actuales, como entre los salvajes, algo en la cabeza, unas 

plumas especiales o un hongo gris, marcan a los jefes de la tribu… créeme que el hongo 

me da cierta impunidad…” (143, ellipsis in original). The character refers to a need for 

belief in this epoch, a need upon which Leonardo capitalizes in his economic dealings.156 

 
156 Leonardo takes advantage of the modern need for belief by foregrounding concerns 

and desires of the epoch in his economic dealings, as evidenced by his “artificial sun” and his 
aviation company.  
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Besides suggesting an absence of substantial differences between ancient and modern 

societies, his words relate his position and the bowler hat to the practices of tribal “jefes” 

with condescending eurocentrism, a problematic tendency which resurfaces in the context 

of my discussion of Huidobro’s novel La próxima in Chapter 3. 

It is not incidental, I would claim, that the bowler is compared with a crown—

invoking the image of a sovereign—for Leonardo himself seems to act above and outside 

the law, as a rogue, someone who becomes an outlaw through the unilateral exercise of 

his ipseity, as Derrida might comment (Rogues 63-70). Leonardo relates the bowler to the 

head and thus to representations of sovereignty, especially in that the bowler offers him a 

kind of “impunity” (“el hongo me da cierta impunidad…”) (Caballero 143, ellipsis in 

original). Additionally, when Leonardo presents a cheque with an enormous sum at a 

bank, he refrains from removing his gray bowler “para no perder su autoridad” (161). The 

bank employee is initially stunned by the amount to be withdrawn, but he cashes 

Leonardo’s cheque because he understands “el hongo gris como […] el marchamo de la 

legitimidad” (161). By uniting authority with legitimacy, the bowler seems to have its 

more democratizing potentials cast aside, as it here represents, on an individual like 

Leonardo, a kind of unrestrained power in the decadent landscape of financial speculation 

and economic calamities of the interwar years.157 As a matter of fact, the novel insists 

that “Leonardo vivía una vida de príncipe” (169), as though he were a young, potential 

 
157 Significant in view of Alberto Edwards’s essay discussed in the first chapter, Gómez 

de la Serna’s narrative connects authority with legitimacy by means of the bowler and its 
polyvalent symbolism. Relatedly, in the context of Lange’s novel, Ingrid’s action to remove and 
throw into the sea the Captain’s hat prefigures his loss of status and damaged reputation in the 
view of his crew.          
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sovereign, a “prince.” Furthermore, while in London—where he purchases a new gray 

bowler—, Leonardo is even mistaken by restaurant patrons for “el rey de España,” 

appearing to be “un rey de incógnito” (104, 109).                 

 The notion of substitutability recurs in the novel as an opposition between that 

which would seek to be singular and unique—namely Leonardo and his gray bowler—, 

and that which would duplicate and substitute that which would attempt to affirm its 

singularity. In this process, following Derrida’s reading of iterability, any recurrence that 

is apparently singular becomes iterable and thus dissimilar, for each repetition—no 

matter how seemingly identical and self-same—, is necessarily other because of the 

inexorable movement of time.158 In regard to being reported to the authorities, Leonardo 

says the following of those who would seek “to substitute” him and other analogous 

individuals: “Todos los que nos quieren substituir nos denuncian y el gran banquero 

fulmina el rayo contra nosotros” (72). This tension also plays out in the case of 

Leonardo’s selection of his bowler hat, which is destabilized by the subsequent bowlers 

he purchases in the narrative. Nevertheless, the opposition between the singular and the 

iterable finds its most acute expression in Leonardo himself, who could be replaced and 

substituted by another voracious, callous, and smartly dressed swindler with a bowler.     

There are two key moments in the novel when the ipseity of Leonardo qua 

“caballero del hongo gris” is contested: when he encounters the “caballero de hongo 

 
158 Although forming part of a discussion on writing and linguistic codes, Derrida notes 

the following about the etymology of “iterability” and its conceptual implications: “iter, again, 
probably comes from itara, other in Sanskrit, and everything that follows can be read as the 
working out of the logic that ties repetition to alterity” (“Signature” 7, original emphasis).    
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color café,” and when he duels the other “caballero del hongo gris” in Rome. Leonardo’s 

secretary comments “Tu sombrero gris es la garantía del Banco” (41). Leonardo agrees, 

while noting that “hay quien odia el hongo gris de un modo cerril” (41) He then relates 

that “la oposición más ruda que me han hecho al implantarme en París me la ha hecho un 

tipo de hongo color café” (41). Leonardo reveals that this “hombre de sombrero café” is 

“un chileno rabioso… Aún me acecha como un enemigo implacable” (41, ellipsis in 

original). Eventually, the “caballero de hongo color café” will confront Leonardo, asking 

him to return the money of an Argentine woman, Alicia Boxer, with whom Leonardo has 

become romantically and financially involved.159 Besides these two men, their bowlers 

themselves compete, in a way that emphasizes them more than their human wearers: “los 

sombreros disputaban ya en el perchero” (56). In addition to the tension between the two 

based on their bowlers, the two dispute cultural and national origins; Leonardo asks how 

the “caballero de hongo color café” has come to advocate for “una argentina,” to which 

his double responds, speaking of South America: “Esta es la solidaridad que tenemos; 

somos hijos de esa bolsa de dinero que la Providencia tiró al mar y que ustedes se 

encontraron para construir ciudades” (57). Leonardo denies the legacy of colonial 

exploitation by rejecting the construction of pyramids, Roman structures, and cathedrals 

“con el dinero de ustedes” (57). The Chilean man alludes to Leonardo’s gray bowler, 

which leads them to argue about their respective bowler hats (58). Leonardo says to the 

 
159 Leonardo becomes obsessed with Alicia, and, disturbingly, he will bite her on the lips 

(Caballero 53). Once Leonardo leaves her, he realizes that he must begin another life, especially 
as Alicia “se había convertido en la principal sostenedora de sus negocios, y si ella pedía el 
dinero, la quiebra sería completa. Había que apresurarse a desaparecer” (53).   
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“caballero de hongo color café” that he will complete “las devoluciones” to Alicia the 

next day (57). With the brief altercation over, Leonardo leaves Paris for Lisbon under the 

name of “Mauricio Deleito, súbdito cubano” (58). The incident with the “caballero de 

hongo color café,” while brief, poses the possibility of a doppelgänger of Leonardo, even 

though substitution does not completely take place: his potential double’s bowler is a 

different color than that of the protagonist (the former does not wear an “hongo gris,” but 

rather an “hongo color café”). As such, for the time being, Leonardo conserves his 

singularity as the “caballero del hongo gris,” even though he is forced to change his name 

for another which the narrative will not use (indeed he will change his name at other 

times in the novel). Accordingly, this scene presages Leonardo’s doubling by another 

“caballero del hongo gris” in Rome, who epitomizes the threat of substitution and death, 

which might underlie the anxiety presented by the traditional outcome of any individual’s 

encounter with a doppelgänger.             

At the conclusion of the novel, while in Rome, Leonardo and Valentín witness 

“otro caballero de hongo gris,” causing Valentín to say that he is the “doble” of Leonardo 

(165). Leonardo affirms that the other caballero is his duplicate, a notion with which the 

narrator tends to agree, despite the physical differences between them: “era un hombre 

pequeño, un tanto escuálido y de un color de ágata pasada. Como la estela de un ser 

misterioso quedaba en su mente al recordar a aquel hombre de hongo gris que le miraba 

como a su suplantador con fría mirada rapiñadora” (165, emphasis added). Significantly, 

Leonardo sees this other man wearing a gray bowler as his possible “suplantador,” as the 

one who could replace and substitute him, thereby bringing about his death. This copying 
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of the “caballero del hongo gris” eliminates the force of the purportedly singular bowler 

of Leonardo in previous cities:   

En la vida de Roma, aquel otro caballero del hongo gris, que era un 
aristócrata de la ciudad, que había pasado de niño por sus colegios, era 
cada vez más incompatible con Leonardo. […] Cuando era él solo el que 
usaba el hongo gris en Roma, resultaba el rey de sus calles; pero así, con 
una competencia, estaba anulado. (173)  

In addition to the philosophical tension between the singular and iterable, there is also a 

class antagonism between the bourgeoisie and the aristocracy in the narrative. While 

Leonardo routinely courts members of the aristocracy throughout the novel and feigns to 

be one of them, he remains part of the (petite) bourgeoisie. Thus, it should not be 

overlooked that his final duel is not with a member of the bourgeoisie wearing a gray 

bowler, but an aristocrat with identical headwear.160 In light of the bowler’s 

democratizing associations and its peculiar connection to sovereignty, I would also 

highlight that whoever would flaunt a gray bowler hat in Rome could be considered “el 

rey de sus calles.” The syntax of the sentence can be read ambiguously, such that either 

Leonardo or the Roman “caballero del hongo gris” can be interpreted as “king,” as 

sovereign, because of a hat. The aforementioned ambiguity of attribution syntactically 

deepens the crisis due to indifferentiation which leads to the novel’s climax: the duel 

between the two “caballeros del hongo gris.”     

Speaking with Valentín about his Roman double, Leonardo judges this other 

“caballero del hongo gris” to be a substantial threat: “es más peligroso un perseguidor por 

 
160 We should also indicate that Leonardo is conscious of his difference from aristocrats, 

who, in his view, are “innumerable” and only “from afar” appear to be “en minoría:” “Sólo 
nosotros [Leonardo y Valentín] sabemos que la aristocracia es innumerable… Desde lejos, parece 
clase más confinada y más en minoría” (Caballero 153, ellipsis in original).       
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vanidad que el que persigue por mandato de la justicia” (174). His friend suggests that 

Leonardo simply stop wearing his gray bowler, as this rivalry with the other “caballero 

del hongo gris” could endanger everything (174). Leonardo insists “Si tuviese que ir a la 

guillotina, iría con mi hongo… […] No pierdas de vista que eres [Valentín] tan secretario 

mío como secretario de mi sombrero” (174, first ellipsis in original, second ellipsis 

added). We should take note of the fact that Leonardo refers to decapitation by guillotine, 

historically the death penalty for nobles and kings, especially during the French 

Revolution. He reacts as though—by means of his gray bowler—he had acquired an 

aristocratic title, as though he really were the prince or king to which he is compared in 

the narration. Decisively, the bowler is depicted here as that which consolidates 

Leonardo’s ipseity: Valentín is just as much Leonardo’s secretary as he is the secretary of 

the gray bowler. Leonardo considers that he may have to challenge the other “caballero” 

to a duel: “No lo sé, pero quizá tenga que desafiarle” (174). By contrast with the 

elaborate representation of Ingrid’s meditations on leaving the boat in 45 días y 30 

marineros by Lange, we are not presented in Gómez de la Serna’s novel with an interior 

reflection of perhaps the most crucial decision made by Leonardo of the entire narrative. 

Although both works are Hispanic vanguard narratives, we could attribute this difference 

perhaps to the fact that El caballero del hongo gris—in evidencing more of a 

“pneumatic” approach to its composition—lacks the psychological probing of Lange’s 

novel. However, to do justice to Gómez de la Serna’s novel, we should bear in mind that 

this narrative seeks to examine in modern life what is on the surface, that is, what appears 

to us on the speculative marketplace, rather than what brings this marketplace and its 
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relations into being. Throughout the novel, Gómez de la Serna portrays various 

peculiarities of modern life, largely by focusing on certain commodities which produce a 

series of psychological effects and habits in the persons that interact with them.   

In another instance which reveals the tension underlying the existence of the two 

separate “caballeros del hongo gris” who would likely assert their own primacy and 

singularity, respectively, Leonardo mentions that both men are interested in the same 

female singer, and on one occasion, after the rivals coincide, she is greeted by “nuestros 

dos sombreros como réplica y doble ala de un mismo saludo” (174). In this passage, the 

doubling of the “caballero del hongo gris”—in Leonardo and the Roman aristocrat—is 

similarly doubled in the gesturing of each man’s hat, joined in a singular greeting. The 

narration also privileges the acting of the “sombreros” rather than the two men, 

syntactically destabilizing the ipseity of either individual. Leonardo—eventually fed up 

with the other “caballero del hongo gris,” “su caricatura”—defies the other to a duel by 

knocking off his gray bowler: “le dio un latigazo [Leonardo] en el hongo, arrebatándoselo 

como si lo hubiese pescado” (175). Although Valentín remains baffled by dueling over 

“una simpleza como el hongo gris” (175), Leonardo ripostes, enraged, “¡Otra vez la 

misma ingratitud y la misma tontería! Al hongo gris se lo debemos todo. Es mi suerte, mi 

talismán, lo que me ha salvado muchas veces y lo que me salvará una vez más” (176).        

At the dueling ground, the narrator emphasizes a lack of decision that would seem 

related to the fatality of the moment, as well as to the narrative’s structural need to 

eliminate one of the individuals who would purport to be the singular “caballero del 

hongo gris.” It would appear that the narrative has been building to a confrontation that 
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would resolve, once and for all, who is really the one who deserves to bear the name of 

the “caballero del hongo gris.” However, as I will propose, the narrative’s conclusion 

seems to rehearse the possibility of other iterations of individuals with gray bowlers. 

Before the duel begins, both men are described in the following way: “ninguno de los dos 

en firme, ninguno en despedida, los dos en firme, los dos en despedida” (177). It is as 

though the narration would seek to double the doubling of the “caballeros,” by the 

syntactic repetition of the phrase, which is not identical, but rather like an iteration, alike 

and other (“ninguno de los dos en firme, ninguno en despedida, los dos en firme, los dos 

en despedida”). As a result of the confrontation, Leonardo is killed in the duel. Valentín 

weeps and embraces the body of Leonardo, while the other “caballero del hongo gris” 

does not put on his gray bowler, leaving the scene in a kind of mourning (177-78).161 

That this other “caballero” would mourn could be related to Leonardo’s own fears, 

namely the hazard of death and substitution presented by one’s doppelgänger, by another 

“caballero del hongo gris.” However, the displaced doubling of Leonardo into the Roman 

aristocrat is not the only case of duplication, for Valentín seems to carry on the spirit of 

his former master and friend. Valentín adheres to Leonardo’s teachings, namely “huir con 

lo puesto, ganar distancia, cambiar de nombre. Y como una sombra enloquecida corrió 

hacia esa primera estación de las afueras, que es donde toman el tren todos los náufragos 

de la ciudad. Era como dos almas en una. La suya y la de Leonardo, huyendo a campo 

 
161 Describing the reaction of the Roman “caballero del hongo gris” to the death of his 

double (Leonardo), the narrator indicates the following: “El otro caballero del hongo gris, el 
infrangible superviviente que luciría más mañana en la Roma suntuosa y orgullosa de todos los 
días, más viejo que nunca y más pequeño que antes, no se atrevió a ponerse el hongo gris 
triunfante que llevaba en la mano y se ausentó como quien huye de un pésame que le coge de 
claro cuando el deber era el luto riguroso” (Caballero 178).    
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traviesa” (178, emphasis added). Although the narration does not mention whether 

Valentín takes with him Leonardo’s gray bowler, it is as though the cycle of the 

“caballero del hongo gris” both persists and bifurcates: in all likelihood, the aristocratic 

Roman “caballero del hongo gris,” despite declining to wear his hat at present, will 

continue to galivant in Rome with his bowler, while Valentín will abandon the city with 

Leonardo’s soul and teachings, seeming to imply that he too, perhaps, will become 

another international conman wearing a bowler hat.                    
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V. Subjectivity, the Decision, and the Passage from Self-Rule to Collective-Rule in 

Avant-Garde Prose: A Conclusion to Chapter 2       

In my interpretations of the novels by Juan Emar, Norah Lange, and Ramón  

Gómez de la Serna included in Chapter 2, I have focused on the efforts of individuals—

Emar’s narrator, Ingrid, and Leonardo—in their attempts to exert their ipseity in the face 

of opposition from different collective formations or specular doublings. Likewise, I have 

examined these avant-garde narratives by abstracting the philosophical oppositions that 

structure the concept of ipseity: the calculable and the incalculable, and the singular and 

the irreducible vis-à-vis the totalizing and the subordinating. These oppositions, I have 

argued, possess not only philosophical, but also political implications relating to the 

nature of subjectivity, as a theorization of ipseity allows for a critique of subjective 

models emphasizing self-ownership and self-possession. As I shall suggest in Chapter 3, 

the oppositions inhering to ipseity are connected to sovereignty, to the exercise of 

democracy, as well as to the possibility of authoritarianism and autocracy. Thus, in these 

concluding remarks to Chapter 2, I seek to highlight the primary arguments proposed in 

my readings of the texts by Emar, Lange, and Gómez de la Serna. This synopsis sets the 

stage for the theoretical problems that I pursue in the vanguard novels of Chapter 3, 

which I outline at the close of the present section.             

 In Emar’s Un año, I have addressed the narrator’s desire to move beyond a 

limited, singular, and human perspective, as well as the implications of those who would 

challenge his ipseity—namely God and a group of eleven women. I have considered the 

narrator’s experiences of alienation in the city and his inability to communicate his 
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experiences and reflections with others. I have related these tensions, manifesting 

principally in urban contexts, to encounters in a natural environment, on the coast, where 

the narrator has transcendent experiences related to the enigmatic Desiderio Longotoma, 

who wears a bowler hat—a small but important detail given the importance of this style 

of garment in Gómez de la Serna’s El caballero del hongo gris. In light of the emphasis 

in Emar’s text on “an aspect of the role of God” and the negative connotations of the 

narrator’s divine perception, Longotoma can be seen as affording the narrator a 

superhuman conception of time and being with more positive associations in the 

narrative. During this episode, the water of the ocean is dispersed to the horizon, while 

the narrator has the experience of a descent into the depths of the earth. Longotoma 

reveals that humans for generations have correlated the subterranean with evil and the 

celestial with the good. I have analyzed these events and related episodes in view of their 

relationship to the opposition of singularization and totalization that is central to the 

notion of ipseity, as well as to political and divine forms of sovereignty. In stark 

comparison with the narrator’s divine omniscience in the city, he is not distressed by 

what occurs by the sea with Longotoma; indeed, he is calm. I have read the ambiguous 

relationship between movement and stillness vis-à-vis anxiety and tranquility with regard 

to the displacements of the horizontal and vertical axes, which can be associated with the 

Derridean conception of democratic movement as a kind of circle.    

Critical to my reading of Emar’s Un año is the decisive episode in which the 

narrator’s walking is interrupted by eleven women wearing rags in front of a building in a 

city, probably Santiago de Chile (Un año 24). This disruption enrages the narrator, who 
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believes that he is experiencing a breach of his “prerrogativas de libertad,” for he 

maintains that he is an “hombre soberano” living in “una Repúblisa [sic] modelo,” (21, 

24). While bearing in mind the typically vanguardist humor of Emar’s narration, I have 

contended that this incident evidences several sociopolitical discordances: it not only 

presents a vision of the subject reminiscent of the liberal, sovereign individual, but it also 

engenders an opposition between a singular citizen and a group which seems to thwart 

the exercising of his rights, thus disclosing a gendered exclusion. The freedoms of the 

narrator, as a “sovereign man,” are destabilized by the eleven women standing together. I 

read this episode as staging pivotal questions of democratic theory and practice, relating 

to who is deemed a subject of certain entitlements and privileges, who may vote, and who 

may be counted among the dēmos and enjoy the liberties of a citizen of “a model 

Republic.”162 I have related the gender and class tensions that emerge in this segment of 

Emar’s novel to comparable problems addressed in the novels by Lange and Gómez de la 

Serna. Also crucial in my analysis of Un año is the narrator’s experience on the balcony 

in his friends’ apartment building, when he becomes incensed upon witnessing singular 

persons and events taking place in another building in such a way that he sees them 

together as one totality. He qualifies his experience as “Un aspecto del rol de Dios” (Un 

año 28). This Godlike omniscience is not limited to the optical, as he will then consider 

the temporal possibilities of such divine perception. These happenings are deeply 

troubling to the narrator, whose self-depiction as a “sovereign man” would seem to turn 

 
162 It should be recalled that, contrary to the episode with the eleven women, other 

sections that I have considered in Un año involve the narrator’s homosocial connections with 
some of his friends living in the same building of apartments, or with Desiderio Longotoma.  
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in on itself: the elements of ontotheological sovereignty that he mentions having 

endured—namely “an aspect of God’s role”—provoke in him anxiety and resentment, as 

well as a radical sense of fragility. I have engaged the metaphysical and religious 

consequences of these aspects of Emar’s work, while stressing their political relevance to 

questions of ipseity and sovereignty.         

In the section dedicated to Lange’s 45 días y 30 marineros, I have dialogued with 

Derrida’s reflections on the tendency in Western philosophy to organize political 

association around notions of homosocial friendship which foreground the friend as both 

masculine and as a brother. One of the main objectives of my discussion of Lange’s novel 

has been to consider—in a political register—Ingrid’s attempts at fraternity with the male 

members of the crew. Specifically, in relation to Ingrid’s experiences during the ocean 

voyage, I have explored the consequences of the following question posed by Derrida: 

“What is a friend in the feminine, and who, in the feminine, is her friend?” (Politics 56). 

Accordingly, I have suggested that 45 días y 30 marineros describes the foundation of the 

ipseity of a particular homosocial and hierarchical community, which establishes and 

maintains its collective ipseity by appealing primarily to nation, rank, and gendered 

exclusion. In view of these modes of homosocial filiation aboard the ship, I have 

analyzed the cultural and national ties of Stevenson and Ingrid to Argentina and Norway. 

Despite sporadic episodes that would seem to create a bond regardless of gender, the 

novel disturbingly displays the impossibility of Ingrid’s belonging to the fraternity of 

male sailors, due to gender and sexual prejudices. In order for Ingrid to become a kind of 

brother of the crewmembers, she would have to relinquish her ipseity, giving herself up 
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to one of the crew as a lover who would seek to possess her. By engaging Derrida’s 

concept of propriation—by which sexual difference becomes a fundamental ontological 

condition via “making proper,” the appropriating of others’ bodies—, I have indicated 

that the crews’ acts of propriation, of attempting to possess Ingrid, are that which 

undermine and negate democratic possibilities, while revealing the violent cost of 

forming part of the crew’s homosocial community. At the same time, in spite of these 

disturbing elements of the narrative, it is crucial to bring to light moments of 45 días y 30 

marineros which offer democratic potentials. In particular, I have highlighted Ingrid’s 

“cordiality,” originating from a deep sense of empathy, along with the notion of a shared 

observation of the weakness of the others aboard during the long journey, as that which 

could forge a bond transcending the frequently fraternalistic and nationalistic dimensions 

of friendship and community.     

Urgently debated by the essayists of my first chapter, the nature of decision—of 

who decides for whom—is also problematized in the discourse on gender presented in 

Lange’s novel. If Chapter 2 has aimed to discuss the matter of who is allowed to decide, 

the final chapter of the dissertation considers who affects (and is affected by) such 

decisions. The conclusion of 45 días y 30 marineros consists of a powerful representation 

of Ingrid’s reflections on abandoning the ship so as to accompany a recently encountered 

relative on the way to her future destination. Given the nuanced articulation of Ingrid’s 

thoughts in this part of the novel, I have described her decision as a Derridean “passive 

decision” which displaces not only the sovereignty of the Captain, but also models of 

subjectivity organized around self-mastery, self-possession, and self-ownership.       
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In the final novel of Chapter 2, Gómez de la Serna’s El caballero del hongo gris, I 

have analyzed the ways by which Leonardo fosters “confidence” in potential investors, 

and the psychological effects of modern commodities such as the bowler hat. I have also 

examined the opposition of the singular and the iterable that is manifested in the 

relationship between Leonardo and his gray bowler, which transforms him into the 

supposedly singular “caballero del hongo gris.” However, this uniqueness is challenged 

in the narration, as Leonardo confronts two doppelgängers who both sport bowler hats. 

Leonardo and another “caballero del hongo gris” duel, resulting in the protagonist’s 

death. I have suggested that the presentation of doubling in Gómez de la Serna’s novel 

relates to an anxiety of being substituted which is connected to a fear of dying.          

 Moreover, I have addressed how Leonardo and his friend and secretary Valentín 

converse about modern life and its relationship to speed—a typically futurist concern—, 

while voicing an awareness of the unsustainable socioeconomic trends of the period. In 

spite of their profligate spending and lavish lifestyles, the two characters express 

preoccupation involving the multitudes and the social crises on the horizon. El caballero 

del hongo gris warns of future disasters produced by reckless financial speculation in 

relation to contemporary sociopolitical conditions. I have emphasized the few, yet critical 

allusions to the masses and the indefensibility of economic practices of the epoch—

embodied by Leonardo and his bowler—, given the centrality of these socioeconomic and 

political concerns in the essays of the first chapter, and in the aesthetic presentation of 

related problems in the novels of Chapter 3.               
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Chapter 2 has questioned who can be conceived of as a subject of democracy, a 

member of the dēmos. Emar’s Un año evinces the problem of positing the subject of “a 

model Republic” to be a “sovereign man,” given the exclusion of women in democratic 

participation, a fact which Lange’s 45 días y 30 marineros forcefully demonstrates in a 

metaphorical manner. However, it is telling that Emar’s narrator makes reference to a 

“sovereign man,” rather than a sovereign woman, while being tested by a group of 

women who seem to stand in his way and cause him to change his course. In this context, 

we should draw attention to gender and sexual difference as integral components of 

Derrida’s discussion of the etymology of ipseity:  “ipse alone, like autos in Greek, which 

ipse can actually translate […], designates the oneself as master in the masculine: the 

father, husband, son, or brother, the proprietor, owner, or seignior, indeed the sovereign” 

(Rogues 11-12, original emphasis). Hence, the concept of ipseity implies for Derrida “the 

oneself as master in the masculine,” such I might suggest that Ingrid—in asserting 

herself, in seeking to fraternize and become a brother among brothers—destabilizes the 

idea of a self that is “the proper of the oneself” (Rogues 12).163 Therefore, in 

consideration of the paradoxical and problematic idea of a sovereign subject, of the 

sovereignty of the individual—masculine or feminine—, we must ask how it could be 

that—although the citizen is often defined by a free exercise of rights—any subject of a 

democracy, any member of the dēmos could ever be (a) sovereign.164 This chapter offers 

 
163 In passing, we should note that in the two volumes of The Beast & the Sovereign, 

Derrida analyzes the feminine character of the figure of the beast, which he opposes to the 
masculinity of the sovereign.   

164 Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679) in The Elements of Law evokes a similar problem when 
discussing democracy: “In the making of a democracy, there passeth no covenant, between the 
sovereign and any subject. For while the democracy is a making, there is no sovereign with whom 
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possible responses to this line of inquiry. Emar’s narrator cannot even contemplate the 

possibility of the sovereignty of the eleven women, whereas Ingrid seeks to join, in 

friendship, the community aboard the ship, but is barred from doing so without being 

absorbed and appropriated by the male crew. The homosocial fraternity of the crew 

seems to require the boundaries of gendered exclusion to gather together the diverse 

ipseities of the male sailors within the power structure as confirmed by the Captain. 

Under the rule of his authority, the ship constitutes a maritime sovereignty, a sort of 

island that displaces itself through time and space while being subject to a more radical 

internal displacement caused by Ingrid’s presence. Unlike Ingrid, Leonardo, in Gómez de 

la Serna’s novel, does not seek fraternity with those whom he swindles: he is keen to take 

advantage of them and others as much as possible. At the same time, the narrative 

presents a homosocial bond that unites Leonardo with Valentín, along with the interested 

and often abusive relations that the protagonist maintains with everybody else, especially 

women. More broadly, the only community to which Leonardo would seek to belong is 

that of the richest elites, to whom he would, in turn, have no loyalty and would keep on 

exploiting in a predatory fashion. Thus, he becomes an extreme figure of sovereignty, a 

kind of rogue, in Derrida’s sense, as he uncontrolledly wields an ipseity chiefly derived 

from a commodity, his gray bowler, which allows him to pursue his egocentric goals of 

social ascension and luxury. However, the bowler hat, which presumably singularizes 

 
to contract. For it cannot be imagined, that the multitude should contract with itself, or with any 
one man, or number of men, parcel of itself, to make itself sovereign; nor that a multitude, 
considered as one aggregate, can give itself anything which before it had not” (qtd. in Bennington 
104).    
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Leonardo, also has the capability of making him like any other individual, any other 

potential member of a dēmos. It is telling that in the year prior to the 1929 stock market 

crash, El caballero del hongo gris centers on the business sector, focusing on speculation 

and significant wealth inequalities, while seeming to foreshadow a crisis to come. The 

novels that close my project present scenarios of societal emergencies that frequently 

contain apocalyptic references and results.           

Consequently, in the third chapter, I analyze three vanguard novels—Los siete 

locos (1929) by Roberto Arlt, La próxima (1934) by Vicente Huidobro, and Lo rojo y lo 

azul (1932) by Benjamín Jarnés—that coincide in signaling the imminence of drastic 

social unrest and transformation in the late 1920s and early 1930s. These narratives 

portray avant-garde political groups which advance different revolutionary projects to 

reformulate social relations and create new states, in such a way that these works echo, 

and at times anticipate the contemporary crises of the interwar years. As I have discussed 

in Chapter 2, the tension relating to the ipseity of the individual and the ipseity of the 

group reveals itself along class and gendered lines. In Chapter 3, I relate this tension to an 

aporia at the heart of democracy, by examining the paradoxes of how groups, and 

particularly their leaders, seek to bring together different forces and become a unity. In 

this sense, it is relevant that theorist Wendy Brown, in a discussion about Derrida, 

considers ipseity to be “the critical link between sovereignty and democracy:” “ipseity 

orders the diverse parts of the self to bring forth the self that would be free, gathers a self 

out of internal dispersion or collision, and distinguishes self-rule of an assemblage from 

autocracy on one side and anarchy on the other” (“Sovereign” 119). As such, Chapter 3 
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continues down the path of investigation of Chapter 2 by studying the rule of the self in 

view of collective rule, with the guiding thread of ipseity. I pursue these problems in 

relation to sovereignty and democracy, while also tracing anarchic and autocratic 

possibilities and movements. In the novels of this final chapter, I analyze how individual 

subjects act together, and what forms of collective action can take place in the midst of 

dire political circumstances. Additionally, by addressing the ipseity of collectives in the 

novels by Arlt, Huidobro, and Jarnés, I reflect on authoritarian and democratic tendencies 

in the rule of groups. In light of Derrida’s autoimmunitary conception of democracy—in 

which democratic actions may undermine democracy, and autocratic decisions may 

preserve democracy—, I study the ways by which these vanguard novelists present the 

functioning and organization of groups that radically aim to reorder forms of political 

life.        
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CHAPTER 3: REHEARSING FAILURES AND RUINATIONS TO COME: SECRET 

SOCIETIES, UTOPIAS, AND REVOLUTIONARY UPRISINGS IN LOS SIETE 

LOCOS (1929) BY ROBERTO ARLT, LA PRÓXIMA (1934) BY VICENTE 

HUIDOBRO, AND LO ROJO Y LO AZUL (1932) BY BENJAMÍN JARNÉS       

I. Vanguard Meta-Reflexivity and Interrogating the Possibility of Writing Anguish, 

Violence, and Failure: An Introduction to Chapter 3 

The avant-garde novels of Chapter 2 narratively stage problems fundamental to 

conceptualizing democracy. In particular, although there are not direct references to the 

historical crises of the interwar years, I have explored in the novels by Juan Emar, Norah 

Lange, and Ramón Gómez de la Serna oppositions essential to democratic theory and 

practice, organized around singularity and totality, the one and the many, the calculable 

and the incalculable, and the singular and the iterable. These three novels present how 

individuals interact with groups, and the tensions between the ipseity of a single person 

and of a collective, as well as the gendered implications of some of these interactions. 

Only in some instances do the narratives of the second chapter explicitly engage the 

political circumstances of the 1920s and 1930s. Accordingly, I have sought to read the 

second chapter’s vanguard novels by way of approaching the political and philosophical 

oppositions that structure these narratives, as they portray dynamics and concepts that 

help us to understand the workings of democracy and sovereignty. 

By contrast, the vanguard texts to which I turn in Chapter 3 dialogue with the 

political crises of the early twentieth century in more explicit ways, often including as the 
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background of the narratives—or indeed as key instigating events—the Tragic Week in 

Barcelona (1909), the ongoing Spanish conflict in Morocco and the Rif War (1911-1927), 

the First World War (1914-1918), the October Revolution and Russian Civil War (1917-

1924), among other occurrences. However, at the same time, these novels composed by 

Roberto Arlt, Vicente Huidobro, and Benjamín Jarnés, depict varied responses and forms 

of organization that seek to respond to these conditions, namely by proposing new social 

relations: the insurrectionary violence of a secret society in Arlt’s Los siete locos (1929), 

the avoidance of global war in a utopic attempt to establish a colony in Huidobro’s La 

próxima (1934), and the creation of a revolutionary situation by means of a military 

uprising in Jarnés’s Lo rojo y lo azul (1932). Despite the substantial differences among 

these three radical projects, all of the narratives share a sense of the impossibility of 

successfully completing their respective undertakings: from the onset, characters and 

even the narrators cast these designs in a doubtful light, and indeed, none of these 

revolutionary plans succeed. Nonetheless, I will suggest that Jarnés’s novel, despite its 

presentation of a failed revolution, does offer a more hopeful ending in a vital dialogue 

that I read as critiquing violence and hatred by advancing a notion of generosity. This 

conclusion of Lo rojo y lo azul thus diverges from the other two novels because of its 

sense of being open to the future. Like the narratives included in Chapter 2, these works 

by Arlt, Huidobro, and Jarnés all contain vanguardist meta-reflexive components, which I 

will outline. I will also delineate the main aspects of my arguments concerning the novels 

studied in Chapter 3. Firstly, however, I will offer a brief sketch of these writers’ 

relationships with the avant-gardes in the early twentieth century. 
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With texts evincing vanguardist techniques—as I shall discuss in this 

introduction—,  Arlt can be understood as part of the cultural setting of the historical 

avant-gardes: he is often positioned between two key Argentine literary groups of the 

period, Boedo and Florida (Rosenberg 49; Gnutzmann 23).165  Huidobro is perhaps the 

avant-garde artist par excellence, with significant transnational experiences and contacts 

in Buenos Aires, Paris, and Madrid, among other cities. Indeed, critic Jorge Schwartz 

qualifies Huidobro as “el fundador de las vanguardias latinoamericanas” (Las 

vanguardias 95).166 While often celebrated for his poetry, Huidobro also produced prose 

works, including the 1934 novel discussed in this chapter, La próxima. The final author 

of this section, Benjamín Jarnés, is a noteworthy figure of the Spanish avant-garde in the 

period, recognized for his novelistic production, as well for as his writing for Revista de 

Occidente and his membership on the editorial board of La Gaceta Literaria (Lough, El 

profesor 469; Bernstein 21).167     

 
165 Arlt’s writing, despite not overtly forming part of the “‘ismos’” of the vanguards, 

would nonetheless confront “los modelos literarios convencionales,” a phenomenon that we 
observe in Los siete locos (Gnutzmann 23).  Arlt manifests tendencies shared by the Boedo 
Group, not only in his presentation of social problematics in his work, but also because of “su 
propio origen de la baja clase media y sus ideas políticas” (Gnutzmann 23). At the same time, 
however, Arlt’s relationship with authors such as Ricardo Güiraldes—for whom he worked as 
secretary in the period of the composition of El juguete rabioso (1926)— as well as his writing in 
Proa, can also make the case for Arlt’s approximation to the Florida Group (23). 

166 Similar to Marinetti, Huidobro founds his own vanguard movement, Creacionismo 
(Schwartz, Las vanguardias 95). Huidobro would come into contact with significant avant-garde 
artists, such as Pablo Picasso and Pierre Reverdy, and would serve as a figure who would connect 
intellectual and artistic circles in Europe and Latin America (95-96).    

167 La Gaceta Literaria was headed by Guillermo de Torre and Ernesto Giménez 
Caballero (Foard 1).  La Gaceta Literaria would have significant contributions from figures such 
as Ortega y Gasset, and would garner both national and international praise, to such a degree that 
it would increase its cultural production and activities, “sponsoring book exhibitions, awarding 
literary prizes, publishing books, and even underwriting Madrid’s first cinema club” (Foard 1-2). 
Nonetheless, “Within less than a year, serious internal divisions in its ranks were reflected in the 
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I will now consider some vanguardist features of the three novels of Chapter 3. 

Roberto Arlt’s Los siete locos—taking place in Buenos Aires in the beginning of the 

twentieth century—presents the life of Erdosain, who, losing his sanity, ends up joining a 

secret society of insurrectionists. Like a political or artistic vanguard, this small group is 

headed by the Astrólogo, whose revolutionary plot combines aspects of far right and far 

left discourses, with a strongly authoritarian bent. If much of Los siete locos—a novel 

divided into three nameless chapters, each of which is composed of titled sections—

would seem to evoke the degraded atmospheres of naturalist literary works—such as the 

Argentine novel La bolsa (1891) by Julián Martel (José María Miró)—, the use of 

geometric imagery presents a possible intersection of Arlt’s novel with techniques of the 

historical avant-gardes. In Chapter 1 of Los siete locos, in the section entitled “Estados de 

conciencia,” geometric images are employed in the expression of Erdosain’s “desdicha:” 

“Existía otro sentimiento y ése era el silencio circular entrado como un cilindro de acero 

en la masa de su cráneo, de tal modo que lo dejaba sordo para todo aquello que no se 

relacionara con su desdicha” (Siete 85, emphasis added). This “circular silence” seems to 

mirror the syntax of the long, subordinated sentences, which begin to weigh 

psychologically on the reader. The “desdicha” of Erdosain soon shifts in the direction of 

madness: “Este círculo de silencio y de tinieblas interrumpía la continuidad de sus ideas, 

de forma que Erdosain no podía asociar, en el declive de su razonamiento, su hogar 

llamado casa con una institución designada con el nombre de cárcel” (85, emphasis 

 
Gaceta’s columns and de Torre departed for Argentina” (2). If “personal or literary 
disagreements” might have influenced de Torre’s departure, Foard identifies Giménez 
Caballero’s fascism as a critical factor in de Torre’s decision (2). 
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added). Indeed, this passage is characteristic of much of Los siete locos: an amalgamation 

of excessive reasoning, madness, and anguish. The meta-reflexive nature of Arlt’s Los 

siete locos reveals itself perhaps most evidently in the varied mediations of the plot by 

the narrator, identified as “el comentador.” While the interventions are perhaps most 

explicit in the narrative’s footnotes entitled “Notas del comentador,” there are more 

subtle instances when the Comentador’s presence is manifested. For example, when the 

Astrólogo and Erdosain are discussing the plot to kidnap the character Barsut, the 

narrator states: “Erdosain recomenzó su relato. Narró todo lo que conocemos” (159). 

Later in the novel, we are presented with the circumstances under which Erdosain 

confessed to the Comentador, who is also called in the narrative “El cronista de esta 

historia:” “Durante aquellos tres días en que [Erdosain] estuvo refugiado en mi casa, lo 

confesó todo” (177). The narrator indicates the following:  

El cronista de esta historia no se atreve a definirlo a Erdosain; tan numerosas 
fueron las desdichas de su vida, que los desastres que más tarde provocó en 
compañía del Astrólogo […]. Aún hoy, cuando releo las confesiones de Erdosain, 
paréceme inverosímil haber asistido a tan siniestros desenvolvimientos de 
impudor y de angustia. (177)  

In a way mirroring what takes place to the Comentador, the narration of Los siete locos 

causes the readers to experience the disquiet and, at times, the dread of attending to 

Erdosain’s deranged and criminal reflections. In particular, when the Comentador 

describes the protagonist’s stay in his house and his confessions, this narrative voice says 

that Erdosain “Hablaba sordamente, sin interrupciones, como si recitara una lección 

grabada al frío por infinitas atmósferas de presión, en el plano de su conciencia oscura” 

(177).  Indeed, the various sections dedicated to Erdosain’s thoughts throughout the 
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novel—his deranged monologues that intersperse dreams, amoral musings, and felonious 

meditations—would seem to find a meta-reflexive commentary in these remarks by the 

Comentador: “En tanto hablaba, yo le miraba a Erdosain. ¡Él era un asesino, un asesino, y 

hablaba de matices del sentimiento absurdo!” (179).  

In contrast to the metropolitan setting of Arlt’s novel, La próxima (1934) by 

Huidobro focuses on the utopian project of Alfredo Roc in view of the possibility of 

another international conflict after the First World War, which is explicitly mentioned in 

the narrative.168 In order to escape what appears to be the inevitable arrival of another 

conflict, Roc founds a colony in Angola, encouraging as many people as possible to save 

themselves in a problematic utopic space. After the eruption of the global war that Roc 

has expected, the colony seems to be safe from strife. Nevertheless, disagreements 

develop among the colonists regarding the use of technology, as some view the epochal 

crises as a result of humankind’s dependence on technology. Accordingly, there is a 

decision to house technology in a museum built in the colony. While this initially appears 

to placate both sides in the settlement, Huidobro’s narrative concludes as the museum is 

set on fire by some of the colonists. Like the other avant-garde novels studied in Chapters 

2 and 3, Huidobro’s La próxima evidences several meta-reflexive tendencies. For 

instance, lines are cited in the narrative from Huidobro’s poem Ecuatorial (261), and 

there a meta-reflexive conversation among some characters as they criticize and valorize 

 
168 The 1934 edition of Huidobro’s novel, published by Ediciones Walton in Santiago de 

Chile, includes a subtitle: La próxima (historia que pasó en poco tiempo más). This subtitle does 
not appear in the edition of the La próxima cited, which is the text included in Obras completas 
de Vicente Huidobro. Tomo II, published by Editorial Andrés Bello in 1976.   
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different aspects of novelistic writing (312). Another noteworthy meta-reflexive facet of 

Huidobro’s narrative relates to language. In one case, the narrator appraises the apparent 

inadequacy of the text in presenting Roc’s project, which seems diminished in its 

retelling. The narrative voice imagines what Roc would say regarding the style of the 

novel itself, indicating that is too “impersonal,” and comparing it to the work of a 

“mediocre journalist:”  

(¡Ah mi querido Roe, cómo despedazarías estas páginas si las leyeras! Al 
través de ellas tu obra resulta empequeñecida, resulta de un ridículo, de 
una ingenuidad sólo comparable a Buda o a Cristo. Desde aquí oigo tu 
voz: “Maldito autor, pretendes escribir con un estilo impersonal y sólo 
logras aparecer tan banal como el más mediocre periodista”.) (257)     

Through this self-reflective commentary that juxtaposes author and narrator and breaks 

the boundary separating character and writer, the text would appear to register the 

insufficiency of the use of descriptive language in the narrative’s depiction of Roc’s 

project. We could understand this gesture in Huidobro’s novel as a sort of dissatisfaction 

with a transparency of language more associated with realist and naturalist texts, in 

contrast to a more experimental approach to linguistic expression. Despite the 

suspiciously utilitarian style which seems unable to represent the ambition and scope of 

Roc’s undertaking, there are episodes in La próxima that contain a more avant-garde use 

of language, especially the dream sequence of Chapter 16 (299-307). Yet perhaps the 

most salient meta-reflexive feature of Huidobro’s novel is the self-consciousness of the 

text in viewing Roc’s enterprise as doomed from the start: the narrative has little faith in 

the efforts of the settlers in the colony, and the dialogues about the nature and problems 
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of the project in Angola frequently revolve around the impossibility of escaping the next 

war.        

The final novel discussed in this chapter, Lo rojo y lo azul (1932) by Benjamín 

Jarnés, follows the life trajectory of Julio Aznar, a young man from Augusta, a fictious 

small city in Spain modelled after Zaragoza. Abandoning his hometown and casting aside 

the possibility of becoming a farmer or seminary student, Julio becomes a military recruit 

in Barcelona, where other life paths are presented to him, namely a bourgeois family life, 

or a leftist revolutionary existence. The narrative takes place during the Rif War, which 

will in part encourage Julio’s decision to attempt to foment a revolutionary situation 

among his fellow soldiers. However, upon being sent back to his home, he will have 

increasing doubts about his revolutionary commitment. The military revolt that he is 

involved in fails, partly because Julio, experiencing a potent bodily enervation, does not 

complete the tasks he was assigned. Lo rojo y lo azul is in some senses a hybrid novel, 

employing a vanguardist approach to language, while taking aspects of the realist-

naturalist literary tradition, namely an emphasis on plot and character development, such 

that Jarnés’s text differs from Los siete locos and La próxima. In this particular sense, Lo 

rojo y lo azul is perhaps most similar to 45 días y 30 marineros. Using Pérez Firmat’s 

terms, Jarnés’s novel seems to be a fusion of the “architectural” influence—defining the 

realist-naturalist novelistic tradition—, and the “pneumatic” composition of certain avant-

garde narratives. Nevertheless, the writing of Lo rojo y lo azul lacks the transparency of 

language of realist-naturalist narratives, taking, instead, an avant-garde approach to 

verbal expression, in which the reader frequently must look at the glass rather than 
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through the window, to recall Ortega y Gasset’s discussion of vanguard art 

(Deshumanización 50-51). In many passages of Lo rojo y lo azul, we must continue to 

pay attention to the glass so that we can even see through it, for Jarnés’s novel often 

contests conventional ways of naming and designating, in such a way that what is being 

identified or discussed often remains unclear until more information is disclosed in the 

narrative. However, like the other vanguard novels of my corpus, there is a meta-

reflexiveness in Lo rojo y lo azul, namely in the way that the narrative seems to anticipate 

and question the motivations of revolutionary movements, concerning, in particular, the 

use of violence, the desire for “command” (“el mando”), and the operationalization of 

hatred.  

As a brief summary of my readings of the novels of Chapter 3, I would like to 

underline the following topics. In Los siete locos, the Astrólogo recognizes the spiritual 

malaise and political decadence of the historical period, and his project intends to take 

advantage of these sociological conditions by forging an authoritarian political order that 

would mystify and control the populace. Following Derrida’s work Rogues: Two Essays 

on Reason (whose original title is Voyous: Deux essais sur la raison), I propose that the 

participants of the Astrólogo’s secret society resemble “voyous”—rogues and outlaws—, 

as I analyze this grouping of criminals as a “voyoucracy,” as a clandestine conspiracy 

aiming to overthrow violently a corrupt, yet seemingly democratic regime. The financing 

of the Astrólogo’s plot will derive from the earnings from brothels, such that it becomes 

imperative to consider the gendered exclusions and exploitations that underlie this 

scheme. If the novels of Chapter 2 focused on how a single person interacts in the face of 
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the demands of the group, Los siete locos offers various individuals’ perspectives on 

group dynamics. The Astrólogo tries to control his vanguard group by manipulating their 

perceptions of the plot. In a vital scene which I closely examine, the members of the 

voyoucracy are together, conversing about the project; however, in key moments, the 

Astrólogo exerts his sovereignty over the group, ending moments democratic discussion.   

Whereas Los siete locos narrates the preparations for a future society, La 

próxima—the second novel analyzed in Chapter 3—presents Roc’s colonial project as it 

is underway and developing, in the midst of tremendous crises in Europe and elsewhere. 

Narrative references are made to the post-World War I situation and to the ongoing 

Russian Revolution. Expecting another international conflict, Roc begins arrangements 

for the colonization in Angola of territory purchased from the Portuguese government. In 

my interpretation of La próxima, I employ Fredric Jameson’s concepts of “closure” and 

“totality” in his analysis of utopias. These terms help to clarify the attempt in many 

utopias of clearly demarcating space internal to the utopia, as a means to establish a kind 

of “closure” from the outside and to confirm the “totality” of the utopic social order. 

However, in a Derridean mode, I suggest that in Roc’s utopic colony, the internal and 

external situations contaminate each other, in such a way that absolute “closure” is not 

possible. Indeed, the worst features of the outside will sow the seeds of dissent and 

dissolution within Roc’s colony, leading to the apocalyptic events that take place at the 

novel’s end. As such, I analyze the creation, development, and apparent failure of Roc’s 

utopic project, conceiving it as a colonial space that reifies a series of capitalist forms of 

exploitation and exclusion along racial, class, and gendered axes. Particularly, in the 
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present analysis, critical attention is drawn to the racist discourses about the residents of 

Angola, who are in a way excluded from the utopia, but, in some brief yet important lines 

in the narrative, appear to aid the colonists. Additionally, I address the exploitative labor 

practices that seem to ground the socioeconomic relations in the colony. In a significant 

instance, the family members of Roc who own haciendas in Spain and the Americas, 

arrive to the colony and bring along their laborers. This and other episodes reveal that the 

very structures of exploitation which the colonists are seeking to flee are being reinstalled 

in the new settlement. Likewise, in the sparse references to women in the narrative, they 

seem to be excluded from important decisions in the colony, while the settlement appears 

to operate in a patriarchal mode. Indeed, Roc will liken himself to the father of the 

community who must reconcile the differing viewpoints of the settlers. Crucially, the 

colonists decide on the future of technology in the colony, a decision that I describe as 

quasi-democratic, for the narrative is vague regarding who participates and who is 

excluded. This decision to move technology into the museum can be viewed as the 

founding of law in the colony, which I consider in light of Derrida’s notion of the 

“mystical” nature of authority. I interpret the destruction of the museum which closes La 

próxima as an index of the failure of the utopia, and as an instance of “mythic violence” 

as proposed by Walter Benjamin. 

 In my reading of Lo rojo y lo azul by Jarnés, societal structures of domination and 

elements of chance converge in the way that Julio, the protagonist, approaches his future. 

The conflation of social determinism and chance is particularly salient in the repeated 

comparison of Julio and other soldiers to Chess pawns, as though controlled by the aims 
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of their military superiors and the state. While Julio could be determined in a sense by 

this trajectory, he is also presented with other choices for the direction of his existence: 

the two most significant are that of marrying into a bourgeois family, and that of turning 

into a left-wing rebel. Guillermina, whom he meets at the onset of the novel, also goes to 

Barcelona; however, her fate will be determined by forces of gendered exclusion. The 

narrative presents her as a kind of foil of Julio, yet she does not have the same 

opportunities afforded to the male protagonist. However, what they both share is the 

disturbing connection that, given their social class and gender, they can only offer their 

bodies: Julio compares both situations, in which Guillermina will become “carne de 

placer,” and he “carne de cañón” (134). While he begins to provoke discontent within the 

military ranks against the Rif War, Julio soon becomes disillusioned with the reasons 

behind violent revolution: he sees a distressing correlation between the desire for 

“command” not only within the military, but also among members of the revolutionary 

movement. Similarly, in a meta-reflexive way, the narrator and Julio both seem to 

perceive a problematic use of hatred as that which fuels not only nationalistic and 

militaristic projects like the Rif War, but also the revolutionary uprising that takes place 

in Augusta at the end of the narrative. A focal point of my analysis of Lo rojo y lo azul is 

the mapping of the opposition between “hatred” (“odio”) and 

“generosity”/“cowardliness” (“generosidad”/“cobardía”). If hatred is presented in the 

narrative as that which can bind various individuals together for collectively violent 

means—nationalistic or revolutionary—, these last two terms, “generosity” and 

“cowardliness”, form a powerful, yet paradoxical resistance to violence. These two 
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categories undergo a radical resemanticization throughout Jarnés’s narrative: the notion 

of “cowardliness” deflates militaristic rhetoric of its force and comes to be associated 

with “generosity” and the decision not to murder. In this discussion of Jarnés’s work, I 

include a brief examination of a contemporary poem by Luis Cernuda which I argue 

resemanticizes categories of militaristic and authoritarian discourses in a way comparable 

Jarnés’s reworking of the concepts of “generosity” and “cowardliness.” After the military 

uprising fails, the revolutionaries are executed, while Julio has a nervous breakdown and 

will find himself in a military hospital. In this context, I focus on the key dialogue 

between Julio and a lieutenant, whom the protagonist would have had to kill if he had 

acted in the uprising. In the novel’s conclusion that elaborates the conceptual pairing of 

“generosity” and “cowardliness” that I trace in my reading, these two potential enemies 

speak about their inability to hate and kill the other.    

   Lastly, I would like to point out that the order of analysis reflects the development 

of my arguments and not the years of publication of the respective novels: Los siete 

locos, La próxima, and Lo rojo y lo azul. I end this chapter with a conclusion that reviews 

the most significant aspects of my discussion and engages in a dialogue with Derrida’s 

conception of the autoimmune propensities of democracy.  
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II. “La sociedad soy yo:” Gendered Exclusion, “Voyoucracy,” and the Sovereign Ending 

of Endless Discussions in Los siete locos (1929) by Roberto Arlt 

In his Aguafuerte entitled “Los siete locos” published on Wednesday, November 

27, 1929, Roberto Arlt emphasizes that his novel’s characters, “viles soñadores 

simultáneamente,” all share a “desesperación” that has been a result of the consequences 

of the First World War, which has radically affected “la conciencia de los hombres” 

(“Siete” 139). Arlt’s thoughts on his novel Los siete locos (1929) helpfully shed light on 

dilemmas central to my discussion, specifically relating to the political ideas espoused by 

the Astrólogo. Arlt writes the following:   

Estos individuos, canallas y tristes, simultáneamente; viles soñadores 
simultáneamente, están atados o ligados entre sí, por la desesperación. La 
desesperación en ellos está originada, más que por la pobreza material, por 
otro factor: la desorientación que, después de la gran guerra, ha 
revolucionado la conciencia de los hombres, dejándolos vacíos de ideales 
y esperanzas. (“Siete” 139)   

The absence of either “ideals” or “hopes” has been emptied in these characters, who find 

themselves in a general “disorientation” after the unspeakable suffering of World War I. 

The Argentine author describes how the characters of his novel reject the present world 

structure, while seeking to believe, to love, and to experience “grace” (“gracia”) which 

they will never know:  

Hombres y mujeres en la novela rechazan el presente y la civilización, tal 
cual está organizada. Odian esta civilización. Quisieran creer en algo, 
arrodillarse ante algo, amar algo; pero, para ellos, ese don de fe, la 
“gracia” como dicen los católicos, les está negada. Aunque quisieren creer, 
no pueden. Como se ve la angustia de estos hombres nace de su esterilidad 
interior. Son individuos y mujeres de esta ciudad, a quienes yo he 
conocido. (“Siete” 139)   
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Arlt underscores the desire for belief and for submission before something (“arrodillarse 

ante algo”), and its associated impossibility, a stark negation of “grace.” In line with 

Arlt’s reflections on Los siete locos, I would suggest that the Astrólogo’s conspiracy 

project seeks to construct something to which humankind would submit in his 

hypothetical future society, revealing the obscurantist and authoritarian components of 

his plot. For my reading, it will be critical to note that Arlt in his abovementioned 

Aguafuerte calls his characters “individuos, canallas y tristes” (“Siete” 139, emphasis 

added). As Derrida notes, “in Spanish, canalla translates ‘rogue’ in rogue state, Etat 

voyou” (Rogues 66, original emphasis). Arlt’s use of the term “canallas” thus opens up 

the possibility of interpreting the secret society organized by the outlaws, the “voyous” of 

Los siete locos as a “voyoucracy.”      

In my reading of Lange’s 45 días y 30 marineros in Chapter 2, I focused on the 

political implications of a sister, Ingrid, who attempted to form part of a homosocial 

fraternity, which constitutes itself by means by excluding women, or by incorporating 

them under the condition that they remain subjected. Now, I turn to Arlt’s Los siete locos 

so as to further investigate the consequences of other forms of marginalization in relation 

to democratic practice, namely those who could be called rogues or voyous. Taking place 

in Buenos Aires in the early twentieth century, Los siete locos revolves around a 

deranged criminal, Erdosain, who joins the secret society led by the Astrólogo, whose 

insurrectionary and authoritarian plot aims to depose the decadent parliamentary system 

in the country. The participants of the Astrólogo’s conspiration can be viewed as rogues 

who, besides all being men, are bound together, to varying degrees, by an anguish and a 
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desire for the annihilation of the current social order. I conceive the Astrólogo and his 

band of criminals as a voyoucracy, again following Derrida, in the sense of a 

conspiratorial and secretive grouping that intends to threaten the public order from 

within. In addition to combining elements of authoritarian and revolutionary discourses 

of the extreme right and left, the Astrólogo’s project is to be funded by the exploitation of 

women in brothels. Thus, the very basis of the future society is organized by radical 

gendered exclusions and exploitative conditions that evacuate the project of any utopian 

or egalitarian possibilities (in fact, the Astrólogo’s proposal is closer to a dystopian 

order). I consider this gendered exclusion in light of theorist Silvia Federici’s assessment 

of the transition from feudal to capitalist modes of production. As Los siete locos does 

not present the realization of the project—only vertiginous and often contradictory 

conversations regarding its planning—, I attend most specifically to the political ideas 

presented by the Astrólogo, along with the interrelationships of the different members of 

this voyoucracy. In particular, bearing in mind Derrida’s critiques of Schmittian 

decisionism and notions of sovereignty, I evaluate the role of the Astrólogo, who can be 

viewed as sovereign over his project and the voyoucracy that he has assembled. I 

consider the rivalries and arguments among the leaders of the secret society, and the way 

by which the Astrólogo, in a sort of internal coup, concludes “the endless discussion” that 

often characterizes democracies, as Derrida would remark (Rogues 9-10). I also address 

how the project of the Astrólogo seeks to attract others who could be called voyous by 

articulating ideas that respond to socioeconomic, political, and spiritual anxieties of the 

early twentieth century. To conclude, I analyze the vital scene in which the leaders—
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called “jefes”—of the Astrólogo’s secret society are gathered together. In addition to 

offering insights into the group dynamics of this voyoucracy, this episode introduces 

another member of the secret society, el Mayor, ostensibly a member of the military who 

condemns parliamentary forms of government in the country, while occupying a place 

within the system he criticizes.169 Therefore, in this section, I would like to argue that it is 

possible to read Los siete locos as another approach to the unstable and open character of 

the dēmos analyzed in Chapter 2. However, I would also indicate that the novel depicts a 

use of force, of kratos, related to an authoritarian propensity in the Astrólogo’s thought 

which will be contested by some of the members of his conspiracy. 

In order to ground my interpretation of the Astrólogo’s political ideas, I will first 

consider critical readings of Arlt’s literary production. The Astrólogo’s group plans to 

topple the current government and, in its stead, install, as Aden W. Hayes mentions, a 

society organized around “una amalgama de socialismo y fascismo, un sistema 

macarrónico” (42). However, it is crucial to note that it is not only a golpista change of 

state, nor merely “una amalgama de socialismo y fascismo,” even if the Astrólogo would 

present his project as such. Beatriz Pastor affirms that while it has been said that the 

project of the Astrólogo fuses fascist and Marxist discourses, it would be more 

appropriate to refer to elements of “anticapitalismo y populismo” in what can be viewed 

as a fascistic scheme: “[el] fascismo no se opone a anti-capitalismo y populismo sino que 

 
169 As discussed in the Introduction of my dissertation, the speech by el Mayor is 

narratively interrupted by a footnote by the narrator (the “Comentador”), which draws attention to 
the uncanny similarities between the criticisms of parliamentary politics by this fictional member 
of the armed forces, and the 1930 military coup in Argentina.  
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los tres son parte de un programa fascista” (30). There is no liberation of the dēmos, only 

continued exploitation masked by obscurantism.170 Indeed, according to Noé Jitrik, there 

are “reminiscencias fascistas” in the Astrólogo’s statements (664). At the same time, 

Jitrik indicates the following:  

el Mayor dice lo que piensan los militares, el Abogado se maneja con 
reconocibles términos de la jerga comunista, aunque lo más observable en cada 
uno de estos discursos es una mezcla de diversas y a veces contradictorias 
irrupciones ideológicas muy de la época: comunismo, fascismo, mística, 
caracterología, psicología, anarquismo. (664)  

Jitrik stresses that these characters are only part of the narrative structure, and that we 

should take into consideration a parodic nature of Arlt’s work (664-65). Even if the 

discursive origins of what Arlt’s character say can be identified, Jitrik indicates that we 

should not come to the conclusion that Arlt has merely reproduced these discourses 

(664). Rather, Jitrik postulates that “Quizá sin modificar demasiado los ‘contenidos’, Arlt 

ha reescrito y en eso consiste su interés. Lo ha hecho, me parece, mediante 

procedimientos propios de la parodia” (664). Regarding the characters, Jitrik notes that 

“ningún personaje habla sino es deshaciendo y reconstruyendo discursos reconocibles, ya 

sea de la práctica oral ya sea de ciertos textos” (665). Such a reflection provides another 

view on the avant-garde construction of characters, especially when compared with the 

previously discussed perspectives of Unruh and Pérez Firmat. However, to consider the 

characters’ political discourses in Arlt’s work as principally a matter of parody—while 

 
170 Consider, for example, the Astrólogo’s remarks about the grotesque treatment of 

workers in his proposed future society: “Llevaremos engañados a los obreros, y a los que no 
quieren trabajar en las minas los mataremos a latigazos. ¿No sucede eso hoy en el Gran Chaco, en 
los yerbales y en las explotaciones de caucho, café y estaño?” (Siete 212).    
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acknowledging the critical value of such an evaluation—may not sufficiently respond to 

the atmosphere of apprehension and anguish that pervades Los siete locos. Even if, as 

Hayes reminds us, “El movimiento [del Astrólogo] nunca logra una coherencia y nunca 

trasciende el nivel de la discusión por causa de los intereses conflictivos de los supuestos 

participantes” (42), the importance of these political ideas and their manipulation in 

Arlt’s work should not be overlooked, particularly in view of the historical catastrophes 

of the early twentieth century.171 Indeed, regarding the historical conditions of Arlt’s 

work, David Viñas suggests that understanding the year 1930 as a moment of crisis can 

help to contextualize “los ‘lunáticos’ o los visionarios de Arlt con su exaltación de la 

fuerza y del coraje, el deseo de limpiar el mundo de toda ‘la inmundicia’ que lo aplasta –

declarándose indistintamente comunistas o fascistas–, o exaltando la búsqueda de sí 

mismo y la necesidad de algo nuevo y prodigioso” (26, original emphasis). This exalting 

of the pursuit for the self (“exaltando la búsqueda de sí mismo”) recalls certain 

components of the struggles of the protagonists of my second chapter, while the deranged 

search for an unforeseen collective endeavor, however problematic, would seem to 

resonate with aspects of all the novels included in Chapter 3.   

 
171 David Viñas—warning against reading the historical context and the novels Los siete 

locos and Los lanzallamas in such a way that would betray the relevance of either the texts or the 
context—points to the weaknesses of “contractualismo reduccionista” and “textualismo 
ramplón:” “sin plantear un inmediatismo entre la coyuntura histórica representada por la crisis del 
yrigoyenismo y el golpe militar de Uriburu y el interior de los textos, es posible sentir los ecos de 
una circunstancia de fractura” (25). As I have advanced in the Introduction to the dissertation, in 
the precise moment of the “Nota del comentador” to the speech given by el Mayor, historical 
exigency penetrates the interior of Los siete locos, disrupting conventional procedures of framing 
both internal and external historical-textual considerations.      
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In addition to the historical constellations which imbue Arlt’s text, it should be 

noted that Beatriz Pastor understands the Astrólogo’s project as attending to alienation 

and should be conceived of as a fascistic revolt aimed not at revolutionaries, but rather 

rebels (“al revolucionario sino al rebelde” [31]).172 In what follows, I would suggest that 

the “rebelde” whom Pastor mentions can be also read as a voyou in Derrida’s sense, in 

such a way that the plot frequently presents a problematic relation between dēmos and 

kratos. Indeed, this possibility allows for a reading of the Astrólogo’s project and secret 

society as a voyoucracy, that, despite appeals to revolutionary elements, will ultimately 

point to brutal authoritarianism. In fact, regardless of the oscillations in the Astrólogo’s 

thinking due to “el oportunismo más flagrante,” Pastor affirms that “el pensamiento del 

Astrólogo se organiza coherentemente en torno a tres ejes principales: Engaño, Misterio y 

Autoridad” (22). The paradoxical and seemingly untenable consistency of the political 

orientation of the Astrólogo is key to understanding his program’s appeal to a variety of 

characters and social groups, and can be related to Alberto Edwards’s conservative 

emphasis on the role of authority in society, as discussed in Chapter 1.  

In the following discussion of the Astrólogo’s project, I highlight that, in addition 

to the conflation of divergent political ideas, his secret society’s financial infrastructure is 

based on the profits from organized prostitution. This gendered exclusion structures the 

hypothetical future of the project, as well as the fraternalistic bonds among the members, 

 
172 As Pastor notes, “El Astrólogo no se dirige al revolucionario sino al rebelde. Y es 

lógico que la rebelión alienada característica del personaje arltiano se proyecte e intente realizarse 
a través de un programa como éste de signo fascista. La rebelión del pequeño-burgués será 
alienada y no lo conducirá a la revolución porque no se enmarca nunca en el contexto de una 
toma de conciencia revolucionaria” (Pastor 31). 
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giving them more power than that which would typically be afforded to citizens in a 

liberal parliamentary regime. In presenting his project to Erdosain and Haffner (also 

known as the Rufián Melancólico), the Astrólogo admits the following: 

Yo le hablo a usted con franqueza. No sé si nuestra sociedad será 
bolchevique o fascista. A veces me inclino a creer que lo mejor que se 
puede hacer es preparar una ensalada rusa que ni Dios la entienda. Creo 
que no se me puede pedir más sinceridad en este momento. Vea que por 
ahora lo que yo pretendo hacer es un bloque donde se consoliden todas las 
posibles esperanzas humanas. (Siete 109)    

Acknowledging the compound and contradictory nature of the group’s political program, 

the Astrólogo indicates that the scheme must above all be able to channel and receive “all 

possible human hopes” (“todas las posibles esperanzas humanas”) (109). In passing, I 

would remark that this plan might suggest the vision of “all possible hopes,” yet its 

conception of different forms of “esperanzas” is stridently authoritarian and obscurantist, 

seeming to exclude from such “hopes” gender equality, a democracy worthy of this 

name, and love. Similarly, I would draw attention to the contingency and incompletion of 

the Astrólogo’s scheme (“Creo que no se me puede pedir más sinceridad en este 

momento” [109]), which is subjected to improvisations and a peculiar interpretation of 

the word “sincerity.” This sense of incompletion ends up being supplemented in the 

narrative by the Astrólogo’s incessant projections and hypotheses about the future social 

order. For example, the Astrólogo identifies those for whom his plan is preferentially 

designed: not only youths with communist beliefs and “proletarios inteligentes,” yet also 

those who have grand projects but have failed, the unemployed, those on the street—in 

short, individuals who could be described as voyous:    
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Mi plan es dirigirnos con preferencia a los jóvenes bolcheviques, 
estudiantes y proletarios inteligentes. Además, acogeremos a los que 
tienen un plan para reformar el universo, a los empleados que aspiran a ser 
millonarios, a los inventores fallados –no se dé por aludido, Erdosain–, a 
los cesantes de cualquier cosa, a los que acaban de sufrir un proceso y 
quedan en la calle sin saber para qué lado mirar... (109-10, ellipsis in 
original) 

The Astrólogo significantly addresses his project to the discontent, the many, those who 

have been failed by the current sociopolitical and economic system, and in general, those 

who have been exploited and ravaged by capitalism. He appears to be willing to take 

advantage of dissent and demoralization to induce a latent autoimmune response in 

society. Although his description of the plan appears at times more communistic, he 

recurrently and often quickly moves to a more fascist posture.173 Moreover, his project 

will reinscribe some of the most oppressive components of the capitalist mode of 

production which are intrinsic to its functioning, namely the exploitation of women, 

which Silvia Federici underscores in her study Caliban and the Witch: Women, the Body 

and Primitive Accumulation (2004).  

In an examination of the transition from feudalism to capitalism, Federici 

emphasizes, among other aspects, “the development of a new sexual division of labor,” 

 
173 In this line of thought, the Astrólogo makes an antisemitic remark when presenting his 

project (Siete 207). Additionally, it is important to bear in mind that the Astrólogo repeatedly 
considers how his secret society will appeal to the masses, particularly in terms of what kind of 
symbolism the movement will employ. In appearing to refer to Mussolini, the Astrólogo notes the 
importance of “descubrir un símbolo vulgar para entusiasmar al populacho... […] Hay que 
descubrir algo grosero y estúpido... algo que entre por los sentidos de la multitud como la camisa 
negra... Ese diablo ha tenido talento” (202, second ellipsis added, all other ellipses in original). In 
my analysis of El caballero del hongo gris in Chapter 2, I discussed the centrality of the bowler 
hat and its social and economic symbolism. In Los siete locos, Arlt’s character isolates the 
importance of the aesthetics of political—in this case fascistic—movements, as part of a means to 
ideologically appeal to the many and bind together their diverse ipseities via such a symbol.  
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and “the construction of a new patriarchal order, based upon the exclusion of women 

from waged-work and their subordination to men” (12).174 Federici’s analysis allows for 

another way to approach the project of the voyous in Arlt’s Los siete locos. For example, 

the Astrólogo, in the following statement, notes how “the power” (“el poder”) of the 

secret society will derive from the exploitation of women, namely the profits from the 

brothels that will sustain it:  

El poder de esta sociedad no derivará de lo que los socios quieran dar, sino 
de lo que producirán los prostíbulos anexos a cada célula. Cuando yo 
hablo de una sociedad secreta, no me refiero al tipo clásico de sociedad, 
sino a una supermoderna, donde cada miembro y adepto tenga intereses, y 
recoja ganancias, porque sólo así es posible vincularlos más y más a los 
fines que sólo conocerán unos pocos. Éste es el aspecto comercial. Los 
prostíbulos producirán ingresos como para mantener las crecientes 
ramificaciones de la sociedad. (Siete 110)        

This passage reveals an authoritarian arrangement of continued exploitation of women by 

means of brothels, coupled with a “commercial aspect” in which the various “socios” are 

shareholders in the success and profits of this scheme, although the ultimate goals of the 

society will be known only to a selected few. Consequently, the linking (“vincularlos”) of 

the “socios” of the group is achieved by the financial interests resulting from sanctioned 

prostitution, such that the Astrólogo’s hypothetical future society entails a fraternalistic 

aristocracy-plutocracy which is organized around gendered oppression, is conditioned by 

 
174 Federici’s work helps us to move beyond potential points of contention between 

feminist and Marxist theoretical frameworks, particularly regarding what could be seen as the 
most important consideration in the last instance, namely gender or class: “The analysis I propose 
also allows us to transcend the dichotomy between ‘gender’ and ‘class.’ If it is true that in 
capitalist society sexual identity became the carrier of specific work-functions, then gender 
should not be considered a purely cultural reality, but should be treated as a specification of class 
relations” (14).    
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a dissimilar access to information, and is modelled after a capitalistic means of 

configuration.   

After listening to Haffner’s misogynistic comments, the narrator registers the 

main character’s reflection: “Erdosain se sentía anonadado por el desprecio formidable 

que ese hombre revelaba hacia las mujeres” (Siete 121). Erdosain changes the topic of 

conversation, asking Haffner about the prospects of the Astrólogo’s plan (122), and about 

Haffner’s role in the secret society, to which the latter makes the following statement: “Si 

el Astrólogo consigue dinero, guiarlo en la junta de mujeres y en la instalación del 

prostíbulo” (122). Erdosain then asks Haffner a question which would be necessary in 

any assessment of the Astrólogo’s project: “¿Y a usted le resulta lógico pensar que una 

sociedad revolucionaria se base en la explotación del vicio de la mujer?” (123). This 

transformation of the brothel into a symptom of the “vicio de la mujer,” and not of those 

who would be clients, should be recognized as a flagrantly misogynistic rhetorical move. 

Likewise, as indicated previously, a political project could never be grounded upon the 

exclusionary exploitation of women if it would aspire to any form of egalitarianism. 

Seeming to soften his tone, Haffner replies by citing that capitalism takes advantage of all 

members of society:    

La sociedad actual se basa en la explotación del hombre, de la mujer y del 
niño. Vaya, si quiere tener conciencia de lo que es la explotación 
capitalista, vaya a las fundiciones de hierro de Avellaneda, a los 
frigoríficos y a las fábricas de vidrio, manufactura [sic] de fósforos y de 
trabajo. […] Nosotros, los hombres del ambiente, tenemos a una o dos 
mujeres; ellos, los industriales, a una multitud de seres humanos. ¿Cómo 
hay que llamarles a esos hombres? ¿Y quién es más desalmado, el dueño 
de un prostíbulo, o la sociedad de accionistas de una empresa? (123-24)  
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Even though his rationale cannot be held up to any serious scrutiny, it demonstrates that 

the model that Haffner proposes seeks to convert him into a sort of industrialist of sexual 

work that singularizes women and leaves aside the question of the exploitation of other 

populations in society. However, I would return to Federici’s account of the capitalist 

mode of production’s historically structural exploitation of the unwaged labor of women. 

To reify—in an even more disturbed manner—this exclusionary component of capitalism 

in any kind of political reorganization, would be to annul any democratic possibilities 

from the onset, especially as Haffner and the Astrólogo seem to contemplate only one 

type of activity for women in their purportedly revolutionary society. 

In this regard, the Astrólogo, as cited above, refers to “los fines que sólo 

conocerán unos pocos,” and emphasizes the secret nature of the organization (Siete 110). 

This is significant as his imaginary future society would be hierarchized in such a fashion 

that there would be a reduced group of individuals who would truly govern and 

understand the functioning of society, as this insurrection would impose rules that restrict 

knowledge and access, while transforming the political order into a sort of technocratic 

aristocracy. Later in the narrative, the Astrólogo proposes that in this future society, there 

would be a division of “dos castas,” in which the many would live with a constructed set 

of beliefs imposed by a “minoría,” the actual reigning faction:    

esa sociedad se compondrá de dos castas, en las que habrá un intervalo... 
mejor dicho, una diferencia intelectual de treinta siglos. La mayoría vivirá 
mantenida escrupulosamente en la más absoluta ignorancia, circundada de 
milagros apócrifos, y por lo tanto mucho más interesante que los milagros 
históricos, y la minoría será la depositaria absoluta de la ciencia y del 
poder. De esa forma queda garantizada la felicidad de la mayoría, pues el 
hombre de esta casta tendrá relación con el mundo divino, en el cual hoy 
no cree. La minoría administrará los placeres y los milagros para el 
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rebaño, y la edad de oro […] será un hecho. (Siete 209, first ellipsis in 
original, second ellipsis added)   

In view of the problems that I am pursuing in my study, one could connect aspects of the 

Astrólogo’s deranged fabulation on governance with Ortega y Gasset’s categories of 

minoría excelente and masa. The suggestion of a reduced elite that would rule over a 

populace resonates in some ways with the Orteguian conception of the role and the rule 

of an enlightened few, although the use of brutal force would plainly differentiate 

Ortega’s notions from the Astrólogo’s plot.175  

As I have already noted, Arlt’s Los siete locos can be understood as depicting the 

formation of a group of rogues—“canallas”—intending to create a new societal order. 

Thus, before proceeding with my analysis, it is necessary to introduce pertinent elements 

of Derrida’s text Rogues that inform my interpretation of the Astrólogo’s project as a 

“voyoucracy,” especially as this concept will lead us to another aporetic impulse within 

democracy. Derrida defines the term “voyou” in French as follows:  

The noun voyou can become an attribute or an adjective—always a very 
qualifying adjective, most often pejorative and accusatory. It is never a 
neutral attribute, the object of an observation. Rather, it casts a normative, 
indeed performative, evaluation, a disdainful or threatening insult, an 
appellation that initiates an inquiry and prepares a prosecution before the 
law. […] The voyou is always the other, always being pointed out by the 
respectable, right-thinking bourgeois, the representative of moral or 
juridical order. (Rogues 64, original emphasis) 

In his explanation of the word “voyou,” Derrida notes its classist implications, and its 

relationship to democracy, as well as to “voyoucracy:”  

 
175 Pastor sees the Astrólogo’s project as “una expropiación del poder de decisión de las 

masas a través del uso del Engaño y el Misterio, en beneficio de una minoría selecta que quedará 
revestida de una Autoridad indiscutible y que tendrá plenos poderes sobre el resto de la 
humanidad” (22). 
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The word not only has a popular origin and use but is intended to designate 
someone who, by social pedigree or by manners, belongs to what is most common 
or popular in the people. The dēmos is thus never very far away when one speaks 
of a voyou. Nor is democracy far from voyoucracy [voyoucratie]. (Rogues 64, 
emphasis and brackets in original)    

Even though Derrida points out that “Democracy is perhaps something else” (64), I 

would like to clarify that my use of the terms voyous and voyoucracy is diagnostic and 

follows Derrida’s conceptualizing of these ideas. These terms offer a semantic 

complexity that is useful in line with a theorization of the democratic as entailing and 

even demanding reflection on a series of aporias at the heart of democracy. Although 

readers do not see the realization of the Astrólogo’s plot and future society in Los siete 

locos, we do observe how the Astrólogo tries to unite the members of his conspiration, as 

well as the ways by which he directs his project to different sectors of society.176 The 

notion of voyoucracy, in particular, allows for an assessment of the form of political 

association presented in Los siete locos, which can be described as a secretive association 

of male criminals who conspire and plan a revolt against the public order, i.e., as a 

voyoucracy. To challenge the classism in the designation of persons as voyous, I use 

expressions like “those who could be considered or called voyous,” with the 

understanding that the forms of alienation of many of the characters in Arlt’s narrative—

especially among those who could be considered voyous—can be attributed to the effects 

capitalist exploitation, as Pastor might indicate.177 Although, as Derrida notes, 

 
176 The narrative resolution of Arlt’s Los siete locos is found in his novel Los lanzallamas 

(1931). In the “Palabras del autor” that precede Los lanzallamas, Arlt indicates the following: 
“Con ‘Los lanzallamas’ finaliza la novela de ‘Los siete locos’” (Lanzallamas 285).  

177 Pastor asserts that the Astrólogo “correctamente” locates “la explotación” produced by 
capitalism (23). However, she raises doubts about certain “incoherencias básicas en su 
pensamiento [el del Astrólogo]” namely regarding alienation, which—rather than being caused by 
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voyoucracy and democracy may be related, and even if the governing term of both forms 

of rule, of kratos—the voyous and the dēmos—may overlap and coincide, a voyoucracy is 

not a democracy. In the following fragment, Derrida explains that if a democracy is an 

intrinsically public form of politics, a voyoucracy necessitates secrecy:      

before voyouterie (a word coined, it seems, by the Goncourts in 1884—
which is to say just yesterday), the bourgeois Flaubert had invented the 
word voyoucratie back in 1865. It was a way of designating, or actually of 
questioning and denouncing before the law, an organized force, not yet the 
quasi state of a mafia but a sort of occult or marginal power, the 
delinquent counterpower of a secret society or conspiracy, the 
counterinstitution of a clandestine brotherhood that brings together 
outlaws and the wayward [dévoyés]. But of course, if a voyoucracy 
resembles a secret but popular society, democracy, for its part, cannot be a 
clandestine community, even if it is just as popular and just as much a 
thing of the people as a voyoucracy. A democracy must be public and 
phenomenal through and through, something of the Enlightenment. But 
since it must also recognize, in the name of democracy, the right to the 
secret, things again get complicated. (Rogues 64-65, emphasis and 
brackets in original)  

Hence, I would propose that the Astrólogo’s secret society may be considered a 

voyoucracy, in its constitution as a “clandestine brotherhood,” fraternally organized and 

marked by female exclusion and exploitation by means of prostitution. Additionally, his 

group represents an “occult or marginal power” that is conspiratorial, seeking to topple 

the current democratic state through a kind of autoimmune reflex. Lastly, the Astrólogo’s 

project is directed towards the many disenchanted and troubled members of society, those 

who have suffered the most under capitalism, those who could resemble voyous.178    

 
and tied to capitalism—, is associated more with the loss of faith and a consequent metaphysical 
disquiet among humans (23-24).    

178 As Fernando J. Rosenberg suggests, the Astrólogo and the other members’ projected 
coup is designed “to take over not merely a single state but the imagination and subjectivities of 
the inhabitants of the whole planet” (50).   
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As I have already noted, in the Astrólogo’s secret association, the member who 

will organize the brothels is Haffner. In a conversation with Erdosain, he makes known 

his views about the houses of prostitution that fund the project, as well as his thoughts 

more generally concerning the Astrólogo. Their discussion also presents a significant 

feature of a voyoucracy, according to Derrida, namely the desire to conspire and produce 

turmoil through coordinated violent action. Erdosain asks his interlocutor about his 

opinions of the Astrólogo and the project; Haffner says the following: 

es un maniático [el Astrólogo] que puede tener o no éxito. […] Algunas [de sus 
ideas] son embrolladas, otras claras, y francamente yo no sé hasta dónde quiere 
apuntar ese hombre. Unas veces usted cree estar oyendo a un reaccionario, otras a 
un rojo, y, a decir la verdad, me parece que ni él mismo sabe lo que quiere. (122-
23).   

Haffner discloses that he does not believe in the Astrólogo’s project and that the 

Astrólogo knows that he has no faith in the plan (122). In light of the way that Los siete 

locos offers various perspectives about a single group project, Haffner presents us with 

another view of the Astrólogo, who appears at times “reactionary” and at other times 

“red.”179 He also implies that the Astrólogo himself does not entirely know what he 

 
179 When Erdosain continues to question Haffner about his role in the group, the latter 

remarks: “A mí no me perjudica ayudar al Astrólogo. Lo demás, sus teorías, las tomo a cuenta de 
conversación. Él es para mí un amigo que piensa instalar un negocio, previsto y tolerado por 
nuestras leyes. Eso es todo. Ahora, que el dinero que él gane con ese negocio lo invierta en una 
sociedad secreta o en un convenio de monjas, personalmente no me interesa. Ya ve usted 
entonces que mi actuación en la famosa sociedad no puede ser más inocente” (Siete 123). The 
Rufián Melancólico reiterates his view of the Astrólogo, even couching his involvement in almost 
contractual terms, emphasizing the legality of the project and a disinterest in what the Astrólogo 
would invest his earnings, as though Haffner were attempting to avoid legal jeopardy—in this 
conversation—as acting in part with an insurrectionary group. Additionally, the legality that 
Haffner defends is bound up with the notion of autoimmunity, in the sense that the political-legal 
order permits the planning and discussion of projects which, from within, would conspire to 
terminate the system that allows for their conditions of possibility.  
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wants to attain with his plot, a notion which other members of the project will also 

voice.180 Haffner mentions that the Astrólogo “admires” (“admira”) Erdosain, having 

spoken previously of the latter’s ideas on “cultivos de bacilos del cólera asiático” (123). 

In a distressing proximity to the horrors of chemical warfare during the First World War, 

Erdosain replies “sería un magnífico medio de combate contra el ejército. […] 

Simultáneamente, treinta o cuarenta hombres pueden destruir el ejército y dejar que las 

masas proletarias hagan la revolución...” (123, first ellipsis added, second ellipsis in 

original). In this context, it would be relevant to consider the following remarks by 

Derrida on voyoucracy, which is not only a kind of secretive fraternity, but also a 

potential disruption, a threat, and a source of violence against an established public 

regime:  

Voyoucracy is a corrupt and corrupting power of the street, an illegal and 
outlaw power that brings together into a voyoucratic regime, and thus into 
an organized and more or less clandestine form, into a virtual state, all 
those who represent a principle of disorder—a principle not of anarchic 
chaos but of structured disorder, so to speak, of plotting and conspiracy, of 
premeditated offensiveness or offenses against public order. Indeed, of 
terrorism, it will be said—whether national or international. Voyoucracy is 
a principle of disorder, to be sure, a threat against public order; but, as a 
cracy, it represents something more than a collection of individual or 
individualistic voyous. It is the principle of disorder as a sort of substitute 

 
180 Later in the novel, during a conversation between the Buscador de Oro and Erdosain, 

we see another instance in which the members of the secret society are guided by the Astrólogo. 
The Buscador de Oro says to Erdosain “Vea, hermano… yo hablé con usted porque el Astrólogo 
me dijo que podía hacerlo” (Siete 237, ellipsis in original). The Buscador de Oro also explains his 
views on the Astrólogo: “El Astrólogo, con sus falsedades, nos parece un hombre extraordinario, 
y no lo es… y lo es; lo es… porque no saca provecho personal de sus mentiras, y no lo es porque 
él no hace otra cosa que aplicar un principio viejo puesto en uso por todos los estafadores y 
reorganizadores de la humanidad” (237, ellipsis in original).     
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order (a bit like a secret society, a religious order, a sect or brotherhood, a 
kind of Freemasonry). (Rogues 66, original emphasis)    

In the Astrólogo’s project and his voyoucracy, perhaps more important than any single 

concrete political position—aside from a generalized authoritarian disposition—is the 

attempt to incite “structured disorder,” deriving from nearly interminable conversations 

of “plotting and conspiracy,” which seem to almost parody the open discussions afforded 

by parliamentary rule. This insurrectionary component of Astrólogo’s cabal becomes 

when its members—particularly el Mayor, as addressed below—allude to chemical 

warfare, terroristic strikes, and the generation of a kind of revolutionary situation in the 

populace. The Astrólogo’s conspiracy certainly reveals numerous disturbing facets—such 

as the obscurantist creation of a mythos and a ruling elite, as well as the advocation of 

violence as both a means and an end181—, yet the use of brothels as the financial 

infrastructure of the scheme unambiguously evidences not only its authoritarianism, but 

also its fraternal and homosocial organization.     

 In view of the Astrólogo’s evaluation of the social and spiritual ailments of 

humankind, his plot, as intimated earlier, is in many ways addressed to those who could 

be qualified as voyous. Paradigmatic in this regard are the following remarks about the 

individuals to whom the Astrólogo directs his project and their role in the future society:  

lo que me alienta es saber que la civilización y la miseria del siglo han 
desequilibrado a muchos hombres. Estos locoides que no encuentran 
rumbos en la sociedad son fuerzas perdidas. […] esa hojalata es una 
energía que bien utilizada puede ser la base de un movimiento nuevo y 
poderoso. Y éste es el elemento que yo quiero emplear. […] Quiero ser 

 
181 The Astrólogo’s willingness to use violence as a means to power is revealed in these 

comments to Erdosain: “¿Sabe usted cuántos asesinatos cuesta el triunfo de un Lenin o de un 
Mussolini? A la gente no le interesa eso. ¿Por qué no le interesa? Porque Lenin y Mussolini 
triunfaron. Eso es lo esencial, lo que justifica toda causa injusta o justa” (Siete 201). 
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manager de locos, de los innumerables genios apócrifos, de los 
desequilibrados que no tienen entrada en los centros espiritistas y 
bolcheviques… Estos imbéciles... y yo se lo digo porque tengo 
experiencia… bien engañados, lo suficiente recalentados, son capaces de 
ejecutar actos que le pondrían a usted la piel de gallina. Literatos de 
mostrador. Inventores de barrio, profetas de parroquias, políticos de café y 
filósofos de centros recreativos serán la carne de cañón de nuestra 
sociedad. (Siete 216, original emphasis, the first two ellipsis are added, the 
others are in original)   

 This assemblage of voyous—a potential voyoucracy—can be seen as a result of 

capitalist exploitation and alienation, as well as a product of different liberal and 

democratic tenets, civil liberties, and political rights: freedom of assembly, association, 

and expression. At the same time, at a practical level, these voyous could become the 

personnel to fill out the ranks of the Astrólogo’s project, an opportunity for manipulation 

which seems difficult for him to discard.    

In order to continue to analyze how the Astrólogo’s complot appeals chiefly to 

those who are anguished and alienated—those who could be considered voyous—, it 

would be relevant to consider Erdosain as the ideal individual to receive the ideological 

content of the Astrólogo’s project. 182 The narrative presents Erdosain’s angst at the 

beginning of the narrative as partaking in a widespread sociological condition affecting 

many:  

 
182 Pastor discusses the coincidences between Erdosain’s “rebelión irracional” and the 

Astrólogo’s ideas (22). She indicates that the Astrólogo sees in Erdosain a similarity with other 
individuals in society, and that his project thus becomes oriented towards those persons (22). 
Pastor writes the following: “Erdosain es, de todos los personajes, el que más puntos de contacto 
encuentra entre la ideología del Astrólogo y los términos de su propia rebelión irracional. La 
percepción de la realidad que caracteriza a Erdosain lo liga al programa del Astrólogo y al mismo 
tiempo condiciona hasta cierto punto ese programa. Porque el oportunismo del Astrólogo percibe 
en Erdosain algo más que un individuo: un tipo representativo de otros miles de hombres a los 
que su proyecto se dirige y a los que quiere atraer a su revolución, y va a modificar 
convenientemente ese programa para lograrlo” (22).        
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Esta zona de angustia era la consecuencia del sufrimiento de los hombres. Y como 
una nube de gas venenoso se trasladaba pesadamente de un punto a otro, 
penetrando murallas y atravesando los edificios, sin perder su forma plana y 
horizontal; angustia de dos dimensiones que guillotinando las gargantas dejaba en 
éstas un regusto de sollozo. (86, emphasis added)  

In addition to exposing the avant-garde roots of Arlt’s narrative, the conceptual violence 

of these geometric images becomes inextricably related to both individual and collective 

anguish, of which the Astrólogo takes advantage in formulating his project.183 Erdosain 

keeps working at his place of employment because “esperaba [él] un acontecimiento 

extraordinario, inmensamente extraordinario, que diera un giro inesperado a su vida y lo 

salvara de la catástrofe que veía acercarse a su puerta” (85). The Astrólogo’s project will 

present itself precisely as an unexpected occurrence with the promise of salvation from 

this “zona de angustia.”       

The sense of anguish that overwhelms the characters of Los siete locos seems to 

be entwined with the crises of the recent past and the apparent imminence of apocalyptic 

and even revolutionary events to come. An exchange between the pharmacist Ergueta and 

Erdosain is revealing in this regard: the former—referring to events that seem to mark the 

beginning of the end times—says “Los tiempos de tribulación de que hablan las 

Escrituras han llegado. […] La revolución está más cerca de lo que la desean los 

hombres” (Siete 96). Besides linking Biblical and eschatological references with political 

imagery, Ergueta implies that it would not be the affluent, but rather those who “suffer 

without any hope” who would overthrow the current social order: “¿Quiénes van a hacer 

 
183 However, Pastor reminds us that “el error básico sobre el que se articula la concepción 

del mundo del personaje arltiano estriba en que racionaliza y vive como problema individual lo 
que no es sino la manifestación individual de un problema colectivo” (32). 
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la revolución social, sino los estafadores, los desdichados, los asesinos, los fraudulentos, 

toda la canalla que sufre abajo sin esperanza alguna? ¿O te creés que la revolución la van 

a hacer los cagatintas y los tenderos?” (96, emphasis added).184 Crucial to the novel’s 

structure and the Astrólogo’s plotting, these remarks accentuate the role played by the 

marginalized, those who have lost or never had faith, the criminals, the outlaws—in 

short, persons who could be conceived of as voyous. These are the groups which, in 

many ways, the Astrólogo’s project seeks to ideologically target and exploit for his own 

ends.  

By considering Erdosain’s relationship with the Astrólogo, we may isolate a 

possible key to understanding the Astrólogo’s conspiration as a fraternalistic voyoucracy. 

In particular, Erdosain foregrounds his anguish and seems to recognize a correspondence, 

an alikeness in feeling which connects him to the Astrólogo and other characters in the 

narrative. Significantly, aspects of the Astrólogo’s political project will seek to alleviate 

the metaphysical malaise of humankind, even if the means are elitist and cruel. For 

example, when Erdosain explains his plan to kidnap and blackmail Barsut, the Astrólogo 

becomes interested and confused by these ramblings, in a way similar to the latter’s own 

descriptions of his secret society: “Estaba [el Astrólogo] más perplejo que nunca. A él le 

interesaba el asunto, mas no comprendía. Insistió: ‘Cuénteme todo con detalle, 

ordenadamente’. […] lo escuchaba [el Astrólogo a Erdosain] mirándolo extrañado. Se 

había imaginado muchas cosas, mas no tantas” (159). Referring to his plot and his 

 
184 As discussed earlier in my analysis of Los siete locos, the word canalla is, according 

to Derrida, the translation to Spanish of the French term voyou (Rogues 66).   
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“angustia,” Erdosain sees himself reflected in the Astrólogo, sensing that their objectives 

may be complementary: “Tengo la impresión de que usted es igual a mí, y por eso he 

venido a proponerle el asesinato de Barsut. Con el dinero fundaremos la logia y quizá 

podamos remover los cimientos de esta sociedad” (160, emphasis added). Not only does 

Erdosain view the Astrólogo as “igual,”—as like him, as alike—, but he also frames this 

resemblance as underpinning the insurrectionary action that would destroy the 

contemporary political order. As such, his words seem to evoke Derrida’s notion of how 

democracy has sought to be hospitable to all, yet has, in an autoimmune manner, 

frequently welcomed “only men, and on the condition that they be citizens, brothers, and 

compeers [semblables]” to the exclusion of persons like “rogues,” as well as “all sorts of 

unlike and unrecognizable others” (Rogues 63, brackets and emphasis in original). Here, 

while seeing the Astrólogo as a potential “compeer,” Erdosain seems to propose the 

possibility of a voyoucracy, of a secretive fraternity of outlaws, founded upon this 

positing and recognition of alikeness among those who perceive themselves, or are 

perceived publicly, to be voyous.185 Indeed, after the Astrólogo asks him “¿por qué usted 

ha procedido siempre así?” (Siete 160), we will observe that Erdosain sees himself as 

similar not only to the Astrólogo, but also to the other members of the Astrólogo’s 

conspiracy. In response to the question, Erdosain is unsure, but he links his actions to the 

Astrólogo’s desire to found a secret society, and to the actions of others: Haffner’s 

proxenetism, the decisions of Ergueta, and his own responses to being slapped by Barsut 

 
185 As I have discussed in the context of Lange’s 45 días y 30 marineros, the problem of 

recognition in political association again resurfaces in Arlt’s Los siete locos. I will return to this 
matter in my reading of Jarnés’s Lo rojo y lo azul in the final section of this chapter. 
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and the Captain leaving with his wife (160). Erdosain detects that which all of them 

supposedly have in common: 

Aparentemente somos todo eso, pero en el fondo, adentro, más abajo de 
nuestra conciencia y de nuestros pensamientos hay otra vida más poderosa 
y enorme… y si soportamos todo es porque creemos que soportando o 
procediendo como lo hacemos llegaremos por fin hasta la verdad... es 
decir, a la verdad de nosotros mismos. (160, ellipsis in original)  

The Astrólogo agrees, identifying what these individuals share and what has caused this 

concurrence of angst:  

Nosotros somos místicos sin saberlo. Místico es el Rufián Melancólico, 
místico es Ergueta, usted, yo, ella y ellos... El mal del siglo, la religión, 
nos ha destrozado el entendimiento en el misterio de nuestra 
subconciencia. Necesitamos de una religión para salvarnos de esa 
catástrofe que ha caído sobre nuestras cabezas. (161, ellipsis in original)186 

Although somewhat loosely appropriating the term “mystic” to describe himself and the 

others—without any esteem for the mystical traditions of different religions or these 

religions themselves—, the Astrólogo seems to argue in favor of a new religious order as 

a result of the social and spiritual conditions produced by the “death of God,” in the spirit 

of “The madman” appearing in The Gay Science (1882, 1887) by Friedrich Nietzsche 

 
186 The identity of “ella” in this passage is not entirely clear, yet it seems to refer to 

Hipólita, the woman whom Ergueta marries, who is mentioned by Erdosain (160) before the 
Astrólogo responds in the quoted text above. It is possible, but less likely, that “ella” is a 
reference to Erdosain’s wife, Elsa, for Erdosain does not directly mention Elsa, alluding only to 
the situation involving the captain with whom she leaves (160). We should note that due to “a 
lack of money” (“por falta de dinero”), Elsa washes laundry even though she is ill (91). Elsa 
eventually leaves Erdosain and goes with a captain. However, the Comentador in a Note will later 
indicate that Elsa due to “Un solo gesto torpe del capitán Belaunde” flees the captain and goes to 
a hospital where a sister superior attends her, in a deep state of anguish: “siendo albergada [Elsa] 
por la hermana superiora, que se dio cuenta de que frente a ella tenía a una mujer desequilibrada 
por la angustia” (167).        
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(1844-1900).187 The Astrólogo notes: “lo más terrible es que para nosotros ha pasado ya 

el tiempo de adquirir una creencia, una fe. […] En otras épocas para nosotros hubiera 

quedado el refugio de un convento o de un viaje a tierras desconocidas y maravillosas” 

(161). 188  He considers the situation to be a universal problem related to a particularly 

modern crisis, as a reflected by the tormented texts of Europe that resound with 

Erdosain’s own anguished feelings (“en todos los libros europeos encuentro este fondo de 

amargura y de angustia que me cuenta de su vida usted [Erdosain]” [161]), and by 

dreadful tendencies in the U.S. (“hay asesinos que tratan de batir el récord de crímenes 

horrorosos” [161]). The Astrólogo sees these conditions as facets of the same problem 

and, after considering the crimes in the U.S. as a sign of the times, refers to how 

Erdosain, having walked the streets, will know that, despite apparent differences, many 

individuals experiences a similar, if not the same anguish: “Usted que ha caminado lo 

sabe. Casas, más casas, rostros distintos y corazones iguales” (161).189 If we previously 

emphasized Erdosain’s recognition of the Astrólogo as “igual,” here the vision of anguish 

and of alikeness becomes even more sprawling: the spirit of this anguish, of a possible 

seeking of voyoucracy, and a concomitant desire for the obliteration of the contemporary 

 
187 Consider, also, for instance, the Astrólogo’s reference to the “reinado del 

superhombre” (Siete 206). Commenting on the influence of Nietzsche in Arlt’s work, Rose Corral 
acknowledges that “La huella de Nietzsche, y en particular de su obra Así habló Zaratustra, es 
perceptible en muchos de los tópicos que desarrolla el Astrólogo (además de la muerte de Dios, el 
tema del superhombre) y, en menor medida, en los que desarrolla el Buscador de Oro: el ‘regreso 
al desierto’, el fortalecimiento y la regeneración de las almas lejos de las ciudades” (El obsesivo 
54).   

188 Erdosain recalls that he first met the Astrólogo in “la Sociedad Teosófica” (Siete 164). 
The Astrólogo, in spite of his authoritarian vanguard project, lives up to his name, relating the 
following to Erdosain: “Estuve trabajando en el horóscopo de un imbécil” (158).  

189 In a way comparable to Erdosain’s ambling through the metropolis, Derrida associates 
the voyous with the space of the street (Rogues 65). 
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world system, could be found potentially and distressingly in numerous “rostros distintos 

y corazones iguales.”    

With distinctly Nietzschean overtones, the Astrólogo mentions humankind’s loss 

of “fiestas” and God: “La humanidad ha perdido sus fiestas y sus alegrías. ¡Tan infelices 

son los hombres que hasta a Dios lo han perdido!” (Siete 161).190 Now humans are only 

moved by “un motor de 300 caballos,” such that the Astrólogo states “El hombre es una 

bestia triste a quien sólo los prodigios conseguirán emocionar. O las carnicerías” (161). 

His sociological and spiritual assessment of humankind at this juncture in history would 

seem to condition in many ways the mystifying components of his project. In this regard, 

I would recall that earlier in the text, the narrative alludes to the yearning for the 

miraculous to which the Astrólogo will appeal: “Dicha necesidad de maravillas [la de 

Erdosain] que no tenía posibles satisfacciones –ya que él [Erdosain] era un inventor 

fracasado y un delincuente al margen de la cárcel–” (Siete 86).191 Returning to Erdosain’s 

exchange with the Astrólogo, we see how the “need for miracles” will become central to 

 
190 Compare the Astrólogo’s language here to the exclamations of the Madman in 

Nietzsche’s The Gay Science. After proclaiming that “God is dead,” the Madman goes on to ask 
“What festivals of atonement, what sacred games shall we have to invent?” (181). The 
Astrólogo’s reference to “fiestas” seems to evoke the situation and the “festivals” spoken of by 
the Madman.   

191 Erdosain in questioning what he is doing with his life, thinks about the possibility of a 
future that is not so mundane and uneventful. Additionally, the narrative refers to “yesterday’s 
beggar” being “leader of today’s secret society,” appearing to anticipate the Astrólogo’s project: 
“‘¿Qué es lo que hago con mi vida?’ decíase entonces, queriendo quizás aclarar con esta pregunta 
los orígenes de la ansiedad que le hacía apetecer una existencia en la cual el mañana no fuera la 
continuación de hoy con su medida de tiempo, sino algo distinto y siempre inesperado, como en 
los desenvolvimientos de las películas norteamericanas, donde el pordiosero de ayer es el jefe de 
una sociedad secreta de hoy y la dactilógrafa aventurera una multimillonaria de incógnito” (Siete 
86).  
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the project. The Astrólogo proclaims that his vision for the future is a monstrous mixture 

of pandemics, discoveries, and newfound myths:     

nosotros con nuestra sociedad le daremos prodigios [al hombre, al ser 
humano], pestes de cólera asiático, mitos, descubrimientos de yacimientos 
de oro o minas de diamantes. Yo lo he observado conversando con usted 
[Erdosain]. Sólo se anima cuando lo prodigioso interviene en nuestra 
conversación. Y así les pasa a todos los hombres, canallas o santos. (161-
62)    

Part of the Astrólogo’s evaluation of what is needed to remediate humankind’s void of 

faith is the construction of various ways to imitate, or, in a Derridean sense, supplement 

other political and religious structures of belief, but in disturbingly elitist, obscurantist, 

and violent forms that disregard the means in favor of the spectacularity of the outcomes.  

Los siete locos presents a disproportionate production and discussion of ideas, as 

in Erdosain’s maddened ramblings on his existence and criminality, and in the 

Astrólogo’s linguistic formulations of his project, lacking any concrete action. The 

characters themselves are not oblivious to this paradox, as Haffner will remark on the 

group’s inaction during the meeting of the “jefes” of the secret society: “Me parece que 

no hacemos nada más que hablar macanas. Si bien es cierto que yo en la sociedad de 

ustedes no paso de ser un simple informante, me parece que ahora mismo debería 

resolverse algo” (Siete 234). To account for this feature of the narrative, it could be 

suggested that the delirious reflections of Los siete locos mirror the maddened epochal 

crises of the early twentieth century, and parody the never-ending discussions that could 

potentially characterize some parliamentary systems and procedures. It would also be 

important to note how the Astrólogo curtails discussion, as a kind of rhetorical sovereign 

movement over the voyoucracy that he has assembled. Furthermore, in diverse scenes in 
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the novel in which the Astrólogo speaks with other characters, there is less a dialogue 

then there is a sort of rambling monologue about the nature of the secret society and the 

future order that will be inaugurated.        

  In order to examine the Astrólogo’s sovereignty over his voyoucracy, I find a 

notable correlation between the novel’s approach and Derrida’s reflections on the nature 

of sovereignty, his implicit and explicit critiques of Schmitt, and the nature of open 

discussion and democracy. For Derrida, “Dictatorship (and in a minimal and strict sense 

sovereignty is always a moment of dictatorship, even if one does not live in a so-called 

dictatorial regime) is always the essence of sovereignty, where it is linked to the power to 

say in the form of dictation, prescription, order or diktat” (Beast 1: 67, original 

emphasis).  While bearing in mind this paradoxical structure of sovereignty, it is critical 

to recall the following affirmation by Derrida:  

In a certain sense, there is no contrary of sovereignty, even if there are 
things other than sovereignty. […] even in politics, the choice is not 
between sovereignty and nonsovereignty, but among several forms of 
partings, partitions, divisions, conditions that come along to broach a 
sovereignty that is always supposed to be indivisible and unconditional. 
(Beast 1: 76)  

Likewise, he seems to identify the possibility of unrestricted and public debate as a 

specific trait of liberal democracies:   

For it is said that the essence of such a politics, in its liberal form, is to 
authorize or call for free discussion or indefinite deliberation, in 
accordance, at least, with the circular figure of the Athenian assembly in 
the agora or the semicircular figure of the assemblies of modern 
parliamentary democracy. (Rogues 9-10)   

In view of the crises of the early twentieth century as discussed in the essays of my first 

chapter, I would underscore how Carl Schmitt negates this element of discussion in 
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democratic political forms; indeed, Carlo Galli states “In The Crisis of Parliamentary 

Democracy [1923], Schmitt asserts that liberalism is grounded on open parliamentary 

discussion—in other words, on the political representation of the social competition of 

interests and opinions” (1597, original emphasis). According to Galli, “Schmitt 

underlines that liberalism is intrinsically contradictory, because it sustains the concept 

that the open space of politics results from a plurality of private opinions and conflicting 

interests” (1597). Similarly, in his earlier text, Political Romanticism (1919), Schmitt 

qualifies “‘eternal dialogue’ (ewige Gespräch)” as a principle component of liberalism 

(qtd. in Galli 1597). Despite this trait, as I have already pointed out, Derrida has argued 

that the opposite gesture reveals the presence of a sovereign dictatorial impulse: the 

“essence of sovereignty” is that moment of a “form of dictation, prescription, order or 

diktat” which can terminate the “free discussion or indefinite deliberation.” Thus, 

Schmitt’s critiques of liberalism in Galli’s survey hone in on discussion or dialogue, 

which Derrida qualifies as a vital element of democracy, while also recognizing the 

autoimmune potential of such discussion. This position is exemplified by the following 

questions he poses: “Is the right to speak without taking sides for democracy, that is, 

without committing oneself to it, more or less democratic? Is democracy that which 

assures the right to think and thus to act without it or against it?” (Rogues 41, original 

emphasis). These concerns reverberate throughout the novels of the third chapter, which 

on various occasions engage in violent and authoritarian plots against democratic 

regimes; yet this type of antidemocratic organizing—itself an autoimmune gesture—

could only be possible within a democracy, however problematic and corrupt it may be. 
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At the same time, there must be caution with regard to the power of discussion, for the 

force of the sovereign decision closes off the possibility of analyzing and interpreting: “In 

its very institution, and in the instant proper to it, the act of sovereignty must and can, by 

force, put an end in a single, indivisible stroke to the endless discussion” (Rogues 10). 

Although Derrida’s approach to democracy, autoimmunity, and sovereignty might appear 

far from the events of Roberto Arlt’s narration, I would underscore their commonalities. 

In Los siete locos, during several scenes in which characters interact, there is not “endless 

discussion,” but a kind of “endless” monologuing in the presence of others. This is 

particularly true of the Astrólogo’s expositions about his project and his envisioned future 

society. However, at the same time, he ends discussions among the other participants of 

his voyoucracy, in those moments which could undermine his sovereignty over the group 

and its future trajectory.    

These tensions within the voyoucracy are evident in the meeting of the leaders of 

the Astrólogo’s secret society, which I will now address. In this context, it would be 

important to elaborate upon some implications of Derrida’s thoughts about democracy 

vis-à-vis voyoucracy: if democracy is in many senses public, while allowing for the 

possibility of secrets, how does discussion take place among the members of a 

voyoucracy by nature clandestine? Who is the sovereign among the rogues, among a 

group of outlaws, who exercise a certain sovereignty in acting outside the law, both alone 

and together? The “jefes,” as the leaders of the Astrólogo’s secret society are called, 

would appear to be aristocratically structured, as different members are in charge of 

different functions in a sort of technocracy of delinquents. For example, Haffner 
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organizes the brothels as “el Gran Patriarca Prostibulario,” and Erdosain is designated by 

the Astrólogo as “Jefe de Industria” (Siete 212, 197). Even within the confines of the 

aristocratic formation of the secret society, the conversations among the “jefes” could be 

understood as democratic, primarily in the sense that these discussions reflect the 

concerns of the greatest number of individuals present. However, as the Astrólogo posits 

himself as a sovereign figure of his voyoucracy, he repeatedly ends moments of 

discussion and ultimate decision, in a series of autocratic gestures. At the same time, I 

would note that the sovereignty of the Astrólogo is challenged by Haffner and the 

character el Abogado, although for different reasons. This exposes the antagonistic nature 

of maintaining the unity of this group, of unifying the various ipseities of these voyous by 

directing them in the organization of the conspiracy. In addition to his sovereign 

rhetorical movements to close avenues of discussion, the Astrólogo rules over his group 

with a kind of structured deceit, exemplified by the theatricality of the presence of the 

character el Mayor during the meeting in which the co-conspirators congregate.    

The gathering of the “jefes” in Los siete locos includes, besides the Astrólogo and 

Erdosain, the Buscador de Oro, Haffner, el Mayor, and “el abogado” (221, 227). After 

looking over “los ‘jefes,’” the Astrólogo summarizes the past by observing that he will 

not reiterate what everyone there knows regarding the project, and that there have been 

“reuniones particulares” (222). In passing, it should be noted that, since not all of the 

meetings have been presented in the narrative diegetically, manipulations or falsifications 

of information remain possible. After a brief exchange regarding the organization of the 

future society—who will know who, the “socios” vis-à-vis the “jefes”—, the Buscador de 
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Oro will counterargue “Pero si la sociedad somos nosotros seis” (222). The Astrólogo 

replies by indirectly quoting the well-known dictum of Louis XIV of France, “l’état, c’est 

moi:” “la sociedad soy yo […]. Hablando seriamente, les diré que la sociedad son 

todos…, siempre con restricciones por lo que me atañe” (222, emphasis added, first 

ellipsis added, second in original). The affirmation of the Astrólogo’s ipseity—by 

alluding to an absolutist monarch—cuts short and ends discussion with a sovereign 

maneuver. However, at the same time, the narrative reveals that he must still tread 

carefully when dealing with the “jefes.” In particular, Haffner, not wanting to be 

considered “el Jefe de los Prostíbulos” in the secret society, threatens to leave; the 

narrative then presents the Astrólogo’s reaction: “No quédese’, rectificó el Astrólogo” 

(222-23).   

In this meeting characterized by these persistent power games, what seems to 

pique the interest of the other “jefes” above all is the attendance of an individual 

ostensibly in the military, el Mayor. The Buscador de Oro asks him if he plans to spread 

the secret society into the armed forces (“el ejército”) (223), and, before responding, el 

Mayor looks at (“observó”) the Astrólogo (223), as if seeking confirmation. El Mayor, 

ambiguously representing the army—as we will shall soon learn—, indicates that recent 

political events, as well as certain political tendencies have had significant effects among 

various “oficiales descontentos”: “Las ideas de ‘dictadura’ y los acontecimientos 

políticos y militares de estos últimos tiempos, me refiero a España y a Chile, han hecho 

pensar a muchos de mis camaradas que nuestro país podría ser también terreno próspero 

para una dictadura” (223, emphasis added). As discussed in the Introduction to the 
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dissertation, such allusions in Arlt’s 1929 novel to the dictatorships of Miguel Primo de 

Rivera in Spain (1923-1930) and of Carlos Ibáñez del Campo in Chile (1927-1931) 

foreboding anticipate events in Argentina, specifically the coup d’état headed by José 

Félix Uriburu in 1930. As I have argued throughout my study, without imposing a 

homogeneity that would distort the unique cultures and histories that have produced these 

events, this synchronicity of authoritarian states allows for a thinking together of such 

conditions vis-à-vis the texts that I analyze. El Mayor goes on to describe what he 

perceives to be an inadequate relationship between the public sphere and the military:  

El ejército es un estado superior dentro de una sociedad inferior, ya que 
nosotros somos la fuerza específica del país. Y sin embargo, estamos 
sometidos a las resoluciones del gobierno. […] En nuestra cámara de 
diputados y de senadores, hay sujetos acusados de usura y homicidio, 
bandidos vendidos a empresas extranjeras, individuos de una ignorancia 
tan crasa, que el parlamentarismo resulta aquí la comedia más grotesca que 
haya podido envilecer a un país. Las elecciones presidenciales se hacen 
con capitales norteamericanos, previa promesa de otorgar concesiones a 
una empresa interesada en explotar nuestras riquezas nacionales. No 
exagero cuando digo que la lucha de los partidos políticos en nuestra patria 
no es nada más que una riña entre comerciantes que quieren vender el país 
al mejor postor. (Siete 224)    

El Mayor denounces several aspects of parliamentary politics, from the criminality and 

“ignorancia” of politicians, to North American financial intervention in elections tied to 

neocolonial exploitation of Argentine resources. Thus, this troubling political situation—

undermining a democracy worthy of the name—could be seen, in a way, as another 

voyoucracy; indeed, such abject circumstances feed the flames of the Astrólogo’s 

autoimmunitary uprising.  

The other “jefes” at the gathering are shocked and intrigued by el Mayor’s speech: 

“Todos miraban estupefactos al Mayor. […] Erdosain contábame [al narrador] más tarde 
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que ninguno de los concurrentes a la reunión del miércoles había previsto una escena de 

tan alto interés” (225). Significantly, during this speech, “El Astrólogo se restregaba las 

manos con evidente satisfacción” (224); as we will soon see, he has apparently staged 

this entire scene. Continuing to espouse his views, el Mayor indicates that “muchos 

jóvenes oficiales” share these ideas, and that the secret society should appear to have “un 

aspecto completamente comunista” (225). El Mayor’s rationale involves fomenting not 

only revolutionary anxiety (“la inquietud revolucionaria”), but also terroristic attacks in 

the country, in such a way that would allow the military to justify a seizure of power, 

establish a dictatorship, and then dismantle democratic institutions in the country, which, 

in view of the circumstances, would be recognized by conservative nations abroad (225-

26). Crucially, his exposition seems to anticipate Derrida’s assessment of a voyoucracy 

acting as a “competing power, a challenge to the power of the state” as a kind of 

“criminal and transgressive countersovereignty” (Rogues 67-68). In particular, el Mayor 

notes how secret organizations subvert society from within, like an internal enemy: 

“Toda sociedad secreta es un cáncer en la colectividad. Sus funciones misteriosas 

desequilibran el funcionamiento de la misma. […] Cultivaremos en especial los atentados 

terroristas” (Siete 225). With an eerie resemblance to Schmitt’s friend/enemy distinction, 

the secret society, in this account by el Mayor, would artificially provoke rebellious 

fervor within the country to create a public, internal enemy that could be targeted by the 

military, thereby allowing for the rationalization of a coup d’état. At the same time, the 

cancerous outgrowth of this secret society is precisely the consequence of these 

conditions: it is a malady that may infect the body politic in an autoimmune fashion. 
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Commenting on the transition from coup to dictatorship, and subsequent diplomatic 

recognition, el Mayor contends the following:     

intervendremos nosotros, los militares. Diremos que en vista de la poca 
capacidad del gobierno para defender las instituciones de la patria, el 
capital y la familia, nos apoderemos del Estado, proclamando una 
dictadura transitoria. Todas las dictaduras son transitorias para despertar 
confianza. Capitalistas burgueses, y en especial los gobiernos extranjeros 
conservadores, reconocerán inmediatamente el nuevo estado de casas. 
Culparemos al gobierno de los Soviets de obligarnos a asumir una actitud 
semejante y fusilaremos a algunos pobres diablos convictos y confesos de 
fabricar bombas. Suprimiremos las dos cámaras y el presupuesto del país 
será reducido a un mínimo. […] El país alcanzará así una grandeza nunca 
vista. (226, original emphasis)    

Caught up in the autoimmune constitution of democracy as described by Derrida, these 

arguments for dictatorship and repression unnervingly seem to reflect and presage 

historical events and political discourses of the interwar years.   

The reaction of the “jefes” of the Astrólogo’s group exhibits their authoritarian 

proclivities, as they all applaud (226). Erdosain is the first to speak, praising el Mayor’s 

thoughts, but is concerned that the military would be in control, and “nosotros” 

(ostensibly the “jefes” of the Astrólogo’s group) would be subordinate (226). As el 

Mayor attempts to explain himself, the Astrólogo steps in, concluding this moment of 

debate: “Señores… nosotros no hemos reunido para discutir orientaciones que no 

interesan ahora… sino para organizar las actividades de los jefes de célula” (227, ellipsis 

in original). Notably, in this instance, the rhetorical attempt to annul further discussion is 

disrupted by el Abogado, who reveals himself to be Haffner’s friend and who has ceased 

working as a lawyer “por no transigir con el régimen capitalista” (227). He asks “¿Tengo 

o no derecho a opinar?” (227), to which the Astrólogo responds “Sí, señor, lo tiene” 
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(227). El Abogado affirms that el Mayor’s declaration radically changes the nature of the 

project: “aseguro que lo dicho por el Mayor imprime una nueva orientación a nuestra 

sociedad” (227). It would be hard to ignore the noteworthy challenge to the Astrólogo’s 

rule given that the authoritarian foundations of the secret society have always been 

present, namely the financing of the organization from the profits from prostitution. 

However, as the narrative has not previously presented an individual meeting between the 

Astrólogo and el Abogado, for instance, one can only speculate what the former told the 

latter about the project. Nonetheless, it would be important to note that the Astrólogo’s 

description of his project appears to alter and transform its apparent political orientation 

depending on the context and the interlocutors (a particularly relevant example is when 

the Astrólogo states “Cuando converse con un proletario seré rojo” [214]).192 Returning 

to this assembly of the “jefes,” the Buscador de Oro disagrees with el Abogado pertaining 

to the secret society’s potentially “nueva orientación” regarding the ideas expressed by el 

Mayor: “Puede ser la base de ella [nuestra sociedad] sin la exclusión de sus otros 

principios” (227). The Buscador de Oro seems to have internalized the contradictory and 

authoritarian nature of the Astrólogo’s own musings on his project. The narration then 

presents the following situation:  

La discusión se iba a renovar. El Astrólogo se levantó:  

 
192 Rosenberg, commenting on the Astrólogo’s manipulations of his group, states: “The 

Astrologer is a master operator whose uncanny manipulative ability is based partially on making 
everyone believe a different version of his plan while nevertheless keeping the cell together 
through the appeal of his own slippery personality and an endless series of simulacra. The whole 
point is, in fact, that everything that surrounds the Astrologer smacks of forgery. Not only his 
speech but also the secret reunions and characters he invites to participate (a military man, a 
communist lawyer) have a certain degree of affectation and suspicious theatricality” (51).  
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“Señores, discutirán otro día. Ahora se trata de la organización 
comercial… no de ideas. Por lo tanto suprimiremos todo lo que se aparte 
de ello”.    
“Ésa es la dictatura”, exclamó el abogado. (Siete 227, ellipsis in original)   

In his short and direct outburst, el Abogado grasps the dictatorial core of the Astrólogo’s 

project as embodied in his interactions with the group. At the same time, this interaction 

lays bare the Astrólogo’s attempts to maintain sovereignty over the group. If earlier in the 

meeting, Haffner’s possible exit from the group was hastily remedied by the Astrólogo, 

displaying tensions among the group members, el Abogado in this instance unequivocally 

opposes the Astrólogo’s sovereignty over the secret society: it is as though in this 

voyoucracy, the voyous would be trying to replicate the liberal or parliamentary right to 

publicly discuss matters. Conspicuously, the Astrólogo addresses his challenger, el 

Abogado, and seeks to exclude him from this roguish scheme, as though he were be 

attempting to expel a marginalized voyou from this conspiration of other voyous: “Usted 

se siente con pasta de jefe, a lo que creo… Creo que la tiene. Su deber, si usted es 

inteligente, es organizar lejos de nosotros otra sociedad. Así provocaremos el 

desmoronamiento de la actual. Aquí usted me obedece, o se retira” (227, ellipsis in 

original). The Astrólogo recommends that el Abogado should establish his own society, 

his own voyoucracy, so that both potential projects could help to topple the current order; 

at the same time, he also seems to act in the spirit of voyoucracy itself, such that there 

may be as many other forms of insurgency and “countersovereignty” as possible.193  

 
193 The Astrólogo is reminiscent of the “professional conspirators” whom Marx discusses 

and which form part of Walter Benjamin’s text, “The Paris of the Second Empire in Baudelaire” 
(3-5).   
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Nevertheless, I would indicate that it would appear that there cannot simultaneously be 

two sovereigns in this voyoucracy, and that a democratic opposition to the Astrólogo’s 

rule will not be tolerated, demonstrating yet again that the structure of this political 

grouping is founded not on democratic, but rather on authoritarian tenets. Indeed, earlier, 

the Astrólogo refers not only to his sovereignty over the project—namely concerning his 

demands for “obediencia” of the members of the group—, but also to his possible 

substitution once the project had become sufficiently established, hypothetically: “El día 

que yo encuentre un hombre capaz de substituirme y la empresa esté encaminada, me 

retiraré a meditar a la montaña. En tanto, todos los que me rodean me deben absoluta 

obediencia” (202).194 Although it is difficult to believe the honesty of the Astrólogo’s 

intentions given his other manipulations of the “jefes,” the Astrólogo, in the context of 

the meeting, recognizes that el Abogado has “pasta de jefe;” consequently, we could 

postulate that he could one day be such a person to replace the Astrólogo. However, the 

secret society has not even initiated its first insurrectionary deeds. As such, I would 

suggest that the exchange between the Astrólogo and el Abogado implies that there 

cannot simultaneously be two (voyou) sovereigns within a single voyoucracy.195 After a 

tense moment in which the two men look each other over, el Abogado, staring at the 

Astrólogo, leaves “con una sonrisa de hombre fuerte” (227-28). After this incident, el 

 
194 The Astrólogo’s view of substitutability contrasts significantly with Leonardo’s fear of 

replacement by others wearing bowlers in Gómez de la Serna’s El caballero del hongo gris, 
studied in Chapter 2. While on the topic of headwear, in Arlt’s Los siete locos, Erdosain wears a 
“sombrero de paja” (157), and in some instances, the Astrólogo dons “la chistera” (197) and a 
“galera” (202).   

195 This could be compared to the following lines from the Iliad cited by Derrida: “No 
good thing is a multitude of lords; let there be one lord, one king” (qtd. in Rogues 16). 
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Mayor commends the Astrólogo for asserting his position in front of the challenger: “La 

disciplina es la base de todo. Le escuchamos” (228). Nevertheless, Erdosain reacts to this 

happening in such a way as to expose another fissure within the group: “Aquí habrá toda 

la disciplina que ustedes quieran, pero es absurdo que estemos hablando de dictatura 

militar. A nosotros sólo pueden interesarnos los militares plegándose a un movimiento 

rojo” (228). If Erdosain implicitly disputes the Astrólogo’s sovereignty by revealing his 

understanding of the role of the military in their political project, the immediate reaction 

to his remarks is this surprising admission by el Mayor: “¿Entonces reconoce usted que 

hago bien mi papel? […] yo soy tan Mayor como usted” (228). In response, the 

Astrólogo says the following to the other “jefes:” “¿Se dan cuenta ahora ustedes del 

poder de la mentira? […] Lo he disfrazado a este amigo de militar [el Mayor] y ya 

ustedes mismos creían, a pesar de estar casi en el secreto, que teníamos revolución en el 

ejército” (228). Narratively, this principle of deception remains operative and could be 

seen as a self-reflection on the power of fictional discourse. However, another “Nota del 

comentador,” at the end of the last referenced sentence, plays a second reversal of 

expectations, now only for the readers: “Más tarde se comprobó que el Mayor no era un 

jefe apócrifo, sino auténtico, y que mintió al decir que estaba representando una 

comedia” (228). The language of theatrical performance should not be discounted here, 

for the Astrólogo himself compares this discussion to a “rehearsal” for his project, of “the 

comedy” which will take place in the future: “Este no fue nada más que un ensayo… ya 

que representaremos la comedia en serio algún día” (228, ellipsis in original). The 

Astrólogo thus performs his sovereignty over the group, whose members, in turn, 
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acknowledge his power by accepting the seriousness of a performance that has become 

reality.196 Indeed, following this statement by the Astrólogo, the narrative presents the 

responses of the “jefes:” “Las palabras [del Astrólogo] resonaron tan amenazadoras que 

los cuatro hombres se quedaron observando al Mayor” (229). Then, el Mayor indicates 

that “En realidad no he pasado de sargento,” a remark immediately curtailed by the 

Astrólogo (“interrumpió sus explicaciones”), as he addresses Haffner about another 

matter (229).    

If the Derridean sense of openness to what is to come—either positive or negative, 

but wholly unknowable—, would be affirmed in aspects of Zambrano’s Horizonte del 

liberalismo considered in Chapter 1, the Astrólogo’s project in Los siete locos seems—

while desiring the arrival of the future—to foreclose any possibility of deviation. Related 

to the sovereignty he exerts in his interactions with the members of his voyoucracy, the 

Astrólogo dizzyingly spins and morphs his hypothetical future society, trying to 

compensate for its own discursive closure. The Astrólogo rhetorically performs his 

sovereignty by terminating—or indeed never admitting within the confines of his 

voyoucracy—, “the endless discussion” (Derrida, Rogues 10) that would typify 

parliamentary democratic politics. As the reader will learn in the “Epílogo” in Los 

lanzallamas—Arlt’s narrative conclusion to Los siete locos—, Erdosain commits suicide, 

Elsa dies of a heart attack, Barsut is hired by a movie company to “filmar el drama de 

 
196 Erdosain, looking at el Mayor—qualified in this part of the narration as the 

“pseudosargento”—reflects on the Astrólogo’s ability to control these “comediantes:” “no pudo 
menos que decirse cómo era posible que el Astrólogo moviera tales comediantes” (Siete 230).     
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Temperley,” while the police have been unable to find and apprehend the Astrólogo and 

Hipólita, who remain at large (Lanzallamas 596-99).   

 The Astrólogo’s ruminations in Los siete locos about his insurrectionary plot 

respond to and coincide with the sociopolitical, economic, and spiritual concerns of the 

epoch when the novel was written and published. If his voyoucracy develops on the 

fringes of a parliamentary regime, as a kind of autoimmune reaction to the deficiencies of 

liberal parliamentarism and its intersection with capitalism, the next narrative examined 

in Chapter 3—Huidobro’s La próxima—will attempt to escape the limitations of Western 

society, by relocating and establishing a modern utopia. However, the determination to 

escape the past—especially its forms of systemic violence and domination—will 

recurrently plague this problematic utopic project, whose possibilities for success will be 

structurally undermined, as in Los siete locos, from within.      
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III. The Contamination of Utopic Space, the Quasi-Democratic and “Mystical” 

Grounding of Law, and the Apocalyptic Unveiling of the Colony’s Truth in La próxima 

(1934) by Vicente Huidobro   

Los siete locos (1929) by Roberto Arlt constructs a narration anchored in the 

urban space of Buenos Aires, relating the insurrectionary efforts to destroy the current 

political and economic system in order to impose an authoritarian regime. In contrast, 

Vicente Huidobro’s La próxima (1934) presents a leader of a utopian project who tries to 

argue for the founding of a new society not secret and sectarian, but public and 

welcoming. With the memory of the First World War fresh in his mind and with an 

awareness of the ongoing Russian Revolution, the protagonist of La próxima, Alfredo 

Roc, while living in Europe, heralds an imminent crisis, such that he begins the 

settlement of a colony in Angola. Conversely, Roc’s son, Silverio, disagrees with his 

father about what he considers to be an avoidance of the problems of modern society by 

creating this colony. Accordingly, Silverio supports the efforts of the Russian Revolution, 

and serves as a counterpoint to his father’s possibilities of success in the novel. As the 

warfare that Roc has foreseen consumes the globe, his colonial project in Angola and the 

Russian Revolution remain the only areas apparently saved from the horrors of an 

international conflict. However, tensions flare up within Roc’s colony as a group of 

settlers choose, through quasi-democratic means, to house technology in a museum 

located in the colony. Two factions emerge regarding disagreements about the use and 

future of technology in the colony. The narrative concludes with the burning of the 

museum, signaling the apparent failure of Roc’s utopic experiment. The final words of La 
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próxima depict Roc shouting out to Silverio, believing his son to have been right all along 

in the latter’s support of the Russian Revolution.     

If Arlt’s Los siete locos offers almost endless monologuing of its characters in the 

presence of others concerning future plans and hypothetical societal conditions, 

Huidobro’s La próxima relies on the use of frequent, extended dialogues, principally 

between the protagonist Alfredo Roc and others, as they debate the stages of the colonial 

plan and related concerns. In contrast to Los siete locos, there is in La próxima’s colony a 

dizzying amount of action and development that accompanies these conversations. 

Additionally, the characters in La próxima resemble more realist or naturalist 

protagonists, particularly in their listening to one another and responding in turn, in 

contrast to Arlt’s characters, who at times appear to not pay attention to one another’s 

speech. (Los siete locos, however, does not present as radical a break with a mimetic 

presentation of dialogue as we see in Emar’s Un año.) A crucial divergence between 

these novels by Arlt and Huidobro is epitomized by their respective harbingers of the 

future world order: the Astrólogo and Roc both expect imminent catastrophes, yet their 

responses and decisions in the respective narratives could not differ more starkly. The 

Astrólogo sees humankind as anguished, having lost faith, such that his future society 

would seek to redirect belief and mystify the many to forge an authoritarian rule. Unlike 

the leader of the secret society in Los siete locos, Roc is tormented by the prospect of 

future crises and seeks to save as many people as he can by building a refuge in his 

colonial settlement. Indeed, contrary to the Astrólogo’s maddened pessimism, Roc 

presents a maddened empathy. 
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In La próxima, as the major cities of the world seem to have been destroyed, 

while the Russian Revolution presumably continues, Roc’s colony becomes isolated from 

the rest of the world. This situation forces the colonists to act alone, with no external 

guidance, other than the paternalistic leadership of Roc, who will try to reconcile the 

divergent views of the colonists concerning the status of technology. In a key episode that 

leads to a discussion among some of the colonists, a majority decides to store inventions 

and scientific knowledge in a museum recently built in the colony. Since it is not entirely 

clear as to who has been excluded and who has been allowed to participate in this 

decision, I qualify this decision as quasi-democratic. This move to place technology in 

the museum may be seen as a sort of law-founding event in the colony that differs from 

the original intention of the founder, Roc. The narrative’s conclusion—recounting the 

destruction of the museum at the hands of some of the colonists—would seem to confirm 

the failure of the project, which contained forms of exploitation and exclusion of the 

capitalist mode of production, particularly along gender, race, and class lines. Framed by 

Derrida’s reflections on democracy and the “mystical” grounding of law that I have 

discussed in Chapter 1, my analysis of La próxima engages Fredric Jameson’s categories 

of “closure” and “totality” in his theorization of utopias, as well as Walter Benjamin’s 

discussion of “cultural treasures” in addition to the polarity of “mythic” and “divine” 

types of violence, as I seek to interpret the fiery end of Huidobro’s novel.     

In the letter that opens La próxima, Huidobro addresses Roberto Suárez, a friend 

who worked at the Chilean consulate in Milan and witnessed the development of the 
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novel.197 Both conversed and debated about various aspects of La próxima, from its ideas 

to “su técnica y su finalidad” (241). It should be noted that this epistolary prelude 

highlights Huidobro’s conversations with a friend, for the narrative of La próxima often 

unfolds in dialogues pertaining to Roc’s project. In a way that parallels and brings 

together life and fiction, Huidobro writes that he and Suárez even dreamed of founding a 

similar colony in the same country: “Llegó un momento en que estábamos ambos 

decididos a irnos a Angola y construir una colonia de hombres nuevos sobre la roca 

donde Roc acaso estaría ya construyendo la suya” (241). In addition to the overlapping of 

literature and history evinced by the “Nota del comentador” in Los siete locos which I 

discussed in the Introduction to the dissertation, as well as the elements of comparison 

between the maritime voyages of Norah Lange and Ingrid in 45 días y 30 marineros, 

Huidobro’s comment reveals a possible Biblical origin for his protagonist’s name: Roc 

will build his new world upon “la roca” (“the rock”), seeming to echo Jesus’s words to 

Peter (Pedro), a name whose etymological origin relates to rock or stone. This is 

significant, moreover, given the prophetic characterization of Roc, as well as the variety 

of Judeo-Christian allusions and motifs in La próxima. While alluding in this section to 

the destruction and aftermath of World War I, Huidobro recalls that he and Suárez would 

reflect about when “la próxima guerra” would commence (241). Among the aspects they 

 
197 Regarding the narrative’s structure, La próxima opens with a letter (dated in 1933) 

written by Huidobro to his friend Roberto Suárez, having vacationed together in in 1930 in the 
Italian Alps, where the Chilean author would write this novel (241). There is then an “Exordio” 
that presages future disasters, followed by nineteen chapters, some of which have subtitles, while 
others remain unnamed. 
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discussed, the author cites part of a conversation between himself and Suárez, in which 

war seems to be a consequence of the structure of capitalism:  

Yo [Huidobro] afirmaba: “Me parece imposible que el régimen capitalista 
encuentre otra solución a sus conflictos que una guerra”. Tú [Suárez] respondías: 
“¿Cómo es posible que el capitalismo, que ha creado una civilización milenaria 
como la nuestra, con tantos recursos y tantas cosas admirables, no vaya a 
encontrar otra solución?” (241)  

While Suárez seems to have more faith in capitalism to resolve its internal contradictions 

than his interlocutor, it should be noted that Huidobro—or this narrativized version of 

Huidobro—diagnoses societal crises as arising from capitalism, along with warfare, in a 

way comparable to Arlt’s discussion of the First World War’s effects on humankind in 

his Aguafuerte examined in the previous section of Chapter 3.      

As in any utopia, there are some elements to hold out for and others to denounce 

in La próxima. Consequently, there are aspects which could be praised in Roc’s plan, 

namely the protagonist’s empathy in seeking to save as many people as possible from 

death, and the potentiality of a democratic organization among the colonists—however 

problematically it is presented in the narrative. At the same time, it would be necessary to 

persistently question the fraternalistic and patriarchal conception of political association 

and the consequent exclusion of women in many facets of Roc’s project, along with the 

classist and racist socioeconomic relations of previous societies that are reified in the 

colony in Angola. 

I use the term “utopic” and “utopia” in my analysis of Roc’s colonial project in 

line with Fredric Jameson’s reflections on utopias. Yet there is not a positive evaluation 

of the term in my usage; rather, I have in mind the implications of Jameson’s categories 
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of “totality” and “closure” of utopias in my examination of Huidobro’s novel. Jameson 

indicates that “the properly Utopian program or realization will involve a commitment to 

closure (and thereby to totality)” (Archaeologies 4). However, in reference to Utopia 

(1516) by Thomas More (1478-1535), Jameson illustrates the violence of the initiation 

and preservation of utopic “closure” from the exterior:   

closure is achieved by that great trench the founder causes to be dug 
between the island and the mainland and which alone allows it to become 
Utopia in the first place: a radical secession further underscored by the 
Machiavellian ruthlessness of Utopian foreign policy which—bribery, 
assassination, mercenaries and other forms of Realpolitik—rebukes all 
Christian notions of universal brotherhood and natural law and decrees the 
foundational difference between them and us, foe and friend, in a 
peremptory manner worthy of Carl Schmitt […]. (5, original emphasis)   

While the positive nature of the idea of “universal brotherhood” would remain 

problematic in view of Derrida’s The Politics of Friendship, Jameson crucially describes 

how a utopia seeks the creation of an inside which allows for the delimitation of an 

outside, grounding the “radical secession” produced by “closure.” In conjunction with 

these utopian features, the concept of “totality” is vital in understanding how a utopic 

space is constituted and permits a determination of the internal and the external: “Totality 

is then precisely this combination of closure and system, in the name of autonomy and 

self-sufficiency and which is ultimately the source of that otherness or radical, even alien, 

difference […]” (Jameson 5). “Totality” is that which underwrites various utopic 

arrangements and aspirations, according to Jameson: “it is precisely this category of 

totality that presides over the forms of Utopian realization: the Utopian city, the Utopian 

revolution, the Utopian commune or village, and of course the Utopian text itself” (5).  

As I will suggest in La próxima, the internally-defined inside of the utopic space—the 
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colony in Angola—implies a “closure” from the outside, specifically everywhere else in 

the world, which has been ravaged by universal conflict of unclear origin (characters 

debate about who initially launched an attack on Paris). However, a powerful feature of 

Huidobro’s novel is that the act of seeking “closure” and thus “totality” is depicted as 

distressing and painful for the colonial inhabitants, aware of the suffering in the rest of 

the world. Relatedly, we should note that the inside can never establish an absolute 

“closure” from the outside, and, as in democracy, carries within itself the 

immunodeficient source of its undoing. The utopic space of Roc’s colony—even in its 

foundation and delimitation as a space as a utopia—is already contaminated, in a 

Derridean sense, by that which they are seeking to escape. Often, Roc and others intend 

to circumvent what is called in the narrative “el mundo civilizado,” a phrase that can be 

glossed as features of modern life produced by capitalism and colonialism, the latter of 

which we can consider as an intrinsic component of capitalist expansion starting with the 

European arrival in the Americas.198 I will suggest that the colony problematically 

secures its “closure” and “totality” qua utopia in two critical instances: firstly, when it is 

first decided that technology will be placed in the museum; and secondly, when the 

museum is set ablaze at the novel’s end.   

 
198 Federici develops a conception of the transition from feudal to capitalist modes of 

production that takes into account problems related to class and gender, such as witch-hunts and 
the exclusion of women from waged work, as well as the processes of colonization in the 
Americas. Federici indicates the following: “I have placed at the center of my analysis of 
primitive accumulation the witch-hunts of the 16th and 17th centuries, arguing that the persecution 
of the witches, in Europe as in the New World, was as important as colonization and the 
expropriation of the European peasantry from its land were for the development of capitalism” 
(Federici 12).       
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After crossing its epistolary threshold, the La próxima’s brief “Exordio” 

introduces various problems addressed in the narrative and manifests an epochal sense of 

apocalyptic imminence to which Roc will respond by founding his colony. The 

“Exordio” speaks of the proximity of economic catastrophes, of wars and revolutions, 

and a precariousness that will lead to a cataclysmic end:  

La época de tranquilidad acabó en el mundo y no volverá hasta dentro de 
muchos años. Ahora estamos en un período de revoluciones y guerras que 
puede durar más de lo que se piensa. Las crisis económicas se repetirán 
cada vez más agudas, sembrando el pánico y la desolación en los hogares 
y en los pueblos. […] Acaso ese período termine en la catástrofe total. 
Esto dependerá de la cordura de los hombres. (243)     

Tranquility will not return to the earth, with increasingly intense iterations of economic 

volatility, unless the future comes to resemble the past, a problematic which recurs 

throughout the narrative, especially in view of the prospects of Roc’s colony. Those who 

are not moved by the desire to take part in the struggles of the age—“los que aman la 

calma”—should relocate and take shelter “en alguna isla lejana o en algún rincón de la 

tierra y esperar allí hasta que haya pasado el período de las grandes transformaciones en 

el mundo civilizado” (243). Key is the notion of “la calma,” insinuating an avoidance of 

the political struggles of the day, especially as Roc’s friends in Europe will question the 

decision to abandon “el mundo civilizado.” Relatedly, the “Exordio” foreshadows the 

debate between Roc and his son Silverio who, respectively, represent the position of 

fleeing and founding a new society, vis-à-vis that of going to Russia and assisting the 

revolution there. Additionally, the expression “el mundo civilizado” critically appears in 

this passage: various racist discourses are related to Roc’s colonial project in Angola, at 
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the same time that the narrative focuses on the aspects of civilization that have produced 

the destruction which Roc seeks to escape, but only reifies in his colony.      

Roc—an individual who “había nacido para pioneer”—has returned from Angola 

to Marseille (243, original emphasis). Speaking with his friends, Roc idealizes their 

ancestors who had explored and settled in the Americas, while they, in the present, only 

write about what their predecessors had done: “Nuestros abuelos, ésos eran hombres, esos 

pioneers que fundaron países en América, valían la pena. Nosotros somos unos pobres 

infelices que nos contentamos con escribir sobre ellos. No vivimos, sino que escribimos 

lo que otros vivieron” (243, original emphasis). This kind of nostalgia for exploration—

which effaces the nature of colonial oppression—becomes bound to a colonial impulse in 

the narrative and to a meta-reflexive opposition between writing and living.199 Roc 

affirms the longing to create and establish a new society, away from the current order, 

where “everything is already completed” and there are terrible hatreds:   

Vámonos a buscar una tierra en donde podamos trabajar, en donde 
podamos hacer algo grande, sentir el placer de crear un mundo con 
nuestras manos, con nuestra cabeza, con nuestro esfuerzo. Lejos de estos 
países en donde todo está hecho, en donde se ha llegado a esta lamentable 
situación actual, a esta crisis humana representada por el odio de unos 
hombres a otros […]. (243)   

 
199 Incidentally, the Astrólogo in Arlt’s Los siete locos reveals a similar desire for 

exploration which cannot find an outlet in the present, resulting from a current absence of faith 
and beliefs, and from a world which seems already known and familiar: “lo más terrible es que 
para nosotros ha pasado ya el tiempo de adquirir una creencia, una fe. […] En otras épocas para 
nosotros hubiera quedado el refugio de un convento o de un viaje a tierras desconocidas y 
maravillosas” (161). At the same time, it should be noted that Huidobro’s La próxima would 
seem to participate in something of a zeitgeist of creating colonies: Vicente Blasco Ibáñez founds 
colonies in Argentina, Henry Ford establishes self-sufficient colonies in Brazil, while Milton 
Hershey founds towns in Cuba and in Hershey in Pennsylvania.    
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There is in Roc’s activity a kind of self-positing, of the self that creates itself and 

represents itself to itself in the act of creating, which is reminiscent of the structure of 

ipseity. These sentiments in some ways set the stage for Roc’s project which can be 

conceived as a utopia in the sense of aiming for “closure” and establishing “totality,” to 

invoke Jameson’s utopic categories. Roc’s goal will be to isolate and close the 

community from the outside’s contamination, from the crises external to the colony. 

However, from within, in seeking “totality,” the seeds of discontent and the numerous 

structures of exploitation from previous societies will lead to a catastrophic incident in 

the colony: the burning of the museum. This final act of destruction not only fulfills the 

narrative’s apocalyptic implicature, but it also suggests a critical break with the past of 

the colony and with the law established in the settlement in storing technology that 

building. Although the narrative does not present the consequences of this conflagration, 

the setting on fire of the museum can be viewed as an attempt to establish within the 

colonial space a new order that differs from the sociopolitical organization that Roc 

envisioned. In this sense, it can be seen as a kind of internal revolution and a problematic, 

violent independence from Roc’s original vision for the utopic community.   

Roc’s selects Angola among other European nations’ colonial possessions due to 

his “gran simpatía por el pueblo portugués y una gran admiración por la historia del 

Portugal […] que fue un día el pueblo más interesante de la tierra, el más grande como 

imperio colonial y la cuna de los más extraordinarios aventureros de una larga época de 

maravillas” (244). Here, even more explicitly, we observe Roc’s glorification of the 

colonial exploits of the past, knotted to a naïve romanticism for the exploration of so-
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called “aventureros.” The government of Portugal assists Roc and his companions, as if 

no other groups of people were already living in the land that they would be colonizing. 

However, the latent question of race is revealed by the narrative:    

El gobierno portugués dio toda clase de facilidades a los expedicionarios, 
juzgando cuerdamente que esos nuevos colonos blancos que sólo querían 
trabajar y vivir en paz no harían ningún mal a aquella lejana provincia tan 
injustamente olvidada de los hombres; al contrario, valorizaban las tierras, 
llevarían otros colonos, pues el plan principal de Alfredo Roc era regalar 
terrenos cultivables a todos los que los solicitaran y que se 
comprometieran a trabajarlos. (244)    

The narration presents that, because they are “white colonists,” they will cause the lands 

they occupy to have a greater value and prompt other colonists to arrive, completely 

disregarding any consideration for the resident population in Angola. Racist discourses 

intersect the base of Roc’s project and La próxima more broadly. For if indeed there is a 

yearning to flee (European) civilization and to return to a place that the narrative presents 

as not civilized, this impetus becomes associated with a colonial space inserted in Africa, 

but utopically outside of the continent, following a European trajectory which the 

colonists will, in the end, be unable to escape. Roc’s colony will become the locus onto 

which these racist discourses are reinscribed, where the civilized return to the primitive, 

especially in what will come to be the colonists’ desire to live off the land as pastors, 

farmers, and hunters, thereby relinquishing modern technology. However, the narrative 

also presents Europe as the place of civilization which is simultaneously the epitome of a 

kind of barbaric order—of untenable socioeconomic circumstances and horrifying wars. 

The idea that the civilized may contain a brutal and violent substratum is similar to the 

line of inquiry that Walter Benjamin pursues in his discussion of “cultural treasures” 
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(“Theses” 256), in one of his most synthetic and arcane texts, known in translation by the 

titles “Theses on the Philosophy of History” and “On the Concept of History.” 

Concentrating on the material conditions of “barbarism” and exploitation— “the 

anonymous toil of […] contemporaries”—that would make possible “the efforts of the 

great minds and talents,” Benjamin writes that “There is no document of civilization 

which is not at the same time a document of barbarism” (256). Relatedly, in La próxima, 

the terms “civilización” and “civilizado” frequently have negative connotations. At the 

same time, however, perhaps even more relevant is how, in Huidobro’s novel, certain 

forms of exploitation, which are narratively depicted as inherent to European civilization, 

are concomitantly presented as unavoidable in Roc’s colonial project. In addition, there is 

a kind of Derridean autoimmunity that will destroy the colony from within itself. This 

dynamic is manifested when Roc is asked by his friends why he did not choose “el Africa 

[sic] del Sur Inglesa” (245), to which the protagonists replies “allí hay demasiada 

política, demasiada civilización, de esta civilización que conocemos y que por eso mismo 

detestamos. […] Si vamos huyendo de la esclavitud en que vivimos en Europa, no es para 

caer en otra esclavitud igualmente odiosa” (245). This notion precisely expresses Roc’s 

wager: to flee and forge a new society without “falling into another equally loathsome 

slavery.” However, the friends remark “donde el hombre civilizado vaya llevará sus 

taras,” to which Roc responds “Trataremos de evitarlo lo más posible” (245). As we shall 

see, the core problems and contradictions of Western civilization are already at work in 

Roc’s colony, in spite of its utopian façade.   
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As reflected in the previous dialogue, I would emphasize Roc’s conversations 

with various “amigos” in Europe, and the male “pioneers” who will join him in his 

colonization. In my view, these elements should be framed in relation to the fraternalistic 

structure of filiation that I studied in the male crew of 45 días y 30 marineros, and in the 

voyoucracy of the Astrólogo in Los siete locos. As we turn to such modes of political 

association in La próxima, Roc, having purchased “terrenos” within Angola, has gathered 

“un grupo de amigos” (243) to accompany him in his enterprise. In a way that adjoins a 

fraternalistic politics, La próxima emphasizes, literally and symbolically, the father and 

the male line of a genealogy. The fraternalistic and patriarchal aspects of the colonial 

project are exemplified not only by Roc’s idealization of historical male explorers and 

conquerors, but also by his self-designation as a paternal figure of the community later in 

the narrative. The flight from the perceived hazards in Europe is qualified as “una 

cobardía” by Roc’s friends, who say to him, in even more masculinist terms, that he 

should remain there, as “tu deber de hombre es lanzarte a la pelea” (245).200 As observed 

in Lange’s 45 días y 30 marineros, masculine duty becomes distressingly associated with 

violence and activity, and fatherly roles seem to function as places of both authority and 

weakness, especially when viewed in relation to issues of sovereignty. If earlier Roc 

acclaims the conquistador grandfathers, he now vilifies his ostensibly European 

 
200 In this conversation, as in others in the narrative, the ascribing of speakers is at times 

unclear. Here, Roc is talking with his friends. This conversation opens with the attribution “solían 
decirle [a Roc] los amigos” (Próxima 244). However, in this discussion, Roc’s friend(s), when 
speaking, will use the first person singular form (e.g., “En ese caso te diría […]” [246]), while 
Roc addresses him/them with the second person singular form (e.g., “ese egoísmo que tú quieres 
ver en mí” [245]). Recognizing this tendency, I will refer to the speaker(s) as Roc’s friends in my 
analysis.       
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interlocutors, as well as the world of their ancestors: “¿Por qué mi sitio está aquí cuando 

yo detesto el mundo que habéis hecho o que hicieron vuestros padres?” (Próxima 245). 

Thus, it would seem as though Roc would seek to detach his glorified vision of colonial 

conquest—the sins of the fathers—, from contemporary political and socioeconomic 

crises, as though their histories—of colonialism, racism, and the capitalist mode of 

production—were not coextensive and intwined. His friends say to him that if he thinks 

that either war is fast approaching and that its consequence will be revolution, or that a 

revolution will come regardless, Roc’s “deber es ayudar la revolución social para que 

cambie el mundo, este mundo que tanto detestas” (245). Subsequently, a fundamental 

ambivalence returns regarding Roc’s relationship with the male family line: “¿Y por esa 

razón yo voy a condenar al exterminio a mi hijo, a mis padres, a mis hermanos y a todos 

los seres que me son queridos?” (245). Despite referring to the ambiguously gendered 

“seres” and to the gender-neutral interpretations of Spanish words like “padres” and 

“hermanos,” male lineage would seem to be underscored. The potential omission of 

women from this list perhaps relates to an implicit patriarchal and fraternalistic 

conception of politics operating in Roc’s project, which appears to exclude women from 

political participation. (As I shall address below, Roc—revealing a patriarchal conception 

of his colony’s political order—will ultimately designate himself as a kind of father of the 

community, who must mediate the disputes of his settlers, i.e., his children.) Apparently 

seeking to clarify this absence, following Roc’s exclamation, the narrator indicates that 

“La mujer de Roc había muerto a los cuatro años de matrimonio, dejándole un hijo que 

ahora debía tener unos veinte años” (245). The value of such a paternal and homosocial 
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legacy is interrogated in the text meta-reflexively by the introduction of Roc’s son, 

Silverio, a character who is if not ambivalent, utterly opposed to his father’s plan. In fact, 

the end of the novel seems to present a future that belongs to a son who replaces the 

father.     

The important dialogue between Silverio and his father displays their differing 

views on how to respond to the impending social crises, as well as the narrative’s self-

conscious premonition that the colonial project is fated to be a disaster. Silverio has been 

supporting the Revolution in Russia, and disagreeing with the colonization in Angola 

(286). Silverio sees his father’s project, “Ese gesto de huida,” as “un gesto cobarde;” he 

asserts that his “duty” (“deber”) is to remain and aid in the efforts to support the 

revolution (286). In response, Roc says that he is not announcing a “flight” (“huida”), but 

rather an attempt “to save” from obliteration whatever is “worthy” of protection in 

“nuestra civilización:” “hay que salvar todo lo que sea digno de ser salvado. Las grandes 

conquistas de nuestra civilización no deben perecer. Lo que yo quiero es salvarlas de la 

catástrofe y salvar con ellas a ciertos hombres preciosos para el mundo” (286). Again, the 

word choice of “conquistas” could potentially be related to the narrative’s meta-reflexive 

scrutiny of Roc’s project, which here seems like a sort of struggle to retain what has been 

conquered in the past. Nevertheless, Roc’s attempt to save these “conquistas” of Western 

civilization—which we could compare to Benjamin’s conception of “cultural treasures” 

as “document[s] of barbarism” (“Theses” 256)—will bring about the destruction at the 

novel’s end. Furthermore, in La próxima, an opposition emerges between the desire to 

protect any person from future hostilities, and the need to save “certain precious men” 
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from death, such that the aspiration to save all persons is necessarily limited by wanting 

to save some, the best—the áristos of aristocracy. Indeed, Silverio calls his father’s 

project in Angola an “emigración aristocrática al Africa [sic] [que] es una utopía” (287). 

In another self-conscious gesture in the narrative, he views his father’s project in Angola 

as “a utopia,” as yet another iteration of Europe’s historical exploitations (287). He says 

the following to Roc: “piensas que son las aristocracias las que deben emigrar al Africa 

[sic] y crear allí un nuevo imperio de esclavos. Nos abandonáis la Europa para ir al 

Africa [sic] a repetir vuestra infecta civilización de explotadores y explotados” (287). 

Silverio’s utterance condenses the narrative’s meta-reflexive critique of aspects of Roc’s 

undertaking, which, despite its goals, is depicted, from its very inception, as doomed 

because it is consciously and unconsciously repeating the past.   

Before analyzing the colony in Angola as a problematic utopic project, I would 

first highlight a key positive trait of Roc, namely his empathy for those who could suffer 

in the future. While identifying and critiquing the racist, masculinist, and classist 

components of Roc’s project, it would be unfair not to acknowledge and try to recuperate 

an empathy that pushes him in the direction of his utopia in order to save those who could 

die in the next global calamities—even as we bear in mind the problematic opposition 

between saving everyone and saving the best. Roc’s friends say to him “En la historia de 

la evolución del mundo no tiene ninguna importancia la muerte de los seres que te son 

queridos” (245). To this questionable remark, Roc—appearing to seek a balance between 

the passing of universal history and the frail span a human life—responds “La tiene para 
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mí y yo no tengo sino una vida” (245). The friends and Roc debate the importance of 

“seres queridos” and action in the following passage:    

“Si todos los hombres pensaran con ese egoísmo no se podría hacer nada 
en el mundo”. 
“No todos los hombres tienen derecho a ese egoísmo que tú quieres ver en 
mí”. 
“¿Y por qué tú tienes derecho?”   
“Desde el momento en que esta idea se me ha metido en la cabeza es 
porque tengo derecho a ella y debo realizarla. Acaso sea ésta la misión 
para la cual he nacido y nada más”. (245)     

While described as “egoísmo” in this conversation, I would signal that Roc evinces an 

empathy that, in the context of his utopic project, aims to aid those who could perish in 

the next global conflict. Similar to other tendencies discussed in several avant-garde 

novels of my corpus, Roc emphasizes the prerogatives of the individual. In this instance, 

such a gesture can be read as a sort of ipseity which structures a cyclical return to the 

mind, which generates a particular idea that justifies itself by referring back to itself, 

consciously, as its source and guarantee. Significantly, this act of self-positing is 

grounded as a “right” (“derecho”) that comes from within (“Desde el momento en que 

esta idea se me ha metido en la cabeza es porque tengo derecho a ella y debo realizarla” 

[245]). At the same time, when the friends ask incredulously “¿Salvar a unas cuantas 

familias de amigos o de colonos desesperados, de esos que se mueren de hambre en 

algunos países de Europa y que sólo por esta razón acudirán a tu llamado?” (245), Roc 

responds with another question: “¿Y te parece poco grande salvar a esos desgraciados? 

Los que vengan vendrán no sólo obligados por el hambre, sino también por su destino. 

Vendrán porque deben salvarse de la muerte” (245-46). Here the religious connotations 

of Roc’s proposal to save as many people as possible from a looming upheaval are 
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brought to the foreground: Roc’s endeavor is compared to Noah’s Ark (246), as if the 

narrative wanted to hold out for a part of Roc’s utopic impulse which could safeguard the 

future. Notwithstanding the messianic undertones of his words, the use of the term 

“desgraciados” by Roc should not be left unnoticed. Although it could have a somewhat 

disparaging implication, upon considering its etymology, “desgraciados” relates to those 

without “grace” (“gracia”). Recalling the Aguafuerte about Los siete locos considered in 

the previous section of this chapter, Arlt and Huidobro seem to share a concern—which 

manifests in their respective novels with divergent consequences—regarding an absence 

of grace in the early twentieth century. Memories of the First World War and 

expectations of a future conflagration propel Roc’s project and his apocalyptic 

prophesizing: “la nueva guerra será de exterminio, que no quedará una rata con vida en 

todo lo que llaman mundo civilizado. […] Habrá fusilamientos en masa, sin control, tanto 

de un lado como del otro” (Próxima 246). Yet the act of Roc and the colonists in seeking 

shelter from future devastations allows, in part, for the constituting of the colony as a 

utopic space that proposes the future as a past-to-come. Like other utopias, the colony 

would aspire to be outside of history, as though separated from the history that has 

produced these crises and hecatombs in the past and present. However, the decision to 

house technology in the museum, and the subsequent destruction of this building by some 

of the settlers, are the two moments when the colony paradoxically achieves its “closure” 

and “totality” qua utopia. These events also seal the settlement’s fate, which mirrors the 

violence that was intended to be left behind, the violence of the inexorable course of 

history that could not be eluded. The deed that destroys the colony can be viewed as the 
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positing of a new law which seeks to break with the foundation and legacy that Roc has 

sought to impose on the colony. The destruction of the museum could be interpreted as a 

problematic attempt to establish a new utopia that would aim to free itself of the past, 

implying some possibility of historical development, even if it is marked by a disturbing 

salvo of violence.         

In terms of the persons and groups who will form part of the colony in Angola, I 

would underscore the ways in which the modes of discrimination and oppression that 

constitute the capitalist order are reified in the utopic space. For example, Roc will be 

joined in his project by Alberto Duren, a friend from childhood who is likened to a 

brother: “para Roc era como llevar [sic] un hermano” (247). In what could be another 

reflection of fiction and history, Duren seems to resemble Huidobro’s friend Suárez, as 

both worked in diplomacy. Regarding Duren, the narrator notes “Quince años de carrera 

diplomática habían bastado a Duren para asquearse de la mezquina y equívoca vida 

burocrática. Ahora nadie más entusiasta que él, nadie con más ganas de correr la gran 

aventura” (247). Alongside the denunciation of warfare and the socioeconomic landscape 

of the interwar years in La próxima, there is also a criticism of bureaucracy, and a 

longing to forge a new life, away from the so-called civilization. 201 In addition to 

Duren’s exhaustion with “la mezquina y equivoca vida burocrática,” the narrator ponders 

the amplitude of the new destination: “¡Dejar esa vida pequeña sin más horizonte que los 

 
201 In addition to La próxima’s indictment of social, economic, and political 

circumstances of the early twentieth century, there also is a criticism of “taxes” (“impuestos”) in 
this work. The narrator, consequently, seems to view propitiously the following: “El gobierno 
portugués ha tenido la habilidad de no aplastar con impuestos sus colonias, sino dejarlas 
desarrollarse libremente” (251).     
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cuatro muros de una oficina, sin más posibilidades que la de ascender un día a un sillón 

un poco más confortable! ¡Cambiar todo eso por cuatro horizontes en donde se pierde la 

vista, en donde se puede soltar la imaginación en libre carrera!” (247). Besides linking 

the utopic enterprise to a creative pursuit of the imagination, the rejection of a 

bureaucratic organization of life will be replaced by working in the open air, farming, 

hunting, and constructing homes and other buildings in Roc’s colony. Although it is not 

entirely clear in the narrative, such physical activity and labor could distinguish some 

colonizers from others. (I will return to a key instance that would seem to demonstrate 

that class hierarchies remain intact in the colony.) Other important characters in Roc’s 

expedition are the poet Baltazar Doriante (247), and Julio Bances, an “ingeniero 

agrónomo” (248).202 Indeed, the dichotomy of civilization and savagery recurs in the 

description of the decision to bring along “Jaime Oriol, el joven cineasta, con todos sus 

aparatos para filmar no sólo las magníficas fiestas de las tribus negras y escenas de la 

vida salvaje, sino también los primeros pasos de la expedición, los primeros trabajos de 

estos nuevos pioneers” (247, original emphasis). If the narrative would appear self-

conscious of certain forms of marginalization, it does not seem to register all of them 

(just as my critical inquiry, in localizing certain issues, is like any interpretation, from 

any historical distance, which could reveal or conceal, produce or efface the existence of 

diverse problems). Indeed, in the previously cited passage, there is a distressingly implicit 

superiority in the act of documentary ethnographic filming of “tribes” and “savage life” 

 
202 Huidobro’s La próxima includes, along with fictional characters, historical figures and 

artists as part of the narrative, including, for example, Le Corbusier (247-48), Hans Arp (249), 
and Charlie Chaplin (251).  
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by the European who studies, classifies, and ultimately subjects his objects of analysis. 

Regarding the groups who go to the colony, the narrator indicates “llegaron a Angola 

diez familias de trabajadores del campo. Seis familias españolas, dos francesas y dos 

italianas” (248). In addition to this international community of sorts, Roc’s parents and 

siblings come to Angola, bringing along various laborers from their estates in Spain and 

América, respectively:   

sus padres […] tenían una gran finca en el sur de España, y sus hermanos, 
uno de los cuales tenía una propiedad en Castilla y los otros dos venían 
desde América después de haber vendido sus haciendas. […] Sus padres 
partieron con una verdadera tribu de campesinos de su finca. Lo mismo 
sus hermanos habían elegido lo mejor de sus peonadas americanas para 
instalarse con ellos en sus nuevas tierras y no cambiar mucho sus 
costumbres. (248)    

Roc’s family, probably of the landed aristocracy, appears to have significant agricultural 

wealth in Spain and the Americas. Thus, it would seem that various conditions challenge 

the egalitarian possibilities of Roc’s project, in this case regarding class relations. Roc’s 

parents bring along with them “una verdadera tribu de campesinos,” while his brothers in 

the Americas select among “the best” of their agricultural workers, “sus peonadas 

americanas.” The usage of both “tribu” and “peonadas” seems derogatory and possibly 

classist in this context, recalling the problematic ethnographic filming of the “tribus” 

discussed above. Indeed, there is an alarmingly racist and classist association in the 

textual references to the “tribus” in Africa and the “tribu de campesinos.” In regard to the 

reification of forms of exploitation in colony, the protagonist’s family members are 

transplanting the hacienda structure to the utopic space, in “their new lands” (“sus nuevas 

tierras”). Decisively, they will “not change their customs much” (“no cambiar mucho sus 
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costumbres”), such that the class hierarchies of the Old and New Worlds are relocated to 

the colony, most likely to avoid altering socioeconomic relations, although such a 

motivation is not explicitly presented in the narrative. Tellingly, however, Roc’s family 

members have decided to resettle in Angola because of the tense socioeconomic and 

political conditions in Spain and América: “La revuelta situación política en España, los 

repetidos motines revolucionarios en América, les hicieron sentir [a los familiares de 

Roc] toda la fuerza de verdad que había en las palabras proféticas de Roc” (248). It 

should likewise be noted that there is scarce narrative discussion of Roc’s sister, who also 

goes to Angola: “Una hermana casada partió con su marido y sus hijos. El marido era 

médico, asimismo el mayor de sus hijos. El segundo era ingeniero electricista” (248). The 

reference to the female line of Roc’s family is again elided, serving to highlight the roles 

that the husband and male children of the protagonist’s sister could play in the 

supposedly utopic space. As we shall see on repeated occasions, women are not 

mentioned and possibly excluded from crucial practices in the colony.        

Throughout the novel, Roc traverses various countries to offer territory in his 

settlement: he approaches the Austrian government, and makes the same proposal in 

Berlin, as well as in other places (249). The narrator comments on his actions and the 

rationales of the politicians accepting the protagonist’s offer: “Seguramente los políticos 

a quienes Roc se había acercado en diferentes países no juzgaban la cosa con su mismo 

idealismo y sólo veían en su proyecto la manera de deshacerse de miles de desocupados, 

de conjurar una crisis o alejar el peligro inminente de una revolución” (249). Similarly, 

Roc will make an agreement with “los jefes de los emigrados rusos” located in Paris 
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(249). There is something certainly laudable in Roc’s offer to assist the Slavic emigrants 

who “live poorly” in the capital, according to the narrator: “Hay cerca de cien mil 

cosacos en París que viven pobremente y muchos de los cuales sólo sueñan con partir a 

un país que les ofrezca tierras y garantías para el trabajo” (249). In the meantime, the 

colonists in Angola begin to develop routines: some hunt, other settlers cultivate lands, 

while others build communal spaces such as “grandes barracas de madera, lo más 

confortables posible” for the incoming inhabitants as they fashion their own homes (249). 

In a subsequent discussion about the colony, Roc and his friends who have not left 

Europe speak of the names of avenues, plazas, and statutes that will have the names of 

different artists, philosophers, and other figures directly related to the project (e.g., Roc, 

Doriante, Duren), others who are historic (e.g., Rimbaud, Lautréamont, Góngora, 

Shakespeare, Dostoevsky, Hegel, Marx, Nietzsche, Picasso, Apollinaire, Matisse), as 

well as some included in the narration (e.g., Hans Arp, Le Corbusier) (262-63).203 The 

resulting map of the colony constitutes a male-centered genealogy that could be seen as 

the cultural framework of reference for the values of the new land. Concurrently, we find 

philosophers, poets, novelists, playwrights, and painters who belong to a particular avant-

garde lineage with an emphasis on a patriarchal line. In addition to these personages, Roc 

mentions that none shall be forgotten, including those who have economically supported 

the growth of the colony: “Muchas personas […] que nos han ayudado con su dinero o 

que nos han regalado maquinarias, criaderos de caballos y animales de raza, que nos han 

 
203 Roc mentions, however, that “ninguna calle llevará nombre de coroneles, de generales 

ni de fabricantes de cañones o inventores de gases mortíferos” (263). 
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regalado hospitales, laboratorios completos, bibliotecas, colecciones de cuadros de 

maestros” (263). In view of Jameson’s concepts, this reveals that the settlement, as a 

utopia, has not yet achieved a sense of “totality,” nor has it instituted a “closure” from the 

outside, for it still depends upon the financial backing from sources exterior to the utopic 

space itself, thus evincing a permeability between the internal and the external. However, 

the events surrounding the storing of technology in the museum will move Roc’s colony 

down the path of kind of utopic “closure,” and away from the initial goals of the founder. 

Nevertheless, this space, before and perhaps even after the museum’s destruction, 

remains marked and contaminated, in a Derridean sense, by the reified forms of 

exploitation that have been established in the colony.    

In order to better understand the foundation of the community, it would be useful 

to consider in more detail its economic and social relations. The narrator of La próxima 

comments on the “fraternal happiness” in work among the colonists: “Había en la fiebre 

de ese trabajar continuo una alegría fraternal, un sentimiento tan humano que la labor se 

les hacía liviana y casi no la sentían” (249-50). This potentially idealized image of work 

permits us to assess what Esposito might consider to be some of the more problematic 

consequences of a munus. For example, there is no reference regarding who completed 

what tasks and how, noteworthy given that Roc’s family, for instance, brought not only 

their workers, but, in all likelihood, the same means of organizing and controlling labor. 

The colonists are described as having “una mirada luminosa de profetas,” the colony is 

compared to “la Tierra Prometida,” and the recent and former “emigrantes” find 

themselves embracing one another (“se abrazaban”) like old friends (250). Moreover, 
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following these scenes that could ideologically evoke a past or future Golden Age, as 

well as a life in common, the narrative presents some images which destabilize these 

idyllic intimations: “Los padres de Alfredo Roc se construyeron un inmenso chalet de 

tres pisos para vivir allí con todos sus hijos” (250).204 The possible tensions between 

communal spaces and family-organized dwellings—as well as the question of property 

itself—do not appear to be entirely resolved in the story, and could thus embed other 

forms of inequality into this new society (even as the narrative will conclude shortly after 

the destruction of the museum). In addition to the reifying of class hierarchies in the 

colony, the narrative also idealizes hunting: after listing the varied species hunted by the 

colonists, the narrator seems to be inebriated, like the colonists, by the bounty of 

nonhuman lives available for slaughter: “parecía la descripción de un libro de cacerías 

fantásticas. Inútil decir que el domingo el número de cazadores aumentaba como por 

encanto” (250). Regarding agriculture, the narrative indicates that the colonists “Habían 

plantado café y el mejor tabaco de Cuba. Tenían caña de azúcar, cacao, algodón, y por 

encima de todo tenían entusiasmo, confianza en sí mismos, ese placer en el trabajo que 

sienten los que tienen la conciencia de estar creando algo” (250). The portrayal of 

“enthusiasm” in collective labor and creation could be viewed as a moment of the 

commons, as frequently found in the utopian tradition. Nevertheless, there are marginal 

details in La próxima that expose undemocratic elements and modes of exploitation, such 

 
204 The narrator comments on these “chalets desmontables:” “La gran comodidad de estos 

chalets desmontables consiste en que se puede pegar una pieza a la otra hasta el infinito y en que 
se puede agregar un piso sobre otro, tantos como resistan los materiales empleados y la base del 
edificio” (Próxima 250).  
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as the presence of the agricultural laborers of Roc’s family, as well as the Angolans who 

seem to live nearby, a matter which I will now move to address.       

The narrator describes a sense of community and mutual cooperation among the 

colonists who receive “la ayuda” of Angolans: “Los colonos de aquella tierra privilegiada 

formaban ya como una especie de gran familia. Jamás había entre ellos disputas ni peleas. 

Se ayudaban unos a otros como mejor podían. Además tenían la ayuda de los negros. Los 

negros de aquellas regiones son dulces, alegres y pacíficos” (250).205 Besides this racist 

representation of the Angolans and this depiction that places them simultaneously inside 

and outside the new society,206 it would be important to comment on how and why the 

Angolans help the colonists, what benefits they receive, and if the colony has done away 

with the wage-salary relation. Additionally, the apparent model of community within the 

colony—presumably including and excluding the Angolans—,is that of a “gran familia,” 

which recalls the fraternalistic mode of political filiation discussed by Derrida.  

Indeed, in a conversation with Roc’s friends who have not left Europe, after a series of 

racist remarks on various groups in Africa, the friends say to the protagonist regarding 

the new society: “Y como trabajan [diferentes grupos africanos] por la comida no hay ni 

que pagarles. Ustedes están abusando con ellos y creando un país sobre las espaldas de 

miles de esclavos” (263-64). This observation reveals a recognition of the situation of 

 
205 In another section of the narrative of La próxima, there is a discussion which contains 

elements of racist discourses (258-59).  
206 This aporetic paradigm of the inclusion that excludes and the exclusion that includes, 

could be compared to the following proposition by Agamben: “The fundamental categorical pair 
of Western politics is not that of friend/enemy but that of bare life/political existence, zoē/bios, 
exclusion/inclusion” (Homo Sacer 8, original emphasis). 
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peoples who are or could be exploited, and whose lands are in the process of being 

colonized. Nonetheless, Roc objects: “Nada de esclavos. No digas tonterías. Se les paga 

como se puede, pero se les paga a todos” (264). While suggesting that there is no slavery 

in the colony, his declaration discloses that there is some form of economic remuneration, 

although it remains unclear as to how it functions, or how the division of labor is 

structured. If anything can be intuited from the decision of Roc’s family to bring along 

with them their agricultural laborers, we might surmise that the labor relations are not 

equitable in the community, especially concerning the Angolan inhabitants who seem to 

be at the outer limits of the project. However, after Doriante remarks defensively and 

with some hostility that “[l]os verdaderos esclavos […] están aquí en Europa, sois 

vosotros,” Duren claims the following about race relations in the colony: “Creo que 

bastaría ver la alegría que reina en Angola […], la confraternidad que hay entre blancos y 

negros, para comprender que sólo allí hay verdadera libertad” (264). This affirmation of 

“confraternidad” tied to “libertad” would seem dubious, as the absence of the third term 

of the French Revolutionary slogan—equality—leaves us questioning the possibility of 

racial, class, and gender equality. Likewise, the mention of “confraternidad” remits us not 

only to a masculinist and fraternalist paradigm of political association based on 

exclusions, but to a community in which the munus seems to depend on many variables 

and vectors. Roc then explains how individuals work in the colony, again referring to the 

redeeming qualities of labor: “Se trabaja con alegría y con amor, porque cada cual está 

convencido de la obra que realiza, porque todos viven bien y nadie tiene miedo al futuro” 

(264). The notions of happiness and love—along with the potential of a life in common—
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appear to serve as catalysts for a tentative social equilibrium, contrary to both the 

manipulative exploitation of anguish in the Astrólogo’s plot in Los siete locos, as well as 

the operationalization of hatred to bind together diverse individuals for militaristic and 

revolutionary projects, as depicted in the final novel of this chapter, Jarnés’s Lo rojo y lo 

azul. As María Zambrano or Ramón Doll might interpose, with different emphases, 

regarding the situation presented in La próxima, the needs or aspirations of the individual 

seem to be absent from the structure of the colony, as the settlers seem gathered together 

principally to serve the ends of the community. As such, the colonists do not seem to be 

concerned with asserting their rights, at least not in the same manner as other characters 

whom I have studied in the avant-garde novels of my corpus. Indeed, the colonists of 

Huidobro’s novel do not seek to assert themselves like the narrator of Emar’s Un año, the 

“sovereign man” who feels his ipseity to be jeopardized by the group of elderly women 

whom he encounters. In La próxima, the only character who would perhaps react in a 

comparable way would be the founder, Roc, particularly in view of his affirmation of his 

“egoism,” as well as his attempts to arbitrate and direct the different viewpoints and wills 

of the members of his community, a matter which I will consider below. Indeed, it is 

possible that, in the horrifying and unexpected burning of the museum at the narrative’s 

close, we witness the manifestation of the possibly subordinated ipseities of the 

individual settlers of the colony—or, alternatively, the way in which these ipseities have 

been channeled and polarized into two opposing sides regarding the status of technology.    

However, prior to the museum’s destruction—an event which can be seen as the 

culmination of the division of the settlers into these two factions—, there is an image of 
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unity of sentiment and spirit among the members of Roc’s colony, which could perchance 

explain how their diverse ipseities are subsumed or contribute to the collective ipseity of 

the colony. The narrator describes this “cohesion” (“cohesión) and its possible 

motivations:   

Todo el grupo de los primeros expedicionarios de Roc participaban de sus 
sentimientos, estaban igualmente electrizados que él. Un espíritu 
homogéneo reinaba en todos, una cohesión de equipo los unía y daba a sus 
impulsos un ritmo unisono [sic]. Esta era su gran fuerza. Por mi parte, yo 
[la voz narrativa] creo que esta fuerza de cohesión nacía de un sentimiento 
semejante: el aburrimiento. Creo que el hastío, el spleen, el asco fue el 
primer resorte que los movió para lanzarse en esa aventura de 
colonizadores. Es posible que me equivoque, es posible que en algunos de 
ellos resurgiera el alma española de aquellos conquistadores de América, 
de aquellos grandes aventureros del pasado, pero creo que la mayoría se 
lanzó impulsada por este dilema: o me voy a vivir una vida nueva o me 
suicido. Para ellos la expresión vida nueva significaba todo el cansancio, 
la vergüenza que sentían en continuar viviendo una vida pequeña, 
mezquina y sometida a los caprichos de cualquier político imbécil o de 
cualquier militarote inculto. (265, original emphasis) 

However, it remains dubious whether this cohesive spirit is common to all of the colony’s 

members, especially the settlers of varied cultural and national backgrounds, and, perhaps 

most acutely, the original Angolan inhabitants of this territory, given their ambiguous and 

possibly exploited position within the colony. This spirit is also described by the narrator 

as having at its root “el aburrimiento,” a sensation which also appears in Los siete locos. 

Besides the essentialist reference by La próxima’s narrator to the “Spanish soul” and its 

relation to the conquest of the Americas, the colonists, or at least some of them, share an 

“exhaustion” with modern life. This passage in Huidobro’s narrative also expresses a 

reproach of the inability of either politicians or members of the military to govern, which 

is symptomatic of the instability of the early twentieth century, during which 
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parliamentary democracies, incapable of redressing numerous socioeconomic and 

political problems, are beset by authoritarian movements and military coups. The 

political essays of Chapter 1 address these historical conditions and seek to provide 

different solutions from a range of ideological orientations. Relatedly, as I will contend in 

my concluding remarks to this chapter, none of the political projects depicted in the 

vanguard novels of Chapter 3—despite recognizing some of liberalism’s shortcomings—

will adhere to the liberal value of reform as postulated by Zambrano. Indeed, the 

Astrólogo, Roc, and (up to a point) Julio of Jarnés’s novel all choose more radical 

paths—often entailing violence and authoritarianism—in response to what would appear 

to be an unresolvable set of circumstances.  

As issues relating to the status and political involvement of women are central to 

engaging in critique of fraternalistic and patriarchal modes of political association, it 

should be noted how the narrative of La próxima de-emphasizes the role of women in the 

colony beyond childrearing:  

La colonia crecía a gran tren. Sus riquezas y su población aumentaban en 
progresión geométrica. Las mujeres, aquellas mismas mujeres que en 
Europa no querían tener hijos, allí daban a luz que era un contento. Todas 
querían tener hijos, muchos hijos, porque el porvenir no las asustaba. La 
holgura de la vida era allí una garantía para el porvenir. (256)207 

Immediately after the discussion about women in the colony, highlighting the propitious 

conditions for childbirth presented as “a guarantee for the future,” the narrative refers to 

the polygamy of some groups that have arrived in Roc’s colony: “Los mormones 

 
207 One family in France that might come to the colony includes a sister who has studied 

pharmacology, and another sister who studied “avicultura” (252). However, in a discussion with 
Roc’s friends who still remain in Europe, there is an emphasis on the women in the colony who 
are “parteras” (264).  
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practicaban su verdadera religión bíblica y tenían varias mujeres como los patriarcas. Lo 

mismo algunos grandes señores turcos que no se resignaban con las nuevas ideas de 

Mustafá Kemal habían ido a establecerse a Angola con sus mujeres y sus harenes” (256). 

Despite the seemingly welcoming and liberal attitude of the colony towards different 

cultures and faiths, the political inclusion of women in Roc’s project remains an urgent 

concern, especially as we will soon consider questions of democracy in relation to the 

decisions made in the community. After referring to the various cultural groups within 

the colony, the narrator indicates that “Todos respetaban las costumbres de los demás y 

nadie se metía en las vidas ajenas” (256). The formulation of the munus of the various 

groups making up the ipseity of the colony would in part appear to consist of a respect for 

cultural difference avant la lettre. However, the interactions and the possible conflicts 

among members of these cultures are not portrayed in the narrative, which does not 

address how the different groups, at the conclusion of the novel, form part of the two 

factions with opposed ideas on technology.  

As Roc’s colony develops and grows, tensions among nations throughout the 

world appear to cease, ostensibly debilitating Roc’s apocalyptic admonitions. The 

narrator remarks “El peligro de una nueva guerra se había alejado de Europa por muchos 

años, acaso para siempre” (253). There are some rumors of discontent in Germany and 

Italy, but the predominant impression is of an appearance of peace (253). Yet the dreadful 

events that Roc has augured finally take place: Paris is bombarded with a chemical 
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weapon that petrifies humans and animals, turning the inhabitants of the city to stone.208 

Later, Brussels is attacked with a gas that turns the inhabitants insane. Berlin is 

destroyed, and the inventory of devastated cities goes on: London, Barcelona, Rome, 

Moscow, San Francisco, Tokyo, among others. The narrator comments “Esta no es la 

guerra de soldados contra soldados, es la guerra de ciudades contra ciudades” (284). The 

inclusion of different forms of chemical warfare presented in Huidobro’s narrative could 

be a product of the anxiety caused by the First World War and the industrialization of 

warfare. Additionally, there is reference to an individual or a small group called “el 

Dictador Invisible” that takes power of the government (284-85), in what would seem to 

be another indirect reference to authoritarian regimes of the interwar period. Roc and 

those who have accompanied him to Europe return to Angola; in spite of the growth of 

the settlement, the telegraphed news of more devastation reaches the colonists, such that 

“una angustia mental pesaba sobre los corazones” (292). In an anonymous dialogue in the 

colony, someone reflects upon the painful solidarity they feel: “No podemos dejar de 

pensar en lo que están sufriendo en ese mismo instante millones de nuestros semejantes” 

(292). The reference to “nuestros semejantes” requires some meditation: this gesture in 

Huidobro’s narrative challenges the disconcerting move in some democracies, as Derrida 

 
208 In the midst of destruction of Paris, Roc reflects on the relation between devastation 

and humanity: “El hombre es un monstruo de la naturaleza, mejor dicho, es una monstruosidad de 
la naturaleza” (Próxima 277). The question of whether humans are a kind of monster engendered 
by nature, or if indeed humans are a kind of aberration of the natural world, is a recurrent point of 
interrogation in Huidobro’s narrative, especially in view of the technologies—created by 
humans—that are employed in global warfare, such as the decimation of the population of Paris 
presented in the narrative. This could in part inform the critique of technology that ends up 
dividing the members of the colony into two factions, leading to the violent conclusion of La 
próxima.   
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has described, to extend equality to those who only appear alike, or those who have the 

potential of becoming alike by birth, thus disclosing a possible kinship with nationalistic, 

racist, and xenophobic foundations for a dēmos. However, in this passage of La próxima, 

the appeal to “nuestros semejantes” would oppose these more destructive uses of the 

figure or concept of alikeness: in this instance, alikeness is defined by the ability to 

suffer. There is a striking democratic potential in this notion which could very much be 

developed in the thinking of a democracy to come: positing alikeness or resemblance as 

the ability to suffer is a powerful ethical demand that entails a sense of commonality and 

universality which could destabilize and disarm exclusionary logics based on national 

origin, gender, race, class, and even species, allowing for the inclusion of nonhuman 

living beings—all feel pain. I would hold out for this democratic potential, along with 

Roc’s sense of empathy, as two crucial elements of Huidobro’s novel. Returning to the 

narrative of La próxima, the narrator, in what could be the indirect discourse of the 

colonists or Roc, questions the settlement’s intentional separation from other parts of the 

world:  

Es imposible desinteresarse completamente del resto del mundo. ¿Cómo seccionar 
sin dolor un órgano del resto del organismo total? ¿Cómo cortar en tan poco 
tiempo todas las adherencias! ¡Vivir solos, solos, una pequeña familia humana, en 
un magnífico aislamiento! ¡Construir solos, lejos del mundo que agoniza, un 
mundo nuevo! (292)  

Even though this insistence on the colony’s “human family” may be questioned due to 

the gender, race, and class disparities incorporated into the utopic project, this passage 

unmasks the difficulty of the formation of this utopic space for the individuals in the 

colony, particularly in terms of its “closure” from the outside. At the same time, the 
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antitheses of the lexical selections demonstrate an ambiguity that coalesces in the 

evaluations of this kind of “magnificent isolation” (“magnífico aislamiento”), which is 

produced by a kind of violence of separation. It would be important to take note here of 

the violent images associated with the creating of a new totality out of a previous totality 

(“un organismo total”), of “sectioning” (“seccionar”) one part of the social body, of 

“cutting” (“cortar”) that which previously served to bring together (“adherencias”). These 

images raise questions of how to form new bonds that would gather diverse ipseities in 

this new utopic space, while the metaphorical appeals to violence and division demand 

further reflection.209 In this passage, there is not only corporal, but also familial imagery 

that is used to ground the political: to live and construct alone, in isolation, a “new 

world,” as a “small human family” (“pequeña familia humana”). Indeed, as we shall see, 

Roc, as a kind of law-giver, will be the symbolic father of this community, although he 

will have a complicated relationship with the sovereignty of the colony once his desires 

and intentions are contradicted by some of the settlers.  

If in Los siete locos the Astrólogo, in a sovereign fashion, will end possible 

democratic discussions among the members of his voyoucracy, Roc will be open to the 

ideas of other individuals in the colony, principally when debate ignites over the status of 

technology in their incipient society. Roc will describe himself as a father, a patriarch, 

who must reconcile and mediate the arguments of his children, i.e., those who live in the 

 
209 The notion of having to cut off a member of the body so that the body politic may 

survive is a recurrent image in political philosophy, appearing, for example, in Aristotle’s 
Politics. See footnote 25 for a discussion of a key corporal political metaphor in the context of the 
early twentieth century, namely the “Cirujano de Hierro” and its relation to Primo de Rivera.     
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colony. In turn, as Derrida has suggested, there is no brotherhood until the brothers kill 

and share what is left of the father (Rogues 58-59). During an impassioned discussion 

among Roc and some of the colonists about technology, we observe the advent of two 

factions: (1) one side conceives technology as that which has brought about the 

annihilation of the world; consequently, to forge a new society, they must begin ab initio 

and destroy technology; (2) the other side understands technology as a means which only 

obeys the will of the humans that wield it, sustaining that the negation of technological 

progress would suppose a significant regression for humankind (293-94). Although the 

narrative is not always transparent about the designation of speakers, it would appear that 

Roc intervenes in the midst of the discussion, followed by the democratic approval of 

other unnamed individuals:  

“Bueno, señores, propongo una transacción. Encerraremos todas esas 
máquinas, todos esos aparatos científicos en un gran museo que dejaremos 
cerrado por cien años. Dictaremos una ley impidiendo abrir sus puertas 
antes del tiempo fijado. Crearemos un tabú, un templo prohibido… Si 
queréis lo rodearemos de fosos como una fortaleza”. 
“Los encerraremos en el museo, en nuestro museo, que es bastante grande. 
Ya tenemos el sitio.” 
“Es preciso construir un foso en torno. Aislarlo como un lugar pestífero”. 
“¿Aceptáis?” 
“Aceptado”. 
“Sí, sí, aceptamos”. 
“Aceptado, pero encuentro que es una lástima no haberlos destruido todos, 
todos”. (Próxima 294)  

Thus, Roc puts forth a compromise, which we can view as democratic in consideration of 

the colonists with whom he is deliberating: although we are unable to ascertain who 

decides for whom and what process has determined the representativity of these voices, 

the discussion seems to follow some degree of democratic decision making. 
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Nevertheless, we should note that it is not clear with whom Roc is speaking, whether 

some of his closest friends, the “pioneers,” or other members of the colony. At the same 

time, however, in deciding to house the machines in the “museo” and closing it 

intentionally for one hundred years, Roc and his group are perhaps establishing a 

foundational law of the new community (“Dictaremos una ley”). Concurrently, they 

could be laying the groundwork for a new mythos and even religion that could form in 

the future, especially in view of the references to the forms of consecration of this space 

that would forbid entry, as “a taboo,” “a prohibited temple.” By way of this carving out 

of a new space inside the community, with symbols and markings that establish an 

unambiguous demarcation of boundaries of what is to be henceforth stigmatized, 

forbidden, and perilous, the narration presents a foundational creation of law in Roc’s 

settlement. As Derrida might propose, this is a moment of the “mystical” grounding of 

law. Commenting on Montaigne’s thought, Derrida writes the following: 

Laws are not just in as much as they are laws. One does not obey them 
because they are just but because they have authority. The word credit 
carries all the weight of the proposition and justifies the allusion to the 
mystical character of authority. The authority of laws rests only on the 
credit that is granted them. One believes in it; that is their only foundation. 
This act of faith is not an ontological or rational foundation. (“Force” 240, 
original emphasis)    

Although the narrative ends with the burning of the museum, such that we do not find out 

what will happen afterwards in the colony, I would still pause to consider this critical 

occurrence in the narrative and its implications. The law that orders the enclosure of 

technology within the museum—now a sanctified space—can be seen as a constructed 

law, in which the colonists and their descendants would possibly believe, and to which 
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they would grant credit.210 Once the decision is made, the new law has broken with the 

past and has posited the existence of a new, previously inexistent force. From now on, the 

origin of the law—like the contents of the museum themselves—will be out of reach of 

those who are subjected to its rule and required to enforce it. The characters at this 

present discussion are rare in being able to witness and take part in an instance of the 

debating and calculating of law, of a reasoning of law, providing a “rational foundation” 

for this belief, whose rationality will subsequently be divested in the “mystical” nature of 

this law’s authority. At the same time, I would draw attention to the advancing of this 

proposal, its discussion, and a final ratification by the greatest number, as an apparent 

democratic moment in the colony, even though not all of the members of the community 

would seem present and, as I have already noted, some groups do not seem to be 

represented. As the conversation continues, it would seem that Roc again speaks, 

followed by two unidentified interlocutors:   

“En fin, señores, que entre nosotros se haga la voluntad de la mayoría. 
Desde ahora todo se someterá a votación”. 
“No pienso así. Que se haga lo mejor, lo más lógico, lo más estudiado”. 
“Vamos a principiar otra vez como en Europa. La mayoría, la minoría. ¿Es 
que el hombre no podrá nunca evadirse de las mismas normas?” (Próxima 
295)   

Roc’s desire to have “the will of the majority” rule in the community by putting forth all 

matters (“todo”) to voting is a significant gesture towards democracy that departs from 

the autocratic and exclusionary elements of the colony’s foundation. Up until this point, 

 
210 Derrida also emphasizes the ideas of “credit” and “belief” in his analysis of how the 

dēmos comes into being, recognizing its members as alike and equally equal, equal in equality 
(Rogues 48). 
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Roc’s decision-making ability—his decision as a kind of sovereign of this utopic space—

seemed to imply an exercise of his unquestioned ipseity that approached a patriarchal 

authoritarianism. Relatedly, the fraternalistic and aristocratic elements of the project 

should not be forgotten, as it remains undetermined in the narrative who will and would 

be allowed to vote, especially in view of the various exclusions based on gender, race, 

and class that exist in the colony. Do women, the Angolans, and the agricultural laborers 

from Roc’s family estates all have suffrage, with the potential to contribute to the 

interminable debates of democracy? What is the status of property—is it private, public, 

communal? Do we find ourselves in a rational technocracy, a monarchic-patriarchal 

democracy, or an aristocracy verging on timocracy? Roc’s move towards democracy is 

instantaneously challenged by two other voices, two other votes—in French, “voix” is 

“voices” and “votes” (Derrida, Rogues 30, original emphasis)—, two thrusts which go 

against the decision of the majority in a nondemocratic manner. The narrative seems to 

turn back upon itself in another moment of self-recognition of the implausibility of 

forming a new society tabula rasa, identifying not only the reification of forms of 

exploitation in the colony—which is articulated by Silverio and Roc’s friends in 

Europe—, but also the reification of forms of conceptualization, in this case, the division 

of “majority” and “minority” in a democratic thinking, as a repeating, or perhaps more 

akin to a Derridean iterating of notions of political relations.       

In the colony, radio signals from Europe have ceased to emit, although Silverio 

and others are still heard, calling for the world proletariat to join forces (295). Despite 

having suppressed (“suprimido”) the use of tractors and other machinery, “la colonia 
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prosperaba,” while “los hombres trabajaban tan felices o más felices que antes” (298). 

The narrator, possibly providing the indirect discourse of Roc, notes that even if 

production might decrease, “[l]a colonia no es tan numerosa. Siempre habrá alimentos 

suficientes para esos cuantos miles de hombres” (298). This description gives us some 

idea of the number of persons, or at least “hombres,” in the colony. Roc’s response is 

positive, as he remains “contento,” in spite of the significant changes to his plan: “Harían 

una vida patriarcal en vez de una vida de acción. Así lo había acordado la mayoría de sus 

amigos” (298). In addition to this seemingly homosocial characterization in which the 

quality of being a friend allows someone to decide in the interest of another person, we 

learn—in an apparent reference to the previous discussion about the enclosure of 

technology in the museum—that this decision was agreed to, accorded by “the majority 

of his friends.” Thus, the nature of the decision would seem to have been democratic only 

within the aristocratic formation of Roc’s friends, which bears a resemblance to an avant-

garde group, in some ways similar to the Astrólogo’s voyoucracy. Nevertheless, Roc, 

addressing “his friends” (“sus amigos”), now refers to a seemingly much larger number 

of persons involved in decisions, thereby complexifying our appreciation of La próxima’s 

approach to questions relating to democracy: “Vuestro horror a la mecánica os pasará 

[…] y es muy posible que dentro de pocos años se acuerde por inmensa mayoría volver a 

abrir ese museo en donde habéis encerrado todas nuestras máquinas, todo eso que llamáis 

artificial” (299). At this stage in the narration, Roc seems open to political changes, 

imagining an ostensibly democratic future for the colony (even when we should not lose 

sight of the various forms of exclusion and exploitation present), as he mentions a 
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possible concord “by immense majority” to invert the previous decision. This image of 

possibly alternating rule by alternation conjures up the movement by turns of democracy 

that Derrida describes in Rogues. At the same time however, in La próxima—as in other 

texts that I have discussed—the following questions remain pending and necessary: how 

will this majority be counted, who will count, and who be able to will vote? 

After a disconcerting dream sequence, the narration underscores the contentment 

and calmness of the colony; however, lingering over the inhabitants remains “una especie 

de inquietud subconsciente” connected to the museum which portends a crisis to come, as  

most of the world has been left in ruins (307-08). Given the way repressed passions are 

exploited by the Astrólogo in Los siete locos, and the way hatred is used to fuel 

nationalistic-militaristic and revolutionary plans in Lo rojo y lo azul, it would not be 

insignificant to consider how unconscious pulsions structure political association, 

especially in authoritarian movements. In the context of a thinking of the democratic, we 

recall how Derrida asks “How many voices, how many votes [voix], for an unconscious? 

How are they to be counted?” (Rogues 54, emphasis and brackets in original). Relatedly, 

Derrida underscores “the question of desire and of pleasure” connected to the 

unconscious and the conscious as critical forces that should not be omitted in reflections 

on politics, and democracy in particular (Rogues 15). In La próxima, this “subconscious 

anxiety” bound up with a museum—to which access is forbidden by the law—exposes a 

potentially repressed trauma of the community. Indeed, the presence of the museum and 

its meaning in the colony are factors that are perhaps not taken into account as the 
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majority, in quasi-democratic deliberations, consciously decides to house the technology 

in this building, thus inaugurating a kind of legal and social order. 

It should be noted that La próxima presents the construction of a collective ipseity 

and its form of dissolution: what was once presented as a unity—the “cohesion” of the 

colonists based around their shared endeavors in the colony—, has morphed into a 

partition of two sides with conflicting views on technology. The narrator describes this 

situation: “Difícil sería resolver en pocas palabras el problema que ha dividido en dos 

bandos distintos a los habitantes de la colonia. Los que quieren continuar la vida desde el 

punto en que quedó en la tradición europea y los que quieren hacer tabla rasa de todo y 

empezar de nuevo” (309-10). As the novel’s protagonist listens to both sides, he 

considers a compromise: “Y en medio de los dos bandos Alfredo Roc, que quisiera 

conciliar todas las ideas y que quisiera sobre todo que la colonia sea feliz y al mismo 

tiempo que nada se pierda de la ciencia y los inventos de los hombres” (310). The 

syntactic repetition of the phrase “que quisiera” seems to emphasize a double bind, 

namely the impossibility of reconciling “all ideas,” while also maintaining the colony’s 

happiness and the preservation of technology. However, Roc, by virtue of a sovereign 

decision that undoes his prior call for majority rule, begins to conceive that it may be 

needed to form “una secta oculta de iniciados que se trasmitan la gran tradición” (310)—

a counter-democratic move that shifts in the direction of a selected minoría, possibly 

signaling even further division and fragmentation of the already reduced number of 

“pioneers” who compose Roc’s vanguard. This invocation of secrecy, of the occult—

“una secta oculta”—similarly ends the possibility of the public functioning of democracy; 
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indeed, such a shift would place Roc’s “secta” down the path of the secret society, of a 

possible voyoucracy, which could provoke an autoimmune reaction. In fact, the proposal 

of a sectarian solution is in itself an autoimmunizing response to the perceived danger of 

a majority’s democratic decision which runs contrary to wishes of the founder, Roc.   

Although there is no further mention of this “secta” that Roc imagines, the tension 

between these two factions in the community reveals itself during a “sobremesa” among 

the protagonist and some of his male friends (Doriante, Duren, Oriol), as well as the film 

actress Lily Devos, a significant presence in view of the general absence of women in 

political discussions in the colony (310). Lamenting his inability to film the colony due to 

the enclosure of the recording equipment in the museum, Oriol complains to Roc that the 

whole situation is the result of “la manía de una mayoría de tontos. No comprendo cómo 

tú, Roc, pudiste someterte a la opinión de esa mayoría” (314). Again, the nondemocratic 

elements within Roc’s aristocratic group emerge, and the possibility of an authoritarian 

reaction exposes an autoimmune reflex to the perceived threat of the rule by a dēmos.  

However, Roc replies that everyone “advocates” (“aboga”) for what they want, 

and that he has an extremely challenging position, mentioning that he wants to act “como 

un padre” of all the members of the colony, without tyranny: “Comprenderás que mi rol 

es muy difícil; yo quiero ser como un padre de todos y no como un tirano; yo quiero 

verlos a todos felices y tengo que aceptar lo que ellos piden, lo que ellos desean en su 

gran mayoría, como todos habéis visto” (314). In light of the possibility of democracy, 

even if the majority votes, it would appear that the prospect of such voting would be 

subject to instances of sovereignty of the fatherly, law-giving Roc, who aligns himself 
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with the line of a benevolent king seeking to avoid becoming “a tyrant.” This recalls the 

distinction made by Aristotle (384BCE-322BCE) between monarchy and tyranny in The 

Nicomachean Ethics: “The perversion of kingly government is tyranny: both are 

monarchies, but there is a vast difference between them; for the tyrant seeks his own 

interest, the king seeks the interest of his subjects” (272). In Huidobro’s novel, Roc seeks 

“the interest” of the majority of the colonists, and—although he has already considered 

the prospect of a sectarian shift—he is prepared to subject his will to that of the majority. 

In another similarity to Aristotle’s definition of monarchy, Roc, as the colony’s founder, 

figures himself as the “father” of this community, whose inhabitants would correspond to 

his children, who would become not siblings, but brothers.211  

During the “sobremesa” among Roc’s friends, the conversation intensifies as they 

discuss the essence of technology, its effects on humankind, and its relationship to nature 

(Próxima 314-15). Becoming increasingly “nervous” (“nervioso”), Roc mentions that he 

cannot accede to “the exaggeration” (“la exageración”) of either position on technology 

in the colony (315), such that the colony’s two increasingly fanatical factions are opposed 

to the apparent rationality and measure of Roc. He would seem to prefer a middle path 

between the two sides which have radically taken the most extreme stances. The narrator 

comments as the dialogue among Roc’s friends degenerates:  

Aquellos pioneers, aquellos hombres de acción, sentían que la potencia de 
su vida espiritual era más fuerte aún que su poder dinámico. La plenitud 
del ser interior rebosaba en ellos y les obligaba a la acción, al entusiasmo. 

 
211 Aristotle compares different political structures to familial bonds: “the association of 

father and sons has the form of kingly rule; for the father cares for his children. This, also, is the 
reason why Homer addresses Zeus as father; for kingly government aims at being a paternal 
government” (273). 
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Sobre todo no querían tener dudas. Ese movimiento pendular entre el sí y 
el no, que es el escepticismo, les producía miedo. Ellos sabían que allí 
estaba el peligro, que de allí podría venir la parálisis, el definitivo corto 
circuito que los dejaría a todos a obscuras. (316-17, original emphasis)  

Reminiscent of Derrida’s reflections on democracy as a turning, a rounding off, a return 

to a center and a self, the narrator in La próxima views the vicissitudes of Roc’s 

companions as a “pendular movement” between two positions, causing uncertainty and 

“fear,” and, more incapacitating, a constraint upon acting that appears to lead to a 

“definitive short circuit” and subsequent darkness, presaging the grim end of the novel. 

This situation could be understood as the emergence of an aporia which does not, 

however, impede a determination, but rather requires a response in all its urgency, 

summoning, or perhaps more accurately, being overcome by “the event of the 

interruptive decision” (Derrida, Rogues 35). Roc, as if he were realizing “una síntesis de 

la meditación general,” states “Hay que ser prudentes, sin dejar por ello de ser decididos, 

muy decididos” (Próxima 317). He seems to recognize the possible “paralysis” of his 

friends, and the need for prudence along with decisiveness. In short, he suggests the need 

for more time to decide, potentially moving toward the perception that he must suspend 

his decision as he needs more time to reflect. Yet a possible Derridean “event of the 

interruptive decision” does not arrive as the willing intention of Roc nor of his friends, 

but rather by an act of violence latent in the colony’s very foundations. Their 

conversation is interrupted by the light of flames in the distance: the museum has been set 

ablaze (317), in a gesture that substitutes deliberation for violence and that goes against 

Roc’s appeal to being “prudent” and “decided,” which would appear not to have been 

sufficient to respond to the exigency of the situation. Roc and his comrades rush to the 
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site of the museum; while some try to extinguish the fire, others watch contentedly, for 

the threat posed by the museum has come to an end (318). The following dialogue 

between an unidentified individual and “the multitude” exposes the antagonism between 

the two factions of the colony that has been unveiled in the burning of the museum:   

“Se acabó la pesadilla”, murmuró alguien. “Nuestros hijos no tendrán 
caras de acero”. 
“Tendrán caras de lechugas”, contestaron entre la multitud.  
[…]  
El grupo de espectadores aumentaba de minuto en minuto. Se veían rostros 
consternados, algunos indiferentes, otros brillaban de una secreta alegría. 
(Próxima 318)  

There is a shift from referring to “la mayoría” who have decided in earlier passages, to 

the possibly disparaging reference to “la multitud.” There has been an action of force, of 

kratos, by part of the dēmos who perhaps did (or could not) vote in the decision to house 

technology in the museum. This apocalyptic event seems to mirror the horrifying 

conflagrations in the rest of the world in the narrative and in history. Law is founded in 

the colony by what would seem to be the aristocratic formation of Roc and his friends, 

although the possibility of the quasi-democratic decision relating to this law should not 

be forgotten. Rather than a law that is shattered by a kind of “divine violence” which “is 

law-destroying” and “boundlessly destroys” “boundaries” (Benjamin, “Critique” 249), 

we see in this episode of La próxima what would be more akin to Benjamin’s notion of 

“mythic violence” that creates and founds a new order of law within the framework of the 

previous legal order. The burning of the museum undermines the law established by the 

decision to house technology in this building, and could even mark the end of this prior 

foundation of law. Even though we do not see all of the effects of the museum’s 
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destruction, it would appear that this event would mark the foundation of a new law in 

the colony, and, concurrently, the possible end of the old law personified by the 

paternalistic authority of Roc. In this way, we might see this final occurrence of the 

narrative as a kind of “mythic violence” that “is lawmaking” and that will only result in 

“guilt and retribution” (“Critique” 249). In particular, although Huidobro’s narrative 

closes before we can see the long-lasting consequences of the destruction of the museum, 

this deed could exacerbate the division of the two groupings in the colony—of those for 

and those against technology—, such that both sides would seek “retribution,” and, in 

time, after having seen the effects of such “retribution,” perpetrators and even their 

progeny—given the novel’s emphasis on the future and the colonists’ genealogies—could 

experience “guilt.”   

Turning to the founder’s reaction, aghast by the torching of the museum, 

“gritando como un loco,” Roc cries out, “Imbéciles, salvajes, ¿qué habéis hecho? ¡Oh! 

¡Oh! Es horrible, es algo criminal. Parece mentira…  El esfuerzo de miles de 

generaciones reducido a cenizas…” (318, ellipsis in original). It would be relevant not to 

pass over Roc’s identification of those who have set the museum ablaze as “savages” 

(“salvajes”), in a kind of return to the colonialist and racist elements that constitute Roc’s 

project: it would seem that, in spite of the desire to escape civilized life—apparently 

implying what might be called European modernity—, there is an implicitly racist 

attitude towards the original inhabitants who are displaced by Roc’s colony in Angola. In 

this description of the colonists who have destroyed the museum as “savages,” he seems 

to be placing them at the level of “savage life” (“vida salvaje”) previously discussed. 
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Technology, as it is understood by Roc and the narrative at large, would seem to be the 

dividing line between civilization and savagery, even though I have questioned the 

validity of this opposition with the aid of Benjamin’s discussion of “cultural treasures.”   

The destruction of the museum would similarly appear to undercut Roc’s 

authority, as some of the colonists move against the initial grounding of law in the 

colony, while the protagonist was still deliberating about the next course of action. This 

moment of destruction is thus another, subsequent foundational moment which in a way 

marks the end of Roc’s utopic project, by setting the colonists down a future that diverges 

from the trajectory that he had envisioned. As the inferno continues with “un hambre 

cósmica,” there is an atmosphere of madness in the settlement, perhaps always dormant 

and repressed in Roc’s colonial project: “Una mujer lloraba. Un grupo de hombres traía 

un herido. Uno que quiso apagar el fuego. Uno que se arrojó a las llamas enloquecido... 

Apagar el fuego con su sangre, o rescatar con ella el crimen de un hermano” (318, ellipsis 

in original). The narration presents the crying of a woman, which is significant in view of 

the exclusions of women not only from Roc’s aristocratic fraternity, but also, in all 

probability, their exclusions from “the majority” concerning the decisions made in the 

community. We also see an image of the derangement of a man who seeks either to put 

out the fire with his own blood, or to redeem “the crime of a brother” (“el crimen de un 

hermano”). Ambiguously, this phrase turns on the crime committed by one’s own 

brother, or the crime inflicted against one’s brother; it could be read, perhaps, as the 

crime of both, as the colony’s fraternalistic political filiation now turns in on itself: who 

was, by metaphorical bonds, made to be one’s brother, becomes one’s enemy, recalling 
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the problematic of civil war in the Greek polis discussed by Derrida in The Politics of 

Friendship. Similarly, it may also be interpreted as a sacrificial attempt to wash away the 

blood of a sort of fratricide and to fend off the specter of Cain that looms over the 

settlement. The narrator comments on the situation: “Una tragedia más o muchas 

tragedias menos” (318). It is impossible, at present, to decide, to judge this horrifying 

event, as the beginning or the ending of future “tragedies.” The firmament above this 

ruination is dreadfully unresponsive: “Nunca en el cielo se había visto una impasibilidad 

semejante; era una impasibilidad aterradora” (318). In the midst of this apparent 

apocalypse—this unveiling of the truth of the colony, in which its reified exclusions and 

exploitations are exposed—, there is no definitive signal of grace, only a menacing 

uncertainty as to whether this event has initiated a divine revelation that could culminate 

in Parousia. However, in a way similar to the possibility that the museum’s burning is 

not an act of “divine,” but rather “mythic violence” in Benjamin’s terms, it could 

correspondingly be the case that this event is not an apocalypse, but rather its restraining, 

its holding back, functioning in a way like the katechon that appears in Paul’s Second 

Epistle to the Thessalonians.212 As the museum’s ceiling collapses, “se oyó la voz de Roc 

 
212 In political philosophy of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, the theological 

figure of the katechon has become an important component in works by Roberto Esposito, 
Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Carl Schmitt, and Giorgio Agamben (Esposito, Immunitas 63-64). However, 
the katechon presents a long history of interpretative challenges. Esposito writes “The Pauline 
figure that expresses this immunitary logic more than any other is the katechon, spoken about in a 
passage from the enigmatic second letter to the Thessalonians: ‘And now you know what 
withholdeth [to katechon], that he may be revealed in his time. For the mystery of iniquity already 
worketh [energeitai]; only that he who now holdeth [ho katechon], do hold, until he be taken out 
of the way’ (2 Thess., 2.6-7). Considering that even Augustine says he has no idea what Paul is 
referring to in this passage (De civ., 20:19), its meaning remains obscure” (Immunitas, 62-63, 
emphasis and brackets in original). Esposito goes on to indicate how some exegeses of the 
katechon view it as “a historical and political power: the Jewish people who oppose the attempt of 
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que parecía aullar al infinito: ‘Rusia, Rusia, mi hijo tenía la razón’” (318). The narrator 

seems to agree with Roc, completing the narrative with the following phrase: “Rusia, la 

única esperanza” (318). With these words, the father ceases to be the giver of law, as he 

accepts the law of the son.        

From the onset of the novel, the colonial project of Roc’s utopia has appeared 

destined to fail, especially because of the various reifications of exploitation and 

exclusion based on gender, race, and class that found the community. Indeed, the very 

possibility of the colony’s success is narratively undermined almost incessantly, often by 

way of the narrative’s dialogic nature. There is a kind of self-awareness of at least some 

of the problems inherent in Roc’s abandonment of Europe and his colonial resettling in 

Angola. Relatedly, a tendency towards autoimmunity, in a Derridean sense, seems to 

subvert Roc’s project, which internally contains the elements that have both the potential 

to protect and destroy itself (Rogues 35, 45). La próxima seems to radicalize the 

autoimmunity of Roc’s project, extending it not merely to European civilization—which 

is certainly a focal point of this impulse—, but also to life itself. This is especially 

apparent in the following words of the narrator: “Todo tiene que morir. Todo lleva en sí 

 
Caligula to occupy the Temple of Jerusalem, or the Roman Empire committed to stopping the 
forces of dissolution,” while other interpretations conceive the katechon as “a spiritual or divine 
power, aimed at blocking the rise of evil” (63). However, Esposito affirms that “What is not in 
question is its nature as a restrainer, its function of holding back” (63). In relation to the concept 
of immunity in his philosophical project, Esposito suggests the following: “the katechon restrains 
evil by containing it, by keeping it, by holding it within itself. It confronts evil, but from within, 
by hosting it and welcoming it, to the point of binding its own necessity to the presence of evil. It 
limits evil, defers it, but does not eradicate it: because if it did, it would also eliminate itself. […] 
The katechon antinomically assigns a nomos to anomie, thus restraining its catastrophic 
unfolding. […] The triumph of evil is held in check, true, but the divine parousia is also delayed 
by its very existence” (Immunitas 63, original emphasis).        
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su muerte. Esta [sic] es una ley absoluta, acaso la única ley absoluta. Vivir no es otra cosa 

que ir desarrollando la muerte. Cuando una sociedad no se resigna a morir para dar vida a 

otra, para dejar su sitio a otra, entonces se produce el envenenamiento general y viene la 

hecatombe” (Próxima 296).213 To follow the above-cited formulation, Huidobro’s novel 

seems to sound the death knell of Western civilization, incapable of giving birth to 

another social order, such as Roc would have intended in his colonial project, which is ab 

initio contaminated by that which spawned it. We do not hear the sound of seven 

trumpets, only the din of an epochal failure to redeem a humanity whose visages are 

illuminated by flames. Perhaps we experience an unspeakable anxiety in view of La 

próxima’s conclusion by a fiery decimation, seeming to herald only more of the same. 

Perhaps this experience, this sensation, is akin to Derrida’s disquiet and dread before 

Benjamin’s notion of a “divine violence” which also seems to forewarn, resemble, and 

haunt the worst horror to come: the Holocaust (“Force” 298).           

  

 
213 A similar conception of existence which can be qualified as autoimmune is expressed 

by Roc: “Lentamente, muy lentamente la inteligencia se va desarrollando, desarrollando hasta 
llegar a crear esas grandes civilizaciones que admiramos, estas civilizaciones extraordinarias que 
a veces, y es el caso de la nuestra, llegan como resultado a una especie de absurda fiebre de 
autodestrucción; por autodestrucción se inventan las máquinas y todos los inventos del hombre no 
tienen otro origen” (260).    
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IV. Resisting Hatred and Violence in Lo rojo y lo azul (1932) by Benjamín Jarnés: 

Chance and Determinism in the Life of a Chess Pawn   

Lo rojo y lo azul (1932) presents the life of Julio Aznar, a young man who, alone 

in the world, leaves his hometown of Augusta, Spain, forsaking the life of a farmer and 

seminary student to become a soldier in Barcelona.214 On the train to the city, he meets 

Guillermina, a woman who has a clear life path, while Julio’s future could not be more 

nebulous. The narrative will return to both of these characters to see how their lives 

intersect. In particular, we will see which decisions they are capable of making, and those 

which remain out of their hands, controlled by both societal structures of domination and 

by chance. As Julio completes his basic military training, he enjoys ambling through the 

streets of Barcelona. He soon becomes romantically involved with Cecilia, whose family 

owns a store selling postcards and other items. At the same time, Cecilia’s mother, also 

named Cecilia, urges Julio to find a future, as well as employment. Consequently, Julio 

begins to attend the “Academia” of a man named Braulio Martínez, who turns out to be a 

revolutionary organizer. Thus, the two main paths which Julio may choose are presented 

in the narrative: life in a bourgeois family, or life as a revolutionary. He will not be 

 
214 Referring to the novel Locura y muerte de Nadie by Jarnés, María Montoya describes 

Augusta as “la Zaragoza ficticia” (39). Augusta appears in other texts by Jarnés, born in Zaragoza 
in 1888 (Bernstein 13, 97). Regarding Lo rojo y lo azul, Emilia de Zuleta points out that “Los 
sucesivos espacios de la novela [Lo rojo y lo azul], identificables en mayor o menor grado, 
Zaragoza-Barcelona-Zaragoza, siguen teniendo como eje a esta última ciudad, la Augusta de sus 
creaciones anteriores” (220). Jarnés seems to be taking this technique from the realist-naturalist 
tradition, since it can also be documented in writers of the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries. For example, Emilia Pardo Bazán would use the inexistent Marineda instead of the 
toponym A Coruña, Leopoldo Alas (Clarín) would substitute Vetusta for Oviedo, and Gabriel 
Miró would coin Oleza for Orihuela.    
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particularly motivated by either future plan. Both would seem to entail a kind of rigidity 

and reduction of spontaneity. In the meantime, Guillermina has not been able to follow 

the life that she has imagined, having to work in cafés and perform in choruses, while 

enduring different forms of sexual exploitation. A seemingly insignificant, yet crucial 

event, however, will place Julio down the path of Braulio: after completing a job for a 

“tendero,” Julio is not paid in full. When he goes to collect his debt, he is humiliated by 

this man. This incident causes Julio to begin participating more actively in Braulio’s 

revolutionary efforts. At the same time, the Rif War, a constant in the background of the 

narrative, comes to the fore, as more reinforcements are needed. Although Julio is not 

required to fight in Morocco, he believes that none of his compatriots should have to fight 

there. This leads to increased revolutionary activity, which, nevertheless, will be put to an 

end by a decision for some of the troops in Barcelona—including Julio—to return to 

Augusta, where various soldiers will remain stationed, while others will be sent to the Rif 

War from there. As these events have transpired, Julio becomes increasingly suspicious 

of the motivations behind the violence in revolutionary action, which appears to him to 

be a desire not only to save others from oppression and bring justice to the world, but 

also, more insidiously, to achieve power and “command” (“el mando”). However, his 

thoughts do not impede him from forming part of the revolutionaries in the military 

uprising that will take place in Augusta. He becomes increasingly concerned that the 

planning for the revolt is not careful enough, failing to take into account variables that 

would determine its success. At the same time, one of the conspirators, Ramírez, reveals 

an authoritarian inclination in his organization of the revolt. On the morning of the 
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uprising, Julio begins to carry out his role in the conspiration, yet he is soon 

overwhelmed and is incapable of acting, falling into a disturbed slumber. As the uprising 

fails, the revolutionaries are to be executed; Julio, by a stroke of horrible luck, becomes 

one of the members of the firing squad. He is determined to avoid shooting any of his 

former comrades. One of the prisoners is not killed during the volley, and he will have to 

be shot at again. Reflection on this soldier, who awaits death twice, causes Julio to suffer 

a nervous breakdown. He will be placed in a medical hospital, where the novel ends. 

Here, a crucial conversation takes place between a “teniente” and Julio, as they discuss 

their actions during the revolt and their shared inability to hate.     

My analysis of Lo rojo y lo azul seeks to attend to the way in which different life 

paths throughout the novel will vie for Julio’s ipseity: the military, the bourgeois 

institution of family via Cecilia, Braulio’s revolutionary activity, and the military revolt 

in Augusta. None of these paths, with their own inflexibilities, is able, however, to 

entirely subsume Julio’s will, even though he is affected by all of them. Julio is compared 

to a pawn in the game of Chess, moved and determined by military superiors and forces 

which he cannot control. At the same time, the question of chance will figure into this 

equation, in its own way determining Julio’s life. Simultaneously, there is an effort in 

Jarnés’s narrative, I will suggest, to challenge the violence and the most toxic 

authoritarian elements of both the state institution of the military, and of some forms of 

revolutionary activity. I will pursue this problematic in Lo rojo y lo azul by tracing an 

opposition between “odio” and “generosidad”/“cobardía.” Hatred is presented in the 

narrative as that which can bind together different individuals and be the “combustible” 
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for either nationalistic and military projects, such as the Rif War, or revolutionary 

uprisings such as the revolt in Augusta at the novel’s end. Julio questions and resists this 

hatred, which he will discuss in a brief exchange with an enigmatic figure identified as 

the tempter. Julio will also converse, at the narrative’s end, with the “teniente.” The way 

that the “teniente” proposes to avoid the path of hatred is that of struggling not to kill and 

not to hate, by way of what he calls “cowardliness” and “generosity,” two terms which 

undergo a semantic transformation in the text. I will argue that Jarnés’s narrative engages 

in a radical resemanticizing of these two concepts as a way to critique and resist both the 

functioning of hatred and the use of violence in nationalistic-militaristic operations and 

revolutionary projects. In my discussion, I include a brief reading of Luis Cernuda’s 

poem “¿Son todos felices?” (1929/1931), a text contemporary to Jarnés’s novel which 

presents an appropriation and deformation of concepts often associated with nationalism 

and militarism. I will suggest that Cernuda’s approach to language in this poem functions 

in a way analogous to Jarnés’s resemanticizing of the concepts of “cowardliness” and 

“generosity” in Lo rojo y lo azul. As I have pursued throughout this dissertation, my 

interpretation of this novel by Jarnés will be guided by questions relating to 

authoritarianism, fraternalistic and paternalistic modes of political filiation, the relation 

between dēmos and kratos, along with the nature of making decisions with an eye 

towards the possibility of democratic rule.  

 The opening of Lo rojo y lo azul presents Julio’s future in a way that ranges 

between what is open to chance and decision, and what is determined and beyond 
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decidability.215 As Julio leaves his town of Augusta on his way to the train station, “todos 

los resortes de su espíritu –como sus brazos y sus piernas– comenzaron a adquirir la 

agilidad necesaria a cualquier juventud que se lanza a la pista azarosa de la vida” (Rojo 

19). The narration thus begins by opposing determinism and chance (“la pista azarosa de 

la vida”). Julio’s existence is marked by this tension, carrying “un pasaporte militar” and 

“una ‘lista de embarque’” which significantly figure in the narrative to predetermine a 

path: “una ‘lista de embarque’, donde se le marcaba, oficialmente, bajo las penas más 

severas, una ruta” (19). Not only is this “ruta” determined, but is “officially,” by the state, 

marked, marking to Julio a pathway whose deviation will be disciplined (“bajo las penas 

más severas”). As he approaches the ticket booth window, his utterance reveals to the 

vender the reasons that typically are only implied and must be intuited when a person 

purchases a ticket. This could be posited as a more truthful use of language, even while, 

or perhaps because of the fact that it might be viewed as less mimetic (this is comparable 

to the dialogue in Emar’s Un año, particularly between the narrator and Longotoma). The 

narrator of Lo rojo y lo azul indicates “Como iba [Julio] a cambiar de vida, no sólo de 

ciudad, al asomarse a la ventanilla para pedir su billete pudo decir al empleado: ‘Una 

tercera para otra existencia’” (20). Twenty-one years of age, orphaned and with no 

familial wealth, Julio is now a military recruit having left his studies in a seminary; as the 

narrator puts it, “Era [Julio] recluta del último reemplazo y tránsfuga de un taller 

sacerdotal” (20). Julio’s two possible future paths are depicted as inexorable: “Un día 

 
215 Lo rojo y lo azul is organized into three named sections: “Invitación a la vida 

burguesa,” “Evasión y nuevo rumbo,” and “Invitación a la aventura.” The first part has six 
unnamed chapters, the second part three chapters, and the last part six chapters.    
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tuvo que elegir entre dos objetos: el azadón y la gramática latina; hoy –felizmente– no era 

sometido a la máxima tortura del espíritu, donde el espíritu se define: la elección. Ante él 

se había situado un solo objeto: el máuser” (20). There was a previous act of decision, of 

a kind of exertion of Julio’s ipseity, in choosing between being a farmer or a member of 

the church, which are metonymically implied by the mentioning of the terms “el azadón y 

la gramática latina,” respectively. Nonetheless it would seem that at present, there has 

been no moment of decision between the church and the army, for in front of Julio there 

has only been “the Mauser.” The forceful use of language in this passage involves the 

spirit’s definition as that of deciding, of electing (“la elección”), conceived of as a 

“maximum torture of the spirit” to which Julio, however, is not “subjected” or 

“submitted” (“sometido”). However, in spite of the gravity of the situation, the narrator 

emphasizes Julio’s lack of awareness: “Era un momento solemne; pero Julio no solía 

darse cuenta de ninguna solemnidad. Cruzaba por sus días trascendentales a pie enjuto. 

La mole inmensa de zozobras que suele anegar a otros viajeros se retiraba estupefacta al 

ver tan magnífico aturdimiento” (20). The novel will play on this tension between what is 

decidable and what is undecidable—either due to social constraints or chance, and 

frequently both. Julio will be able to decide, to different degrees, his future life 

trajectories in various moments in the narrative: initially, between a bourgeois marriage 

and a revolutionary project, and later, regarding participation in an armed uprising in 

Augusta.   

As we return to the beginning of the narrative in which Julio travels to become a 

soldier, we learn that the train that Julio boards will arrive in Barcelona the next morning 
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(20). The narrator then comments on those who travel on third class on a train. The 

dichotomy of the civilized and the savage recurs, as in Huidobro’s La próxima—although 

with very different implications—, while references to the opposition of “individuo” and 

“masas,” as addressed in Zambrano’s essay, also surface in the following passage from 

Lo rojo y lo azul:   

Un viajero de tercera –como un inquilino de piso de tercera– disfruta con 
relación al aire, a las frondas, al sol, al agua, al espacio –a todo lo que el 
orbe intenta producir gratuitamente– de derechos muy limitados. Es un 
viajero que salió del rango de salvaje para llegar al de civilizado, y se 
quedó en la mitad del camino; sin el agua y el bosque y el sol del primero, 
y el baño, las terrazas del casino y los arcos voltaicos del segundo. No hay 
individuos en un viaje con billete de tercera; sólo hay series, expediciones, 
masas. Todo viajero de tercera, como Julio, viaja en tren militar. (23)    

Related to this discourse on class, the singularity of each person, each individual, upon 

travelling with a third class ticket, loses what could have made her or him an individual, 

to instead become amassed, part of the masas, grouped as a “series.”  In a way that recalls 

Walter Benjamin’s discussion of the exploitation of the many that allow for the “cultural 

treasures” as part of the construction of civilization in “Theses on the Philosophy of 

History” (as noted in my analysis of La próxima), Julio reflects  “Soy […] uno de esos 

entes fracasados que ayuda a producir civilización sin quedarme con nada, como esos 

oficiales de joyería a quienes se registra al salir del taller. En mí –infeliz viajero de 

tercera– ha fracasado el comúnmente llamado progreso” (Rojo 23).  Not only is there an 

emphasis on the injustice of the circumstances, as he, like a member of the nameless 

masas will help to construct “civilization,” but also on the notion of the failure of 

“progress.” Indeed, the novels by Arlt, Huidobro, and Jarnés studied in Chapter 3 all 

share a sense of failure of the varying projects developed in their respective narratives, 
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entailing the notion of an inability to formulate a project that would be able to respond to 

the severity of the sociopolitical and economic issues of this epoch. These three vanguard 

novels present a dēmos in crisis that tries to substitute their sense of loss and 

marginalization with a radical investment in the potentials of their kratos. 

Julio strikes up conversation with another passenger aboard the train, Guillermina, 

who will be one of the key characters in the novel, serving as a kind of parallel and foil of 

Julio, although her experience will fundamentally differ from that that of her travelling 

companion due to her gender. Julio indicates “Quizá tenga que ir al Rif,” a significant 

detail that will be a crux of the narrative (25). The discussion of the destinies of these two 

passengers could not diverge more, as Guillermina has her life plan clearly set forward, 

while Julio’s remains vague and undefined (24-26). Indeed, their conversation reveals 

that “Su sentido de la vida era opuesto. El de Guillermina era bien claro; por eso era tan 

dudoso. El de Julio parecía ser excesivamente obscuro; por eso era tan humano. 

Guillermina lo preestablecía según datos que reputaba auténticos; Julio no tenía otros 

datos que su propia vehemencia, que su propio instinto vital” (26). The tension between 

chance and necessity, between what is open and undecided to that which is not, becomes 

embodied by these two characters. Although Julio is bound by class determinations that 

force him to serve in the military, he will have opportunities that Guillermina will not be 

available to her because of gendered constraints. In spite of their many differences, 

Guillermina and Julio are both moving along trajectories that will be forever influenced 

by their experiences in Barcelona. 
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I now turn to consider how Julio’s military training divests him of his singularity, 

as he becomes a tactical unit, a kind of pawn in a game of human Chess, one in which his 

movements seem to be predetermined and his ability to decide has been somewhat taken 

from him. In returning to this tension between chance and necessity, the narrator notes 

that Julio has “un programa vital completamente en blanco. […] en su atolondramiento, 

porvenir, pasado y presente se fundían” (20). However, this “vital program” is in the 

process of being constructed, not only by the character, but also by external forces, such 

that Julio’s ipseity—the forces that would seek to represent his self to his self—are 

undermined by the amorphous and dehumanizing power of the military “cuartel:” “Al 

entrar en el andén no pensó en que un vagón de tercera le esperaba allí no sólo para 

transportarle a un cuartel, sino para sumergirlo en una fábrica de refundir individuos” 

(20). The barracks are thus presented as factories that reshape individuals.   

Upon arriving in Barcelona, Julio directs himself to the military barracks with the 

assistance of a guide (28). He soon sees “[u]n pelotón de jovenzuelos desharrapados 

[que] cruzaba por una ancha avenida” (28). Julio believes them to be recruits like himself 

who are also heading for the barracks, and he ends his interaction with the guide (28). 

The narrator describes this instant: “cortó con unas monedas su comunicación con el 

guía; siguió a los jovenzuelos y, al llegar a un cuerpo de guardia, cortó la comunicación 

con su propia personalidad. Tan mal fraguada aún, tan poco firme, que no sintió el 

tijeretazo. Era como partir en dos una nube” (28, emphasis added). The narration 

syntactically accentuates this cutting off of “communication” twice—first with his guide, 

and then “with his own personality.” Indeed, this is the moment at which Julio “[f]ue 
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entonces cuando quedó convertido en número, en elemento táctico” (28). He is no longer 

Julio, the young man from Augusta, but a “number” among other numbers, a mere 

“tactical element” to be employed and deployed in military maneuvers. Relatedly, we 

should note that the term “número” in Spanish denotes a private, a soldier with the lowest 

rank in the military command structure. Julio is thus bonded to the recruits particularly at 

the level that this military hierarchy would dictate. While “muchos veteranos” look on 

with “sonrisas de lástima,” the “jefes y oficiales” exhibit an “indiferencia profesional” as 

Julio and the other recruits come into the barracks (28-29). In this scene, the narrative 

presents glum repetitions of previous gestures and acts, along with the inculcating of new 

behaviors that will soon develop into the humdrum status of habit, seemingly illustrated 

by the veterans knowing “smiles of pity/compassion” and the officers’ “professional 

indifference.” The references to repeating—which can be understood as Derridean 

iterations—are evinced in the re-producing of soldiers, epitomized in the following 

portrayal of the iterations of long-heard jokes, the bugle’s reverberation, and the recruits’ 

transformation into “a flock of sheep:” “Se escuchaban los antiguos, los tradicionales 

chistes, estúpidamente reproducidos. Un zafio corneta imitó el balido, para imprimir en la 

mente de los azorados reclutas esta profunda idea preliminar: ‘Desde este momento sois 

rebaño’” (29). While the same jokes are “stupidly reproduced,” the bugle player’s call, in 

“imitating”—reproducing—the “bleating of sheep” (“el balido”), makes an imprint 

(“imprimir”), imprints upon the recruits the notion that they are thenceforth “a flock of 

sheep” or “congregation,” a homosocial organization that is determined by the military’s 

chain of command. The reference to sheep should not be overlooked, either, especially if 
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we consider how individuality can be reduced among sheep when grouped together as a 

flock. Similarly, the lamb in some traditions is that which can be sacrificed, like these 

young and innocent soldiers who are to be sent to war. It is as though the imprinting of 

this idea is impressed sonorously, by the alliterative repetitions of “para imprimir […] 

esta profunda idea preliminar.” Like the liminal moment when Julio enters the barracks 

and cuts off “communication with himself,” having thereafter become a “number” (28), 

discussion among the soldiers is similarly put to an end:  

En el mismo umbral de la milicia se inculcaba a los neófitos la 
conveniencia de renunciar totalmente al diálogo, como un peón de ajedrez 
debe renunciar a discutir aun con los jugadores más torpes. Las ideas 
acerca de su nueva posición en el mundo irían lentamente adquiriéndolas 
por diversos procedimientos, algunos de ellos medievales. Hoy se utilizaba 
–sarcásticamente– el metafórico; después se utilizarían métodos directos. 
Ideas sin posible revisión, que era preciso fijar en la memoria como hitos 
de avance, cuya infracción equivaldría a un descalabro, a una 
malaventurada incursión en el Código de Justicia militar. (29)   

The recruits are compared to Chess pawns who cannot even dialogue with the inept 

Chess players moving them, such that questions of decision and fate remain beyond the 

purview of the pawns. (In Spanish, “peón” identifies a manual laborer, an infantryman, in 

addition the pawn in Chess.) Indeed, the player of Chess directs the movement of the 

pawns and can be viewed in a metaphorical sense as either the author of the novel, or, in 

a political key, as the sovereign of a political organization: both remain inside and outside 

of the game structure, for the game’s rules condition their decisions within the framework 

of the game, but they can leave the game in a way the Chess pieces cannot, thus acting in 

a way that would subvert or obviate the normal operation of the rules. The narrator 
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describes the reactions of the recruits, likening them to “the masses” who, without other 

economic means, are forced to give themselves over to the military:  

Entraban [los reclutas] blasfemando entre dientes, los más; mirando 
estúpidamente, muchos; hondamente perturbados, todos. Eran la masa 
infortunada en el reparto social donde otros, mediante cuotas incorporadas 
al tesoro, constituían una tan legal como absurda excepción. Porque estos 
hombres sin fortuna sólo podían ofrecer su cuerpo, ahora mal cubierto de 
guiñapos que en seguida habrían de arrojar al trapero. (29-30)  

These recruits—“unfortunate” and without “fortune” or “chance” (“fortuna” in Spanish 

can refer to money, fortune, and chance) in the existing social order—can only “offer 

their body” (“ofrecer su cuerpo”) for usage in military tactics. As I will pursue in my 

reading of the novel, games of chance play a crucial role in Lo rojo y lo azul and often 

serve as meta-reflexive keys to interpreting events and reflections in the text. The 

expression “ofrecer su cuerpo” in relation to the soldiers becoming pawns, cannon fodder 

for the decisions of superiors within the military—and more broadly, for those who have 

enough “fortune” or “chance” (“fortuna”) to become “a both legal and absurd exception” 

dissimilar from “la masa infortunada”—, could be compared to Guillermina’s “odio” 

regarding having to give herself over to businessmen and landholders (190-91), a matter 

which will be discussed in the context of her fate in Barcelona.   

As the military barracks melt down and forge “individuals” anew (“refundir 

individuos”), various metaphors relating to birth and maternity are employed in the 

narrative to characterize the conversion of the men into soldiers. During a military 

medical inspection in which all of the recruits must remove their clothes, Julio reflects to 

himself “Vamos a entrar en una nueva vida… ¡A renacer!” (30, ellipsis in original). The 
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narrator then describes him as “en traje de feto” (30). After being examined by the 

doctor, the narrator presents Julio’s response:  

Adquirida su patente de incólume varón, nutrido de posibilidades heroicas, 
Julio cruzó los umbrales de la vida castrense y penetró alegremente en el 
mundo. Le aguardaba una ducha bautismal; luego, un puñado de lienzos y 
de paños, que al punto lo iban a convertir en un ente sólo clasificable por 
el número del almacén. (34)   

While Leonardo in El caballero del hongo gris is comparably reborn by the “sacrament” 

of his bowler which problematically individualizes him, Julio in Lo rojo y lo azul is 

reborn and is made unidentifiable and anonymous: awaiting his “ducha bautismal” and 

the vestments that will transform him not into an individual, but rather into a “number,” 

who, nonetheless, has “heroic possibilities,” despite becoming indifferentiated as part of  

the mass of his military regiment. The notion of heroism—implying an emphasis on the 

individual hero and what this hero shares with groups of other heroes, dead, alive, or to 

come, as well as, in the context of war, a glorification of violent deeds—recurs in the 

following scene: during his processing as a recruit, Julio is asked about his “profesión,” 

to which he replies “Viajero” and “Viajante;” the narrator comments on this choice of 

occupation:  

En esta vaga profesión cabían todas las posibilidades comerciales, como 
en la nueva cédula vital de Julio cabían todas las heroicas. Pero no 
comprendía bien por qué recogían en aquel códice algunos restos de 
prehistoria individual, sin interés ninguno. Apenas se comprendía nada en 
aquella ruidosa casa de maternidad castrense, porque el mando se reserva 
siempre los últimos secretos. (35)   

While seeming to stamp out the individual traits of each recruit, there is this paradoxical 

interest, as Julio observes, on “some remains of individual prehistory.” Likewise, I would 

draw attention to the narrative’s emphasis on the secrecy with which “command” (“el 
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mando”) operates, determines the lives of soldiers, and supervises the military’s 

infrastructure, thereby controlling all that takes place in a way encapsulated by the image 

of the individual soldier as a Chess pawn, who is directed and positioned by the 

inscrutable will of military superiors. In this context, the notion of arcana imperii could 

be connected to the manner in which “command” is that which “reserves” the right to the 

secret and impenetrable secrecy in this passage of Lo rojo y lo azul. In relation to the 

metaphors relating to Chess throughout Jarnés’s novel, the players of Chess, like the 

military officers in command, have the option to sacrifice their pieces without revealing 

the motivations behind these moves. Additionally, the narrator in the above-cited text 

notes how little anything could be understood in the barracks, compared suggestively to a 

“house of military maternity,” continuing the imagery related to birth and the maternal 

that could possibly subvert paternalistic and fraternalistic patterns of filiation. Indeed, we 

learn that a more veteran member of the military is set up with “cada recluta para que les 

asistiese en los balbuceos de la vida marcial” (35), a practice which recalls in some ways 

the organization of sailors in pairs in Lange’s 45 días y 30 marineros. The narrator of Lo 

rojo y lo azul indicates that the more experienced soldier who will aid Julio is Arturo 

Sánchez, called by the narrator “[l]a niñera” (35). At the same time, there is a kind of 

egoism—implying every man for himself—that the narrative highlights early on in the 

plot. After returning to the barracks from his exploration of the city, Julio finds that his 

blanket has been stolen: he takes another recruit’s blanket, while each subsequent recruit 

steals the blanket of their neighbor (45-46). The narrator comments on this process of 

reproducing and reediting this act of robbery in the barracks:  
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Julio, que había entregado uno de sus ojos a la tarea policíaca de seguir la 
pista del delito, vio que éste se iba cautelosamente reeditando, aunque con 
sucesivas mejoras en la reproducción. Su compañero, con admirable 
discreción, realizó la captura de otra manta; el tercero y el cuarto y todos 
los demás del pelotón debieron de realizarla asimismo con la maestría de 
veteranos profesionales […]. (46)    

This show of a veteran-like skill in theft will be interrupted by the “corporal” (“cabo”) 

who exclaims that his blanket has been purloined (46). Reflecting on what has taken 

place, the narrator ironically comments “Era consolador aquel preludio de vida militar. 

Con el mayor recato y silencio se había realizado una maniobra castrense que en otras 

promociones de reclutas no se solía producir hasta la segunda o tercera semana de 

ejercicio. Podía augurarse un feliz éxito al pelotón” (47). This sort of collective theft is 

one of the first acts of this platoon and is seen as a “military maneuver,” thus 

destabilizing not only images of unity among the soldiers of a military unit, but also 

concepts of heroism and honor which are also problematized in the narrative. Similarly, 

regarding military law and “el derecho de propiedad” in the barracks as explained by 

other soldiers to Julio, the narrator notes “Cada prenda podía cambiar muchas veces de 

dueño con severas protestas del Código, pero sin grandes deseos de hacerlo intervenir en 

el asunto” (45). Even though these practices contravene the rule of law as contained in 

the “Code,” Arturo gives advice to Julio regarding how to avoid, as a recent recruit, 

incompliances with “los artículos del Código” (35). Yet beyond matters of protocol, some 

of the veteran “cicerones” of the recruits go out with them and “guiaban [algunos 

cicerones] al novicio a través del enmarañado plano erótico de Barcelona; servían de 

nodriza confidente y de cómplice camarada” (36). Although these could be the indexes of 

a more masculinist mode of filiation between the recruit and the veteran—as a “cómplice 
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camarada”—, the characterization of the veteran soldier as “nodriza confidente” seems to 

undermine this fraternalistic potential with a kind of irony in comparing the latter to a 

“nanny.”  

In spite of the maternal imagery associated with the barracks and the formation of 

new recruits, various paternalistic emphases emerge in connection not only to the upper 

ranks in the military hierarchy, but also to matters of authority and even dictatorship:  

Si el cabo y el sargento pueden llegar a ser caciques y el oficial y el 
capitán dictadores, el jefe y el subjefe del batallón pueden, si gustan, llegar 
a ser padres. […] En el coronel hay un padre, un dictador y un máximo 
responsable. […] En las revistas, el miedo del recluta va creciendo hasta 
llegar al capitán, desciende un poco ante los jefes y sufre un último ataque 
frente al coronel. Lo demás es protocolo. (Rojo 50)     

In addition to these metaphorical and direct references to the nature of power, as well as 

to the parallelisms between army and family structures, the narrative seems to meta-

reflexively question the “heroic” potentials of Julio, turned into soldier, while 

simultaneously underlining his status as a “number,” a “pawn” of others who is deprived 

of the ability to choose his fate. Part of this “heroic” capacity could be seen as revealing 

itself in Julio’s decision to form part of the military revolt. However, his questioning of 

the motivations behind militaristic and revolutionary acts of violence, as well as his final 

incapacity to participate in the revolt, would appear to challenge numerous ideas 

associated with the notion of heroism, and could be related to the resemanticizing of the 

terms “generoridad”/“cobardia” vis-à-vis “odio.” This conceptual opposition is most fully 

articulated at the end of Jarnés’s narrative, which I will discuss below. Julio, described as 

a “peón rojo y azul” (39), as well as “el nuevo infante rojo y azul” (41), finds himself 

between “lo rojo”—associated in the novel with practicality, the military, passion, and 
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revolutionary intensity—, and “lo azul”—linked to freedom and creativity. 216 Notably, in 

one instance when he leaves the barracks, Julio is described as “arrastrado por el 

torbellino rojo y azul,” soon arriving in the Plaza de Cataluña (52).       

After his “rebirth” as a soldier, Julio will experience “un recién adquirido 

dinamismo” and desire to explore the city of Barcelona, where luck and fate are 

accentuated and intertwined (36-37). However, as he spends more time in the city, the 

permutations of chance seem to be reduced to two choices: bourgeois life or 

revolutionary commitment. Julio is compared to a “recién nacido” who would want more 

time “para respirar aquel aire de cuna, para calentarse en aquel sol complaciente, por las 

calles recién inauguradas” (40). Significantly, the narrative presents Julio’s searching for 

a “vital program” in terms of color, coupled with the imagery of impression by the 

“machine of the world:” “Temía encajarse tan pronto en la formidable máquina del 

mundo, recibir esa dolorosa presión, que deja grabados para siempre los colores 

auténticos. […] ¿Presentía lo penoso, lo difícil de llegar a un perfecto ajuste: ese 

obstinado desequilibrio entre la silueta y la máquina, como en la tipografía?” (40). The 

lexical selections relate stamping and pressing to the development of one’s personality 

and life path, presenting a curious tension between choice and chance, between what is 

 
216 Regarding the symbolism of different colors in Jarnés novel and in the context of Spain in the 
early twentieth century, Jarnés’s Lo rojo y lo azul is published in 1932, before the eruption of the 
Spanish Civil War in 1936. Jarnés would support the Spanish Republic. Prior to the Civil War, 
the “camisa azul” is used as part of the Falange’s uniform. During the Civil War, the “camisas 
azules” will come to be associated metonymically with the soldiers of the Rebel Faction (Bando 
sublevado), whether Falangists or not. In contrast, the fact that the color blue has positive 
connotations in Jarnés’s Lo rojo y lo azul should be understood as a coincidence in spite of the 
use of blue by the far right in Spain. The blue that Jarnés is invoking in his novel would seem to 
derive from traditions of Symbolism and Hispanic Modernismo, harkening back to one of its 
paragons, Rubén Darío’s Azul… (1888).    
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preformed, what is impressed, and by what means. Seeming to examine simultaneously 

the notion of self-realization and the idea that the uniform is that which de-individualizes 

Julio and allows him to form part of the masses, the narrative refers to “todos los Julios 

escondidos bajo un mismo uniforme” and the need of this “nueva vida” for “un sentido, 

un plan” (54). Once again, a decision between “dos caminos” would need to be made by 

Julio: firstly “crearse un presente” and then “elaborarse un porvenir” (54-55). The 

narrator, or the indirect discourse of Julio, considers that “el mundo está montado para 

fabricarse en él futuros. Todos sus talleres tienden a ofrecer al obrero humano lo 

indispensable para obtener un porvenir a trueque de irse viendo desmoronar el presente” 

(67-68). Here the image of making, of fabricating oneself a future is at the cost, at the 

exchange (“trueque”) of the dismembering of the present. The narrative’s investigation 

concerning determinism and chance is frequently expressed by the image of 

“trayectorias:” “Julio seguía trayectorias falsas, como en el pelotón” (68). Interestingly 

the narrative’s emphasis on movement seems to embody the idea of a trajectory which is 

physical and metaphorical—as in the “trayectorias” of one’s life, of the making of a 

future. For example, as the soldiers’ march in unison, Cecilia arrives unexpectedly, 

causing all of the soldiers in formation to kneel before her, except Julio, who, unlike the 

others, does not kneel, for which he is punished (59-65). The platoon marches in unison, 

in regimented movements that would seem to reduce the visibility of deviations from the 

marching pattern, while also limiting the emergence of elements left up to chance. 

However, the narrative displays how this form of marching—which would seek to 

regulate the unanticipated—becomes challenged by the arrival of Cecilia. This dynamic 
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between chance and determinism, as epitomized in the notion of the trajectory, is also 

evident in the freedom that Julio feels in wandering through city streets, which would 

seem to multiply the possibilities of chance. However, at the same time, Julio often 

moves in predetermined directions, going to places that would determine his future 

trajectory—such as the store owned by Cecilia’s family, or Braulio’s school. On other 

occasions, he seems to aim to repeat past experiences that were the consequence of 

seemingly random events.217   

A possible path revealed to Julio, which could allow him “to create a present” and 

“to elaborate a future,” is related to his experiences with the family of Cecilia. Julio 

repeatedly enters a store selling postcards and art reproductions, owned by a family of a 

father (Martín), a mother (Cecilia), and their daughter, also named Cecilia. Instead of a 

military career, Julio is tempted to follow the path of a bourgeois family life by 

considering to marry the daughter Cecilia, at the same time that he is also persuaded to go 

down the road of a revolutionary, as his involvement with don Braulio increases. We also 

learn that, in addition to the postcard shop that would eventually be run by the mother 

Cecilia, her parents owned “La Eterna Paz, almacén de pompas fúnebres” (72), a business 

which would be run by Martín once they were married (73). Before marrying Martín, 

Cecilia had a conversation with her father about the modest social origin of her future 

husband. Her father would maintain that more important than one’s present social 

standing is that individual’s intellectual potential to be profitable in the future: “No hay 

 
217 For instance, at one point in the plot, Julio tries to relive having witnessed what the 

narrative depicts as a kind of doubling of the eyes of the two Cecilias, so that he may experience 
“una repetición del milagro” (55).    
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que fijarse en la posición social, sino traer aquí un muchacho inteligente. Si no tiene 

dinero, razón de más para que conozca su valor, para que aprenda a ganarlo. […] Todo se 

puede adquirir con dinero, hasta un poco más de talento; al menos la serenidad para 

desarrollarlo… Etcétera” (72-73, first ellipsis added, second in original). In addition to 

noting how “everything can be acquired with money,” even more individual “talent”—or 

at least the leisure (“la serenidad”) for its cultivation—, it would be important to 

comment on the narrative similarities between Julio’s arrival, and the mother Cecilia’s 

own experience with her husband, Martín, when the latter was her suitor: “Se comienza 

por columnas de versos y se acaba por columnas de cifras. Lo mismo ocurrió con Martín. 

El novio se desarrolla según leyes de una aplastante repetición” (72). Julio is thus set up, 

both societally and in the narrative, to serve a role in the replication of a bourgeois 

family, in a way comparable to the way in which his place as a “number” in the army 

allows for the reproduction of more soldiers:    

Como Cecilia necesitaba un yerno a su medida, repitió las palabras 
“sacramentales”, que allí tenían calidad de fórmula: “No hay que fijarse en 
la posición social, sino traer aquí un muchacho inteligente. Si no tiene 
dinero…” Precederían ya a toda consagración doméstica. Por ella, 
periódicamente, tradicionalmente, con la exactitud con que vuelven los 
equinoccios, se injertaría un miembro en el árbol genealógico de los 
Palafrugell. Quizá el mismo Julio, veinte años después, la habría de repetir 
al ver llegar a un aspirante: “No hay que fijarse en la posición social, sino 
traer aquí...” (73, ellipsis in original)   

Consequently, a potential sequence of events iterates and reproduces a certain dynamic 

and pattern of relations: Julio—in possibly becoming the husband of Cecilia the 

daughter—could become grafted upon the family’s “genealogical tree,” by an act of 

repetition, namely occupying the role of suitor in a hypothetical future. This sequence of 
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events is sanctified and made iterable by the same bourgeois dictum used by generations 

of the past and of the possible future. Images relating to nature—trees and grafts, the 

arriving of equinoxes—underscore not only the repetitive regularity of these processes, 

but also point to the way that these social relations can become ideologically naturalized, 

i.e., viewed as natural phenomena. Consequently, we should not forget the subtitle of this 

first section of the novel: “Invitación a la vida burguesa.” When Julio meets in the store 

with the daughter Cecilia, she tells him “Hay que llegar a cosas definitivas, prácticas. 

[…] Hay que aprovechar el talento para crearse un porvenir en serio” (75). Julio then 

speaks alone with Cecilia’s mother, who advises him to work, and to keep coming to the 

store, something of which her husband is already appraised (76). When Julio tells Cecilia 

the mother that he has no “future” (“porvenir”), she replies, “Búsquelo” (76), a key 

phrase that will reappear in the other path offered to Julio: that of a revolutionary.    

Julio then leaves the store, traversing Barcelona for “un porvenir” (76), such that 

he will find, by chance or by narrative necessity, a mentor. Reading a sign on a balcony 

for “Carreras especiales,” Julio speaks with a man who will soon be identified as Braulio 

Martínez. Julio says he wants “Un porvenir” (76), to which Don Braulio mentions that 

various professions are attainable by means of study at “La Academia” (76). Julio 

accedes and indicates that will pay Braulio as soon as he is able (76). In another instance 

of imagery related to birth, Julio remarks “Acabo de nacer,” stating that his parents have 

died (76). Crucially, he also says “No tengo pasado” (76). In comparison to Cecilia the 

mother, who tells Julio to find his future, Braulio underscores the importance of finding 

his past: “Pues, hijo mío, debe usted tenerlo [un pasado]. Hay que apoyarse en él para 
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todo. Búsquelo, porque seguramente lo tiene” (77). The narrative thus establishes the 

circumstances for a decision, as well as a contrast and a parallelism between Cecilia and 

Braulio, both of whom appeal to the necessity of looking for a future and a past, 

respectively, each employing the phrase: “Búsquelo.” When Julio asks for credit, as he 

will procure the money, Braulio says “‘Entonces, te apoyas en mí, que también soy un 

pasado’, replicó, sonriente, el profesor. ‘Repito que te es urgente buscar un pasado. La 

sociedad es implacable. Debes crearte un pasado. Un pasado… ilusorio si el auténtico te 

sonroja” (77, ellipsis in original). Braulio, in language similar to Cecilia the daughter, 

refers to the creation, the creation of a past. Julio and Braulio then discuss his past, 

namely his life in the seminary cell which he viewed as “falsa” (77). The two then 

discuss what would a more “true” (“verdadera”) life would entail, as Julio makes 

comments that emphasize his own enjoyment (e.g., “Me contento con sucesivos 

rendimientos agradables”) (77-78). Braulio tries to guide Julio’s reflections, suggesting 

that such a life “No tendrá un grave sentido total. Por resolverla para ti sólo llegará a ser 

mezquina. Nunca tendrá un sentido social…” (77, ellipsis in original). The notion of “a 

grave, total sense” could be viewed as a life with an organization, a kind of totality. 

Indeed, earlier in their repartee, Braulio notes “vivirás en un zigzag perpetuo, en una 

perpetua oscilación. […] la vida sólo puede ser algo organizado” (77). To this, Julio 

underscores a lack of apparent order of a life that is “perhaps” (“tal vez”) organized by 

Julio himself: “Tal vez la organice [yo la vida], aunque parezca que la destruyo” (77). 

This “perhaps”—with a Derridean emphasis—calls into question the nature of a 

conscious, rational subject who decides how to construct either a past or a present 
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looking towards the future. Indeed, as we shall see, what seems to bother Julio about the 

life projects presented by both Cecilia and Braulio would be a certain rigidity, a lack of 

spontaneity, a predetermined character that loses or seeks to negate chance. Indeed, in 

this conversation, the opposing views on life are depicted in spatial and geometrical 

terms: Braulio notes the “perpetual zigzag” and “oscillation” of the kind of life Julio 

would seek, in contrast with a life of a “grave” and “total” organization and “sense.” In 

the following passage, in which Julio and Braulio respectively advance views on how one 

should live, geometric images become related to the symbolism comparing life to Chess. 

However, in the following passage, they do not limit their discussion to being one of 

many pawns, undistinguishable from others and with limited possibilities of movement: 

“Tendrá un sentido parcial, individual… ¿Quién me obliga a vivir para los
 otros?” 

“No será una vida recta, ejemplar”. 
“Que sea oblicua… Así suelen ser las de excepción”. 
“Yo, hijo mío, prefiero la torre…” 
“Yo, el alfil”. 
“Padecerás obstáculos insuperables”. 
“Entonces, el caballo”. (Rojo 78, ellipsis in original)     

Opposed to a life with a “total sense” as proposed by Braulio, Julio aims for a “partial, 

individual sense” which becomes bound up in an individualistic conception of life, at 

least in the way that he posits it. This also recalls the disconcerting presentation of 

totalities in Emar’s Un año in Chapter 2, as well as in Ramón Doll’s essay studied in 

Chapter 1. Such a life, that does not seek “to live for others” would not be “una vida 

recta, ejemplar;” here I would draw attention to the use of the adjective “recta,” implying 

not only correctness and exemplarity, but also that which is geometrically straight, a 

straight line. Julio then opposes this vision of a life path to a life that is “oblicua” 
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(“oblique”), which is neither perpendicular nor parallel. This “oblique” life also happens 

to be that which is associated with “the exception,” perhaps the exceptional pawn who 

sacrifices him- or herself, or is sacrificed by a Chess player to become something else, 

another piece with different kinds of movement, with a divergent and oblique pathway. 

As I will suggest towards the close of my discussion, such a trajectory could be tendered 

by following the pairing of “generosity”/“cowardliness” that the narrative develops in 

opposition to “hatred.” In this conversation between the protagonist and Braulio, the 

geometrical references to forms of life become concretized and applied to the 

Chessboard. In a vanguardist approach to narrative organization, different Chess pieces 

are employed to attempt to explain or identify relations among potential modes of living: 

Braulio favors “la torre” (“the rook”)—which moves in straight lines—, while Julio 

prefers “el alfil” (“the bishop”)—which moves diagonally. Indeed, when Braulio suggests 

that Julio “will suffer insuperable obstacles,” the protagonist opts for “el caballo” (“the 

knight”), a piece which can precisely jump over that which would be considered an 

obstacle by other Chess pieces. After Julio mentions “el caballo,” the narrator comments 

“Saltaban las frases” between Julio and Braulio (78), in a way that this fast-paced debate 

seemingly reflects the jumping of “the knight” piece on a Chessboard. The knight, in 

particular, presents a form of movement which, while regular, does not move in only one 

direction, forming an “L” shape in the way it navigates the board. In a sense, Julio—like 

the Chess knight moving in two directions—will seek to reconcile “lo rojo” and “lo azul” 

in his life project, understood as two opposing directions and impulses which impose 

differing possibilities to be decided upon. (I might even suggest that rather than the black 
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and white squares on many chessboards, one could elaborate a chessboard of red and blue 

with Jarnés’s novel in mind.) We should not forget that Julio is himself a “red and blue 

pawn” (“peón rojo y azul”) (39). Indeed, I have already noted that in the barracks, each 

soldier is compared to a pawn, a piece which can only move one space forward after its 

initial possibility of moving two spaces, although it captures other pieces by moving 

diagonally one space. Indeed, a pawn, having arrived at opposite side of the board can be 

promoted, and become another piece. Likewise, it should not be forgotten that pawns are 

thought to be more or less disposable due to their abundance and their relative position in 

the scale of importance in the game—although their strategic relevance and potentiality 

should never be underestimated. They are routinely positioned and at times sacrificed to 

protect pieces considered more important, especially those surrounding the sovereign 

piece, the king.    

Braulio agrees to teach Julio, who then leaves to look for a way to pay for his 

learning, eventually having different odd jobs (78). In a subsequent dialogue between 

them, the individualistic tendency observed above in Julio’s observations on life is 

challenged by his teacher. This conversation also presents the path of revolutionary 

action that will mark the rest of Julio’s life. Braulio comments to Julio “Eres muy joven y 

hasta hoy no has pensado sino en ti mismo, si es que en ti has pensado alguna vez, que no 

lo creo. Pero hay algo fuera de nosotros que reclama también nuestras vigilias, nuestra 

sangre, si es preciso... ¡El pueblo oprimido! ¿Dije ‘fuera’? No. Porque el pueblo somos 

nosotros mismos. Eres tú, lo soy yo. El pueblo…” (92, ellipsis in original). As Braulio 

suggests, Julio could be part of the “pueblo oprimido,” given his status as a military pawn 
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who can only “offer his body,” even though he has the chance to enter bourgeois 

existence by means of marrying Cecilia. In this passage, Braulio refers to the possibility 

that, in revolutionary struggle too, the potential for sacrifice exists, especially in view of 

his appeals to the notion that “nuestra sangre” might be needed for the redemption of the 

“pueblo.” If Julio comes to somewhat agree with Braulio, the protagonist’s realization is 

the result of a succession of incidents and meditations which problematize revolutionary 

activity and motives, namely Julio’s humiliation by a “tendero.” At the same time, 

Guillermina could be considered to be a member of the “pueblo oprimido,” especially 

when her situation is viewed in light of Federici’s theorization of gender as a 

specification of class relations. In the context of Braulio’s revolutionary rhetoric, it would 

be key to interrogate the gendered components and potential exclusions in his 

formulation of revolutionary action. For example, when Matilde, one of Braulio’s 

students, enters the room where he and Julio are speaking, the following comments by the 

narrator about her reveal a problematic view on gender in Braulio’s revolutionary 

thought:   

Matilde, alta, flacucha, desnutrida, formada para curvarse sobre una Remington o 
sobre una cuna, alternativamente, era también allí para don Braulio una 
representación de la humanidad oprimida; pero este hombre de la doble voz 
[Braulio] no podía arriesgar sus ingresos con insinuaciones doctrinarias a una 
mujer acaso decidida plenamente a ser juguete de patronos. Acerca de la mujer 
tenía dos o tres ideas; una de ellas podía formularse así: “Ha nacido para ser 
esclava”. (93)  
 

Expressing Braulio’s point of view both directly and, in all likelihood, via indirect 

discourse, the narrative seems to reflect a gendered partiality by representing Matilde’s 

tall and malnourished body as though “formed to curve over a Remington or over a 
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cradle,” as though presenting, at this historical juncture, the two gender roles possible for 

women, yet at the same time, reifying those roles in this depiction of Matilde. In a way 

comparable to the Astrólogo’s political discourse in Arlt’s Los siete locos, Braulio is 

referred to as “este hombre de la doble voz” because he speaks to his two pupils with 

different tones, with a “duplicidad de timbres:” to Matilde in one way—“su voz 

mercantil”—, and to Julio in another—his voice treating “el problema social” (93). In 

particular, he cannot divulge his revolutionary ideas to Matilde for he cannot be sure that 

she has not already chosen exploitation against possible freedom, as though such a 

decision could ever really be arranged by such a simplistic dualism. Braulio has already 

decided for her: she is born to be a slave by virtue of her gender, in a way comparable to 

the Angolan population in Huidobro’s La próxima who are inside and outside the colony 

by virtue of their origin and race. In addition to constructing a homosocial order 

disguised by the notion of “humanity” that is more of a “fraternity” of men, the reference 

to the determinism of Matilde’s birth appears to be in a Nietzschean key, relating to 

master and slave moralities. Yet in such a revolutionary project, which begins to evince 

some features of a voyoucracy—especially in light of the related events at the narrative’s 

end in the military revolt in Augusta—, there is about as much space for women as 

among the thirty sailors with whom Ingrid shares her trip in 45 días y 30 marineros by 

Lange. Indeed, in Jarnés’s Lo rojo y lo azul, Guillermina will be the only woman whom 

the narrative identifies as part of the revolutionary uprising. Although we do not have 

more background in the narrative about Matilde’s time studying with Braulio, it would 

appear that Julio is given the chance to hear Braulio’s ideas, and indeed, that he is able to 
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make decisions—of choosing a so-called slave or master morality—in a way that is 

denied to other female characters in Lo rojo y lo azul, such as Matilde and Guillermina. 

Moreover, as we will see in Julio’s invention of a past around his humiliation by a 

“tendero,” the narrative will emphasize the way Julio manipulates the importance of this 

episode in view of his entire life. It will be, in a sense, an individual affront which will 

incite Julio’s revolutionary action in favor of a collective. Although he ultimately chooses 

to follow Braulio—which will set him on the path of the military uprising in Augusta—, 

there is a resistance to a rigidness of thought in Lo rojo y lo azul’s depiction of 

revolutionary activity, which Julio increasingly comes to see as being organized around 

“hatred” and a desire for “command.” This problem in the narrative is uncannily mirrored 

by the organ of the state, the military—structured by command and taking advantage of 

nationalistic sentiments and hatreds—, which consumes men like Julio as “cannon 

fodder.” Lo rojo y lo azul problematizes the use of individuals as means—and as means 

of violence—in national armies and in revolutionary formations, in spite of their 

divergent ends.  

As I have already noted, Julio’s experiences in Barcelona are just one of the facets 

explored in the novel. Since early in the plot, his existence is correlated with 

Guillermina’s life. Thus, I now turn to examine a critical way in which the narrative 

presents life projects and their constraints, especially relating to gender, by considering 

the depiction of Guillermina’s life in Barcelona. Guillermina unexpectedly appears one 

day in the barracks looking for Julio (85). Her appearance and manner have changed 

drastically since Julio has last seen her (“Venía transfigurada. Desnudos los brazos, 
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rabiosamente pintados los labios, las uñas, los ojos”), as we learn that she has been fired 

from the job to which she had aspired, not knowing how to type (“escribir a máquina”) 

(85). When Julio asks about “aquel gerente tan amigo de usted [Guillermina],” she replies 

that this man is “¡Un canalla!... Quiere tener mujeres de balde… Yo lo adiviné en 

seguida” (85-86, ellipsis in original). She then mentions that she has heard that Julio has 

“buenas relaciones” in Barcelona and is friends with “una familia muy rica”—probably 

alluding to Cecilia (86). Guillermina will do whatever is needed not to return to Augusta, 

having not been successful in the city (86). Doubtful, Julio will try to help (86). After 

they say goodbye, Julio is overwhelmed by Guillermina’s “destino” in the city (86). The 

narrator considers Guillermina’s prospects and the brutality of the situation: “Salió 

defraudada y comenzó a ir y venir por la ciudad sin rumbo fijo, tan pronto decidida a 

entregarse al primer postor como a llamar a las puertas de una fábrica. ¡Ella en una 

fábrica! ¡Ella que venía a triunfar con sólo la presencia de su rozagante juventud!” (86). 

Crucially, if Julio is emboldened and feels a kind of freedom wandering the streets of 

Barcelona, Guillermina appears to be denied this possibility of moving “sin rumbo fijo” 

without significant consequences. The gendered differences of their experiences in the 

city accrue in the narration, so that even among pawns, there are substantial differences. 

The parallels and the divergences in their two lives are exemplified by her experience 

attempting to sing in a chorus. Having seen an advertisement for “coristas de ambos 

sexos,” Guillermina “se presentó en la antesala de un empresario” (86). However, 

knowing solfeggio and having sung in her youth, Guillermina believed that she could 

have become a “corista;” “confiaba [ella] también en que la armonía de su busto decidiría 
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al empresario” (86-87). She disrobes in front of him, but the callous “empresario” focuses 

on her “piernas” which are “la especialidad” of his theater, although he might be able to 

find a role for her (87). This event, as the narrative later reveals, would form part of a 

chain of “odio” relating to sexual exploitation which Guillermina never forgets (190-91). 

The narrator states “Como Julio, [Guillermina] había llegado al umbral de una nueva 

vida… ¡A renacer! Allí estaba, en traje de feto” (87, ellipsis in original). Although the 

narrative seeks to establish an equivalence between the “new life,” the rebirth of both 

Julio and Guillermina, the gendered aspects of their possible life projects cause 

significant divergences. If the narrator indicates that “Guillermina hizo un heroico 

esfuerzo, se jugó el todo por el todo” (87), it would be key to signal that the term “heroic” 

seems to have a very different valence for the novel’s the male protagonist. The 

undressing in a medical examination of Julio as a military recruit—during which he is 

also described as “en traje de feto”—cannot be seen as equivalent to the sexual 

exploitation of Guillermina. Unlike Julio who can find different forms of employment, 

she appears destined to a series of jobs at cafés in which she performs. Indeed, later in the 

narrative, we learn that, at the café El Chapí, Guillermina is part of the “coro” and that 

she now calls herself “Araceli” (125-27). The narrative indicates that Guillermina 

“[h]abía cedido en una transacción que el empresario –ya un segundo empresario– le 

propuso” (128). This mention of a second businessman would seem to imply that 

Guillermina is victim of a pattern of abuse, appearing to allude to the first businessman 

before whom she undressed. This pattern of sexism and exploitation can be seen to 

inform in part Guillermina’s support of the revolutionary activity during the military 
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uprising in Augusta at the narrative’s conclusion. Nevertheless, before the plot reaches 

that stage, it is necessary to address how Julio is transformed into a revolutionary in his 

dealings with his mentor, Braulio.  

In order to understand Julio’s reaction to Braulio’s thinking, I would note that 

Julio is not initially persuaded by his teacher. Braulio’s views on modern society can be 

related to those of Roc and the Astrólogo: despite their significant differences, they all 

share a certain critique of capitalism. Braulio, unlike the Astrólogo, is moved by a kind of 

empathy for the “pueblo oprimido” in a way similar, although certainly not equivalent, to 

Roc’s empathy to save as many persons as possible from the next war. The following 

remarks by Braulio condense his perspective on modern society: “el régimen capitalista 

ha convertido la dignidad personal en un simple valor de cambio; ha sustituido muchas 

libertades dolorosamente conquistadas por la única e implacable unidad de comercio” 

(Rojo 94). Upon hearing Braulio refer to “cadenas” and “libertades,” the narrator focuses 

on Julio’s response to these forms of political rhetoric: “Julio se sentía entonces 

deprimido, respiraba difícilmente bajo el peso de argollas invisibles, ideales, forjadas con 

tal minuciosidad por varias generaciones de sociólogos. Prefería el tedio de un polinomio 

a la pesadumbre de un fragmento de El capital” (94, original emphasis). Seeing this 

reaction in his pupil, Braulio comments “Los jóvenes sois así. No queréis daros cuenta de 

vuestra responsabilidad ante la Historia. ¿Qué has hecho tú por redimirte? ¿Qué has 

hecho tú por redimir a tus hermanos de esclavitud?” (94). When Julio suggest that he 

could marry Cecilia, Braulio calls him an “[i]nfeliz” who, in order to become a 

“patrono,” would have to ascend various phases of “esclavitud” (94). Julio says that 
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Cecilia and her family “[s]on buenas gentes;” Braulio retorts “Te exprimirán como una 

naranja” (94). Upon leaving the Academy, the latter asks the former to take with him 

“manifiestos,” dropping them carefully (“los vas dejando caer”), so that he may be “útil a 

la Humanidad” (95), a conception of “Humanity” which continues to imply a universality 

that obfuscates a degree of fraternity. 

After leaving the Academy, Julio meditates on his future and on revolutionary 

activity, which will become tied to not only to his interactions with Braulio, but also to 

the historical circumstances of the Rif War and the events of La semana trágica which 

form part of Jarnés’s literary work. Julio observes a group of workers going back to the 

factory; this brief scene meta-reflexively ironizes aspects of representations of workers in 

“novelas por entregas”—most likely of realist or naturalist inspiration, with the 

moralizing characteristic of many folletines—, while also displaying Julio’s uncertainty, 

still pulled between the blue and the red:   

Vería [Julio] en ellos [los obreros] la amargura de sus vidas pobres, el 
famoso rictus del que nunca dejaban de hacer mención las novelas por 
entregas. Allí estaban los esclavos, los parias que Julio debía redimir. Pero 
el sol, la dulzura de la tarde, desvanecían seguramente las nubes de tristeza 
que gravitaban sobre las frentes, porque Julio no vio en ellas ninguna 
arruga, ningún doloroso frunce… ¿Serían obreros escépticos, que no 
creían en su propio problema, u obreros sometidos a algún patrono ideal 
que eliminaba de su dominación toda negrura? La verdad era que todos 
cruzaban alegremente la avenida, dejando tras sí una estela de risas y 
piropos. (95, ellipsis in original)  

Indeed, Julio reflects on the fact that he must choose between La Eterna Paz and don 

Braulio, being “un burgués” or “un perpetuo soñador” (111). As Julio is considering his 

decision, “De pronto le atraía una pequeña explanada histórica donde meses antes habían 

fusilado a Francisco Ferrer. Contemplaba el lugar exacto donde situaron al reo… “¡Era 
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un soñador! ¡Éste es el fin de los soñadores!” (111, ellipsis in original). In another 

imbrication of historical events within the fictional narrative, we see the connection 

between being a “dreamer” and partaking in revolutionary action, as incarnated by the 

lives of Braulio, and Francisco Ferrer (1849-1909), the historical anarchist and educator 

executed in October 1909. This historical reference to Ferrer situates Jarnés’s narrative as 

taking place in 1909 or 1910, and thus around the conditions relating to La semana 

trágica and the opposition to the increasing conscription of soldiers for the Rif War, the 

ongoing colonial confrontation in Morocco which is a focal point of the narrative and 

Julio’s actions. As there are increasingly few veterans, the less experienced soldiers, who 

barely know how to shoot, will most likely be sent: “El Rif pide a diario contingentes de 

refresco. Pronto habrá que apelar a los recién llegados, que apenas saben manejar el fusil” 

(100). Increasing allusions to the war will form a backdrop and impetus for Julio’s 

revolutionary engagement. Simultaneously, he continues to ruminate on his future, 

between “[l]a aventura o el monótono hogar” (111), then moving to consider “hombres 

generosos” like Ferrer, who significantly dream, instead of calculate, and who, however, 

are paid “with lead:” “¡Pero esas balas que se incrustan en el cráneo, donde, en vez de 

calcular, se sueña! ¿Por qué el mundo paga así, con plomo, a esos hombres generosos, 

incapaces de robarle su oro?” (111). This passage is crucially related to the opposition 

between “odio” and “generosidad”/“cobardía” that will be explored throughout the novel, 

reaching its most detailed elaboration during the final dialogue of the novel between Julio 

and the “teniente.” Calculation is opposed to dreaming, in such a way that we might 

recall the practical need to calculate in democratic procedures vis-à-vis the unmeasurable 
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demand and the incalculable worth of each living being of a democracy. Similarly, 

dreaming becomes associated with “generosity” the term opposed to “hatred” throughout 

the novel: in the above-cited passage such “generous men” are killed and yet are 

“incapable of robbing.” At the end of the narrative, those who would be generous or 

cowardly—namely Julio and the “teniente”—are not able to hate or commit murder.  

Despite this recurring struggle between opposite life plans, there is a period in Lo 

rojo y lo azul in which Julio does not choose between the destinies offered by either 

Braulio or Cecilia’s family. When Julio learns that Cecilia has a serious fever (98), the 

narrator expresses the bind in which the protagonist finds himself, between “love and 

duty:” “El porvenir de Julio lo elaboraban entre Cecilia y don Braulio –entre el amor y el 

deber–, y al desaparecer Cecilia se rompería, lentamente, el equilibrio” (99). Cecilia 

recovers, yet Julio has already convinced himself that she had died (117) and he begins to 

see Rubí (117-18). This decision seems to flout either of the possible “trajectories” for his 

future. Nevertheless, when Rubí observes that Cecilia loves Julio, he replies “No me 

quiere a mí. Quiere al hombre que resulte de una arbitraria confección casera” (118). 

Then, the two go out to a bar: with what he has earned from “la memoria de los 

comerciantes de ultramarinos”—a detail to which I will return—, Julio orders “vino, [y] 

fiambres,” and says to Rubí “Siéntate aquí, en mis rodillas. Vamos a merendarnos todo 

mi porvenir: el dinero de don Braulio” (118). Thus, at this juncture in the narrative, Julio 

rejects the path of bourgeois existence and that of revolutionary struggle. Soon, however, 

Julio’s romance with Rubí loses its interest, especially, according to the narrator, as “sin 

dinero, el amor pierde al momento sus falsas purpurinas; se le ve tal cual es: un poco de 
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monótona vehemencia que va apagándose” (119). However, it would be important to 

question if what Julio experiences is “amor” and not sexual attraction. Indeed, there is a 

distressingly sexist series of parallels between Julio’s actions and what happens to 

Guillermina. If as mentioned above Julio tells Rubí to sit on his knees while at a bar 

(118), later in the narrative, Julio will see at a bar that “Guillermina, sobre las rodillas de 

un cabo, charlaba en voz alta, desafiando el pudor de los demás clientes” (140). Julio, in 

apparent indirect discourse channeled by the narrator, reflects on “amor,” his relationship 

with Rubí, and their sexual experiences: “Aún podía [Rubí], en medio de aquel chiribitil, 

ofrecer su plena desnudez, si no como sabroso espectáculo, al menos como una agradable 

recompensa” (119-20). Although the situation differs in terms of its context, it should be 

recalled the way that Guillermina, in seeking employment as a “corista,” disrobes in front 

of the “empresario.” Correspondingly, this depiction of Rubí’s “desnudez” as either 

“espectáculo” or “recompensa” presents a disconcerting sexism in the way that persons 

are understood and treated, especially as it could imply that the protagonist shares related 

societal attitudes towards women.   

The narrative would appear to allow for Julio to not have to decide on his future, 

at least for the time being, as Braulio is arrested for his revolutionary endeavors. When 

Julio returns to the Academia, he finds neither Braulio, Matilde, nor any other pupils; 

only Pepe, don Braulio’s son, is there (121-22). Pepe tells Julio that his father—labeled 

by “la Prensa” as a “‘peligroso agitador’”—has been detained (121). However, he also 

remarks that Braulio expected such an incident, while making an elliptical allusion to the 

year 1909: “Papá ya hace tiempo que esperaba algún atropello así… Porque desde el año 
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nueve…” (121, ellipsis in original). After Julio expresses his desire to visit Braulio in 

prison, Pepe advises him not to go wearing his military uniform (122). Braulio’s son 

offers him to take some of his father’s propaganda, and, if he wants to study, his mother 

could check his work; Julio says that he will rest for some time (122). In the street, Julio 

seems relieved as, without the presence of Braulio, he will be able to “recuperar el dinero 

de la mensualidad” (122). Consequently, with the removal of the possibility of following 

the path that would have been determined by his relationship with Cecilia, Julio does not 

have to decide to follow Braulio either, at least at this time in the narrative. However, 

beyond Julio’s individual decision, the machinations of the state will impose themselves: 

Arturo, a more experienced soldier, tells Julio the Rif War will soon require more 

reinforcements: “van a llamar a todos los licenciados con ilimitada” (123). In this 

instance, the circumstances will force Julio to make a decision about his future, although 

he has declined Pepe’s offer for the time being. 

While Julio will eventually oppose the Rif War when he sees his companions 

being selected to be sent to Morocco, his rejection of the war and his decision to try to 

spread revolutionary sentiment among the soldiers are subsequent to an episode in which 

he is humiliated by a “tendero.” Although it would appear insignificant, this interaction 

initially induces him to engage in revolutionary activity. Accordingly, I will now examine 

this episode which is crucial in understanding how Jarnés’s novel interrogates the 

motivations behind revolutionary movements. Earlier in the plot, Julio has been hired to 

write “la Memoria Anual” for “La Amistad, agrupación de comerciantes de ultramarinos” 

(97-98). After completing his work, he is paid only part of what he was owed by “el 
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tendero deudor” (113). Soon after, a dialogue between Guillermina and Julio will mark 

the beginning of the episode of Julio’s humiliation before the “tendero,” whose debt has 

yet to be settled. The two friends from Augusta consider continuing their conversation in 

a café (129). Although he does not have money at the time, Julio remembers that he can 

go and collect his debt from the “tendero,” who would be having a meal in his honor 

(129). After unsuccessfully trying to ask for the money during the banquet, Julio hears 

“las cuartillas” that he had composed as part of “la memoria,” and he tells Guillermina 

that he will await for the “tendero” to leave the establishment (130-31). Yet when Julio 

encounters the “tendero” and he starts to request the remainder of the money owed to 

him, the “tendero” does not know who Julio is, believing him to be someone from his 

“pueblo” (131). The “tendero” tersely turns away, telling those who accompany him that 

he cannot “estar a merced de cualquier pobre diablo” (131). The narrator describes the 

effect of this dismissal on Julio’s psyche: it was as if “aquel desdén” had revealed Julio’s 

“olvidada insignificancia social,” and as though “aquella humillante lanzada” had created 

in Julio “una brecha:” “Julio –¡pobre, mezquino pelele rojo y azul, a quien un tendero 

podía dar por no existente!– se encoge, se enrolla sobre sí mismo, como un gusano bajo 

la gran mole de piedra…” (132, ellipsis in original). Julio notes to Guillermina regarding 

this event that the “tendero” had taught him that “se puede comprar […] la inteligencia,” 

to which Guillermina adds “la hermosura” to the qualities which can also be purchased 

(132). Being confronted with how his intellectual work has become transformed into a 

poorly-remunerated piece of merchandise, Julio raves “Antes los caballeros pagaban bien 

sus romances a los trovadores; después los capitalistas comenzaron a comprar artículos 
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de fondo a unos infelices… Hoy me ha tocado a mí. Estudiar toda mi vida, ¿para qué? 

Para poner mi inteligencia a las órdenes de cualquier salchichero que ni siquiera me paga. 

¿Tiene algún valor la inteligencia?” (132, ellipsis in original). Julio recognizes what 

could be viewed as a commodification of his mental labor. However, he appears to smart 

more from the damage done to his ego than from his awareness of being exploited in 

capitalism. Indeed, his humiliation and infuriation would seem to derive from the fact 

that it is a “tendero” who has humbled him; the indirect discourse of Julio reveals the 

following: “¡Verse pisoteado en medio de la calle por un analfabeto!” (132-33). 

Guillermina invites Julio, who continuing to rant, is described by the narrator as “poco a 

poco saliendo del foso de tan profunda humillación” (132). This occurrence relating to 

the “tendero” can be viewed as the “combustible” needed for Julio to throw himself at 

supporting the revolutionary efforts of Braulio. The narrator portrays how this 

confrontation develops in the mind of Julio, and how he—in a way seems to follow 

Braulio’s exhortation—creates a past around the incident of the “tendero:”  

Se empezó a forjar el gran enemigo. Ya tenía algo de bulto con quien 
combatir, hacia quien dirigir sus juveniles ímpetus; un hecho 
trascendental. El trivial episodio del tendero iba invadiendo el primer 
término de la historia de Julio hasta constituir un capítulo gigantesco. […] 
Julio volvió a hablar apasionadamente, seguido en silencio por la atención 
de Guillermina de ojos ya amansados por la derrota, de suaves manos que 
ya habían aprendido a entregarse a cualquier presión. El capítulo 
descomunal se desplazaba, de tan enorme, hacia la historia de la 
humanidad. Era muy pequeña la historia de un hombre, de un pobre 
soldado, para contener tal capítulo. Sin que el mismo Julio lo advirtiese, 
comenzó el mezquino episodio a henchirse de material humano. ¿Iba a 
representar una fase de la historia, una segunda vertiente de la historia 
universal? (133)   
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The narrator seems to focus on how this “trivial episode” is exaggerated in Julio’s mind. 

Like a “chapter” in the folletín that will compose the history of this individual, this 

incident become displaced “towards the history of humanity,” as though it would soon 

form part of “a phase of history,” as a component of “universal history.” However, the 

narrator is somewhat wary of how this passage from a singular and “trivial” ignominy 

could lead to “universal history,” commenting that Julio “[n]o pasaba de ser un estudiante 

cualquiera utilizado para redactar memorias de sociedades mercantiles y brindis de 

ocasión” (133-34). Nevertheless, it is this event which can be linked to the failures and 

the pains of others, of “los corazones oprimidos del mundo:”  

Pero ya, sobre todo minúsculo suceso, ¿no se cernía la enconada nube, 
nutrida de fluido a punto de estallar, espesa y negra, forjada por todos los 
corazones oprimidos del mundo? ¡Los corazones oprimidos del mundo, 
esos llagados corazones que de repente hacen suyo el dolor de toda la 
humanidad, temerosos de que, con sólo su dolor, no puedan conmover a 
nadie! […] ¿Quién creerá en un hombre que se aprovecha del gran dolor 
humano para enlazar la inquietud que le causa cualquier picadura de esos 
vulgares mosquitos de la contradicción? (134)      

We should note here that the text refers to the color black, which is associated in the 

narrative with “odio” as the divestment and negation of color. Concomitantly, part of the 

critique of violence in Jarnés’s novel concentrates on how an individual injustice or 

humiliation becomes the grounding for an “odio” which can then be used as a 

“combustible,” as that which can bind together others who have suffered diverse, but 

perhaps comparable experiences, allowing, ultimately, for a justification of violent 

means. I would argue that it is against such a formation of “hatred” with which Lo rojo y 

lo azul contends, namely by deploying the opposing categories of “generosity” and 

“cowardliness.” If indeed the initial “combustible” for Julio is the episode of the 
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“tendero,” at the same time, there is the systemic oppression that has turned him into a 

“pawn” who has only his body to give to the military and thus the state. It is true that the 

seemingly minor confrontation with the “tendero” is the catalyst for Julio’s revolutionary 

engagement. Nonetheless, after the “tendero” incident, Julio will see the injustice of how, 

in the “sorteo” to choose soldiers for the Rif War, he will not leave for Morocco. 

Consequently, he comes to the realization that his comrades should not have to go to fight 

there either. He is not, however, the only character that confronts a moment of awakening 

in Lo rojo y lo azul.  

In view of Guillermina’s life in the city, the narrative focuses on how the 

development of her “odio” is related to the episode in which, after disrobing before the 

“empresario,” he singles out her “piernas” as the reason why she is unable to join that 

chorus. This episode presents Guillermina’s experience as related to sexual exploitation, 

another systemic condition. Significantly, Julio compares both characters’ situations, 

exclaiming to Guillermina “De bien poco nos van a servir veinticinco siglos de cultura. 

¡A ti para llegar a ser carne de placer; a mí para llegar a ser carne de cañón!” (134). If 

earlier in discussing the parallels between the lives of Guillermina and Julio, I questioned 

the validity of corresponding the two characters’ lives, given the considerably different 

circumstances in which both characters disrobed and were described as in “traje de feto.” 

In the passage cited above, the equivalence between the two characters is again 

established by a syntactic mirroring of positions as enounced by Julio (“A ti para llegar” 

and “a mí para llegar”); however, in this case, there is a more convincing parallelism, 

which entails the forms of gender and class exploitation which cause them to become, 
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respectively, “carne de placer” and “carne de cañón.” In the lives of both characters, the 

ability to decide for themselves has been taken from them. They are both reduced to 

being pawns in a game that has predetermined their roles and their capacity for 

movement. However, while the experiences of Guillermina and Julio expose instances of 

exploitation relating to gender and class, the narrative, along with Julio, would seem to 

resist a perspective in which all matters and relations are reduced to exploitation, even 

though these conditions of oppression are recognized and not negated. Part of this 

resistance relates to how the narrative, in a kind of meta-reflexive way, would seek to 

show how such hatred can originate in a personal injustice or humiliation, as in the case 

of the “tendero” and Julio, even if and in spite of the fact that such an experience could 

be caused by structural exploitation. The plot shows how this personal hatred can become 

a kind of fodder—like Julio and Guillermina—for forms of violence which resist ethical 

justification and treat living beings purely as means. After parting ways with Guillermina, 

Julio goes to don Braulio’s home, where he—described by the narrator as “otro Julio”—

asks Pepe for “un ciento de proclamas” (134). When Pepe hands Julio “un sobre” of 

Braulio’s revolutionary broadsides, he warns him: “Mucha precaución… Te juegas la 

vida” (134-35, ellipsis in original). Julio responds “No vale gran cosa. Un imbécil acaba 

de llenármela de barro” (135). Thus, we see how the incident with the “tendero”—the 

“imbécil”—has helped propel Julio onto this newfound path.   

This assessment of hatred in Lo rojo y lo azul belongs to a significant thread 

explored in the narrative through various events. It is also pursued when Julio, on guard 

as sentinel looking over Barcelona, is reflecting on his life, and a figure called “el 
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tentador” arrives to him (108). In addition to potentially alluding to the New Testament 

episode in which the Devil tries to tempt Jesus in the wilderness, this interaction further 

develops the opposition between “odio” and “generosidad”/“cobardía” in the narrative. 

The tempter says to Julio that if he cannot enjoy or possess the world, why should he not 

destroy it: “Ahí abajo está la tierra. Nada de ella es tuyo. ¿Nunca intentarás apoderarte 

del mundo…? Y, si no has de gozar de él, ¿por qué no lo destruyes?” (108, ellipsis in 

original). In this conversation, the tempter suggests that what cannot be possessed, or 

taken over, should be destroyed, but the use of indirect discourse relates Julio’s thoughts: 

“¡Destruirlo, no! transformarlo [sic]. Transformarlo… He aquí la palabra. ¿Por qué 

atentar contra una vida? ¿No basta con transformarla?” (109, original emphasis, ellipsis 

in original). Despite the importance of advocating the transforming of life rather than its 

destruction, the tempter bursts out laughing “sordamente:” “¡Transformarlo! Palabra de 

cobardes. No te será posible transformar nada. Se oponen todas las inercias; se opone 

toda la historia, que no quiere bruscas rupturas… Además, mientras se transforma, tu 

vida, Julio, tu única vida, fracasa… ¡Tu mundo acaba!” (109, ellipsis in original). The 

notion of destruction put forward by the tempter is connected to “odio” as a consuming 

force. Julio attempts to counter the tempter by proposing transformation, which the 

tempter associates with “cowards.” Similarly, it would be important to signal the 

paradoxical relation between destructiveness and “possession” (“tuyo”, “apoderarte del 

mundo”). Likewise, the linking of transformation with “cowards” will be crucial, as it 

establishes the opposition of transformation and “cowardice”/ “generosity” vis-à-vis 

destruction and “hatred.” However, the binding of destruction and transformation, as in 
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violent revolutionary action, becomes that which Julio will doubt, especially in view of 

the rationale behind the military revolt in Augusta, which appears to be an attempt to 

seize power and “command” (“el mando”). The tempter is unrelenting, yet will 

eventually desist, leaving the same question with Julio, “como un germen:” “Si nada de 

eso es tuyo, ¿por qué no lo destruyes?” (109). After this query that positions ownership 

and destruction as the only options, the narrator presents Julio’s thoughts followed by a 

comment by the protagonist:  

Julio contempla serenamente la ciudad, cortesana tendida a sus pies. 
¿Cómo podría destruir nada de ella sin la dinamita del odio? Aunque 
ayudase a montar la máquina espiritual por quien habría de derrumbarse, 
¿cómo ponerla en marcha sin combustible alguno? Sin un odio, ¿cómo 
utilizar la máquina? 
“La conquistaré poco a poco”. (109)      

The city is compared in a sexist way to a “courtesan” that would seem to await Julio’s 

decision. However, the protagonist responds only by deferring, by more reflection, while 

assuring that he will “conquer the city little by little.” Indeed, the militaristic lexicon of 

conquest and love—which goes back at least as far as the medieval rhetoric of courtly 

love—problematically reveals itself in this context, remitting us to the question of 

propriation, as discussed in the section dedicated to 45 días y 30 marineros by Lange. 

Similarly, in yet another series of metaphors revolving around machines and combustion, 

Julio has misgivings about how anything could be destroyed without something to ignite, 

“sin la dinamita del odio.” This problem will be central to the plot, as well as to the 

opposition of “odio” and “generosidad”/“cobardía.” Indeed, as discussed above, the 

primary incentive for Julio’s choice to assist Braulio and attempt to instigate a revolt 

among the soldiers, can be tied to Julio’s humiliation by the “tendero.” Still, after the 
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“tendero” episode, a more collective concern will prompt Julio’s action, namely the 

escalation of the need for soldiers to be sent to fight in Morocco.    

In Julio’s barracks, there is “a raffle” (“un sorteo”) in which soldiers select a 

“marble” (“bola”) at random from “una cubeta” which decides whether they are to 

embark to fight in Morocco or remain in Spain (149-50). This scene presents the 

formation of “odio” linked to being sent to fight in this war and frames it within the 

experience of chance. Nevertheless, there is an ambiguity as to whether the “odio” is 

related to having to fight in the war—thus signaling the need for revolutionary change 

and the cessation of the hostilities—, or whether the “odio” becomes organized around  

toxic nationalism and the consolidation of an image of the enemy. The narrator 

underlines in this scene and others the hypocrisy of military pomp and circumstance, of 

its protocol and expectations. The soldier who is first to participate in the “sorteo” selects 

a marble destining him to fight in the Rif War:  

¡El Rif! ¡Bola negra! Chumberas, espingardas, jaiques terrosos, caras de 
barro y de ceniza agujereadas por dos brasas, por dos tragaluces para el 
odio… Todo cruzó rápidamente por las pupilas del soldado. Ante la baza 
fatal acentuó su falsa alegría, acumuló sus fuerzas en la boca, en la 
garganta, les imprimió una ruta consagrada, tradicional, que desviaba su 
verdadero aliento, pero subrayaba un artículo de la Religión del honor.   
“¡Viva España!”  
El coronel sonrió satisfecho. El acto se celebraba con la solemnidad que 
“las circunstancias exigían” y sin desviarse un punto de la trayectoria 
marcada por las reales disposiciones. (150, original emphasis, ellipsis in 
original)  

Dizzyingly, the narrative accumulates images of objects perhaps worn by those in the Rif, 

possibly in an attempt to reproduce, in language, the very probable mental turmoil 

experienced by this soldier upon seeing that he has taken a marble that has sealed his fate 
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in conflict. The description of “caras de barro y de ceniza agujereadas por dos brasas, por 

dos tragaluces para el odio” is particularly distressing, as the face and particularly the 

eyes of a potential adversary in the Rif would appear to be destined “for hatred.” Thus, 

this episode portrays a potential ideological construction of the enemy along nationalistic 

and racist axes. However, at the same time, the entire proceeding seems characterized by 

hollowness and falsity: the soldier’s “false happiness” and his exclamation of “¡Viva 

España!” are only reflexes, the expected conduct governed by nationalistic and military 

protocols. Indeed, the narrative emphasizes that there was not any “deviating” from the 

predetermined “trajectory.” As more marbles are selected, Julio is called; he takes a 

marble which does not destine him to fight in the Rif War: “No iría a Marruecos; pero 

tampoco los otros camaradas debían ir” (Rojo 151). Crucially, this instance of his being 

saved from death spurs on his desire to help prevent his comrades from going to the war 

(151). In spite of the risk of being tried and even executed, Julio tries to foment action 

among the soldiers: “iba sembrando pimienta de rebelión entre los expedicionarios” 

(153). Although Braulio remains in jail, his companions are able to spread “la sospecha 

de una posible manifestación en el muelle” (153). Nonetheless, the soldiers (“la 

expedición”) will ultimately not leave from Barcelona: instead, they are to return to 

Augusta, from where the group intended to fight in Morocco will depart (162). Julio 

suspects that the order is a result of concern that there would be “una gresca formidable” 

(162). Some soldiers will remain garrisoned in Augusta, while others will be sent to the 

Rif (169).    
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Little by little, there will be a kind of transformation in Julio’s thinking on the 

military uprising and other vital concerns. As he returns to Augusta with the other 

soldiers, Julio seems to resist a kind of reductionism of all matters to oppression, while 

not denying the existence of forms of domination in society. The narrator indicates the 

following as Julio hears a melody and looks on a field in the countryside:    

Julio nunca escuchará ya otra voz que la voz que gime. Hay que proclamar 
sobre la tierra el imperio de lo justo; rehabilitar al perpetuo condenado… 
[…] Nunca, nunca pensar en los hombres y en sus gestos sino con 
intención de arrancarlos de sus antiguas argollas. Nunca pensar en el 
campo como un fácil manantial lírico, sino como un difícil problema 
económico... (175, first and last ellipsis in original, second ellipsis added)      

Both the narrative at large and Julio in particular would appear to seek the need to not 

have to view all matters through a lens which would only see structural relations of 

domination. I would suggest that this is not an abandonment into ideology—if such a 

notion can be (un)consciously posited—, but rather an attempt to delimit a position that 

permits conditions and experiences in life to be viewed in such a way that reveals their 

beauty and complexity, while simultaneously, or in turns, allows for these conditions and 

experiences to be understood in terms of exploitation. Ostensibly reporting Julio’s 

thoughts, the narrator connects the words of “don Braulio’s ghost” to matters of revolt 

and hatred: 

el fantasma de don Braulio irrumpe de nuevo en el aire rubio y cálido: 
“¡No! ¡El hombre que sufre no piensa en sutilizar sus jadeos!  No es el 
canto la expresión de la humanidad que sufre, sino el grito, la blasfemia, el 
reto. Es preciso enseñar a los hombres el bronco idioma del odio…” Julio 
se rehace, se restaña los ojos de su vaga neblina, en un supremo esfuerzo 
logra hincar de nuevo su atención en la voz de don Braulio. ¡El odio! ¿Es 
preciso odiar? ¿Odiar? Sí, él lo ha leído. El mundo está diabólicamente 
construido; tan diabólicamente, que no podemos querer plenamente una 
cosa sin vernos precisados a odiar otras muchas. ¡El odio! Gasolina 
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indispensable para que el artilugio redentor siga sus caminos subterráneos, 
hasta que, alguna vez, pueda imperar el sol. (177, ellipsis in original)  

The issue of hatred as fueling, as the “indispensable gasoline” of revolt is a concerning 

formulation, as that which can bind diverse ipseities around a singular enterprise. The 

Astrólogo in Los siete locos would most likely view such a formulation of hatred as 

something to harness for his own ends. By contrast, Roc in La próxima would probably 

attempt to suppress such hatreds from developing in his colony, chiefly in view of the 

partition into two sides around the question of technology. Indeed, the destruction of the 

museum represents the inability of Roc to prevent an uprising from within the social 

order of the colony. However, in the case of Lo rojo y lo azul, the narrative will traverse 

through the problematic of hatred and violence via the resemanticized concepts of 

“generosity” and “cowardliness.” The unsettling question of the need “to learn to hate” 

troubles Julio terribly:  

¿Habrá que aprender a odiar? “Esta es mi pesadumbre”, piensa Julio. “He 
mirado hacia el campo, y sólo he podido ver en él armonías. No llevo la 
disonancia conmigo. ¡Quizá no soy de esos tiempos! Lo mismo me ocurrió 
siempre; en todo vi su perfil más risueño, también el más vital, aquello en 
que todo se superpone a su propio desmoronamiento. Sé que el dolor está 
detrás de todo, pero ni en mí mismo lo siento o sólo siento aquella parte de 
él que da a la armonía…” (178, ellipsis in original)   

This line of thinking could be related to Julio’s increasing opposition to the military 

revolt in which he is implicated. However, his disapproval will solidify more explicitly 

with regard to an authoritarian strain that he begins to perceive in the military uprising, 

which seems to involve a desire for “command” (“el mando”). His doubts about the 

community that he has chosen will soon destabilize his commitment to the cause. This 
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becomes particularly evident when he attends a meeting preparing the revolt and listens 

to the ideas of one of the conspirators, Ramírez.    

Augusta and its surroundings are to be the location of the military uprising. The 

planning for the revolt takes place somewhat outside of Augusta, and, once again, is 

contextually related to games of chance: there is a clearing where people play “un juego 

de rana” and “mus;” there is nearby a “tienda de vino y licores” where in a “basement” 

(“el sótano”), “los conjurados” meet (181). Comparable to the elements of staging during 

the meeting of the “jefes” in Arlt’s Los siete locos, Jarnés’s narrative emphasizes a 

certain theatricality of this setting, qualifying the conspiratorial gathering in the basement 

as “un obscuro escenario donde se estaba ensayando el drama de la revolución” (181). 

This notion of rehearsing “the drama of the revolution” becomes interwoven with the 

adjacent atmosphere of revelry and games of chance. The narrator poses the following 

questions, crucial to the preparations for the revolt and the concluding events of the 

narrative:   

¿Cuál era el drama, el de la estupidez colectiva, el de la negligencia o 
necedad de los hombres del vino, del mus y de la rama [sic: rana], o el de 
aquellos otros que allá abajo –alrededor de una mesa cruzada de naipes– 
decidían la “redención” de los de arriba? ¿Cuál era la verdadera vida, el 
tejido de absurdos renunciamientos a la posesión del mundo, la victoria de 
lo inconsciente, de lo incoherente sobre todo propósito racional, o los 
turbios ensueños de poder, o los vagos afanes de justicia social mezclados 
con un irrefrenable deseo de desquite? (Rojo 181-82)     

These reflections encourage a questioning of the nature of drama, of a positing of acting 

and fictionality that are not unbound from a form of truth. Playing on the tension of 

above and below, of high and low that is central to Emar’s Un año, the narrator of Lo 

rojo y lo azul wonders what would be really the true drama: that of the men carousing 
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above, or that of the conspirators below, working towards the “redemption” of those over 

their heads who are unaware that their destiny is being decided without their input. 

Indeed, a key element introduced in this passage is the reference to “los turbios ensueños 

de poder,” for Jarnés’s narrative at large examines the motivations of different forms of 

violence, including nationalistic-militaristic engagements, as well as revolutionary 

actions. As I have studied throughout this dissertation, the fundamental questions of who 

decides for whom, and who represents whom are tied to issues of political representation 

and the nature of democracy. In Lo rojo y lo azul, such concerns are crystalized in this 

mise-en-scène of the planning of the conspiracy, which presents a problematic confluence 

of the yearning for “social justice” and “revenge” (“los vagos afanes de justicia social 

mezclados con un irrefrenable deseo de desquite”).  

As we approach the conclusion of the Jarnés’s narrative, and the most elaborated 

depiction of the opposition of “generosity”/“cowardliness” and “hatred,” a vital 

component—highlighted in this scene of the revolt’s preparations—is the question of “el 

mando,” of who will command, and who will command whom. Elements of chance 

relating to reflections on revolutionary activity are mirrored by the production of chance 

represented by a deck of cards: both present hazards, the former to the collective, the 

latter to the individual: “Porque las autoridades perdonarían siempre que se jugase con 

los naipes, pero jamás con las ideas. ‘Una baraja bien manipulada puede producir un 

suicidio individual, el Manifiesto comunista puede producir el caos’, pensarían las 

autoridades” (182, original emphasis). If people can play with cards, they are forbidden, 

by “the authorities,” to play with concepts, especially when the ideological deck has been 
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stacked. The theatrical imagery of the episode continues as Julio thinks about these 

revolutionary preparations, “aquella conjuración,” which he views as “un ensayo de 

tragedia, imposible de representar ante el gran público, tan entregado aún a las fuerzas 

inertes, llamadas en Augusta –como en el resto del mundo– ‘vivas’” (182). I would draw 

attention to how the narrative meta-reflexively represents the actions of the characters 

who prepare this “drama of the revolution,” which, despite being rehearsed, is not yet 

ready to be staged and performed for an “audience,” for society. The narrator indicates 

that three days prior, Julio had spoken with “un camarada” who told him of the meeting, 

and that “Ya nos figurábamos que también en Barcelona…” (182, ellipsis in original). 

However, Julio was about to respond that in Barcelona there is nothing planned and that 

nothing had been done there; yet he does not say anything, recognizing the pointlessness 

of trying to discourage his comrade’s eagerness (182-83).  

During the meeting in the basement, we find Julio at a table, and at the table’s 

head (“A la cabecera”), one of the main conspirators, “el cabo Ramírez,” described as 

having “la gravedad de un Bismarck” as he begins outlining the revolutionary plot (183). 

This reference to a sovereign, to “a Bismarck,” is significant, for the narrator will begin 

to emphasize the question of “command” from someone who is a corporal in the army 

and views himself as a present and future leader, in a way that could be compared in 

some ways to the Astrólogo in Los siete locos, as well as to the messianic impulse that 

guides Roc in La próxima. 

 As Ramírez lays out the plan, he uses the cards and glasses on the table to 

represent regiments and barracks, respectively, thereby continuing not only the imagery 
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relating to chance, but also that of games (183). Indeed, these objects represent and 

portend another type of game board, with extremely high stakes, as the narrator remarks: 

“Geometría estratégica que, bosquejada ahora con naipes, puede hincar sus plomos en lo 

más resistente del corazón de la ciudad. Puede pasar de un juego a otro, 

catastróficamente…” (184, ellipsis in original). This notion of going from one game to 

the next, as a kind of catastrophic shift, is emphasized by the narrator. As Ramírez 

speaks of the revolutionary proposal, the narrator concentrates on the authoritarian 

intonations and effects of his voice: 

Su voz va adquiriendo un timbre extraño, se le va despersonalizando, 
desprendiendo de aquella boca en línea recta, sin relieve, sin sensualidad, 
ejecutiva, abierta en la superficie de un rostro frío, imperioso, inexorable. 
Una boca donde los besos de una amante no hallarían nada cálido, nada 
curvo, nada voluptuoso. Boca para el mando, para la frase breve, incisiva, 
cortante, que allí se iba afilando lentamente para la hora de empujar 
catastróficamente a los demás ¿Cómo pudo instalarse allí, en aquella 
tremenda silla desde donde podía arrastrar voluntades, poner a hervir 
cerebros, remover a capricho inquietudes, resentimientos, odios? Aquella 
voz se iba engullendo los más leves ruidos, los de arriba y abajo, los que 
producían las piernas nerviosas bajo la mesa y los que producían arriba los 
vasos al chocar […]. Su voz reparte a Augusta en parcelas, como el 
caudillo que –racionalmente– quiere hacerla suya. (Rojo 183-84)     

The voice becomes depersonalized, almost detached from the “cold, imperious, 

inexorable visage” from which it emanates. To recall Derrida’s way of connecting the 

terms voice and vote—“voix” in French means not only “voices,” but “votes” (Rogues 30, 

original emphasis)—, there is in Jarnés’s narrative an emphasis on the authoritarian 

capabilities of the voice that, as a kind of vote, would be nonetheless permitted in a 

democracy, even if, in an autoimmunitary manner, it could possibly bring about the end 

of democratic governance and liberties. The geometrical images earlier discussed 
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concerning the straight line versus the curve—paradigmatically expressed in the positions 

of Braulio and Julio in their conversation relating chess to life—, reemerge in the passage 

cited above from Lo rojo y lo azul: the voice of Ramírez leaves his mouth “in a straight 

line” which is “executive,” while his mouth lacks anything “curved.” This could be 

associated with the rigidity, the univocity—the single-voiced expression—of purpose, 

along with the lack of nuance and ambiguity which would seem to trouble Julio about 

this path of revolutionary activity. This is a mouth of command (“Boca para el mando”) 

which expels “frases” which are “brief, incisive, cutting,” as though forestalling the 

possibility of democratic discussion. It is this voice which is “to push the others 

catastrophically” down a path of violence. This description reveals a connection between 

“el mando” and the bringing together of diverse individuals, of uniting various ipseities, 

while annulling or relinquishing their capacity to decide, pulling together different 

“wills” (“voluntades”), appealing to and “stirring up” (“remover”) “anxieties” and 

“hatreds.” Even more, his voice is compared to a “caudillo” who would seek to take 

possession of Augusta. Although there will be other references to an autocratic tendency 

in Ramírez’s actions, as we will see in his brief exchange with Julio, the narrative focuses 

on the qualities of his voice which are able to achieve such distressingly authoritarian 

effects. Julio observes the scene, stupefied by what is taking place before him, as 

Ramírez continues to speak to the others, who appear spellbound by his voice:  

cuando se habla de una ejecución, de la ejecución inevitable, tiemblan un 
poco las palabras […]. Julio está temblando. ¿Cómo pudo aquel hombre 
agrupar a estos otros, hablarles de situar cañones, de repartir caballos, de 
ejecutar sentencias…? ¡Locos, completamente locos! Permanecen allí 
absortos, pendientes de la diabólica voz, de aquella boca helada que les va 
inflamando, de aquellos labios enjutos que van cortando amarras, 
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definiendo, limitando, hundiéndose en la carne social hasta señalar en ella, 
con líneas sangrientas, nuevas demarcaciones, nuevas jerarquías. (Rojo 
184, first ellipsis added, second in original)     

Indeed, there are no other voices or votes—no other voix in French—, only the monolithic 

voice of command that reorganizes, creates new “bloody lines” and “new hierarchies,” as 

it destroys and cuts away previous “amarras.” It is as though Ramírez and those who 

would follow him would defend their acts of violence by appealing to what Derrida 

would call the “future anterior,” that is, postulated conditions of justice that would be 

legitimated by a new state of law instituted by revolution (“Force” 269). As Ramírez 

continues to sketch the uprising, the possibility of someone present who would consider 

speaking against the conspiration is contemplated and ultimately discarded: 

Hay un instante en que alguien hablaría, que alguien –tal vez el mismo 
Julio– lanzaría sobre los naipes con que aquellos hombres se están jugando 
la vida, una palabra equilibrada, un pedazo de hielo de razón; pero ¿quién 
no comprende que en ello le va algo más que la vida: un título de cobarde? 
Y calla, deja que aquellos hombres sueñen con místicos lazos que desde 
Barcelona, desde Valencia, desde Madrid, desde todo el mundo, les unen 
fuertemente a la humanidad que sufre […]. (Rojo 184-85)    

The oxymoronic language of Ramírez’s “frozen mouth” whose voice inflames the other 

conspirators is placed in curious relief, for here “reason” (“razón”) is associated with 

cowardliness, as well as with what is frozen and may hold off, with a balanced word, the 

bet that they are placing. After the meeting, Julio speaks to Ramírez, asking him whether 

he has “noticias exactas” of what is taking place in the garrisons in Valencia and 

Barcelona, beginning to say that he has his doubts (186). However, he does not finish his 

thought; Ramírez looks with surprise at Julio, and answers “brusquely” (“bruscamente”): 

“¡Hay mucho entusiasmo! ¡Mucho entusiasmo!” (186). Julio, while recognizing this 
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“enthusiasm,” says that it might not be enough; he questions Ramírez about “la Unión 

General” and Madrid’s garrison (186). While Ramírez counterargues that a “general 

strike” (“huelga general”) will occur and that the proletariat will support them, Julio 

remains skeptical, believing it to be a possibility (186). In response, Ramírez indicates 

that with such a beginning, “nothing practical” (“nada práctico”) will be accomplished 

(186). Julio replies “Bien;” he would have said “Bien, mi general,” but he refrains, for 

such humor might not sit well with Ramírez; as the narrator reports, “Tal vez aquella 

mente saturada de proyectos tácticos era incapaz de dejar un resquicio al humorismo, 

como sucedió siempre a los más acreditados déspotas…” (186-87, ellipsis in original). 

The two men leave, pensive, “como abrumados por una misteriosa responsabilidad. En 

Ramírez era una responsabilidad creada por turbios afanes de desquite; en Julio se estaba 

fraguando lo que creía su deber de ‘racionalizar’ toda violencia, de encauzar la próxima, 

tan incoherente…” (187, ellipsis in original). Thus “a responsibility” developed by a 

sense of “revenge” in Ramírez is contrasted with the “duty” of Julio in vainly attempting 

“‘to rationalize’ all violence” and to channel the ensuing, yet “incoherent” violent act.  

Another character from the past reappears in connection with the uprising. 

Guillermina, now pregnant, has also returned to Augusta; she works in El Diamante and 

is involved in the revolutionary plot (189). She is “una cómplice astuta” of the 

conspiration, given the unlikelihood of imagining that amidst the song and drink in El 

Diamante there would be preparations for “una revolución social” (190). As the narrator 

mentions, key members of the revolutionary plot all have an individual “failure” 

(“fracaso”) that feeds their particular resentments towards the social order, namely Pepe 
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Cuevas as a failed writer and Ramírez as a failed cadet, while the narrator mentions 

Guillermina’s legs (190), seeming to refer to the earlier episode of Guillermina’s 

disrobing before the “empresario.” The narrator qualifies these three as “Cultivadores de 

su agria levadura personal,” and asks “¿podrían realizar cosa alguna que no estuviese 

envenenada? (190). These elements of Jarnés’s narrative bring to mind the question of the 

voyoucracy: the members of revolutionary military uprising in Lo rojo y lo azul do not 

sustain lives based on criminality in the same way as the “jefes” of the Astrólogo’s secret 

society. Nonetheless, the individuals forming part of the staging of this revolt in Augusta 

are conspiring against a public authority, no matter how corrupt it is. In spite of their 

personal humiliations, they could be viewed members of a dēmos who have become fed 

up with parliamentary turnocracy, a colonial war which turns them into “cannon fodder,” 

and a patriarchy in which women like Guillermina can become exploited as “carne de 

placer.” While the narrative does not delve into the backgrounds of Pepe and Ramírez, 

some of Guillermina’s experiences have been recounted. In fact, it would be crucial to 

recall the situations of sexual exploitation in which Guillermina has found and continues 

to find herself. Indeed, in this chapter in the novel, there is a significant relation between 

the exploitation that she has suffered and her “hatred:”  

De odio al primer empresario ante quien Guillermina se ofreció desnuda; 
de odio a todos aquellos orondos terratenientes que, cualquier noche, 
habían contribuido a repetir aquella desnudez; de odio a todos los brazos 
holgazanes, a todos los sexos sin precio, a todas las piernas irreprochables; 
de odio a todo lo divino, por quien los tiranos no rectifican su 
arbitrariedad; a todo lo humano, cuya cobardía es germen de nuevas 
opresiones; de odio al cielo y a la tierra, al amor y a la hermosura. (190-
91)   
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The narrative in some ways attempts account for the development of “hatred” in an 

individual such as Guillermina, especially given the sexual exploitation she endures. An 

individual inequality allows for a connection to others who have suffered such 

conditions, fomenting a kind of “odio,” as Guillermina and Julio, for example, are both 

bodies offered up as means for those more powerful, one for sex, the other for war. 

Indeed, in the above-cited fragment, there is a sort of incomprehension of such suffering, 

an appeal to “the divine,” as “tyrants” fail to rectify—make straight, correct—their 

“arbitrariness.” These traumatic life experiences are just the beginning of a process that 

ends up leading to the decision to attempt to depose the current order. Critically, the 

narrative notes that the “cowardliness” of “lo humano” is the foundation for “new 

oppressions,” in a way that both prefigures the narrative’s conclusion and internally 

challenges the pole of “cowardliness”/“generosity” that opposes “hatred.” However, this 

passage condenses under what systematic conditions injustices and hatreds develop; 

indeed, this is precisely the narrative’s wager: the inflexibility of “odio” must be 

contested and resisted by “generosidad”/“cobardía.” 

The military uprising will be defeated in the morning. Julio does not participate 

because he suffers a kind of nervous breakdown upon having to commit an act of 

violence at the onset of the revolt. The signal (to be given by Guillermina in a telephone 

call) for Julio to take the “polvorín” will be that his grandfather has died (196). In the 

early morning on the day of the uprising, the “teniente” of the “polvorín” receives the 

call, and relays the message to Julio that his grandfather has passed away (199). Unaware 

of the military plot, the “teniente” is compassionate to Julio, as he tries to calm him, 
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believing his anguish to be caused by the death of his grandfather (199). When Julio says 

that he has no one left, “Súbitamente se empañaron de tristeza los ojos parlanchines del 

oficial” (200). The narrative, in these crucial interactions between the “teniente” and 

Julio, will foster different forms of ambiguity. In this case, the “teniente” is struck by a 

gust of sorrow upon learning that this young soldier is alone in the world, an empathy 

which we will see at the novel’s conclusion. Julio, however, could be referring to the fact 

that, besides being an orphan, he is about to abandon his companions in the revolutionary 

complot, and endanger their lives by not acting. Julio is anguished by what he will decide 

to do; the narrative conveys his ruminations, the urgency of a decision which cannot wait, 

as each passing second jeopardizes the revolt:  

Julio se vio tendido, arropado, vencido. Pronto reaccionó violentamente. 
¡No! Cumpliría con su deber. El polvorín sería suyo. Mientras en la ciudad 
los camaradas tal vez estuviesen manteniendo a tiros sus posiciones, Julio, 
por una absurda compasión –¡llamaba compasión a su flaqueza!–, estaba 
malogrando el éxito. ¡Era urgente acabar con la farsa! ¡Tomar el mando 
del polvorín! ¡Tomar el mando! Paladeó la seductora palabra: ¡Mando! Lo 
hizo foco de todas sus vehemencias, mástil arrogante de todas sus 
gallardías. ¡Mando! ¿Por qué habían conspirado? ¿Por qué se habían 
jugado la piel? ¿Era por redimir al oprimido, por restablecer la justicia en 
el mundo, por castigar usurpaciones…? No. ¡Por el mando! Ramírez lo 
solía decir con una sencillez aterradora: “Yo tomo el mando de la plaza. 
[…].” Y aquella tarde [Ramírez] habría dicho: “Julio Aznar, que está 
destacado en el polvorín, tomará el mando de aquellas fuerzas…” (200, 
original emphasis, first and last ellipsis in original, second ellipsis added)    

Thus, Julio’s postulates that the revolt is not an attempt at restoring “justice” in the world, 

nor of bringing about the redemption of those who have been oppressed, but rather is a 

power play, a means to achieve “el mando,” to usurp the kratos, to enact vengeance, and 

even expropriate the expropriators. Even if those desires for justice and the end of 

exploitation are part of the uprising—especially in view of Guillermina’s participation, as 
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well as Julio’s at this point—, there is a disturbingly authoritarian directionality 

epitomized by the issue of “el mando” which the narrative has focalized, particularly in 

relation to Ramírez and his voice, which eliminates the voices of others and turns into a 

vote that counts more than others. Indeed, the seeking of “el mando” forms an alliance 

with taking possession and with violence as a justified means, in the logic of a Derridean 

“future anterior.” Julio, after his meditations, nonetheless concludes “¡Tomaré el 

mando!” (200). He comes near and calls to other members of the conspiracy, who all 

appear to be sleeping soundly, even though he doubts that they are truly asleep (200-01). 

Under his breath, Julio calls them “¡Cobardes!” (201). Yet, as he plans how he will 

realize his maneuver within the “polvorín,” Julio begins to feel overwhelmed: “Tuvo que 

recostarse abrumado; un sueño violento, lleno de transiciones, de altibajos […], de 

culatas de plomo sobre su pecho…” (201, first ellipsis added, second in original). The 

narrative then describes the movements of the others involved in the revolt in Augusta 

which will be defeated (201-03). The next time that we encounter Julio, the troops of the 

“polvorín” are awakened, and an officer explains what has taken place in the uprising, 

during which, in the San Luis barracks, the “oficial de guardia” was killed by 

conspirators who attempted to take over the weaponry (203-04). He recounts that “Hay 

varios muertos,” and that “los rebeldes” who have fallen prisoner are to face “juicio 

sumarísimo” (204). He indicates that this regiment is to protect the San Luis barracks and 

most likely provide the men for the firing squad (204). After the officer’s statement, the 

soldiers, not able to eat breakfast, are portrayed in the following passage:  

Se miraban unos a otros como sonámbulos incapaces de reconocerse. Eran 
ya muñecos, sólo muñecos rojos y azules, que una voz empujaría contra 
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otros, que una voz haría mover un pequeño resorte de matar, evolucionar 
ante sus víctimas, como ante una bandera. (Rojo 204)   

The soldiers of Julio’s regiment seem like “sleepwalkers” who are “unable to recognize 

one another:” anyone of them could have, and potentially did, form part of the uprising, 

as the purportedly external enemy becomes an internal enemy. However, at the same 

time, I would suggest recalling the way in which the soldiers, and particularly the recruits 

at the onset of the narrative, are viewed as pawns on a Chessboard, organized and 

arranged as “cannon fodder” for the maneuvers of the military, at the service of the state. 

In this passage, they are described as “muñecos rojos y azules,” as “dolls” or “puppets” 

who would be commanded, pushed by “a voice” against other soldiers, other “puppets.” 

Here the narrative again reveals the significance of the voice: it was the voice of Ramírez 

which would lead these soldiers to support a violent, revolutionary uprising; now, in an 

eerie reversal, it is the voice of the military—ostensibly of the officer who recounted the 

events of the revolt—that would command, that would take command—tomar el 

mando—and force these soldiers to execute those who have rebelled against the military 

and the state. Indeed, the following description reveals the law-preserving violence, in 

Benjamin’s terms, exerted by the state upon the revolutionaries: 

cuando se asome el Estado –dueño y señor del plomo y de la ley
 mantenida por el plomo– la pequeña hueste de soñadores que ahora
 recorre Augusta sufrirá una espantosa sacudida que les hará volver a la
 vida humilde donde el mando se escalona, como en el pentagrama,
 según las reglas de un juego inexorable; la pequeña hueste de soñadores
 quedará aplastada por toda una mole de artículos del Código y
 proyectiles de máuser. (202, emphasis added)  

Jarnés’s narrative thus critiques not only the violence of a revolutionary uprising from 

within the military, but also the violence of the military and the state itself as that which 
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preserves law by force (“dueño y señor del plomo y de la ley mantenida por el plomo”). 

Indeed, these soldiers of Julio’s regiment are now commanded, by the force of law, to 

execute those who endangered the state and the existence of the very law that sanctions 

and indeed compels them to kill. In a dreadful irony, Julio forms part of the firing squad: 

“Julio […] se encontró de pronto al remate de un piquete ejecutor. El azar le había jugado 

esta mala partida. Pero él dispararía al aire o contra el suelo” (206). The language of 

games of chance returns for it is “[e]l azar” which deals him this “mala partida.” One of 

the seven prisoners who will be executed is Ramírez, whose voice is again heard, asking 

a wounded prisoner who is brought out on a seat, if he plans to die sitting (206). The 

narrative shows the cruelty of this scene, for just as the soldier is able to stand, he falls to 

the ground, having been shot (206). However, one of the imprisoned revolutionaries is 

still standing, caught not between a dream and wakefulness, but suspended between life 

and death, “con la espantosa angustia de quien va a morir dos veces, en la suprema 

incertidumbre de si aún está en el mundo o en la nada” (206). Julio is “horrorizado;” the 

remaining soldier will be killed, again (207).   

 After this episode ends, the narration advances three weeks, and Julio is 

recovering in a military hospital following “una tremenda crisis nerviosa” (210). During 

his delirium at the hospital, Julio repeatedly screamed “¡Debí matarlo! ¡Debí matarlo!” 

(210). Perpetuating the vertiginous blending of the narrative voice and Julio’s thoughts 

that characterizes much of Lo rojo y lo azul, the narrator speculates about the identity of 

the individual to whom Julio is referring, supposing that it could be the prisoner of the 

revolt who would await death twice: “¿Era el espectro que en la fila de ejecutados vio 
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venir dos veces la muerte? ¿Acaso el proyectil de Julio estaba precisamente destinado 

para atravesar el corazón de aquel terrible superviviente, unos segundos superviviente de 

la catástrofe?” (210-11). It is this image of dying, this “specter” (“espectro”) in a 

horrifying limbo awaiting death twice which would seem to haunt Julio. In a painful 

transposition of the language of chance throughout the narrative, even though “chance” 

(“el azar”) had dealt him this awful “hand” (“mala partida”), it is perhaps the bullet from 

Julio’s rifle which would have been “destined” to have killed this man. Julio seems to 

experience a kind of horrific sense of empathy for this prisoner who he perhaps should 

have shot in the firing squad. It appears that his empathy, if indeed we can call it such, 

and its withdrawal—in deciding not to shoot the man—, is the root of his mental 

breakdown.   

Subsequently, we learn that an officer comes to the hospital as part of his duty to 

visit the soldiers there, and that he has been particularly concerned about Julio’s health 

(211). This officer is the same “teniente” from the “polvorín” who had relayed the 

message for Julio about the purported death of his grandfather. The “teniente” comes 

over to Julio and asks if he recognizes him; Julio “vagamente” knows who he is, having 

seen him in his delirious state (211). The “teniente” tells Julio that he wanted to say 

goodbye, for he may be going abroad (“al extranjero”), even considering leaving the 

military (211). This possible renunciation of the military structure and the rejection of his 

nation could be seen as decisions which break with the past and open onto a potentially 

different future. Julio wishes him “suerte,” yet the “teniente” does not reply, continuing 

to gaze “afablemente” upon the convalescent Julio (211). The narrator indicates that the 
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“teniente” would appear to be attempting to formulate and say something to Julio “no del 

todo fraguado en palabras, algún hondo pensamiento que buscaba formas sencillas, 

amables; algún reproche del cual intentase suavizar todas las aristas” (211-12). This 

description by the narrator, almost in a meta-reflexive way, points to the difficulty of 

expressing the opposition between “odio” and “generosidad”/“cobardía” which the 

“teniente” is about to delineate to Julio. What the “teniente” says is perhaps the most 

condensed and elaborated expression of this “hondo pensamiento,” of the opposition 

which I have been seeking to trace in my analysis of Lo rojo y lo azul. The “teniente” 

mentions that during Julio’s “fiebre,” the latter would repeat the phrase “¡Debí matarlo!” 

(212). After Julio acknowledges this, the “teniente” then asks who it was that Julio should 

have killed (212). The narrative appears to describe Julio’s physical and emotional 

torment upon hearing the question: “tembló todo su organismo, iba a paralizársele de 

angustia el corazón” (212). However, the “teniente” will then speak, insinuating to him 

that he knows that Julio was part of the conspiracy, for he has found out that Julio’s 

grandparents have been dead for some time (212). However, the “teniente” does not 

reveal this information, as he is not able to carry out such hateful acts (212). The 

“teniente” believes that Julio in his delirium was referring to the “teniente” himself as the 

one whom Julio should have killed. This situation presents a kind of ambiguity and a 

doubling in the text: while it is true that in the plan of the uprising Julio would have had 

to kill the “teniente” to take over the “polvorín,” the protagonist’s feverish exclamations 

would seem to have referred to the prisoner who had to die twice. The “teniente” appears 

to suppose that Julio was referring to the “teniente” himself, a hypothesis which I would 
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venture in view of the following statements by the “teniente,” which also reveal his 

actions and thoughts after realizing that Julio was a member of the conspiracy:   

¿Quieres decirme… a quién debiste matar? […] Si [sic] yo lo sé, Julio; yo 
lo sé. En seguida lo supe... Me bastó averiguar que hacía algunos años que 
no vivían tus abuelos… Y yo mismo logré que nadie más lo supiese todo. 
Los que hubieran podido denunciarte habían muerto… ¡Había ya bastantes 
víctimas! Además… yo no puedo hacer esas cosas. Como tú, lo mismo 
que tú, soy incapaz de odiar. Óyelo bien, Julio. Somos incapaces de odiar. 
Padecemos una terrible dolencia: la incapacidad de odiar. (212 original 
emphasis, second ellipsis added, all other ellipsis in original)     

Significantly, there is a kind of mirroring that the “teniente” seems to recognize in Julio, 

what he calls “the incapacity to hate,” that seems to be organized around seeing the other 

as oneself. As I have commented in the formation of the voyoucracy in Los siete locos, 

there is an analogous gesture when Erdosain recognizes the Astrólogo as similar to him, 

as alike. Likewise, in my extrapolation of Ingrid’s view of a friendship connected to the 

shared recognition of “weakness” among the sailors and passengers during the long 

duration of the voyage, I alluded to the aporetic question of recognition in ethical 

reflection. Given the significance of this conceptual strain, with significant democratic 

consequences, it would be pertinent to take note of Derrida’s thoughts on ethics in 

relation to recognizability and likeness:   

pure ethics, if there is any, begins with the respectable dignity of the other 
as the absolute unlike, recognized as nonrecognizable, indeed as 
unrecognizable, beyond all knowledge, all cognition and all recognition: 
far from being the beginning of pure ethics, the neighbor as like or as 
resembling, as looking like, spells the end or the ruin of such an ethics, if 
there is any. (Rogues 60, original emphasis)   

Derrida helps us to theorize the problematic movement of recognition as a kind of 

narcissistic perception of the self in the other, of what is like or alike of the other in the 
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self, such that the different and the heterogenous may potentially be subjected to the 

order of the same and homogenous. Having considered this issue in my reading of the 

interactions among Ingrid and the crew in 45 días y 30 marineros, it would be crucial to 

consider how this problematic is addressed in Lo rojo y lo azul and Los siete locos, two 

novels in which the urgency of societal change, of revolution or insurrection, is 

immediate. In spite of their differences, we must examine the moment of recognition in 

these novels by Arlt and Jarnés, especially given the destructive consequences of the 

Astrólogo’s secret society, vis-à-vis the more open possibility of 

“generosity”/“cowardliness” that is presented to Julio by the “teniente,” whose ultimate 

results are not presented in the narrative. We should recall how earlier in Lo rojo y lo 

azul, the soldiers in Julio’s barracks, upon hearing of the revolt and the need to form a 

firing squad, are unable to eat and cannot recognize one another; nonetheless, they are 

pushed onwards, ordered to commit murder, by a voice, by the voice of command that 

does not permit any sort of voicing or voting, such that the very possibility of recognizing 

the other as alike is negated by the force of law. Here, however, the “teniente” seems to 

destabilize this lack of recognition of the other—which may not only necessarily or 

always be bound by narcissistic recognition—, by precisely seeing in Julio that both share 

this “the incapacity to hate” and an acknowledgment of the violence that hatred would 

require. This is the hatred that fuels, in part, the actions of the characters in Los siete 

locos, and could be seen as what could have led to the destruction in the museum in La 

próxima. In Jarnés’s novel, the “teniente” goes on to note: “Y sin odio, sin un último 

lastre de odio, nadie querrá instaurar la justicia en el mundo” (212, original emphasis). In 
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view of the way that “odio” is compared to a “combustible” throughout the narrative, it 

appears that this “installing of justice” would more appropriately designate the founding 

of law through violence, a violence made possible through the channeling of “odio,” as 

epitomized in the references to the authoritarian abilities of the voice. It might be 

suggested here that hatred cannot be the foundation for justice, even if it may be 

exploited as a means to preserve law, or to found a new state of law—in the framing of a 

“future anterior” (Derrida, “Force” 269). After the “teniente” makes reference to how 

“without hatred” there will be “no one who will want to install justice in the world,” the 

“teniente” introduces the coupling of “generosidad” and “cobardía” into his speech in a 

way that resists “odio:” “La generosidad –ahora, en el mundo entero– es sólo cobardía, o 

se le parece mucho… ¿Somos unos cobardes, Julio? ¡Sí es así, te felicito! No, no debiste 

matarme. Tampoco yo debía matarte. Sigamos viviendo y gozando de nuestra cobardía… 

Si quieres llamarla así” (Rojo 212, emphasis added, ellipsis in original). In 45 días y 30 

marineros, Ingrid would offer her “cordialidad,” although when looking for a 

corresponding “cordialidad” from the sailors, she does not find it; by contrast, in Lo rojo 

y lo azul, the “teniente” twice looks dialogically to Julio for confirmation (see added 

emphasis) on the determination of their actions as “cobardía,” a term which has been 

undergoing a transformation, a resemanticization, here and throughout the narrative. If 

we consider how militaristic and authoritarian discourses would abhor “cowardliness,” it 

is precisely that term to which the “teniente” appeals. I would argue that the “teniente” 

and the narrative as a whole are seeking to resemanticize “cowardliness” in the direction 

of a kind of “generosity” which resists “hatred.” Opposing the menace of a homosocial 
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order of hate, there still remains the problem of what could become a contradictory 

brotherhood of cowards or the generous. Nonetheless, it would be important to observe 

that the opposition that is developed in Lo rojo y lo azul is aporetic: it does not consist of 

a facile movement of being “generous” and “cowardly” and not killing, for Jarnés’s 

narrative demonstrates the complexity of the struggle towards such “cowardliness” and 

“generosity.” Indeed, given the narrator’s depiction of the difficulty experienced by the 

“teniente” in formulating what he wants to say, the narrative is attempting to stage how 

one would move towards the pole of “cowardliness”/“generosity” as a way of working 

against “hatred,” which is such an easy form of “combustible” that can unite different 

ipseities. The pole of “cowardliness”/“generosity” presents a necessary challenge for a 

conceptualization of the democratic, of different ways of gathering and thinking together, 

that too must dialogue with the specific political constraints placed on the workings of 

democracy. The narrative shows how “odio” can be formed by individual injustices that 

are nurtured and indeed related to widespread forms of oppression, as exemplified by the 

experiences of Guillermina and Julio. However, we see that hatreds can be utilized as 

means for violent actions, evidenced by both the revolutionary military uprising, as well 

as the military execution of the conspirators: both of these forms of violence are 

narratively instigated by the voices of Ramírez and the officer, respectively. As Julio’s 

experience reveals, his resistance to hatred—both in participating in the revolt and in not 

shooting as part of the firing squad—produces horrifying results: his actions of 

“generosity”/“cowardliness” result in a kind of madness. However, it is perhaps for that 

very reason—for the suffering that he has endured, and for the hope of finding another 
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who is “generous” and “cowardly”—, that the “teniente” congratulates Julio. The 

“teniente” views “the spirit” as that which can work against “hatred:” 

En cuanto el espíritu comienza a trabajar, el odio pierde mucho terreno. El 
espíritu es una llamarada azul, en plena libertad, por encima de toda 
argolla. Cuando es preciso romperlas, es verdad, es una triste verdad, hay 
que aplicar ascuas rojas, lenguas rojas implacables. Aplaudamos la roja 
rebeldía mientras se aplique a destrozar cuanto nos encadena. Pero el odio 
es la profunda negrura, es la más despreciable mazmorra, es la absoluta 
negación del color, de toda vida. ¡No, no hemos debido matarnos, Julio! 
(212-13) 

In this passage, the chromatic symbolism throughout the narrative intersects the 

opposition between “odio” and “generosidad”/“cobardía.” The spirit is associated with 

freedom, creativity, and the color blue, which can work alongside the color red in 

revolutionary struggle and against hatred, “negación del color, de toda vida.” The 

working of the spirit is posed as that which can cause hatred to “lose much ground,” and 

as that which is compared to a “blue flame,” free (“en plena libertad”) and thus “above” 

that which shackles (“toda argolla”). Aporetically, the “teniente” recognizes as a “sad 

truth” that when there is a need “to break” (“romperlas”) such chains, one must employ 

“red embers” and “red tongues/languages,” apparently referring to the use of force, in the 

first phrase (“ascuas rojas”), and to the use of a particular form of language, left 

somewhat ambiguously in the second phrase (“lenguas rojas”). However, these “rojas 

lenguas implacables” would appear not to be equated with the usages of the voice by 

Ramírez and the officer, for these voices are grounded in hatred. The “teniente” thus 

approves of “red rebellion” if it would seek “to destroy” (“destrozar”) “whatever would 

enchain us;” however, such an action, which could be violent, cannot be imbued by 

“odio” which is associated with the color black, described as an absence of color and life. 
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Revolutionary activity would still necessary, associated with red, as having the potential 

“to destroy” shackles. Still, a problematic arises in the thinking of a revolutionary 

violence that is justifiable if it is not operating under the auspices of hatred.  

Indeed, it would appear that Lo rojo y lo azul, particularly via the development of 

the opposition between “odio” and “generosidad”/“cobardía”, and the subsequent 

resemanticizing of the terms “generosidad”/“cobardía,” could be seen as a form of “rojas 

lenguas,” a speaking of language which is not bound to hatred, which seeks not only to 

invert the terms of the hierarchy, but displace them, in a Derridean spirit. Indeed, it 

would be prudent to recall how Derrida describes language in this context:  

“everyday language” is not innocent or neutral. It is the language of Western 
metaphysics, and it carries with it not only a considerable number of 
presuppositions of all types, but also presuppositions inseparable from 
metaphysics, which, although little attended to, are knotted into a system. (Derrida 
and Kristeva, “Semiology” 19)   

There is a moment when literary language—which perhaps distills or intensifies what is 

always taking place in and with language—reorganizes our understanding of 

philosophical and political categories, by way of inversions and displacements that are 

happening in verbal expression itself, and that can be produced in language, consciously 

or unconsciously. I would argue that the way in which Jarnés’s narrative foregrounds the 

opposition between “odio” and “generosidad”/“cobardía” can be seen as a way in which, 

through language, there can be an movement that works against the ossification of certain 

forms of thinking, by resisting hatred in militaristic and authoritarian forms of rhetoric.  
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Accordingly, I would suggest that Luis Cernuda’s poem “¿Son todos felices” 

(1929/1931) operates in a similar way, by appropriating and deforming elements of 

militaristic and authoritarian discourses, destabilizing and questioning their legitimacy:  

El honor de vivir con honor gloriosamente, 
El patriotismo hacia la patria sin nombre, 
El sacrificio, el deber de labios amarillos, 
No valen un hierro devorando 
Poco a poco algún cuerpo triste a causa de ellos mismos. 
 
Abajo pues la virtud, el orden, la miseria; 
Abajo todo, todo, excepto la derrota,  
Derrota hasta los dientes, hasta ese espacio helado 
De una cabeza abierta en dos a través de soledades,  
Sabiendo nada más que vivir es estar a solas con la muerte. (1-10).  

As I have previously suggested in the context of my reading of Emar’s Un año, Derrida 

has noted how, in his view, solitude is perhaps that trait of God to which all humans can 

relate, a notion which can possibly deactivate the most destructive components of a 

political sovereignty modeled on a theological sovereignty. In Cernuda’s example, as the 

poem seems to suggest, life is a confrontation with death alone, while life and death can 

be viewed as experiences of solitude. Death and “defeat” (“la derrota”) thus become the 

central axes around which the poetic voice destabilizes, in this fragment, those values 

which can infiltrate a variety of political discourses, although perhaps those more 

associated with nationalism and militarism: honor and glory in war, along with patriotism 

and sacrifice, as expressed in the opening lines. However, these ideas “are not worth an 

iron,” for they only cause the devastation of a singular “body,” producing nothing but 

death. It is unclear if the text is referring to these values which cause this, or if it is people 

themselves who cause this death—or both. As such, the poetic voice consequently calls 
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for an inversion: “down, thus, with virtue, order, misery / down with everything, 

everything, except defeat.” If epic poetry would often upliftingly sing of war and its 

triumphs, Cernuda’s poetic voice sings defeat (“la derrota”), pulling us down to the stark 

realities of war and mortality. The poetic voice, in negating “virtue” and “order,” isolates 

“defeat,” an element which could not be seamlessly integrated into or assimilated by a 

discourse that would seek to elevate the nation and praise the grandeur of warfare. Thus, 

in a historical epoch in which fascism and other forms of authoritarianism are on the rise, 

Cernuda evacuates a triumphalist and bellicose rhetoric of its frenzy for the fatherland 

and its delirium for battlefield glory, by focusing on how such a rhetoric can result in 

nothing but ruination and “defeat.”     

 To return to Lo rojo y lo azul, the inversion and displacement of a political lexicon 

organized around “hatred” is thereby redirected towards the hope of 

“generosity”/“cowardliness.” The novel ends with the following lines of dialogue 

between Julio and the “teniente,” respectively: 

 “Sí, hemos sido unos cobardes”. 
“Hemos sido generosos. Y debemos escudarnos en nuestra generosidad 
como en una religión, ¡como en la única religión fecunda!” 
“¿Y los demás?” 
“Que aquel que no pueda gozar de una libre e intensa vida se encadene 
odiando”. (213)    

In view of the resemanticizing taking place in the narrative, Julio agrees with the 

“teniente,” claiming they have been “cowards.” However, the “teniente” while not 

contradicting what his interlocutor says, replies that they have been “generous.” Indeed, 

he proposes that such “generosity” should be likened to what would take place in “the 

only religion” which would be “fertile” or “productive.” There remains a danger—due to 
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the very passage of time—that even these new categories could become ossified and 

reactionary, for the phrase “escudarnos” seems to house the kernel of a militaristic 

potential. When Julio asks about “the others,” those who have not found this path of 

“generosity”/“cowardliness,” the reply of the “teniente” seems to belie, aporetically, this 

“generosidad” of which he speaks: whoever is incapable of sustaining a life both “libre e 

intensa” can remain in shackles, “hating.” Similarly, the narrative seems to wonder how 

would he respond to those who are systemically exploited, namely the other military 

pawns sent to fight in the Rif War, and the women like Guillermina who cannot escape 

sexual exploitation; because of such conditions, these individuals can perhaps never have 

such “a free and intense life.” However, at the same time, it would appear that in spite of 

these systemic forms of exploitation, the “teniente” would seek above all the need to 

struggle against the enchainment entailed by hatred: those who hate are bound, enchained 

by their hatred, while those who are incapable of hating—like the “teniente” and Julio—

can but resist hatred through their acts of generosity.         
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V. Undone from Within: Autoimmunitary Reflections: A Conclusion to Chapter 3 

In his work Rogues: Two Essays on Reason, Derrida concerns himself with the 

autoimmune features of democracy. He focuses on two often simultaneous or alternating 

tensions in various forms of democratic rule: firstly, to include those who appear similar, 

as brothers and citizens, and exclude those others who appear different, as non-brothers, 

those who do not resemble citizens, namely the “rogues” (“voyous”); and secondly, to try 

to establish forms of inclusion of those traditionally excluded, the displaced, the rogues 

who could also be citizens. Derrida writes the following:  

In its constitutive autoimmunity, in its vocation for hospitality (with 
everything in the ipse that works over the etymology and experience of the 
hospes through the aporias of hospitality), democracy has always wanted 
by turns and at the same time two incompatible things: it has wanted, on 
the one hand, to welcome only men, and on the condition that they be 
citizens, brothers, and compeers [semblables], excluding all the others, in 
particular bad citizens, rogues, noncitizens, and all sorts of unlike and 
unrecognizable others, and, on the other hand, at the same time or by 
turns, it has wanted to open itself up, to offer hospitality, to all those 
excluded. In both cases, let us recall, and here is a problem I take up 
elsewhere, this hospitality remains limited and conditional. But even in 
this restricted space it is typical for democracy to do one or the other, 
sometimes one and the other, sometimes both at the same time and/or by 
turns. Rogues or degenerates [les voyous ou les roués] are sometimes 
brothers, citizens, compeers. (Rogues 63, brackets in original, original 
emphasis)  

With this passage, along with aspects of The Politics of Friendship in mind, both the 

sister and the rogue may be made a case of the citizen. In my interpretation of Lange’s 45 

días y 30 marineros in Chapter 2, I focused on the political implications of a sister, 

Ingrid, who seeks to form part of the homosocial fraternity of the crew, which constitutes 

itself by means of excluding women or by incorporating them under the condition that 
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they remain subjected and displaced. An urgent and insistent examination of gendered 

exclusions, as well as those relating to race and class, thus informs my approach to the 

vanguard novels of Chapter 3. As such, this chapter in part has sought to examine the 

paradoxical movements of democracy—including and excluding, protecting and harming, 

opening and closing borders. With a thinking of the democratic possibilities at the 

forefront, I have analyzed in these three avant-garde narratives how social and political 

bonds are established and sustained, and how diverse ipseities can be brought together, as 

epitomized by the tension organizing the constitution of the dēmos and the way that it 

garners and exerts its force or rule, its kratos.   

In my reading of Roberto Arlt’s Los siete locos (1929), I have further investigated 

the consequences of other forms of marginalization in relation to democratic practice, 

namely those who could be called rogues or voyous, as they form a secret society that 

seeks to wholly reform social and political structures. These characters, who all have a 

sharp sense of anguish and dislocation in society, in some ways mirror the corruption of 

some parliamentary governments in the early twentieth century. Their reaction to these 

societal conditions, particularly embodied by the Astrólogo, is that of utter destruction of 

the current social order, and a replacement by an authoritarian system that is based on the 

fabrication of myths and the exploitation of the populace, namely women. As such, the 

members of the Astrólogo’s voyoucracy, in being themselves excluded to different 

degrees, establish an undemocratic project, a secretive brotherhood, which in itself is 

grounded upon an autoimmune exclusion of women. Indeed, the Astrólogo’s voyoucracy 

inverts many values and components of democracies: it is secretive, rather than public, 
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and it is constituted by potential members of a dēmos who furtively conspire—rather than  

discuss openly—how to overthrow a failing democracy. Additionally, during the meeting 

of the “jefes,” when the members of the secret society begin to enact the democratic 

value of discussion, following a kind of parliamentary protocol, their discussion is 

autocratically put to an end by the Astrólogo. In this context, it would be critical to recall 

El Mayor’s speech reproaching the parliamentary system, especially for the corruption 

and moral vacuity of its politicians, and the neocolonial intrusions which these politicians 

seem to allow to take place. Such condemnations, both founded and unfounded 

historically, echo the critiques of liberal parliamentary forms and the advocation of 

military coups in the 1920s and 1930s.     

The colonial project in Vicente Huidobro’s La próxima (1934) also presents a 

kind of aristocratic fraternity led by a patriarchal leader, Roc, in which women appear 

excluded from political action. Although Roc’s utopic settlement seeks to flee the worst 

aspects of Western civilization and the wars that ravage most of the world, there are a 

various forms of exploitation relating to class, gender, and race that are reified in the 

social structure of the colony. These forms of exploitation come from outside of the 

colony, yet they are integrated ab initio into the societal organization of the utopic space, 

such that the autoimmune seeds of the colony’s undoing are already at work in the 

community. At the same time, Roc’s settlement is marked by the colonialist displacement 

of the local Angolan population. Perhaps we see an autoimmune tendency most clearly in 

relation to the question of technology in the narrative. After the quasi-democratic 

decision among an unidentified grouping of colonists including Roc, there is an 
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agreement to store in the museum the technology brought to the colony. Technology is 

presented in the narrative as autoimmune: it can aid human projects, and it can also be 

put to use in horrifying wars. In a sense, there is never a truly democratic organization in 

the settlement, for—in addition to the gender, class, and racial exclusions that structure 

the social order—, the narrative is unclear in its depiction of which individuals 

participated in the voting. Likewise, there is the concerning reference to Roc’s reflection 

that it could be required to form a clandestine sect that would pass on to succeeding 

generations the knowledge of science and technology. The paternalistic elements of the 

colony’s organization thus come center stage, as Roc refers to himself as a father of the 

colonists, who must with difficulty work to reconcile their disagreements. Yet the 

passions of the two opposing factions in the colony overwhelm the possibility of 

democratic deliberation. If the placing of technology in the museum is a “mystical” 

establishment of law in the community, this very law is transgressed in the act of the 

“mythic violence” of the colonists who set the museum on fire. In an autoimmune 

fashion, the law-founding violence of housing technology in the museum not only 

inaugurates the colony’s utopic “closure” from the outside, but also seals its fate by 

keeping within its borders the origins of its own destruction: the scorching “mythic 

violence” destroys the law of the museum, thereby founding a new order of law that 

diverges from Roc’s original intentions for the community.     

 Lo rojo y lo azul (1932) by Benjamín Jarnés depicts, as a narrative organizational 

principle, an intersection of different structures of societal exploitation and the experience 

of chance. In choosing different paths, Julio exerts a kind of ipseity, but frequently, like a 
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pawn in the game of Chess, his moves and his ability to decide are not up to him. When 

he is able to make choices, as in the case of marrying into Cecilia’s family for the life of a 

bourgeois shopkeeper, or in the case of actively working with Braulio to incite a 

revolution, he sees a certain rigor in both life trajectories, in spite of their differences. A 

key to reading this aspect of the novel could be isolated in Julio’s emphasis on oblique 

movement, like the knight piece in Chess, as he advocates during his conversation with 

Braulio. The imbrication of forms of determinism and fate is explored in the events 

leading up to the narrative’s conclusion. The military superiors—and the state more 

broadly—determine that more soldiers are needed for the Rif War, while the narrative 

represents the soldiers’ experiences of potentially being sent to the conflict by a random 

selection of marbles, by chance. Later, the leader of the revolutionary movement in 

Augusta, Ramírez, in a way discounts Julio’s concerns about the feasibility and potential 

success of the revolt. Nonetheless, I have noted how the uprising itself is organized in a 

way that emphasizes chance as much as it does questions relating to command: the 

staging and rehearsal of the revolt in the basement would seem to attempt to limit chance 

and reveal how the uprising should be realized. However, an unexpected element is 

thrown into the gears of the plan: Julio does not take control of the “polvorín,” being 

overwhelmed by a powerful exhaustion. The moment of decision is physically taken 

away from him by his body, a likely physiological reaction to Julio’s increasing doubts 

about the motivations of the armed revolutionary uprising within the military ranks, 

especially as he begins to glimpse the way that “el mando” (“command”) is underscored 

in the conspiracy. Indeed, both Julio and the narrative at large increasingly interrogate the 
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driving forces behind the violence of the revolutionary uprising, seeing an uncanny 

parallelism in the the use of hatred to stoke this revolutionary struggle, and the use of 

hatred to continue the military’s operations during Rif War. With the revolt’s failure, 

Julio is by chance selected to be part of the firing squad of his former comrades; by not 

discharging his firearm, he condemns one of his former comrades to await death twice, 

producing in Julio a mental collapse. The opposition of “hatred” and 

“generosity”/“cowardliness” that I have explored in Lo rojo y lo azul, seems to be the last 

life trajectory presented to Julio. However, this path is not as predetermined as any of the 

other paths that Jarnés has heretofore developed in the narrative. There is a striking 

indeterminateness about the path of “generosity”/“cowardliness,” especially if we bear in 

mind that the “teniente,” who is ostensibly choosing this life trajectory, is possibly 

leaving Spain and the army, thereby abandoning the boundaries of the nation, as well as 

the edifice of the military. We see in the potential trajectory of  

“generosity”/“cowardliness” an openness to life that is not dominated by hatred, that is 

instead open to and accepting of chance in a resistance to violence and hate. However, in 

the spirit of Arlt’s “Nota del comentador” with which I opened this dissertation, let us 

propose a historical intersection with the narrative unfolding of Lo rojo y lo azul, placing 

Julio and the “teniente” into the actual passage of the historical events of the early 

twentieth century: their potential trajectory of “generosity”/ “cowardliness” would be 

extremely challenging to maintain, if not impossible, especially as the violence of fascism 

would envelop so much of the world, with the outbreak of the Spanish Civil War and the 

Second World War. Yet the path of “generosity”/“cowardliness” should be made open to 
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the autoimmunitary possibilities that are inherent to its conceptual structure. However, 

this does not entail a philosophical or political resignation or abandonment, but rather—

as Derrida would likely animate—a more invigorated and intense engagement with an 

aporia like Jarnés’s conceptual pairing. Indeed, this trajectory offers a complex, 

paradoxical image of hope that could be recuperated for a thinking of the democratic, as 

an ethical direction to be sought after and struggled towards.      
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CONCLUSION 

I. Holding Out for a Democracy Worthy of This Name 

As my interpretations of political essays and avant-garde novels from Spain, Chile 

and Argentina of the early twentieth century draw to a close, I would like to restate the 

main claims of my dissertation, as well as offer some reflections on the way to a 

suspended dialogue among some of the essayists and novelists of my corpus. I also 

condense what I view to be vital and recoverable moments of these works that invoke the 

Derridean concept of a democracy to come.           

 In the first chapter, by engaging in close readings of three political essays, I have 

investigated categories governing different semantic fields that reflect and inform these 

writers’ differing modes of argumentations, as well as their varying diagnoses of the 

emergence of authoritarianism and the crisis of the liberal parliamentary order in the 

1920s and 1930s in Chile, Argentina, and Spain. In the subsequent chapters, I have 

considered the political stakes of avant-garde prose works from these three countries. In 

Chapter 2, I have explored the ways that vanguard novels stage philosophical and 

political problems central to the conceptualization of sovereignty and democracy. In my 

third chapter, I have analyzed how other vanguard narratives depict radical political 

projects that, in a kind of delirium, seem to evoke and mirror the exigencies of the 

interwar period addressed by the essayists of Chapter 1.   

Additionally, my readings of these vanguard novels from Chile, Argentina, and 

Spain have sought to complexify critical approaches to Hispanic avant-garde prose in 
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general, by addressing not only the politics of these works, but also their aesthetics. In 

this regard, I have argued for a consideration of the realist and naturalist literary elements 

which inform, to varying degrees, the novelistic approaches of many vanguard novelists, 

despite apparent or explicit hostility to the legacy of the nineteenth century novel. 

Consequently, I have emphasized in my interpretations the extent to which avant-garde 

novels adhere or diverge from the “pneumatic” tendency proposed by critic Pérez Firmat, 

particularly in relation character development and narrative structure. Likewise, I have 

underscored the ways in which vanguard novels deploy meta-reflexive strategies in ways 

that profoundly question the status of language, narration, commentary, and self-

consciousness.    

The essayists of my first chapter—María Zambrano, Ramón Doll, and Alberto 

Edwards Vives—all register in their writing the problems facing liberalism in the midst 

of global socioeconomic upheavals that affect their respective nations in the 1920s and 

1930s. I analyze how Zambrano, Doll, and Edwards understand liberalism, and how it is 

equipped—or not—to respond to diverse pressures and concerns, such as the advent of 

mass politics, the question of authority, and the increase of extreme political tendencies. 

Likewise, these essayists reflect a range on the political spectrum, allowing us to gauge 

the more moderate, yet in some ways heterodox liberal position of Zambrano, the 

reformist socialism of Doll, and, lastly, the radical conservatism of Edwards.     

 As previously mentioned, José Ortega y Gasset’s categories of masas and 

minorías excelentes—as described in La rebelión de las masas (1930)—frame aspects of 

my discussion in Chapter 1. Ortega posits two different kinds of humans: those who exert 
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themselves and those who do not. This idea forms the basis of Ortega’s differentiation of 

minorías excelentes and masas, an opposition which he claims to be unrelated to social 

class. Yet I have investigated the anti-egalitarian components of Ortega’s argument, 

especially in view of the way that Zambrano, in Horizonte del liberalismo (1930), 

employs analogous terms, while simultaneously reformulating the characteristically 

Orteguian anxieties in her discussion of the “individuo” vis-à-vis the “masa.” In my study 

of her 1930 essay—which blends aspects of philosophical and political discourses—I 

have delineated Zambrano’s ontology which foregrounds the liberal subject of the 

individual, such that the possibility of political activity—specifically reform—is reserved 

for one subject alone: the individual. Zambrano suggests that in communism, another 

historical subject—the “masa”—has become the central political actor, thereby 

challenging her liberal ontology. Despite Zambrano’s commitment to the construct of the 

individual, I have emphasized that she criticizes the exploitation of the masses in a way 

that differentiates her from Ortega y Gasset. She notes that liberalism has allowed for the 

masses to make demands by legal means. Nevertheless, Zambrano qualifies the “masas” 

as “revueltas,” demonstrating the problematic nature of a liberalism which finds itself 

unable to uphold the civic values that it would purportedly champion. Zambrano 

ultimately pursues the possibility of a “new liberalism” that, while maintaining this 

tradition’s philosophical ideas, would renounce liberal economic practices. 

Although Ramón Doll recognizes the failure of liberalism in certain contexts, he, 

akin to Zambrano, will continue to advocate certain democratic and liberal views in 

Liberalismo en la literatura y la política (Con una segunda edición de: “Democracia mal 
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menor”) (1934, n/d). Doll makes a structural analogy between authoritarian states and 

finance capital, both of which he sees as attempting to dominate and totalize political and 

economic spheres. By contrast, he perceives liberalism and democracy as allowing for 

ideas and movements which threaten the very existence of the political framework in 

which they exist. In this sense, I have contended that Doll’s position resembles Derrida’s 

notion of the autoimmunity of democracy, which permits the growth and protection of 

beliefs and movements which could undermine and even destroy democratic rule. In 

response to the current conditions, Doll advocates a form of reformist socialism, even 

though it should be noted that he will move to the far right later in his life.     

Despite their differences, Zambrano and Doll share at this moment in their 

political thought a valorization of certain liberal ideas, as well as a simultaneous 

ambivalence toward the present and future of liberalism. However, the final essayist 

whose work I have considered in my first chapter, Alberto Edwards Vives, is resolutely 

critical of liberal politics, espousing a radically conservative position. Edwards in La 

fronda aristocrática en Chile (1928) defends a conception of authority that is 

transhistorical and almost metaphysical. According to the essayist, in different epochs, 

different institutions, ideas, or persons have been able to act as a representation of 

authority that a populace would recognize as legitimate and to which it would submit. 

Edwards suggests that in previous historical periods, the concepts of divine right of kings 

and of national sovereignty served as legitimate representations of authority. However, he 

views that neither of these principles are capable of being valid sources of authority in his 

historical present. Indeed, Edwards’s pessimism regarding the current situation has much 
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to do with his conservative reaction to increasing participation of the Chilean middle 

classes in politics during the early twentieth century. As such, his radically conservative 

argument—buttressed by a historiographical reevaluation Chile’s past and present—

sustains that it matters not what serves as a representation of authority, as long as it is 

recognized as legitimate and is obeyed by the population. Consequently, in view of the 

current phase in Chile’s history, Edwards backs the authoritarian state of Carlos Ibáñez 

del Campo, for he sees it as fulfilling the need for a factic assertion of force that acts as 

an instantiation of authority that can produce the submission of the populace and, above 

all, prevent anarchy. The essayist’s conclusions, however, can be read against 

themselves: Edwards’s declaration that there is a “permanence” of the authority of the 

Ibáñez dictatorship is not an internally tenable claim, given his conceptual emphasis on 

the transhistorical nature of authority, and the various historical displacements of once 

obeyed representations of authority.   

Moving from essayistic to novelistic discourse while keeping on the horizon the 

political concerns of the interwar years, in my second chapter, I have studied how Juan 

Emar’s Un año (1935) subverts the format and conventions of a diary, relating various 

unusual, absurd, and comic happenings experienced by the narrator, a man living in 

Santiago, Chile. A series of recurring problems in the text revolve around singularities 

becoming subsumed by totalities, in a way that reflects various challenges to the 

narrator’s ipseity throughout the work. I have contrasted the narrator’s experience of 

metaphysical transcendence that occurs near the ocean, with his sensation of religious 

anxiety that takes place in the city. I have linked these episodes in Emar’s text to matters 
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of time and perception, the nature of linguistic transmission, and, crucially, to notions of 

political and ontotheological sovereignty. While these components of Emar’s narrative 

could at first sight appear to delve into occult arcana, theological speculation, and areas 

of metaphysics, I have argued that only by integrating these elements into a reading of the 

novel can we grasp the political implications of Un año. Consequently, in view of the 

aforementioned elements, in one particularly significant episode, the narrator describes 

himself as a “sovereign man” as he is obstructed by a group of elderly women. This 

episode has allowed for me to initiate a critical thread of my dissertation in which I have 

examined questions relating to gender in the formulation of ipseity, sovereignty, and the 

dēmos.  

I have continued to explore these thematic concerns in 45 días y 30 marineros 

(1933) by Norah Lange, in which the protagonist, Ingrid, makes a voyage from Argentina 

to Norway in a transport ship run by a male crew. In my reading of Lange’s work, I have 

sought to take up a question posed by Derrida throughout his oeuvre, and perhaps most 

acutely in The Politics of Friendship, concerning the Western philosophical tradition’s 

proclivity to ground friendship and, thus, political association by metaphorizing and 

isolating the image of the brother as the ideal friend, with a consequent displacement of 

the sister and the feminine. Accordingly, in approaching this vanguard novel by Lange, I 

have focused on Ingrid’s attempts to establish bonds of friendship and fraternity with the 

male sailors. However, throughout the sea voyage, she encounters repeated romantic 

advances, and, more distressingly, sexual harassments and assaults. By proposing that the 

male crew is founded by homosocial bonds and a hierarchal understanding of sovereignty 
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organized around gendered exclusions and nationalistic sentiment, I have analyzed how 

the protagonist relates to the crew, despite the threats to her wellbeing. In asserting her 

ipseity, Ingrid destabilizes the fraternal structure of the ship by her unyielding offerings 

of what the narrative qualifies as her “cordiality.” Ingrid’s acts of warmth and 

friendliness upend the fraternal community of the ship, offering a model of social 

interaction that points toward a conception of democracy not governed by a metaphorical 

brotherhood.   

 To close the second chapter, I have considered Ramón Gómez de la Serna’s novel 

El caballero del hongo gris (1928), which represents the life and death of Leonardo, a 

transnational conman who fabricates fictious businesses and takes advantage of the 

wealthiest members of the elite. Published the year before the stock market crash of 1929, 

this narrative emphasizes the circulation of capital and the proliferation of Leonardo’s 

illusory business ventures. The protagonist’s “sombrero hongo gris” is underscored in the 

narrative as the very object that allows for and secures Leonardo’s economic exploits and 

ascension in society. While the centrality of a particular style of hat may at first appear 

curious, I have considered the cultural history of the bowler hat, which acquired 

democratizing associations with its increasing use during the mid-nineteenth and the 

early twentieth centuries. Nevertheless, El caballero del hongo gris plays on the bowler’s 

cultural symbolism: despite this hat’s democratic associations, when worn by Leonardo, 

this piece of headwear develops increasingly authoritarian overtones, even being 

compared in the narrative to a crown, a metonymic connection to the sovereign. As such, 

although this hat would seem to guarantee Leonardo’s continued business triumphs, as he 
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appears to be incapable of being apprehended by the law, the protagonist is not 

invincible, for his ipseity derives from an object external to him. Thus, the mode of 

consolidation of his ipseity will be his downfall, as Leonardo will be challenged by two 

other individuals donning bowler hats, ultimately causing his death in a duel. I have 

interrogated notions of singularity and iterability in relation to Leonardo and his 

doppelgängers, who would substitute the purportedly unique and original Leonardo, 

whose singularity is destabilized by the fact that the gray bowler—the object that 

singularizes the protagonist and constitutes his self-representation as the “caballero del 

hongo gris”—is replaceable and theoretically purchasable by any member of the dēmos. 

Turning to my third and final chapter, particularly of interest is how Roberto Arlt, 

Vicente Huidobro, and Benjamín Jarnés—who would interact with artistic avant-

gardes—portray in their novels the functioning of political avant-garde groups. The three 

novels studied in this chapter rotate around the potentiality of overthrowing regimes or 

establishing new states, circumstances which find historical correlates in the 1920s and 

1930s in Argentina, Chile, and Spain. Like the vanguard texts of Chapter 2, these works 

incorporate a range of meta-reflexive strategies. However, unlike the previous chapter’s 

narratives, the novels of Chapter 3 forge a dialogue with historical events either in the 

recent past or in fictionalized present. These three novels—like the avant-gardes 

themselves—emphasize the possibilities of the future, with an apocalyptic imminence 

that offers a kind of radical, at times utopian, reshaping of socioeconomic and political 

relations through the exercise of the kratos of the dēmos. 
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 As indicated in the Introduction of the dissertation, Roberto Arlt’s Los siete locos 

(1929) serves as the point of departure for the historical, geographical, and theoretical 

coordinates of my dissertation. Arlt’s novel portrays an insurrectionary secret society led 

by the Astrólogo intending to oust the current parliamentary government. Although he is 

not the main character in the novel, the Astrólogo manipulates the other members’ 

perceptions of the political project by conflating ideas of the far right and left. His 

imbrication of political positions is symptomatic of the upsurge in differing authoritarian 

and revolutionary discourses and movements in this historical period. The members who 

make up the Astrólogo’s project are criminals, like the rogues whom Derrida discusses in 

his work Rogues: Two Essays on Reason. Consequently, I have proposed to view the 

Astrólogo’s political vanguard as a “voyoucracy,” a conspiratorial and secretive grouping 

of male outlaws who work to overthrow a public democracy by force. Building upon my 

consideration of gender dynamics in my assessment of Lange’s novel, and following 

Silvia Federici’s discussion of gender and class, I have interpreted the Astrólogo’s secret 

society as a fraternal aristocracy whose political project would be financed by the 

exploitation of women in brothels. Additionally, I have considered how the Astrólogo 

acts as a kind of sovereign, as he attempts to control his group of rogues. In a key scene 

in which the members of this voyoucracy begin to question his power and the tenets of 

their political plot—in a way that would resemble parliamentary debate—, the Astrólogo 

forcefully ends their moments of inquiry and discussion in a sovereign fashion.  

While Arlt in his novel recounts a political avant-garde’s rebellious agenda, 

Vicente Huidobro in La próxima (1934) presents the arrangement, the settlement, and the 
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final collapse of a colonial project in Angola. As I have observed in Jarnés’s Lo rojo y lo 

azul, in which the struggle to avoid the horror of combat in the Rif War produces 

revolutionary conditions, the memory of the First World War and disturbed reflections on 

future warfare weigh on the mind of the protagonist, Roc, who organizes and leads the 

colonial project. I have sought to underscore Roc’s lunatic empathy, as he tries to 

encourage many people to come to his settlement to avoid death in a future war. At the 

same time, I have analyzed the ways by which forms of exploitation and domination that 

the colonists are seeking to escape become reified and ground the social relations of the 

colony: Angolans are displaced and potentially exploited by the colonists, women do not 

have an active political role in the colony, and class hierarchies appear to remain intact in 

the supposedly utopic space, which I have evaluated in accordance with Fredric 

Jameson’s theorization of utopias. As warfare engulfs the rest of the world—with the 

crucial exceptions of the colony in Angola and of Russia, where the Revolution 

continues—, a heated debate about the future of technology rages among the settlers. 

Two factions emerge in the community: those who want to continue to use scientific and 

technological developments in the colony, and those who desire the destruction of all 

technology, seeing it as the root cause of the world’s wars. Some of the colonists elect to 

house technology in a museum constructed in the colony; I have described this decision 

as a quasi-democratic move, not only as the narrative is unclear concerning the settlers 

who participate in the decision, but also as various exclusions based on class, gender, and 

race structure the colonial space. Likewise, I have interpreted this decision to house 

technology in the museum as a moment of the “mystical” establishment of authority and 
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law, in Derrida’s sense. However, as Roc compares himself to a father over the members 

of the colony who must resolve the quarrels of his children—evincing a patriarchal 

political conception—, a violent act splinters the protagonist’s sovereignty over the 

community: a group of colonists burn the museum to the ground, an incident which ends 

La próxima. I have read this unsettling incident of destruction as an instance of “mythic 

violence” as advanced by Walter Benjamin. The apocalyptic ending is anticipated in the 

novel by meta-reflexive remarks by characters and the narrator. Additionally, as I have 

argued, this violent end to the utopic project can be seen as a consequence of the reified 

forms of exploitation and exclusion upon which Roc founded his colonial project. 

Such an atmosphere of inescapable failure and catastrophe imbues not only Los 

siete locos and La próxima, but also Benjamín Jarnés’s Lo rojo y lo azul (1932), a novel 

that pursues the motivations and results of an unsuccessful military revolt during the La 

semana trágica and the Spanish colonial conflict in Morocco. The narrative of Lo rojo y 

lo azul transpires primarily in Barcelona and Augusta, a fictionalized version of Jarnés’s 

native Zaragoza. The plot follows the protagonist, Julio, who is enlisted in the military 

and is trained in Barcelona. However, the narrative emphasizes societal structures of 

domination, along with questions of chance, such that Julio has various possible life 

trajectories set before him, including the existence of a bourgeois shopkeeper, and that of 

a leftist revolutionary. At the same time, recurrent references to Chess and games of 

chance in the narrative seem to undermine the choices of Julio and other characters. 

Indeed, the protagonist is depicted as a Chess pawn who is moved by his military 

superiors to become “cannon fodder” in combat. Likewise, another key character in the 
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narrative, Guillermina is sexually exploited in Barcelona and seems to have no way out 

of her situation. Ultimately, she and Julio will both form part of an ill-fated military 

uprising in Augusta at the end of the novel. I have discussed how Lo rojo y lo azul 

follows the motivations of individuals who form part of violent political action. In 

particular, the notion of “hatred” (“odio”) is presented as that which grounds both 

revolutionary movements and the nationalistic-militaristic operations of the state 

portrayed in Jarnés’s narrative. Although Julio will eventually resist the Rif War and 

support revolutionary organizing, his initial impetus is a private humiliation. Similarly, he 

begins to see that individuals in the military and in the revolutionary conspiracy share a 

desire for “command” (“el mando”). After he is unable to act in the uprising in Augusta, 

Julio is selected to form part of the firing squad that is to execute his former comrades. 

As he does not shoot at them, one of the prisoners must await death twice, causing Julio’s 

mental breakdown. I have closely read the ending scene in which the “teniente,” whom 

Julio would have had to murder in the uprising, speaks with the protagonist. They discuss 

the terms “generosidad” and “cobardía” that, I have argued, serve as a counterpoint to the 

conception of “odio” which fuels the most virulent strains of political and militaristic 

discourses and movements. I have claimed that in this and other scenes in the novel, 

Jarnés performs a radical resemanticization of the conceptual pairing 

“generosity”/“cowardliness” to resist “hatred” and the instrumentalization of violence in 

revolutionary and military activities. In this context, I have engaged in a brief reading of 

a poem from the same period composed by Luis Cernuda. I have interpreted Cernuda’s 
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text as inverting and destabilizing values employed in militaristic and authoritarian 

discourses in a way comparable to Jarnés’s semantic operation in Lo rojo y lo azul.      

II. Tracing a Suspended Dialogue 

In this final section of my concluding remarks, I would like to hold out for a hope 

in democratic moments and an openness to the future that the political essays and 

vanguard narratives of my corpus present to us, in spite of the crises and destructions 

which they reflect and portend. I would also like to open up a space for the interaction of 

the ideas of the essayists of Chapter 1, and some of the situations and characters 

presented in the avant-garde novels of Chapters 2 and 3. In this context, I examine the 

implications of the various models of subjectivity discussed primarily in Chapter 2. I 

would like these essayists and authors to have a kind of democratic discussion that never 

took place, a suspended dialogue that could take place here, shedding light on problems 

that these writers passionately debated in their works. Having spoken so much of 

democracy, it seems only fair to let the ghosts of these essayists and vanguard authors 

speak in some way, or, perhaps, to continue to speak, as they have throughout this 

dissertation, in citations, paraphrases, and conceptual conceits.         

In view of the positions of the essayists studied in Chapter 1, none of the vanguard 

narratives of Chapter 3 will opt for the liberal notion of reform to which María Zambrano 

appeals in Horizonte del liberalismo. The novels by Roberto Arlt, Vicente Huidobro, and 

Benjamín Jarnés move in the radical directions of the insurrection, of the utopic 

relocation, and of the revolutionary military uprising, in some ways echoing and 
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foreshadowing events and ideas of the early twentieth century. With their varied modes 

of incorporating historical references and elements, the vanguard novels of Chapter 3 

expose a numbing expectation of worldwide devastation on its way. The violent actions 

and authoritarian inclinations that we observe in the vanguard novels of the third chapter 

at times look back at what has passed, and at other moments portend what is to come in 

history. Different from the largely character-driven narrations of Chapter 2, these novels 

incorporate into their plots socioeconomic and political discourses of the epoch, while 

introducing irruptive acts of collective violence that would aim to redirect the course of 

history.  

In this regard, the novels of Chapter 3 seem to rehearse the ruinations predicted by 

the essayists of my first chapter. In a kind of Derridean autoimmunity avant la lettre, 

Ramón Doll conceives of democracy as permitting the growth of antidemocratic 

tendencies, a notion which finds various corollaries in history, as well as an 

exemplification in the insurrectionary sect depicted in Roberto Arlt’s Los siete locos. In 

view of the moral and spiritual anguish of the populace following the First World War, 

the Astrólogo asserts the need to establish a mystifying form of authority and a 

repressive, nondemocratic state. As Alberto Edwards Vives might construe the situation 

presented by Los siete locos, the Astrólogo seeks the appropriate representation of 

authority for his historical epoch which would be forceful enough to legitimate and 

ground itself as an authority that would cause the submission of the population. This plan, 

however, is grounded by various preparations for insurrectionary and terroristic violence. 

As such, it should be underscored how the avant-garde novels of Chapter 3 portray 
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projects to gain power and reformulate social relations which justify their violence based 

on the ends that will be achieved, in ways that recall and predict Ramón Doll’s 

assessment of extreme rightist and leftist movements, Walter Benjamin’s interpretation of 

“military violence,” and Jacques Derrida’s notion of the “future anterior.”       

Even in the presentations of individual characters, none of the protagonists—

Erdosain, Roc, Julio—would seem to be entirely free to decide as in the liberal 

conception of the individual, which is central to Zambrano’s Horizonte del liberalismo. 

Frequently, these characters’ ipseity is displaced narratively and by societal structures 

and chance. It would seem that the subjective models that I have at large questioned, 

particularly in Chapter 2—namely the liberal subject of the individual, homo 

œconomicus, the subject as self-proprietor, and the sovereign subject—, are inadequate, 

structurally emphasizing a kind of individualism and isolation from others that would 

negate democratic possibilities.  

Indeed, in Ramón Gómez de la Serna’s El caballero del hongo gris, this kind of 

ruinous individualism is typified by Leonardo, who seeks his own advantage in the 

economic sphere to such an absurd degree that he turns into a kind of aberrant deviation 

of the homo œconomicus. This subjective model, implying a kind of utilitarian rationale, 

would seem to suffer an internal collapse in the case of Leonardo, even though it would 

be the logical, yet deranged consequence of seeking one’s own advantage, rather than the 

advantage of others. Simultaneously, this novel interrogates the foundations of 

Leonardo’s subjectivity by focusing on how his self-representation is intrinsically bound 

to his gray bowler. In a manner, his ipseity is detachable like his hat. Indeed, the way that 
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Gómez de la Serna’s narrative plays out the philosophical opposition of singularity and 

iterability—particularly regarding the duplication and iteration of individuals wearing 

bowler hats—, can be seen to undermine the view of a subject who is identical to itself, 

with its own individuality and interiority.  

By contrast, Juan Emar’s narrator in Un año is described as an “hombre soberano” 

whose liberties, guaranteed by a republic, have supposedly been infringed upon by a 

grouping of older women, thus exposing a classist and gendered element in this image of 

the subject as an individual sovereign. In particular, the notion of the “sovereign man” 

reveals little more than fragility, even though it would seem to assert an aggressive 

masculinity and a concomitant claim to unconditionality and sovereignty. Concurrently, 

however, Un año destabilizes the claims of the narrator as a “sovereign man,” by way of 

his repulsion upon experiencing an ontotheological characteristic of sovereignty: divine 

perception. I would highlight this moment in Emar’s novel, for it radically questions a 

political-theological emphasis on mastery and power.   

 As I have suggested in 45 días y 30 marineros by Norah Lange, the critical 

decision of Ingrid to leave the ship is an irruptive moment of awareness that I have 

characterized as a Derridean passive decision, as though arriving and deriving from an 

otherness within oneself, such that the self cannot be seen as an owner of its own 

subjectivity. Moreover, the gendered implications that Derrida incorporates into the 

notion of ipseity should not be forgotten. The concept of ipseity entails the self as 

identical to itself by way of the self’s circular return to itself; this, in turn, reflects a 

circular justifying of the self’s power to possess and appropriate not only itself—as the 
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proper of itself—, but, by extension, the living and the nonliving as property, with the 

authoritative legitimacy that would be reserved for male hosts of houses and manors, of 

husbands, masters, and indeed, sovereigns (Derrida, Rogues 11). On many crucial 

occasions in 45 días y 30 marineros, Ingrid becomes—in part because of “cordiality”— 

the female guest of festivities in such a way that she nears the role of a host, without 

acquiring all of this term’s problematic associations. In this liminal space, she occupies a 

position that allows for a forceful disruption of the ship’s fraternity and its gendered 

norms, while also opening up a potential for a mode of friendship that is not based on 

homosociality or nationalism. In these moments, in a way that staves off the gendered 

order that constitutes the ship’s fraternity and conditions the crew’s attempts to possess 

her, Ingrid, by exerting her ipseity, is endowed with an ineffable authority that none of 

the male sailors can accede to or challenge without jeopardizing their own fraternity. 

Consequently, in view of the gendered power dynamics at work in the formation of 

ipseity, I would suggest that Ingrid—in asserting herself in her interactions with the male 

crew and the Captain—so fundamentally destabilizes the homosocial order of the 

crewmen because she not only inverts the political metaphorization of brother and the 

sister, but she displaces this entire problematic.   

In even more broad terms, some of the essayistic and avant-garde texts of my 

corpus give form to a generalized resistance to that which is perceived to totalize and 

subordinate. Ramón Doll, for instance, sees finance capital and authoritarian regimes as 

pursuing the totalization and domination of economic affairs and the lives of individual 

human subjects. Similarly, Juan Emar’s narrator is repeatedly haunted by his 
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observations of different singularities becoming subordinated to structures that would 

impose an organization, thereby resulting in a kind of totalization: the singular persons 

within a building who become subjected to the conceptual notion of the building; the 

disparate fluxes of an ocean wave that become homogenized as the will of one unifying 

wave; the subordination of multiple living beings to a totality, namely the structure of 

divine vision, an “aspect of God’s role” which causes nothing but “fury” in the narrator. 

Revealingly, the comparable oppositions to totalization of Doll and Emar could not differ 

more from Alberto Edwards’s foregrounding of the need for an authority that could 

produce the submission of the people. In a related way that would contest totalization, 

María Zambrano’s representation of communism involves a crushing (“aplasta”) of the 

individual, as a sociopolitical form of organization that puts an ends to the spontaneity of 

life, as a search for control and the means to direct life. In spite of the problems of such a   

depiction which I have discussed—especially the classism inherent to aspects of the 

notion of the masa employed by Zambrano and Ortega y Gasset—, we can see in 

Zambrano’s characterization of communism a kind of corollary to components of 

Benjamín Jarnés’s Lo rojo y lo azul. Julio comes to see both the military and the 

revolutionary uprising as aiming to attain “command” (“el mando”), as precisely that 

which—in light of some of Zambrano’s notions—would subordinate and control life, 

thereby crushing the individual, like Julio and his fellow soldiers, or like Guillermina and 

other women characters, who can only offer their bodies, due to class and gender 

hierarchies. Jarnés would seem to share with Zambrano a certain search for a life path or 
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a politics which would be open to spontaneity and to what is to come, while also allowing 

for a roll of the dice to never abolish chance, as Mallarmé might remark.            

My interpretations of these political essays and avant-garde narratives have sought 

to critique and embolden, to read in the spirit of deconstruction, in search of neither law 

nor violence, but rather of moments that permit a glimpse of a democracy worthy of this 

name. While being watchful and alert for the negative examples and warnings 

exemplified by Leonardo’s unquenchable thirst for power and wealth, the Astrólogo’s 

violent and insurrectionary plotting, and Edwards’s notion of the factic imposition of 

authority, I will hold out for Zambrano’s elasticity of thought, her cautious positing of 

ideas, and her openness to the future; for Emar’s narrator who is repelled by the 

experience of ontotheological sovereignty; for Ingrid who still seeks out a form of 

friendship beyond the nation and beyond brotherhood; for Roc’s maddened empathy, 

who, like a modern Noah, would seek to save anyone he could from an imminent flood; 

and for Julio and the “teniente,” as they construct an alternative to “hatred,” potentially 

taking the trajectory of “cowardliness” and “generosity” towards a democracy to come.                        
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